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PREFACE.

This book tries to present, in a compact form, an account of

India and her peoples. The materials on which it is based

are condensed from my larger works. In 1869 the Govern-

ment of India directed me to execute a Statistical Survey of

its dominions,—a vast enterprise, whose published records

make 128 volumes, aggregating 60,000 printed pages. The

scale of the operations, although by no means too elaborate

for the administrative purposes for which they were designed,

necessarily placed their results beyond the reach of the general

public. The 128 volumes of T/u- Statistical Survey were there-

fore reduced by me to a more compendious form as the fourteen

volumes of The Imperial Gazetteer of India. In the present

book I endeavour to distil into one volume the essence of the

whole.

I have elsewhere e.xplained the mechanism by which the

Statistical Survey was conducted in each of the Districts or

territorial units, now 250 in number, of British India. ^ Without

the help of a multitude of fellow-workers, the local materials

could never have been collected. In again acknowledging my
indebtedness to my brethren of the Civil Service in India, I

wish also to specially commemorate the obligations which I

owe to two friends at home, Mr. J. S. Cotton, late Fellow

of Queen’s College, Oxford, and Mr. Morse Stephens, B.A.

(Balliol), Lecturer on Indian History at the Univ'crsity of

^ See Preface to A'olume 1. of Thd Imperial GazelUir ofIndia, ed.
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CcLinbridgCj have rendered important aid at later stages of the

work.

This volume is the result of a long process of continuous

condensation. But continuous condensation, although con-

venient to the reader, has its perils for the author. Many

Indian topics are still open questions, with regard to which

divergences of opinion may fairly exist. In some cases I have

been compelled by brevity to state my conclusions without

setting forth the evidence on which they rest, and without any

attempt to combat alternative views. In other matters I have

had to content myself with conveying a correct general im-

pression, while omitting the modifying details. For I here

endeavour to present an account, from original sources, of

a continent inhabited by many more races and nations than

Europe—races in every stage of human development, from the

polyandric tribes and hunting hamlets of the hill jungles, to the

most complex commercial communities in the world. \Vhen I

have had to expose old fables, or to substitute truth for long-

accepted errors, I clearly show my grounds for doing so. Thus,

in setting aside the legend of Mahmud the Idol-Breaker, I trace

back the growth of the myth through the Persian Plistorians, to

the contemporary narrative of A 1 Biruni (970-1029 A.D.). The

calumnies against Jagannath are corrected by the testimony of

three centuries, from 1580 when Abul Fazl wrote, down to the

local police reports of 1870. IMacaulay’s somewhat fanciful

story of Plassey has been told afresh in the words of Clive’s

own despatch. His more serious misrepresentations of Warren

Hastings are set right from the contemporary records of the

Government of India, lately edited by Mr. George Forrest.

But indeed almost ev'ery period of Indian history forms an

arena of controversy. Thus, in the early Sanskrit era, each

date is the result of an intricate process of induction. The

chapter on the Scythic inroads has been pieced together from
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the unfinished researches of the Archseological Survey, from

local investigations, and from an unpublished manuscript sup-

plied for this edition by General Sir Alexander Cunningham.

The growth of Hinduism, as the religious and social nexus of

the Indian races, is here for the first time completely set forth

in both its media;val and modern developments. In attempting

to reconstruct Indian history from its original sources in the

fewest possible pages, I beg Oriental scholars to believe that,

although their individual views are not always set forth, they

have been respectfully considered. I also pray the reader to

remember that, if he desires a more detailed treatment of the

subjects dealt with in this volume, he may find it in my larger

works.

The history of Christianity in India is written anew, from

local investigation
;
and, at the same time, with a full apprecia-

tion of the latest researches by European scholars in the same

field. The revenues of the Mughal Empire have been re-

examined, from the evidence yielded by a further study of

the coins and metric standards of the Delhi Emperors. The

result is embodied in a section written by Mr. Stanley Lane-

Poole for this edition. The population chapter is largely made

up of materials specially prepared for me by Mr. Baines, the

Indian Census Commissioner (1891-93) ;
and the revenue and

statistical chapters have in like manner been enriched by the

personal kindness of Sir Charles Bernard, Secretary in the

Statistical Department of the India Office, and by Sir Theo-

dore Hope, lately IMember of the Viceroy’s Council. Mr. H. G.

Keene has also courteously helped me, by reading through the

former, or second, edition with a view to calling attention to

omissions or oversights. In the revision of the sections deal-

ing with the modern statistics and organization of Christian

missions, I have to thank Mr. \V. R. Philipps for the latest

Roman Catholic returns ;
Mr. Tucker, Secretary to the Society
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for the Propagation of the Gospel
;
Mr. Osborn Allen, Secretary

to the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge
;
and Dr.

George Smith, Secretary for Foreign Missions to the Free

Church of Scotland.

The book has been thoroughly revised for this (the third)

edition. New and valuable matter has been incorporated in

every chapter, and important sections have been added. The

population chapters have been reconstructed on the basis of

the last Indian Census of 1891; and the whole of the statistics,

administrative, economic, commercial, and social, have been

brought down to the same date. I should add that it is due

to the kind and most generous personal help of Mr. Baines,

the Indian Census Commissioner, that 1 am enabled to brincr

out this volume in anticipation of his official report of the

Indian Census of 1891.

W. \V. Hunter.

Oaken- Holt, near Oxford,

Deunthcr 1S92.
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THE ORTHOGRAPHY OF INDIAN PROPER NAMES.

This \olume adheres to the uniform spelling’ of Indian proper names pre-

scribed by the Government of India. The system was resolved on after

a protracted inquiry as to the best practicable course, and it embodies the

joint conclusions of the Supreme and Provincial Governments on the sub-

ject. It is now adopted in the official publications and correspondence of

those Governments, by an important section of the Indian Press, by the

Royal Geographical Society, and by most authors who have an accurate

acquaintance with India. .According to its methods of transliteration the

vowel sounds are as follow :

—

a has the sound of a in womnn.
has the sound of a in fiither.

e has the vowel sound in grey-

i has the sound i in p/n.

1 has the sound of final i in intr/gue.

0 has the sound of o as in br>ne.

u has the sound of u as in b;/ll.

u has the sound of u as in r«ral.

ai has the vowel sound in briar.

•Accents have been used as sparingly as possible
;
and omitted in such

words or terminals pur, where the Sanskrit family of alphabets takes the

short vowel instead of the long Persian one. The accents over / and « have

often been omitted, to avoid confusing the ordinary English reader, when

the collocation of letters naturally gives them a long or open sound. No

attempt has been made by the use of dotted consonants to distinguish

between the dental and lingual d, or to represent similar refinements of

Indian pronunciation. Such refinements have no meaning to the European

eye, and would only perple.v ninety-nine out of every hundred persons who

will use this volume.

Where the double oo is used for «, or the double ee for i, and whenever

the above vowel sounds are departed from, the reason is either that the

place has obtained a popular fixity of spellings or that the Government has

for good reasons ordered the adoption of some special form.

I have borne in mind four things— First, that this work is intended for

the ordinary English reader. Second, that the twenty-six characters of the
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English alphabet cannot possibly be made to represent the fifty letters or

signs of the Indian alphabets, unless we resort to puzzling' un-English devices

of typography, such as dots under the consonants, cur\ es above them, or

italic letters in the middle of words. Third, that as such devices are

unsuitable in a work of general reference, some compromise or sacrifice

of scholarly accuracy to popular convenience becomes inevitable. Fourth,

that a compromise to be defensible must be successful, and that the spelling

of Indian places, while adhering to the Sanskrit t owel sounds, should be

as little embarrassing as possible to the European eye. This consideration

has led to the old orthography being retained, at the cost of scientific con-

sistency, in a large number of Indian proper names which have obtained a

historical or popular fixity of spelling.

W. W. H.

NOTE OX THE SIGN RX,

Large values are given in this volume as ‘ tens of rupees,’ a denomination

which, while not subject to the charge of in.accuracy attaching to that of

sterling’ calculated at the nominal exchange of as. to the rupee, ne\er-

theless enables comparisons to be made with the old figures in treatises

or official reports in which the no long^er accuiate ex]jression of values in

sterling was employed. The sign R.x. is used to signify tens of rupees
;
so

that R.x. 50,000,000 means fifty millions of tens of rupees, or five hundred
millions of rupees. This system of representing' sums in Rx. or tens of

rupees has now been uniformly adopted for large sums in the accounts

of the Government of India, and m the Indian blue-books submitted to

Parliament.
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THE INDIAN EMPIRE.

CHAPTER I.

THE COTXTRV.

Indi.v forms a great irregular triangle, stretching southwards

from Mid-Asia into the ocean. Its northern base rests upon

the Himalayan ranges; the chief part of its western side i.s

washed by the Arabian Sea, and the chief ]eart of its eastern

side by the Bay of Bengal. It extends from the eighth to the

thirty-fifth degree of north latitude
;
that is to say, from the

hottest regions of the equator to far within the temperate zone.

The capital, Calcutta, lies in SS.C t;. long.; so that, when the

sun sets at six o'clock there, it is ju.st jiast mid-day in England.

The length of India from north to .south, and its greatest

breadth from east to west, are both about 1900 miles; but the

triangle tapers with a jiear-shaped curve to a point at Cape

Comorin. itM southern extremity. To this com[>.ict dominion

the British have added, under the name of Burma, the

country on the eastern shore of the Bay of Bengal. The

farthest eastern frontier of British luilia has now become con-

terminous with the (Chinese dominions. The British Indian

Empire, thus described, contains over il. niillior.-, of square

miles, and over 2SS millions of inhabitants. India, therefore,

has an area and a [lopulation about equal to the area and

population of the whole of liuroje, less Ru.ssi.i. It.s peoples

more than double Gibbon’s estimate of rao millions loi all

the races and nation.s which obeyed Imperial Rome.

This vast Asiatic iieninsula ha^, from a very am lent ])eriod,

been known to the external worhl by one form cir other ot the

name which it still beans. The early Indians did not tlu m-

.selves recognise any single designation for their numerous and

diverse races; their nearest approach to a common appedation

for India being Bharata-varsha, the land of th.e Biiuratas, a

noble warrior tribe which came into Upper India from the

c
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forms.

Ijuddhi't

derivation

of ‘ In-tu.’

north. But tliis term, although afterwards generalized, applied

originally to the basins of the Indus and the Ganges, and

strictly to only a part of them. The Indus river formed the

first great landmark of nature which arrested the march of

the peoples of Central Asia as they descended upon the plains

of the Punjab. That mighty river imjiressed itself on the

imagination of the ancient world. To the early comers from

the high-lying camping grounds of inner Asia, it seemed a vast

expanse of waters.

They called it in Sanskrit by the word which they gave to

the ocean itself, Sindluis (from the root syaul, ‘to flow’), a

name afterwards applied to the ocean-god. The term extended

itself to the country around the Indus river, and in its plural

form, Sindhavas, to the inhabitants thereof. The ancient

Persians, softening the initial sibilant to an aspirate, called it

Hendn in the Zend language : the Greeks, further softening

the initial by omitting the aspirate altogether, derived from it

their Indikos and Indos. Tin se forms clo-ely correspond to

the ancient Persian word Idhns, which is u.sed in the inscrip-

tions of Darius for the dwellers on the Indus. But the native

Indian form (Said/a/s) was known to the Greeks, as is proved
by the Stnfhos of the Periiilus Maris l',r\ thraei, and by the

distinct statement of Pliny, ‘Indus incolis Sindus a[)pellatiis.’

Virgil say.s, ‘India mittit ebur.’

The more eastern nations of .\sia, like the western races of

Europe, derived their name for India from the great ri\'er of

the Punjab. The Buddhist pilgiims from China, during the

first Seven centuries of our era, usually travelled landward to

Hindustan, skirting round the Himalayas, and entering the hoh
Indian land of their faith by the north-western frontier of the
Punjab. One of the most celebrated of these pious travellers,

Hiuen Tsiang (629-645 .\.d.), states that India ‘ wa.s anciently
called Shin-tu, also Hien-tau : but now, according to the right

P'lonunciation, it is called In-tu.’ This word in Chinese
means the moon : and the cradle-land of Buddhi.sm derived
its name, according to the good pilgrim, from its sujierior
Hor)- in the spiritual firmament, smit Inna inter minora sidera.
‘Though there be torches by night and the shining of the
Stars,’ he says, ‘how different from the bright (coolj moon '

Just so tlie bright connected light of holy men and sage-,
guiding the world as the shining of the moon, have made this
country eminent, and so it is called In-tu.’ ' Notwithstanding

' Si-y,ou: Ku.Uihist Records of the Wetern Wurkl
; translated from the

Uiinese 01 H.aen Tsiang by Samuel Beal. \y\. p. 69. Trubner, 1SS4.
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the pious philology of the j)ilpriiii, the great river of the I’unjab

(the Indus) is, of course, the origin of the Chinese name.

The term Hindustan is derived from the modern I’ersian

form (Hind), and properly applies only to the Punjab and the

central basin of the Canges. It is rejnodiiced, however, with

a wider signification in the title of the Queen-hhnpress, Kaisar- Kaimr-!-

i-Hiud, the Cai.sar, Kaiser, Czar, or Sovereign-paramount of

India,

India is shut off from the rest of Asia on the north by a Itiun-

va.st mountainous reuion, known in the aggregate as the

Himalayas, Among their southern ranges lie the Independent

Slates of Bhutan and Nepal ; the great table-land of Tibet

stretches northward behind : the Native Principality of Kashmir north,

occupies their we-'tern corner. At thi.s north-western angle of amlnorili-

India (in lat. 36’ x., long. 75° r..), an allied mountain system

branches southward. Its lofty offshoots separate India on

the west, by the well-marked ranges of the Safed Koh and the an the

Suldiman, from Afghanistan ; and by a southern continuation ’

of lower hills (the Halas, etc.) from Baluchistan. The most

southerly part of the western land frontier of India is the river

Hab, in Sind
;
and this boundary ends with Cape Mon/e, at

the mouth of its estuary, in lat. 24° 50' x., long. 66’ 43' it.

Still proceeding southward, India is bounded along the we.st

and south-west by the Arabian Sea and the Indian Ocean.

Turning northward from its southern extremity at Cape

Comorin (lat. S’ 4' 20' x., long. 77' 35' 35" 1;.), the Bay

Bengal forms the main part of its eastern boundary.

But in the north-east, as in the north-west, India has .again a iiurme-c

land frontier. The Hira.ilayan ranges at the nc rth-eastern heund,u>

angle of India (in about lat. 2S' x , long. 97° r..) throw oft long

spurs and chains to the southward. These spurs separate the

British Provinces of Assam. K.istern Ileiig.al, and Burma, from

the outlying and semi-inde])endent territories of the Chinese

Kmpire. Proceeding south-eastward from the Irawadi deli.i

in Burma, a confused succession of little explored tanges

divides the British province of Tenasserim from the Native Ter .i-

Kingdom of Siam. The boundary line runs down to J'oint T'-ini

°
1 ' 1

boiir 'lnr\

\'ictoria at the extremity of Tenassenm (lat. 9 59 x., long.

98’ 32' e), following the direction of the watersiied lietwceii

the rivers of the British territory on the we.st and of Si.im on

the east.

rix-w.-''

The empire included within these boundaric- is ri.h in:.,,.-.
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varieties of scenery and climate, from the highest mountains

m the tvorld, to vast river deltas raised only a few inches

above the level of the sea. It forms a continent rather than a

country. But if we could look down on the whole from a

balloon, we should find that India consists of four separate

and well-defined tracts. The first includes the lofty Himalaya

Mountains, which shut it out from the rest of Asia, and which,

although for the most part beyond the British frontier, form a

most important factor in the physical geography of Northern

India. The second region stretches southwards from the l)ase

of the Himalayas, and comprises the plains of the great river>

which issue from them. The third region slopes upward again

from the southern edge of the river plains, and consists of a

high three - sided table - land, buttressed by the Vindhya
Mountains on the north, and by the Eastern and IVestern

Ghats, which run down the coast on either side of India,

till they meet at a point near Cape Comorin. The interior

three-sided table-land, thus enclosed, is dotted with peaks and
ranges, broken by river valleys, and interspersed by broad
level uplands. It comprises the southern half of the Indian
peninsula. The fourth region is Burma, consisting of the
valley and delta of the Irawadi, together with the Yoma
ranges, a coast-strip on the Bay of Bengal, and a wild hill-

region stretching on the east and south-east of the Irawadi
towards the Chinese and Siamese frontiers.

The first of the four regions is the Himalaya Mountains
,

and their offshoots to the southward. The Himalayas—literally,

the ‘ Abode of Snow,’ from the Sanskrit hima, frost (Eating
hie?ns, winter), and dlaya, a house—consist of a system of
Stupendous ranges, the loftiest in the world. They are theEmodus or I/naiis of the Greek geographers, and extend in the
shape of a curved scimitar, with its edge facing southward, for
a distance of 1500 miles along the northern frontier of India.
At the north-ea.stern angle of that frontier, the Dihang river,
the connecting link between the Tsan-pu (Sangpu) of I’lbet
and the Brahmaputra of As.sam, bur.st.s througirthe main axis
of the Himalayas. .Vt the opposite or north-western angle,
the Indus in like manner pierces the Himal.ijas, and tirrns
southward on its course through the Punjab. 'Phe Himalavas
like the Kuen-Iuen chain, the Tian-shan, and the Hindu
Kush, converge towards the Pamir table-land—that central
knot whence the great mountain systems of Asia radiate
With the Kuen-luen the Himalayas have a closer connection’
as these two mighty ranges form respectively the northern ancl
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southern buttresses of the lofty Tibetan |ilateau. The Himalayas

[iroject east and west beyond the Indian frontier. Their total

length is about 1750 miles, and their breadth from north to

south from 150 to 250 miles.^

Regarded merely as a natural frontier separating India The

from the Tibetan plateau, the Himalayas may he described as

a double mountain wall running nearly east and west, with a W.ill ami

trough or series of deep valleys be} ond The southernmost

of the two walls rises steeply from the jilains of India to

20,000 feet, or nearly 4 miles in height. It culminates in

K.\nch.\nj.\nga, 28,176 feet, .and Mount Everest, 29,002

feet, the Latter being the loftiest nie.asured peak in the world.

'I’his outer or southern wall of the Himalayas subsides on the

northward into a series of depressions or upland dijis, re-

ported to be 13,000 feet .above the level of the .sea, beyond

which rises the second or inner range of Himalayan peaks.

The double Himalayan wall thus formed, then descends

into a great trough or line of v.tlleys, in which the .Sutlej,

the Indus, and the mighty Tsan-pu (Sangpu) gather their

waters.

The Sutlej and the Indus flow westwards, and [n'erce through

the tVestern Him.alayas by separate [uasses into the Punjab.

The Tsan-pu, after a long unexplored course eastwards along

the valley of the same name in Tibet, finds its way through

the Dihang gorge of the Eastern Him.ilayas into Assam, where

it takes its fm.il name of the Brahmaputra. On the north of

the river trough, beyond the double Hini.il.iyan wall, rise the

Karakoram and the Gangri Mountains, which form the

southern escarpment of the Tibetan table-land. Behind the

Gangris, on the north, the lake-studded pilateau of Tibet

sjireads itself out at a height averaging 15,000 feet. Broadly

speaking, the double Himalayan wall rests U[>on the low-lying

plains of India, and descends northward into a river trough,

beyond which, still farther to the north, rises the Tibetan plateau.

^'ast glaciers, one of which is known to be 60 miles in length,

slowly move their masses i>f ice duwnwards to the valleys,

d’he higher ranges between India and 'I'ibet are crowned with

eternal snow. 'l’he_\ rise in a region of unbroken silence, like

gigantic frosted fortresses one above the other, till their white

towers are lost in the sky.

‘ Some geogr.iphers hold th.it the Hirn.ilayan sy-teiu stretches m a

continuous ch.iin westwards .ilnng the Oxus to Oh' K, h ng ; and that only

.an arbitrary line can be drawn between the llim.ilayan range.s and the

elevated regions of Tibet to the north ol them.
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This wild region is in many parts impenetrable to man, and

nowhere yields a passage for a modern army. It should be

mentioned, however, that the Chinese outposts extend as far

as a point only 6000 feet above the Gangetic plain, north ot

Khdtmdndu, the ca[>ital of Nepal. Indeed, Chinese armies

have seriously threatened Khdtmdndu itselt
;
and Sir David

Ochterlony’s advance from the plains of Bengal to within

reach of that city in 1S16 is a matter of history. Ancient and

well-known trade routes exist, by means of which merchandise

from the Punjab finds its way over heights of iS.ooo teet into

Eastern Tiirkistan and Tibet. The Mustagh (Snowy Ivlount),

the Karakoram (Black Mount), and the Chang-chenmo are

among the most famous of these passes.

The Himalayas not only form a double wall along the north

of India, but, as I have mentioned, at botlr their eastern and

western extremities they send out ranges to the southward,,

which protect India’s north-eastern and north-western frontiers.

On the north-east, those offshoots, under the name of the

Naga and Patkoi mountains, etc., form a barrier between the

civilised British Districts of Eastern Bengal and the wild

tribes of Upiier Burma. The southern continuations of these

ranges, known as the Yomas, se[)arate the coast strip of Burma

on the Bay of Bengal from the interior \ alloys of the Irawadi,

and are crossed by passes, the most historic of which, the An
or .'\eng, rises to 4517 feet, with gradients of 472 feet to the

mile on it.s skilfully engineered road.

On the opposite or north-western frontier of India, the

mountainous offshoots run down the entire length of the

British boundaries from the Himalayas to the sea. As they

proceed southwards, their best marked ranges are in turn

known as the Safed Koh, the Sulaiman, and the Hala

mountains. These massive barriers have peaks of great

height, culminating in the Takht-i-Sulaiman, or Throne of

Solomon, 11,317 feet above the level of the sea. But, as.

already stated, the mountain wall is pierced at the corner

where it strikes southward from the Himalayas by an open-

ing through which the Indus river flows into India. .\n

adjacent opening, the KH.vin.iR P.vs-, (3400 feet above .sea-

level, amid neighbouring heights rising to 6S00 feet), with

the Kuram Pa.ss on the south of it, the Gwalari Pa.ss near

Dera Ismail Khan, the Tal Pas.s debouching near Dera

Ghazi Khan, and the famous Bolin Pass (5800 feet at top),

still farther south, furnish (together with other le.s3 known
[lasscs) the gateways between India and Afghanistan. The
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Hala, Brahui, and Pab mountains form the southern hiilv

offshoots between India and Baluchistan
;

but they have a

much less elevation than the Safed Koh or the Suhiiman.

The Himalayas, while thus standing as a rampart and strong llimalajan

defence around the northern frontier of India, collect and store
‘'Uppiy.

up water for the tropical plains below. Throughout the

summer, vast quantities of lyater are exhaled from the Indian

Ocean. This moisture gathers into va[)Our, and is borne north-

ward by the monsoon or regular winds, which set in from the

south in the month of June- The monsoon carries the water-

laden clouds northward across India, and thus produces tlie

‘ rainy season,’ on which agriculture so critically depends. But

large quantities of the moisture do not condense or fall as ram

in passing over the hot |)lains. This vast residue is e\ eiitually

dashed against the Himalayas. Their lofty double walls stop

its farther progress northward, and it eiiher descends in rain

on their outer slojies, or is frozen into snow in its atteniiit to

cross their inner height.s. Very little gets beyond them ; so

that, while the southern spur.s of the Himalayas receive the Himiilayan

largest measured rainfall in the world, and pour it down to

the Indian rivers, the great plateau of Tibet on the north of

the double Himalayan wall gets scarcely any rainfall.

At Cherra-Punji, where the monsoon first strikes the hills

in Assam, 4S9 inches of rain, according to the returns fur

25 years, fall annually. In one year (1S61) as many as

805 inches were reported, of which 366 inche.s fell in the

single month of July. While, there-fore, the yearly rainfall

in London is about 2 feet, and that of the plains of India

from I to 6 feet, the rainfall at Cherra-Piinji is 40 feet, a

depth more than is required to float the largest inan-uf-war ;

and in one year, 07 feet of water fell from the sky, or suffadeiu

to drown a three-storied house. The mighty iiiuuntain^ that

wall in India on the north form, in fact, a rain-screcii which

catches the vapour -clouds from the Southern Ocean, and

condenses them for the hot Bengal [ilains. The outer slopes

of the Himiilaias swell the Indian rivers by theii torrents

during the rainy season ;
their inner ranges and hei^^hts sOire

up the rainfall in the shaj.e of snow, and thus form a vast

reservoir for the steady supply of the Indian rivers throughout

the year.

This heavy rainfall renders the southern slopes of tlie Himalayan

Himalayas very fertile, wherever tiiere is any depth of tiki;.

But, on the other hand, the torrents scour away the surface

soil, and leave most of the mountain -sides bleak and bare.
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The upper ranges lie under eternal snow
;
the intermediate

heights form arid grey masses
;
on the lower slopes, plateaux,

and valleys, forests spring up, or give place to a rich though

simple cultivation. The temperature falls about 3I’ F. for

each thousand feet of elevation ; and the vegetation of the

Himalayas is divided into three vvell - marked zones, the

tropical, the temperate, and the arctic, as the traveller ascends

from the Indian plains. A damp belt of lowland, the tardi,

stretches along their foot, and is covered with dense fever-

breeding jungle, habitable only by rude tribes and wild beasts.

Fertile duns or valleys penetrate their outer margin.

Himalayan In their eastern ranges adjoining the Lieutenant-Governorship

andlcTrests’
Bengal, where the rainfall is heaviest, the tree-fern flourishes

amid a magnificent vegetation. Their western or Punjab
ranges are barer. But the rhododendron grov\s into a forc.st

tree, and hundreds of square miles of it are to be found
throughout the Himalayas. The deodar rises in stately masses.

Thickets of bamboos, with their graceful light-green foliage,

beautify the lower valleys. Higher up, the glistening -grey
ile.x, mountain oaks with brown young leave.s, the Himalayan
cedar, drooping silver -firs, spruces, |)ines. ami the niany-
hued foliage of the chestnut, walnut, and maple, not to

mention a hundred trees of a lower growth hung with brid.il

teils of clematis in spring, and te.->tooned with (riiiisou \irgini,i-

creepers in autumn, form, together with jiatches of the white
medlar blos.soin, a brilliant contrast to the stretches of scarlet
and pink rhododendron. At harvest-time, cro]js of millet run
m red bright ribands down the hillsides, d'he branches of the
trees are themselves clothed in the damper regions with a
luxuriant growth of mosses, ferns, lovely orchids, and flowering
creepers. The Himal.ayas have enriched English parks and
hothouses by the deodar, the rhododendron, and the orchid.
A great extension in the cultivation of the deodar and rhodo-
dendron throughout Britain dates from the Himalayan tour
in 184S of Sir Joseph Hooker, for long Director of Kew
Gardens. The high price of wood on the ;>lains, fur railway
sleepers and building purpose.s, has caused manv of the
hills to be stripped of their forests, so that the rainfall now-
rushes quickly down their bare slopes, washing away the
surface soil, and leaving no tilth in which new woods might
grow- up. The Indian Fore.st Department is endeavouring to
repair this reckless denudation of the Himalayan woods.

cultiv^atioiT
tribes cultivate barley, oats, and a variety of

millets and small grains. ^ egetables are also raised on a
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large scale. The potato, introduced from England, is a favourite

crop, and covers many site.s formerly under forest,

The hillman clears his potato ground by burning a ring

round the stems of the great tree.s, and then lays out the side

of the mountain into terraces. After a few years the bark and

leaves drop off the branches, and the forest stands bleached

and ruined. Some of the trees rot on the ground, like giants

fallen in confused flight ; others still remain upright, with white

trunks and skeleton arms. In the end, tlie rank green [lotato

croj) marks the spot where a forest has been slain and buried.

Several of the ruder hill tribes follow an even more wasteful

mode of tillage. Destitute of cither ploughs or o.xen, they

burn down the jungle, and exhaust the soil by a i[uic-k succes-

sion of crops, raised by the hoc. In a year or two the whole

settlement moves off to a fre'.h patch of jungle, which they

clear and exhaust, and then desert in like manner.

Rice is only grown in the Himalayas on ground which has

an unfailing command of water—particularly in the damp hot

valleys between the successive ranges that roll upwards into

the interior. The hillmen practise an ingenious system of

irrigation, according to which the slopes are laid out in terraces,

and the streams arc diverted to a great distance by successive

parallel channels along the mountain-side. They also utilize

their water-power for mill purjioses. .'some of them are ignorant

of cog-wheel.s for converting the vertical movement of the mill-

wheel into the horizontal movement required for the grinding-

stone. They therefore jilare their mill-wheel flat instead of

upright, and lead the water so as to dash with great force on

the horizontal paddles. A horizontal rotary movement is thu.s

obtained, and conveyed direct by the axle to the millstone

above.

The chief saleable products of the Himalayas are timber,

charcoal, barley, millets, jiotatoes, other vegetables, honey,

jungle products, bora.x, and several kinds ot inferior gem--.

Strings of ponies and mules straggle with their burdens along

the narrow pathways, which are at many places mere ledges

cut out of the [irecipice. The hillmen and their hard-working

wives load themselves also with pine stems and conical baskets

of grain. The yak-cow and robust mountain sheep are the

favourite beasts of burden in the inner ranges. The little }ak-

cow, whose bushy tail was manufactured in Europe into lace,

patiently toils up the steepest gorges with a heavy burden on

her back. d'he sheep, laden with hags of borax, are driven to

marts on the outer ranges near t.ie {flams, where they are
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shorn of their wool, and then return into the interior with a

load of grain or salt. Hundreds of them, having completed

their journey from the upper ranges, are sold for slaughter at a

nominal [iricc of perhaps a .shilling a-piece, as they are not

worth taking back to the inner mountains.

The characteristic animals of the Himalayas include the

yak-cow, musk-deer, several kinds of wild sheep and goat, bear,

ounce, leopard, and fo.x ; the eagle, great vultures, pheasants of

beautiful varieties, partridges, and other birds. Ethnologically,

the Himdla}as form the meeting-ground of the Aryan and

Turanian races, which in some parts are curiously mingled,

although generally distinguishable. The tribes or broken clans

of non-Aryan origin number over fifty, with languages, customs,

and religious rites more or less distinct. The lifelong labours

of Hr. Brian Houghton Hodgson, of the Bengal Civil Service,

have done much to illustrate the flora, fauna, and ethnology

of the Himalayas ; and no sketch of this region would be com-

plete without a reference to Hr. Hodgson’s work.

The wide plains watered by the Himalayan river.s form the

second of the three regions into which India is divided. They

extend from the Bay of Bengal on the east, to the Afghan

frontier and the Arabian Sea on the west, and contain the

richest and most densely-crowded Provinces of the Emigre.

One set of invaders after another have, from pre-historic

times, entered by the passes on the north-ea.stern and north-

western frontiers of India. They followed the courses of the

rivers, and pushed the earlier comers southward before them

towards the sea. About 165 millions of people now' li\e on

and around these river-plains in the Provinces known as the

Lieutenant-Governorship of Bengal, Assam, the North-Western

Provinces, Oudh, the Punjab, Sind, Rajputana, and other

Native States.

The vast level tract which thus covers Northern India i>

watered by three distinct river-systems. One of these river-

systems takes its rise in the hollow trough beyond the Hima-
layas, and issues through their western ranges upon the Punjab

as the Indus and Sutlej. The second of the three river-systems

also takes its rise beyond the double wall of the Himalayas,

not very far from the source.s of the Indus and the Sutlej. It

turn.s, however, almost due east in.stead of west, enters India

at the eastern extremity of the Himalayas, and becomes the

Brahmaputra of Assam and Eastern Bengal. These great riveus

collect the drainage of the northern slopes of the Himalayas,
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and convey it, by long, tortuous, and opposite routes, into

India. Indeed, the sj)ecial feature of the Himalayas is that

they thu^ send down the rainfall from their northern as w ell

as from their southern slopes to the Indian plains. Of the

three great rivers of Xorthern India, the two longest, namely
the Indus with its feeder the Sutlej, and the Brahmaputra,

take their rise in the trough on the north of the lofty Himala}an
wall. That trough receives the drainage of the inner or

northern escarpment of the Himalayas, together with such

water-supply as emerges from the outer or southern escarp-

ment of the high but almost rainless plateau of Tibet.

The third river- .system of Northern India receives the (3) Tl.e

drainage of the outer or southern Himalayan slope.s, and

unites into the mighty stream of the Ganges. In this way jumna.

the rainfall, alike from the northern and southern sloiies of

the Himalayas, and even from the mountain buttresses of the

Tibet plateau beyond, pours down upon the plains of India.

The spur of the outer Himalayas, on which stands Simla, the

summer residence of the Government of India, forms j^art of

the watershed between the river - systems of the Indus and

Ganges. The rain that falls on the western edge of the narrow

ridge below the Simla Church flows into the .Arabian Sea; while

the drops of the same shower which fall a few feet off, on the

eastern side, eventually reach the Bay of Bengal.

The IxDU.s (San.skrit, Sindhus : Ti-So's,
'

2.n 6<k) ri.ses in an The Indus,

une.xplored region (lat. 32'' N., long. Si" E.) on the slopes of

the sacred Kaikis mountain, the Eiy.sium or Siva's Paradise

of ancient Sanskrit literature. The Indus has an elevation of

about 16,000 feet at it-, source in Tibet; a drainage basm of

372,700 square miles; and a total length of over i8co miles.

Shortly after it passes within the Kashmir frontier, it drops to

14,000 feet, and at I.eh it is only about 1 1,000 feet above the

level of the sea. The rapid stream dashes down ravines and

wild mountain valleys, and is subject to tremendous Hoods.

The Indus bursts through the western ranges of the Hima-

layas by a wonderful gorge near Iskardo, in Xorth-Western

Kashmir—a gorge reported to be 14,000 feet in sheer depth.

Its great feeder, the Su'ii.E.f, rises on the southern shapes of Tlie.Sutlej.

the Kailas mountain, also in Tibet. It issues from one of the

sacred lakes, the Manasarowar and Ravana-hrida (the modern

Rakhas Til), famous in Hindu mtthology, and still a reiigic-us

resort and jilace of julgrimage for the Tibetan shepherds.

Starting at an elevation of 15,200 feet, the Sutlej pa.sses south-

west across the plain of Guge, where it has cut tlirough a va.st
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accumulation of deposits by a gully said to be 4000 feet deep,

between precipices of alluvial soil. After traversing this

plain, the river pierces the Himalayas by a gorge with moun-

tains rising to 20,000 feet on either side. The Sutlej is

reported to fall from 10,000 feet above sea-level at Shipki, a

Tibetan frontier outpost, to 3000 feet at Rampur, the capital

of a Himalayan State about 60 mile.s inward from Simla.

During this jiart of its course, the Sutlej runs at the bottom of

a deep trough, with precijiices and bare mountains which

have been denuded of their forests, towering above. Its turbid

waters, and their unceasing roar as the river dashes over the

rapids, have a gloomy and terrifying effect. Sometimes it

grinds to powder the huge pines and cedars entrusted to it to

float down to the plains. By the time it reaches Bildspur, it has

dropped to 1000 feet above sea-level. After entering British

territory, the Sutlej receives the many waters of the Punjab

(gathered from the southern slopes of the Himalayas), and falls

into the Indus near Mithankot, after a course of yoo miles.

Lower A full account of the Indus will be found in the article on

Indifs^
°

‘^•y /w/tvvVt/ GetzeiUer uf India} About 800

miles of its course are passed among the Himalayas before it

enters British territory, and it Hows for about 1000 miles more,

soutli-west, through the British Provinces of the I’unjab and
.4 ind. In its upper part it is fordable in many j'lace.s during

the cold weatlicr : but it is liable to .sudden freshet.s, in one of

which Ranjst Singh is said to have lost a force, variously stated

at from 1300 to 7000 horsemen, while crossing by a ford. A
little way above Attock, the Indus receives the Kabul river,

which brings down the waters of Northern Afghanistan. The
volume of those waters, as represented by the Kabul river, is

about eijual to the volume of the Indus at the point of

junction. At Attock, the Indus has fallen, during a course of

860 miles, from its elevation of 16,000 feet at its source in

libet, to under 2000 feet. These 2000 feet supply its fall

during the remaining 940 miles of its course.

1 he discharge of the Indus, after receiving all its Punjab
tributaries, varies from 40,857 to 446,086 cubic feet [ler second,

according to the month of the year. 'I’he enormous mass of
water sj.reads itself over a channel of a quarter of a mile to

a mile (or at times much more) in breadth. The effect pro-

duced !)} tlie evaporation from this fluvial expanse is so marked
that, at certain seasons, the thermometer is reported to be lo' F.

’ In this and all other place-, it i- the second edition of Tht
Gauttcer cj which is referred to.
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lower close to its surface than at a distance on the surrounding

arid plains. 'The Indus supplies a precious store of water

for irrigation works at various [)oints along its course, and

forms the great highway of the Southern Tunjab and Sind.

Ill its lower course it sends forth distributaries across a wide

delta, with Haidaribad in Sind as its ancient political capital,

and Karachi as its modern ])Ort. The silt which it carries

down has helped to form the seaboard islands, muddianks, and

shallows, that have cut off the famous emporia of ancient

trade around the (lulf of Camb.iy from modern commerce.

The ISr.vh.m.vi'Uira, like the .Sutlej, rise.s near to the sacred The Tsan

lake of Manasarowar. Indeed, the Indus, the Sutlej, and

the Brahmaputra may be said to start from the same water- putra.

parting in the highlands of Central Asia. The Indus rises on

the western slope of the Kailas mountain, the Sutlej on its

southern, and the Brahmaputra at some distance from its

eastern base. The Mariam-la and other .saddles connect the The Kalla

more northern Tibetan mountains, to which the Kailas be "'‘'^tershed

longs, with the double Himalayan wall on the south. The\

form an irregular watershed across the trough on the north of

the double wall of the Hiinaliyas
;
thus, as it were, blocking

up the western half of the great Central Asian trench. The

Indus flows down a western valley from this transverse water-

shed
;

the Sutlej finds a more direct route to India by a

south-western valley. The Brahmaputra, under its Tibetan

name of Tsan-pu or Sangjiu, has its source in 31’ \. lat. and

S3’ E. long. It flows eastward down the Tsan-iiu valley,

passing not very far to the south of Lhasa, the capital ot

Tibet; and probabK 800 to yoo miles, or about oni-hail of

its total course, are spent in the hollow trough on tlie north of

the Himalayas. This brief account a,ssumes that the Brahma-

putra of India is the true continuation of the Sangpu of Tibet.

The results of the latest researches into tiiat long mooted

question are given under article Brah.m.M’I' 1 ka in ni) Imperial

Gazetteer of India.

After receiving several tributaiies from the confines of the The

Chinese Emiiire, the river twists round a lofty eastern range ot la.-hn!,.-

the Himalayas, and enter.s British territory under the name ot iiuents in

the Dih.axg,' near Sadi) a m Assam. It presently receive-

two confluents, the Din.vNO ' river Irom the northward, ano

the Brahmaputra projier from the east (lat. 27’ 20' N., lun^.

^ The use of .sm.ril capital- in tije- ca-e ol proper name- .noicatc- tf.at to

subject is treated at length in Ti.-: Imp.iice: Ge.eiUei ij In a.:.
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95° 50' E.). The united stream then takes its well-known

appellation of the Brahmaputra, literally the ‘ Son of Brahma

the Creator,’ It represents a drainage basin of 361,200 square

miles, and its summer discharge at Goalpani in x\ssam was

for long computed at 146,188 cubic feet of water per second.

Recent measurements have, however, shown that this calcula-

tion is below the truth. Observ'ations made near Dibrugarh
''

during the cold weather of 1S77-7S, returned a mean low-

water discharge of 116,483 cubic feet per second for the

Brahmaputra at the upper eml of the Assam valley, together

with 16,945 cubic feet per second for its tributary the

Sun.txpiRi. Total low-water discharge for the united stream,

over 133,000 cubic feet per second near Dibrugarh. .Several

affluents join the Brahmaputra during its course through

Assam
;
and the mean low-water discharge at (loalpdra, in

the lower end of the Assam valley, must be in e.vccss of

the previous computation at 146,188 cubic feet per second.

During the rains the channel rises 30 or 40 feet above its

ordinary level, and its flood discharge is estimated at over

500,000 cubic feet per second.

The Brahmaputra rolls ilown the .A^sam valley in a vast

sheet of water, broken by numerous id.incB, and e-'chihiting

the operations of alluvion and diluvinn on a gig.intic scale.

It is so heavily freighted with silt from the Hira.ilayas, that the

least impediment pl.iced in its current c.ul^e.s a deposit, and
may give rise to a wide-spreading, almond-shaped mud-bank.
.Steamers anchoring near the margin for the night sometimes
find their sterns aground ne.\t morning on an accumulation of
silt, caused by their own ob.struction to the current. Broad
divergent channels split off from the jiarent stream, and
rejoin it after a long separate existence of uncontrollable
meandering. By centuries of alluvial deposit, the Brahma-
putra has raised its banks and channel in parts of the
.\ssam valley to a higher level than the surrounding country.
Beneath either bank lies a low strip of marshy land, which is

flooded in the rainy season. Beyond these swamps, the
ground begins to rise towards the hills that hem in the valley
of Assam on both sides.

After a course of 450 miles south-west down the Assam f
valley, the Brahmaputra sweeps round the spurs of the Gdro
Hills due south towards the sea. It here takes the name of
the Jamuni, and for 1.80 miles rushes across the level plains ^
of ^Eastern Bengal, til! it joins the Ganges at Goalinda (lat.

-3 5 ° I'Jn,. 89° 46' E.). From this point the deltas of
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the two great river-systems of the Canges and the Jtrahmaputra (jamun.i.

unite into one. But before reaching the sea, their combined '-""vr

streams have yet to receive, l)y way of the Cvchar valley, the

drainage of the eastern watershed between Bengal and Burma. Medm.!.)

under the name of the Mf.ghxa river, itself a broad and
magnificent sheet of water.

The Brahmaputra is famoii-. not only for its vast alluvial I'.i.ihma-

deposits, but also for the historical changes which have taken

place in its course. One of the islands which it has created in

its mid-channel out of the silt torn away from the distant

Himalayas, covers 441 square miles. Every year, thousands of

acres of new land are thus formed out of mud and sand ; some
of them destined to be swept away by the inundations of the

following year ; others to become the homes of an industrious

peasantry or the seats of busy river ni.arts. Such formation-,

give ri.se to changes in the bed of the river -changes which

within a hundred years have completely altered the course of

the Brahmaputra through Bengal. In the last century, the

stream, on issuing from .-\.ssam, bent close round the spurs of

the Garo Hills in a south-easterly direction, d'his old bed of

the Brahma[)utra, the only one recognised by Major Rennell in

1765-75, has now been deserted. It retains the ancient name Great

of the Br.ahmaijutra, but during tlie hot weather it is little
• 1 .

’ts coui-e.
more than a series of pools. 1 he modern channel, instead of

twisting round the Garo Hills to the cast, bursts straight

southward towards the .sea under the name of the Tamuna,

and is now separated at places by nearly 10c miles of level

land from the main channel in the last century. A floating

log thrown iij) again-t the bank, a sunken boat, or any smallest

obstruction, may raii>e the deposit of a mud island. Everv

such silt-bank give-- a more or less new direction to the mam
channel, which in a few ye.ars m.ay have eaten its way far

across the plain, and dug out for itself a new bed at a distance

of several miles. T’nlike the Ganges and the Indu-, the

Brahmaputra is litiie u-.ed for artifK'ial irrigation ; but it--

silt-charged overflow annually replenishes the lami. Indeed.

the plains of Eastern Bengal, watered by the Brahmaputra,

yield unfailing harvests of rice, mustard, oil-seeds, and the

exhausting jute crop, year after year, without any deterioration.

d'he valley of the Brahm.aputr.i in Assam is not less fertile.

although inhabited by a less industrious race.

The Brahmaputra is the great high-road of Eastern Bengal Th-

and Assam. Its tribut.aries and bifurcations afford innumer

able waterways, almost superseding ro.ads. and at the same
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time rendering road construction and maintenance very

difficult. The main river is navigable by steamers as high up

as Dihrugarh, about 800 miles from the sea; and its broad

surface is crowded with country craft of all sizes and rigs, from

the dug-out canoe and timber raft to the huge cargo ship,

with its high bow and carved stern, its bulged-out belly, and

spreading square-sails. The busy enifrorium of Sirajgan'J, on

the western bank of the Krahmaputra, collects the produce of

the Districts for transmission to Calcutta. Over fifty thousand

native craft, besides steamers, pass Sirajganj per annum.

The downward traffic consists chiefly of tea (to the value of

about 25 millions of rupees), timber, caoutchouc, and raw

cotton, from .\ssam
;

with jute, oil-seeds, tobacco, rice, and

other grains from Eastern Bengal. In return for these,

Calcutta sends northward by the Brahmaimtra, European

piece-goods, salt, and hardware; while .Vssain imports from

the Bengal delta, by the same highway, large quantities of

rice for the labourers on the tea plantations. 'I’he total value

of tile river-borne trade of the Brahmaputra was returned at a

little over three millions sterling in 1SS2-83, and may now be

taken at about fifty millions of rupees. But it is imjjossible to

ascertain the whole produce carried by the innumerable native

boats on the Brahmaputra, 'fhe railway system of India taps

the Brahmaputra at Coalanda and Dhubri ; while a nctuork

of channels through the .Sundarbans siqiplios a cheaper means
of water transit for bulky produce across the delta to Calcutta.

.-\s the Indus, with its feeder the .Sutlej, and the Brahma-
putra, convey to India the drainage from the northern or

'fibetan slopes of the Himalayas, so the Ganges, with its

tributary the Jumna, collects the rainfall from the southern or

Indian slopes of the mountain wall, and pours it down upon
the plains of Bengal The Ganges traverses the central part

of those plains, and occupies a more [irominent place in the

history of Indian civilisation than either the Indus in the

extreme west, or the Brahmaputra in the extreme east of
Hindustan. It passe.s its whole life to the .south of the

Himalayas, and for thou.sands of years has formed an over-

ruling factor in the development of the Indian races.

The Gange.s issues, under the name of the Bhagi'rathf, from
an ice-cave at the foot of a Himalayan snowbed, 13,800 feet

above the sea-level (lat. 30'’ 56' 4" n., long. 79’ 6' 40" 1;.).

.After a course of 1557 miles, it falls by a network of estuaries

into the Bay of Bengal. It represents, with its tributaries, an
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enormous catchment basin, bounded on the north by a section

of about 700 miles of the Himalayan ranges, on the south by

the Vindhya mountains, and embracing 391,100 siiuare miles.

Before attempting a description of the functions performed by

the Ganges, it is necessary to form some idea of the mighty

masses of water which it collects and distributes. But so

many variable elements affect the discharge of rivers, that

calculations of their volume must he taken merely as esti-

mates.

.\t the point where it issues from it.s snowbed, the infant Tlw

stream is only 27 feet broad and 15 inches deep, with an ele-

vation of 13,800 feet above sea-level. During the first iSo

miles of its course, it drops to an elevation of 1024 feet. At

this point, Hardwar, its lowest discharge, in the dry season, is

7000 cubic feet per second. Hitherto the Ganges has been

little more than a snow-fed Himalayan stream. During the

next thousand miles of its journey, it collects the drainage of

its vast catchment basin, and reaches Rdjmahal, in the

Lieutenant - Governor.shi[) of Bengal, about 1180 miles from

its source. It has here, while still about 400 miles from the Diicharga

'

sea, a high flood discharge of 1,800,000 cubic feet of water per

second, and an ordinary discharge of 207,000 cubic feet

;

longest duration of flood, about forty days. The maximum
discharge of the Mississippi is given at 1,200,000 cubic feet

per second.* d’lie maximum discharge of the Nile at Cairo is

returned at only 362,200 cubic feet; and of the Thames at

.Staines at 6600 cubic feet of water per second. The Meghn.a,

one of the many outflows of the Ganges, is 20 miles broad

near its mouth, with a depth, in the dry season, of 30 feet.

But for a tiistance of about 200 miles, the sea face of Bengal

entirely consi.->ts of the e'.tuarie.-, of the Ganges, intersected by

low islands and [iromontoiies, formed out of it.s silt.

In forming our ideas with regard to the Ganges, we mu.st The

begin by disiiii.ssing from our minds any lurking coniiiarison of Jumnn.

its gigantic stream with the river.s with which we are f.nniliar in

England. A single one of it.s tnbutarie.s, the li.is an

independent existence of S60 miles, with a catchment basin of

t iS,ooo sipiare miles, and start.s from an elevation at its soun e

of 10,849 fc’et above se.a-level. 'I'he Ganges and its princi;)al

tributarie.s are treated of in my Im/crial Gc7 ':tltt\'r of India, in

separate articles under their respective names. The following

account confines itself to a brief sketch of the work which these

* Hydraulic Manual, by Louis D'A. Lvebson. HytlmuHc SUvilstics,

Table n. : .^ppenhi.v, p. 2 {1S75).

D
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Gangetic rivers perform for the plains of Northern India,

and of the position which they hold in the thoughts of the

people.

Sanctity

of the

Ganf:;;es.
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Of all great rivers on the surface of the globe, none can

compare in sanctity with the Ganges, or Mother Ganga, as she

i.s affectionately called by devout Hindus, From her source in

the Himalayas, to her mouth in the Bay of Bengal, her banks

are holy ground. Each point of junction of a tributary with

the main stream has its own special claims to sanctity. But

the tongue of land at Allahabad, where the Ganges unites with

her great sister river the Jumna, is the true Fraydg, the place

of pilgrimage whither hundreds of thousands of devout Hindus

repair to wash away their sins in her sanctifying waters. Many
of the other holy rivers of India borrow their sanctity from a

supposed underground connection with the Ganges. This

fond fable recalls the primitive time when the Aryan race was

moving southward with fresh and tender recollections of the

Gangetic plains. It is told not only of first-class rivers of

Central and Southern India, like the Narbadd, but also of

many minor streams of local sanctity.

An ancient legend relates how Ganga, the fair daughter

of King Himdlata (Himavat) and of liis (|ueen the air-n\mph

Menaka, was persuaded, after long supiilication, to shed her

purifying influence upon the sinful earth. The icicle-studded

cavern from which she issues is the tangled hair of the god
Siva. Loving legends hallow each part of her course

; and
from the names of her tributaries and of the towns along her

banks, a whole mythology might be built up. The southern

offshoots of the Aryan race not only .sanctified their southern

rivers by a fabled connection with the holy stream of the

north. They also hoped that in the distant future, their rivers

would attain an equal sanctity by the diversion of the Ganges’
waters through underground channels. Thus, the Brahmans
along the Narbadd maintain that in this iron age of the world

(indeed, in the year 1894 .-x.d.), the sacred character of the

Ganges will depart from her now polluted stream, and take

refuge by an underground passage in their own Narbadd river.

The estuary of the Ganges is not less sacred than her

source. Sugar Island at her mouth is annually visited by a

vast concourse of pilgrims, in commemoration of her act of

saving grace
;
when, in order to cleanse the 60,000 damned

ones of the house of Sigar, she divided herself into a hundred
channels, thus making sure of reaching their remains with her
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jHirifyijig waters, and so forming the delta of IScngal, 'I’iic six

years’ pilgrimage from her source to her mouth and hark again,

known as is still performetl liy many
;
and a few

devotees may yet be seen wearily accom[)lishing the meritorious

penance of ‘ measuring their length ’ along certain [)arts of the

route, d'o bathe in the (langes at the stated festivals washes

away guilt, and those \\ho have thus purified themselves carry

back bottles of her water to their kindred in far-off jirovinres.

To die and to he cremated on the river bank, and to have

their ashes borne seaward by her stream, is the last wish of

millions of Hindus. Even to ejaculate ‘ Hanga, Clanga,’ at

the distance of 100 leagues from the river, said her more

enthusiastic devotees, might atone for the sins committed

during three previous lives.

The (langcs has earned the reverence of the people by Work

centuries of unfailing work done for them. She and her

tributaries are the unwearied water-carriers for the densely- Ganges

;

peopled Provinces of Northern India, and the jieasantry

reverence the bountiful stream which fertilizes their fields and

distributes their produce. None of the other rivers of India

conies near to the flanges in works of beneficence. The

Ilrahniaputra and the Indus have longer streams, as measured

by the geographer, but their upper courses lie beyond the

great mountain wall in the unknown recesses of the Himalayas.

Not one of the rivers of Southern India is navigable in The water-

the proper sense. But in the North, the flanges begins to

distribute fertility by irrigation as soon as she reaches the of hengal,

plains, within 200 miles of her source, and at the same time

her channel becomes in some sort navigable. Thenceforward

she rolls majestically down to the sea in a bountiful stream,

which never becomes a merely destructive torrent in the

rains, and never dwindles awviy in the hottest summer.

'lapped by canals, she distributes millions of cubic feet of

water every hour in irrigation
;
but her diminished volume is

])rompth' recruited by great tributaries, and the wide area ot

her catchment basin renders her stream inexhaustible in the

service of man. Embankments are in hut few [/laces required

to restrain her inundations, for the alluvial silt which she spills

over her banks affords in most jiarts a top-dressing of inex-

haustible fertilitv. If one crop be drowned by the flood, tlie

[leasant comforts himself with the thought that the next crisp

from his silt-manured fields will abundantly requite liim. 'I’lie

function of the Ganges as a land-maker on a great scale will

be explained hereafter.

i

>
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The The Ganges has also i)laycd a pre-eminent part in the

commercial development of Northern India. Until the open-

higlivvay of icig of the railway system, from 1S55 to 1870, her magnificent

I>engal.

Traffic

on the

Gange.'.

Not

b>The'* account the vast development in the export trade of oil-seeds,

railway. rice, etc., still carried by the river, and the growing inter-

change of food-grains between interior di.stricts of the country,

it .seems probable that the actual amount of traffic on the

Ganges has increased rather than diminished since the open-

ing of the railways. At well-chosen points along her course,

the iron lines touch the banks, and these river-side stations

form centres for collecting and distiibuting the produce of

’ The .sign K.x. uniformly means ‘tens of rupees.' Thus, as above
Rx. 140, OCX),000 signifies 14CK> millions of rupees. To find, therefore, the

actu.al number of any sum in rupees in this volume which has the sign Rx,
prefixed to it, multiply by ten. Thu.s Rx. i,ocx),cx)o signifies 10 million

rupees, or say Rx. 270,000 sigiiifie- 2,7cx),ocx) rupees. This system ha,
now been adopted in the accounts of the (iovernment of India.

stream formed almost the sole channel of traffic between

Upper India and the seaboard. T'he [iroducts not only of the

river plains, but even the cotton of the Central Provinces, were

formerly brought by this route to Calcutta. Notwithstanding

the revolution caused by the railways, the heavier and more

bulky staples are still conveyed by the river, and the Ganges

may }et rank as one of the greatest waterways in the world.

The value of the upward and downward trade of the interior

with Calcutta, by the Gangetic channels, may be taken at

about 400 millions of rupees per amium, of which over 153

millions go by country-boats, and nearly 240 millions by

steamers (iSgi). This is exclusive of the sea-borne commerce.

But the adjustments which have to be made are so numerous

that the calculation is an intricate one. As far back as 1876,

the number of cargo boats registered at Bamanghata, on one

of the canals east of Calcutta, was 178,627 ;
at Hugh', a river-

side station on a single one of the many Gangetic mouths,

124,357 ; and at Patna, 550 miles from the mouth of the river,

the number of cargo boats entered in the register was 61,571.

The port of Calcutta is itself one- of the world's greatest

emporia for .sea and ri\er-bornc commerce. Its total exjiorts

and imports landward and seaward amounted in iS.Si to about

1400 millions of rupees (Rx. 140,000,000), and to 1523 millions

of rupees (Rx. 152,363,583) in 1891.'

Articles of European commerce, such as wheat, indigo,,

cotton, opium, and saltpetre, prefer the railway; so also do
the imports of Manchester piece-goods. But if we take into-
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the surrounding country. The ('janges, therefore, is not

merely a rival, hut a feeder, of the railway. Her ancient

cities, such as All.vh.ab.\d, Benares, and Patna, have thus

been able to preserve their former importance
;
while fi.shing

villages like S.vhibgaxj and Goaland.v iiave been raised into

thriving river marts.

Tor, unlike the Indus and the Bralimaputra, the Ganges is a The groat

river of great historic cities. Calcutta, Patna, and Benares
are built on her banks; Agr.a and Dflhi on those of her

tributary, the Jumna; and .\LLAHAiiAr) on the tongue of land

where the two sister streams unite. .Many millions of human
beings live by commerce along her margin. Calcutta, with Calcatta.

its suburbs on both sides of the river, contains a popula-

tion of nearly a million. It has a municipal revenue of

4|- millions of rupees
;
a sea-borne and coasting commerce in

1891 of 770 millions of rupees, with a landward trade of over

750 millions. These figures vary from year to year, but show

a steady increase. Calcutta lies on the Hugli, the most

westerly of the mouths by which the Ganges enters the .sea.

To the eastward stretches the delta, till it is hemmed in on

the other side by the Meghn.a, the most easterly of the

mouths of the Ganges. More accurately speaking, the

Meghna is the vast estuary by which the combined waters

of the Brahma[iutra and Gangetic river-systems find their

way into the Bay of Bengal.

In order, therefore, to understand the plains of Northern The pan

India, we must have a clear idea of the iiart played by the hy
the great

great rivers
;

for the rivers first create the land, then fertilize rivers,

it, and finally distribute its produce. The plains of Bengal

were in many parts upheaved by volcanic forces, or deposited

in an aqueous era, before the present race of man appeared.

But in other parts they have been formed out of tlie silt which

the rivers bring down from the mountains : and at this day

we may stand by and watch the ancient [irocess of land-making

go on.

A great Indian river like the Ganges has tliree distinct Three

stages in its career from the Himalayas to the sea. In

the first stage of its course, it dashes down the Himalayas, a riwr.

cutting out for itself deep gullies in the solid rock, ploughing hirst

up glens between the mountains, and denuding the hillsides
’

of their soil. In wading over the Sutlej feeders among the

Himalayas in the rainy season, my ankles were sore from the

pebbles which the stream carried with it : while even in the
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The second stage in the life of an Indian river begins at the

point where it emerges from the mountains upon the plains.

It then runs peacefully along the valleys, searching out for

itself the lowest levels. It receives the drainage and mud
of the country on both sides, absorbs tributaries, and roll.'-

lorward with an ever-increasing volume of water and silt.

Every torrent from the Himalayas brings its separate contribu-

tion of new soil, which it has torn from the rocks or eroded

from its banks. This process repeats itself throughout more
than ten thousand mdes

;
that is to say, down the course of

each tributary from the Himalayas or Vindhyas, and acros,s

the plains of Northern India. During the second stage of the

life of a Bengal river, therefore, it forms a great open drain,

which gradually deepens itself by erosion of its channel. As
its bed thus sinks lower and lower, it draws off the water from
swamps or lakes in the surrounding country. Dry land takes

the place of fens
;
and in this way the physical configuration

of Northern India has been greatly altered, even since the

Greek descriptions of it 2200 years ago.

As long as the force of the current i.-> maintained b}' a

sufficient tall per mile, the river carries foiward the silt thus
supplied, and adds to it fresh contributions from its banks.
Each river acquires a character of its own as it advances,
a character which tells the story of the country and soil m
which it has spent its early life. Thus, the Indus is loaded
with silt of a brown hue

; the Chemib has a reddish tinge ;

while the Sutlej is of a paler colour. The exact amount of
fall required per mile depends upon the specific gravity of the
silt which it carries. At a comparatively early stage, the
current drops the heavy particles of rock or sand which it has
torn from the Himalayan precipices. But a fall of 5 inches
per mile suffices to hold in suspension the great body of the
silt, and to add further accretions in pas.dng through alluvial
plains. The average fall of the Ganges between Benares
and the delt.i-hcad (about 461 miles) is nearly 5 inches per
mile. In its upper course its average declivity is much greater,
and suffices to bear along and pulverize the heavier spofis torrr
from the Himalayas.

By the time the Ganges reaches its delta in Lower Bengal
(Colgong to Calcutta), its average fall per mile has dropped to
4 indies. From Calcutta to the sea the fall varies in the
numerous distribut.aries of the parent stream, according to the
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tide, from i to 2 inches. In the delta the current seldom suffices

to carry the burden of its silt, e.xcept during the rains, and so

deposits it.'

In Lower Bengal, therefore, the (langes enters on the third Tfinl

stage of its life. Finding its speed checked by the equal level

of the plains, and its bed raised by the deposit of its own rncr, a,

silt, it splits out into channels, like a jet of water suddenly

obstructed by the finger, or a jar of liquid dashed on the

ground. Each of the new streams thus created throws out

in turn its own set of distributaries to right and left. The
country which their many offshoots enclose and intersect forms

the delta of Bengal. I'he present delta of the Ganges may be The dUi.i

taken to commence at a point 1231 miles from the source of

the river, and 326 from the sea by its longest channel. Ni the

commencement of the delta of the Ganges the head-waters of

the Hugh break off, under the name of the Bhagirathi, from

the parent channel, and make their way south to the sea. T'he

main volume of the Ganges pursues its cour.sc to the south-east,

and a great triangle of land, with its southern base on the Bay

of Bengal, is thus enclosed.

' The following facts maybe useful to observeis in llengal v\ ho wish

to study the most interesting fe.rUue of the country in which they live,

n.imely the rivers. Ten inches per mile is con'idered to be the fall which

a navigable river should not exceed. The average fall of the Ganges from

the point where it unites with tlie Jumna at .A.llah.rb.bi to Ben.ares (139 miles’,

is 6 inches pet mile : from llenares to O.dgong ,326 miles), 5 inches per mile :

from Culgung to the delta-head, where the Bhagirathi strikes off (about

135 milesi, 4 inches per mile ; from the delta-head to Calcutta (about 200

miles), al-o 4 inches pet mile: fiom Calcutta to the sea zia the Hiigli

(about So milesl, i to 2 inches per mile, according to the tide. The fall

of the Nile from the First Catar.ict to Ca.ro (553 miles), is 61 inches per

mile ; from Cairo to the sea, it is very much less. The fall of the Missis-

sippi for the first liundred miles frum its mouth, is I "So incites per mile ;

for the second hundrcl mile.s, 2 inches ; for the third hundred, 2'30

inche.s ; for the fourth hundred, 2 57 inches ; and for the whole section of

855 miles from the mouth to Memphis, the aver.age fall is given as 4I

inches to the mile.

The following table, calculated l*y Mr. I lavid Stesenson {Cau.il an.;

River EfiRneering^ [i. 315,'. .show's the .slit-carrying i'owei of ruor.s ,it

various velocities :

—

Inchc-s }>y.r

per Second. Hour.

3 0-170 will ju^t begin to work on fine clay.

6 0-340 will lift line ''ainl.

S o '4545 will lift i>anil as coir-se as linseed.

12 0*6819 will sweep along hne gra\e;.

24 I '3638 will roll along roan led pwt/Ms.' i inch in dianiclcr.

36 2-045 will sweep alnr.g slipper} anguk^r s* )nc> rf the

of an
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Between the Hugh' on the west and the mam channel on

the east, a succession of offshoots strike southward from the

Ganges. The network of streams struggles slowly seaward

over the level delta. Their currents are no longer able, by

reason of their diminished speed, to carry along the silt or

sand which the more rapid parent river has brought down

from Northern India. They accordingly drop their burden of

silt in their channels or along their margins, producing

almond-shaped islands, and by degrees raising their banks

and channels above the surrounding plains. When they spill

over in time of flood, the largest amount of silt is depo.sited

on their banks, or near them on the inland side. In tliis way

not only their beds, but also the lands along their banks, arc

gradually raised.

Section of a Deltaic Channel of the Ganges.

Delta
rivers build

themselves

up into

high-level

canals.

Junction
of Ganges,
Brahma-
putra, and
Meghn.a.

Their
comi.ined

tlelta.

a The ri\er channel ; h the tvo l.atik- i-y ‘I'-p-sit- nf ^ilt from tlie

^pill-water in time of flood
; cc the -urfa-.e . .ftln. uitti wli..n not in fli>..il

.
d d the lov\-

lying swamp.s -tretchtna a%\ay frotn either t..iiik, into uhiolt tlie ri\er lhn\ . u hen it ‘tnlh

oter its bank, in time of fl.ood ; r e the dotted hnee repres* nt the ordin.ir> Icvcd (T tin-

river enrfai.e. The turves .are nL<.f".iiIiy tvay,:ti.itetl in this dr.ivvina. in oolerrnoit

clearly to bnnr out the tact-.

The rivers of a delta thus build themselves ui>, as it were,

into high-level canaLs, which in the rainy season overflow their

banks and leave their silt upon the low country on either side.

Thousands of sc[uare miles in Lower Bengal receive in this way

each summer a top-dre.ssing of new soil, carried free of cost for

more than a thousand miles by the river currents from Northern

India or the still more distant Himalayas—a system of natural

manuring which yields a constant succession of rich crops.

At Goalanda, about half-way between the delta-head and the

sea, the Ganges unites with the main stream of the Brahma-

putra, and farther down with the Meghna. Their combined
waters exhibit deltaic operations on the most gigantic scale.

They represent the drainage collected by the two vast river-

systems of the Ganges and the Brahmaputra, from an aggregate

catchment liasin of 752,000 square miles on both the I'ibetan

and Indian sides of the Himalayas, together with the rainfall

poured into the Meghna from the eastern Burmese watershed.

The forces thus brought into play defy the control even of

modern engineering. As the vast network of rivers creeps
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farther down the delta, they become more and more sluggish,

and raise their beds still higher above the adjacent flats. Each

set of channels has a depressed tract or swamp on either side,

so that the lowest levels in a delta lie about half-way between

the rivers. The stream constantly overflows into these

depressed tracts, and gradually fills them up with its silt. The Deltaic

water which rushes from the river into the swamps has some-

times the colour of pea-soup, from the quantity of silt which it

carries. When it has .stood a few days in the swamps, and the

river flood subsides, the water flows back from the swamps into

the river channel
;
but it has dro[)ped all its silt, and is of a

clear dark-brown hue. The silt remains in the swamp, and by how filled

degrees fills it up, thus slowly creating new land. The muddy “P '’I'

foliage of the shrubs which have been submerged bears witness

to the fresh deposit. As we shall presently see, decayed trees

and stumps are found at great depths below the surface : while

nearer the top the excavator comes upon the remains of old

tanks, broken pottery, and other traces of buried human habita-

tions, which within historical times were above the ground.

The last scene in the life of an Indian river is a wilderness I.ast scene

of forest and swamp at the end of the delta, amid whose

malarious solitude the network of tidal creeks merges into the Indian

sea. Here all the secrets of land-making stand disclosed, "'e"'’

The river channels, finally checked by the dead weight of the

sea, deposit most of their remaining silt, which emerges

from the estuary as banks or blunted headlands. Ihe ocean

currents also find themselves impeded by the outflow from the

rivers, and in their turn drop the burden of sand which they

sweep along the coast. The two causes combine to build up

breakwaters of mingled sand and mud along the foreshore.

In this way, while the solid earth gradually grow.s outward into i.and-

the sea, owing to the deposits of river silt
;

peninsulas and

islands are formed around the river mouth.s from the sand estuary,

dropped by the ocean currents ; and a double process of land-

making goes on.

The great Indian rivers, therefore, have not only supplied

new solid ground by draining off the water from neighbouring

lakes and marshes in their upper courses, and by depositing

islands in their beds lower down. They are abo constantly

filling up the low-lying tracts or swamps in their deltas, and

are forming banks and capes and masses of low-lying land at

their mouths. Indeed, they slowly construct their entire

deltas by driving back the sea. Lower Egypt was thus ‘ the

gift of the Nile,’ according to her priests in the age of Hero- the Nile.’
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dotus
;
and the vast Province of Lower Bengal is in the

Ben^ral, strictest scientific sense the gift of the Ganges, the Brahma-

oGhe''*"^
putra, and the Meghna. The deltas of these three river-

Ganges.’ systems are in modern times united into one, but three

distinct delta-heads are observable. The delta-head of the

Brahmaputra commences near the bend where the river

now twists due south round the Giro Hills, 220 miles from

the sea as the crow flies. The present delta-head of the

Ganges begins at the point where the Bhagirathi breaks south-

ward ftom the main channel, also about 220 miles in a direct

line from the sea. The delta of the Meghna, which represents

the heavy southern rainfall of the Khasi Hills together with

the western drainage of the watershed between Bengal and
Burma, commences in Sylhet District.

Size of the The three deltas, instead of each forming a triangle like the

A, unite to make an irregular parallelogram, running

inland 220 miles from the coast, with an average breadth also of
about 220 miles. This vast alluvial basin of say 50,000 square
miles was once covered with the sea, and it has been slowly

filled up to the height of at least 400 feet by the deposits which
the rivers have brought down. In other words, the united river-

systems of the Ganges, Bralimaputra, and Meghni have torn
away from the Himalayas and North-Kastern Bengal enough
earth to build up a lofty island, with an area ol 50,000 .square

miles, and a height of 400 feet.

Successiie Care ha-, been taken not to overstate the work performed by

Sion^f
Borings have been carried down in the allu-

the delta. vial silt to 4S1 feet at Calcutta, but the auger broke at that deiith,
and it is impossible to say how much farther the deposits may-
go. There have been successive eras of vegetation, followed
by repeated depressions of the surface. These successive eras
of vegetation now form layers of stumps of trees, {jeat-beds, and
carbonized wood. Passing below traces of recently submerged
forests, a well-markeil jieat-bed is found in e.xcavations
around Calcutta at a depth varying from 20 to 30 feet

;
and

decayed wood, with pieces of fine coal, such as occur in
mountain streams, has been met with at a depth of 392 feet.

Fossilized remains of animal life have been brought ujr
from 372 feet below the present surface. The footnote ^

Its subter-
* ‘Abstract Report of Troceedings of Committee appointed to superin-

ranean tend the Borings at Fort-William, December 1835 1° .-^pril 1S40.’ ‘Afterstructure. peneUating through the surface soil to a depth of about 10 feet, a stratum
of stilt blue clay, 15 feet in thickness, was met with. Underlying this
was a light-coloured ,s.indy clay, which became gradually darker m colour
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illustrates the suLCCssi\e layers of the vast and lofty island,

so to speak, whith the rivers liave built up—an island with

an area of 50,000 sfpiare miles, and 400 feet high fnjm its

foundation, although at places only a few inches above sea-level.

It should be remembered, however, that the rivers ha\e th'pLM

been aided in their work by the sand deposited by the ocean

currents, ljut, on the other hand, the alluvial deposits oloti’hy

the Ganges and llrahmaputra commen( e far to the north

of the ])resent delta-head, and have a total area greatly

exceeding the 50,000 square miles mentioned in a former

paragraph. The Brahmaputra has covered with thick alluvium

the valley of Assam; its contluent, the Meghna, or rather the

upper waters whiclt ultimatel} form the IVIeghna, liave done
the same fertilizing task for the vallevs of Cachar and Sylhct

;

while the Ganges, with its mighty feeder^, has prei)ared tor the

uses of man thousands cf square miles of land in tlie broad

hollow between the Himalayas and the Vmdhvas, far to the

north-west of its [iresent delta. A large quantity of the finest

and lightest silt, moreover, is carried out to sea, and discolours

the Bay of Bengal 150 miles from the shore, d'he plains of

Bengal are truly the gift of the great rivers.

Several attempts have been made to estimate the time which Amount
of slU

from the admixture of vegetable matter, till it passed into a bed of peat, at brought
a distance of about 30 feet from the suiface. Detls of clay and variegated dmvn.

sand, intermixed with knnlc.ir, mica, and small pebbles, alternated to a

depth of 120 feet, when the sand became l<nise and almost semi-fluid in its

texture. At 152 feet, the (juick^and became darkei in colour and coarser

m grain, intermixed with red water-worn nodules of hydrated oxide of iron,

resembling to a certain extent the lat«.rite of South Iiv’.ia. At 150 feet, a

stiff clay with yellow veins occurreil, altering at 163 feet remarkably m
Colour and substance, and becoming dark, friable, and apparently C'*n-

taining much vegetable and ferruginous matter. A hne j>and succeeded at

170 feet, and thi> gradual!} becinie coar-Ncr, and mixed wiih fragment' of

quartz and felspar, to a depth of iSo feet. At 19b feet, clay impregnate 1

with iron wa-' passed through ; and at 221 feet '^and recurr..d. cnniaining

fragments of lime''tone, with noduks of Kunljr and pieces wf quartz and

felspar; the *iame >tratum continued to 340 feel
;
and .at 350 feet a fo"il

bone, conjectured to be the humeiii'^ of a dog. was e\tr.\cte‘i. At 3G0 feet

a piece of supposed tortoise^hell was found, and ^ub-equently sevciai

pieces of the same substance were ol)taine<!. At 372 feet, another r<"-'il

bone Wvis discovered, i)Ut it could not be identitied, from it' being l(»rn and

broken by the borer. At 392 feet, a few' pieces of fine coal, 'Uch U'. are

found in the beds of mountain streams, with s«>me fnignient' <4 dec.aved

wootl, were picked out of the sand, and at 400 feet a piece of limestone

was brought up. From 400 to 481 feet, hne sand, I'be tliat <4 the sea-

.'hore, intermixed largely with shmAc com^-o-ed uf fragnien'' of primiry

rocks, quartz, felspar, mica, slate, and lime^t ‘ne, uievaiied, aiui m thU

stratum the bore has been terminated.’
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the Ganges and Brahmaputra must have reiiuired for ac-

complishing their gigantic task. The borings already cited,

together with an admirable account by Colonel Baird Smith

in the Calcutta Journal of Natural History} and the Re^^

iMr. Everest’s calculations, form the chief materials for such an

estimate. Sir Charles Lyell - accepts Mr. Everest's calculation,

made half a century ago, that the Changes discharges 636S

millions of cubic feet of silt per annum at Ghazipur.

This would alone suffice to supply 355 millions of tons a

3’ear, or nearly the weight of 60 replicas of the Great Pyramid.

‘It i.s scarcely possible,’ he says, ‘to present any picture to the

mind which will convey an adequate conception of the mighty

scale of this operation, so tranquilly and almost insensibly

carried on by the Ganges.’ About 96 per cent, of the whole

deposits are brought down during the four months of the rainy

season, or as much as could be carried by 240,000 ships, each

of rqoo tons burthen. The work thus done in that season

may be realized if we suppose that a daily succe.ssion of fleets,

each of two thousand great ships, sailed down the river during

the four months, and that each ship of the daily 2000 vessels

deposited a freight of 1400 tons of mud every morning into

the estuary.

But the Ganges at Ghazi[)ur is only a single feeder of the

mighty m.tss of w.tters which have formed the delt.t of Bengal,

d’he Gange.s, after leaving Ghazipur, receive.s many of its

principal tributaries, .such as the Gogra, the So.v, the G.-vxdak,

and the Kl'SI. It then unites with the Brahmaj)utra, and

finally with the Meghna, and the tot.il mass of mud brought

down by these combined river-systems is estimated by Sir

Charles Lyell to be at lea>t si.x or seven times as much as that

discharged by the Ganges alone at Ghazi])ur. We have there-

fore, at the lowest estimate, about 40,000 millions of cubic feet

of solid matter spread over the delta, or deposited at the river

mouths, or carried out to sea, each year; according to Sir

Charles Lyell, five times as much as is conveyed by the

Missis.sippi to its delta and the Gulf of Me.vico. The silt

borne along during the rainy se.ason alone re[iresent.s the work
which a daily succe-ssion of fleets, each of 13,000 ship.s a-piece,

sailing down the Ganges during the four rainy months would

' Vol. i. p. 324. The other autliorities, chiefly from theJournal of the

Bengal Asi.atic .Sirciety, .are fully quoted in the Geoloccy of India, hy Messrs.

Medheott and Blanfor.i, vol. i. pp. 396 e.Gv-/. (Calcutta Government Press,

1S79).

- JMiia'pie: cf G.olopy, vul. i. pp. 47S ct scp (1S75).
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perform, if each ship of the daily 13,000 vessels discharged a

freight of 1400 tons a-piece each morning into the Bay of

Bengal. This vast accumul.ttion of silt takes jdace every

rainy season in the delta or around the mouths f)f the (ianges
;

and the process, modified In volcanic upheavals and degires-

sions of the delta, has been going on during uncounted

thousands of years.

General Strachey took the area of the delta and coast-line 1 inie

within influence of the deposits at 65,000 square miles, ^tid

estimated that the rivers would re(|uire 45 '3 years to raise it construct

by I foot, even by their enormous deposit of 40,000 millions <leltn.

of cubic feet of solid earth jier annum. The rivers must have

been at work 13,600 years in building up the delta 300 feet.

But borings have brought up fluvial deposits from a depth of

at least 400 feet. The present delta forms, moreoter. but a

very small part of the vast alluvial area which the ri\ers have

constructed in the great dip between the Himalayas and the

Vindhyan mountains. The more closely we scrutinize the

various elements in such estimates, the more vividly do we

realize ourselves in the presence of an almost immeasurable

labour carried on during an .almost immeasurable past.

The land which the great Indian rivers thus create, they River

also fertilize. In the lower p.arts of their course we have seen

how their overflow aftbrds a natural system of irrigation and

manuring. In the higher parts, man has to step in, and to

bring their water by can.als to his fields. Some idea of the

enormous irrigation entcriirises of Xorthern India may be

obtained in the four articles in The Imperial Gazetteer Qn the

Ganges and Jumna canals.

The four main canals drawn from the Ganges and Jumna

rivers already irrigate an aggregate area of over two million

acres, and will eventually irrigate over three millions. But

besides these four grc.at work.-, there are many other irrigation

enterprises in Upper India. Among them may be mentioned

the Agra, Bari Uoab, Rohilkhand and Bijnor, Betw.i, and tlie

Sutlej-Chenab .and Indus Inundation Canals.

The Indi.an rivers form, moreover, as we have seen, the great The Kiwr-.

highw.ays of the country. They supply cheap trandt tor the

collection, distribution, and export of the agricultural staple'.

What the arteries .are to the living body, the ri\ers are to the

plains of Bengal. But the very potency of their energy some- TheKi\ci'

times causes terrible calamities. Scarcely a year passes with' ait

disastrous flood', which sweep oft cattle .and grain stores and the

thatched cottages, with anxious families perched on their roots.
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In their upper courses, where their water is carried by

canals to the fields, the rich irrigated lanrls breed fever, and

are in places rendered sterile by a saline crust called reh.

Farther down, the uncontrollable rivers wriggle across the

face of the country, deserting their ancient beds, and search-

ing out new channels for themselves, sometimes at a distance

of many miles. Their old banks, clothed with trees and

dotted along their route with villages, run like high ridges

through the level rice-fields, and mark the deserted course of

the river.

It has been .shown how the llrahmaputra deserted its main

channel of the last century, and now rushes to the sea bv a

new course, far to the westward. Such changes are on so

vast a scale, and the eroding power of the current is .so irre-

sistible, that it is perilous to butld large or permanent structures

on the margin. The ancient sacred stream of the Ganges is

now a (lead river, which ran through the Districts of Hiigli

and the 24 Parganas. Its course is marked by a line of tanks

and muddy pools, with temples, shrines, and burning ghats

along high banks overlooking its deserted bed.

Many decayed or ruined cities attest the alterations in river-

beds within historic times. In our own day.s, the Ganges
passed close under Rajmah.al, and that town, once the Muham-
madan capital of Bengal, was (1850-55) selected as the sjiot

where the railway should tap the river-system. The Ganges
h.ts now turned away in a different direction, and left the town
high and dry, 7 mile.s from the bank. In 17S7-SS, the Tist.v,

a great river of Northern Bengal, broke away from its ancient

bed. The Atr.m, or the old channel, by which the Tista

waters found their way into the Ganges, has dwindled into a

petty stream, which, in the dry weather, just suffices for boats

of 2 tons burthen ; while the Tista has branched to the east-

ward, and now jiours into the Brahmainitra. In 1870, the R.vvi,

one of the Five Rivers of the Punjab, carried away the famous
shrine of the Sikhs near Dira Xaxak, and imperilled the
existence of the town.

If we go b.rck to a more remote period, we find that the
whole ancient geograjihy of India is obscured by changes in

the courses of the rivers. Thus, Hastinapur, the Gangetic
ctpital of the P,indavas, in the Mahabhirata, is with difficulty

identified in a dried-up bed of the G.anges, 57 miles north-
east of the present Delhi. The once splendid capital of
Kanai-j, which also lay upon the Ganges, now moulders in

desolation 4 miles away from the modern river-bank. The
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remnant of its inhabitants live for the most part in huts built

up against the ancient walls.

A similar fate on a small scale has befallen Kushtia, the

river terminus of the Eastern Bengal Railway. The channel

silted up (1S60-70), and the terminus had to be removed to

Goalanda. farther down the river. On the Hlujli river ^ a

succession of emporia and river-capitals have been ruined from

the same cause, and the permanence of C.ti.cuTT.t as a great

port is only secured by a complete system of river-engineering.

An idea of the forces at work may be derived from a single The bore.

well-known phenomenon of the Hiigli and the Meghna, the

bore. The tide advances up their broad estuaries until checked

by a rapid contraction of the channel. The obstructed influ.v,

no longer able to spread itself out, rises into a wall of waters

from 5 to 30 feet in height, which rushes onwards at a rate

nearly double that of a stage-coach. Rennell stated that the

Hugh bore ran from Hugh Point to Hiigli d'own, a distance

of about 70 miles, in four hours. The native boatmen fly

from the bank (against which their craft would otherwise be

dashed) into the broad mid-channel when they hear its

approaching roar. The bore of the Meghna is so ‘ terrific

and dangerous ’ that no boat will venture down certain of the

channels at spring-tide.

The Indian rivers not only desert the cities on their banks, Hamlets

but they sometimes tear them away. Many a hamlet and “""‘T-

rice-field and ancient grove of trees are remorselessly eaten up

each autumn by the current. A Bengal proprietor has often

to look on helplessly while his estate is being swept away, or

converted into the bed of a broad, deep river. .A.n important

branch of Indian legislation deals with the proprietary changes

thus caused by alluvion and diluvion.

The rivers have a tendency to straighten themselves out. Kivcr-

Their course consists of a series of bends, in each of which the

current sets against one bank, which it undermines; while it

leaves still water on the other bank, in which new deposits of

land take place. By degrees these twists become sharper and

sharper, until the inteivening land is almost worn away, leaving

onlv a narrow tongue between the bends. 1 he river finally

bursts through the slender strip of soil, or a canal is cut across

it by human agency, and direct communication is thus estab-

lished between jioints formerly many miles di.stant by the

windings of the river. This process of eating away soil from

the one bank, against which the current sets, and de[)ositing

^ See article IIl'GLI River, T!:c Im*c. te.! Ga-^Ue.r ,f h; lia.
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silt in the still water along the other bank, is constantly at

work. Even in their quiet moods, therefore, the rivers steadily

steal land from the old owners, and give it to new ones.

During the rains these forces work with uncontrollable fury.

I have mentioned that the first terminus of the Eastern Bengal

Railway at Kushtia had been partially deserted by the Ganges.

Its new terminus at Goalanda has suffered from an opposite

but equally disastrous accident. Lip to 1S75, Goalanda

station stood upon a massive embankment near the water’s

edge, protected by masonry spurs running out to the river.

About Rx. 130,000 had been spent upon these protective works,

and it was hoped that engineering skill had conquered the

violence of the Gangetic Hoods. But in August 1S75, the

solid masonry spurs, the railway station, and the magistrate’s

court, were all swept away ; and deep water covered their

sites. A new Goalanda terminus had to be erected two miles

inland from the former river-bank. Higher up the Ganges,

fluvial changes on so great a scale have been encountered at

the river-crossing, where the Northern Bengal Railway begins

and the Eastern Bengal Railway ends, that no costly or per-

manent terminus has yet been attempted, 'I'liroughout the

long courses of the Ganges and Brahmaputra, the mighty

currents each autumn undermine and then rend away many
thousand acres of solid land. They afterwanls deposit their

spoil in their channels farther down, and thus, as lias been

shown, leave high and dry in ruin many an ancient city on
their banks.

Their work, however, is on the whole beneficent
;
and a

poem of Ossian might be made out of the name.s which the

Indian peasant applies to his beloved rivers. d'hus, we have

the Goddess of Flowing Speech {Sarasvati), or, according to

another derivation, the River of Pools; the Streak of Gold
(Suvania-rekhd) , the Glancing Waters {Chitra)-, the Dark
Channel (Kdla-nadi), or the Queen of Death {KdH-iiadi)\ the

Sinless One {PdJ<agind = Pdpahind)
; the Arrowy {Sharaiati) ,

the Golden {Suvarnamaii) the Stream at which the Deer
Drinks {Ilaring/idta}

;

the Forest Hoiie (Punds)

;

the Old
Twister besides more common names, such as

the All-Destroyer, the Forest King, the Lord of Strength, the
Silver Waters, and the Flooder.

Throughout the river plains of Northern India, two harvests,

and in some Provinces three, are reaped each year. These
crops are not necessarily taken from the same land

;
but in

most 1 )istricts the best situated fields yield two harvests within
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the twelve months. In Lower Lengal, pease, pulses, oil-seeds,

and green crops of \ari<)iis sorts, are reaped in spring; the The ihrc^

early rice crops in September; and the great rice harvest of

the year in November and December, llefore the last has y,.ar.

been gathered in, it is time to jjreiiare the ground for the

spring croji.s, and the liusltandman knows no rest except during

the hot weeks of May, when he is anxiously waiting for the rains.

Such is the course of agriculture in Lower Eengak Hut it

should always be remembered that rice is the staple crop in Kice.

a limited area of India, and that it forms the everyday food of

only about 90 millions, or under one-third of the population of

the Indian Empire. It has been estimated that, in the absence

of irrigation, the rice crop requires an annual rainfall of at

least 36 inches; and an Indian District requires an average

fall of not less than 40 to 60 inches in order to grow rice as

its staple crop. A line might almost be drawn across Ilehar,

to the north of which rice cea.ses to be the staple food of the

people
;

its place being taken by millets, and in a less degree

by wheat. There are, indeed, rice-growing tracts in well-

watered or low-lying Districts of Northern India, and in the

river valleys or deltas and level strips around the southern

coast. But, speaking generally, throughout North-Western,

Central, and Southern India (except in the coast-strip), rice is

consumed only by the richer classes.

The products of each Province are carefully enumerated in .Scciuryur

my separate provincial articles in The L)itpcrial Gazetteer

India, and an account of the most important will be found

under the heading of Agriculture in the present volume.

They are here referred to only so far as is neces.sary to give a

general idea of the scenery of the river jilains. .Mong the

upper and middle courses of the Bengal river.s, the countr) lu Xurdi-

rises gently from their banks in fertile undulation.-', dotted

with mud villages and adorned with noble trees. Mango

groves scent the air with their blos-om in sjiring, arnl yield

their abundant fruit in summer. '1 he -'preading banvan, with

its colonnade.s of hanging roots; the .stately /0t/, with its

green masses of tohage ; the wild ('otton-tree, glowing while

still leadess with heavy crimson flowers; the tali, daintily-

sh.aped, fe.uhery-leafed tamarind, and the quick-growing tabul,

rear their heads above the crop fields. As the rivers ap[iruach

the coast, the palm-trees take posses.sion of the scene. 1 he

ordinarv landscape in the delta is a flat stretch of rice-field.c. In ;hc

fringed round with an evergreen border of bamboo^, cocoa-

nuts, date-trees, areca, and other coronetted palms. 1 hi.-

E
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densely-peopled tract seems at first sight bare of villages, fur

each hamlet is hidden away amid its own grove of plantains

and wealth-giving trees. The bamboo and cocoa-nut jilay a

conspicuous part in the industrial life of the coast-province.s

;

and the numerous products derived from them, including rope,

oil, food, fodder, fuel, and timber, have been dwelt on with

admiration by many writers.

The crops also change as we sail down the rivers. In the

north, the principal grains are wheat, barley, Indian corn,

and a variety of millets, such as jodr (Sorghum vulgare) and

bdjra (Pennisetum typhoideum). In the delta, on the other

hand, rice is the staple crop, and the universal diet. In a

single Bengal District, Rangpur, there arc 295 separate kinds

of rice known to the peasant, ^ who has learned to grow his

favourite crop in every locality, from the comparatively dry

ground, which yields the December harvest, to the swamjis

12 feet deep, on whose waters the September rice may be

seen struggling upwards for air. Sugar-cane, oil-seeds, flax,

mustard, sesamuni, palma -christi, cotton, tobacco, indigo,

safflower and other dyes, ginger, coriander, red jicpper.

capsicum, cummin, and precious spices, are grown both in the

Upper Provinces and in the moister valleys and delta of I.ower

Bengal.

A whole pharmacopreia of medicines, from the well-known
aloe and castor-oil, to obscure but valuable febrifuges, is

derived from shrubs, herbs, and roots. Ke.sins, gums, wir-

nishes, india-rubber, I'lcrfume-oils, and a hundred articles of
commerce or luxury, are obtained from the fields and the

forests. Vegetables, both indigenou.-, and imported from
Europe, largely enter into the food of the people. The melon
and huge yellow pumpkin spread themselves over the thatched
roofs

;
fields of potato, b>-injal, and yams are attached to the

homesteads. The tea-plant is reared on the hilly ranges
which skirt the plains both in the ^orth-I\e‘^t and in ,\s.sam ;

the opium pojipy about half-way down the Ganges, around
Benare.s and in Behar

;
the silkworm mulberry still farther

down in Lower Bengal; while the jute fibre is essentially a
crop of the delta, and would exhaust any soil not fertilized by
river floods. Even the jungles yield the co.stly lac and the
tasar silk cocoons. The mahud, also a gift of the jungle,
produces the fleshy flowers w'hich form a ,st.i[>le article of food
in many districts, and when distilled supply a cheap spirit.

The sdl, sissrr, fthi, and many other indigenous trees yield
S.CltlJi.l.dl t OU7lt dj \S)1. vil, pp, 2 J4

—
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excellent timber throughout tlie river plains of Northern

India and on their hilly outskirts. Flowering creepers, of

gigantic size and gorgeous colours, festoon the jungle; while

each tank bears its own beautiful crop of the lotus and water-

lily. Nearly every vegetable product which feeds and clothes

a people, or enables it to trade with foreign countries, abounds

on the northern river plains.

Having described the leading features of the Himalayas on TJiirJ

the north, and of the great river plains at their base, we come

now to the third division of India, namely, the three-sided 'i he

table-land which covers the southern half or more strictly

peninsular portion of India. This tract, known in ancient

times as the Deccan (Dakshin), literally The South, comprises,

in its widest historical application, the Central Provinces,

Berar, M.adras, Bombay, My.sore, with the Native Terri-

tories of the Nizam, Sindhia, Holkar, and other Feudatory

chiefs. It had in iSgt an aggregate population of about 115

millions. For the sake of easy remembrance, therefore, we

may take the inhabitants of the river plains and their outskirts

in the north at about 165 millions, and the inhabitants of the

southern table-land at 115 millions.

The Deccan, in its local .acceptation, is restricted to the The

high inland tract between the Narbada (Nerbudda) and the Deec.-m

;

Kistna rivers ; but the term is also loosely used to include the

whole country south of the Vindhyas as far as Cape Comorin.

Taken in this wide sense, it slopes up from the southern edge

of the Gangetic plains. Three ranges of hills support its it? three

northern, its e.a.stern, and its western sides, the two latter
’

,
. HiDuniain

meeting at a sharp angle near Cape Comorin. wwlK

The northern side is huttressed by confused ranges, ui^h a ']'he

ueneral dire('tion of ea<t to west, popularly known in the ^
^

j lllGUIl*

aggreg.ate as the Vinclhya mountains. The \hndhyas, however, .

are made up of several distinct hill sy^tem>. Two sacred

peaks stand as outposts in the extieme east and west, with a

succession rather than a series of ranges stretching Soo miles

between. At tiie western extremity, -Mount .khii, famous f,,r

its exquisite Jam temples, ri.ses, as a solitary outlier of the

.\ravalli hills, 5653 feet above the R.ijputana plains, like an

island out of the sea. Beyond the southern limits of that ts. ,r

plain, the A'lndhva range of modern geographv runs almost'”"''''
^ - o •

\

due east from Ciujar.it, forming the northern w.dl of the Nar-

bada vallev. I'he Satpura mountains stretch, abo east .and

west, to the south of the Narbada r.ver, and form the water-
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shed between it and the Tapti. Towards the heart of India,

the eastern extremities of the ^ indhyas and Satpuias end in

the highlands of the Central Provinces. Passing still east,^ the

hill system finds a continuation in the Kdinnir range and its

congeners. These in their turn end in the outlying peaks and

spurs that mark the western Iroundary of Lower Bengal, and

abut on the old course of the Ganges under the name of the

Rdjmahdl hills. On the extreme east, Mount Pdrasn.itli—
like Mount Abu on the extreme west, sacred to Jain rite,'.—

rises to 4479 feet above the Gangetic plain.

The various ranges of the Mndhya.s, from 1500 to over

4000 feet high, form, as it were, the northern wall and but-

tresses which support the central table-land. But in this .seii'c

the Vindhyas must be taken as a loo.se convenient generaliza-

tion for the congeries of mountains and table-lands between

the Gangetic plains and tlie Narbada valley. Now pier< ed

by road and railway, they stood in former times as a barrier

of mountain and jungle between Northern and Southern

India, and fomied one of the main difficulties in welding the

whole into an empire. They consist of vast masses of forests,

ridges, and peaks, broken by cultivated tracts of the rich

cotton-bearing black soil, exriuisite river valleys, and high-

lying grassy plains.

The other two sides of the elevated southern triangle arc

knosvn as the E.rstern and Western (In.ns. These ranges

start southward firnn tiie eastern and western extremities of

the Mndhya.s, and run along the eastern and western cua.st.s

of India. The Eastern Ghats stretch in fragmentary spur;,

and ridges down the Madras Presidenc)-, receding inland and

leaving broad level tracts between their base and the coast.

The M'estern Ghats form the great sea wall of the Bombay
Presidency, with a comparatively narrow strip between them

and the shore. .Some of them rise in magnificent precipices

and headlands out of the ocean, and truly look like colossal

‘ landing-stair.-, ’ from the sea. The Eastern or Madras
Ghats recede upwards to an average elevation of 1500 feet.

The AVestern or Bombay ( lhats ascend more abruiitly from

the .sea to an average height of about 3000 feet, with peaks

up to 4700, along the coast; rising to 7000 feet and even
S760 feet in the uplieaved angle where they unite with the

Eastern Ghats, towards their southern extremity.

The inner triangular plateau thus enclosed lies from 1000 to

3000 feet above the level of the sea. But it is dotted with

peaks and seamed with ranges e.xceeding 4000 feet in height.
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Its best known hills are the Xi'lgiris (Blue Mountains), with the

summer capital of Madras, Utakamand, over 7000 feet above

the sea. Their highest point is Dodabetta peak. 8760 feet,

in the upheaved southern angle. The interior plateau is

approached by several fainou.s passes from the level coast-strip P.isscs up

on the western side. The Bhor-Gh.at, for exaniiile, ascends a

treniendous ravine about 40 mites south-east of Bombay city, iihor-Gh.it

to a height of J027 feet. In ancient times it was regarded as

the key to the Deccan, and could be held by a small band

against any army attempting to penetrate from the coast.

celebrated military road was constructed by the British up

this pass, and practically g.ave the command of the interior to

the then rising port of Bombay. A railway line has now been

carried up the gorge, twisting round the shoulders of moun-

tains, tunnelling through intervening crags, and clinging along

narrow ledges to the face of the precipice. .\t one point the

Agzag is so sharp as to render a circuitous turn impossible,

and the trains have to stop and reverse their direction on a

levelled terrace. The 'I’halghat (1912 feet), to the north- aiD the

east of Bombay, has in like manner been scaled both by road

and railway. Another celebrated pass, farther down the coast,

connects the military centre of Belgium with the little port of

\'engurla.

These ‘landing-stairs' from the sea to the interior jiresent

scenes of rugged grandeur. The trap rocks stand out, after

ages of denudation, like circular fortresses flanked by round Hill forts,

towcr.s and crowned with nature’s citadels, from the mass of

hills behind
;
natural fastnessc.s, which in the Marithd times

were rendered impregnable by military art. In the south of

Bombay, the jiasses climb up from tlie sea through thick

forests, the haunt of the tiger and the mighty bison. Still

farther down the coast, the western mountain wall dips deep

into the Bilghat valle)---a rein.ukabic ga[i, 20 miles broad, The r.il-

and leading by an easy rmite, only 1000 feet in height, Irom

the seaboard to the interior. A third railway and military

road penetrate by this passage from Beypur, and cross the

\)cninsula to Madras. fourth railway runs inland fr'iin the

( oast of the Bortugucse Settlement of Goa.

On the eastern side of India, the Gliats form a series of The rivers

spurs .and buttresses for the elevated inner plateau rather than

a continuous mountain wall. They are traversed by a number giate.ru ;

of broad and easy passages from the Madras coast. Through

these oiienings, the rainfall of the southern half of the inner

plateau reaches the .sea. The drainage from the northern or
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^'indhyan edge of the three-sided table-land falls into the

Ganges. The Narbada (Nerbudda) and Tapti carry the rainfall

of the southern .slopes of the Vindhyas and of the Satpura

Hills, by two almost parallel lines, into the Gulf of Cambay.

But from Surat, in lat. 21° 2S', southward to Cape Comorin,

in lat. 8° 4', no great river succeeds in piercing the Western

Ghats, or in reaching the Bombay coast from the interior

table-land.

The B'estern Ghats form, in fact, a lofty unbroken harrier

between the waters of the central plateau and the Indian

Ocean. The drainage has therefore to niake its way .across

India to the eastward, now foaming and twisting sharpl}-

round projecting ranges, then tumbling down r.avines, roaring

through rapjids, or rushing along valleys, until the rain which

the Bombay sea-breeze has dropjied on the ridges of the

Western Ghats finally flows into the Bay of Bengal. In thi.s

way the three great rivers of the Madras Presidency, vi,;. the

Godavari, the Kistna (Krishna), and the Kaveri (Cauvery),
rise in the mountains overhanging the Bombay coast, and
traverse the whole breadth of the central table-land before they
reach the sea on the eastern shores of India.

^

The physical geography and the political destiny of the two
sides of the Indian peninsula have been determined by the

char.icteristics of the mountain ranges on either roast. On the
east, the Madras country is com[iarativeIy open, and \v.\s

always accessible to the spread of civilisation. On the east,

therefore, the ancient dynastie.s of Southern India il.xcd their

capitals. Along the west, only a narrow strip of lowland
inten-enes between the barrier range and the Bombay sea-

board. This western tract long remained apart from the
civilisation of the e.astern coast. To our own day, one of its

ruling races, the Nairs, retain land tenures and social customs,
such as polyandry, which mark a much ruder stage of human
ad\ancement than Hinduism, and which in other parts of
India only linger among isolated hill tribes. On the other
hand, the people of this western or Bombay coast enjoy a
bountiful rainfall, unknown in the inner plateau and the east.
The monsoon dashes its rain-laden clouds against the Western
Ghats, and pours 100 to 200 inches of rain upon their mari-
time slopes from Khandesh southward to Malabar. By the
time the monsoon has crossed the Western Ghats, it ha.s
dropped the greater part of its aqueous burden : and central
Districts, such as Bangalore, obtain only about 35 inches.
The eastern coast also receives a monsoon of its own

;
but,.
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except in the neighbourhood of the sea, the rainfall throughout

the iSIadras Presidency is scanty, seldom exceeding 40 inches

in the year. The deltas of the three great rivers along the

Madras coast form, however, tracts of inexhaustible fertility

;

and much is done by irrigation to husband and utilize both the

local rainfall and the accumulated waters which the rivers

bring down.

The ancient Sanskrit poets speak of Southern India as The Tour

buried under forests. But much of the forest land has ,

Regions ot

gradually been denuded by the axe of the cultivator, or in Southern

consecjuence of the deterioration produced by unchecked tires

and by the grazing of innumerable herds of cattle, sheep, and

goats. Roughly speaking, Southern India consists of four

forest regions—First, the M'estern Clhdts and the plains of the

Konkan, Malabar, and Travancoro between them and the sea

;

second, the Karnatik, with the Eastern (dhats, occupting the

lands along the Coromandel coast and the outer sloijes of the

hill ranges behind them ; tiiird, the Deccan, in its narrower

sense, comprising the central tracts of the southern peninsula,

the high plateaux of Haidarabdd, the C'edetl Districts, Mysore.

Coimbatore, and Salem; fourth, the forests of the Xorthern

Circars in the Madras Presidency.

Each of these Districts has its own peculiar vegetation. Forest^ of

That of the first region, or Western Ghats, largely consists of

virgin forests of huge trees, with an infinite variety of smaller

shrubs, epiphytic and parasitic plants, and lianas or tangled

creepers which bind together even the giants of the forest.

The king of these forests is the teak (Tectona grandis,

Linn.). That prince of timber is nosv found in the greatest

abundance in the forests of Kanara, in the If'ainid, ami in

the Anamalai Hills of Coimbatore and Cochin. The piin tree

(Calophyllum inojihyllum, Linn.) is more especially found in

the southernmost forests of Travancore and Tlnnevelli ; where

tall straight stems, fit for the spars and masts of seagoing ships,

are procured. The jack fruit (Artocarpus integrifolia, Linn.)

and its more common relation the aini (Artocarjais hirsuta,

I^am.). furnish a [iretty yellow-coloured timber
;
the blackwood

(Dalbergia latifolia, y iclds huge logs e.xcellent for carved

furniture. The Terminalias tomentosa and T. [lanicul.ata,

IE and A.) with the benteak (Lagerstrcemiamicrocarpa,

supply strong wood suitable for the well-built hou-.es of the

[irosperou^ poiiulation of Malabar and Travancore. The

dammer tree or Indian copal (Valeria indica, Linn.) yields its

useful resin. The ground vegetation supplies one ot the most
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valuable of Indian exports, the cardamom. To enumesate all

the important trees and products of the ^\estern Ghats rvouUI,

however, be impossible.

l-oresu of In the Karndtik or Eastern Ghat region, the forest.s rare!)

Eastern
^
consist of large timber, owing to the drier climate and the

K.irnatik. shorter monsoon. Nor are they of a wide area. Mo.->t of the

forests here consist of what is known as ‘Evergreen Scrub,’ \n

which tlie jiromineiit trees are the Eugenia jambolana, Lair. .

Mirausops indica, Linn., and the strychnine (Strychno.s nii.v-

Yomica, Linn.). On the slopes of the hills deciduous forest

appears with teak, Terminalias, Anogeissus, and occasional

red Sanders.

Forests The Deccan, or central region, which gets a share of both

of the monsoons (namelv the monsoon from the south-ue^t from
DccCkin. ' ^

June to September, and that from the north-east from Se] Mem-

ber to January), has still some large areas covered with fine

forest, and yielding good timirer. Chief among these area--

are the N'allanialai Hills of Karnul, the Palkonda HilK of

Cuddapah, the Collegal Hills of Coimbatore, and the .‘'hevaroy

and Jawadi ranges of Salem and North Arcot. In the

Nallamalai Hills, foyi/sd/ ( I’terocarpus Mar.'-upiuni, I\‘".\/>.) and

Siij (Terniinalia tomentosa, IF. and A.) arc tlie jirevailing

timbers : the valuable red sanders-wood (Pterocarjais santa-

linus, IJnn.) has its home in the Palkonda and adjoining

range.s of Cuddapah, wliilc the growth on the hilK of (.'uim-

batore includes the precious sandal-wood (Santalum album,

Linn.). In the drier country of Bellarv and I’cnukonda, the

chief tree is the anjan (Hardwickia binata, Roxb.\ furni.shing

the harde.st and heaviest of Indian wood.s.

Fore.=;t' of The fourth forest region is that of the Madras or Northern

Circars. It stretches from the Kistna river up to the Chilka

lake, and includes fine forests of almost untouched sd/(Shorea

robusta, Gacrt.). the iron-wood (Xylia dolabriformis, Bentii.).

the satin-wood (Chloro.xylon .bwietenia, D.C.), and many other

timbers of value.

Scenery nf In wild tropical beauty nothing can .surpass tJie luxuriance

Coorg forest, as viewed from one of the jieaks

counter ,
of the Western Ghats. A waving descent (;f green, broken

into terraces of rarying heights, slopes downward on every

side. North and south run parallel ranges of mountains,

wooded almost to the .summit , while to the west, thousands of

feet below, the view is bounded by the blue line of the

.\rabian Sea. animals of many kinds breed in the

jungle, and haunt the grassy glades. The elephant, the tiger,
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and the leopard, the mighty bison, the stately sanibhar deer, and
the jungle sheep, with a variety of smaller game, afford adven-

ture to the sportsman. During the rains magnificent cataract.s

dash over the precipices. The picturesque Gersoppa Falls, in

the Western Ghats, hare a thunderous descent of 830 feet.

In the valleys, and upon the elevated [dains of the central Cioy, of

jilateau, tillage is driving back the jungle to the hilly recesses,

and fields of wheat and many kinds of smaller grain or

millets, tobacco, cotton, sugar-cane, and pulses, spread over

the open country. The black soil of Southern India, formed

from the detritus of the trap mountains, is proverbial for its

fertility; while the level striji between the Western Ghats and

the sea rivals even Lower Bengal in its fruit-bearing palms,

rice harvests, and rich succession of crops. The deltas of the

rivers which issue from the Eastern Ghats are celebrated as

rice-bearing tracts. But the interior of the centra! table-land

of the southern peninsula is li.able to droughts. The culti-

vators here contend against tlie calamities of nature by varied

systems of irrigation—by means of which they store the rain

brought during a few months liy the monsoon, and husband it

for u.se throughout the whole year. Great tanks or lake.s,

formed by damming ujr the valleys, are a .striking feature of

Southern India. The food of the common people consists

chiefly of small grains, such as bajra, and ragi. The
great export is cotton, with wheat from the northern Districts

of the table-land. The pepper trade of Malabar dates from

far beyond the age of Sindbad the .Sailor, and reaches back

to Roman times. Cardamoms, spices of various sorts, dyes,

and many medicinal drugs, are also grown.

It is on the interior table-land, and among the hilly spurs Mincr.rb

;

which project from it, that the mineral wealth of India lies

hid. Coal-mining now forms a great industry on the north- Co.U,

eastern side of the table-land in Bengal; and also in the

Central I’rovinces. Beds of iron-ore and limestone have

been worked in several places, and hold out a possibility of a

new era of enterprise to India in the future. Many district'-

are rich in building stone, marble, and the easily - worked

laterite. Cojtper and other metals exist in small quantities.

Golconda was long famous as the central mart for the produce

of the diamond districts, which now yield little more than a

bare living to the workers. Gold dust has from very ancient

times been washed out of the river-beds; and quartz-crushing

for gold is being attempted on scientific principle-s, and upon a

large scale, in Madras and Mysore.
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Uecapiiu- I have now briefly surveyed the three regions of Con-

iauon
; tinental India. The first, or the Himalayan, lies for the

most part beyond the British frontier ; but a knowledge of it

India. supplies the key to the climatic and social conditions of India.

The second region, or the River Plains in the north, formed

the theatre of the ancient race movements which shaped

the civilisation and political destinies of the whole Indian

peninsula. The third region, or the Triangular Table-land

in the south, has a character quite distinct from either of

the other two divisions, and a population which is now

working out a sep.arate development of its own. Broadly

Their Speaking, the Himalayas are peopled by Turanian tribes,

although to a large extent ruled by Arj-an immigrants. The

guage^. great River Plains of Bengal are still the possession of the

Indo-Aryan race. The Triangular I’able-land has formed an

arena for a long struggle between the Aryan civilisation from

the north, and what is known as the Dravidian stock in the

south.

Fourth To this vast Empire of Continental India the English have

Bl'Rm.v, consisting of the valley of the Irawadi (Ina-

Buim.a,'
' waddy), together with its delta, and the territories whit Ii

stretch eastward and westward from the central valley. On
the western bank of the river the country rises into a series

of high ranges, and then falls into the narrow coast-stri[i of

.•\rakan, along the eastern .shore of the Bay of Bengal. These

high ranges, known as the Yoma (Roma) mountains, are

covered with dense forests, and Separate the Irawadi valley

from the strip of coast. The Yomas have peaks exceeding
its walleys 4000 feet, and culminate in the Blue Mountain, 7100 feet.

^ of backbone to the more level regions of

Burma on either side of them, but are cros.sed by passes, one

of which, the An or Aeng, rises to 4517 feet above the sea-

level. Turning to the eastern side of the Irawadi, the

country rises into the mountainous regions of the Shins and
other races, dwelling in the little-explored highlands which
separate Burma from the frontier .States of the Chinese
Empire. Below the Irawadi delta, a long narrow strip, known
under the comprehensive name of Tenasserim, run.s south-

ward between the Bay of Bengal and the Siamese dominions,
as far aa Point "Victoria.

Its five Burma consi.sts therefore of five well-defined tracts ; the

valley of the Irawadi, including Upper and Lower Burma, in

the Centre
;

the backbone of the \ oma mountains on the
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western margin of that central valley
;
the hill country of the

Shins and other wild tribes on the opposite or eastern edge

of the central valley
;
the coast-stri[) of Arakan, between the

Bay of Bengal and the Yoma mountains
;

and the long

isolated southern coast-strip of Tenasserim, between the Bay

of Bengal and the Siamese dominions. The central valley

and the two coast-strips are extremely fertile. The outskirts

of the hilly tracts are rich in teak and other valuable trees,

and forest produce. A thousand creeks indent the seaboard ;

and the whole of the level country, on the coast and in the

lower Irawadi valley, forms one \'ast rice-field. The rivers float

down cheaply the teak, bamboos, and timbers from the north.

Tobacco, of an excellent quality, supplies the cigars which all

Burmese (men, women, and children) smoke, and affords an

industrial product of increasing value. Arakan and Pegu, the Its pro-

two Provinces of the coast, and also the Irawadi valley,

contain mineral-oil springs. Tenasserim is rich in tin mines,

and contains iron-ores equal to the finest Swedish ;
besides

gold and copper in smaller quantities, and a very pure lime-

stone. Rice and timirer form the stajilc exports of Burma

;

and rice i.s also the universal food of the people. Burma,

including Upper and Lower Burma and Tenasserim, has an

area of about 170,000 square miles; and a population, in

1S91, of over "i million persons. It is fortunate in still

possessing wide areas of yet uncultivated land to meet the

wants of its rapidly-increasing people.
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The Population op the British Empire of Ixjha, inclucl-

ing the Feudatory States and Burma, amounted in iS9r to

over 2S8 millions, or, as already mentioned, more than doiihle

the number which Gibbon estimated for the Roman lampire

in the height of its power. But the English Government has

respected the possessions of native chiefs, am! moic than one-

third of the country still remains in the hand.s of its liereditarr

rulers. Their subjects make nearly one-fourth of the whole

Indian people. The British territories, therefore, comjirise

about two-thirds of the area of the British Ihnpirc of India,

and three-fourths of its inhabitants.

I'he native prince-^ govern their States w ith tlio help of

British ‘Political’ ofticcrs, whom the Viceroy stations at their

capitals. Some of the Chiefs reign almost as indt [icndetn

sovereigns
;

others require more assistance, or a stricter

control They form a magnificent body of feudatory rulers,

possessed of revenues and armies of their own. .Many of

them also maintain contingents of disciplined iiattaliuiis at

the disposal of the British Government of India, under the

title of Imperial Service Troops. The more important of

these princes cxerci.se the power of life and death over their

subjects; but the authority of each is limited by usage, or by

treaties or engagements, acknowledging their subordination to

the British Government. That Government, as Su.'erain in

India, docs not allow its feudatories to make war upon each

other, or to have any relations with foreign States. It inter-

feres when any chief mi.sgoverns his people; rebukes, and if

needful removes, the oppressor; protects the weak; and firmly

imposes peace upon all.

The British possessions are distributed into governments
India—the at twelve),* each with a separate head;
I'rovinces, ^ c ,

‘ From the t.able on p. 78, it will be seen tliat the classilicatinn

adopted by the Census of iSgr gives eleven separate governments, with

certain n'.iscc’.ianeous territories arranged in a twelfth group.

Ilritish
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hut all of them under the orders of the Supreme (lovernment

of India, consi-iting of the Governor-General in Council. The
Governor-General, who also hears the title of Viceroy, holds

his court and government at Calcutta in tiie cold weather, and

during summer at Simla, an outer spur of the Himalayas, 7000

feet above the level of the sea. The Viceroy of India, and

the Governors of Madras and Bombay, ate usually British

statesmen a[ipointed in England by the Queen. The hcad.s

of the other Provinces are selected for their merit from the

Anglo-Indian .services (in almost all cases from tlte India Civil

Service), and are nominated by the Viceroy, subject in the

case of the Ideutcnant- Governorships to approval by the

Secretary of State.

The first Census for all India was taken in 1S72. Although

not synchronous, it yielded fairly accurate returns for the

British Provinces, with less trustworthy materials for the Native

States. But in many Districts it was regarded with appre-

hension as a possible basis for increased taxation
;
and in some

of the backward tracts and hill or jungle districts it led to petty

ri.sing.s, or threatened risings, of the jreasantry. The experi-

ence of the next nine years convinced the po[)ulation of India

that the Census meant no harm to them ;
and the enumeration

of iSSi furnished more correct returns both for the British and

Feudatory territories, although there was still a hesitation in

giving the true numbers and ages of the females. The third

Census, taken in iSpr, completed the process of improvement,

and supplies an absolutely verified basis for the future. Its

results will not, however, be published in full till some time

after this \oIume appears; and many of its tabulations were

not finished when these pages had to go to [iress. I owe

several of the following [uragrajibs and all the tables to the

great courtesy and kindness of Mr. Baines, the Indian Census

Commissioner, who has preyiared them with his own hand fur

this cha[)ter, and has done me the additional favour of chec k-

ing the figure.s in tlie jiroof-sheets. It should be borne in mind

from the outset that the recent territorial ex[)ansion of India

involves important adjustment-^ in any attempt to compare the

returns of ilspi with those of iSSi.

The Census of 1891 returned a population of 289,187,316

souls for all India (British, l-'eiidatory, French, and Portuguese),

including trai ts where the Census operations were not carried

out in detail, and where a less perfect c-nuineration was con-

ducted through the tribal chiefs or village headmen. The

following tables gi\e an abstract of the area and populitiun:

—

hi)U

iveriifi

( 'Gl'Us n

iSor.
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Governments
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The Native States and C^roets of Native States

FORMING Feudatory India (1891).

i

1

1
Stated, or Groups of Staffs.

.\rea in

Square !Miles.

T..tal

Population.

A\ cra'ie

pi 'puU-
tion ptr

Square:

-Mile.

I. Rdjputana, ..... 130, 268 12,016, 102 94
2. Haidarabsid (Nizam's Dominions),

.

82,698 11037-040 IJ9

3 - Central India Agency and Bundcl-
khand, 77,808 10,318,812 133

+ Baroda, ...... 8,226 2,415,396 294
5 * Mysore. ^ 27,936 4.943,604 177
6. Kashmir, ..... 80, 900 2.543.952 3 r

7 - Native States under the Bombay
Government, .... 69,045 5.059.298 117

S. Native States under the Madras
Government, .... 9.609 3,700,622 CO 04

9- Native States under the Bengal
Government, .... 33.834 3.296,379 92

10. Native States under the Punjab
Government, .... 38,299 4,263,280 III

II. Native States under the Central

Provinces, 29.435 2,160,511 73
la. Native States under the North-

Western Provinces, 5A09 792,491 ^55
i 13. Fort Steadman in the .sh.in States, 2,902

^ 4- '*Shan States (Cis-Salwin), 40,000 *372,969 9
^ 5 ‘ ..... I, "50 "'301458 19
I'D. * Forest Tracts in Met war, etc.,

KajpuLina,

(Included in

Rdjputana) *204,241

r?’ Manipur,

2

S,oco 250,000 31

Total for Feudatory India, 644.717 66,908, T47 104

* The population of these States and Tracts, excepting Fort Steadman
in the Shan States, was not enumerated by individuals, but registered by
households.

If to the foregoing figures we add the French and Portu-

guese possessions, wc obtain the total for all India. Thu.s

—

All India, including Burma (1S91).

Area m Avcratrc
'

Stju.xrc t )-'..pulatDriip-.t
’

-Milt-v. i
St^uare Miiu

Pnli-'h India < rS ji), .

Keii'IatC'ry Indi.t

Portuciu'se Scttienu'nt' (iaoj),

Fi't’nch miints ' iSqi;, ,

'.65,051 aAi,4:4,.'f.t2

044,717
' f'O 008. 147 104

1/-U5 5'>r.5'^'4 54'^

-03 J02.f,a^

Totd f('r '.iU I’A'liA, in(-Uidin">_
j ^

I3urm.i. . . . I :

’

' Mysore inelv.les the British portion of Bangalore.

- Manipur was enunieraleii, but, the records having been ilestroyed in

March ihpi, the results are estimated only.
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It may be useful to give the figures of the two pre\i(aus

Census returns, premising that various circunistances, such as

more perfect enumeration and the annexation of Upper Burma,

make them unsuitable for an elaborate comparison with the

returns of 1891. The population in 1872 was as follows:

—

British India, iS6 millions; Feudatory States, over 54 millions t

French and Portuguese possessions, nearly 4 of a million :

total for all India, 240,931,521. In iSSi the population,

allowing for subsequent transfers of territoiv between Britisli

and Feudatory tracts, was:— British India, ipS.Sdo.bcb .

'

Feudatory States, 56,998,330:1 French and Portuguese Settle-

ments, 748,783: total for all India, 256,607,719, In 1S91

the total for all India, as shown in detail in tlie foregoing table,

was 289,187,316.

Of the 28SI millions in British India and its Feudator)

States, only 90,169 persons were English, Scotch, or Irish
;
and

the total number of persons not born in Asia was only 1 10,504
(including the 90,169 just mentioned).

British India as a whole supports a poimlation much more
than twice as dense as that of the Native States. If we
exclude the outlying and lately-acquired l’ro\in(e> of British
Burma and Assam, the profiortioii is nearly three - fold, oi

379 persons to the square mile. How thick tins popuhaion
is, may be realized from the fact that France had in iSyr onij
1S6 people to the square mile; while even in crowded F.ne-
land, wherever the density approach^ 200 to the M]u,irL mile,
It Ceases to be a rural population, and has to lue, to a greater
or less extent, by manufacture,s, mining, or city induttries.'
The following table shows the density of the population per
square mile in the principal European countries :

Engl.ind .rnd t\ ales (1891).
Scotland (iSqi),
Ireland (1891

.

France (iSQij, .

Italy (t88o),

Austria (i83ol . .

'

49^
j

I lungary (1880).
13-

I

^-rurnian Empire I

144 • iVuSiiia fr8fK)», .

186
I

Holland (1889).
249 Bt'lgtum (t3r,o).

19! ' Portugal (1878).

237
22T,

360
340
134

Throughout large areas of Bengal, two persons have to live on
the proceeds of each cultivated acre, or 12S0 persons to each
cultivated square mile. The Famine Commissioners reportedm 1880, that over 6 millions of the peasant holdings of Ben-al
or two-thirds of the whole, averaged from 2 to 3 acres a-piece!

' The ilifference between this and the figure.s given
a-fifu:, Table II,, is due to the exclusion from theCaUc
enumerated both in iSSi and iSgi.

Iveport on the Census of England and Wales for 1S71

in the /w/i-.-/,;/

of all tracts nut
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Allowing onl)- four persons to the holding, for men, women,
and children, this represents a population of 24 millions

struggling to live off 15 million acres, or a little over half an

acre a-piece.

Unlike England, India has few large towns, and no great

manufacturing centres. Thus, in England and IVales, 53 "2 2

per cent., or more than one-half of the population in 1891,

lived in 1S2 towns with upwards of 20,000 inhabitants,' while

in Eritish India only g'Sg per cent., or not one-twentietli of the

people, live in the 225 towns of that si.ie. India, therefore, is

almost entirely a rural country
; and many of the .so-called

towns are mere groups of villages, in the midst of which the

cattle are driven a-field, and ploughing and reaping go on.

Calcutta itself has grown out of a cluster of hamlets on the

bank of the Hugh' ; and the term ‘ municipality,’ which m
Europe is only applied to towns, often means in India a ‘ rural

union,’ or collection of homesteads for the purposes of local

government.

IVe See, therefore, in India, a dense population of husband-

men. Wherever their numbers e.xceed r to the acre, or 640 to

the square mile,—excepting in suburban districts or in irrigated

tracts,—the struggle for e.xistence becomes hard. At half an

acre a-piece that struggle is terribly hard. In such Districts, a

good harvest yields just sufficient food for the peojde
;
and

tiiousands of lives depend each autumn on a few inches more
or less of rainfall. The Government may, by great efforts,

feed the .starving in time of actual famine
;
but it cannot stojj

the yearly work of disease and death among a steadily underfed

people. In these overcrowded tracts the population reaches

the stationary stage. For example, in Allahabad District,

during twenty years, the inhabitants increased by only 6

persons in 10,000 each year. During the nine years from

1872 to iSSi, the annual increase was S persons in 10,000;

and in the succeeding decade, but 5 persons. In still more

dcnsely-iioopled localities upon the line of railway, facilities for

migration have drained off the excessive population, and their

total number in 1872 was less than it had been twenty years

before. On the other hand, in thinly-peopded Provinces the

inhabitants quickly multiply. Thus, when we obtained the

District of Amherst in 1S24 from the king of Burma, it had

been depopulated by savage native wars. The British estab-

lished their firm rule
;
people began to flock in

;
and Ijy 1S29

there were 70,000 inhabitants in Amherst District. Its popu-

^ Provisional Totals of the Censn-. of England and Walus for 1891.

F

Ahsencv;

of large

town-^.

Population

entirely
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Over*
crowtleil
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Under-
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Provinces
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lation had increased to 301,086 in 1S81, and to 417,312 in

1891 ;
or nearly six times its number in 1829.

In some parts of India, therefore, there are more husband-

men than the land can feed; in other parts, vast tracts ot

fertile soil still await the cultivator. In England, the people

would move freely from the over-populated districts to the

thinly-inhabited ones
;
but in India the peasant clings to his

hereditary homestead long after his family has outgrown his

fields. If the Indian races will only learn to migrate to tracts

where spare land still abounds, they will do more than the

utmost efforts of Government can accomplish to prevent

famines.

The Census returns for 1891 show that, with a general

average of 229 persons per square mile, the population has

increased by about 9 per thousand per annum
;
and the Dis-

trict variations indicate the tendency of the relative increase

to vary inversely to the local density of the population. This
is plainly marked in the tracts supporting not more than 300
persons to the square mile. In these the rate throughout is

above the mean
;
but beyond this limit it falls, though with

less regularity. Thus, whilst in the tr.acts with under 300
persons to the square mile the rate of increase in the decade is

about 14 per cent., in the more densely-] letqiled areas it falls

to about S ]wr rent. A good example of the above-meniioncfl

irregularity may be found in the fact that out i>f the total area

of British territory, excluding Ujiper Burma, 16'^ per cent.,

with 45 per cent, of the population, returns a sjiecific popula-
tion of more than double the average,— that is, of 460 per
sc]uare mile and over,—but the mean rate of increase in this

densely-peopled area is only 7-2 per cent.

There cannot be said to be any migration to an extent which
is sufficient to relieve a congested tract, e.xcept in the cases of,

first, Bengal to Assam, and from Behar down toward.s Calcutta :

secondly, from Madras to Ceylon and Burma
; and it is only

the Bengal to Assam emigration that is really iiermanent. In
other ca.ses, however, there is temporary displacement, due to
special attractions, such as the wheat harvest, or cotton

j
lick-

ing; but the effect, though apparent in the Census returns, is

obliterated by the time the season for sowing has come round
again m the home Districts of the migrants. In one District,
however, of Lower Burma, in a couide of I listricts of Bombay!
m the sub- montane tracts to the east of the North-West
Provinces, and in parts of the Punjab, there htive been
small agricultural movements, which are probably permanent.
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Taking the country as a whole, however, it appears that over

90 per cent, of the inhabitants were horn in the District or

State in which they were residing at the time of the Census,

and 6 per cent, in the tracts immediately adjoining it. Only

3 per cent, of the people came from more remote Districts.

Throughout many of the hill and border tracts, land is so

plentiful that it yields no rent. Any one may settle on a

patch which he clears of jungle, exhaust the soil by a rapid The

succession of crops, and then leaie it to relapse into forest,
n'^mdic

In such tracts no rent is charged
;
but each family of wandering ofhus-

hu.sbandn!en pays a pioll-ta.x to the chief, or to the Government famlry.

under whose protection it dwells. As the inhabitants increase,

this nomadic system of cultivation gives place to regular

tillage. Throughout Burma we see both methods at work

side by side
;
while on the thickly-peojiled plains of India the

‘wandering husbandmen’ have long since disappeared, and

each household remains rooted to the same plot of ground

during generations.

In .some parts of India, this change in the relation of the Labour

people to the land has taken place before our own eyes.

Thus, in Bengal there was in the last century more cultivable century;

land than there were husbandmen to till it. A hundred years

of British rule has reversed the ratio; and there are now, in

some Di.stricts, more people than there is land for them to till.

This change has jiroduced a silent revolution in the rural

economy of the Province. fVhen the English obtained Bengal

in the last century, they found in many Districts two distinct

rates of rent current for the .same classes of soil. The higher

rate wa.s paid by the tJidni rajafs, literally ‘stationary’ tenants,

who had their houses in the hamk-t, and firmed the jic-rmanent

body of cultivators. 'Phese tenants would bear a great deal of

o.vtortion rather than forsake the lands on which they had

e.xpended labour anti cajiital in digging tanks, cutting irrigation

channels, and building Imnicsteads. They were ojipre.ssed

accordingly ; and while they had a right of occupation in their

holdings as long as they paid the rent, the very highest rates

were squeezed out of them. The temporary or wandering

cultivators, /i7/Mds^ jdvafs, were those wlio had not their

homes in the village, and who could therefore leave it when-

ever they pleased. They had no right of occujuney in their

fields ;
l)Ut, on the other hand, the landlord could not obtain

so high a rent from them, as there was plenty of .spare land

in adjoining villages to which they could retire in case of

oppression. The landlords were at that time competing for
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tenants; and one of the commonest comjil.rints which the)

brought before the Company’.^ officials nas a charge against .i

neighbouring proprietor of 'enticing away cultivators’ by low

rates of rent.

This state of things is now reversed in most parts of Bengal.

The landlords have no longer to compete for tenants. It is

the husbandmen who have to compete with one another for

land. There are still two rates of rent. But the lower rates

are now paid by the ‘ stationary’ tenants, who possess occu\'ancy

rights; while the higher or rack-rents are paid hy the other

class, who do not possess occupancy right.s. In ancient India,

the eponymous hero, or original village founder, was the man
who cut down the forest. In modern India, special legislation

and a Forest Department are required to preserve the woods
which remain. Not only has the country been stripped of its

woodlands, but in many Districts the pastures have been

brought under the plough, to the detriment of the cattle. The
people in such Districts can no longer afford to leave sufficient

land fallow, or under grass, for their oxen and cows.

It will be readily understood that in a country where, almost

down to the present day, there was more land than there

were people to till it, a high value was .set upon tlie cultivating

clas,s. In tracts where the nomadic hill-sy;,tom of husbandry

survives, no family is permitted by the native chief to (put hi^

territory. For each household there pays a poll-tax. In

many parts of India, we found the lower classes attached to

the soil in a manner which could scarc'tly Im distinguished

from prxdial slavery. In spite of our legislative enactments,

this system lingered on during nearly a century of British

rule. Our early officers in South-Eastern Bengal, especially in

the great island of Sandwlp, almost raised a rebellion by
their attempts to liberate the slaves. Indeed, in certain tracts-

where we found the population very depressed, as in Behar,

the courts have in our own day occasionally brought to light

the survival of serfdom. A feeling long survived in the minds
of some British officers against migrations of the people from
their own Districts to adjoining ones, or to Native States.

If we except the newly - annexed Provinces of Burma
^I'and Assam, the population of British India is nearly three

e times more dense than the pojtulation of Feudatory India.
This great disproportion cannot be altogether expl.iined by
differences in the natural capabilities of the soil. It would
be for the advantage of the people that they should spread
themselves over the whole country, and so equalize the
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pressure throughout. The Feudatory States lie interspersed

among British territory, and no costly migration by sea is

involved. That the people have not thus spread themselves

•out, but crowd together within our Provinces, is partly due to

their belief that, on the wliole, they are le.ss liable to oppression

under British rule than under native chiefs. But any outward

movement of the population, even from the most densely-

peopled English Districts, used to be regarded with pain by the

local officers. Indeed, the occasional exodus of a few culti-

vators from the overcrowded British Province of Bchar into

the thinly-peojiled frontier State of Nepal, has formed a subject

of sensitive self-reproach. In proportion as we can enturce

good government under the native chiefs of India, we should

hope to sec a gradual movement of the people into the leuda-

tory States. Such a movement, as I shall presently show,

seems to have begun. 'I'here is plenty of land in India for

the whole population. What is required is not the diminution

of the people, but their more equal distribution.

The following paragraphs compare the increase in the popu-

lation during the two periods for which censu.s-enumerations

exist. The extremely slow growth of the population during

the first period serves to illustrate the disastrous effect of

famine in India; for, while the last decade (18S1-91) was one

of normal prosperity, the previous period (1872-81) included

the great famine of 1876-78, and was distinctly abnormal.

'I'he Census, taken in 1S81, showed an increase of 15!

millions for all Indi.i, or 6-4 percent., during the nine years

since 1872. But this general statement gives but an imperfect

insight into the local increment of the people lor while in

the southern Provinces, which suffered most from the famine

of 1S77-7S, the numbers stood still, or even receded, an

enormous increase took ])lace in the less thickly - jieopled

tracts. Thus the British Presidency of Madras showed a

diminution of i‘4 per cent. ; while the Native State of Mysore,

which felt the full effects of the long - continued dearth of

1876-79, had 17 per cent, fewer inhabitants in 1S81 than in

1872. The Bengal population increased by ir per cent, in

the nine I'c.ars, notwithstanding the milder scarcity of 1S74.

But the great increase was in the outlying, under -peopled

Distrii ts of India, where the pressure of the inhabitants on the

soil has not yet begun to be felt, and where thousands of acres

still await the cultivator. In .Warn the increase (1872-81;

was 19 per cent.—largely due to immigration; in the Central

Provinces, with their Feudatory States and tracts of unreclaimed

Incre.T'C
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tion,

IS72 --9 I.
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jungle, 25 per cent.
;
in Berar (adjoining them), 20 per cent. ;

while in Lower Burma—which, most of all the British Pro-

vinces, stood in need of inhabitants—the nine years added 36

per cent, to the population, equivalent to doubling the people

in about twenty-five years.

Cen'-u- of The Census of iSyr e.xhibits an increase on iSSi of 27]
•891. millions for all India, British and Feudatory, calculated on the

same area as that enumerated in 18S1, or lo'qq per cent.
;
being

nearly double the advance of the previous nine years. This

increase is spread in varying projiortions esver all the l’rovinte.s

of British India, except Coorg, which shows a diminution of

5247 inhabitants, or 3 per cent., and over all the Xati\e -States

Increase in of Feudatory India. The largest increase in the British Fro-

Provinces
again in Lower Burma, where the popul-ition has

grown 247 per cent., or by very nearly one-fourth, in the ten

years between 1881 and 1891. Next in order come> the out-

lying Province of Sind, with an increase of rS’p per cent. ;

then the Presidency of Madras, which has shown wonderful

recuperative power since the famine of 1876-78, svith i5'5 per

cent.; and the Bombay Presidency [iroper (excluding bind)

with 137 per cent. Assam and Oudh show about the same
rate of progression, ii per cent., and the Punjab i.s not

far behind with 107 per cent. On the other hand, the

Central Provinces increased by only p'G [ler cent, during the

decade, Berar by S'g, Bengal by 6'8, and the North-Western
Provinces (excluding Oudh) by 4'5 per cent. 'I’he general
ratio of increase in the British Provinces (exclusive of the

Native States) between iS8i and 1891 is 970 per cent., as
against 6'99 per cent, between 1S73 and iSSi.

Incre.ise in But the Striking feature, the feature which may be called the

Sutes,
surprise of the Census ofi89i,is the enormous apparent increase

1881-91. in the population in the Native States. The argument that

improved government in Feudatory India ought to encourage
the increase of its inhabitants may seem justified, for the
increase during the last decade in the Native States is i5‘52
IDer cent., or almost four times the 4'4i jier cent, of the nine
preceding years. But the increase is general throughout the
Native State.s, and must be largely attributed to improved
enumeration. In only two groups of Native States, those
attached to the Lieutenant-dovernorship of the North-Western
Provinces and the Central India Agency, is the increase of
the population during 1S81-91 less than 10 per cent. ;

m
the former the increment is but 6-S per cent, or the same
ratio as Bengal

; and in the latter 9-9 per cent, slightly
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exceeding the growth of the Central Provinces. In the Native

States attached to the Punjab, in Baroda, and in the Native

States under the Madras Government, the rate of increase i.i

io‘4, io'5, and io'6 respectively. Kverywhere else the per-

centage of increase is higher than in any British Province,

excepting Sind and Lower Burma. Thus the Native States

attached to Bombay show an increase of r6'3 per cent.,

Haidarabad (the Nizam’s dominions) of ly'i, Mysore of 18,

the Bengal Native States of iS'j, Rajputana of 20-2, or more

than Sind, and the Native .States attached to the Central Pro-

vinces of 26'3, or nearly the same as Lower Burma.

The following tables coni])are the results of the Census

taken in 1872, rS8T, and iS9r. It should be borne in mind,

however, that the Cen.sus of 1872 was not a synchronous one;

and that in some of the Native States the returns of 1S72 were

estimate.s rather than actual enumerations. I would further

warn the reader that he must carefully consider the footnotes

to each table. It is not possible to compare the gross totals

lor the British Provinces and the Feudatory .States in 18S1

with the gross totals for 1891, as given on p. 79. During the

interval new territories have been added to British India, and

readjustments have been made in the Native States. Subject

to this warning, the following statements have been kindly

supplied by Mr. Baines, the Indian Census Commi.ssioner :

—

T.vble I.

PoPCL.M'KiN' Of IXDIA I.V 1872 .A.NI) 1S81.’

!
!

In li;?. !n 1 Itp.rea-'e.
Per- '

centage.

Bntibfi i^roMtKcs, . .

‘ Feudatory Stales, . .

! French and i’oriuj^ucic)^

!

Possessions, , . . )

i36
, 041 ,

iQi

54,211,153

679, 172

11,9.045,41,-

56,004,371

74o.7‘'3

' 13,002.301
j

2 . 39J'^‘3
i

6 <.<}

4 ’4

1

10 23

i

240,031.521 25''., 0 I 125
1

1 6 ‘42 !

!

'The Ihr 1S72 in tin- tal'Ic are t.iken fruni the finally reri-el

-latcments, after allowing fr>r transfer- of territory anil the re.-toration of

Mysore to Native rule. How far the increase in the french and I’ortu-

giie.-e Pti—essions is due to more accurate enumeration in iSSi, cannot he

exactly a-certained.

- The figures for iSSi for the British Tnainces in the-c ta'i les 'Uffer

owing to cert.iin re.vlju-fnrent- of territory. The large o.'Cre; .-.pcy in the

figures for the Feu.latory State- i- caused by the incin-i'-n in I.ride I.

of the estimated population of Kashmir and Manipur. 1,756,042, which are

omitted in Table IT, and by slight readju.=tnrient-.
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Population

Table

OF India

lie

IN 1881 AND 1S91.

[
In igSi.- In r?oi. Incre.i-e.

Pta-

centaae

Rrniib Provinces, . .

;

Feudatorv States, . .

1 I'rench and Portiiguesp)

Possessions, . . . t

1
ig8,S6o,6o6

34,93^,908

748,733

218,135,115
63,4^9,310

844,307

rt1.204.5co

3.52^' ‘,11

'C'' '-4

976
i 3'52

1275

1

234.542,297 232,459,241 27,910,944 10-97

Analysis- The Statistical elucidation of the races and Trovinces of

1^1 u'an
India can only be effected by tabular fornis. At the end of

yoyvUa- this volume, therefore, will be found a series of ten statements

dealing with the various aspects of the Indian population.*

The briefest summary of the ethnological elements which

compose that population is all that can be here atteinjjtcd.

^ This table refer- unly to tlie ten itoric*^ cnunierau.-tl ia both iSSi aral

1891, evcKuhng tho-e Liought within the Cen-as for liie fir-t time in the

la'ter year, well as the ttact- in wliich thr poi-ulaliuu wa" T' ai^teicfl by

househi^Itis, and tlio'ie in wlueh a fotmat <.'ensu- \\a- not taken. Uie

ohjeet i' to -how the relative popiilatinn, irre-pecti\ r- of accn tioii of tern-

lory or tlie exten-'ion of the G a-a- nperalaai'-. The e\Tlu'](.fl Ir.act- are

the Notth Lu^hai country, Uurma. .md mneUa, under hea'l of

the Briti'^h Provinces ; and Kashmir, Manipur, Fort Steadman, the Shan

States, and a portion of Kajputana among the Feudatury States.

- See footnote 2, p. 87.

Viz, —Table I. Area, village's, house^, and poi-iilaticja, etc., in each

Pro\ince of Briti''h India in tkoi.

,, II. Distriiaiiion into town and country, or ‘towns and

villages in BritUh India.’

,, III, Population of British India classified according to age

and sex.

,, IV. Population of British India classified according to

religion.

V, Adatic non-Indian population of P>riti''h India classi-

fied according to birth-jilace.

,, \'I. Xoij-A^iatic population of BritPh India classified

according to birth-place,

\'II Town population of India, being a iPt of the 222

towms of Briti'h India of wdiich the population

exceeds 20,000.

,, \TIL Population of British India, according to education.

IX, Population of all India, according to occupation.

X, Incidence of the Land Revenue on the area and

population of British Indm.
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European writers formerly divided the Indian population Fi.ur-fdl.l

into two races—the Hindus and the IMuhanimadans. JJut

when we look more closely at the people, we find that they

;

consist of four well-marked elements. When the original

Census for all India was taken, in 1872, these elements were,

first, the recognised non-Aryan Tribes, called the Aborigines, (n Xon-

and their half-Hindui/ed descendants, numbering over 17.',

millions in British India. Second, the eomjiaratively pure u
oltspring of the Aryan or Sanskrit - speaking Race (the

Brahmans and Rajputs), about 16 millions. Third, the great Mixed

Mixed Population, known as the Hindus, which has grown
out of the Aryan and non-.Vryan elements (chiefly from the

latter), 11 1 millions. Fourth, the Muhammadans, 41 millions. (4 Mu-

These made up the 186 millions of people under British rule

in 1872. The same four-fold division applied to the popula-

tion of the 54 millions in Feudatory India in 1S72, but we do
not know the numbers of the different classes.

The figures for 1872 are given by themselves in the last

paragraidh, as the Census of 18S1 and of 1891 adopted a

different classification, which does not so clearly disclose the

ethnical elements of the peo[)le. This difference will be more
fully explained in the next chapter.

According to the Census of 1881, the comparatively pure Altered

descendants of the .\ryan race (the Brahmans and Rajputs)

still numbered 16 millions in British India ; the mixed popu- Ccn-ii- of

lation, including lower caste Hindus, .Aboriginal Tribes, and =

Christians, 13S millions ; and the Muhammadans, 45 millions.

'I'hese made up the 199 millions in British India in iSSi.

In the Feudatory States there appear m iSSi to ha\e been

5
'(

millions of Bnihmans and Rdjjiuts
; 46^ millions of lower

<’aste Hindus and Aboriginal Tribes; and 5 millions of

-Muhammadans,—making u]) the 56.*. millions in leudatorv

India in iSSi. 'I'he aboriginal element of the population was

< hiefiy returned as low-c.uste Hindus. ( tnU 4] millions were

separately registered as non-.\ryans or .Aborigines in British

India; and 17 millions in the Feudatory .States
;
making 61

millions for all India in 1881.

It is not possible to compeare these figures with the returns .m,! in

of the last Census in 1S91. For the Census of 1S91 has‘j'"^“'"f

adopted hereditary occup-ation and language as the joint ba-'is

for classifying .the population. This circumstance renders

impossible any true comparison of Aryans and Xon-.\r\ans

given by the Census of 1S72 or of 1S81. with the returns ot

1S91. But the Census Commissioner estimates for purfioscs of
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comparison with my previous figures, the Brahmans and Rajputs

at jgl- millions for British India in 1891, or 25 millions fur

all India. The strictly non-Hinduized ‘ aboriginals,’ who still

remain in the state of ‘wild forest tribes,’ he estimates at ii

millions for British India in 1891, or about 14J- millions for

all India.

Hanofthis The following chapters treat of each of the four Indian

'ieaHn'i*''
dasses separately, namely the non- Aryan or so-called abori-

with the ginal tribes; the Aryan immigrants from the north; the mi.xed

population or Hindus; and the Muhammadans. These are

their Components which make up the pre.sent population,
history. Their history, as a loosely-connected whole, after they had

been pounded together in the mortar of Muhammadan con-

quest, will ne.xt be traced. A narrative of the events by which
the English nation became answerable for the welfare of this

^ast section of the human family, will follow'. Finally, it will

be shown how the British Government is trying to discharge
its solemn responsibility, and the administrative mechanism
will be explained which is knitting together the discordant
races of India into a great pacific Empire.

The two Our earliest glimpses of India di.sclose two races struggling

ofpre- "'IS a fair-skinned people, which had
histork lately entered by the north-western passes

; a iieojilc of Akv.v.v,
literally ‘noble,’ lineage, speaking a stately language, worship-
ping friendly and powerful gods. The other was a race of a
lower type, who had long dwelt in the land, and whom the
lordly new-comers drove back before them into the mountain^,
or reduced to servitude on the plains. The comparatively
pure descendants of these two races (as returned by the
original Census of India in 1872, which adopted this basis
of classification) were nearly equal in numbers, total 32J-
millions

; the intermediate castes, sprung chiefly from the ruder
stock, make up the mass of the present Indian population
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CHAPTER III.

THE NON-ARYAN RACES.

The present chapter treats of tlie lower tribes, an obscure The N'i'n-

people, who, in the absence of a race-name of their own, may
be called the non-Aryans or Aborigines. They have left no ginls.

written records; indeed, the use of letters, or of any simplest

hieroglyphs, was to them unknown. The sole works of their

hands which have come down to us are rude stone circle.s, and

the upright slabs and mounds, beneath which, like the primitive Ki.stvafn-

peoples of Europie, they buried their dead. From these we

only discover that, at some for-distant but unfi.ved jteriod,

they knew how to make round pots of hard, thin earthenware,

not inelegant in shape
;
that they fought with iivn weapons,

and wore ornaments of copper and gold. Coins of Imperial

Rome have been dug up from their grave.s. Still earlier remains

prove that, long before their advent, India was jieopled as far

as the depths of the Central Provinces, by tribes unacquainted

with the metals, who hunted and warred with polished flint flmt

axes and other deftly-wrought implements of stone, similar to

those found in Northern Europe. And even these were the

successors of yet ruder beings, who have left their agate knives

and rough flint weapons in the Narbada valle}'. In front of

this far-stretching background of the early Metal and Stone

Ages, we see the so-called Aborigines being beaten down by

the newly-arrived Aryan race.

The struggle is commemorated liy the two name-, whii h llu Nun-

the victors gave to the early tribe.s, namely, the Dasyus, or

‘ enemies,’ and the Dasas, or ‘ slaves.’ The new-comers troni In ilu-

the north prided themselves on their fair comiJexion, and their

Sanskrit word for ‘colour’ (varna) came to mean ‘race’ or

‘caste.’ Their poets, more than 3000 years ago, praised in the

Rig-Veda their bright gods, who, ‘slaying the Dasyus, protected

the Aryan colour;’ who ‘subjected the black-skin to the ri'.-

Aryan man.’ They tell us of their ‘stormy deities, who rush
’

on like furious bulls and scatter the black-skin.' '1 he .sacrificer

gave thanks to his god for ‘dispersing the slave bauds ot
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black descent,’ and for sweeping away ‘the vile l)asyan

colour.’ ^Moreover, the Aryan, with his finely-formed feature.s.

loathed the squat Mongolian faces of the Aborigines. One
Vedic singer .speaks of them as ‘noseless ’or fiat-no-ed, while

another praises his own ‘beautiful-nosed’ gods. Indeed, the

Vedic hymns abound in scornful epithets for the primitive

tribes, as ‘disturbers of sacrifices,’ ‘gross feeders on tloh.’

‘raw-eaters,’ ‘ lawle.ss,’ ‘ not-sacrificing,’ ‘without gods.’ and
‘without rites.’ As time went on, and these rude tribes were
driven back into the forest, they were painted in still more
hideous shapes, till they became the ‘monsters' and ‘demons

'

of the Aryan jioet and priest. 'J'heir race-name Da.syii,

‘enemy,’ thus grew to signify a devil, as the old I'etuonic word
for enemy, or ‘ the hater ’ (.still used in that sense in the modern
( ierman /c7«if), has become the English ‘fiend.’

Nevertheless, all of them could not have been savages.
^We hear of wealthy Dasyus, and even the \'edic In mils
speak of their ‘seven castles’ and ‘ninety forts.' In later
San.skiit literature, the Ary.tus make alliance with aboriginal
princes

; and when history at length dawns on the scene, we
find some of the most i.owerful kingdoms of Indi.i ruled by
dv nasties of non-Aryan descent. Nor were they devoid of
religious rites, or of cravings after .i future life. ‘ They adorn,'
"ays an ancient Sanskrit treatise,' ‘the bodies of the dead
'Mtli gift.s, with raiment, with jewels

; imagining that thcrehv
they shall attain the world to come.’ 'I'hese ornanieiUs
are the bits of bronze, copi.er, and gold which we now
ig up rom beneath their rude stone monuments. In the

Sanskrit epic which narrates the advance of the Aryans into
outhern India, a non-Aryan chief describes his race as ‘of

doud like a dark-blue

bv^fheh
primitive peoples, not as portraved

b> their enemie.s 3000 years ago, hut a.s they exist at thepresent day. Thrust back by the Ary.ans from the lins

ITe the'r m" niountains!

in lim ca r f "-hich paleontologists find

culture. The specimens are not fossils or dry bones but»'ng communities, to whose widely-diverse condit?ons we haveto adapt our administration and our laws.

Vf,2nuh<ui, Muir'. Sanskrit Texts, ii. anC (,S-0Kama} ana ted. Gorresio), iii. 28. iS.
^ *
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Among the rudest fragments of mankind are the isolated Tiic

Andaman islanders in the Bay of Bengal. The old Arab and

turopean voyagers described them as dog-faced man-eater.s.

The English officers sent to the islands in 1S55 to establish

a Settlement, found themselves surrounded by naked cannibals

of a ferocious type, who daubed themselves at fe.stivals with

red earth, and mourned in a suit of olive-coloured mud.

They used a noise like crying to e.x[)re.ss friendship or joy ;
bore

only names of common gender, which they received before

birth, and which therefore had to be applicable to either sex ;

and their sole conception of a god was an evil spirit, who spread

disease. For five years they repul-ed every effort at inter-

course with showers of arrows : but our officer^ slowly brcught

them to a better frame of mind by building sheds for them

near the British Settlement, where these poor beings might find

shelter from the tropical rains, and receive medicines and food.

The Anamalai Hills, in Southern Madra.s, form the refuge .Vnam.rl.ii

of a whole series of broken tribes. P’ive hamlets of long-haired,

wild-looking Puliars were found living on jungle products, mice,

or any small animals they could catch
;
and worshipping demons.

The Mundavers shrink with terror from contact with the out-

side world. When they finst came within our observation they

possessed no fixed dwellings, but wandered over the innermost

hills with their cattle, sheltering themselves under little leaf

sheds, and seldom remaining in one spot more than a year.

The thick-lipped, small-bodied Kadens, ‘ Lords of the Hills,’

are a remnant of a higher race. These hills, now almost

uninhabited, abound in the great stone monuments (kistvaens

and dolmcn.s) which the primitive tribes erected over their

dead. The Xairs, or aborigines of South-Western India, still Tlio X.Urs.

jiractise polyandry, according to which one woman is the wife

<i{ several husband.s, and a raan’.s property de.scends not to his

own, but to his sister’s children. This system also apjiear.s

among the non-.\ryan Himalayan tribes.

In the Central Provinces, the .aboriginal races form a large X..n-

proportion of the population. In certain Districts, as in the

State of Bastar, they amounted to three-fifths of the inhabitants, ,,f tii,;

when the first exact enumeration of them was made in 1872.* <

, , ,
1 rDVinto.

Their most important race, the Gpnds, have made some ^

I ionds.

^ I usually take the numbers of hill and forest tribes from the enumera-

tion of 1S72, as the aboriginal races were more clearly brought out i-y that

Census \ the first for all India) than in the next one. 1 he returns ol Bengal

for 1891 were not completed in time to be used in ihia wuik. bor furthet

explanations z'iJi ante, pp. $S, 89, 90.
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advances in civilisation ; but the wilder tribes still cling

to the forest, and live by the chase. Some of them were

reported to be using, within our own time^. (lint points for

their arrows. The Marias wield bows of great strength, which

they hold with their feet while they draw the string with both

hands. A still wilder tribe, the Man's, fled from their grass-built

huts on the approach of a stranger. Once a year a messenger

came to them from the local Raja to take tlieir tribute, which

consisted chiefly of jungle products. He did not. however,

enter their hamlets, but beat a drum outside, and then hid

himself. The shy iMdn's crept forth, placed what they had to

give in an appointed spot, and ran back into their retreats.

Farther to the north-east, in the Tributary States of Orissa,

there is a poor tribe, numbering about 10,000 when en-

umerated in 1S72, of Juangs or Patuas, literally the ‘leaf-

wearers,’ whose women wore no clothes. 'I'he only covering
on the females consisted of a few’ strings of beads round the
waist, with a bunch of leaves tied before and behind. Those
under British influence were, in 1S71, clothed by order of the
Government, and their chief was jier.suaded to do the same
work for others. The English oirtcer called together the clan,

and after a speech handed out stri])s of cotton for the women
to put on. They then passed in single file, to the number of
1900, before him, made obeisance to him, and were afterwards
nurked on the forehead with vermilion, as a sign of their
entering into civilised society. Finally, they gathered the
bunches cT leaves which had formed their sole clothing into a
heap, and set fire to it. It is reported, how'ever, tliat many of
the Juang women have since relapsed to their foliage attire.

Phis leaf-w'earing tribe had no knowledge of the metals till

t le nineteenth century, when foreigners came among them :

an no word existed in their own language for iron or any
fheir country abounds in flint weapons, so

A
remnant to our own day of the Stone

Age. Iheir hut.s,’ writes the officer who knows them best,
are among the .smallest that human beings ever deliberately
constructed as dwellings. They measure about 6 feet by 8.
Fhe head of the family and all the females huddle together in

IS one .shell, not much larger than a dog-kennel.’ The boys
and the young men of the cillage live in a building apart by

custom of having a common abode for

-iborimY U
° hamlet is found among many

aboriginal Uibes in distant parts of India.
roceeding to the northern boundary of India, we find the
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slopes and spurs of the Himalayas peopled by a great variety Ilim.l-

of rude tribes. Some of the Assam hillmen, when we first
tril'cs.

came m contact with them, had no word for expressing dis-

tance by miles nor any land measure, but reckoned the length

of a journey by the number of quids of tobacco or betel-leaf

which they chew upon the way. As a rule, they are fierce,

black, undersized, and ill-fed. They eked out a wretched

subsistence by plundering the more civilised hamlets of the

Assam valley
;
a means of livelihood which they have but slowly

given up under British rule. Some of the wildest of them,

like the independent Abars, are now engaged as a sort of

irregular police, to keep the peace of the border, in return for

a ye.arly gift of cloth, hoes, and grain. Their very names bear

witness to their former wild life. One tribe, the Akas of

Assam, is divided into two clans, known respectively as ‘ The ot

eaters of a thousand hearths,’ and ‘ The thieves who lurk in the

cotton-field.’

Many of the aboriginal tribes, therefore, remain in nearly the More

same stage of human progress as that ascribed to them by the ^“h'anced

-IT j- , TT , I
non-Arv.in

Vedic poets more than 3000 years ago. But others have made tribe-.

great advances, and form communities of a well-developed

type. It must here suffice to briefly de.scribe two such races,

the Santals and the Kandhs, who inhabit the north-eastern edge

of the central plateau. The Santals have their home among
the hills which abut on the Ganges in I.ower Bengal. The
Kandhs live 150 to 350 miles to the south, among the high-

lands which look down upon the Orissa delta and Madras

coa.st.

The Santals dwell in villages in the jungles or among the The

mountains, apart from the peO[)lc of the plains. They
numbered about a million in 1873.1 and give their name to a

large District, the S.vntvl P.\ro.vnas, 140 miles north-west

of Calcutta. .Mthough still clinging to many customs of a

hunting forest tribe, they have learned the use of the [ilough,

and settled down into skilful hu.slxandmen. Each hamlet is

governed by it.s own head-man, who is supposed to be a .'Sancil

descendant of the oriein.il founder of the village, and who is ''‘'’s'-’

assisted by a deputy head-man and a watchman. The hoys of ment.

the hamlet have their separate officers, and are strictly con-

trolled by their own head and his deputy till they enter the

married state. The Santals know not the cruel distinctions of

Hindu caste, but trace their trihe.s, usually numbering seven, to

the seven sons of the first parents. The whole village feasts.

' Ste footnete, p. 93.
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hunts, and worships together
;
and the Santal has to take his

wife, not from his own tribe, but from one of the s;\ other-'.

, So strong is the bond of race, that ex[)Ulbion from tlie tribe

= was the only Santil punishment. A heinoui criminal wa^ < ut

off from ‘ fire and water ’ in the village, and sent forth alone

into the jungle. Minor offences were forgieen upon a public

reconciliation with the tribe; to effect which the guilty one-

provided a feast, with much rice-beer, for his ( kinsmen.

The chief ceremonies in a Santal’s life, six in number, vary

in different parts of the country, but are all iiased upon this

strong feeling of kinship. The first is tlie admission of the

newly-born child into the family,—asecret rite, one ai i of which
consists in the father placing his hand on the inf.iiu's hcail

and repeating the name of the ancestral deit). The second,
the admission of the child into the tribe, is celebiated three or
five days after birth,—a more public ceremony, at which the
child’s head is shaved, and the clan.smcn drink beer. The
third ceremony, or admission into the race, takes place about
die fifth year, when all friends, whatever may be their tribe, are
invited to a feast, and the child is marked on his right arm with
the Santal spots. The fourth consists of the union of hi- own
tribe with another by marriage, wliich docs not take pki' e till

the young people can choose for themselves. At the end oi
the ceremony, the girl’s clanswomen pound burning idiarcoal
with the household pestle, in token of the breaking \ip of hcr
former family ties, and then extinguish it with water, to signif)
the separation of the bride from her < Ian. The Santals respect
their women, and seldom or never take a seioiid wife, except
for the purpose of obtaining an heir. The fifth ceremony con-
sists o t e dismissal of the Santal from tlie race, by the solemn
burning of his body after death. The sixth is the reunion of

h^ii
fathers, by floating three fragments of the

skufl down the Damodar river (if possible), the 'sac red stream
of the race.

The Santal had no conception of bright and friendly gods,
suen as the Vedic singers worshipped. Still less could he
magine one omnipotent and beneficent Deity, who watches

Hunted and driven back before the Hindus
i uhammadans, he did not understand how a Being could

‘ VVti

than himself without wishing to harm him.

disro
’ ^ “ eloquent missionary, who had been

sho
Christian God— ‘ what if that strong One

and
the earth swarms with spiritsand demons, whose ill-will the Santal tries to avert. His
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religion consists of nature-worship, and offerings to tliu ghosts

of his ancestors
; and his rites are more numerous even than

those of tlie Hindus, l-'ir.st the Iface-god, next the Tnhe-god
of each of the seven clans, then the Family-god, requiress in

turn his oblation. But beside.s these, there are the spirits of

his forefathers, river-.spints, forest-spirit.s, well-demons, moun-
tain-demons, and a mighty host of unseen beings, whom he

must keep in good humour. He seems also to have borrowed

from the Hindus certain rites of sun-worship. But his own gods

dwell chiefly in the ancient sal trees which shade his hamlets.

Them he propitiates by ofl'erings of blood, ^^ith goats, cocks,

and chickens. If the sacrificer cannot afford an animal, it is

with a red flower, or a red fruit, that he draws near to his gods.

In some Santdl hamlets the people dance round every tree,

so that they may not by evil chance miss the one in which the

village-spirits happen to be dwelling.

Until nearly the end of the last century, the Santals were

the pests of the neighbouring plains. Regularly after the

December harvest, they sallied forth from their mountains,

plundered the lowlands, levied black-mail, and then retired

with their spoil to the jungles. But in 1789 the British Gotern-

ment granted the proprietary right in the Bengal lowlands

to the landholders under the arrangements which four years

later became the Permanent Settlement. Forthwith every

landholder tried to increase the cultivated area on his revenue-

farm or estate, which the Permanent Settlement had converted

into his own property. The Santals and other wild tribes were

tempted to issue from their fastncs.ses by high wages or rent-

free farms. ‘ Every ]jroprietor,' said a London new.spaper, the

Morni/i^!{ Chivnuii, m 179a, ‘is collecting husbandmen from

the hills to improve hi.s lowlands.’ The Engli.sh oltii er.s found

they had a new race to deal with, and gradually won the

highlanders to peaceful habits by grants of land and ‘ exemp-

tion from all taxes.’ I'he Santals were allowed to ‘-ettic

disputes ‘ among them^elvo by their own customs,’ and the)

were used as a sort of frontier police, being paid to deliver up

any of their own people who committed violent crimes. Such

criminals, after being found guilty by their countr)men, were

handed over for punishment to the English judge. The
Santals gained confidence in us by degrees, and came din\n

in great numbers within the fence of stone luliars, wliieii tire

Briti.sh officers set up in 1832 to mark off the (ountry of tile

hill people from the jtlain^.

The Hindu money-lender soon made his ap[.Larance in tiu.ir

G
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;
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settlements, and the simple hillmen learned the new luxuiy

of borrowing. Our laws were gradually applied to them, and

before 1850 most of the Santdl hamlets were plunged in debt.

Their strong love of kindred prevented them from running

away, and the Hindu usurers reduced them to a state of prac-

tical slavery, by threatening the terrors of a distant jail. In

1848, three whole villages threw up their clearings, and fled in

despair to the jungle. In June 1855, the southern SantaK
started in a body, 30,000 .strong, with their bows and arrows,

to walk 140 miles to Calcutta and lay their condition before

the Governor-General. At first they were orderly
;

but the

way was long, and they had to live. Robberies took jilare ;

quarrels broke out between them and the police
;
and within

a week they were in armed rebellion. The rising was put
down, not without mournful bloodshed

; and their UTOngs
were carefully inquired into. A very simple form of adminis-
tration was introduced, according to which their village head-
men were brought into direct contact with the English officer
in charge of the District, and acted as the rejiresentatives of
the people. Our system of justice and government has been
adapted to their primitive needs, and the^Santals have for years
been among the most prosperous of the Indian races.
The Kandhs, literally ‘The Mountaineers,’ a tribe about

100,000 strong in 1872,1 inhabit the steej) and forest-covered
ranges which rise inland from the Orissa delta, and the Madras
Districts of Ganjam and Vizagapatam. They form one of a
group of non-Aryan races who still occupy the [losition assigned
to them by the Greek geographers 1500 years ago. Before- that
early date, they had been pushed backwards by the advancin''
Aryans from the fertile delta which lies between the mountains
and the sea. One section of the Kandhs was completely
broken up and has sunk into landless low-castes among the
Aryan or Hindu communities at the foot of the hills Another
section stood Its ground more firmly, and became a peasant
m.htia holding grants of land from the Hindu chiefs in return
for military service. A third section fell back into the fast-
ne^ses of the mountains, and was recognised as a wild but free

The Kandh idea of government is purely patriarchal. Thefamily is s r.cUy mled by the father. The grown-up sons haveno property during h.s life, but live in his house with the-irand children, and all share rhe meal prevareclhy .he grandmother. The clan con, lata of a nnmborof
‘ See footnote, p. 90.
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faaiilies, sprung from a common father; and the tribe is made
up in like manner from a number of clans who claim descent

from the same ancestor. The head of the tribe is usually the

eldest son of the patriarchal family
;
but if he be not fit for

the post he is set aside, and an uncle or a younger brother

appointed. He enters on no undertaking without calling

together the heads of clans, who in their turn consult the

heads of families.

According to the Kandh theory of existence, a state of K.uidli

war might lawfully be presumed against all neighbours with

whom no express agreement had been made to the contrary, mentb.

Murders were punished by blood-revenge, the kinsmen within Wooil-

a certain degree being one and all bound to kill the slayer,

unless appeased by a payment of grain or cattle. The man

who wounded another had to maintain the sufferer until he

recovered from his hurt. A stolen article must be returned,

or its equivalent paid
;
but the Kandh twice convicted of

theft was driven forth from his tribe, the greatest punishment

known to the race. Disputes were settled by combat, or by

the ordeal of boiling oil or heated iron, or by taking a solemn

oath on an ant-hill, or on a tiger’s claw, or a lizard’s skin.

When a house-father died, leaving no sons, his land was parcelled

out among the other male head.s of the village; for no woman,

nor indeed any Kandli, was allowed to hold land who could

not with his own hand defend it.

The Kandh sy.btem of tillage represented a stage half-way Kandh

between the migratory cultivation of the ruder non-Aryan

tribes and the settled agriculture of the Hindus. They did

not, on the one hand, merely burn down a patch in the

jungle, take a few crops off it, and then move on to fresh

clearings. Nor, on the other hand, did they go on cultivating

the same fields from father to son. When their lands showed

signs of exhaustion, they deserted them
;
and it was a rule in

some of their settlements to change their village sites emee

in fourteen years. Caste is unknown
;

and, as among the

Santals, marriage between relations, or c-ven within the same

tribe, is forbidden. A Kandh wedding consisted of forcibly Kan Ih

carrying off the bride in the middle of a feast. I he f-*oy s

father paid a jirice for the girl, and usually chose a strong ture.'

one, several years older than his son. In this way, Kandh

maidens were married about fourteen, Kandh boys about ten.

The bride remained as a servant in her new tather-in-law'.i

house till her bo_v-husband grew old enough to live with her.

She generally acquired a great influence over her husband .
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and a Kandh might not marry a second uife during tiic hie ui

his first one, except with her consent.

.Surfs of The Kandhs employed themselves only in husbandry and

war, and despised all other work. But attached to each

village was a row of hovels inhabited by a lower race, wl!i>

were not allowed to hold land, to go forth to battle, or to join

in the village worship. These poor people did the dirty wi irk

of the hamlet, and supplied families of hereditary weaccr-,

blacksmiths, potters, herdsmen, and distillers. They were

kindly treated, and a portion of each feast wa> left for them.

But they could never rise in the social scale. No Kandh
could engage in their work without degradation, nor eat food

prepared by their hands. They can give no account of tlm-ir

origin, but are supposed to be the remnants of a ruder tai:e

whom the Kandhs found in possession of the hills when they
themselves were pushed backwards by the Aryans from the
plains.

Kandh
human
'acrifice;

The
victims.

I luninn

-acnt'i-c^

al'i'.lohci

^

The Kandhs, like the Santals, have many deitie.s, racc-god.s,
tribe-gods, family-gods, and a multitude of malignant sjiints

and demons. But their great divinity is the Earth-god, who
represents the productive energy of nature. Twice each >( ar,

at sowing-time and at harvest, and in all seasons of .sjie. i.if

calamity, the Earth-god required a human sacrifice {unrinin.
'I’he duty of providing the victims rested with the lower race
attached to the Kandh village. Brahmans and Kandhs were
the only classes exempted from sacrifice, and an ancient ruh'
ordained that the offering ,/msi be bought with a pHce. Men
of the lower race kidnapped the victims from the plains, and a
thriving Kandh village usually kept a small stock in rc.serve
to meet sudden demands for atonement.’ I'he victim on

being brought to the hamlet, was welcomed at everv threshold,
daintily fed, and kindly treated till the fatal day arrived He
was then solemnly sacrificed to the Earth-god, the Kandhs
shouting m his dying ear, ‘We bought you with a price

;
no

sin rests with us ; His flesh and blood were distributedamong the village lands.

In 183s, the Kandhs passed under our rule, and these rites

imK n T7
'

f
from com-

pulsion; but, after many tribal councils, they a-reed to -ive

rr T'
- -^‘-^^e-presLutU- S;

Tne? TheT,"'"
they should not procure freshones. The kidnapping of victims for human sacrifice wasdeclared a capital offence : and their priests were led lodiscover that goats or buffaloes did quite as well for tlK-
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Earth-god under Tiritish rule as human sacrifices. L'ntil 1835

they consisted of separate tribes, always at war with each

other and with the world. But under able English admini-

strators (especially Campbell, Macpherson, and Cadenhead),

human sacrifices were abolished, and the Kandh.s were formed

into a united and ])eaceful race (1S37-45). The British officer

removed their old necessity for tribal wars and family blood-

feuds by setting himself up as a central authority. He adjusted

their inter -tribal disputes, and punished heinous crimes.

Lieutenant Charters Macpherson, in particular, won over the The race

more troublesome clans to ijuiet industry, liy grants of jungle

tracts, of little use to us, but a p,aradise to them, and where he indu.stiy.

could keep them well under his eye. He made the chiefs

vain of carrying out his orders by .small presents of cattle,

honorific dresses, and titles. He enlisted the whole race on

his side by picking out their best men for the police ; and

drew the tribes into amicable relations among tliem.selves by

means of hill-fairs. He constructed roads, and taught the

Kandhs to trade, with a view to ‘ drawing them from their

fastnesses into friendly cbntact with other men.’ The race

has pro.spered and multiidied under British rule.

Whence came these jirimitive peoples, whom the Aryan Origin of

invaders found in the land more than 3000 years ago, and who

are still scattered over Indi.a, the fiugnients of a pre-historic tribes,

world? Written annal.s they do not piosses-s. Their oral

traditions tell us little ; but such hints as they yield feebly Xon-

point to the north. They seem to preserve dim memories of

a time when their tribes dwelt under the shadow of mightier

hill range.s than anv to be found on the south-west of the

liver-plains of Bengal. ‘I'he Great Mountain ’ is the race-god

of the Santals, and an object ot worship among other tribes.

Indeed, the Goods, who numbered i millions in the heart ot

Central India in 1872, have a legend that they were created at

the foot of Dew.iiagiri jieak in the Himalayas. I ill lately,

they buried their dead with the feet turned northward, so as

to be ready to start .ag.ain for their ancient home in the

north.

But the language of the non-Aryan races, that record of a Xen-

nation’s past more enduring than rock-inscrijitions or tables of

brass, is being slowly made to tell the secret of their origin.

It already indicates that the early peoples of India belunged to The thr^e

three great stocks, known as the ribeto-Burman, the Kolarian,

and the I )ravidian. -toek^.

The first stock, or Tibeto-Biirnian tribes, cling to the skirts
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of the Himalayas and their north-eastern offshoots. They

crossed over into India by the north-eastern passes, and in

some pre-historic time had dwelt in Central Asia, side by side

with the forefathers of the .Mongolians and the Chine.se.

Several of the hill languages in Eastern Ilengal preserve Chine.se

terms, others contain Mongolian. Thus, the Nagas in Assam
still use word.s for Atnv and water which might almost he

understood in the streets of Canton,

From the subjoined footnote,* and from the list of languages

given on pp. io8, 109, it will be seen that the tribes or rates

of the Tibeto-Burman group settled in India are numerous,
although much broken up. .-V recent writer ha.s endeavoured
to show that they form a large element in the Hindui/ed and
senii-Hinduized low-caste population and of the Muhammadan

‘ The following are the twenty principal languages of the Tibeto -

1

lurnian
group ri' Cachari or Bodo, (2) Giro, (3) Tipura or Mrung, '4 Tibetan
or Ehutii, (5) Gurung, (6) .Murmi, (7) AAwar, (S) LepchJ. 'toj Miri, (ic)
Aka, (II) Mishmi tlialects (12) Dhinial, (ij) Kanawari (Iialect.s, 114'
-Mikir, (15) tsingpho, (16) Naga dialects, {17) Kuki dialects, , iS; Buniie,-e,

(19) Khyeng, and (20) Manipuri. ‘It is impossible,’ uritcs .Mr, Brandreth,
•to give even an approximate number of the speakcis included in thi>
group, as many of the languages are either acros, the fionlier or only pro.
ject a short cli,tance into our own teriitory. The languages included in
thi, group have not, with perhaps one or two exceptions, both a cerclu.il
ami dental row of consonant?, like the South-Induin language- : -.um- of
them have a-pirated forms of the -unK, hut not of the s.jiiantl • otl er-
bave a.-pirate..l forms of both. All the twenty di.ilects h.we word- m
common, especially numerals and pronoun-, and also some re-embhncL- ol
grammar. In comparing the tesemlding word.-, the -lifference- between
them consist often les^ in any modification of the ruoi-vyUal/c than m
various ad.iitions to the toot. Thus in Burmese we have :,j, ••Mr;”
Tdietan, Magar, /w-Ay' ,• Newar, Dhimal, ;//;,•«’

k.ranti dialects, na-fro, m-phak

;

Nigd languages, te-na-ro
le-na-raug: .Mampun, na-kon:;; Kupui, ha-na: .Sak, aka-na Karen’
na^ktui ; and so on. It can hardly be doubted that such additions as the-e
to rnono.syllalnc roots are principally determinative syllables for the puroo-e
of distinguishing between what would otherwise have been monosyllabicM on S lax mg the same sound. These determinatives are generally afiixe lm the languages of :sep.rl and in the Dhimal langu.rge preh.xji in theUpch.i language and m the langu.ages of A.s-am, of .Manipur, and of theChittagong and Arakan Iliil-. VVorcIs are also distinguished by diffeienceof tone. The tones are generally of two kinds, descrilied as the abrupt orshort and tlie pausing or heavy. 1 1 has been remarked that those language,which .are most given to adding other syllables to the root make the h i tuse of the tones, and f/.c where the tone., most prevaH the 1:.;:!recourse is ^had to determinative syllables. ’-This and the follnwinoyuotaaons ,rom Mr. t, L. Brandreth, are condensed from hi- valualde

fS.'pr T-£"'
" S'™', '.'j -
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masses in Bengal. He classifies them as the ‘Yellow i\Ien of
India.’

1

The Kolarians, the second of the three non-Aryan stocks, The
appear also to have entered Bengal by the north-eastern passes.

They dwell chiefly in the north, and along the north-eastern
edge, of the three-sided table-land which covers the southern
half of India. The Dravidians, or third stock, seem, generally 3' The

speaking, on the other hand, to have found their w.ay into the
Punjab by the north-western passes. They now inhabit the
southern part of the three-^ided table-land, as far down as Cape
Comorin, the southernmost point of India. It appears as if the

two streams, namely the Kolarian tribes from the north-east

and the Dravidians from the north-west, had converged and Tlifir on-
crossed each other in Centr.al India. The Dravidians proved
the stronger, broke up the Kolarians, and thrust aside their imli-i.

fragments to east and west. The Dravidians then rushed

forward in a mighty body to the south.

It thus came to pass that while the Dravidians formed a The

compact mass in Southern India, the Kolarians survived only

as isolated tribes, so scattered as to soon forget their common up.

origin. We have seen one of the largest of the Kolarian races,

the .Santals, dwelling on the extreme eastern edge of the three-

sided table-land, where it slopes clown into the Cangetic

valley. The KiirkuN a broken Kolarian tribe, inhabit a

])atch of country about 400 miles to the west. They have for

perhaps thou.iands of years been cut off from the Santals by

mountains and pathle-.s forests, and by intervening races of the

I)ravidian and .^ryan stocks. The Kurkits and SantaC h.rve Sratterol

no tradition of a common origin
;
yet at this day the Kurkiis

speak a language rchich is little else than a dialect of Santdli.

The Savars, once a great Kolarian tribe, mentioned by Pliny

and Ptolemy, are now a (loor wandering race of woodcutters

in Xorthern Madras and Orissa. Yet fragment- of them have

lately been found deep in Central India, and as far west as

Rajputana on the other side. The Judngs .are an isolated

non-Aryan remnant among the Aryan and Uriya-speaking

population of Orissa. They h.ive forgotten, and disclaim, any

connection with the Hos or other Kolarian tribes. Xcrer-

theless their common origin is attested by a number of

Kolarian words which they have unconsciously preserved.

-

* Mr. Charles Johnston, late B.C.S., in two articles m the Asi-i't

Quarterly KevLia, July 1S92. ar.4 in the forthcoming number fur January

1S93.

- The nine principal languages of the Kolarian group are— ' I the Santa!,
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The com-

l)act Dra-

vidvans (jf

Southern
India.

Their

beyond
sea I,?).

The compact Dravidians in the south, although in atter-days

subdued by the higher civilisation of the Aryan race whim

pressed in among them, were never thus broken into fray-

ments.^ Their pure descendants consist, indeed, ot .small ami

scattered tribes; but they have given their language to aS

millions of people in Southern India. A theory h.as been

started that some of the islands in the distant Ibacific Ocean

were peopled either from the Dravidian settlements in India,

(2) Mundari, (3) Ho, (4) Bhiimij, (5) Korwi, 16 ) Kharria, (7; Juung, S>

K'irku, aird perhaps (9) the Savar. Some of them, however, are separated

oirly hy dialectical difference.s. ' The Kolarian group of languages,’ v. rite.s

Mr. IJraridreth, ‘has both the cerebral and dental row of letter^, and also

aspirated forms, which last, according to Caldwell, did not belong to e.irl)

Dravidian. There is also a set of four sounds, which are perhaps peculiar

to Santali, called bySkrefsrud semi-consonants, and which, when followed

by a vowel, are changed respectively intog', j, J, and h. (lender of noun>
is animate and inanimate, and is distinguished by' difference of pronoun^,
by difference of suffi.x of a qualifying noun in the genitive relation, and by
the gender being denoted by' the verb. As instances of the genitive ;,ulVi\,

we have in Santali iii-reii hopon “ my son,*' but in-ak orak “ my house.*'

There is no distinction of sex in the pronouns, but of the animate and
inanimate gender. The dialects generally agree in using a short form rff

tiie third personal pronoun suhixed to denote the number, dual anil

plural, of the noun, and .short form, of all the personal jrronouri^ .are added
to the Serb in certain po.sitions te> expres-. both number arid peiMUi, both
as regaids the subject and object, if of the animate gender : the i ,.inimate
gender being indicated by the ombsion of tlic-.e sulilxes. Xo other group
of languages, apparently, has .such a logical cl.as.sificatiun of it, nouns a-
that shown by the genders of both the .South Indian groups. The genitive
in the Kolarian group of the full personal pronouns is used for the pos-
sessive pronoun, svhich .ag.rin takes all the post-positions, the genitive
relation being thus indicated by the genitive suffix twice repeated. The
kolarian languages generally express grammatical relations by suffixes, and
add the post-position.s directly to the root, without the intervention of an
oblriue fonn or genitive or other suffix. They agree with the Drav.tlian
in having inclusive and e.xckisive forms for the plural of the first per-onal
pronoun, in using a relative participle instead of a relative pronoun, in
the position of the ^verning word, and in the possession of a true camsal
form of the verb. They have a dual, which the Dravidians have not, but
they have no negative voice. Counting is by twenties, instead of by tens
as in the Dravidian. The Santiili verb, according to Skrefsrud, Ls 2’
tenses, .and for every tense two forms of the p.articipie and a gerunrl.’

, ,

‘ twelve distinct Dravidian Ian''u.vres •—
' T^T ’t'c''

(4) Kanare.se, (5) Tulu, tfp Kmiugu,
, Toda h,i Kota, (9, (.ond, , tol Kandh, (nl Urion, Rdjmah.il
In the Dravidian group,* writes Mr. llrandreth, ‘ there is a rational and

X‘r''‘ur "T
« distinguished in the plural of

...e nouns, nd sometimes in the .singular also, l.y afti.xes which appear 1„re fr, graentarj prmoiin;-,
1 y corresponding pronouns, and by the agree-ment of the verb with the noun, the gende. of the veil, being ^xpres.srTd by
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or from an earlier common source. Bishop Caldwell points

out that the aboriginal tribes in Southern and Western

Australia use almost the same words for /, thou, he, we, you,

etc., as the Dravidian fishermen on the Madras coast; and

resemble in other ways the Madras hill tribes, as in the use of

their national weapon, the boomerang. The civilisation and

literature which the Dravidians developed in Southern India

will be described in a later cha}>ter on the Indian vernaculars.

the pronominal suffixes. To tjive an instance of verbal gender, we have

in Tamil, from the rout “to do,’' seyd-an^ “he (rational! did.’*

seyd-dl, “she (rational) did;” scyd^adu, “it (irrational) did:*’
"
they (the rationals) did

;

” scyd-a, “ they (the irrationals) did ;

” the full

pronouns being avan, “ he :
” aval, “ she adii, “ it ;

’* avar, “ they ;

’*

C7’ei, “ they.” This distinction of gender, though it exists in most of the

Dravidian languages, i* not always carried out to the extent that it is in

Tamil. In Telugu, Cbmd, and Kandh. it is preserved in the plural, but

in the singular the feminine rational is merged in the irrational gender.

In Gond, the gender is further marked by the noun in the genitive lelation

taking a diherent ^uffi-x. according to the number and gender of the noun

on which it depends. In Uraon, the feminine rational is entirely merged

in the irrational gender, with the exception of the pronoun, which pre‘ier\es

the distinction between rationals and irrationals in the plural ; thus, as,

“ he,” referring to a god or a man; ad, “.'^he” or “ it,
’ referring to a

woman or an irrational object ; but ar, “ they, ’ apj>lie> to both men and

women; abra, “ they,” to irrationals only. The rational gender, besides

human bemg>, includes the celestial and infernal deities: and it is further

sub-divided, in some of the languages, but in the singular only, into

masculine and feminine. The grammatical relations in the Dravidian are

generally expres-ed by suffixes, ^^any nouns have an oblique form, which

is a remaikable characieri-'tic of the Dravidian group : still, with the

majority of nouns, the post-podtions aie added directly to the nominative

form. Other features i>f this group are—the frc<iuent u.'e of formatives to

specialize the meaning of the root ; the absence of relative pronouns and

the use instead of a relative paiticipie, wlueh is usually formed from the

ordinary participle by the same suffix as that which Dr. Caldwell consu.ers

as the oldest sign of the genitive relation; the adjective pieceding the sub-

stantive ; of two Mih^itan lives, the determining preceding the del ei mined ;

and the verb being the last member of the sentence. There no tiue

dual in the Dravidian language^. In the I>ra\id,ian larginges tneie are

two forms of the plural of the pionoun (*f the first person, one inciuCing,

the other excluding, the person addressed. A" regard> the xeibs. there is

a negative voice, but no j'as'ive voice, and there is a causal form. bi'bop

Galdwell’s second edition of his great work, the toniyan'UiT'^ (i? of

the Idi'a^ddiaa (Trubner, 1875^ forms in itself an epf-ch in that

department fif human kntovledge. Mr. Beame-^ mytirauze U’aniniiir

of the Modern Aryan Lanynai'es of India dl'rubner, 1 S 72 ha> laid the

foundatitjn for the accurate study uf North Indian speech. ( olonel

Dalton’s (Calcutta, 187 :^^ ^-n.i ;^ir Gcuge CAmvhAW

•-fei. ir:en.s c' f':c / oj India (llenga! ^^o‘Cletar!aL I rt..", t’^/4
%
haxe

also shed new and valuable light on the que^tior.s involved.
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Character
of the

Kol5.

The Dra
vidians.

I have tried to exhibit the present characteristics ot several

of the aboriginal races who have best preserved their ancient

types in our own day. But much research has also been

devoted to obtain a correct idea of the stage of citili'ation

reached by the non-Aryan races when they arrived in India.

Such reconstructions of inductive history are unavoidabl) open

to uncertainty and doubt. The following comparison of the

primitive Kols and Dravidians is mainly based on a series i f

articles by iSIr. Hewitt in the Royal Asiatic Society's Joimall
The ancient Kols seem to have been a very pnmiti\e

people, who did not know how to tame cattle or to woik
them in the plough. But at an early period they learned the

use of iron, and made implements with which they cut down
the jungle and formed clearings. These clearings grew into

villages, each governed by its head-man, usually called the

Munda. The more populous villages threw off m their turn

new settlers, who made fresh clearings for themselves in the
jungle. The Kol tribes thus settled down into a number of
groups of forest hamlets, each group of hamlets having a larger

parent village as their point of union. Assemblies of men,
chosen from the forest hamlets, were held from time to time
at the parent village, and each group of forest hamlets acknow-
ledged the authority of a high priest, or a common chief.
Although the ancient Kol race did not employ cattle for
ploughing, the) raised crops liy tilling the ground with a suit
of bill-hook. The Kols are a peaceable and good-humoured
race, but excitable and turbulent when roused. They arc-

ignorant, brave, witty, fond of amusement, careless of the
future, and do no more work than is required to produce a
simple livelihood from harvest to harvest.

The Dravidians, as I have mentioned, entered the country
from the north-west, and gradu.ally spread southward and
eastward. They were strongly bound together in tribes
and well understood the necessity of some firm central
authority to maintain order. Each man among them was
made to teel that he belonged not to his own family alone
but to the clan. The young men and women left their
parents at an early age, and were brought up in large houses
set apart for them. The young men lived by themselves in a
sort of bachelor's hall, under the care of a head. The 'drlshad also a common dwelling-house apart for themselves, under

;
-yote,s on the Early History of Northern India, in six articles contnbutedto Jcun,at of the Royal Asiatic Sociay, vols. xx. r/J ofThenew senes hy J. F. Hewitt, late Commissioner of Chota NIgpur.
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the charge of a village matron. In certain cases the giils

were distributed among the widows, who were responsible

for bringing them up. This curious custom of having large

separate houses for the 3’oung men and the young women,

still survives among some of the Dravidian tribes in India.

It formed part of a general system, by which the Dravidian

youth were trained up in the idea that they belonged not to

themselves alone, but to the community.

The Dravidians, when they grew into men, were thus jjre- Clmiactci

pared to obey tlie orders of a firm government, and to bear°f^^’‘'^

their fair share of its charges either by giving their labour, or

by paying a part of their crops. The Dravidians are a more

silent people than the Kols, not so quick-witted or e.vcitable,

but very determined when they have once made up their

minds. They were from ancient times fond of trade, and

possessed large herds of cattle, of which they used the milk.

The Kols, on the other hand, do not appear to have used the

cow’s milk as food. The Dravidians were great builders, and

the earliest forms of Indian architecture are ascribed to them.

The Dravidian tribes pu.shed their nay through prehistoric The Dra-

India with a strong hand. Unlike the Kols, they did not scatter

into forest hamlets, but settled in large agricultural encamp- in Inili.i.

ments in the more open districts. They seized on the best

lands which the Kols had cleared, but in other respects they

Seem to have treated the Kols in a friendly way. In many

parts of India the two races blended together and formed

new tribes. The Dravidian settlements were ruled by king.s.

They also acknowledged the high importance of a military

officer, whom \\e should now call the Commander-in-Chief.

They had village accountants in each settlement, who looked

after the royal lands and collected the government dues

;

indeed, the present revenue system of India is still founded

on the old Dravidian revenue system which grew up thousands

of y'cars ago. Tl’his is particularly true in Southern India,

where the Dravidians have been settled in organized ma>ses

from the dawn of hi.story down to the present day.

The Dravidian^ difiered from the Kols in their religion, as Tlwtu.,

much as they did in their personal character and system

government. The Kols worshipped the local spirits that

dwelt in the trees of the forest, and ghosts. 1 he Dravidians

worshipped the productive earth herself, under the '} mbol of

the snake, and the linga, or rude stone emblem of male rq.ro-

duction. They did not, however, entirely neglect the lomal

spirits of the forest whom the Kols revered. I he tree, \\ith
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the deity who dwelt in it, was united with their adoration of

the snake. The Dravidians were the famous tree and serpent

worshi[)pers of ancient India.

'I’he following is a list of 142 of the principal non-Aryan

languages and dialects, prepared by Mr. Brandreth for the

Royal Asiatic Society in 1877, and classified according to their

grammatical structure. Mr. Robert Cust has also arranged

them in another convenient form, according to their geo-

graphical habitat.

Table of the Non-Aryan’ Languages of India.

1

DRAviniAN Group.

Tamil.

Malayfilam.

Telugu.

S

Kanarc-'t'.

luxdaga.

Tulu.'

Kudugu or Ceoiv.
'foda,

Kota.

Gond dialects*.

Mahadco,

Ma.u.x,

Kandh or Ku.
L’raon or Dhangav.
Kajinahaii or Mdler.
MNCellancou'i dialect''.

( Nai-'udc,

A\lRAdl.

YcniKala.

Gddd’a '.Kolarian ?).

Kolauian GROIU’.

l^anlali.

( Mundari.
: Ho or Larka Kol.

( 1) mimj.
Korv\a.

Khariia.

J u.uig.

< Kuri.

{
K :rk’a.

Meluo,
>a\ ara.

Tinr.io-Br Groi p.

I. i Cachari or Bodo.
.NK'ch.

( Hojai.

Tibeto-Rurman Group

—

iOiitiniud.

Garo.

J’ani-Koch.

Deori-Chutia.

Tipura or Mriing.
II. i Tii^etanor Bhutia.

< Sarpa.

I
Lhopa or Lluitani.

Changlo.

Twang.
III. 1 Gurung,

/ Murmi.
Th.iksya.

1 Xcvvar.

(
Pahn.
Magar.

L. Lepclia.

V. DaphL'i.

Miri.

Abar.

BhuiUL of Lo.
I. Aka.

VI I. Mi^hmi dialects.

Tlyin;.^ Or Dryarii,
Mtjhit.

VIII. Hhimal.
IX. Kaniwari dialects,

j

MiUhaii^

| Til-.irskad.

^Suffichu.

X. { Kiranti.

( Limbu.
S'unwar.

Brdmu.
t-hepang.

\'ayu.

Kimmda.
XI. Xag.i diaiecls.

orJaipuyia.
\ Ra/i/uru or Tohoka.

I Midian.

'

Brackets r^L-r to dialect, that are verj' closely related
;Leynnd the circle of the Indian languages. (AVt- h^t aho

to languagt^

o.nd on next
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Tibeto-Burman Group

—

continued.

\ Tablun-^.

XII. Xa^a dialects

Khan.

S

Naui^aoi.

y’tni^sa.

Ihota.
XIII. Ndga dialects

An^dmi.
I\en.^ jna.

i

An/n^.
Kutcha.
Lijang or Kareng.
Mardm.

XIV. Mikir.
XV. { Singpho.

ijiu:
X\ I. P)Urme«ie.

X\'II. Kuki dialect''.

Khyeng.

(
Thodo.

j Lushdi.

yilaiianii.

Manipuri.
{ Maring.

j
Khuibu.
Kupui.
Tangkhul.
Luhupa.
Khungui.
I’hadang.

Champhung.
Kupnme.
Takaimi.
Antlro and Sengmai.
Chairel.

Anal and Namfau.
XVIII.

J
Kami.

{
Kami.
Mni.

Tibeto-Burmau ( \tou[>~conti/^UL /.

nianjogi or Lungkhc.
j Pankho.
Shendu or Boi.

Sak.
Kyau

.

XIX. Karen dialects.

A’cd Kavcii.

Pico.

Tarn.
jMopi^ha,

Kay or Gaikho.

Tatuiyihu.

tLisaw

.

tGyarung.
ITakpa.
tManyak.
IThochu.
tHorpa.

Khasi.

Tai.

Siamese or Thai.
Lao.

Shan.

*1 Ahom.
I KhanUi.
k Aiton.

fTai Mow or Chinese Shan.

Mnx-Ax \M.

Mon.
+ Kambojan.
fAnamese.
traloung.

We discern, therefore, long before the dawn of history, Rccapitu-

non-Aryan races moving uneasily over India, and violently

pushing in among still earlier tribes. They crossed the snows

of the Himalayas, and plunged into the trojsical forests in kwx-.

search of new homes. Of these ancient races, fragments now

exist almost in exactly the same stage of human [irogrcss as

they were described by Vcdic poets more than 3000 years ago.

Some are dying out, such as the Andaman islander^, among

whom in 1S69 onh^ one family had a.s many as three children.

Others are increasing like the Santals, who have doubled

themselves under IJritish rule. But they all require sr ecial

and anxious care in adapting our complex administration to

their primitive condition and needs. Taken as a whole, and

including certain half-Hinduized branches, they numbered
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Distribu-

tion of
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in India
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Aborigine"

in iSSi
anil 1S91.

\nt
se[iarately

rcturncil.

17,627,758 in 1872, then about equal to three-quarters of the

population of England and Wales. But while the bolder or

more isolated of the aboriginal races have thus ke])t them-

selves apart, by far the greater portion submitted in ancient

times to the Aryan invaders, and now make up the mass of

the Hindus.

The following table shows the distribution of the aboriginal

tribes throughout British India in 1872. But many live in

Native States, not included in this enumeration
; and the

Madras Census of 1872 did not distinguish aborigines from

low-caste Hindus. Their total number throughout all India

(British and Feudatory) probably exceeded 20 millions in

1S72 :

—

Aboriginal Tribes and Semi-Hinduized Aborigines in 1872,

(Madras Presidency and the Feudatory States not included.)

Bengal,

Assam

,

Xorth-Western Provinces,
Oudh,
Punjab.

Central Provinces,
Fierar,

Coorg,
British Burma,
Bombay,

1 1, 1 i6,SS,t

1.490,888

3H,674
90,490

959.720
1.669,875

163,059

42,516
1,004,991

71 1.702

17.627.758

; As already stated, the Census of 18S1 and of 1S91 adopted
a classification which fails to clearly distinguish the abori’unal
elements in the Indian population. In the North-We^-rn
Provinces, Oudh, and the Punjab, which returned an aggregate
of nearly li millions of aboriginal or non-Aryan ca"tes° or
tribes in 1872. no separate return of the aboriginal or non-
Aryan element was made in 1881 or in is'gi It was
merged by the enumerators in the returns of the Hindu low-
castes. The same process has affected the returns of other
I rovinces In Madras, for example, 27 ca.stes, formerly in-
cluded in the list of aboriginal tribes, were tranderred in tlieCensus of 18S1 to the Hindu section of the population. In
Bengal, the Census officers explained that the non-ren-istration
of the aboriginal elenmnt was in some cases asedbed toradical dif erences in the sy.stem upon which the castes and
e.qiecially the^sub-divisions of castes, were classified in ’187^
and m iSSi._ In the North-Western Provinces and Oudhthe special otticer stated that his system of classification ‘ i^
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not compatible with the modern doctrine which divides the

population of India into Aryan and aboriginal’

Under these circumstances, it would be misleading to No com

attempt a comparison between the returns of the aboriginal

or non-Aryan population in 1872 and in 1S81 and 1891. isSi, and

On the one hand, there can be no doubt that the aboriginal ^91 -

castes and tribes are, in many parts of the country, tending

towards Hinduism ; and that many of them, as they rise in Hin-

the scale of civilisation, lose their identity in the Hindu

community. On the other hand, it is evident that the

decreased returns of the aboriginal tribes and castes in 1881

and 1891 are not entirely, or indeed chiefly, due to this process.

It would be erroneous, therefore, to infer that the balance of

1 2| millions between the 17! millions of aborigines returned

for British India in 1872 and the 4| millions nominally

returned in 1881, had become Hindus.

A Hinduizing process is going on both among the aboriginal

low-castes in Hindu Provinces, and among the aboriginal

tribes who border on such Provinces. But the apparent

disappearance of nearly 13 millions of aborigines between

1872 and 1881 is due, not so much to this Hinduizing process,

as to differences in the system of classification and registration

adopted by the Census officers. That the disappearance of

the Indian aborigines is apparent and not real, can be proved.

The birth-rate among some of the aboriginal races was shown

by the Census of 1881 to be unusually high
;
and, with e.xcep-

tions, the aboriginal tribes and castes are numerically increas-

ing, although they arc partially merging their separate identity

in the Hindu community.

In Bengal and Assam, the aboriginal races are divided into Theii

nearly 60 distinct tribcs.i the North-Western Provinces,

16 tribes of aborigines were enumerated in the Census of 1S72. in 1^72.

In the Central Provinces they numbered ij millions (1S72);

the ancient race of (londs, who ruled the central table-land

before the rise of the Warathas, alone amounting to 1 1 millions.

In Lower Burma, the Karens, whose traditions have a singu-

larly Jewish tinge, numbered on the basis of language

in 1872, 553,348 in 1881, and 665,920 in 1891.

In Oudh, the nationality of the aboriginal tribes has been Crushe.i

tribes.

i Among them may be noted the Santals, 850,000 unticr direct Liiti-'h

administration, total about a million in 1S72 ; Kols, 300.000: Lraon- 01

Phangars, 200.000; and Mundas, 175,000—within British territory. In

Assam—Cacharis, 200.000; Khasis, 95 j*^*^* These figures all refer

1S72, for reasons stated on p. 93.
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buried beneath waves of Rajput and Muhammadan invaders

For example, the Bhars, formerly the monarchs of the centre

and east of that Province, and the traditional fort-builders to

whom all ruins are popularly assigned, were stamped out by

Ibrahim Shark! of Jaunpur, in the isth century. The Gaulis

or ancient ruling race of the Central Provinces, the Ahams of

Assam, and the Gonds, Chandelas, and Bundelas of Bunclel-

khand,' are other instances of crushed races. In centres of

the Aryan civilisation, the aboriginal peoples have been

pounded down in the mortar of Hinduism, into the low-

castes and out-castes on which the labour-system of India

Gip'.y rests. A few of them, however, still preserve their ethniial
clan», identity as wandering tribes of jugglers, basket-weavers, and

fortune-tellers. Thus, the Nats, Bediyas, and other gip-,y

clans, are recognised to this day as distinct from the surround-

ing Hindu population.

Aboriginal The aboriginal races on the plains have supplied the

trib™on
cr™inal classes, alike under the Hindus, the

the plains. Muhammadans, and the British. Formerly organized robber
communities, they have, under the stricter police of our days,
sunk into petty pilferers. But their existence was recognised
by the Criminal Tribes Act, passed so lately as 1871, and
still enforced within certain localities of Oudh and Northern
India.

Predatory

hill races.

The non-Aryan hill races, who appear from Vedic time.s
downwards as marauders, have at length ceased to be a
disturbing element in India. But many of them figure as
predatory clans in Muhammadan and early British history.
They sallied forth from their mountains at the end of the
autumn harvestj pillag6d and burned the lowland villages, and
retired to their fastnesses laden with the booty of the'’ plains.
The measures by which these wild races have been reclaimed^
form some of the most honourable episodes of Anglo-Indian
rule. Cleveland’s Hill -Rangers from the outskirts of the
Bhagalpur District, in the last century, and the Bhlls and
Mhairs in more recent times, are well-known examples of how
marauding races may be turned into peaceful cultivators and
lo\al -soldiers. An ecpially salutary transformation has taken
place in many a remote forest and hill tract of India. The
firm order of British rule has rendered their old plunderin'--
life no longer a possible one, and at the same time has opened
up to them new outlets for their energie.s. A similar vigilance

See for the ortsm of Ure Bundelas, Mr. J. Beame.’ A>.a-r of tke North-U^.lcni Piovin.-cs, vol. i. p. 45, etc. (1S69,'.
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is now being extended to the predatory tribes in the Native

States. The reclamation of the wild iMoghias of Central India,

and their settlement into agricultural communities, was effected

by British officers as lately as 1880-87.

The hill and forest tribes differ in character from the tamer ch.^iacter

population of the plains. As a whole, their truthfulness,

sturdy lo}-alty. and a certain joyous braver}-, almost amounting tnbel
to playfulness, appeal in a special manner to the English mind.

There is scarcely a single administrator who has ruled over

them tor any length of time without finding his heart drawn
to them, and leaving on record his belief in their capabilities

for good. Lest the traditional tenderness of the India Civil

Service to the people should weaken the testimony of such

witnesses, it may be safe to quote only the words of soldiers

with reference to the tribes with which each was specially

acquainted.

‘ They are faithful, truthful, and attached to their superiors,’ Tlie non-

writes General Brings; ‘ ready at all times to lay down theirH , . , , , , • - .
tribes as

lives for those they serve, and remarkable for their mdomit- soldier.^,

able courage. These qualities have always been displayed

in our service. The aborigines of the Karn.itik were the

sepoys of Clive and of Coote. A few companies of the same
stock joined the former great captain from Bombay, and
helped to fight the battle of Plassey in Bengal, which laid the

foundation of our Indian Empire. They have since dis-

tinguished them.selves in the corps of pioneers and engineers,

not only in India, but in Ava, in Afghanistan, and in the

celebrated defence of Jalalabad. An unjust prejudice against

them grew up in the Native armies of Madras and Bombay,
produced by the feelings of contempt for them existing among
the Hindu and Muhammadan troops. They have no preju-

dices themselves : are always ready to serve abroad and embark
on board ship : and I believe no instance of mutiny has ever

occurred among them.’ Since General Briggs wrote these

sentences, the non-Aryan hill races have supplied some of the

bravest and most valued of our Indian regiments, particularly

the gallant little Gurkhas.

Colonel Dixon'.s report, published by the Court of Directors, (b.innc!

portrass the character of the IMhair tribe.s with admirable

minuteness. He dilates on their ‘fidelity, truth, and honesty,’ .Mii.n,,.

their determined valour, their simple loyalty, and an extreme

and almost touching devotion when put upon their honour.

Strong as is the bond of kindred among the Mhair.s, he

vouches for their fidelity in guarding even their own relatives

It
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as pri'.cjners when formally entrusted to their care. For

centuries they had been known only as exterminators
;

but,

under the considerate rule of one Englishman, who honestly

.set about understanding them, they became peaceful subjects

and well-disciplined soldiers.

.Sir James Outram, when a very young man, did the same
good work for the Bhi'ls of Khandesh. He made their chiefs

IC ®
_

his hunting companions, formed the wilder spirits into a Bhil

battalion, and laid the basis for the reclamation of this for-

merly intractable race.^

Every military man who has had anything to do with the

aboriginal races acknowledges that once they admit a claim

on their allegiance, nothing tempts them to a treacherous or

ii disloyal act. ‘The fidelity to their acknowledged chief,’ wrote
Captain Hunter, ‘is very remarkable; and so strong is their

attachment, that in no situation or condition, however
desperate, can they be induced to betray him. If old and
decrepit, they will convey him from place to place, to save
him from his enemies.’ Thoar obedience to ret ognised
authority is absolute

;
and Colonel Tod relates how the wife

of an absent chieftain procured for a British messenger safe

conduct and hospitality through the densest forests by giving
him one of her husband's arrows as a token. The very offu ers
who have had to act most sharply against them speak most
strongly, and often not witliout a nol.ile regret and self-

reproach, in their favour. ‘It was not war,' Maior \'incent
Jervis writes of the operations against tlie SantdK in 1855.
They did not understand yielding

;
as long as their national

drums beat, the whole party would stand, and allow themselve.s
to be shot down. They were the most truthful set of men I
ever met.’

It has been the consistent policy of the Queen's Government
of India, from 1858 onwards, to utilise the non-Aryan races
as soldiers and frontier police. Indeed, the rural prosperitv
induced m British India by railways and improved means of
communication, increased prices for agricultural produce, and
nxity of tenures and of rents, has seriously interfered with the
old supply of soldiers from the military races of the plains. The
Eajputs of the British Districts and the Sikhs now find them-
sohes so well off on their own homesteads, that regimental pav
has ceased to have its former attractions for them. Everv
decade has seen a larger number of recruits drawn from the

> See //.*/•

and ed.

article The Daxg^. in 7 fid liupcrial Gti\ctte€r ofIn-ha,
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non-Aryan races, and from the semi-Ar\an (or so-called low)

castes of the Hindu population. The splendid services of the Service-

fhirkha regiments from the Nepal and Himalavan highlands
„ 7 - s tjurkhas.

in biirma form a salient feature m the military history of the

past six years. At this moment it is the little Gurkha who is

doing the hard work of holding the eastern frontier of India

against the predatory .Shans and outlying tribes of the Chinese

einjiire and the kingdom of Siam. His struggle for existence

in Nepal is still so hard, that the severest military service under

the British flag is a rise in life to him. .\n interesting pro-

])Osal has lately been made by Sir Janies Uormer, the Com-
niander-in-Chief in Madras, to put fresh energy into the army
of Southern India by recruiting from the non-Aryan race of

the Ndiis. This race represents by its polyandric customs and The X.urs.

laws of inheritance one of the most primitive types of Indian

mankind.! For ages they were hereditary warriors, and the)-

appear as a military nobility in the early Portuguese records of

the 15th century. They are now distinguished alike for their

success in the intellectual professions, as barristers, judge.s,

and administrators, and for their manly vigour in arms. A
scheme for incorporating them largely into the Madras army is

now (1893) under consideration, and may possibly be destined

to have an important effect on the military organi,tation of

Southern India.

We have seen that India may be divided into four regions Kthnical

—the Himalayas on the north: the great River Plains that

stretch southward from their foot
;
the Three-sided Table-l.ind incli.ui

which slopes upwards on the .south from the River Plains, and rice-,

covers the southern half of India; and lastly, Burma. Three

of these regions, the Himalayas on the north, the d'hree-sided

Table-land in the south, and Burma, are still the chief habitats

of the non-,'\ryan tribes. 'I'he most important region, or the

great River Plains, became in very ancient times the theatre

on which a nobler race worked out its civilisation.

r ViJ: ante, p. 93, .md for fuller details my //«,\ . ia! Ouw.'.Vti' cf In. ta.

vol. xiv. ; Inde.x, .s. v. Xair.s.
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CHAPTER IV.

THf: ARY.\NS IN ANCIENT INDIA.

This nobler race belonged to the Aryan or Indo-Cermanic

stock, from which the Brahman, the Rajput, and the English-

man alike descend. Its earliest home, visible to history, was

in Central Asia. From that common camping-ground, certain

branches of the race started for the east, others for the west.

One of the western offshoots founded the Persian kingdom
;

another built Athens and Lacedtemon, and became the

Hellenic nation; a third went on to Italy, and reared the City

on the Seven Hills, which grew into Imperial Rome. A
distant colony of the same race excavated the silver-ores of

pre-historic Spain; and when we first catch a sight of ancient

England, we see an .A.ryan settlement fishing in wattle canoes,

and working the tin mines of Cornwall. Meanwhile, other

branches of the Aryan stock had gone forth from the primitive

home in Central Asia to the east. Powerful bands found their

way through the passes of the Himalayas into the Punjab, and
spread themselve.s, chiefly as Brahmans and Rajputs, over

India.

We know little regarding these Aryan tribes in their early

camping-ground in Central Asia. From words preserved in

the languages of their long-separ.rted descendants in Europe
and India, scholars infer that they roamed over the grassy
steppes with their cattle, making long halts to rear crops of
grain. They had tamed most of the domestic animals

; were
acijuainted with a hard metal,i probably iron, and silver =

under-^tood the arts of weaving and sewing
; wore clothes • and

ate cooked food. They lived the hardy life of the temperate
/one, and the feeling of cold seems to be one of the earliest
common remembrances of the eastern and the western
branches of the race. Ages afterwards, when the Vedic

' Sanskrit, ayas, iron, or in a more general sense, metal, induilino gf.pi
. a not co;>per m Sanskrit : Latin, aes, ay,-is, copper, bronze

; Gothic
i: , . oM German, cr, iron: modern German, eisen.

^ Nan-knt, t io. silver: Latin, cr.c„>um : Greek,
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singers in hot India prayed for long life, they still a-ked for ‘a

hundred 'ivinters' To this day the Xovember rice in the

tropical delta of the Ganges is called the haimdniik (cf. Latin

hums), or crop of the ‘ snowy ’ season.

The forefathers of the Greek and the Roman, of the

Englishman and the Brahman, dwelt together in Asia, spoke
the same tongue, worshipped the same gods. The languages Ettr.iptan

of Europe and India, although at first sight they seem wide

apart, are merely different growths from the original Aryan mcrclv*

speech. This is especially true of the common words of

family life. The names for father, mother, brother, sister, and "peedV^"

widow (Sanskrit, vidhava), are the same in most of the Arvan
languages, whether spoken on the banks of the Ganges, of the

Tiber, or of the Thames. Thus the word daufiter (Sanskrit,

duhitri), which occurs in nearly all of them, has been derived

from the old Aryan root dugh, which in Sanskrit has the form

duh, to milk, and perhajts preserves the memory of the time

when the daughter was the little milkmaid in the primitive

Aryan household.

The words preserved alike by the European and Indian Inclo-

branches of the Aryan race, as heirlooms of their common
home in Western Central Asia, include most of the terms

required by a pastoral people who had already settled down to

the cultivation of the more easily-reared crops. The domestic

animals of India and Europe have names derived from the

same roots, for cattle, sheep (and wool), goats, swine, dogs,

horses, ducks, geese, mice. Their agricultural life has cognate

words for corn (although the particular species of the cereal

represented by the cognate words varied), for flax or hemp,

for ploughing and grinding ; their implements have cognate

terms for copper or iron, cart or waggon, boat, helm
;

their

household economy and industries have words from the s.T.me

roots for sewing and weaving, house, garden, yard
;

also for

a place of refuge, for the division of the year into lunar

months, and for several of the numerals.

The ancient religions of Europe and India had a similar Commni

common origin. They were to some extent made ui) of the 'AA'"’

sacred stories or myths which our common ancestors had learned ami Italian

while dwelling together in Central Asia. Certain of the Vedic rdigions

gods were also the gods of Greece and Rome ; and the Deity

is still adored by names derived from the same old Aryan

root (diz', to shine, hence The Bright One, Indian Dezm,

Latin Deus, or Divinity), by Brahmans in Calcutta, by the

Protestant clergy of England, and by Catholic priests in Peru.
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The InJo- The Vedic hymns exhibit the Indian branch of the Ar\ans

the manh their march to the south-east, and in their new homes.

The earliest songs disclose the race still to the north of the

Khdibar Pass, in Kabul
;
the latest ones bring them as far

as the Ciangetic basin. Their victoriou.s advance eastward

through the intermediate tract can be traced in the Vedic
writings almost step by step. One of their famous settlements

lay between the two sacred rivers, the Saraswati, sujiposcdi to

be the modern Sarsuti near Thaneswar in the Punjab, and the

Drishadvati, or Ghaggar, a day’s march from it. I'his fertile

strip of land, not more than 6o miles long bv 20 broad, was

anil in

their new
settle-

ments.

Function
/f t??c

river-.

Kecol.'ec-

lions of

their

nottlicrn

hmine.

Tile Ri:;-

Ve'U.

In'-ufflcicnt

cv.dencc
u>r iN
-nppo-eil

3101
;:.r. (^1

I4^X)

I. r. f'^i

fondly remembered by the Indo-.\ryans as their Holy Land
{Brahmdvarita), ‘fashioned of God, and ciio-en by the
Creator.’ As their numbers increased, they pushed eastward
along the base of the Himalaya.s, into what they afterward-
called the Land of the Sacred Singers {Brahma,shi-dcAia).
Their settlements included by degrees the five rivers of the
Punjab, together with the upper course of the Jumna and the
country bordering on the Ganges.

Here the I edic hymns were composed; and the steady-
supply of water led the Aryans to settle down from their old
life of wandering, h.ilf-pastoral, half-(.uitivating tribes into
permanent communities of husbandmen. Their Vedic jmets
praised the rivers which enabled them to make the- -real
change—perhaps the most important step in the progre-sTf a
race. ‘Hay the Indus,’ they sang, ‘the far-famed gi\er of
wealth hear us; (fertilizing our) broad fields witlf water.’
The Himalayas, through whose offshoots they had reached
India, and at whose southern base they long dwelt, made a
lasting^ mtpression on their memory. The Vedic singer
praised Him whose greatness the snowy ranges, and the sea.and the aenal river declare.’ In all us long wanderings

Iherc d^velt.ts pds and holy .singers
; and there eloquence

descended from heaven among men
; while in the inner lofty

STero^t deitiesand heroes, wtere the kmd and the brave for ever reposeThe Kig-Ieda forms the great literary memorial of theearly Aryan settlements in the i’unjab. The age of thisenerable hymnal IS unknown. The Hindus believe withouteudence, that it existed ‘from before all time’ or’ at leastfrom 3101 years n.c. nearly 5000 years af f
scholars have inferred from astronomical data that itsTourposition was going on about rgoo n.c. But thef^ ff
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themselves derived from writings of comparatively modern
origin, and might have been calculated backwards. We
know, however, that the Yedic religion had been at work in

India long before the rise of Buddhism in the 6th century n.c.

The antiquity of the Rig-Veda, although not to be dogmatically

expressed in figures, is abundantly established. The earlier

hymns exhibit the Aryans on the north-western frontiers of

India, just starting on their long journey. Before the embassy Xeveithe-

of the Greek Megasthenes, at the end of the ath century n.c
,

.

they had spread at least to the verge of the Gangetic delta, quity.

1500 miles distant. At the time of the Periplus, drc. 70 A.n.,

the southeinmobt point of India was apparently a seat of their

worship. A temple to the ijueen of their god Siva stood on

Cape Comorin, before the end of the first Christian century

;

and the inferences of European scholarship point to the com-

position of at least some of the \'edic psalms at a period not

later than twelve to sixteen centuries before the commence-

ment of our era.

The Brahmans declare tliat the Vedic hymns were directly In'i'ira-

inb[)ired by God. Indeed, in our own times, the young

Thcistic Church of Bengal, which rejects Brahnianical teach-

ing, was split into two sects on the crux of acknowledging or

rejecting the divine authority of the Veda. 'I'he hymns seem

to have been composed by certain families of Rishis or

p.salmists, some of whose names are preserved. The Rig-Veda dj "'

is a very old collection of 1017 of the.se short lyrical poems,

chiefly addressed to the gods, and containing 10,380 verses. h>nins

They show' us the Aryans on the banks of the Indus, divided
' ^

,
\cr.ics.

into various tribes, sometimes at war with each other, some-

times united against the ‘ black-skinned ’ aborigines. Caste, in ' aue not

its later sense, is unknown. Each father of a family is the

prie.st of his own household. The chieftain acts as father and

priest to the tribe ; but at the greater festivals he chooses

some one specially learned in holy ofterings to conduct tl’.e

sacrifice in the name of the picople. The chief, although

hereditary, seems to have been partly elected; and his title ot

Vis-pati, • Lord of the .Settlers,’ survives in the old Persian

Vis-paiti, and as the Lithuanian Wiez-patis in east-cential

Europe at this day. Women enjoyed a high position, and

some of the most beautiful hymns were composed by ladies

and queens. M.rrriage was held sacred. Husband and wile

were beth ‘rulers of the house’ {dampat:') ; and drew near to

the gods together in [)rayer. The burning of widows on the "
iJow-

husbands' funeral pile was unknown ;
and the verscs in the i.ernmg.
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Veda, which the Brahmans afterwards distorted into a sanction

for the practice, have the very opposite meaning. ‘ Rise,

woman,' says the sacred text to the mourner ;
‘come to the

world of life. Come to us. Thou hast fulfilled thy duties

a wife to thy husband.’

Ary.rn The Aryan tribes in the Veda are acquainted with most of

the metals. They have blacksmiths, copperimiths, and gold-

Veil.T. smiths among them, besides carpenters, barbers, and other

artisans. They fight from chariots, and freely use the horse,

although not yet the elephant, in war. They have settled

down as husbandmen, till their fields with the plough, and live

in villages or towns. But they also cling to their old wander-

ing life, with their herds and ‘ cattle-pens.’ Cattle, indeed,

still form their chief wealth—the coin (Latin, pccunia) in

which payments or fines are made
; and one of their words for

war literally means ‘a desire for cows.’ They have learned to

build ‘ships,’ perhaps large river-boats; and have seen or

heard something of the sea. Unlike the modern Hindus, the
Aryans of the Veda ate beef; used a fermented liquor or

beer, made from the soma plant ; and offered the same strong
.Spread of meat and drink to their gods. Thus the stout .\ryans spread

through Northern India; pushed on from behind
by later arrivals of their own stock

; and driving before them,
or reducing to vas.salage, the earlier ‘ bl.ack-.skmned ’ races,
but somotinics Ictiving them unsubdued. 1 hey ui 3.r(rhcd in
whole communities from one river valley to another; eacli
house-father a warrior, husbandman, and priest

; with his wife,
and his little ones, and cattle.

The god 'I

of the

Veda.

These free-hearted tribes had a great trust in themselves
and m their gods. Like other conquering races, they believed
that both themselves and their deities were altogether superior
to the people of the land and to their poor rude objects of
worship. Indeed, this noble self-confidence is a great aid to
the .success of a nation. Their divinities-a'aws-, literally ‘ The
Shining One.s,’ from the Sanskrit root div, ‘ to shine ’—were the
great powers of nature. They adored the Father-heaven
Dyaush-puar m Sanskrit, the Diespiter or Jupiter of Rome’
tie Aous o[ Greece, the Low German Duus, and, through
the old rench god-demon Dus-ius, probably the Deuce^A
Lnghsh slang; together with Mother-Earth; also the Encom-

I-'itin. Ourauos
in Greek. 1 he Sarameyas, or two children of Indra's watch-
dog. the messengers of death, are compared with the Greek
Hermeias (Hermes), the conductor of the dead. Such common
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ideas and names penetrate deeply into the mythology of the

ancient world, although they have sometimes been made the

basis for exaggerating the concord between the religious con-

cepts of primitive Europe and India. Jupiter Feretrius, for

whom the Romans invented conflicting derivations, may
possibly be the Vritya-han, or destroyer of the old Aryan

demon Vritra. On the coins of the Roman Republic, Juno
Sospita is represented with a skin and horns over her. General

Cunningham suggests that her epithet represents the Sanskrit

Saspatni {Sasi), a name for the moon, so called from the marks

on the moon being supposed to resemble a hare (sasa).

Indra, or the Aqueous Vapour that brought the precious Intluencc

rain on which plenty or famine depended each autumn, re-

ceived the largest number of hymns. By degrees, as the sua'.on on

settlers realised more and more keenly the importance of the

periodical rains to their new life as husbandmen, he became p.hj..

the chief of the Vedic gods. ‘ The gods do not reach unto

thee, O Indra, or men
;
thou overcomest all creatures in

strength.’ Agni, the God of Fire (Latin, ig/ti-s), ranks next

to Indra in the number of hymns in his honour as the triend

of man, the guide of the people, the lord and giver of wealth.

Judging, indeed, from the preponderance of ancient invo- Indra ami

cations to Agni, and from the position which the correspond-

ing deity holds in Iranian m\thology, it might appear as if

Agni and not Indra had been the chief god of the race,

while the Indian and old Persian branches still dwelt to-

gether. Among the colder heights and on the uplands of

Central Asia, to the north-west of the Himalayas, Heat was the

great factor of fertility, the giver of human comfort, and the

ripener of the crops. When the eastern offshoots of the

Aryans descended upon the plains of India, they found, as

they advanced southward, that heat was an element ot pro-

ductiveness which might be taken for granted, a constant

factor in the husbandry of the Indus and Jumna valleys.

Here it was upon moisture rather tiian on heat that their Moistuic

harvest dejiended. To the left of their line of march across IB-.u.

the five rivers of the Punjab, a rather narrow tract stretched to

the foot of the Himalayas, with an ample rainfall, now averaging

35 inches a year. But on the broad plains on their right, the

water-supply was less abundant and more capricious. At the

present day the tract immediately to the .south ot the ancient

Aryan route across the J’unjab receives only 20 to 30 inches

per annum, diminishing through successive belts ot rainfall

down to 10 inches.
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As the Aryan immigrants spread south, therefore, it \Yas no

longer so necessary to pray for heat, and it became more

' necessary to pray for moisture. Agni, the he.it-giving god,

without being discredited, became less important, and receded

in favour of Indra, the rain-bringing deity. In the settlements

of the Punjab, Indra may have thus advanced to the tirit place

among the Vedic divinities, lie is the Cioud-Compelkr,

dropping bountiful showers, filling the dried-up river-, from

the Himalayas, and bringing the rain-storm^. His voice ir> tin

thunder; with his spear of lightning he smites open the black

clouds, and rends the black bodies of the demons who have

drunk up the wished-for rains. He makes the .sun to shine

forth again. ‘ I will sing of the victories of Indra, of the

victories won by the God of the Spear,’ chanted the Rig-Vedic

psalmist. ‘On the mountains he smote the demon of drought

(.-Vhi); he poured out the waters and let the river flow from

the mountains : like calves to cows, so do the waters h.isten to

the sea.’ ‘Thou hast broken open the rain-prisons' rich in

cattle. The bonds of the streams hast thou burst asunder,'

-

As the Aryans pushed forward into the middle and lower

S'uw
of Ihe Gange.s, they found them-elves in a region of

Tii.wl, copious rainfall brought by the unfailing monsoons. 'I'he

rainstorms of Indra thus became less important. Hi-, water-

spouts, although well worth praying lor in the Punjab, e\ idcntly

belonged to an inferior grade of divine energy than that whu h
presided ocer the irresistible, majestically cjrdered advance of
the periodical rains in Bengal. Indra, the Cloud-Compeller,
seems to have shared in his turn the fate of .\gni, the God of

scale commensurate
with the vaster forces of nature in the Lower Gangetic valley.
We shall see how the abstract but potent conception of divine
energy embodied in the Brihmanical Triad of the Creator,
Preserver, and Destroyer took the place alike of Agni and of
Inclr.i, and of the other Vedic gods. But meanwhile, Indra,
the Giver of Ram, was the most important deity to the Aryan
settlers m the Punjab. He stands forth in the Veda as the
foremost Shining One.

The Waruts were the Vedic Storm-Gods, ‘who make the
'Litenilly, Thou hast broken the cave of Vritr.a/ the demon who

impr.-ons the ram .and cau..es drought, with whom Indra is constantly
\vak;in;^^ Victorious war. ^

‘‘The Rig-Y-edic attributes of Indr.a are well summarised by Profe-or

Ro h .an, benfey ; an. are Ceta.ied with completeness by Mmr.
Jc.XTj P|I. vol. V. flb72}.

InJra

Vi-hnu,

Siva.
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rocks to tremble, who tear m pieces the forest.’ Ushas, ‘the Otin_r

High-born Dawn’ (Greek Eos), ‘shines upon us like a young
'

’ll'

wife, rousing every living being to go forth to his work.’ The
Aswins, the ‘ Horsemen ’ or Fleet Outriders of the Dawn, arc

the fir.st rays of sunrise, ‘Lords of Lustre.' The Solar Orb
(Siirya, Savitri), the AVind (Vayu), the Sunshine or Friendly

Day (IMitra), the animating fermented juice of the Sacrificial

Plant (Soma), and many other Shining Ones, are invoked in the

Veda; in all. about thirty-three god.s, ‘ who are eleven in heaven,

eleven on earth, and eleven dwelling in glory in mid-air.’

The terrible blood-drinking deities of modern Hinduism T’l. iiinmi-

are scarcelv known in the Veda r)uffaloes are indeed offered,
'

. . ,

’ (Ici; lei i>f

and a hymn points to a symbolism based on human sacritices ; iinshuMn

but actual human sai.rificcs, if they ever formed iiart of the ''’'''‘•'oly

. . , , . kiKwin m
primitive Aryan worship, were apparently extinct beiore the p,,.

time of the Vedic singers. The Great Horse-Sacrifice {Asi’tx-

niedha) seems, in some of its aspects, a substitution for the

Qesh and blood of a man. But, as a whole, the hymns are

addressed to bright, friendly gods. Rudra, who was destined

to develop into the Siva of the Hindus, and the third person

or Destroyer in their Triad, is only the God of Roaring Tem-
pests in the Veda. \'ishnu, the second jierson or Preserver

in the Hindu Triad, is but slightly known to the \'edic singers

as the deity of the Shining Firmament
;
while Brahma, as the

first person, or Creator, has no separate exiitence in their

simple hymns. The names of the dre.adful Mahadeva, I Hirga,

Kali, and of the gentler but intensely human Krishna and

Rama, are alike unknown.

The Aryan settlers lived on e.xecllont terms with their bright Altitude D
gods. They asked for protection with an as-iired conviction

that it would be granted. ‘Give me cow.s, or land, or long in-.’'b,ias.

life, in return for this hymn or offering ;

’
‘ slay my enemy,

.scatter the black-skin, and I will sacrifice to thee,’—such is

the ordinary frame of mind of the singer to his gods. But,

at the same time, he was deeply stirred by the glory and

mystery of the earth and the heavens. Indeed, the miijc.sty

of nature so filled his mind, that often when he praises any

one of his Shining Gods he can think of none other for the

time being, and adores him as the Sui>reme Ruler. Verses of .

the Veda may be quoted declaring each of the greater deities

to be the One Supreme :
‘ Neither gods nor men reach unto

thee, O Indrat’ Soma is ‘king of heaven and earth, the con-

queror of all.' To Varuna also it is said, ‘ d’hou art lord cf

all, of heaven and earth; thou art king of all those who are
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gods, and of all those who are men.’ Agni is likewise addressed

as the mightiest and as the most beloved of the gods: ‘Xo

one can approach thy darting, strong, terrible iianics : bum
thou the evil spirits, and every enemy.’ The more .‘spiritual

of the Vedic singers, therefore, may be said to have worshipped

One God, although not One Alone.

Some beautiful souls among them were filled not only with

the splendours of the visible universe, but with the deeper

mysteries of the Unseen, and the powerlessness of man to

search out God.

‘In the beginning there arose the Golden Child He was
the one born lord of all that is. He established the earth and
thi.s sky. Who is the God to whom we shall offer our sacrifice ?

‘ He who gives life, He who gives strength
;
whose command

all the Bright Gods revere
;
whose shadow is immortality,

whose shadow is death. \\ ho is the < lod to whom vve shall

offer our sacrifice ?

‘ He who, through his power, is the one king of the
breathing and awakening world. He who governs all, man and
beast. M ho is the God to whom we shall offer our sacrifice?

He through whom the .sky is bright and tlie earth firm
;

He through whom the heaven was established, nay, the higliest
heaven

; He who measured out the light ami the air. Who is

the God to whom we shall offer our sacrifice ?

He who by his might looked even over the w.Uer-clouds,
the clouds which gave strength and lit the sacrifice; He who
alone is God above all gods. Who is the God to "whom we
shall offer our .sacrifice ?

’ ^

The yearning for rest in God, that desire (or the wings of a
dove, so as to fly away and be at rest, with wliich noble hearts
have ached m all ages, breathes in several ex(]uisite hymns of
the R.g-Veda ; ‘^^here there is eternal light, in the world
\s here the ^n is placed,~m that immortal, imperishable world,
place me, O Soma ! Where life is free, in the third heaven of
cavens, where the worlds are radiant,—there make me im-

mortal . W here there is happiness and delight, where joy and
pleasure reside, where our desires are attained,—there makeme immortal.

xVor was the sen.se of sin, and the need of pardon, absent

hono, hi
psalmists. As a rule, an

honourable understanding seems to have existed between the

P- ^9 1S67), abbreviated.
-

,V. ,13. 7, transition.
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\'edic sacrificer and hi-, bright god; the god being ecjuitahly

pledged to the fulfilment of the sacrifleer's prayer in return for

theoftering, although the wisest might leave it to Indra himself

to decide what was best to bestow. But even the cheerful

worshippers of the \'eda at times felt deeply the sinfulness of

sin, and the fear of the sins of the father being visited upon
the children. ‘ What great sin is it, O Varuna,’ says a hymn
of the Rig-Veda, ‘ for which thou seekest to slay thy worshipper

and friend?’ ‘Absolve us from the sms of our fath.ers and fi.r

from those which we committed in our own persons.’ ‘ It

was not our own will that led us astray, O Varuna, it was

necessity (or temptation); wine, anger, dice, or thoughtlessness.

The stronger perverts the weaker. Even sleep bringeth sin.’

'

‘Through want of strength, thou strong and bright god,’ sa\s

another hymn to Varuna, ‘have I gone wrong: have mercy,

almighty, have mercy. 1 go along trembling like a cloud

driven before the wind : have mercy, almighty, have mercy.

Through want of power (to do right) have I trangressed, O
bright and mighty god: have mercy, almighty, have mercy.

Whenever we men, O Varuna, commit an offence before the

heavenly host, whenever we break the law through thought-

lessness, have mercy, almighty, have mercy.’ -

The very ancient Aryans in Central Asia buried their dead, I'linutut-

although cremation seems also to have been resorted to. In

Iran the custom of burial eventually gave place to that of

exposing the corpse on a mountain to the birds of heaven
;

a custom still [jractised in the Far.si Towers of Silence at

Bombay and elsewhere. We have seen that .'\gm, god of

heat, appears to have been the chief deity of the -Aryan race

in Iran
;
and fire was regarded by the ancient I’ersian as too

sacred an element to be polluted by a human corpse. The
Aryan settler^ in India for a time retained the custom of

burial. ‘ I.et me not, O Varuna, go to the hou'-e of clay,’

says one hymn of the Kig-Veda. ' ‘O earth, be not too narrow

for him.’ savs another hymn : ‘cover him like the mother who

folds her son in her garment.' ‘ But in time the Indo-.\ryaii^

substituted the fire for the grave : and the burning of the

' Ri^'-V'eii.a, rii. .S6
: translated in Muir's S-insi-U Tcm

,
vel. v. ji, 66

(iS-ab
- RigA'eda. vii. S9. Max Muller's Lcautifu! tran^Iatu n i- repnj'luckil

by Profe-'-'ir Diincker, Ancient HiUo)y oj India, p, 53 >cc al-*

Muir’s traiislalion, San',hri( Text , vol. v. p. 67 (1872 ».

' Rig-VL‘la, \ii, S9. I. Muir's San:i:nt Texts, vol. v. p. 67 (1S72).

^ Rig'Veda, x. iS. R'Uh’.'. rer.ticnn^ in Duncker, Ansunt //: to
>

/

India,, p, 63 ;
iSSi x
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corpse became a distinctive feature of the race, as contras’.ed

with the ruder and more primitive peoples whom they touni;

in the Punjab.

f While most of the aboriginal tribe.s buried their dead uiuh r

rude stone monuments, the Aryan—alike in India, in Greece,

and in Italy—made use of the funeral-pyre as the ino-t solemn

method of disposing of the mortal part of man. As the Indu

Aryan derived his natural birth from hi-, [larents : and a parti.il

regeneration, or second birth, from the performance of Ins

religious duties; so the fire, by setting free the soul from the

body, completed the third or heavenly birth. His friends

stood round the pyre as round a n.atal bed, and commanded
his eye to go to the sun, his breath to the wind, his limbs to tlie

earth, the water and plants whence they had been deri\ed.

But ‘as for his unborn part, do thou, Lord (Agni), quicken it

with thy heat; let thy flame and thy brightness quicken it;

convey it to the world of the righteous.’

For the lonely journey of the soul after its separation from

the body, the Aryans, both in A.sia and Euroiie, jirovided

faithful guides (the Sdranteyas in Sanskrit, Htf-nicias in Grci k .

According to the Zend or old Aryan legend in IVrsia, Vuma
was a monarch in the old time, wlicn sorrow and si( kncs.s uere
unknown. By degrees .sin and disease cn pi into the world •

the slcjw necessity of death hastened its steqi ; and the old
king retired, with a chosen band, ti’oni the [lolluted eartli iniii

a better countr), where he still reigns. '1 he Indian veision of
the story makes \ama to be the first in.an who jiassed through
death into immortality. Having discovered the way to the
other world, he leads men thither. He became the iiekro-
ponipos, or guide of the Aryan dead. Meanwhile his two dogs
{Sdrameyas) ‘black and spotted,’ ‘broad of nostril,' and 'with
a hunger never to be satisfied’—wander as his messengers
imong men. \\ orsliip with an offering King Yama, the
Assembler of Men, who departed to the mighty waters,’ who
found out the road for many.’^

: .Several e.xqiiisite verses bid farewell to the dead ‘ Depart
’ thou, depart thou by the ancient path.s to the place whither our
fatlicrs have departeil. Meet with the Ancient Ones; meet
wit.i the Lord of Death. Throwing off thine imperfections, go

1 Kig-Veda, x. 14, i. See Dr. John Muir’s
e?s.iy on ‘ X Journal of the Royal Asiatic
whence many of the above quotations are derivecl.
essay ua the ‘Funeral RUes of the Brihmans ’

paragraph is chieHy ba.sed.

Sanskrit Texts, and his

Society, part ii. , 1S6;.

.See also Max Muller's

on which the following
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to thy home. Become united with a body
;
clothe thyself in a

shining form.’ ‘ Let him depart to those for whom flow the

rivers of nectar. Let him depart to those who, through medi-

tation, have obtained the victory; who, by fixing their thought-,

on the unseen, have gone to heaven. Let him depart to the

mighty in battle, to the heroes who have laid down their lives

for others, to those who have bestowed their goods on the

poor.’ The doctrine of transmigration was unknown. The

circle round the funeral-pile sang with a firm hojie that their

friend went direct to a state of blessedness and reunion with

the loved ones who had gone before. ‘ 1 )o thou conduct us to Vfilic

heaven,’ says a hymn of the later Atharva-Veda
;
Met us lie

with our wives and children.’ ‘ In heaven, where our friends imnun-

dwell in bliss,—having left behind the infirmities of the body, talay-

free from lameness, free from crookedness of limb.—there let

us behold our parents and our children.’ ‘ May the water-

shedding spirits bear thee upwards, cooling thee with their

swift motion through the air, and sprinkling thee with dew.’

‘ Bear him, carry him
;

let him, with all his faculties complete,

go to the world of the righteous. Crossing the dark valley

which spreadeth boundless around him, let the unborn soul

ascend to heaven. Wash the feet of him who is stained with

sin ; let him go upwards with cleansed feet. Crossing the

gloom, gazing with wonder in many directions, let the unborn

soul go up to heaven.’

The hymns of the Rig-Veda were composed, as we have Tl-.e

seen, by the Aryans in their colonies along the Indus, and on

their march eastward towards the Jumna and Ujiper Ganges, mto u.l

The growing numbers of the settler^, and the arrival of fresh

Aryan tribes from behind, still compelled them to advance.

From -'rhe Land of the Sacred Singers,' in the Eastern Punjab

{Brahmarslii-dcsha, ante, p. iiS), Manu describes them as

spreading through ‘ The INiiddle Land ’ {MadJiya-Jesha). 1 his

comprised the river-sy.'-tem of the ( ianges as far east as Oudh

and Allahabad, with the Himalayas as Us northern, and the

Vindhya ranges as its southern boundary.

The Canges is only twice mentioned, and without special Tlic

emphasis, in the Rig-Veda. The advance into the Middle '

I.and seems, therefore, not to h.xve commenced till the close isf

the Rig-Vedic era. It must have been the work of many

generations, and it will be referred to when we come to

examine the historical significance of the two great Sanskrit

epics. Between the time when the Aryans descended from
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Central Asia upon the plains of the Indus and the age when

they [)assed the Ganges, they had conquered many of th.e

aboriginal races, left others behind on their route, and had

begun to wage inter-tribal wars among themselves, under ri\al

Slow Aryan heroes and rival Vedic priests. During this advance,

i^nio't'he
simple faith of the Rig-Vedic singers was first adorned with

Mi'iaio stately rites, and then extinguished beneath them. The Aryans
L.iii(I,

India had progressed from a loose confederacy of tribes into

several well-knit nations, each bound together by the strong

central force of kingly power, directed by a powerful priest-

hood, and organized on a firm basis of caste.

The Ary.in dVhence arose this new constitution of the .\rvan tribes into

or^ouized
i^-Vions, with castes, priests, and kings? We have seen that

into although in their earlier colonies on the Indus each father was
kingdoms.

pj-Jest in his family, yet the Chieftain, or Lord of the Settlers,

called in some man specially learned in holy offerings to

conduct the greater tribal sacrifices. Such men were highly-

honoured, and the famous quarrel which runs throughout the
whole Veda sprang from the claims of two rival sages, Vasishtha
and \ iswdmitra, to perform one of these ceremonies. The art
of writing was unknown, and the hymns and sacrificial fornnike
had to be handed down by word of mouth from father to son.

Vn Mi
families who knew these linly

by heart became the hereditary owners of the liturgies
required at the most solemn offerings to the gods. Members
of such housoliolds were chosen again and again to conduct
the^ tribal s.acrifices, to chant the battle-hymn, to implore the
divine aid, or to pray away the divine wrath. Even the early
Rig-Veda recognises the importance of these sacrifices. ‘That
king,’ says a verse, before whom marches the priest, he alone
dwells well established in his own house

;
to him the people

bow down. The king who gives wealth to the priest he will
conquer: him the gods will protect.’ The tribesmen first
hoped, then believed, that a hymn or prayer which had once
acted successfully, and been followed by victory, would a-ain
produce the same results. The hymns or Vedic prayers thus
became a valuable family property for those who had com
po^ed or learned them. The Rig-Veda tells how the prayer
ot \ aM.sInha prevailed ‘in the battle of the ten kings,’ and liow
that of \ isw.iinitra ‘ preserves the tribe of the Bharats.’ The
potent prayer was termed brahman (from the root brih '•rih
to increase), and eventually the class who offered it took the
patronymic form of Brahmans. V'oe to him who desuised
Cither; 1 he term Brahman, in this class-signification, which ju.st
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makes its appearance in the Rig-Veda, becomes hardened and

set in the prose literature of the immediate /wi'A'edic period.

Certain families thus came to have not only a hereditary Growing

claim to conduct the great sacrifices, but also the exclusive numbers

knowledge of the ancient hymns, or at any rate of the traditions
°

which explained their symbolical meaning. They naturally-

tried to render the ceremonies solemn and imposing. By-

degrees a vast array of ministrants grew up around each of the

greater sacrifices. There were first the officiating priests and

their assistants, who prepared the sacrificial ground, dressed

the altar, slew the victims, and poured out the libations

;

second, the chanters of the Vedic hymns
;

third, the reciter^

of other parts of the service ; fourth, the superior priests, who

watched over the whole, and corrected mistakes.'

The entire service was derived from the Veda, or ‘inspired The fmr

knowledge,’ an old Aryan word which appears in the Latin
'

vid-ere, ‘ to see or perceive ;
’ in the early Greek feid-cnai,

infinitive of oida,
‘

I know
;

’ in the Old English, / rwV ,- in

the modern German and English, wisse/i, wisdom, etc. The

Rig-Veda exhibits the hymns in their simplest form, arranged (i) Tlie

in ten ‘ circles,’ according to the families of their composers,

the Rishis. Some of the hymns are named after individual

minstrels.

But as the sacrifices grew more elaborate, the hymns were

also arranged in four collections (safi/ii/as) or service-books

for the ministering priests. Thus, the second, or Sama-Veda, (2) The

was made up of extracts from the Rig-Vedic hymns used at

the Soma sacrifice. Some of its verses stamp themselves, by

their antiquated grammatical forms, as older than their render-

ing in the Rig-Ve-da itself. The third, or Vajur-Veda, consists (31 The

not only of Rig-Vedic verses, but also of prose sentences, to be

used at the sacrifices of the New and Full IMoon
;
and at the

Great Horse-Sacnfice, when 609 animals of various kinds were

offered, jierhaps in substitution for an earlier i\Ian-Sacrifice,

which is also mentioned in the Yajur-Vcda. The Vajur-Veda

is divided into two editions, the Black and the White Yajur
;

it- ia)

both belonging to a more modern [leriod than either the Rig

or the S.-tma Vedas, and composed after the Aryans had spread ediiions.

far to the east of the Indus.

The fourth, or Atharva-Veda, was compiled from the least u) The

ancient hymns of the Rig-Veda in the tenth book
;
and from

^ The following pages are largely indebted to Professor Weber's History

of Indian Literature (Trubner, iSySb—a debt very gratefully acknow-

ledsied.

1
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the Still later songs of the Brahmans, after they had established

their priestly power. It supplies the connecting link between

the simple Aryan worship of the Shining Ones exhibited in

the Rig-Veda, and the complex Brahmanical system whiih

followed. It was only allowed to rank as part of the Veda

after a long struggle.

The four Vedas thus de.scribed, namely, the RigA’eda, the

Sama, the Yajur, and the Atharva, formed an immen-e body

of sacrificial poetry. But as the priests grew in number and

power, they went on elaborating their ceremonies, until even

the four Vedas became insufficient guides for them. They
accordingly compiled prose treatises, called Br.ihniann.s,

attached to each of the four Vedas, in order to more fiillv

explain the functions of the officiating [irie.sts. Thu.s the

Brahmana of the Rig-Veda deals with the duties of the Reciter

of the Hymns {hotar)
;
the Brahmana of the .Sama-\’cda, with

those of the Singer at the Soma sacrifice [iidgatar) the
Lrahmana of the Yajur-Veda, with those of the actual jicr-

former of the sacrifice (adhraryii)
; while the Brahmana of

the Atharva-Veda is a medley’ of legenris and speculations,
having but little direct connection with the \'et!a whose name
it bears. All the Brahmanas, indeed, besides explaining the
ritual, lay down religious precepts and dogmas. Like the four
Vedas, they are held to be the very Wijrd of Hod. 'I'he

Vedas and the Brahmanas form the Sniti, the things liti rally
heard horn God, or the Revealed .Scrijitures of the Hindus;
the \edas supplying their divinely-insjiired p.salms, and the
Brahmanas their divinely-inspired theology or body of doctrine.
Even this ample religious literature failed in time to .suffice.

The priests composed a number of new works, called Sutras
whmh elaborated still further their system of sacrifice, and
which asserted .still more strongly their own claims as a
separate and superior caste. They alleged that these Sutras,
although not directly revealed by God, were founded on the
m.sp,red Vedas and Brahmanas. They had therefore a lesserdnme authority as sacred traditions or Smriti, literally the
hmgs remembered. The Sutras, literally ‘strings’ of aphorisms,
'\ere composed in the form of short sentence.?, for the sake
of brevity, and in order

_

that their vast number might be

nrni'ti

^ remembered in an age when writing was little

SffirS ; T “u as the Kalpa-

‘HrusehoTH’"" r f
.sacrifice.?; others, like the

birth
Gnhya-Sutras, prescribe the ceremonies at

birth, mamage, and death
; a still larger class of Sutras treat of
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the doctrines, duties, and privilettes of the priests. The .Siitras

thus became the foundation of the whole legislation and
philo.sophy of the Brahmans in later times. 'I’hey exhibit the I'lie

Brahmans no longer as the individual sacrificers of the A'edic
^

^ ^ ^
caste uiiiy

period, hut as a powerful hereditary caste, cLuming supremacy fcirmed.

alike over king and people.

Meanwhile, other castes had been gradually formed. As fhoMth

the Aryans moved eastward from the Indus, some of the"*^**'*^

warriors were more fortunate than others, or receiveil a larger c.iste

share of the conquered lands. Such families had not to till

their fields with their own hands, but could leave that work
^

to he done by the aboriginal races uhom they subdued. In

this way there grew iqi a class of warriors, freed from the

labour of husbandry, wlio surrounded the chief or king, and

were always ready for battle. It seems likely that these kins-

men and companions of the king formed an important class

among the early Aryan tribes in India, as they certainly did

among the mediceval branches of the .Aryan race m Europe,

and still do at the petty courts of India. Their old Sanskrit

name.s, Kshattriya, Rdjanya, and Rdjbansi, mean ‘ connected

with the royal power,’ or ‘ of the royal line :
’ their usual modern

name Rajput means ‘of royal descent.’ In jtrocess of time,

when the Aryans .settled down, not as mere fighting clans, but

as powerful nations, in the Middle Land along the Jumna

and flanges, this warrior class grew in numbers and in power.

The black non-.\ryan races had to a large extent been reduced

to serfdom, or driven back towards the Himalayas and the

Vindh)as, on the north and on the south of the central tract.

The incessant fighting, wduch had formed the common lot of

the Aryan tribes on their actual migration eastward from the

Indus, now ceased.

A section of the people accordingly laid aside their arms. The culu-

and, devoting themselves to agriculture or other peaceful pur-

suits, became the Vaisyas. The sultry heats of the Middle (Wii^va-;.

Land must have abated their ohl nortlurn energy, and inclined

them to repose. Those who, from hereditary lannly usage or

from personal inclination, preferred a sohher's life, had to go

beyond the frontier to find an enemy. Distant expeditions ot

this sort could be undertaken much less conveniently by the

general body of tribesmen, chiefly husbandmen, than in the

ancient time, when the .Aryan .settlements lay on the very

border of the enemy’s country, and had just been wrested

from It. Such distant expeditions required and probably

developied a military class; endowed with lands, and with .serfs
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to till the soil during the master’s absence at the wars. I'he

old companions and kinsmen of the king formed a nucleus

round which gathered the more daring spirits. 'I’liey he< .uue

in time a distinct military caste.

The Aryans on the Ganges, in the ‘ Middle I.and.’ tlu;^

found themselves divided into three classes—f!r>t, the priest'.,

or Brahmans: second, the warriors and king’s companions,

called in ancient times Kshattriyas, at the present day Ra'jputs ;

third, the husbandmen, or agricultural settlers, who rctaineil

tiie old name of Vaisyas, from the root vis, which in the \'edi(

[period had included the whole ‘ people.’ These three classes

gradually became separate castes
;
intermarriage between them

was forbidden, and each kept more and more strictly to its

hereditary employment. But they were all recognised as

belonging to the ‘Twice-born,’ or Aryan race; they were all

present at the great national sacrifices; and all worshipped
the same Bright Gods.

Beneath them was a fourth or servile class, called .Siidras,

the remnants of the vanquished aboriginal tribes who^e lice-'

had been sjiared. These were ‘the slave-bamls of black-

descent, the Dasas of the \ eda. They were distinguished
from their ‘Tn ice-born’ Ar3-an conquerors as being onl)
‘ Once-born,’ and by many contemptuous epithets. 'I'hey were
not allowed to be present at the great national sacrifices, or at
the leasts which followed them. They could never rise out of
their servile condition

; and to them was assigned the severest
toil in the fields, and all the hard and dirty work of the village
community.

Of the four Indian castes, three had a tendency to increase.
As the Aryan conquests spread, more aboriginal tribes were
reduced to serfdom, or to lowest caste of Sudras. The
warriors, or Kshattriyas, would constantly receive additions
from wealthy or enterprising members of the cultivating class.
M’hen an expedition or migration went forth to subdue new
territory, the whole colonists would for a time lead a military
hfe, and their sons would probably all regard themselves as
Kshattriyas. In ancient times, entire tribes, and at the
present day the mass of the population throughout larcre
tracts, thus claim to be of the warrior or Rdjput < aste
Moreover, the kings and fighting-men of aboriginal race^'
w-ho, without being conquered by the Ar>ans, enteret! into
alliance with them, would probably assume for them.selves
the warrior or Kshattnya rank. Me see this process -nine
on at the present day among many of the aboriginal peoi.les'’
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The Brahmans, in their turn, appear at first to have received

into their body distinguished families of Kshattriya descent.

In later times, too, we find that sections of aboriginal races

were also ‘manufactured’ wholesale into Brahmans. Un-

mistakable cases of such ‘ manufactures ’ or ethnical syncret-

isms are recorded
;
and besides the upper-class agricultural

Brahmans, there are throughout India many local castes of

Brahmans who follow the humble callings of fishermen, black-

smiths, ploughmen, and potato-growers.'

The Vaisya or cultivating class did not tend, in this manner, Tin;

to increase. No one felt ambitious to win his way into it,

except perhaps the enslaved Siidra.s, to whom any change of

condition was forbidden. The Vaisyas themselves tended in

early times to rise into the more honourable warrior class

;

and at a later period, to be mingled with the labouring

multitude of Siidras, or with the castes of mixed descent. In

many Provinces they have now almost disappeared as a

distinct caste. In ancient India, as at the present day, the

three conspicuous castes, besides a multitude of mixed

descent, were (i) the priests and (2) warriors of Aryan birth,

and (3) the serfs or Siidras, the remnants of earlier races.

The Siidras had no rights, and, once conquered, ceased to

struggle against their fate. But a long contest raged between

the priests and warriors for the chief jilace in the Aryan

commonwealth.

In order to understand this contest, we must go back to Strugglt.'

the time when the priests and warriors were simply fellow-

tribesmen. The Brahman caste seems to a large extent to and

have grown out of the families of Rishis who composed the "amor

Vedic hymns, or who were chosen to conduct the great tribal

sacrifices. It seems probable also that entire waves or sets

of the Aryan invaders formed tribal communities who were

recognised as Brahmans. In after times, indeed, the whole

Brahman population of India pretended to trace their descent

from the Seven Rishis, heads of the seven priestly families to

whom the Vedic hy mns were assigned. But the composers

of the \'edic hymns were sometimes kings, or distinguished

warriors, rather than priests ; indeed, the Veda itself speaks

of these Royal Rishis (A’^yu^x/zA). When the Brahmans put Ridnsz

fonvard their claim to the highest rank, the warriors or

Kshattriyas were slow to admit it ; and when the Brahmans itrahman^.

went a .step further, and declared that only members of

their families could be priests, or gain admi.ssion into the

^ See my Orissa, voK i. pp. 239-264 (cil. 1872'.
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priestly caste, the warriors seem to have di-iputed their p:^

tensions. In later age.s the Brahman.s, having the exclu^he

keeping of the sacred traditions and writing'', cfV.u ed treaii

them, as far as possible, all traces of their struggle wii'n tlie

K.shattriyas. The Brahmans taught that chcir i h.id

come forth from the mouth of Ood, divinely oidained to t''e

priesthood from the beginning of time. XeverthLle’^. ilie X'ee.ic

and .Sanskrit texts record a long content, jierh.i]i> repre'cntin.,

a difference m race or separate wares of Ar\an migi.itiuus.

The quarrel between the two sages Viswamitra .ind V.o
ishtha, which, as has been mentioned, run.s tbruueh the uhole
\ eda, is typical of this struggle. Viswdmiini .stands .is a
representative of the royal warrior rank, who claims to perform
a great public sacrifice. The white-robed \’asishtha leprc
sents the Brahmans or hereditary priesthood, and opposes the
warrior’s claim. In the end, Viswamitra established his title
to conduct the sacrifice; but the Brahmans evplam tlu.s lo
saying that his virtues and austerities won admission for h iti

into the priestly family of Bhrigu. lie thus became a
Brahman, and could lawfully fill the priestlv ofth e ^^s
wamura serves as a typical link, not only betiveen the- i-riesiK
and the worldly castes, but also between tlie sm ted and the
profane sciences. He was the logenda.y foumler of the art
of vvar, and his equally legendary son tiusrut.i is quoted as !).<
earliest authority on Indian medicine. These two s. ,em e^ -a
uar and medicine, together with music and anhiteaute, lonn

or supplementary sections of the divinelv -inqme.iknou ledge ot the Brahmans. "

Manu thi 1 foTi "’"'her's side.Manu, their kg.s ator, sprang from the warrior caste and hisfather i., e.xpressly called ‘the seed of all th. r -

But when the Brahmans had firmly estatlishe i

macy, they became reluctant to allow the ,
' r

princes finding an entrance into their s.„
I(lanaka was more learned than all the I'r 'f

and performed terH! I .

Brahmans at his < uurt,aiiu per[on.,ea terrible ixmances to attain o. ivi .

Y.t the k-scncl, leave i, doubtful uhetSril
“ T”

The ttill utoto hob, but l.tolablvt," i,; 't'’ r

Nevcnhclese, he could not aitain to Erih.i.aivhoob 'bauiu,u
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Buddha, who in the 6th century before Christ overthrew the

Brahman supremacy, and founded a new religion, was a prince

of warrior descent
;

perhaps born in too late an age to be

adopted into, and utilized by, the Brahman caste.

Among some of the Aryan tribes the priests apparently The

failed to establish themselves as an exclusive order. Indeed,
'

' Land, the
the four castes, and especially the Brahman caste, seem only fnrus of

to have obtained their full development amid the fertile Brahman-

valleys of the Middle Land {Madhya-desha), watered by the

Jumna and the Canges. The early Aryan settlements to the

West of the Indus long remained outside the caste system;

the later Aryan offshoots to the south and east of the Middle

Land only partially carried that system with them. But in

the Middle Land itself, with Delhi as its western capital, and

the great cities of Ajodhra (Oudh) and Benares on its eastern

frontier, the Brahmans grew by degrees into a compact,

learned, and supremely influential body, the makers of Sans-

krit literature. Their language, their religion, and their laws,

became in after times the standards aimed at throughout all

India. They naturally denounced all who did not submit to Aryan

their pretensions, and they stigmatised the other Aryan settle-

ments who had not accepted their caste system as lapsed the Itr.lh-

tribes or outcasts (
VnskLihis). .\mong the lists of such fallen nianical

'• pcilc

races we read the name afterwards ajiplied to the lonians

or Greeks
(
Vavanas). The Brahmans of the Middle Land

had not only to enforce their supremacy over the powerful

warriors of their own kingdoms
;
they had also to extend it

among the outlying Aryan tribes who h.ad never fully accepted

their caste system. I’his must have been a slow work of ages,

and it seems to have led to bitter feuds.

There were moments of defeat, indeed, when Brahman Er.ihm.m

leaders acknowledged the superiority of the w'arrior caste,

‘ None is greater,’ says the Brihad Aranyaka L'panishad, ‘than

the Kshattriya , therefore the Br.ahman, under the Kshattriya,

worships at the royal sacrifice (idjasuya).’ ' It seems likely

^ It is easy to exaggerate the significance of this passage, and dangerous

to generalize from it. The author has to thank Prof. Cowell and the late

Dr. John Muir for notes up»»n its precise application. \Veber, IIf'I. Ind.

Lit, p. 54 (1S7S), liescribes the rdjasiiya as ‘the consecration of the king.’

The author takes this opportunity of expressing his many obligations to Dr.

John Muir, his tir^t teacher in Sanskrit. Dr. Muir, after an honourable

career in the Bengal Civil .Service, devoted the second half of his life to

the study of ancient Intlian literature; and his five volumes of On 'inal

Sanskrit Texi'^ form one of the most valuable and mo'-t permanent con-

tributions to Oriental learning made in our time.
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that numbers of the Vaisyas or cultivator. vouM take sau

with the Kshattriyas, and be

That the contest was not a bloodless one is

legends, especially that of Parasu-Rama. or Kama ol tf.

Axe.’ This hero, who was divinely honoured a. le

Incarnation of Vishnu, appeared on the scene alter alternate

massacres by Brahmans and Kshattriyas had taken place.

He fought on the Brahman side, and covered Imi'.a «it,i tae

carcases of the warrior caste. ‘Thrice secen tim.s. .acs the

Sanskrit epic, ‘did he clear the earth ot the k.a.attnia^. and

so ended in favour of the Brahmans the long struggle.

The It is vain to search into the exact historical calm ot si.i i

Brahman igaends. They suffice to indicate an opposition among the

supremacy
kingdoms to the claims of the Brahmans and th.e

mingled measures of conciliation and force by which that

opposition was overcome. The Bnihman caste, having esta >

lished its power, made a wise use of it. Prom very am lent

times its leaders recognised that if they were to exercise

spiritual supremacy, they must renounce caithly pom]!. In

arrogating the priestly function, they g.tve up all claim to the

royal office. They were divinely appointed to be the guich s

of nations and the counsellors of kinus, hut tlie\ (ould not

be kings themselves. .\s the duty ot the Siitlra was to serve,

of the Vaisya to till the ground and lollow middle-class

trades or crafts, so the business ol the Kshattriva was with

the public enemy, and that of the Br.itiman with the national

gods.

lished.

Tliey

make a

wise use

of it.

Four While the Brahman leaders thus organized the occupations

Brahmau's Commonwealth, they also laid down strict rules for their

life. own caste. They felt that as their functions were mysterious

and above the reach of other men, so also must be their lives.

Each day brought its hourly routine of ceremonies, studies,

and duties to the Brahman. His whole life was mapped out

Firststage: into four clearly-defined stages of discipline. For his exist-

Luarner in its full religious significance, commenced not at birth,

H’rahtna- but on being invested at the close of childliood w itli the sat re<l

chan).
thread of the Twice-Born. His youth and early manhood were

to be spent in learning by heart from some Brahman sage the

inspired Scripturexs, tending the sacred fire, and serving his

1^2)
The preceptor. Having completed his long studies, the young

hoMcr brahman entered on the second stage of his life, as a house-

{ holder. He married and commenced a course of family
• duties. When he had reared a family, and gained a practical
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knowledge of the world, he retired into the forest as a recluse, (3) The

for the third period of his existence
;
feeding on roots or fruits,

and practising his religious rites with increased devotion. The {vana-

fourth stage was that of the ascetic or religious mendicant,

wholly withdrawn from earthly affairs, and striving to attain a (4) The

condition of mind which, heedless of the joys, or pains, or

wants of the body, is intent only on its final absorption into j', hi),

the deity. The Brahman, in this fourth stage of his life, ate

nothing but what was given to him unasked, and abode not

more than one day in any village, lest the vanities of the world

should find entrance into his heart. Throughout his whole

existence he practised a strict temperance
;
drinking no wine,

using a simple diet, curbing the desires, shut off from the

tumults of war, and his thoughts fixed on study and contempla-

tion. ‘ What is this world ?’ says a Brahman sage. ‘ It is even

as the bough of a tree, on which a bird rests for a night, and

in the morning flies away.’

It may be objected that so severe a life of discipline could Br.ihman

never be led by any large class of men. And no doubt there

have been at all times worldly Brahmans
;
indeed, the struggle

for existence in modern times has compelled the great majority

of the Brahmans to betake themselves to secular pursuits.

But the whole body of Sanskrit literature bears witness to the

fact that this ideal life was constantly before their eyes, and

that it served to the whole caste as a high standard in its

two really essential features of selfculture and self-restraint

Incidents in the history of Buddha, in the 6th century before

Christ, show that numbers of Brahmans at that time lived

according to this rule of life. 'Three hundred years later, the

Greek ambassador, Megasthenes, found the Brahmans dis-

coursing in their groves, chiefly on life and death. The

Chinese travellers, down to the loth century A.D., attest the

survival of the Brahmanical pattern of the religious life. The

whole monastic system of India, and those vast religious

revivals which have given birth to the modern sects of Hin-

duism, are based on the same withdrawal from worldly affairs.

At this day, Brahman colleges, called /oA, are carried on

w'ithout fees on the old model, at Xadiya in Bengal, and

elsewhere. As a frequent visitor to these retreats, I can testify

to the stringent self-discipline, and to the devotion to learning

for its own sake, often protracted till past middle life, and

sometimes by grey-haired students.

The Brahmans, therefore, were a body of men ^\ho, in an

early stage of this world’s history, bound themselves by a rule life.
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of life the essential precepts of which were self-culture and

self-restraint. As they married within their own caste, beL;at

children only during their prime, and were not liable to lose

the finest of their youth in war, they transmitted their best

qualities in an ever-increasing measure to their descendants.

The Brahmans of the present day are the result of probably

3000 years of hereditary education and self-restraint
;
and they

have evolved a type of mankind quite distinct from the sur-

rounding population. Even the passing traveller in India

marks them out, alike from the bron/e-cheeked, large-limbed,

leisure-loving Rajput or warrior caste of Aryan descent ; and
from the dark-skinned, flat-nosed, thick-lipped low-caste.-, of

non-Aryan origin, with their short bodies and bullet heads.

The Brahman stands apart from both; tall and slim, with

finely modelled lips and nose, fair complexion, high forehead,

and somewhat cocoa-nut shaped skull—the man of self-centred

refinement. He is an example of a class becoming the ruling

power in a country, not by force of arms, but by the vigour of
hereditary culture and temperance. One race has swept across
India after another, dynasties have risen and fallen, religions

have spread themselves over the land and disap()eareJ. But
since the dawn of history, the Brahman has calmly ruled ;

swaying the minds and receiving the homage of the people,
and accepted by foreign nations as the highest tyjie of Indian
mankind.

The paramount position which the Brahmans won, lesulted
in no small measure from the benefits which they bestowed.
For their own Aryan countrymen, they developed a noble
language and literature. The Brahmans were not only the
priests and philosophers

; they were also the lawgivers, the
statesmen, the administrators, the men of science, and the
poets of their race. Their influence on the aboriginal peoples,
the hill and forest races of India, was not less important. To
these rude remnants of the flint and bronze ages they broughtm ancient times a knowledge of the metals and of the gods.
\Vithin the historical period, the Brahmans have incorporated
the mass of the backward races into the social and religious
or anization of Hinduism. Such a religious organization, and
indeed any well-devised and firmly-accepted system of worship,
lb a great comfort to a tropical people, hemmed in by the
uncontrolled forces of nature, as it teaches them how to pro-
pitiate those mysterious powers, and so tends to liberate their
minds from the terrors of the unseen.
The reflective life of the Middle Land (Madhya-deJia) led
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the Brahmans to see that the old gods of the \'edu were in lUahman

reality not supreme beings, but poetic fictions. For when they
h'suli'gy.

came to think the matter out, they found that the sun, the

aqueous vapour, the encompassing sky, the wind, and the

dawn, could not each be separate and sui)renie creators, but

must have all proceeded from one First Cause. They did not

shock the religious sense of the less speculative castes by any

public rejection of tlie Vedic deities. They ar cepted the old Its esoteric

‘Shining Ones’ ot the ^'cda as beautiful manifestaticns of the

divine power, and continued to decorously conduct the sacnficcs

in their honour. But among their own caste, the Br.ihmans

distinctly enunciated the unity of Cod. 'I'o tlie \'eda, the

Brahmanas, and the Sutras, they added a vast body of theo-

logical literature, which the inferences of modern scholarship

assign to a jirolonged period between 800 r..c. and 1000 .v.d.

The Upanishads, meaning, according to their gieat Brahman

expounder, ‘The Si ience of God,' and Fiis ‘ identity with the

soul;’ the Aranyakas, or ‘Tracts for the Forest- Recluse
;

’

together with the epic and religious poem.s, the law-codes, and

the much later Furanas, or ‘Traditions from of Old,’'—contain

mystic and beautiful doctrines inculcating the unity of God
and the immortality of the soul, mingled with less noble

dogmas, a vast accumulation of legendary lore, popular tales,

and superstitions. 'The mass of the [leople were left to believe

in four castes, four \'edas, and many deities. But the higher

thinkers among the Brahmans recognised that in the beginning

there was but one caste, one \'eda, and one (.lod.

The old ‘Shining One--’ of the Vedic singers were, indeed. Rise of the

no longer suitable deities, either for the life which the .Vryans e.Uc

led after they ad\anccil into Southern Bengal, or for the country
'

m which they lived. The \'eilit gods were tiie good ‘triends’

of the frec-he.arted w.ailing triiies in Xorthein India, settledi

on the banks of ford.ihle .streams or of not oveipower-ng ri\er.s. Tiie

In Central and Soutli-Fastcrn Bengal, the Brahmans required
aatiirv,

deities whose nature and attributes would satisl) j-roliumdly

reflective minds, and at the same time would i^e commensurate

with the stupendous force- of nature amid which the) dwelt.

The storm-gods {Man/h) of the \ ed.a might suffice to raise the

dustwhirlwinds of the I’unjab, but they were evidently deities

on a smaller scale than those which wielded the irresistible

cyclones of Bengal. Tlie rivers, too, ha-l ceaseil to be ineiely

bountiful givers of wealth, as in the north, 'Fheir accumulated in I’.ci-'gal.

waters came down in floods, wliirh buried cities and drowned

provinces ; wrenching aw.ay the vill.iges on tlwir bank-, de-
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stroying and reproducing the land with an equal balance. The

High-born Dawn, the Genial Sun, the Friendly^ , Da}, and the

kindly but confu.sed old groups of Vedic deities, lueurdingly

gave place to the conception of one god in hi> tiiree solemn

manifestations as Brahma the Creator, Vishnu the I’leservei.

and Siva the Destroyer and Reproducer.
ThellimUi Each of these three highly-elaborated gods hail his protot} jie

" among the Vedic deities, and they remain to tins hour thi

Brahnci; three persons of the Hindu Triad. Brahma, the Creator, was

too abstract an idea to make a popular god ; and, in a journey
through India, the traveller conics on only one gie.it seat of

his worship at the present day, on the margin of the sacred
lake PusHK.VRA, near Ajniere. single day of Brahma is

Vishnu; 2 1 6o millions of man’s years. Vishnu, the I'resener, was a more
useful and practical deity. In his ten incarnations, especially
in his seventh and eighth, as Rama and Krishna, under man\
names and in varied forms, he took the iilace of the bright

Siva. Vedic gods. Siva, the third [lerson of the Triad, embodied,
as Destroyer and Reproducer, the profound Brihmanical con-
ception of death at once as a change of state and an entry into
new life. He thus obtained, on the one hand, the speci.d
reverence of the mystic and jihilosophii sects among the
Brahmans

; \vhile, on the other, his terrible aspects a-soi uiti d
him alike with the Ruilra, or -God of Roaring Tempests’ of
the \ eda, and with the blood-loving deities of the non-Aryan
tribes, t ishnu and Siva, in their diverse male and female
shapes, now form, for practical puriioses, the gods of the
Hindu population.

Brahman
philo-

sophy.

The truth is, that the Aryans in India worshipped— first, as
they feared; then, as they admired; and finally, as they reasoned.

eir ear lest \ edic gods were the stLijtendous phenomena of
the visible world

; these deities became divine heroes in the
epic legends; and they were spiritualized into abstractions liy
he philosophical schools. From the Wdic era downward-
at IS to say, during a period which cannot be estimated at

ess than 3000 years-the Brahmans have slowly elaborated
e forces and splendid manifestations of nature into a har-

monious godpad, and constructed a system of belief and
worship for the Indian people. They also pondered deeplvon he mysteries of life. Whence arose this fabric of the

-s ble world, and whence came we ourselves -we who with
conscious minds look out upon it? It is to the.se questions

Brahmans arranged their widely diverse answers to them
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in six great systems or larsanas, literally ‘ mirrors of know-

ledge.’

The present sketch can only touch upon the vast body of Tlie six

speculation which thus grew up at least 500 )ears before Christ.
q^scIiooIs-

Tile universal insoluble pirobleni.s of thought and being, of

mind and matter, and of soul as apart from both, of the origin

of evil, of the sittnmum Imiiim of life, of necessity and free-will,

and of the relations of the Creator to the creature, are in the

six schools of Brahnianical philosophy endlessly discussed.

The Sankhya system of the sage Kapila explains the visible (y) 'I he

world, by assuming the existence of a primordial matter from ’

all eternity, out of which the universe has, by successive stages,

evolved itself. The Yoga school of Patanjali assumes the exist- (^i Hw
Mice of a primordial soul, anterior to the primeval matter, and

' ’

holds that from the union of the two the spirit of life {mahan-

dtmd) arose. 'I’he two ^'edanta schools ascribe the visible world (3. 4) The

to a divine act of creation, and assume an omnipotent god as
' ’

the cause of the existence, the continuance, and the dissolu-

tion of the universe. 'Hie Nyaya or logical school of Gautama (5) The

enunciates the method of arriving at truth, and lays special ’

stress on the sensations as the source of knowledge. It is

usually classed together with the sixth school, the Vaise.shika, (6j The

founded by the sage Kanada, which teaches the existence of a

transient world composed of eternal atoms. All the six schools

had the same starting-point, ex nihilo nihil fit. Their sages, as

a rule, struggled towards the same end, namely, the liberation

of the human soul from the necessity of existence and from

the chain of future births, by its absorption into the Supreme

Soul, or primordial Es.'cnce of the universe.'

The Brahmans, therefore, treated philosophy as a branch of Summ.ir>-

religion. The more practical functions of religion are to lay

down a rule of conduct for this life, and to supply some guide rch^lun.

to the next. The Brahman solutions to the problems of prac-

tical religion were self-discipline, alms, sacrifice to and contem-

plation of the deity. But besides the practical questions of

the spiritual life, religion has also intellectual problems, such as

the compatibility of evil with the goodness of God, and the un-

equal distribution of happiness and misery in this life. Brahman

’ Any attempt to fu.se into a few lines the va''t contlictin^ niassc-s of

Hindu philosophical doctrines must be unsatisfactory. Objections may be

taken to compressing the endlc'^'. sub-divisions and branching doctrines of

each school into a single sentence. But space forbids a more lengthy

dis(|uisition. The foregoing paragraphs endeavour to faiily condense the

accounts which H. H. Wilson, Albrecht Weber, Profe-'Sor Dow-^on, and

the Rev. K. M. Banarji give of the ^ix Darsana' or School
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philosophy exhausted the possible solutions of these oifficultK-,

Ld of most of the other great problems whu h liave sou e

perplexed Greek and Roman sage, medimv.d houhuan. and

modern man of science. The various hyp<jtheses of Lroaaon

Arrangement, and Development were each elaborated, an.

the views of physiologists at the present day are a return. sMth

new lights, to the evolution theory of Kapila. Hi.s :s.inkti>a

system is held by Weber to be the olde-t ot the s.\ Pmhnian

schools, and certainly dates from not later than 500 ite. 1 he

works on religion published in the native languages m India

in 1877 numbered 1192, besides 56 on Mental and Moral

Philosophy. In 1882, the totals had ri-en to 169S '"t

Religion and Philosophy: and to 1908 in 1S90 in the Native

languages, besides 70 in English.

The Brahmans had also a circle of sciences of their own.

The Science of Language, indeed, bad been redureil in India

to fundamental principles at a time when the grammarians of

the West still treated it on the basis ol ac. idental resemblances ,

and modern philology dates from the stinly of S.mskrit l>>

European scholars, Panini was the anhitect ot San-knt

grammar; but a long succession ol grammarians must have

laboured liefore he reared bis enduring l.ibri. . 1 be date

of Panini has been assigned by h.is learned editor Bohtlink

to about 350 B.c. Weber, reasoning from a statement made

(long afterwards) by the Chinese pilgrim Hiuen 'l''iang, sug-

gests that it may have been later. 'I'lie grammar of Panini

stands supreme among the grammar-, of the world, alike for its

precision of statement, and for its thorough analysi.s of the

roots of the language and of the formative juinciples of

words. By employing an algebraic terminology it attains a

sharp succinctness unrivalled in brevity, but at times enigmat-

ical. It arranges, in logical harmony, the whole jihenomena

which the Sanskrit language presents, and stands forth as

one of the most splendid achievements of human invention

and industry. So elaborate is the structure, that doubts have

arisen whether its complex rules of formation and phonetic

change, its polysyllabic derivatives, its ten conjugations with

their multiform aorists and long array of tenses, could ever

have been the spoken language of a people, 'fhis will be

discussed in the chapter on the modern vernaculars of India.

It is certain that a divergence had taken place before the

time of Panini (350 ii.c.), and that the spoken language, or

Frdkrita-ihdsM, had already assumed simpler forms by the
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assimilation of consonants and the curtailment of terminals.

The Samskrita-bhdsJid.iX\\.e.\s&'j the ‘perfected speech,’ which

Panini stereotyped by his grammar, developed the old Aryan

tendency to the accumulation of consonants in words, with an

undiminished, or perhaps an increased, array of inflections.

In this highly elaborated Sanskrit the Brahmans wrote. It

became the literary language of India,—isolated from the

spoken dialects, but prescribed as the vehicle for philosoph)-,

science, and all poetry of serious aim or epic dignity. As the

Aryan race mingled with the previous inhabitants of the land,

the spoken Prakrits adopted words of non-Aryan origin, and

severed themselves from Sanskrit, which for at least 2000

years has been unintelligible to the common people of India.

The old synthetic spoken dialects, or Prakrits, gradually

underwent in their turn the same decay as Latin did, into

analytic vernaculars, and about the same time. The noble

parent-languages, alike in India and in Italy, died; but they

gave birth to families of vernaculars which can never die.

An intermediate stage of the process may be traced in the

Hindu drama, in which persons of good birth speak in Pra-

kritized Sanskrit, and the low-castes in a Masha, or patois,

between the old Prakrit and the modern dialects. It is chiefly

under the popularizing influences of British rule that the Indian

vernaculars have become literary languages. Until the last

century, Sanskrit, although as dead as Latin so far as the ma.ss

of the people were concerned, was the vehicle for all intel-

lectual and artistic effort among the Hindus, their local ballads

and the writings of religious reformers excepted. In addition,

therefore, to other sources of influence, the Brahmans were

the interpreters of a national literature written in a language

unknown to the people.

The priceless inheritance thus committed to their charge SanArit

they handed down, to a great extent, by word of mouth. Partly

from this cause, but chiefly owing to the destructive climate of

India, no Sanskrit manuscripts of remote antiquity e\i.-.t. A N<> viiy

fairly continuous series of inscriptions on rocks, pillars, and

copper-plates, enable us to trace back the Indian alphabets m,-,.

to the 3rd century n.c. But even the ancient class of existing

Sanskrit manuscripts are only four hundred years old, very-

few have an age exceeding five centuries, and only two date

as far back as 1132 and looS a.d.i The earliest Indian ms.

1 Footnote igSa to Weber's Kisf. Ind. Lit. p. 1S2 .'iS/Si, quoting tie

report of Rajendra lAId Mitr.a (1S74I, and Dr. Rost’s letter (1S75). Mr.

R. Cust, in a note for T/ie Imperial Gazetteer oj In-tia, a-'igns the yeir .XS3
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Palm-leaf

MSS. of

Japan,

The
Indian

Alphabets

tooS A.ii. (1008 A.D.) comes from the cold, dry highland-- ot Nejal'

In Kashmir, birch-bark was e.xtensively used : a substitute fur

paper also employed in India before 500 .v.d., and stiil sur-

viving in the amulets with verses on them which hang round

the neck of Hindus.- Indeed, I have seen birch-bark at

this day used by native merchants in the Simla Hills for their

account books.

The palm-leaf was, however, the chief writing material in

ancient and mediteval India. Two Sanskrit manuscripts on
this substance have been preserved in the Monastery of Horiu/.i

in Japan since the year 609 a.d. It seems probable that

these two strips of palm-leaf were previously the pro[)crtv of a

520 A.D.? Buddhist monk who migrated from India to China in 51:0 v.d, '

At any rate, they cannot date later than the first half of tlie

6th century
;
and they are the oldest Sanskrit manuscripts

yet discovered. They were photographed in the Ayiecdota

Oxoniensia, 1884.

With regard to the origin of the Indian alphabet.s, the evi-

dence is still too undigested to safely permit of cursory state-

ment. Of the two characters in which the Asoka inscriptions
were written (250 .a.d.), the northern variety, or .\riano-Pali, is

now admitted to be of Phoenician, or at any rate of non-Indian,
parentage. The southern variety, or Indo-Pali, is believed by
some scholars to be of Western origin, while others hold it to
be an independent Indian alphabet. An attempt has even
been made to trace back its letters to an indigenous .system
of picture-writing, or hieroglyphs, in pro -histone India.*

^p. as the date of the earliest existing San--krit ms. at Cambridge. But
this remains doubtful. For very interesting information reganling the age
o Indian Jiss., see the official reports of the Search for Sanskrit Manu-
scripts m Bengal, Bombay, and Madras

; particularly Dr. G. Biihler's
extra number of the Journal oj the Bombay Bran,, h of the Royal Asiatic
1,00,ety, No. XXXIV.A, vol. xii. 1877), and Professor P. Peterson’s (extr.i
numbers of the same Journal, xli. 1883, and xln. 1S84).

le present author has printed and sent to the India Office Library, for
public reference a catalogue of the 332 Sanskrit Buddhist Mss. collected
by Mr. B. H. Hodgson in Nepal.

= Dr. Buhler’s Tour in Search for Sanskrit MSS., Journal Bombay
Aja/ir W31, XX.X1V.A, p. 29. and footnote. .S77.

Series, p. 64, vol. i. Part III. (1884.) See

4 / r
"‘“me. and pp. 3, 4 of Part III.

The
Cor/us Inscriptionum Indicarum, pp. 52 et seq.The a tempt cannot be pronounced successful. Dr. Burnell’s \lLqrafiy

afnhahet
’

r
1'*' ^““ce-ive developments of the 'indian

Hrernle’-
Languages of India ; Dr. RudolphHcernie s Comparatroe Grammar of the Caudian l.Jn^ua,e, ; two excellent
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(Quintus Curtius mentions that the Indians wrote on leaves

in the time of Alexander (326 K.c.)d They do so to this

hour. Few, if any, Indian manuscripts on paper belong to a

period anterior to the 16th century a.d. The earliest Indian

writings are on copper or stone ; the mediaeval ones generall)

on strips of palm-leaves. General Cunningham possesses a

short inscription, written with ink in the inside of a lid made
of soapstone, dating from the time of Asoka, or 256 c.c.

The introduction of paper as a writing material may be studied

in the interesting collection of Sanskrit manuscripts at the

Ueccan College, Poona.

Sanskrit literature was the more easily transmitted by word Sanskni

of mouth, from the circumstance that it was almost entirely

written in verse. A prose style, simple and compact, had entirely m
grown up during the early age following that of the Vedic

hymns. But Sanskrit literature begins with the later, although

still ancient, stage of Aryan development, which superseded

the Vedic gods by the Brahmanical Triad of Brahma', Vishnu,

and Siva. When Sanskrit appears definitively on the scene

in the centuries preceding the birth of Christ, it adopted once

and for all a rhythmic versification alike forpoetrj-, philosophy,

science, law, and religion, with the e.vception of the Beast

Fables and the almost algebraic strings of aphorisms in the

Sutras. The Buddhist teachers and authors adhered more

closely to the spoken dialects of ancient India, Pnikrita-

hlidshd

;

and they also have retained a prose style. But in

classical Sanskrit literature, i)rose became an arrested develop-

ment : the sloka or verse reigned supreme ;
and nothing can be

clumsier than the attempts at prose in later .Sanskrit romances

and commentaries. Prose-writing was practically a lost art in

India during eighteen hundred jears.

Sanskrit dictionaries are written in verse, without al|ihabetical .“^an-ki u

arrangement, and form a more modern product than Sanskrit

grammars. The oldest Indian lexicographer whose work sur

vives, Amara-Sinha, ranked among the ’Xine (jcuis’ at the

court of Vikramaditya, one of several monarchs ot the same

name—assigned to various period.s from 56 c.c. to 1050 a.h.

'rhe particular Vikramaditya under whom the ‘Xine Gems’ are

said to have flourished, appears from evidence in Hiuen

papers by E. L. Br.ari'iicih, on tlie Gaudian Laiigu.age.s in the/uv/;-..-.

Row .ds. SiW vol^. xi. xii.
:
and Jlr. R. X. Gust’s Uo o.n.i O'lcr.to!

Esidyj, pp. 144-171, Tnibncr. For a compemrou- view of the Indi.in

.xlphabets, see Faulmann’s Bu-.'. oor nQ'tyb- ^ ler.n.n, iSSo.

^ AUxaiidcr in Indio., lie. viii. cap. >4, v. 15.

K
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Tsiang’s travels to have lived about 500 to 550 a.u. A well-

known memorial verse makes Amara-Sinha a contemporary of

Varaha-Mihira, the astronomer, 504 a.d. The other Sanskrit

lexicons which have come down belong to the 1 ith, 1 2th, and

subsequent centuries a.d. Those centuries, indeed, seem to

mark an era of industry in Sanskrit dictionary-making
;
and

there is little inherent evidence in Amara-Sinha’s work (tlie

Amara-kosha) to show that, in its present form, it was separated

550A.r).(?) from them by any wide interval. The number of works on
Language published in 1877 in the Indian tongues, was 604 ,

in 1882, 738; and in 1890, 1039,

The astronomy of the Brahmans has formed alternately the
•subject of excessive admiration and of misplaced contemj.t.

The truth is, that there are three periods of Sanskrit astronoin\

{Jyoti-sdsira). The first period belongs to Vedic times, and
has left a moderate store of independent observations and
inferences worked out by the Brahmans. The Vedic poets
had arrived at a tolerably correct calculation of the solar year,
which they divided into 360 days, with an intercalary month
every five years. They were also acquainted with the phases
of the moon; they divided her pathway through the heavens
into 27 or 28 lunar mansions; and they had made observa-
tions of a few of the fixed stars. The order in which the
lunar mansions are enumerated is one which must ha\e been
established ‘somewhere between 1472 and 536 b.c.' (Weber).
The planets were also an independent, although a later, dis-
covery, bordering on the Vedic period. At first seven, after-
wards nine in number, they bear names of Indian origin

;
and

the generic term for planet, gra/ia, the seizer, had its source in
prmutive Sanskrit astrology. The planets are mentioned for
the first time, perhaps, in the Taittiriya-Aryanaka. The Laws
of .Manu, however, are silent regarding them; but their wor-
ship ,s inculcated in the later code of Yajnavalkya. The
zodiacal signs and the Jyotisha, or so-called Vedic Calendar
-with Its solstitial points referring to 1181 b.c., or to a period

still more remote,-seem to have been constructed, or at any
rate completed, m an age long subsequent to the Veda. The
influence of the Chinese observers upon Indian astronomy
especially with regard to the lunar mansions, is an undecided
but a pregnant question.

iiuecioca

The second period of Brahman astronomy date.s from theGreek and Greco-Bactrian inva.sion.s of India, durin^/ the three

^ccon-1

V-iij'i

;

< rl'cCk

iL.rliicnce

3-7 i'-G

I xo V D. life into the astronomy of the Hindus. The Indiatrrsrio”nZ
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mers of this period speak of the Yavanas, or Greeks, as their

instructors ; and one of their five systems is entitled the

Romaka-Siddhantad Their chief writer in the 6th century,

Varaha-Mihira, 504 A.D., gives the Greek names of the planets

side by side with their Indian appellations
;
and one of his works

bears a Greek title, Hora-Sastra (wpi?). The Greek division of

the heavens into zodiacal signs, decani, and degrees, enabled

the Brahmans to cultivate astronomy in a scientific spirit
;
and

they elaborated a new system of their own. They rectified the

succession of the Sanskrit lunar mansions, which had ceased to

be in accordance with the actual facts, transferring the last two

of the old order to the first two places in the new.

In certain points the Brahmans advanced beyond Greek Hest age of

astronomy. Their fame spread throughout the West, and found
• 1 ^1 • , , ,

astronomy,
entrance into the Ghronicon Faschale (commenced about 330

-A.D.; revised, under Heraclius, 610-641 a.d.). In the 8th and 9th

centuries, the Arabs became their disciples, borrowed the lunar

mansions in the revised order from the Hindus, and translated

the Sanskrit astronomical treatises Siddhanias under the name

of Sindhends. The Brahman astronomer of the 6th century, 6thcentury

Varaha-Mihira, was followed by a famous sage, Brahma-gupta,

in the 7th (664 a.d.); and by a succession of distinguished

workers, ending with Bhaskara, in the 12th (1150 a.d.).

The Muhammadan conquest of India then put a stop to Third

further independent progress. After the death of Bhaskara,

Indian astronomy gradually declined, and owed any occasional under

impulse of vitality to Arabic science, Hindu observers of

note arose at rare intervals. In the i8th century ( 1710-1735), rule—

Raja Jai Singh 11. constructed a set of observatories at his uso-iSoo

capital Jaipur, and at Delhi, Benares, iMuttra, and Ujjain.

His observations enabled him to correct the astronomical tables Jai SinghV

of De la Hire, published in 1702, before the French accepted

the Newtonian A.stronomy. The Raja left, as a monument of 172S.

his skill, lists of stars collated by himself, known as the Tij Mu- Raja c 4

hammad Shahi, or Tables of Muhammad Shah, the Emperor of

Delhi, by whose command he undertook the reformation of the torn,--,

Indian Calendar. His observatory at Benares survives to this

day
;
and elsewhere, his huge astronomical structures testify,

by their ruins, to the ambitious character of his observations.

^ That K, the Grecian Siddhdnta. Another, the Pai’lisa-SidJhdnta, is

stated by AI Liruni to have been composed by Faulus al \ unc.ni, and is

probably to be regarded, says Weber, as a translation of the Y^.rxyuyr. of

Taulus Alexandrinus. But see Webers own footnote, 277, p. 253,

Hist. InJ. Lit. (1S7S).
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Nevertheless, Hindu astrunomy steadily rlei lined. I'l'im Wd'e
times it had linked onien.s and portents with the stud\ of the

heavens. Under the Muhammadan d\ nasties it dt eeiii ratL-d

into a tool of trade in the hands of aimanac-niake r-^, uetii .1

logists, astrologer.-,, and charlatans, [t i^ douhtful how fir

even Raja Jai Singh’s observations were conducted by native

astronomers. It is certain that the Catholic niis^ionaiic'

contributed greatly to his reputation
;

and that since the

i6th century the astronomy of the Hindus, as of the Chinese,

is deeply indebted to the science of the Jesuits.

In algebra and arithmetic, the brahmans attained to a high

degree of proficiency independent of Western aid. To them
we owe the invention of the numerical symbols on th-.- dci imal

system : the Indian figure.s i to 9 being abbreviated forms of

the initial letters of the numerals themsclve.s,* and the zero,

or o, representing the first letter of the Sanskrit word for eiiipt\

(sunyd). The correspondence of the numeral figures ^^ith the
initial letters of their Indian names can be clearly trai cd in

the Liindi character, a cursive form of writing still used in

the Punjab, e.s[)ecially antong the hereditary trading < astes.

The Arabs borrowed these figures from the Hindus, called
them the ‘ Indian cyiihers,’ and transmitted them ti.i Kurope.
Tne Arabian nuthematician.s, indeed, frequently extol the
learning of the Indians; and the .Sanskrit term for the apex
of a planets orbit .seems to have passed into the Latin
tran.slations of the Arabic astronomers.- The vorks on
Mathematics and Mechanical Science, published in the native
languages m India in 1877, numbered 89 ; in 18S2, 166 ; and
225 in i8go, besides 35 in English.
The medical science* of the Brahmans was also an independ-

ent development. The national astronomy and the national
medicine of India alike derived their first impulses from
the exigencies of the national worship. Observations of the
heaverily bodies were required to fix the dates of the recurring
estivais

; anatomical knowledge took its origin in the dissection
of the victim at the sacrifice, with a view to dedicating the
different part.s to the proper gods. The Hindus ranked their

und alh "tM" 'f'v
" -’PP><^--tary revelation,

under the title of .Mur-Veda, and a.scribed it to the gods.

’ Dr. Burnell, however, questioned this generally accented view

ihe Sanskrit has become the a//A .r^en nf tTv t »

translators fReinaud. p. 525 ; Weber, p. 257,
" ^

• For authorities on thb ,ut.ject. see footnote, p. 1:2
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lJut their earliest medical authorities helony; to the Siitra

period, or later scholastic development, of the VajurA'eda.

'The specific diseases whose names occur in I’diiini's Grammar
indicate that medical studies had made progress before his

time (350 H.C.). The chapter on the human body in the

earliest Sanskrit dictionary, the Amara-kosha (arc. 550 a.u.).

presupposes a systematic cultivation of the science. The
•wrirks of the great traditional Indian physicians, Charaka and

Susruta, were translated into Arabic not later than the 8th

century.

Unlike the astronomical treatises of the ilrahmans, the icoimw.

Hindu medical works never refer to the Vavanas, or Greeks,

as authorities
;
and, with one doubtful exception, they con- .uni

tain no names which point to a foreinn orkun. The chief seat ''-''mp'-Mn

i-
mcuicmc.

ot the science was at IWnares, far to the ea.st ot Clreek influence

in India. Indeed, Indian pharmai'y employed the weights

and nieasiire.s of Provinces still farther to the south-east,

namely, Magadha and Kalinga. Arabic medicine was founded

on the translations from the San.skrit treatises, made by com-

mand of the Kaliphs of llagdad, 750-960 .vn. European

medicine, down to the 17th century, was based upon the

Arabic; and the name of the Indian physirian Charaka

repeatedly occurs in the Latin translations of .\vicenna (Ibn

Sina), Rha/es ( A1 Rasi), and Serapion {Ibn Serabi).

Indian medicine dealt with the whole area of the science, j's'oju' or

It described the structure of the body, its organs, ligaments, medicin.

.

muscles, vessels, and tissues. The materia medica of the

Hindus embraces a vast collection of drugs belonging to the

miner.il, vegetable, and anim.d kingdoms, many of which have-

been adojited by European iihysicians. Their pharmacy-

contained ingenious proces.ses of preparation, with elaborate

directions for the administration and classification of medi-

cines. Much attention was devoted to hygiene, to the regimen

of the body, and to diet.

The .surgery of the ancient Indian phy-ician.s appears to bi'liai'

have been bold and skilful. They conducted amputations,

arresting the bleeding by pressure, a cup-shaped bandage, and

boiling oil. They pr.nctised lithotomy
;
performed operations in

the abdomen and uterus ; cured hernia, fistula, piles ; .set broken

bones and dislocations
;
and were de.xterous in the extraction

of foreign substances from the body. A special branch of

surgery was devoted to rhinoplasty, or operations for improving

deformed e.ars and noses, and forming new ones-, a useful

/iperation in a country where mutilation formed part of the
‘
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judicial system, and one which European surgeons have

borrowed. It is practised witli much success in the Residency

Hospital at Indore, Holkar's capital
;

as jealous husbands in

Native States still resort, in spite of more humane laws, to their

ancient remedy against a suspected or unfaithful wife. This-

consists in throwing the woman violently down on the ground

and slashing off her nose. I have seen a woman in hospital

under the process of new nose-making, and other successful

e.xaniples of the operation when completed.

Operation The ancient Indian surgeons also mention a cure for

neuralgia, analogous to the modern cutting of the fifth nerve

above the eyebrow. They devoted great care to the making

of surgical instruments, and to the training of students by

means of operations performed on wax spread out on a hoard,

or on the tissues and ceIl.^ of the vegetable kingdom, and

upon dead animals. They were expert in midwifery, not

shrinking from the most critical operations : and in the diseases

of women and children. Their practice of jihy.sic embraced

the classification, causes, symjnoms, and treatment of diseases,

—diagnosis and prognosis. The maladies thus dealt with have

been arranged into ic classes, namely—those affecting (i) the

humours
;

(a) the general system, including fevers
; (3 to 9)

the several organs and parts of the body; and (10) trivial

complaints. Considerable advances uere also made in veteri-

Veterinary nary science, and monographs exist on the diseases of horses
surgery,

elephants.

dell
Indian medicine was contemporary with the

raedCine,
ascendancy of Buddhism (250 is.c. to 750 a.d.), and did not

250 B.c. to long survive it. The science was studied in the chief centres
750 A.D, qP Buddhist civilisation, such a-, the great monastic university

of Nalanda, near Gaya. The ancient Brahmans may have

derived the rudiments of anatomy from the dissection of the

sacrifice
; but the public hospitals which the Buddhist princes

Kspitais.
trstablished in every city were probably the true schools of

Indian medicine. A large number of cases were collected in

them for continuous observation and treatment
;
and they sup-

plied opportunities for the study of disease similar to those

which the Greek physicians obtained at their hospital camps
around the mineral springs. Hippokrates was a priest-physician,

indeed the descendant of a line of priest-physicians, practising

at such a spring
; and the traditional Charaka was in many ways

his Indian counterpart. To the present day, works on Hindu
medicine frequently commence their sections with the words,
‘ Charaka says.’ This half-mythical authority, and Susruta,
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turnish the types of the ancient Indian physician, and probably

belong, so far as they represent real personages, to about the

commencement of the Christian era. Both appear as Brahmans

;

Susruta being, according to tradition, the son of the sage Viswa-

mitra (p. 134); and Charaka, of another ‘Veda-learned Muni.’

As Buddhism passed into modern Hinduism (750-1000 a.u.), liLclmc r.f

and the shackles of caste were reimnosed with an iron rigour,
^

.

01 medicine ;

the Brahmans more scrupulously avoided contact with blood

or morbid matter. They withdrew from the medical profession,

and left it entirely in the hands of the A'aidyas, a lower caste,

sprung from a Brahman father and a mother of the Vaisya or

cultivating class. These in their turn shrank more and more 750 to

from touching dead bodies, and from those ancient operations

on ‘the carcase of a bullock,’ etc., by which alone surgical

skill could be acquired. The abolition of the public hospitals,

on the downfall of Buddhism, must also have proved a great

loss to Indian medicine. The series of Muhammadan con-

quests, commencing about 1000 a.d., brought in a new school

of foreign physicians, who derived their knowledge from the

Arabic translations of the Sanskrit medical works of the best

period. These Musalm.in doctors, or hak'uns, monopolized

the patronage of the Muhammadan princes and nobles of

India. The decline of Hindu medicine went on until it has

sunk into the hands of the village kalnraj. whose knowledge Tlw

consists of jumbled fragments of the Sanskrit text.s, and a

by no means contemptible pharmacopi.eia
;
supplemented by

spells, fasts, and quackery. While the dissection of the

human body under Vesalius and Fabricius was giving birth to

modern medicine in the 17th century, the best of the Hindu

jihysicians were working upon the recollections of a long pa^t

age without any new lights.

On the establishment of medical colleges in India by the l.i.eli-li

British Oovernment, in the miildle of the jiresent I'enturv, the

Muhammadan youth took advantage of them in dispro[)ortion- in ln i;a.

ately large numbers. But the Br.ihmans and inte!le< tual

classes of the Hindus soon realized that those colleges were

the doors to an honourable and a lucrative career. Ha\ina

accepted the change, they strove with their characteri^ta

industry and acuteness to place themselves at the head of it.

In 1879. of the 1661 students in British medical s(_h(v.ls Ke\i%ai <

•'

throughout India, 950 were Hindus and 284 were Muham-

madans, while the remaining 427 included Xative ( hn-tian^,

Parsis, F.urasians, Europeans, and all others. In 1891. tlu st;

numbers had increased to 1677 Hindus, 33G Muh.mimadan-.
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and 53S Native Christians I’ir^i.s, Eurasians, Europeans,

and others; total, 2551, in iSqt, for British India alone. Of

three Indian youths studyiny medirine at the University

of Edinburgh when I visited that city, one belonged to the

Kayasth or Hindu -writer caste, another to the Vaidya or

hereditary physician caste, and the third was a Brahman.

The number of medical works
'

published in the native-

languages of Indi.i in 1877 amounted to 130 ;
in 1882 to 212.

besides S7 on Natural .Science, not including Matheinatic.s and

Mechanics; and in 1S90 to 228, be.sides 117 on Natural

Science : total, 345.

art The Brahmans regarded not only medicine, but also the arts

of war, music, and architecture, as upa-i'clas. or supplementary

parts of their divinely-ins[iired knowledge. A'isuamitra, the

Vedic sage of royal warrior birth, who in the end attained to

Brahmanhood (p. 134), was the first teacher of the art of war

{dJianur-veda). The .Sanskiit epii s j'rove that strategy had

attained to the position of a recognised .science before the

birth of Christ, and the later .-\gni Bunina devotes long

sections to its .sy.->tematic treatment.

The Indian art of music {"ivuliuin'a-i'cda') was destined to

e.iicrcise a wider intlueni e. .A regular system of notation had

been worked out before tlie age of B.inini 1350 i:.c.), and the

seven note-' were designated by their initial letters. This

notation pas.^ed from the Br.ihmans through the Persians to

Arabia, and rsas theme introduced into Ifuropean music by

Guido d’Are/zo at the beginning of the i ith century.'-' Some,

indeed, suppose that our modern word gamut comes, not from

‘ For monographs on this interesting I/ranch of Indi.an science, see the

articles of Ur. E. Haas, ‘Better die I'rspninge cler Indischen Medizin.

mit besondereni Jlezug auf -Su-ruta,’ and ‘ Hippokrates- und die Indische

Medizin dcs Mittelalters." Zei/srkrift der DiUtschen Atorgenlandtschni

Gaellschaft for 1S76, p. 617, and 1.S77, p. 647 ; the ‘ InJische Medicin,

Karaka, ’ of I’rofe.s.sor Roth in the Zeitschnft dcr Dettlsiheu Xorgui-

landisthcu Gesellschaft for 1S72, p. 441; tfie Itez ieu of the Histoij of

Medicine among the Asiatici, by T. .\. Wise, M.D. ,
2 vols., 1S67 ;

H. H. "W ilson’.s little essay, H'ort'-, iii. 269 (ed. 1S64) :
the excellent

summary in Weber’s History of /ndtan Idtcrature^ Trtibner, 1S78; Ur.

Matt’s Dnt. E'-onomic Proitutj ofIndia ^Calcutta, 18S5, f/ JC//. } : and Ur.

Allan Mebb’s Lecture on The Historical delation; of Ancient Hindu soil"

Greek Meiuine ''Calcutta, iSyo). The Calcutta editions of Susruta by

Madhusiidana Ciipta lin 1835-36 and 1S6S), and of Charaka by (.ang.c

dhara Karir.ija (lS6S, contain the original materials.

- Von Bohlen, Das Alte Jndien, ii. 195 (1S30) ; Benfey’s Indien (Ersch

and Gruber’s Eneyclofzdie, xvii. 1S40)
;
quoted by Weber, Hist, Jnd.Jjt-

p. 272, footnote 315 (1878I
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the ( Jreek letter hut fruin the Indian •Xunn (in I’r.'ikril

;

in Sanskrit, literally ‘a musical scale.’

Hindu music, after a (leriod of excessive elaboration, sank

under the Muhammadans into a state of arrested development.

(If the 36 chief musicians in the time of Akhar. only 5 "ere

Hindus. Not content with tones and semi tones, the Indian

musicians employ a more minute .suh-divi.sion, together with a

number of sonal modifications, which the Western ear neitlu r

recognises nor enjoys. 'J'hus they divide the octave into a a

sub-tones, instead of the 12 tones and semi -tones of tlu

European scale. This is one of several fiindament.d differ-

ences, but it alone suffices to render Indian music barbaru to

us; giving it the effect of a Scotch ballad in a minor key, sung

intentionally a little out of tune.

-Melodies which the Indian composer iironciunccs to be

the perfection of harmony, and which have for age.s touched

the hearts and fired the imagination of Indian audiences, are

( ondemned as discord by the European critic. The Hindu

ear has been trained to recognise modifications of sound which

the European ear refuses to take pleasure in. Our ears, on

the other hand, have been taught to expect harmonic combina-

tions for which Indian music substitutes different combinations

of its own. 'I'he Indian musician declines altogether to be

judged by the few slni[)le Hindu airs which the English ear

can appreciate. It is, indeed, impossible to adequately

reiiresent the Indian system by the Europexin notation
;
and

the full range of its effeits can only be rendered by Indian

instruments — a \ast collection of sound - produccr.s, slowly

elabor.ucd during 20C0 ve.irs to suit the special requirements

of Hindu iiuisic. 'I'he com])licated structure of its inusic.il

modes (/'ifg-i) rests upon three sej arale systems, one of which

consists of live, another of six. .md the other of seven notes.

It preserves in a living state some of die early forms which

])U//lo the student of (Ireek music-, side by side with the tiiosi

c'ornjilicated developments.

Patriotic Hindus have of late endeavoured to icring about a I

imisical revival upon the old iianskrit basis. .Miout the jear
|

1870. Raja Sir Surendra .Mohan Tagore of Calcutta com-

menced a hang series of interesting wc irks on Indian music in

the English tongue, adopting as far as jossible the Kurojiean

notation. He has trained an orc hestra to illustrate the art ;

and presented conqilete ccillections of Hindu instruments to

the Conserxatoire at Paris, and to other institutions in l.urupe.

One c.f the earliest subjects which the n.-w movement ti. ^k as

lls

antic"-.

[\c-vi%al -

flnitlu

liii'ic.
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its theme, was the celebration of the Queen of England and

her ancestors, in a Sanskrit volume entitled the \'ictoria-Gi'tika

(Calcutta, 1S75). No Englishman has yet brought an adequate

acquaintance with the iechniqice of Indian instrumentation to

the study of Hindu music. The art still awaits investigation

by some eminent Western professor
;
and the contempt with

which Europeans in India regard it, merely proves their ignor-

ance of the system on which Hindu music is built up.

Indian architecture (artha-sdstra '), although also ranked as

an upa-veda or supplementary part of inspired learning, derived

its development from Buddhist rather than from Brahmanical
impulses. A brick altar sufficed for the Vedic ritual. The
Buddhists were the great stone - builders of India. Their

monasteries and shrines exhibit the history of the art during

twenty-two centuries, from the earliest cave structures and
rock-temples, to the latest Jain erections, dazzling in stucco

and overloaded with ornament. It secm.s probable that our

Christian churches owe their steeples indirectly to the Buddhist
topes. The Greco-Bactrian kingdom profoundly influenced

architecture and .sculpture in Northern India; the Musalman
conquerors brought in new forms and requirements of their

own. Ner’ertheless, Hindu art [lowerfully asserted itself in

the imperial works of the Mughals, and has left memorials
which extort the admiration and astonishment of our age.

The Hindu builder.s derived from the Muhammadans a

lightness of structure which they did not formerly possess.

1 he Hindu palace-architecture of Gwalior, the Indian-Muham-
madan mosques and mausoleums of Agra and Delhi, with

several of the older Hindu temples of Southern India, stand
unrivalled for grace of outline and elaborate wealth of orna-
ment. The Taj-Mahal at Agra justifies Heber’s exclamation,
that its builders had designed like Titans, and finished like

jewellers. The open-carved marble windows and screens at

Ahmadabad, which look like open lace-w'ork in marble, furnish

e.xamples of the skilful ornamentation which beautifies every
Indian building, from the cave monasteries of the Buddhist
period downward. They also show with what plasticity the
Hindu architects adapted their Indian ornamentation to the
structural requirements of the Muhammadan mosque.
A beautiful example of Indian domestic architecture and

interior decoration, the Darbar Room in the new wing of

Osborne, has just been finished for Her Majesty by Ram Singh,
a native of the Punjab, entirely from his own design.s (1892).

^ -Speciflcaily, nn-niana-silpam^ or ntymana-z'idya.
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English decorative art in our day has borrowed largely fumi

Indian forms and patterns. The exquisite scrolls on the rork-

temples at Karli and Ajanta, the delicate marble tracery and

flat wood-carving of AVestern India, the harmonious blending

of forms and colours in the fabrics of Kashmir, have contri-

buted to the restoration of taste in England. Indi.an art work,

when faithful to native designs, still obtains the highest

honours at the international exhibitions of Europe. In

pictorial art, the Hindus never made much progress, except in

miniature-painting, for which perspective is not reijuired. Hut

some of the book-illustrations, executed in India under Persian

impulses, are full of .spirit and beaut}'. The Royal librai} at

Windsor contains the finest existing examples in this by-path

of art. The noble manuscript of the Shah Jahdn Ndmah,

purchased in Oudh for j£i2oo in the last century, and now in

possession of Her Majesty, will itself amply repay a visit. I

have also seen a fine example of a profusely illustrated manu-

script (Timiir’s Bio;^rafh\) at IMontreai, the seat of Earl

Amherst in Kent. The specimens at the South Kensington

Museum do not adequately represent Indi.m painting. But

they are almost everything that could be desired as regards

Indian ornamental design, including Persian bookbinding,

and several of the minor art.s.'

‘ In India,' writes Sir George Birdwood,- ‘ the R.-imayana and

Mahdbh.arata, Rama and Sitri. Hanum.in and Ravana, Vishnu

and the Gariula, Krishna and Radha, and the Kauravas and

Pindavas are everywhere— in sculptured stone about the

temples, and on the carved woodwork of houses
;
on the

graven brass and copper of domestic utensils, or painted in

fresco on walls; Rama, like X'ishnu, dressed in }elluw, tlie

colour of joy ; Lakshmana in purple, Bharata in green, and

Satrughna in red. The figures carved on the ivory combs

used by the women, and
[
ainted on the liaik of their looking-

^ I gladly take this opportunity of recommending Jcuriu'' hhuo i

Art and ((^uaritch, London’ to all who desire ttfstvuh thekcNt cs-

amples of Indian art, or to accumulate a delightful collection <>( Indian art-

illustrations. ^ir George lUrduood's two monograph-' are 'till the standard

works on Indian art-work, namely; '\,H>>ndlock to t'ic Indian Ccuit (/

the British Section of the Vnhci .a: R'^hihition ot FariSy ihjS : ly < ic- ige

C. M. r.irdwomd, M.D., C-S.I- Publi'hed hy the Bntir.h Royal Comini'-

sion, Canada Buildings. London; and 40 Avenue de Suftren, I’an-.

(2) The Industrial Arts it Iniia: by George C. M- Rirdw iNI.I*..

C.S.I. Published for the Committee of the Council n Kiucatn n. by

Messrs. Chapn.an cc Hall. IS^o.

“ kindly furnished to irc fiom The hui.i't-na: Ait c; In na, j . ^2,

Iii'lian

<lccurati\c

ait.

Indian

j
'aiming.
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gla'tbe-s. or wrought in their jcwelr*
,
and bed-coverings, and

robes, are all illustrations of char.tcters, scenes, and incidents,

from one or other of these hemic histories. From th.em the

later dramatists .nid poets have t.rkeii all their stones and

songs, the historians their family genealogies, and the Brah-

mans their popular polytheism and moral teaching. They

contain and show in a poetical form the whole political,

religious, and social life of India, past and present.'

While the Brahmans claimed religion, theology, and jhilo-

soph\ as their special domain, and the chief sciences and .irts

as SLipjilementary sections of their ilivinelv-inspited knowledge,

they Secured their social su|)remacy by codes of law. Their

earliest Dharma-sastras, or legal treatises, belong to the Grihya-

Sutra period, a scholastic outgrowth from the \’cda. But tlieir

two great digests, upon which the fabric of 1 lindti jurisprudence

has l)een built up, are of later date. The first of these, the

code of .Manu, is separated from the \'cdic era by a serie.s of

Brdhmanical developments, of whidi we possess only a few of

the intermediate links. It is a compilation of the customary

law, current probably about the 5th cenlur) ii.c., and exhibits

the social organization whiih the Biahinans, after their suc-

cessful struggle for the suprein.uw , had established in the

Middle l.and of Bengal. The Br.ihmans, indeed, claim for

their laws ,l divine origin, and .iscribe them to the first Manu
or Aryan m.ui, ,-^0 millions of years agej. But as a matter of

fact, the laws at' M.inu are llie result of a series of attempts

to codify the usages of some not very extensive centre of

Brahmanism in Northern Indi.i. They form a metrical digest

of local customs, condensed by degrees from a legendary mass

of 100,000 coujilets (slokas) into 2(185. They may possibly

have been reducted to a written code with a view to securing

the system of caste against the popular movement of Buddh-

ism
; and they seem designed to secure a rigid fixity for the

privileges of the Brahmans.

The date of the code of .Manu has formed a favourite-

subject lor speculation from the appearance of Sir William

Jones' translation' downwards. The history of those sjiccula-

tions is ty[)ical of the moilerni/.ing process which scholarship

has applied to the cjld pretensions of Indian litemture. I

have refrained from anything approaching to dogmatic assertion

in regard to the dates assigned to \’eclic and Sanskrit works.

' Calcutta, 1704; fullowti'l by Ilultncr's tran^krtiern into German

1797 -
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as such assertions would involve di>nuisitions quite beyond the

scope of this volutne.

It may therefore he well to take the < ode of Manu as a line of

sinple instance of the uncertainty whi< h attache-, to the date

of one of the best known of Indian treatises. Sir William

Jones accepted for it a remote antiquity of 1250 u.C. to 500 i'..c.

Schlegel was confident that it could not be later than 1000 ii.c.

Professor Monier M'illianis puts it at 500 me., and Johaentoen

assigns 350 n.c, as the lowest possible d.ite. Dr. llurnell, in ( lUlci

his iKjsthumoLis edition of the code.^ discusses the (lucstion l""se co,if

*
. . . . * 500-200

with admirable learning, and his conclusicms must, for the n.c,

present, be accepted as authuritatisc. .Vs alreuly pointed out,

the code of Manu, or Manava - Dharmasastra, is not in its

existing metrical form an original treatise, but a versified re-

cension of an older prose code. In its earlier shape it

belonged to the Siitra period, probably extending from the

6th to the 2nd century B.c. Dr. Burnell's investigations preseni

indicate that our present code of Manu was a j)Oi)ular work "’^

1

'''^“'

intended for princes or R.ajas, and their officials, rather than 100300
a technical treatise for the Brahmans. He shows that the

present code must have been compik.'d between 100 and 500

\.D.; and he thinks the latter date tlie more probable one, vi/. I’rob.vbly

500 .\.D. ‘It thus appears,’ concludes Dr, Burnell, ‘that the 5°° ^.u.

text belongs to an outgrowth of the Brahmanical literature,

which was intended for the benefit of the kings, when the

Brahmanical civilisation had begun to extend itself over the

south of India.’ -

The Second great code of the Hindus, called after Vajna- Cirle ''l

\alkva, belongs to a period when Buddhism had established
J ^

. , . . salkya.
itself, and ])rob.ably to a territory where it was beginning to

succumb to the Brahmanical reaction. It njjresents the

Brahmanical side of the long religious controversy (although a

section of it deals with the org.ini/ation ol Buddhi't monas-

teries), refers to the exei'ution of deeds on metal plates, and f‘,ih o n-

altogether marks an adv.im e in legal prei'ision. It is b.ised more niry.r.ie o

sjiecially on the customs and state of soi iety in the kingdom

of Mitliila, now the Tirhiit and Purniah Districts, after the

.Vryans had securely settled themselves in the t iangetic. Pro

\inces to the east and south-east of their <dd .Middle Land of

Bengal. The Mitakshara commentary of the law which bears Mg,.k-

the name of Ydjnavalkya is in force over almost all Imlia

' The cf Cy the late Arthur t'ote Parnell, I'h. Ic,

C. I. K,, of the Madras Civil Service. Tr.,l.ner, iSSg. T’,\ \v,-\h'i;.

- /.,vw, xxvii.
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except Lower Bengal proper : and the Hindus, as a whole,

allow to Ydjnavalkya an authority only second to that of

Manu. Yajnavalkya’s code was compiled apparently not later

than the 6th or 7th century .\.d. (although a well-known recen-

sion is ascribed to the nth century). It is right again to

mention that much earlier periods have been assigned to

Ydjnavalkya (as to Manu) than those adopted here. Duncker

still accepts the old date of 600 ii.c. as that at which Manu's

code ‘ must have been put together and written down.’'

These codes deal with Hindu law in three branches, namely

—(i) domestic and civil rights and duties
; (2) the administra-

tion of justice
; (3) purification and penance. They stereo-

typed the unwritten usages which regulated the family life and

social organization of the old Aryan communities in and

around the Middle Land of Bengal. They did not pretend to

supply a body of law for all the numerous races of India, but

only for Hindu communities of the Brahmanical type. It is

doubtful whetlier they correctly represented the actual cus-

tomary law even among the Hindu communities in the Middle

Land of the Ganges. For they were evidently designed to

assert and maintain the special privileges of the Brahmans.

This they effected by a rigid demarcation of the employments

of the people, each caste or division of a caste having its own

hereditary occupation assigned to it
;

by stringent rules

against the intermingling of the castes in marriage
;
by for-

bidding the higher castes, under severe penalties, to eat or

drink or hold social intercourse with the lower
;
and by

punishing the lower castes with cruel penances, for defiling by

their touch the higher castes, or infringing on their privileges.

They exhibit the Hindu community in the four ancient

classes of priests, wmrriors, cultivators, and serfs {Sulras). But

they disclose that this old Aryan classification failed to re-

present the actual facts even among the Aryan communities

in Northern India. They admit that the mass of the people

did not belong to any one of the four castes, and they very

inadequately ascribe it to concubinage or illicit connections.

The ancient Brdhmanical communities in Northern India, as

revealed by the law-codes, consisted—First, of an Aryan

element divided into priests, warriors, and cultivators, all of

whom bore the proud title of the Twice-Born, and wore the

sacred thread. Second, the subjugated races, ‘ the once-born
’

Siidras. Third, a vast residue termed the Varna-sankara,

literally the ‘ mingled colours
;

’ a great but uncertain number

' Ancient History by Professor Max Duncker, p. 195, ed. iSSi.
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of castes, exceeding 300 , to whom was assigned a mixed

descent from the four recognised classes. The Census of

India proves that the same division remains the fundamental

one of the Hindu community to this day.

When the Brahmans spread their influence eastward and Growth of

southward from the Middle Land of Bengal, they carried

their laws with them. The number of their sacred law-books

(Dharma-sastras) amounted to at least fifty-six, and separate

schools of Hindu law sprang up. Thus the Dayabhaga

version of the Law of Inheritance prevails in Bengal
;
while

the Mitakshara commentary on Ydjnavalkya is current in

iMadras and throughout Southern and Western India. But

all modern recensions of Hindu law rest upon the two codes

of Manu or of Ydjnavalkya
;
and these codes, as we have seen,

only recorded the usages of certain Brahmanical centres in the

north, and perhaps did not fairly record even them.

As the Brahmans gradually moulded the population of

India into Hinduism, such law -codes proved too narrow a

basis for dealing with the rights, duties, and social organi-

zation of the composite people. Later Hindu legislators nn

accordingly inculcated the recognition of the local usages or

land-law of each part of the country, and of each class or tribe.

While binding together and preserving the historical unity of

the Aryan twice-born castes by systems of law founded on

their ancient codes, they made provision for the customs and

diverse stages of civilisation of the ruder peoples of India, over

whom they established their ascendancy. By such provisions,

alike in religion and in law, the Brahmans incorporated the

Indian races into that loosely coherent mass known as the

Hindu population.

It is to this plastic element that Hinduism owes it.s success

;

and it is an element which English administrators have .some-

times overlooked. The races of British India exhibit man\

stages of domestic institutions, from the polyandry of the

Nairs to the polygamy of the Kulin Brahmans. The structure

of their rural organization \aries. from the nomidic husbandly

of the hillmen, to the long chain f)f tenures which in Bcng. 1

descends from the landlord through a series of middle men
to the actual tiller of the soil. Every stage in industrial

progress is represented ; from the hunting tribes of the Central

Plateau to the strong trade-guilds of Gujarat. 'I he Hindu legis-

lators recognised that each of these diverse stages of social

develojjment had its own usages and unwritten l.iw. Even

the code of Manu acknowledged custom as a source of l.i x.
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T-
f

Incor- and admitted its binding force when not opposed to exjiress

oTl'oci”
Vrihaspati says, ‘ The laws {iUiarnta) practiced by the

customs various countries, castes, and tribes, they are to be preserved ;

1 otherwise the people are agiteated.' Devala savs, ‘ What gods
Hinduism.

.

^ ‘ °
,

there are m any country, . . . and whatsoever be the custom

and law anywhere, they are not to be despised there : the law

there is such.’ Varaha-iMihira says, ‘ The custom of the

country is first to be considered ; what is the rule in each

country, that is to be done.’ A learned F.ngli-^h judge in

Southern India thus summed up the texts :
‘ By custom only

can the Dharma-sastra [Hindu law] be the rule of others than

Brahmans [who form only about one-thirtieth of the jiopula-

tion of the Madras Presidency] ; and even in the case of

Brahmans it is very often superseded b}' custom.'

'

I’erib of The English, on assuming the government of India, wisely

codiS- declared that they would administer justice according to the

tion. customs of the people. But our High Courts enforce the

Brdhmanical codes witli a comprehensiveness and precision

unknown in ancient India. Thus in Bengal, the non-Hindu

custom of sagai, by which deserted or divorced wive.s among

the lower castes marry again. w,as lately tried according to

'the spirit of Hindu law;’ while in Madras, judges have

pointed out a serious divergence between the Hindu law as

now administered, and the actual usages of the peojilc. 'I’liose

usages are unwritten and uncertain. The Hindu law is jirinted

in many accessible forms
;

- and Hindu barristers are ever

pressing its principles upon our courts. The Hindu law is apt

to be applied to non-Hindu, or semi-Hindu, castes ;
and to

override their non-Hindu or only semi-Hindui/ed customs.

Efforts at comprehensive codification in British India are

thus surrounded by special difficulties. For it would be

improper to give the fixity of a code to all the unwritten

half-fluid usages current among the 300 unhomogeneous castes

of Hindus
;

while it might be fraught with future injustice

' Dr. Burnell’s f)i!ya- 7‘{niiiiA‘'!, Introd. p. .xv. See also Hindu Law as

administered by the Hi.^h Court ofJu iieafurc at Madras^ hy J. Nelson,

M.A., District Judge of Cadclapah, chaps, iii. and iv. (Madras, 1S77) :

iav\ Journal Kay. .Is. -Soe. pp. 208-236 (April 18S1).

- For the latest treatment of Hindu law from the philosophical, scholarly,

ami practical points of view, see the third edition of West and Bidder.-

Digest cf th: Hindu Law of Inheritance, Partition, and Adoption. 2 \oIs.

Bombay, 18S4. From the writings of M.ayne, Burnell, and Nelson in

Madras, and those of Sir liaymond West and Dr. Buhler in Bombay, a

new and more just conception of the char.acter of Hindu law and of its

relations to Indian cwstoni may be said to date.
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to exclude any of them. Each age has the gift of adjusting

its institutions to its actual wants, esiiecially anionL' tribes''''

,

whose customs have not been reduced to written law. Many iituu

of those customs will, if left to themselves, die out. Others ''ii'inno.

of them, which prove suited to the new social developments

under British rule, will live. A code should stereotyiie the

survival of the fittest ; but the process of natural selection

must be the work of time, and not an act of express

legislation.

This has been recognised from time to time by the ablest ite^inctist

of Anglo-Indian codifiers. They restrict the word code to
1 • , ,

liKiiriii

the systematic arrangement of the rules relating to some well- cod.i'n.:!-

marked section of juristic rights, or to some executive depart-

ment of the administration of justice. ‘ In its larger sense,’

write the Indian Law Commissioners in 1S79, ‘of a general

assemblage of all the laws of a community, no attempt has yet

been made in this country to satisfy the conception of a rode.

The time for its realization has manifestly not arrived.’ The
number of works on Law, published in the native languages of

India in 1S77, was 165; in 1882, iSi

;

and 117 in 1890,

besides 77 in English, total, 194.

The Brahmans were not merely the depositaries of the Secul u

sacred books, the philosophy, the science, and the laws of

the ancient Hindu commonwealth ;
they were also the creators HinUm.

and custodians of its secular literature. They had a practical

monopoly of Vedic learning, and their policy was to trace

back every branch of knowledge and of intellectual effort to

the Veda. In this jiol.cy they were aided by the divergence

which, as we have seen, arose at a wry early date between the

written and spoken languages (jf India. Sanskrit literature,

apart from religion, philosophy, awl l.iw, consists mainly of two its rluei

great epics, the ilrania, and a \a-t body of legendary, erotic, Pr.u.i-l.L-.

and mystical poetry.

The Venerable epic of the Mah.'ibh.irata ranks first. d he j;,,. \p,l,

orthodox legend ascribes it to tlie sjge Vy.isa. wlio, according

to Brihman chronology, compiled the inspired Inmns into the

four Vedas, nearly five thousand years ago (3101 n.c.). But

one beauty of Sanskrit i.s that every word discloses its ancient

origin in spite of mediaival fictions, and Vyasa means sinijily

the ‘arranger,’ from the verb ’to fit together.’ No fewer

than twenty-eight Vyasas, incarnations of Brahma and Vishnu,

came down in successive astronomical eras to arrange and

promulgate the Vedas on earth. Many of tlie kgetids in
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the Mahabhdrata are of ^’edic anliiiuity, ami the main story

deals with a period assigned, in the alisence ot conclu.sive

evidence, to about 1200 b.c.
;
and certainly long anterior to

the time of Buddha, 543 n.c. But its comjtilatit)!! into its

present form seems to have taken place many centuries later.

Panini (350 b.c.) makes no clear reference to it. The

imiuisitive Greek ambassador and historian, Megasthenes, does

not appear to have heard of it during his stay in India, 300

B.c. Dion Chrysostomos supplies the earliest external evi-

dence of the existence of the IMahdbharata, circ. 75 .\.d. The

arrangement of its vast mass of legends must probably haw
covered a long period. Indeed, the present poem bears

traces of three sejiarate eras of compilation
;

during which

its collection of primitive folk-tales grew from S.Soo slokas

or couplets, into a cyclopredia of Indian mytliology and

legendary lore extending over eighteen books and 220,00c

lines. The twenty-four books of Homer’s Iliad comprise onlv

15,693 lines; the twelve books of Virgil’s .Eneid, only 9S6S.

The central story of the Mahabhdrata occupies scarcely

one-fourth of the whole, or about 50,000 lines. It narrates

a pre- historic struggle between t«o families of the Lunar

race for a patch of country near Delhi. These families,

alike descended from the royal Bharata, consisted of two

brotherhoods, cousins to each other, and both brought up

under the same roof. The five Pandavas were the miracuiou.sly

born sons of King Pandu, who, smitten by a curse, re.signeti

the sovereignty to his brother Dhrita-rashtra, and retired to a

hermitage in the Himalayas, where he died. The ruins of

his capital, Hastindpura, or the ‘ Elephant City,’ are pointed

out beside a deserted bed of the Ganges, 57 miles north-east

of Delhi, at this day. His brother Dhrita-rashtra ruled in hi.s

stead, and to him one hundred sons were born, who took the

name of the Kauravas from an ancestor, Kuru. Dhrita-rashtra

acted as a faithful guardian to his five nephews, the Pandavas.

and chose the eldest of them as heir to the family kingdom.

His own sons resented this act of supersession
;
and so arose

the quarrel between the hundred Kauravas and the five

Pandavas which forms the main story of the Mahabhdrata.

The nucleus of the legend probably belongs to the period

when the .-\ryan immigrants were settling in the upper part of

the triangle of territory between the Jumna and the Ganges,

and before they had made any considerable advances to the

east of the latter river. It is not unreasonable to assign this

period to about the 12th century b.c.
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The hundred Kauravas forced their father to send aw a} I is outline,

their five Pandava cousins into the forest, d'he Kauravas

then tried to destroy the five Pandaeas hy burning down the

woodland hut in wliith the Pandava brethren dwelt. 'I'he five

escaped, however, and wandered in the disguise of Pr.ihuians

to the court of King l)rau[iada, who had proclaimed a

Swayam-Tara, or maiden’s-clioice,—a tournament at which his

daughter would take the victor as Iier hushand. .\riuna, one

of the Pandavas, bent the mighty’ bow which had defied the

strength of all the rival chiefs, and so obtained the fair

jirinces.s Draupadi, who became the common wife of tlie five

brethren. Their uncle, the good 1 )hrita-rashtra, recalled them

to his capital, and gave them one-half of the family territory

towards the Jumna, reserving the other half for his own sons.

The Pandava brethren hived off to their new settlement.

Indra-prastha, afterwards Delhi, clearing the jungle, and

driving out the Nagas or forest - races. For a time jieace

reigned
;
but the Kauravas tenijtted the eldest of the Pandavas,

Yudishthira, ‘ firm in fight,’ to a gambling match, at wliich he The

lost his kingdom, his brothers, himself, and last of all his wife.

Their father, however, forced his sons to restore their wicked

gains to their cousins. Hut Yudishthira w,a,s again seduced by

the Kauravas to stake his kingdom at dice, again lost it, and

had to retire with his wife and brethren into exile for twelve

years. 'J'heir banishment ended, the five Pandavas returned

at the he.td of an army to win back their kingdom. Many
battles followed. Other Aryan tribes between the Jumna and I'in.-ii

the (langes, together with their gods and divine heroes, joined

in the struggle, until at last alt the hundred Kauravas were Kauui^a-..

slain, and of the friends and kindred of the Pandavas only

the five brethren remained.

Their uncle, Dlirit.a-r.islitra, m.tde over to them tiie whole Reicn •,{

kingdom ; and for a long time the I’.indavas ruled ghjriously,

celebrating the Asra-mcdiia, or ‘Oreat ilor-e-^ai nlice,’ in token

of their holding imperial sway. Hut their uncle, old and

blind, ever taunted them with the .slaughter of lus hundred

.sons, until at last he crept away, with his few surviving

ministers, his aged wife, and his sister-in-!.iw the mother of the

Pandavas, to a heimitage, where the woin-out band perislied

in a forest fire. 'The five brethren, smitten by remorse, gave

up their kingdom
;
and. taking their wife Draupadi and .1

faithful dog, they departed to the Himalayas to seek theTiotj;!-

heaven cf Indra on Mount Mcru. One by one the sorrowful j-'
’'’’‘-g-' ;

pilgrims died upon tk.e road, until only the elde-t brother.
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Yudishthira, and the dog reached the gate of lieavcii. Jndra

invited him to enter, but he refu->cd, if his lo'^t wife and

brethren were not also admitted. Tlic pra}er was granted, but

he still declined, unless his faithful dog might come in with

him. This could not be allowed, and Yudishthira, after a

glimpse of heaven, was thrust down to hell, where he found

many of his old comrades in angui.sh. He resolved to share

their sufferings rather than enjoy paradise alone. Hut, ha\ing

triumphed in this crowning trial, the whole .scene wa.s revealed

to be mdya or illusion, and the reunited band entered into

heaven, where they re.st for ever with Indra.

.Slow Even this story, which forms merely the nucleus of the

fh^central
^^^^^bh.irata, i.s the collective growth of far-distant age.s. Tor

story. e.xample, the la.st two book.s, the 17th and iSth, whii h narrate

‘the (ireat Journey’ and ‘the Ascent to Heaven,’ are the

product of a very different ei)och of thought from the early

ones, which portray the actual life of courts and camps in

ancient India. The Swayam-vara or husband-chousing of

Draupadi is a genuine relic of the tournament age of Aryan

chivalry. Her position as the common wife of the live

brethren preserves a trace of oven more jirimitive institutions

Thepo!)- —institutions still represented !>y the polvandry of the Niirs

llraiipadi
Himalavan tribes, and by domestic i ustoms which are

survivals of pol)andry among the Hinduized low-castes all over

India. Thus, in the Punjab, among Jit families too poor to

bear the marriage c\[)cnses of all the males, the wife of the

eldest son has sometimes to accept her hrothers-in-law as joint

hushand.s. The polyandry of the (ihakkars, the brave people

of Rdwal Pindi District, was one of their cliaracteristics which

specially struck the advancing Muhammadans in 1008 .v.u.

The Karakat ^ ellalars of Madura, at the ojiposite extremity of

the peninsula, no longer practise polyandry
;
but they preserve

a trace of it in their condonement of cohabitation with the

husband’s kindred, while adultery outside the husband's family

entails expulsion from caste.

Such polyandric customs became abhorrent to the Hrahman.s.

I he Brahmans justify Draupadfs position, liowever, on the

ground that a.s the live i’andava brethren were divinely be-

gotten emanations from one deity, they formed in reality only

one pierson, and could be lawfully inarrieil to the same woman.
Xo such afterthought was required to uphold the honour of

Draupadi in the age when the legend took its rise. Through-
out the whole iMalidbharata she figures as the type of a high-

born princess, and a chaste, brave, and faithful wife. She shares
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in every sorrow and trium])h of the five brethren
;
bears a son

to each
;
and finally enters with the true-heaitc<l band into the

glory of Indra. Her five joint husbands take a tcrril ile v engeance

on insult ofi'ered to her, and seem quite unaware that a later

age would deem her position one which required explanation,'

The struggle for the kingdom of Hastina[iura forms, how-

ever, only a fourth of the Mah.ibharata. The remainder con-

sists of later additions. Some of these are legends of the early

Aryan settlements in the Middle band of I’engal, tacked on to

the central story; others are m\ thological episodes, theological

discourses, and philosojihic disiiuisitions, intended to teach the

military caste its duties, especially its duty of reverence to the

Brdhman.s. Taken as a whole, the Mah.ibharata may be said

to form the cyclopardia of the Heroic Age in Northern India,

with the struggle of the I'lindavas and Kauravas as its original

nucleus, and the submission (rf the military power to priestly

domination as its later didactic design.

The se< ond great Indian epic, the K.ini.[_\ana, recounts the

advance of the Aryans into Southern India. Unlike the

Mahabharata, its comj.osition is assigned not to a comjiiler

{Vydsa) in the abstract, but to a named poet. \'almiki. On
the other hand, the personages and tpi.sodes of the Ramayana

have an abstract or mythological character, vhich contrasts with

the matter-of-fa( t stories of the Mah.ibharata. The heroine

of the Ram.iyana, Sit.i, is literally the ‘ field-furrow,’ to whom
the Vedic h\mns and early Aryan ritu.d paid duine honour.

.She represents Aryan husbandry, and has to be defended

again.st the raids of the aborigines by the hero Rama, an incar-

nation of the .Aryan deit\ X'lshnu. and be in of his divine m.i t.ir.

R.ima is regarded by Weber as llie analogue ot ll.dar.inia,

the I’loughbearer ’ (//i7/.r/'//;7V). Tiom tins ab-tract point of

view, the Rania\an.i exhibits the progre-s of .\r_\an ploiigh-

husband.ry among the mountains and fore-ts f,f Centr.d and

•Southern Indi.i
;
and the perils of the agru ultural settlers from

the non-ploughing nomadie (ultixators and hunting tubes.

'I'he abduction of Sita by an aboriginal or denum laince. who

earned her off to Ceylon; In r eventu.il rei overy by Riima
;

and the advance of the Aryans into S.jutlu rn India, form the

' The hc’.iuiful sii.ry of S.ivitri, tl.e «i'e f.rith.hii u. pit- eie!, i- in

the Mah.ilj'.i,'ua'..'i by ihe vge M.irk.uulex.i in .iii-«er i . Vu'iishtiur.i's

question h ether arv i en in s., trite anU in it .le .is f Irani,.-. i f .’e] eM r been

known. S.iviu-I, on thi lo-sof her hu-'-aii.t. Cogge-! tl e -tei's of \'.ir.ia.

King of De.ith, until -h' wiiiiig fr.un him, one 1\ or... n.i: \ Vs.ing, foi

her family, .ir.il hr.ify llie restoration of her 1 ,i;. ' n, '.le :r..!.i tile

reluctant god.

The list of

the M.ih.i-

bll.U.U.I

The
K.im.i-

y.in.a.

Ii- alle-

gorical

1 h.u.icter

Tn ct nlral

nlea.
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central btory of the Rdmayana. It differ-;, therefore, from the

central legend of the Mahahharata, a-, coniiiienioratinu a period

when the main arena of Aryan enterpri--e had extended itself

far beyond their ancient settlements around l)elhi
: and as a

product of the Brahman tendency to substitute abstract per-

sonifications for human actors and mundane e\ents. The
nucleus of the Mahahharata is a legend of tnicient life

;
the

nucleus of the Ramayana is an allegor). Its most modern
form, the Adhyatma Ramayana, still furtlier spintuali/es the

story, and elevates Rdma into a sa\ iour and delit erer, a god
rather than a herod

Its reputed author, \almiki, is .a conspicuous figure in

the epic, as well as its comitoser. He takes part in the action

of the {)Oem, receives the hero R.ima in lus heimitage, and
afterwards gives shelter to tire unjustly htmished Situ ,tnd her

twin sons, nourishing the as[)irations of the )-outlis hy tales of

their fathers prowess. These stories make up the mam ['art of
the Ramayana, and refer to a period which has been loosely

assigned to about looo n.c. But the jiocm lould not ha\e
been put together in its present shai t- many centuries, if at)}’,

before our era. Parts of it m,i_\ be i.ulur than the Maha-
bharata, but the t'nm[iil.ition as a wlioie- apparently In longs

to a later date. The KJmtiyana consists of seven books
(^Kd/idiis) and 24,oco or tibout 48,000 line^.

-\s the Mahahharata ceiebrati's tiu- l.un.ir r.iic of I)elhi, so

the Kdmdyana forms the epic clironirie of the .Solar ra< e of

Ajodhya or Ouclh. 'I he tw(j poems thus presi r\ e the legends
of two renowned Aryan kingdoms at the two opposite, or

eastern and we.stern, borders of the Middle Land of Northern
India (Mad/ijii-des/ia). 'The 0[jening [jooks of tlie RimJyana
recount the wondrous birth .and boyhood of Rama, eldest son
of Dasaratha, King of Ajodhya: his marriage with Sita, as
victor at her S~iL'ayam-vara, or tournament, bv bending the

mighty bow of Siva in the pultlic conte.st of chiefs for the
[trince.ss

; and his apjpointment as heir-ap[)arent to his father's

kingdimi. A zandna intrigue ends in the youngest wife of
Dasaratha obtaining this ap'pointment to the royal succession
for her own .son, Bharata, and in the e.xile of Rdma, with hi.s

bride Sita, for fourteen Ve-ans to the forest. 'The banished pair

wander south to Praya'g f.Allahdiud), already a [ilace of

d he ailegoric.-il character of the Ramayan.a ha.-, alloueU .scope far
variou-) S['ecu!a,tions as to its origin. Such speculations have been \AeiI

dealt With l,y the Honoural.le Jlr. Justice Kdshiiiath Trimb.ik Tc-lang; in
hi. essay, the R,im,iy,uhi ro/iedfrom ITo’,!Cr (lionihay, 1S73.)
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''jnctity
;
and thcncc across the river to the hci niita^^v of

Valmfki, among the Ikinda jungles, where a hill i-, slill pointnl

nut as the scene of tlieir abode. Meanwhile Rama's fathi r,

the king, dies, and the loyal )oungest brother, Bharata, although

the lawlul successor, refuses to enter on the iiihciuanie, but

goes in quest of Rama to bring him back as rightful heir.

contest of fraternal affection takes jilace. Bharata at length

returns to rule the family kingdom in the name of Rama, until

the latter shall come to claim it at the end of the fourteen

years of banishment appointed by their late father.

So far, the Rama\ana merely narrates the local chronicles of The

the court of .Vjodhya. In the third book the main t'fory

begins. Ravana, the demon or aboriginal king of the far south,

smitten by the fame of Sita’s beauty, seizes her at the hermitage

while her husband is away in the jungle, and flies off with her

m a magical chariot through the air to I.anka or Ceylon. The

ne.xt three books (4th, 5th, and 6th) recount the expedition of

the bereaved Rama for her recovery. He makes alliances

with the aboriginal trilies of Southern India, under the names

of monkeys and bears, and rai.ses a great army. The Monkey

genera], Hanuman, jumps across the straits between India and

Ceylon, discovers the princess in captivity, and leaps back with

the news to Rama. The Monkey troops then build a ( ause-

way across the narrow sea,—the Adam’s Bridge or line of

submarine rocks well known to modern geography,—by which

Rama marches across, and, after slaying the monster Ravana,

delivers .Sita. Th.e rescued wife proves her unbroken chastity, II, 1

(luring her stay in the palm t of Rav.ana, hy the anci.mt ordeal uecuc.

of fire. Aeiu, the giid nf that clement, liim.'i-il < (.iti Uiets hiT

out of tile burning pile to her husluntl; and, the lourtecn

\ears of banisliment being over, R.ima and Sit.i nturn in

triumph to .Viodh’.a. I'iicre tiiey n ’gued gloii'iusly : and

Rama celebrated the Cri it Ibir'e-'s.icr.lii e t ./.'r-i/o;,''..'/-!?) as a

token of liis imperial sw.ivioir India. But a l.uiune liavirii;

smitten the land, Rama icgar.ieu il.i' a jud,..:ntiU of heaven mi

some sceret guilt m tlic roval family, ;ind dijubts .irose in liis

luart as to ills wife's purity while in her (aptors power at

(fevlon. He bani'iies the faitliful fsita, who wanders torth

again to Valmiki's hermitage, where- she gives birtli to Ramas

two sons, .\fter sixtee-n years or exile, she is riaiom iled to her

repentant hu'band. .ind Rama and M'tii and their e''ildren are

at last ri ‘united.'

' Resp-ectfiil nienlujn sh'iiM her 1 e n lee iI (,r >' -e e -'.sr. a.i' .* r, >4 lie

Hindi version of the /(' .•" 'emrov luRi !);s. : .d its'^ ,
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The Mahabhdrata and the Ramayana, howcvur overladen

with fable, form the chronicles ol the kings of the Middle Land

of the Ganges, their family feuds, and their national enter-

prises. In the later San.skrit epics, the legendary element is

more and more overpowered by the m} thological. Among
them the Raghu-vansa and the Kumara-sambhava, both

assigned to Kalidasa, take the first rank. The Raghu-van.sa

celebrates the .Solar line of Raghu, King of Ajodhya
;
mere

particularly the ancestry and the life of his descendant R.inia.

The Kumara-sambhava recounts the birth of the M'ar-god.‘

It is still more didactic and allegorical, abounding in sentiment

and in feats of prosody. But it contains jiassages of e.xquisite

beauty of style and elevation of thought. Lrom the astrological

data which these two poems furni.sh, Jacobi infers that they

cannot have been composed before 350 .\.d.

Kalidasa. The name of Kalidasa has come down, not only as the

composer of these two later epics, but as the father of the

Sanskrit drama. According to Hindu tradition, he was one

of the ‘Nine Gems’ or distinguished men at the court of

Vikramaditya. This prince is [lojiularly identified with the

King of Ujjain who gave his name to the Samvat era,

commencing in the year 57 ii.c. But, as Holt/.niann points

out, it may be almost as dangerous to infer from this latter

Kiiyi; \'ik- circumstance that \'ikramaditya lived in 57 ii.c., as to place

Julius Cxsar in the first year of the so-called Julian Calendar,

namely, 4713 b.c. Several Vikramaditjas figure in Indian

history. Indeed, the name is merely a title, ‘A very Sun in

Prowess,’ which has been borne by victorious monarchs of

many of the Indian dynasties. The date of Vikramaditya has

been variously assigned from 57 b.c. to 1050 .\.d.
;
and the

55o.\. n.f.d works of the poets and philosophers who formed the ‘Nine
Gems’ of his court, appear from internal evidence to have
been composed at intervals during that long period. The
X’ikramaditya under whom Kalidasa and the ‘Nine Gems’
are traditionally said to have flourished, ruled over Malwa
jirobably about 500 to 550 a.d.

Age uf ihe In India, as in Greece and Rome, scenic representations

drTina"^
seem to have taken their rise in the rude pantomime of a very-

early time, possibly as far back as the Vedic ritual
;
and the

1 Translated into spirited Engli-h verse by ^^r. Ralph T. 11. Griffith,

M.A., who is also the author of a charming collection of ‘ Idjlls from the

San-krit,’ based on the M.rh.i'oharata, R.-imayana, Raghu-vansa, and K.ili-

(lasa's vSeason‘?.
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Sanskrit word for the drama, ndtaka, is derned from uata^ a

dancer. Ikit the Sanskrit dramas of the classical age belong

to the period between the ist century i;.c. and the .Slh cen-

tury A.D., and as far down as tlie nth and 12th. They make
mention of Greek (or Bactrian) slaves, are aciiuainted with

Buddhism in its full development, and disclose a wide diverg-

ence between Sanskrit and the dialects used by the lower

classes. 'I'he iMahabharata and Ranuiyana a[)[iear in the

Sanskrit drama as part of the [JOpuIar literature,— in fact, as

occupying very much the same position which they still hold.

No dramas are known among the works which the Indians who
emigrated to Java, about 500 a.o., carried with them to their

new homes. Nor have any dramas been yet found among the

Tibetan translations of the Sanskrit classics.

The most famous drama of Kalidasa i.^ Sakuntala, or the S.-iIuint.-iI.i.

‘Lost Ring.’ Like the ancient ejiics, it divides its action

between the court of the king and the hermitage in the forest

Prince Dushyanta, an ancestor of the noble Lunar race, weds

by an irregular marriage a beautiful maiden, S.ikuntaki, at her

father’s hermitage in the jungle. Before returning to his

capital, he gives his bride a ring as a pledge of his love.

Smitten by a curse from a holy man, she loses the ring, and

cannot be recognised by her husband till it is found. Sakun-

tala bears a son in her loneliness, and sets out to claim recog-

nition for herself and child at her husband'.s eouit. But she

is as one unknown to the prince, till, after many sorrow.s and

trials, the ring comes to light. She is then happily reunited

with her husband, and her son grows U[i to bo the noble

Bharata, the chief founder of the Lunar dynasty who-e

achievements form the theme of the Mah.rbharnta. Sakiin-

t.rki, like Si'ta, is the tvjc of the chaste and futhful Hindai

wife; and her love and sorrow, after firming the favourite

romance of tlie Indian people for perhaps cigliteeii hundred

years, have furnished a theme for the great Euru; can poet of

our age. ‘ Wouldst thou.’ sav s ( loethc.

thou the vuving ye.'r’', Irfi'Suui,. aii'I tlu fniil- <1 it- dc lm'-.

.And .ill by which the ''Hil ), ehrirmeil, enr.i|i:i;rfd, tV.-i -‘til. fi '.

AVould't thou the earth am! he.avtn in one '"le n.-.Hie cimibine '

I name thee, O .^abuntal.i I anil ail at fince i- '.aiih

Sakuntala has had the good fortune to be tiar.'lated by Sir o lit,

William Jones (17S9), and to be sung by Grietlie. But (, tiler
’

of the Hindu dramas and domestic poem- ,ire of almo t e i'lil

interest and beauty. As e.xample- of the cias-n a! period.
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may be taken the rvirichchakati, or ‘Toy Cart,’ a drama in ten

acts, on the old theme of the innocent cleared and the guilty

punished
;
and the poem of Nala and Damaj anti, or the

‘ Royal Gambler and the Faithful fVife.’ Such play^ and poems
frequently take an episode of the Mahibharata or Ramiyana
for their subject; and in this way the main incidents in the

two great epics have been gradually dramatized or reduced to

the still more popular form of household song. The modern
drama was one of the first branches of Hindu secular literature

which accepted the spoken dialects
;
and the native theatre

forms the best, indeed almost the only, school in which an
Englishman can acquaint himself with tlic in-door life of the

people.

In our own day there has been a great dramatic revival

in India : new plays m the vernacular tongues is.sue rapidly

from the press
;
and societies of jxatnotic young natives form

themselves into dramatic companic.s, especially in Calcutta
and Bombay. Many of the pieces arc vernacular render-

ings of stories trom the Sanskrit epics and classical dramas.
Several have a political significance, and deal with the i)hases

of development upon which India has entered under the

influence of British rule. One Bengali play, the Nil-darpan,’

or the ‘Indigo Factory,’ became the subject of a celebrated
trial in Calcutta : while others—such as Ekd hi bak Sah!:

Is this wliat you call civili.iation ?
’ —-sugge-^t manv

serious thoughts to a candid Engll^h mind. In 1877, loa
dramas were published in India in the native tongues; m
18S2, 245 ; and 263 in 1S90, besides 6 in English.

Closely allied to the drama is the pro^e romance. In 1S23,
Dr. H. H, M ilson intimated that Hindu literature contained
collections of domestic narrativ'e to an e,\tent surpassing tliose

of any other peojde. The vast growth of Eurojiean fa tioii

since that date renders this statement no longer accurate But
Wilson's translations from the Vrihat-kathi may still be read
with interest,' and the Sanskrit Beast-stories now occupy an
even more significant place in the history of Indo-European
literature than they did then. .Many fables of animals familiar
to the M e.-ftern world, from the time of zEsop downwards, had
their original home in India. The relation between the fox
and the hon in the Greek v'ersions has no reality' in nature.
It was l)a.-5ed, however, upon the actual relation between the

‘ Literally, ‘ The Mirror of Indigo.’

On-.-nta! Quarlcr.y .Magazine, Calcutta, March 1S24. pp. 63-77. AI-o
vol. m. of Wilson’-. Collected W’orks pp. 156-26S. London, 1S64.
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lion or the tiger, and hib follower the jackal, in the Sanskrit

storiesd Weber thinks that comjilete c_vcles of Indian fables

may have existed in tlie time of Pinini (350 r, c,). The
Sanskrit Panehatantra, or Hook of Heast Tales, was translated ilair

into the ancient Persian as early as the 6th ceniiirv a. le, and
Irom that remlcting all tlie subsetiuent versions in Asia Minor Maui,

and Europe have been derived. The most ancient animal

fables of India are at the jaesent day the nui'serv stories of

England and America. 'I'he graceful Plindu imtigination

delighted also in fairy tales; and the Sanskrit tomiiositions

of this class are the original source of many of the fairy talcs

of Persia, Arabia, and Christendom. The works of fiction

published in the native languages in India in 1S77 numbered

196 ;
in iSSa, 237 : and 296 in 1S90, besides 12 in English.

In mediteval India, a kirge body of poetry, half-religious, .c.in-fni

half-amorous, grew u[) around the legend of the youthful

Krishna (the eighth incarnation of ^'ishnu) atid hi,s lo\e.s with

the shepherdesses, the pla) mates of hi.s sweet [lastriral life.

Kalidasa, according to Hindu tradition, was the father of the

erotic lyric, as well as a great dramatic and epii poet. In

hi.s Megha-diita or ‘Cloud IMe.s.senger,’ an exile send-, a

message by a w ind-borne < loud to his love, and the countries

beneath its long aerial route are made to
j
ass like a parnsrama

before the reader's eye. 'I'he (h'ta Cicxinda, or Eivine Hcrd--

man of Jayadexa. is a San-krit 'bong of Solc.nn n ' of the i;th

century .A. II. A festixal on< e a year celebrates tin- birthplace

of this nixstical love-poet, in th.e Hirbhiim IiistiTt of Lower

Bengal
;
and many less famous com; o-itioiis of ti-.e -ame das.s

now issue from the veinacular jaess throughout India. In

1877, no fewer than 097 wrjrks of poetiy were piililished in

the native languages in India; in 188.’, 83.}: and in 1890,

122S.

'I'he nied:;e\al Hr.ihmaiis d si kned a marvellous .u ti\ ily in 'i ].e

theological a.s well as m I\tii 1 oetixx Th.e I’ur.inas. literallv '

,
• . . ; Sthn.iuih

I he .\n( lent Writings, form a <olIe<ti'’n of rc.iuioiis and

[diilosophical treatises in \e’'-e, of which tk,e prim ipal (nes oo

number eighteen. 'I’he whole- Puranas ate said to contain

i,6oo,oco lines. 'I'he real!\ old ones have eitlier been lost

' See, however, W’t-ber'- el.ii.or.ite tootn'-tc, Xo. 22J, f r tt e other viev .

///./. p. 2H. Max M aler - clmmii ig e---.'.y on -he Xligrats ..

of F.rMfs 'eA/*.g vi.I IV. pa. 141; a- o, r h ^75 tosite- t: e .on.nl ,-.'4 ..

of a well-known stor)' fr-nn th.e I .i-' to the Wes*.
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or been incorporated in new compilations ; anti the composi-

tion of the existing Puranas probably took place from the Sth

to the 16th century .a.d. As the epics sang t’ne wars of tire

Aryan heroes, so the Puranas recount the deeds of the Brahman
gods. They deal with the creation of the universe

;
its success-

ive dissolutions and reconstructions
;
the stories of the deities

and their incarnations; the reigns of the divine .Manus; and

the clironicles of the Solar and Lunar lines of kings, who ruled,

the former in the east and the latter in the west of the Middle-

Land (Madhya-desha).

The Puranas be-long to the period after the mass of the-

people had .split up into their two existing divisions, as wor-

shippers of Vishnu or of Siva, ahout or after 700 .v.d. They
are devoted to the glorification of one or otlier of thC'c

two rival god.s, and thus embody the sectarian theology of

Brahmanism. While claiming to be founded on Vcdic insjjira-

tion, they practically superseded the Veda, and have formed
during ten centuries the sacred literature on which Hinduism
rests. ^

An idea of the literary activity of the Indian mind at the

present day, may be harmed from the fact that 4S90 works
were published in India in 1S77, of which .;,34(i were in the

native languages. Only 436 were translations, the remaining

4454 I’eing original works or new editions. T'lie mimber of

Indian publications coti.stantly incre.ise'. In 1SS2, 619S
works were jiublidied in India, 5545 being in the native

languages. The translations numbered 505, ,md the original

works, including new editions, 5693. In 1890. the number
of publications registered in India (and for which the details

are available) had risen to 7SS5, of which 7217 were in the

Indian languages. Only 75 ^ t>f them were tran.slat]ons.

These figures show the publications officially registered under
the Act. A large number of unregistered panijihlets or

brochures must be added, together with the daily and
weekly is-tue of vernacular new![‘a[)ers. A general return
gi\es the grand total of Indian publications in 1.890 at 9725.
In 1S90, there were also 558 newspaper.s circulatin.g in 16

different languages (vernacular, classical, and Lnglish) in India.
1 he largest circulation of any vernacular daily journal was

^ The f 'reg'*in,g page? have very liriLih levieweU the most important
bK.nchc'’ of Sun-lxiit l.'t;r.Tture i tlie iritiucncL of ihcit litcrciturc upon
Hlp.'luiMn, arul on tbc rno Ivrn rac-js and \ernacuUus of India, will bo
dt-.iU with in chapter- viii, and xhi.
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returned at 1500, and of any weekly at 20,000 copies. Both of

these widely circulated papers were in the Bengali tongue.

For the territorial

a battle-ground of

This chapter has attempted to trace the intellectual and .-Mjsence of

religiou.s development of the early Aryans in India, and their

constitution into castes and communities. Regarding their

territorial histor}-, it has said almost nothing. It has, indeed,

indicated their primeval line of march from their Holy Land

among the seven rivers of the Punjab, to their Land of the

Sacred Singers between the upper courses of the Jumna and

the Ganges
;
and thence to their more extensive settlements

in the Middle Land of Bengal O^Sid/iya-dcska) .stretching to

beyond the junction of these two great rivers. It has also

told very briefly the legend of their advance into Southern

India, in the epic rendering of the Ramayana. But the fore-

going pages have refrained from attempts to fix the dates or

to fill in the details of tlicse movements,

extension of the .Aryans in India is still

inductive history.

Even for a much later period of Indian civilisation, the data Its iiuiuc-

continue under keen dispute. This will be amply ap]iarent

in the following chapters.' These chapters will open with the

great upheaval of Buddhism against Brahmanism in the 6th

century before Chri.st. 'I'hey will summari/e the struggles of

the .-\siatic races in India during a period of twenty-three

hundred years. They will close with the great military revival

of Hinduism under the Maratha Brahmans in the iSth century

of our era. An attempt will then be made, from the evidence

of the Vernacular literature and languages, to jiresent a view of

Indian thouglit and culture, when the European nations canie-

in force uimn the scene.

Meanwhile, the history uf India, so far as oli.-^curdy known Tr.e I’.i.lh-

to us before the advent of the Greeks, 327 n.c., is essentially

a literary history, and the memorials of its civilisation arc hotory.

mainly literary or religiou.s memorials. The more practual

aspects of those long ages, which were their real aspects to

the people, found no annali'-t. From the coniniencement (d

* Namely, on Iknlillii'iii, the Greeks in InJ.a, the Scy'.li.c Inroad-, the

Rise of Ilimluom, Karly Muhammadan Riilei-, tlie Mughal Emyiie, and

the Mar.ith.-i Rowei. We .-till auait the complete evidence of coin- and

in-criptions ; altlwugb valiiahle material- have been alre.ady obtained from

these pre.riou- memorials of the past. Mr. Justice Telar.g’- InttL.iii.-’ijn

to the Mudrarii/:i::as.-i, with Appen :i.\, shows uhat can be gathered from

a minute and critical evaniinate.n of the histonja! b.,-,ta incidentally

contained in the Hindu diam.i.
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the post-A’edic period, the Brahmans strove with increasing

success to bring their metrical descriptions of the life and

civilisation of India more and more into accord with their

own priestly ideas.

In order to understand the long domination of the Brahmans,

and the influence which they still wield, it is necessary also to

keep in mind their position as the great literary caste. Their

priestly supremacy has been repeatedly assailed, and was

during a space of nearly a thousand years rivalled and for a

time overpowered by Buddhism. But throughout twenty-two

centuries the Brahmans have been the counsellors of Hindu

princes and the teachers of the Hindu people. The Brah-

mans still represent the early Aryan civilisation of India.

Indeed, the essential history of India is a narrative of the

extension of their civilisation throughout India, and of

attacks on its continuity,—that is to say, of the extension of,

and the attacks upon, the Brahmanical system of the Middle

Land, and of the modifications and compromises to which

that system has had to submit.

Those attacks mark out six epochs, l-'irst, the religious

uprisings of the non -Aryan and the partially Brahmanizcd

Aryan tribes on the east of the Middle Land of Bengal
;

initiated by the preaching of Buddha in the 6th century

culminating in the Buddhist kingdoms about the commence-

ment of our era, and melting into modern Hinduism about

the 8th century .x.d. Second, warlike inroads of non-Brah-

manical Aryans and Scythic races from the north - west

;

strongly exemplified by the Greek invasions in the 4th cen-

tury B.C., and continuing under the Greco - Bactrian empire

and its Scythic rivals to probably the 5th century .a.d. Third,

the influence of the so-called aborigines or non-Aryan tribes

of India and of the non-Aryan low-castes incorporated into

the Hindu community; an influence ever at work—indeed,

by far the most powerful agent in dissolving Brahmanism into

Hinduism, and specially active after the decline of Buddhism

about the 7th century a.d. Fourth, the reaction against the

low beliefs, priestly oppression, and bloody rites which re-

sulted from this compromise between Brahmanism and

aboriginal worship. The reaction received an impetus from

the preaching of Sankara Acharya, who founded his great

Sivaite sect in the Sth century a.d. It obtained its full

development under a line of ardent Yishnuite reformers

from the 12th to the i6th centuries a.d. The fifth solvent

of the ancient Brahmanical civilisation of India will be found
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in the Muhammadan invasions and the rule of IsLiin, 1000

to 1765 A.D. The sixth, in the English supremacy, and in i(.> 1

the popular upheaval which it has produced in the iSth

and 19th centuries. Each of these six cpjochs will, so far

as space permits, receive separate treatment in the following

chapters.
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CHAPTER V.

BUDDHISM IN INDIA (543 B.C. TO 1000 A.D.).

The first great solvent of Brahmanism was the teaching of

Gautama Buddha. The life of this celebrated man has three

sides,—its personal aspects, its legendary developments, and

its religious consequences upon mankind. In his own per.son,

Buddha appears as a prince and preacher of ancient India,

In the legendary developments of his story, Buddha ranks as

a divine teacher among his followers, as an incarnation of

\’ishnu among the Hindu.s, and as a saint of the Christian

church, with a day assigned to him in both the Greek and

Roman calendars. As a religious founder, he left behind a

system of belief which has gained more disciples than any

other creed in tlie world
;
and which is now more or le^s

accepted by 500 millions of people, or nearly one-half the

human race. According to the Pali te.xts, Buddha was born

62a li.c., and died 543 b.c.* Modern calculations fix his death

about 478 B.c.'-’

The story of Buddha’s earthly career is a typical one. It is

based on the old Indian ideal of the noble life which we have

seen depicted in the Sanskrit epics. Like the Pandavas in

the Mahabhrirata, and like Rama in the Ramayana, Buddha is

the miraculously born son of a king, belonging to one of the

two great Aryan lines, the Solar and the Lunar
;

in Buddha’s

case, as in Rama’s, to the Solar. His ynuth, like that of the

epic heroes, is spent under Brahman tutors, and, like the epic

heroes, he obtains a beautiful bride after a display of unex-

pected prowess with the bow
;

or, as the northern Buddhists

relate, at an actual Su’ajam-vam, by a contest in arms for the

jirincess. A period of voluntary exile follows an interval of

' Childers’ Dictionary of the riili Lancymi^e, s.v. IJuddho, p. g6. The
accepted traditional dates of Indian Buddhi-m are followed in this chapter.

- General Cunningham's Ccrfiis Inscriptioinun /ndicarum, p. vii. ;

Oldenberg’s Dnidita, coin TcKn, etc. (Iloey’s excellent translation, p.

J97). Vide post, p. 19S.
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married happiness, and Buddha retires like Rama to a Brahman’s
hermitage in the forest.

The sending back of the charioteer to the bereaved father’s

capital forms an episode in the story of both the young princes.

As in the Ramayana, so in the legend of Buddha, it is to the

jungles on the south of the Ganges, lying between the Aryan
settlements and the aboriginal races, that the royal e.xile

repairs. After a time of seclusion, the Pandavas, Rama, and

Buddha alike emerge to achieve great conquests
;

the two

former by force of arms, the last by the weapons of the Sjiirit.

Up to this point the outline of the three stories has followed

the same type
;
but henceforth it diverges. The Sanskrit epics

depict the ideal Aryan man as prince, hermit, and hero. In

the legend of Buddha, that ideal has developed into prince,

hermit, and saint.

Gautama, afterwards named Buddha, ‘The Enlightened,’

and Siddhartha, ‘ He who has fulfilled his end,’ was the only

son of Suddhodana, King of Kapilavastu. This prince, the

chief of the Sakya dan, ruled over an outlying Aryan settle-

ment on the north-eastern border of the Middle Land, about

a hundred miles to the north of Benares, and within sight

of the snow-topped Himalayas. A Gautama Rajput of the

noble Solar line, he wished to see his son grow up on the

warlike model of his race. But the young prince shunned the

sports of his playmates, and retired to solitary day-dreams in

nooks of the palace garden. The king tried to win his son to

a practical career by marrying him to a beautiful and talented

girl
;

and the youthful Gautama unexpectedly jiroved his

manliness by a victory o\er the flower of the young chiefs at

a tournament. For a while he forgot his solemn speculations

on the un.seen, in the sweet realities of early married life.

But in his drives through the city he deeply refit ctod on the

types of old age, disease, and death which met his eye
;
and

he was powerfully imitressed by the calm of a holy man, who
seemed to have raised his soul above the changes and sorrows

of this world, .yfter ten years, his wife bore to him an only

son; and Gautama, fearing lest this new tie should bind him too

closely to the things of earth, retired about the age of thirty to

a cave among the forest-clad spurs of the Vindhyas. 'I'he

story of how he turned aw.iy from the door of his wife's lanij'-

lit chamber, denying himself even a parting caress of his new-

born babe lest he should wake the .slecjung motker, and

galloped off into the darkness, is one of the many tender

episodes in his life. After a gloomy night ride, he sent back
-M
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his one companion, the faithful charioteer, with his horse and

jewels to his father. Having cut off his long Rajput locks,

and exchanged his princely raiment for the rags of a poor

passer-by, he went on alone a homeless beggar. This abandon-

ment of earthly pomp and power, and of loved wife and new-

born son, is the Great Renunciation which forms a favourite

theme of the Buddhist scriptures in Sanskrit, Pali, Tibetan,

and Chinese. It has furnished, during twenty centuries, the

type of self-sacrifice which all Indian reformers must follow if

they are to win the trust of the people.

For a time Buddha studied under two Brahman recluse.-.,

near R.vjagriha, in Patna District, learning from them that the

path to divine knowledge and tranquillity of soul lies through

the subjection of the flesh. He then buried himself deeper in

the south-eastern jungles, which at that time covered Gaya

District, and during six years wasted himself by austerities in

company with five disciples. The temple of Buddha-G-AV.a *

marks the site of his long penance. But instead of earning

peace of mind by fasting and self-torture, he reached a crisi-,

of religious despair, during which the Buddhist scriptures

affirm that the enemy of mankind, Mara, wrestled with him

in bodily shajie. Torn with doubts as to whether, after all

his penance, he was not destined to perdition, the haggard

ascetic, in a final paroxysm, fell senseless to the earth.

When he recovered, the mental struggle had passed. He
felt that the path to salvation lay not in self-torture in a

mountain cave, but in preaching a higher life to his fellow-

men. His five disciples, shocked by his giving up penance,

forsook him ;
and Buddha was left in solitude to face the (jues-

tion whether he alone was right and all the devout minds of

his age were wrong. The Buddhist scriptures depict him as

sitting serene under a fig-tree, while the great Enemy and his

crew whirled round him with flaming weapons. ‘When the

conflict began between the Saviour of the World and the

I'rince of Evil,’ says one of their sacred texts,- ‘the earth shook,

the sea uprose from her bed, the rivers turned back to the

mountains, the hill-tops fell crashing to the plains, the sun was

darkened, and a host of headless spirits rode upon the tempest.’

^ The magnificent volume by General Sir A. Cunningham, MaJuihcdhi

.

or, the Crer.t Buddhist Temple at BttdJha-Gayd (W. H. Allen A; Co.,

1892), .and Biiddha-Cay.i, the Hermitjre of Sakya iiluiii, by R.ajendraldla

Alitra (Calcutta, iS/S;, are (he two standard works on this venerable seat

of Buddhism,

- The Madhuritth.a-V:l.i5ir.i, J airnal of the Bengal Asiatic Society, voi.

vii. p. Sl 2 . Khys Davids BuaJm.hi, p. 36,
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From his temptation in the wilderness the ascetic emerged

with his doubts for ever laid at rest, seeing his way clear, and

henceforth to be known as Buddha, literally ‘ the Enlightened.’'

This was Buddha’s second birth
;
and the pipal fig or

Bo (Bodhi), literally ‘The Tree of the Enlightenment,’ undei

whose sjireading branches its jiangs were endured, ha.s become

the sacred tree of 500 millions of mankind. It is the Ficus

religiosa of Western science. The idea of a second birth was

familiar to the twice-born Aryan castes of ancient India, and

was represented by their race-ceremony of investing the boy

at the close of childhood with the sacred thread. In this, as

in its other features, the story of Buddha adheres to ancient

Aryan types, but gives to them a new spiritual significance.

Having passed through the three prescribed stages of the

Aryan saintly life.—as learner, householder, and forest recluse,

—he now entered on its fourth stage as a religious mendicant.

But he developed from the old Brahmanical model of the

wandering ascetic, intent only on saving his own soul, the

nobler type of the preacher, striving to bring deliverance to

the souls of others.

Two months after his temptation in the wilderness, Buddha

commenced his public teaching in the Deer-Forest, on the

outskirts of the great city of Benares. Unlike the Brahmans,

he addressed himself, not to one or two disciples of the sacred

caste, but to the mass of the people. His first converts were

laymen, and among the earliest were women. After three

months of ministry, he had gathered around him sixty disciples,

whom he sent forth to the neighbouring countries with these

words :
‘ Go ye now and preach the most e.xcellent Law.’ The

essence of his teaching wa.s the deliverance of man from the

sins and sorrows of life by scif-renunnation and inward self-

control. ^\h^le the si.xty disciyiles went on tlieir missionary

tour among the pojmlace, Buddiia converted certain CLkbratcd

hermits and fire-worshippers by an exposition of the philo-

sophical side of hi.s doctrine. ^Vith this new band he

journeyed on to R.ijagriha, where the local king and his

subjects joined the faith, but where also he first experienced

the fickleness of the multitude. Two-thirds of each year he

spent as a wandering preacher. The remaining four months

or the rainy season he abode at some fixed place, often near

Rajaeriha. teaching the people who tlocked around his httle

‘ .\ccoriiint; to the Cc>lunest; texl.s. Eu-Hha ‘obtaiiie'l haadh.’.lit of! ' .q

5SS F.C. Thi' would make hiai ihirty-fjur, no: th;rty.s..\ f ace
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dwelling in the bamboo grove. His five old disciples, who

had forsaken him in the time of his sore temptation in the

wilderness, penitently rejoined their Master. Princes, mer-

chants, artificers, Brahmans and hermits, husbandmen and

serfs, noble ladies and repentant courtesans, were yearly added

to those who believed.

Buddha preached throughout a large part of Behar, Oudh,

and the adjacent Districts in the North-Western Pros Inces.

In after ages monasteries marked his halting-places
;
and the

principal scenes of his life, such as Ajodhya, Buddh.vGaya,

.Sravasti, the modern Sahet Mahet, Rajagriha, etc., be-

came the great places of pilgrim.age for the Buddhist svorld.

His \isit to his aged father at Kapilavastu, whence he had

gone forth as a brilliant young prince, and to which he returned

as a wandering preacher, in dingy yellow robes, with shaven

head, and the begging bowl in his hand, is a touching episode

which appeals to the heart of universal mankind. The old

king heard him with reverence. The son, whom Buddha had

left as a new-born babe, was converted to the faith
;
and his

beloved wife, from the threshold of whose chamber he had

ridden away into the darkness, became one of the first of

Buddhist nuns.

The Great Renunciation took place, according to the tradi-

tional dates of Indian Buddhism, in the twenty-ninth year of

the life of the IMaster. After about seven years of self-

preparation, his public ministry commenced in his thirty-sixth,

and during forty-four years he preached to the people. In

prophesying his death, he said to his followers :
‘ Be earnest,

be thoughtful, be holy. Keep stedfast watch over your own
hearts. He who holds fast to the law and discipline, and
faints not, he shall cross the ocean of life and make an end of

sorrow.’ He spent his last night in preaching, and in comfort-

ing a weeping disciple; his latest words, according to one
account, were, ‘Work out your salvation with diligence.’ He
died calmly, at the age of eighty,^ under the shadow of a fig-

tree, at Kusinagara, the modern Kasia, in Gorakhpur District.

Such is the story of Gautama Buddha’s life derived from

Indian sources, a version of the story which has the value of

gosjiel truth to about 35 millions of devout believers, in British

India and Burma, Ceylon, Siam, and Anam. These 35
millions represent the followers of the Southern Canon of

Buddhism. But the two branches even of Indian or Southern

' According to some accounts ; according to others, at about seventy,

but the chronology of Buddha’s life is legendary.
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Buddhism have each their own version, and the Buddha r f

the Burmese differs in important respects from the Buddha of

the Ceylonesed Still wider is the divergence which the

Northern or Tibetan Buddhists give to the legend of the life

and to the teaching of their Master. The Southern texts dwell

upon the early career of Buddha up to the time of his En-

lightenment in his thirty-fourth or thirty-sixth year. The
incidents of that period have a peculiar pathos, and appeal to

the most sacred experiences of humanity in all ages. They

form the favourite episodes of European works on Buddhism.

But such works are apt to pay perhaps too little attention to

the fact that the first thirty-four years of Buddha'.s life were

only a self-preparation for a social and religious propaganda

prolonged to an extreme old age.

The forty-six years of intense personal labour, during which Later

Buddha traversed wide regions, converted nations, withstood

kings, eluded assassins, and sifted out false disciples, receive

more attention in the Northern legends. These legends have

lately been compiled from the Tibetan texts into a work which

furnishes a new and most interesting view of Buddha’s life.-'

The best authority on the Southern Buddhism of Burma state-j

that the history of the Master ‘offers an almost complete blank

' The original Pali text of the Cotunuiitary of the yjtakhas is .assignci

to Ceylonese scribes. cb\. 450 A. D. The first part of u was published \iy

FausboU in 1875 (Copenhagen) ;
and Mr. Khys Davids' translation, with

xaliiable introduction and notes, appeared under the title of Bu.ldh.~t

Bn'lh Slones in 1S80 (Triibner, London'. Mr. Childers’ DLtion,t>y of I'.e

Pali Lanyujye is a storehouse of original materials from Ceylonese sources,

and has been used for verifying all statements in the present chapter. A
compendious view of Southern Buddhism, ancient and modern, will be

found in Spence Hardy’s Manual of fizi.ll/, ism, translated from .Singale.se

MS. The Burme.se branch of .Southern liudilhism i-. well repre>ented 1
)

Bishop Bigandet’s Life oi- Leyerz.f of Gau.iama fthird edition, 2 voL
,

Tiubner, iSSo), and by Mr. .M.ibaster’a The 11 hod of the L.azo, a tr.an^Li-

tion or piaraphrase of the .Si.rmese P.zt'zazzza Sa’u^oJhiyan. Mr. Rhy-

-OmM' BmUhtsui and his Hi'ohrt Lcltiz-.s give an excellent summarx

of the faith. The d rench works, the original authorities in lauiope,

have (in some respects) been superseded by Oldenberg s BiUdha,
.

Lebezt, etc.

- The Life of the Pud.iha, and the Ear’y History of his Order, dense ‘

from Ti'-flan ll'orhs in the Bhah-hztyur and Bdan-hoy.tr, transl.ated by

\V. Woodville Rockhill, Second .Secretary to the United State; Legation

in China (Trubner & Co., London, 1SS4'. Mr. Beals Si-yzi-oi, cr

Buddhist Rceords of the ll'estern llorll, translated from the Chinese <'f

Iliuen Tsiang, thro\v^ curious -ide-lights upon the traditions which ’'r.e

Chinese Pilgrim brought with him or heard in India regr.Td.'.rLg the Real

incidents of Buddha's life.
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as to what regards his doings and preachings during a jteriod

of nearly twenty-three years.’

^

The texts of the Northern Buddhists fill up this blank.

Southern Buddhism modelled its biographies of the Master

upon the Indian epic type. Such biographies, as I have

already mentioned, reproduce the three stages in the life of

an Aryan hero, depicted by the Mahabharata and Ramdyana ;

except that the three ideal stages have developed from those

of prince, hermit, and warrior, to those of prince, hermit, and

saint. In the Northern conditions of China and Tibet, Buddha

appears by no means as an Aryan hero. He is rather the

representative of a race with birth-customs and death-rites of

its own—of a race dwelling amid the epic Aryan kingdoms of

India, but with traces of a separate identity in the past. He
is a Sakya (perhaps a Scythic) prince, whose clan had settled

to the south of the Himalayas, and preserved relics of a non-

Aryan type. From this point of view the function of Buddh-
ism in incorporating the various races of India, Aryan and

non-Aryan, emerges into a strong light. Buddhism did for

ancient India somewhat the same service which we shall find

Hinduism doing for medic'eval and modern India. It created

a religious community, in which all tribes and castes might

lind entrance. In the case of Buddhism, the bond of union

was a siiiritual one, and the adini.ssion to the common body
was complete. In the case of Hinduism, we shall .see that

the bond of union is one of ritual and the acceptance of

priestly guidance, which has but partially succeeded in creating

a common religion for the Indian peoples, and which has

stereotyped the wide diversities of the Indian races in the

lesser, although still strong, distinctions of the Indian castes.

The artificial character which the Southern legends give to

the life of Buddha, arose from their tendency to assimilate him
to epic Indian types. It was intensified by the equally Indian
tendency to convert actual facts into philosophical abstractions.

Gautama or Sakya-Muni became only a link in a long series of
just men made perfect. According to the Ceylonese texts, a
Buddha is a human being who has obtained perfect self-

control and infinite knowledge. Having attained Enlighten-
ment himself, he spends the rest of his life in preaching the
truth to others. At his death he is re-absorbed into the Divine
Essence, and his religion flourishes for a certain period until

It dies out, and a new Buddha appears to preach anew the

' Frcm the fifty-si.xth to the seventy-ninth year of his life. Bishop
t s L fc cf 1-e^ciid of vol. i. p. 360, and footnote.
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lost truth. The attainment of Euddhahood is the final

result of virtue and self-sacrifice during many previous lives.

Innumerable Buddhas have been born in tliis world; 24 of

whom are separately named. Gautama was only the latest

Buddha, and, according to the Ceylonese scriptures, his

doctrine is destined to give place to the Mctteya Buddha, or

Buddha of Kindness, who is next to come.’^

The Buddha of the Northern legends is a reformer of a more The

concrete type. The Tibetan texts give prominence to the

political aspects of his Reformation. Inciileiitally, indeed, ppc,

they amplify several of the touching episodes familiar to

Southern Buddhism. The ‘great Fear’ which impelled the

young prince forth from his palace into the darkness to seek

a higher life
;
the dirt and stones thrown at the wanderer by

the village girls
;
the parables of the Mango-tree, the Devout

Slave, and many others ; the rich young man who left all for

the faith and was not exceeding sorry
; and Buddha’s own

retirement from Benares to avoid the gifts and honours which

were being thrust upon him,—receire fresh illustration from

the Tibetan texts.-

But it is from the political and historical aspects that the Political

Tibetan life of Buddha possesses its special value. IVe learn

from them that Buddhism was in its origin only one of

many conflicting sects
;
indeed, that alike to its royal patrons

and opponents it appeared at first as a new religious Order

rather than in the light of a new faith.’* The early struggles

of Buddhism were neither with the old .kryan gods, nor with

the Brahmans as a caste
;
but with rival orders of philosojihers

or ascetics, and with schismatics among its own follower?. In

the Tibetan scriptures, the gods of the Veda, Brahma, Indra,

and the Shining Ones appear in friendly relations with

Buddha, and attend u]ion him in more than one crisis of

his life. The Brdhmans were no longer a caste altogether

devoted to a spiritual life. The Tibetan texts disrlo?e them

as following partly religious, partly secular avocations, and

as among ‘the gre.at nobles’ of an Indian kingdom. 'I'he

Brahman attitude to the new faith was by no means one of

confederate hostility. The main body of Brahman.s con-

tinued non -Buddhistic, and taught their doctrines at royal

courts. But many conspicuous converts were drawn from

* Mr. ChilJers’ r.ia p. 90 .''C.ns’sri:,

- The materials for the fi'l’-jwiiit; par.agw.: hs are '.eir.i. man ly ‘r m
Mr. Rockhili's wovk aXSa', a'.reaily c”cl.

^ Rockhil!, .m. :it. .VRo Rhys Dae; R' tli E t.n -.:, y. 156.
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among them, and the Tibetan texts almost uniformly si>eak

of Brahmans with respect.

The opponents of the Buddha, according to the Tibetan

sacred books, were rival sects whom he found in possession

of the field, and the false brethren who arose among his own
disciples. The older hostile sects were confuted, sometimes

by fair discussion, but more often by miracles or superior

magical feats. Indeed, transformations and wonders seem for

a time to have furnished the most potent arguments of the

new faith. But eventually Buddha forbade resort to such

testimonies, and magic became to the orthodox Buddhist an

unholy art. In his later years, Buddha more than once insists

that his doctrine is essentially one to be understanded of the

people; that he was keeping back no secret for an initiated

few
; and that he was the preacher of a strictly popular religion

without any esoteric side.

It was from among his own disciples that his bitterest

enemies came. The Sakya race of Kapilavastu had adopted
his teaching as a nation, without much pretence of individual

conversion. Buddha’s modest beginnings, first with the five

followers, then with the sixty, then with the thousand, now
took a national development. In the fervour of the new
movement, the Sakyas proclaimed that one man out of every
family must enter the Buddhist mendicant order

; and it was
from this ordinance, to which Buddha was comiielled to gi\e a

reluctant assent, that the troubles of his later life arose. I

beg it to be borne in mind that the picture of early Buddhism
in this and the following paragraphs is derived from the
Tibetan texts or Northern Canon.
The discontent among the forced disciples found a leader

in Buddha’s own cousin, Devadatta, who aspired by superior
asceticism to the headship. For the schism which he created,
Devadatta won the support of the Heir-apparent of iMagadha.
A struggle, partly religious, partly political, ensued. Devmdatta
was for a time triumphant. He abetted the murder of the
Alagadha king, the father of his ally

; forced the aged Buddha
into retirement

;
and plundered and oppressed the people.

The miraculous deliverances of ‘the Blessed One’ from the
catapult, and from the wild elephant let loose against him in a
narrow street, mark, however, the turning-point in the fortunes
of the schism, Devadatta was confuted by magical arts, and
his royal patron was converted to the true faith. The traitor
disciple having thus failed to usurp the spiritual leadership of
the Sakyas, attenn-ted to seduce the wife whom Buddha had
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left in solitude. The apostate hoped with her aid to stand

forth as the king or temporal leader of the Sakya race. His

contemptuous rejection by the loyal Sakya princess, his acts of

despairing cruelty, and his fall into hell with a lie in his mouth, Hi- i.ill

fitly close the career of the first great schismatic.

Throughout the Tibetan texts, Buddha figures as a typical I’.ikMIi.i,

Sakya
;

first as a young Kshattriya or prince of the royal line,

and then as a saintly personage who turns back an army sent

against his nation by the force of his piety alone. Such

spiritual weapons, however, proved a feeble defence in early

India. Eventually, the Sakya capital was attacked by over-

whelming numbers. For a time the enemy were repulsed

without the Buddhists incurring the sin of taking life. But

their firm adherence to their Master’s commandment, ‘ Thou
shrdt not kill,’ m the end decided the fate of the Sakya city.

Some escaped into exile, and founded settlements in distant

parts as far as the other side of the Punjab frontier. The fall

of the city ended in the slaughter of 77,000 Sakyas, and in

the dispersion of the remnants of the race. The story of the

five hundred Sakya youths and five hundred Sakya maidens

who were carried into cajrtivity is a pathetic one. The five Di-a-wr-

hundred youths were massacred in cold blood; and the faithful
1"’

Sakya maidens, having refused to enter the harem of their

conqueror, were exposed to the fiopulace with their hands and

feet chopped off. How Buddha came to them in their misery,

dressed their wounds, and comforted them with the hofie of a

better life, ‘so that they died in the faith,' is affectingly told.

The foregoing narrative touches only on one or two aspects Other

of the Tibetan texts. It suffices to show the characteristic

divergences between the Northern and the Southern legend. '1

In the Northern, there is a gradually developed contrast be- P'-h"

tween two main figures, the traitor Devadatta and hi.-, brother

Ananda, the Beloved Diseijile. Tiie last year of Buddhas

ministry is dwelt on by both. But its full significance and it-,

most tender episodes are treated with special unction in the

Northern version of the Book of the Great Decease. I he

Fo-wei-kian-king,^ or ‘ Dying Instruction of Buddha,' trans-

lated into Chinese between 397 and 415 .t.re from a still

earlier Sanskrit text, gives to the last scene a peculiar beauty.

‘ It was now in the middle of the night,’ it say=, ‘ perfectly

' Translated in Appendix to the Catalogue of the Manu-cripts pre=er.:el

by the Japanese Government to the Secretary of State f t la aa, ana n aa

in the India Office.— Concluding letter of Mi. Beal to Dr, Rijst ; ate.

I 3 t September 1S74, sec. 5 -
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quiet and still
;
for the sake of his disciples, he delivered a

summary of the law.’ After laying down the rules of a good

life, he revealed the inner doctrines of his faith. From these

a few sentences may be taken, ‘ The heart is lord of the

senses :
govern, therefore, your heart ;

watch well the heart.

‘ Think of the fire that shall consume the world, and early

seek deliverance from it.’ ‘Lament not my going awav, nor

feel regret. For if I remained in the world, then what would

become of the church ? It must perish without fulfilling its

end. From henceforth all my disci[)les, practising their

various duties, shall prove that my true Body, the Body of the

Law {Dharmakaya), is everlasting and imperishable. The

world is fast bound in fetters
;

I now give it deliverance, as a

physician who brings heavenly medicine. Keep your mind

on my teaching ;
all other things change, this changes not.

No more shall I speak to you. I desire to depart. I desire

the eternal rest {Nirvana). This is my last exhortation.’

The secret of Buddha’s success was that he brought spiritual

deliverance to the people. He preached that salvation was

equally open to all men, and that it must be earned, not by

propitiating imaginary deities, but by our own conduct. His

doctrines thus cut away the religious basis of caste, impaired

the efficiency of the sacrificial ritual, and assailed the su-

premacy of the Brahmans as the mediators between God and

man. Buddha taught that sin, sorrow, and deliverance, the

state of a man in this life, in all previous and in all future

lives, are the inevitable results of his own acts {Karma). He
thus applied the inexorable law of cause and effect to the

soul. What a man sows, he must reap.

As no evil remains without punishment, and no good deed

without reward, it follows that neither priest nor God can

prevent each act bearing its own consequences. IMisery or

happiness in this life is the unavoidable result of our conduct

in a past life
;
and our actions here will determine our happi-

ness or misery in the life to come. When any creature dies,

he is born again in some higher or lower state of existence,

according to his merit or demerit. His merit or demerit, that

is, his character, consists of the sum-total of his actions in all

previous lives.

By this great law of Karma, Buddha e.xplained the inequal-

ities and apparent injustice of man’s estate in this world

as the consequence of acts in the past
;
while Christianity

compensates those inequalities by rewards in the future. A
system in which our whole well-being, past, present, and to
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come, depends on ourselves, theoretically leaves little roiim

for the interference, or even existence, of a personal God.'

But the atheism of Buddha was a philosophical tenet, which,

so far from weakening the sanctions of right and wrong, gave

them new strength from the doctrine of Kartna, or the

Metempsychosis of Character.

To free ourselves from the thraldom of desire and from the The libera-

fetters of selfishness, was to attain to the state of the perfect

disciple, Arakaf, in this life, and to the everlasting rest after

death. Nirvana. Some Buddhists explain Nirvana as absolute Nirvana.

annihilation, when the soul is blown out like the flame of a

lamp. Others hold that it is merely the extinction of the

sins, sorrows, and selfishness of individual life. The fact is.

that the doctrine underwent processes of change and develop-

ment, like all theological dogmas. ‘ But the earliest idea

of iVirz'dna,’ says one of the greatest authorities on Chinese

Buddhism, ‘ seems to have included in it no more than the

enjoyment of a state of rest consequent on the extinction

of all causes of sorrow.’ - The great practical aim of Buddha’s

teaching was to subdue the lusts of the flesh and the cravings

of self
;
and Nirvana has been taken to mean the extinction

of the sinful grasping condition of heart which, by the inevit-

able law of Karma, would involve the penalty of renewed

individual existence. As the Buddhist strove to reach a state

of quietism or holy meditation in this world, namely, the state

of the perfect disciple or Araliat

;

so he looked forward to an

eternal calm in a world to come. Nirvana.

Buddha taught that this end could only be attained by the ^^oraI

practice of virtue. He laid down eight precepts of morality,

with two more for the religious orders, making ten command-

ments {dasa-s'ila) in all. He arranged the besetting faults of

mankind into ten sins, and set forth the special duties a[i- The Ten

jilicable to each condition of life; to parents and children, to

jiupils and teachers, to husbands and wives, to masters and

servants, to laymen and the religious orders. In place of the

Brahman rites and sacrifices, Buddha prescribed a code of

practical morality as the means of salvation. T’he four cssen-

^
‘ Bucidhism,’ says Mr. Beal, Catena ('f BiuidLiJ ScriHurM. y-. * 53 *

‘ declares itself ignorant of any mode of personal existence compatible uith

the idea of spiritual perfection, and so far it is ignorant of Gud.'

‘ Beal, Catena of Bnadhtst tSenptures Jrom toe p. 157, cd.

iS7t ; and the BuJd/usi TripUaka^ App., Letter t>) Dr. 'cc. 0.

Max M’viller deals with the word from the etymolugicrd an*! >an'krit

in his Ckits from a Gu-man lVcrk:kcf, vq], i. fp. 279, 290, ed. I^o7.

But see, specially, CtXVx^xd Pah Di~tunary, Ndoanam, j . 265-274.
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tial features of that code were—reverence to spiritual teachers

and parents, control over self, kindness to other men, and

reverence for the life of all sentient creatures.

He urged on his disciples that they must not only follow

the true path themselves, but that they should preach it to all

mankind. Buddhism has from the first been a missionary

religion. One of the earliest acts of Buddha’s public ministry

was to send forth the Sixty
;
and he carefully formulated the

four chief means of conversion. These were, companionshi’p

with the good, listening to the law, reflection upon the truths

heard, and the practice of virtue. He also instituted a re-

ligious Order, one of whose special duties it was to go forth

and preach to the nations. While, therefore, the Brahmans

kept their ritual for the twice-born Aryan castes. Buddhism

addressed itself not only to those castes and to the lower mas.'

of the people, but to all the non-Arj-an races throughout India,

and eventually to almost the whole Asiatic world. Buddhism

thus supplied, as I must repeat, a bond of union between

the widely diverse elements of the Indian population. It

created a true Church universal for India, in which difference-^

of race and of colour were merged in a common religious

jjractice and belief. Two features of the Buddhist Ord.er

were its fortnightly meetings and public confession, or ‘ Dis-

burdenment ’ of sins.

On the death of Buddha, according to the traditional

Indian chronology in 543 b.c., five hundred of his disciples

met in a vast cave near Rdjagriha to gather together his

sayings. This was the First Council. They chanted the

lessons of their master in three great divisions—the words of

Buddha to his disciples :
^ his code of discipline

;
- and his

system of doctrine.® These became the Three Collections

of Buddha’s teaching; and the word for a Buddhist Council'

means literally ‘a singing together.’ A century afterwards,

a Second Council, of seven hundred, was held at Vaisali, to

I
settle disputes between the more and the less strict followers

of Buddhism. It condemned a system of ten ‘ Indulgences
’

which had grown up
;
but it led to the separation of the

Buddhists into two hostile parties, who afterwards split into

eighteen sects.

During the next two hundred years Buddhism spread over

Northern India, perhaps receiving a new impulse from the

- Siitrai. - X’lnaya. " A’.hidharma.
* Pitalas, lit. ‘baskets ;

’ afterwards the five A'ii-dy.Tis.

' San^'iti in Pali.
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Greek kingdoms in the Punjab. About 257 u.c., Asoka, the Third

King of Magadha or Behar, became a zealous convert to the Iju'l'lh'st

faith. 1 Asoka was grandson of the Chandra Gupta whom we 244B!^e!’ip

shall meet as an adventurer in Alexander’s camp, and after-

wards as an ally of Seleukos. Asoka is said to have supported

64,000 Buddhist priests
; he founded many religious houses,

and his kingdom is called the Land of the Monasteries

(Vihara or Behar) to this day.

Asoka did for Buddhism what Constantine afterwards Tlie wen

k

effected for Christianity; he organized it on the basis of a

State religion. This he accomplished by five means—by a

Council to settle the faith, by edicts promulgating its jwin-

dples, by a State Department to watch over its purity, by

missionaries to spread its doctrines, and by an authoritative

revision or canon of the Buddhist scriptures. In 244 r. c., (,) Hk
Asoka convened at Patna the Third Buddhist Council, of one fpeat

thousand elders. Evil men, taking on them the yellow robe

of the Order, had given forth their own opinions as the

teaching of Buddha. Such heresies were now corrected
; and

the Buddhism of Southern Asia practically dates from Asoka's

Council.

In a number of edicts, before and after the synod, he pub-

' Much learning ha> been e.^iiended upon the age of Asoka, and various

dates have been assigned to its principal events. But, indeed, all

Buddhist dates are open questions, according to the system of chrono-

logy (or ‘ workingdiack ’) adopted. The middle of the 3rd century n.c.

maybe taken as the era of Asoka. The following dates from General

Cunningham’s Coypui Ittscrtptionwn /u H:arum, p. \ii. {it>77), e.vhibit

the results of one important line of research on thi-. subject :

—

CA, Straggle with brothers, 4 years.

Comes to the throne.

Conversion to Buddhism.
Treaty with .•\nliochu.s.

Mahindo ordained.

Karliest date of rock edicts.

.Second date of rock edicts.

Arsake.s rebels in I’arlhia.

Uiodotus rebels in Bactria.

Thiril Buddhist Council under M 'galii'Utra.

Mahimio goes to Ceylon.

Bar.ibar cave inscriptions.

Biilar edicts issued.

(Jueen .\5an1ihimitta 'lies.

Second Queen married.

Her attempt to destoty the E'>Jhi :r,.e.

.-\50ka becomes an ascetic.

Issues Rupnath arei sts-erani edicts.

Dies.

vratha’s cave inscriptwr.s, N.tga'' up..

b.C. 264 1
AbOi-

260 '

257
256

255
25 J

244
245

'

246
244
245
242

254
i

25t
225

226

225

224
,
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lished throughout India the cardinal principles of the faith.

Such edicts are still found graven dee[) upon pillars, caves,

and rocks, from the Yusafzai valley beyond Peshaivar on the

north-western frontier, through the heart of Hindustan and the

Central Provinces, to Kathiawar on the west, and Orissa on

the east, coast of India. Tradition states that Asoka set up

S4.000 memorial columns or topes. The Chinese Pilgrims

came upon them in the inner Himalayas. Forty-two inscrip-

tions still surviving show how widely these royal sermons were

spread over India itself.^

In the year of the Council, Asoka founded a State Depart-

ment to watch over the purity, and to direct the spread, of the

faith. A Minister of Justice and Religion (Dharma Mahamatra)
directed its operations

;
and, as one of its first duties was to

[iroselytize, this Minister was charged with the welfare of the

aborigines among whom his missionaries were sent. Asoka
did not think it enough to convert the inferior races, without

looking after their material interests. Wells were to be dug,
and trees planted, along the roads; a system of medical aid

for man and beast was established throughout his kingdom

- Major-General Cunningham, Director-General of the Arch-cological

.‘^ervey of India, enumerates 14 rock inscriptions, 17 cave inscription-,

and II inscribed pillars. The rock inscriptions are at— (i) Shdhluzgarhi
in tl-e Vusafzai country, 40 miles east-north-east of Peshawar; (2) Kal.-i

on the west bank of the Jumna; (3) Girnar in Kathiauir, 40 miles north
of Soranath

; (4 to 7) Dhauli in Cuttack, inidu-ay between Cutt.rck
and Puri, and Jaug.ar!a in Ganjam District, iS miles north-north-we-t of
Berhampur,—two inscriptions at each, virtually identical

; (8) Sa.sser.lrn, at

the north-east end of the Kaimur range, 70 miles south-east of Benares

;

(O' Rupnath, a famous place of pilgrimage, 35 miles north of fabalpur
;

(10 and II) Bairat, 41 miles north of Jaipur; (12) the Khandgiri Hill,

near Dhauli in Cuttack ; (13) Deotek, 50 miles south-east of Nagpur
; (141

Ni.rnsera, north-west of Rawal Pindi, inscribed in the Bactrian character.
The cave inscriptions, 17 m number, are found at— (i, 2, 3) Barahar, and
i'd- 5 - Xagarjiini Hills, both places 15 miles north of Gaya; (7 to 15I
Kh.-.ndgiri Hill in Cuttack, and (16 and 17) Ramgarh in Sargiija. The
eleven inscribed pillars are—(l) the Delhi-hiwalik, at Delhi

; (2) the Delhi-
Mecrut, at Delhi

; (3) the Allahabad
; (4) the Lauriya-Araraj, at Lauriy.i,

77 miles north of Patna ; (5) the Lauriya-Navandgarh, at another Lauriyi,
15 mile- north-north- west of Bettia

; (6 and 7I two additional edicts on
the Delhi-.Siualik, not found on any other pillar; (8 ami 9) tw-o .short
aOihtior.al edicts on the .-Mlahabid pillar, peculiar to itself

;
(to) a short

muti'ated recoid on a fr.agment of a pillar at .Sanchi, near Bhilsa
;
(ii) at

K irn; i,ra in the Tarai, north-e.ast of the second Lauriya, near Bettia.
Ti;e l.i.st-named pillar and the rock inscription at Mansera (No. 14) are
ree'.-r.i discoveries .since the first edition of this work was published. The
-M in-era rock inscription is interesting as being the .second m the Bactrian
character, and for its recording twelve Edict.- complete.

(M Hi,
G'llCt.S.

(jl Hi.
Depart-
ment of

Public

Worship.
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and the conquered Provinces, as far as Ceylon d Officers

were appointed to watch over domestic life and public

morality,- and to promote instruction among the women as

well as the youth.

Asoka recognised proselytism by peaceful means as a State (4 )
Mi'-

duty. The Rock Inscriptions record how he sent forth mis-

sionaries ‘ to the utmost limits of the barbarian countries,’

to ‘intermingle among all unbelievers,’ for the spread of

religion. They shall mix equally with soldiers, Brahmans, ami

beggars, with the dreaded and the despised, both within the

kingdom ‘and in foreign countries, teaching better things.’’

Conversion is to be effected by persuasion, not by the sword.

Buddhism was at once the most intensely missionary religion

in the world, and the most tolerant. This character of a

proselytizing faith, which wins its victories by ])eaccful means,

so strongly impressed upon it by Asoka, has remained a pro-

minent feature of Buddhism to the present day. Asoka.

however, not only took measures to spread the religion, he

also endeavoured to secure its orthodoxy. He collected the (5' I''--

body of doctrine into an authoritative version, in the Magadhi J-anon of

language or dialect of his central kingdom in Behar
;
a ver- BuiMhi-t

sion which for two thousand years has formed the canon

{pitakas) of the Southern Buddhists. In this way, the Magadhi

dialect became the Pali or sacred language of the Ceylonese.

Mr. Robert Cust thus summarizes Asoka’s Fourteen Edicts
;
E'lict- of

but it should be noted that such a summary only endeavours

to present a bird’s-eye view of many local, and not always

concurrent, inscriptions ;

—

1. Prohibition of the slaughter of animals for food oi sacrifice.

2. Provision of a sy'-toni of medical aid for men and animals, and • f

plantations and wells on the road.dde.

3. Order for a quinquennial humiliation and republicalimn of the crt-at

moral piecepts of the Puddhist faith.

4. Compari.^on of tlie former state of thing-;, and the happy existing

state under the king.

5. Appointment of mi-^sionanes to gf> into v.ari<;U-> countrie--, which aie

enumerateti, to convert the f*eople and foreigners.

C. Appointment of informers ior in-pectop'.) an-l guardian^ cP morality.

7. Expression of a de->ire that there may be uniformity «if religion and.

equality of rank.

^ Rock In=:ciipliun5, Edict u., General Cunningham's Cc'-^as /;/. ;v/-

fioniivi.^ p. iiS.

- Rock Inscriptions, Edict vi., etc., Ccrl'U' biy.n^ii
j

. 120. Tlie-'w

Inspectors of Moraks are •'Upposeil to corrcsponii to the Sixth Ca^te v

*

Mecrasthenes. the 'ErAx-r;, of Arrian.

' Rock Inscriptions, Edict v., etc., .

.
[ . \ 2 ^.
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Fourth
Council,

Kanishka,

(40 A.n.?)

‘ Greater

Vehicle.’

‘ Lesser

Vehicle.'

S. Contrast of the carnal pleasures of previous rulers v\iih the pious

enjoyments of the present king.

9. Inculcation of the true happiness to be found in virtue, thrL).iph

which alone the blessings of heaven can be propitiated.

10. Contrast of the vain and transitory glory of thi.s world with the

reward for which the king strives and looks beyond.

11. Inculcation of the doctrine that the imparting of dhanna or te.aching

of virtue to others is the greatest of charitable gifts.

12. Address to all unbelievers.

13. (Imperfect); the meaning conjectural.

14. Summing up of the whole.

The fourth and last of the great Buddhist Councils was
held under King Kanishka, according to one tradition four

centuries after Buddha’s death. The date of Kanishka is still

uncertain
;
but, from the evidence of coins and inscriptions,

his reign has been fixed in the 1st century after Christ, or,

say, 40 A.D.* Kanishka, the most famous of the Saka con-
querors, ruled over North-Western Indi.i, and the adjoining

countries. His authority had its nucleus in Kashmir, but it

extended to both sides of the Himalayas, from Yarkand and
Khokand to Agra and Sind.

Kanishka’s Council of five hundred drew up three com-
mentaries on the Buddhist faith. These conimentaries suji-

plied in part materials for the Tibetan or Northern Canon,
completed at subsequent periods. The Northern Canon, or,

as the Chinese proudly call it, the ‘Greater Vehicle of the
Law, includes many later corruptions or developments of the
Buddhism which was originally embodied by Asoka in the
Lesser Vehicle, or Canon of the Southern Buddhists ( 244 ii.c.j.

The Buddhist Canon of China, a branch of the ‘ Greater
Vehicle, was gradually arranged between 67 and 12S5 .a.d.

It includes 1440 distinct works, comprising 5586 books. The
ultimate divergence between the Canons is great. They differ
not only, as we have seen, in regard to the legend of Buddha’s
life, but also as to his teaching. With respect to doctrine, one
e.xample will suffice. According to the Northern or ‘Greater
Vehicle,’ Buddhist monks who transgress wilfully after ordina-
tion may yet recover themselves

; while to such castaways the
Southern or ‘ Lesser Vehicle ’ allowed no room for repentance.-

’ The efforts to fix the date of Kanishka are little more than records of
CMflicting authorities.

_

See Dr. James Fergusson’s paper in Journal of
tni Royal Asiatic SoAety, Article ix., April iSSo; and Mr. K. Thomat.’
comorehensive disquisition on the Sah and Gupta coins, pp. 18-79 of the
Kjort of tho Aichuooio^icai Survey of [('oAorn India for 1874-7; ato
London, 1S76.

/t /a> t >

- Beal, CaUna, p. 253,
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The original of the Northern Canon was written in tlie Xurthern

Sanskrit language, perhaiis because the Kashmir and Northern ,
, . > T' • t 1 . - Soutliern

[inests, who formed kanishkas Council, hedongej to isolated Canuns,

Himalayan settlements which had been little inlluenced by the

growth of the Indian vernacular dialects. In one of these

dialects, the Magadhi of Behar, the Southern Canon had been
compiled by Asoka and expanded by commentators. Indeed,

the Buddhist compilations appear to have given the first literary

impulse to the Prakrits or spoken .A.ryan dialects in India
;
as

represented by the Pali or Magadhi of the Ceylonese Buddhist

scriptures, and the Maharishtn' of the ancient sacred books of

the Jains. The Northern prie.sts, who comiiiled Kanishka's

Canon, preferred the ‘perfected’ Sanskrit, which had become
by that time the accepted literary vehicle of the learned

throughout India, to the Prakrit or ‘natural’ dialects of the

Gangetic valley. Kanishka and his Kashmir Council (40

.\.i).?) became to the Northern or Tibeto-Chinese Buddhist.s,

what Asoka and his Patna Council (244 n.c.) had been to the

Buddhists of Ceylon and the South.

Buddhism was thus organized as a State religion by the Cuddhism

Councils of Asoka and Kanishka. It started from Brih-

manical doctrines
;
but from those doctrines, not as taught in religion of

hermitages to cluster.s of Brahman disciples, but as vitalized

by a preacher of rare power in the cities of Northern India.

Buddha did not abolish caste. On tire contrary, reverence

to Brahmans and to the siuritual guide ranked among the

four great sets of duties, together with obedience to iiarcnts,

control over self, and acts of kindness to all men and animals.

He introduced, however, a new classification of mankind, on

the spiritual basis of Believers and Unbelievers.

The Believer', took rank in the Buddhist community,—at iis re-

first, according to their ago and merit ; in later times, as laitv ' ’T''’''’
^ orflers ;

and clergy- {i.e. the religious orders). Buddhism carried

transmigration to its utmost s]<iritual iisc, and [irudaimed our

own actions to be the sole ruling influence on our j)a...t, present,

and future states. It was thus led into the denial of any ex-

ternal being or God who could interfere with the immutable

law of cause and effect as applied to the soul. But, on the

other hand, it linked together mankind as [.arts of one uni-

versal whole, and denounced the isoLated self-seeking of the

human heart as ‘ the heresy of individuality.’ ' Its mission

' Upa:i'-a.

- Sramaua, thikLiit monk or religious men4icang, hi'Jmni giun).

‘ Sak.iyaditthi.
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was to make men more moral, kinder to other-, and hap|.!er

themselves ;
not to propitiate imaginary doitie-.

^

It according!'

founded its teaching on man's duty to his neighbour, in-te.ui

of on his obligations to God ;
and constructed its ritual on the

basis of relic-worship or the commemoration of good men,

instead of on sacrifice. Its sacred buildings were not temples

to the gods, but monasteries (vihdras) for the religious order-,

with their bells and ros.aries ;
or memorial shrines,! reared

over a tooth or bone of the founder of the faith.

The missionary impulse given by .Vsoka ([uickl) bore fruit

In the year after his great Council at I’atna (244 n.c.), his -on

Mahindo carried Asoka’s version of the Iluddhist scriptures

in the Magadhi language to Ceylon. He took with him a

band of fellow-missionaries
;
and soon afterwards, his sister,

the princess Sanghamitta, who had entered the Order, followed

with a company of nuns. It was not, however, till six hundred

years later (410-432 .\.d.) that the Ceylonese Canon was

written out in Pali, the sacred Mag.adhi language ot the

Southern Buddhists. About the same time, mis-ionarie- from

Ceylon finally established the faith in Burma (450 a.o. ). 'I he

Burmese thein.selvcs assert that two Buddhi-t prenchers landed

in Pegu as eaily as 207 r.c. Indeed, some Burme'e date the

arrival of Biiddhi.st mis.sionaries jii-t after the I’.un.i ('oumil,

244 Ti.c.. and point out the ruined city of I'ha-tiin, between the

Sitaung ('I’sit-taung) and Salwin estuaries, as the scene of their

pious labours. Siam was converted to Buddhism in 638 A.t). :

Java received its missionaries direct from India between the

5th and the yth century, and spread the faith to Bali and

Sumatra."

While Southern Buddhism was thus wafted across the

ocean, another stream of missionaries had found their way

! Slilfas, topes, littrally ‘ heaps or tumuli
;

’ doigohas or dh-ilu-pcpi: ,

‘ relic-preaerver.s ;
’ chaitya^.

- Sanskrit, Mahendra.

.All these dates are uncertain. They are founded on the Singale-e

chronolng)-, but the orthodox in the respective countries place their national

conversion at remoter periods. Occasionally, however, the dates can he

tested from e-xternal sources. Thus we know from the Chinese tr.aveller

Fa-Hian, that up to about 414 A.l>. Java was still unconverted. F a-

Hian says, ‘ I feretics and Br.ihmans were numerous there, and the law

of Buddha i.s in nowise entertained.’ The Burmese chroniclers go back

to a time when the duration of human life was ninety millions of

year- : and when a single dynasty ruldl for a period represented by

a unit followed by i.jo cepher-. See 'J he Impvrial GuzUtior of !i:dia.

.Article SAxnoWAY.
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t)y Central Asia into China. Their first arrival in the Chinese in tlu

empire is said to date from the and century n.c., although it

was not till 65 that I’.uddhism there became the esta- etc., ami

blished religion. The Crajco-ljactrian kingdoms in the Punjab,

and beyond it, afforded a favourable soil for the faith. 1110552^.:
Scythian dynasties who succeeded the Cratco-Pactrians accepted

Buddhism
;
and the earliest remains which recent discovery has

unearthed in Afghanistan are Buddhist, ivani'hka’s Council,

soon after the commencement of the Christian era, gave the

great impetus to the faith beyond the Himalayas. Tibet,

South Central .Asia, and China, lay along the regular mis-

sionary routes of Northern Buddhism; the Kirghiz, are said

to have carried the religion as far west as the Caspian
;
on the

east. Buddhism was introduced into the Corea in 372 .\.d.,

and thence into Japan in 552.

Buddhist doctrines are believed to have deeply affected Ihuliih'V.

religious thought in Ale.xandria and Palestine. The question
'.jjf

is yet undecided as to how far the Buddhist ideal of the holy tianit>.

life, with its monks, nuns, relic-worship, bells, and rosaries,

influenced Christian monachism ; and to what e.xtent Buddhi.st

]'hilosophy aided the development of the Gnostic heresies,

particularly those of Basilides and Manes, which rent the early

Church. It is certain that the analogies are striking, and have

been pointed out alike by Jesuit missionaries in Asia, and b\

oriental scholars in llurojie.' 'I’he form of abjuration for those

who renounced tb.e Gnostic doctrines of Manes, expres.sly

mentions B-loSa and the -isvdiaiik (Buddha and the Scythian

or Sakya)—seemingly, says IVeber, a sej^aration of Buddlia

the .Sakya into two. .\t this moment, the Chinese in San

Prancisco assist tlwir devotions by picture.s of the Buddhist

Goddess of Mercy, imported on thin pa[ier from Canton, which

the Irish Roman Catholics identify as the \'irgin Mary with

the Infant in her arms, an aureole round her head, an adoring

figure at her feet, and the .'^jiirit hovering in the form of a bini.-

^ Tor the hitter a-oect of the fgic-tion, -.ee Weber, founfliiig itn La,S'en.

l\cnan. and Deal. /// ^ /;/i 4 Lt!. ]>. 309, note 363, ed. 1S7S.

“ Sec al'O/c /, pp. 197, JoS. I'ttlcmical writer", Cliri-tian and Chinct'C,

have with e<[ual inju'tice nccu'-ed Buildhism and Christian. ty uf cfm'ciously

pla(;iari/ing each 'tlher's rite". Thii" Kuang-Hden, the di"tin_i;uishcd

memhei of the Astronomical IWard, who brouj^ht a! "lU the Chin-.'-e perse-

cution of the Christians frf»m 1605 t<> 1671. write" of them : ‘They pilfer

thi" talk alioiit heaAon anil hell fr«-m the ref ;<e ( f an'! then turn

rmnd and rcwile r.’j-ldhi'm .*—

7

c i\(- L\ rr.'/-: /V tii)U'

r'lcn-chii ' i.c. (fhri't’. ' ityC p. 40 ’^hin^hai. 1S70 . vSee abo the reMark-

oi Jao-cho’A-— ‘ l'!.e a an ini."t 'ii"ire'"ed in .he.'it *— In the -anie clieelioH.
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But it is right to point out that the early XeNtorian ( 'ivis-

tians in China may have been the sonixc of Mime of th.ese

resemblances. The liturgy of the Ciothless of Merry, K'.v.m-

yin, in which the analogies to the Ea'-tern Christian rflii e are

most strongly marked, has been traced with certainty only as

far back as 1412 a.d. in the Chinese Canon.' Prufessur .Max

Muller endeavoured to show that Buddha himself is the

original of Saint Josaphat, who has a day a.ssigned to him liy

both the Creek and Roman churches.

-

Buddha .is Professor Muller’s Essay ' led me to an examination of tiie

"’hole evidence bearing on this subject.' The results m.;y be

thus summarized. The Roman Martyrologv at the end of the

saints tor the 27th Xovember, states; ‘ Apud Indus J’ersis

finitimos sanctorum Barlaam et Jo.saiihat (comniemoratio),

quorum actus mirandos Joannes Damascenus con.siripsit.’

Amon^^ tin Indians ivlio harder an Persia, Saints Barlaam an i

Jpsaphat, zvhose laonderful-morks have been laritten of by St./i'hii

Legend of of Damascus. 'I’he story of these two saints is that of a )oiing

laa'ra and"^
Indian prince, Josaphat, who is converted by a hermit, Barlaam.

Josaphat. Josaphat undergoes the same awakening as Buddha from tix

pleasures of this world. His royal father had taken simil.n

precautions to prevent the youth from becoming acijuainted

with the .sorrows of life. But Josa[)hat, like Buddha, is struck

by successive spectacles of disea.sc, old age. and death; and
abandons his princely state for that of a Christian devotee.
He converts to the faith his father, his subjects, and even
the magician em[>loyed to seduce him. f or this magician, by
name Theudas, the Buddhist schismatic Devadatta is sujiposed
to have supplied the original

; while the name of Josaphat is

itself identified by philologers with that of Boddhisattwa, the
complete appellation of Buddha. '

This curious transfer of the religious teacher of Asia to the

For an excellent account from the Chine'-e texts of the worship an4
liturgy of Kwan-)m, ‘ the .S.iviour,’ or in her female form as the GotldcM.s of
Mercy, see Beal's Caiemi ofBu.hWst Sorf/nn-s, 3S3-397 (Triibner, 1S71).

Chiys/rom a Cennan IVorkshop, vol. iv. pp. 177-189, eil. 1875.
' Co>itemporaiy Revu-.v, July JS70.

^

' for a hst of the authorities, and an investigation of them from the
Roman Catholic side, by Emmanuel Co.^quin, see Revue Jes Queatont
Hisloriqties, Ivl. pp. 579-600 ; Barb, October iSSo.

= The earlier form of Josaphat was loasaph in Greek and X'ouasaf or
\oudasf m Ar.abic, an evident derivation from the .Sanskrit Boddhi-
sattwa, through the Persian form Boudasp (Weber). The name of the
magician Theudas i.s in like manner an accurate philological reproduction
of Devadatta or Thevdat.
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Christian Martyroloyy has an equally curious history. Saint Farly

John of Damascus wrote in the Sth I'etuury in (
'ircek, and

an Arabic translation of his work, beloiyainy to the iith

century, still survives. 'The story of Josai)hat was jsipular in

the Greek tihurch, and was embodied by Simeon the Met,;-

phrast in the lives of the saints, drc. 1150 d'he Greek

form of the name is ’bodirai^.' lly the T2th century, tlie

Life of llarlaam and Josaphat had already reached Western

Murope in a l.atin form. Dtirini; the first half of the 13th

Century, Vincent de ISeauvais inserteil it in his Spiculuin

Ilisioriak ; and in the latter half of that century it found a

place in the Golden l.ep'endof |ar(|ues de X'oragine. Mean-

while, it had also been jiojiulari/ed bv the troubadour. Guy de

Caiubrai. From this double source, the Golden Le,t;end of the

Church and the French poem of the people, the story of

llarlaam and Josaphat spread throut;hout Europe. German.

Provencal, Italian, Polish. Spanish, English, and Xurse versions

carried it from tlie southern e.xtremity of the Continent to

Sweden and Iceland.

In 1583, the legerul was entered in the Roman Martyrology

for the 27th day of November, as we have already seen, upon

the alleged testimony of St. John of Damascus .\ church in

Palermo still (1S74) bears the dedication. />/rv> L sapliat.-

'fhe Roman Martvrology of Gregory xni., revised under the

ausjiices of Urban viii., h.rs a universal acceptance throughout

Catholic Christendom : although, from the statements of Pojie

Penedict mv., and others, it would a]ipear that it is to be

Used for edification, rather than as a work resting on

infallible authority.' However this ni.ay be. the text of the

two legends, and the names of their protninent actors, place*

beyond doubt the identity of the Eastern and the IVestern

story.

It is diffii ult to enter a Jajiancse lluddhist temple without .^Japanese

being struck by analogies to the Christian ritual on the one

hand, and to Hinduism on the othir. 'I'hc chantings of the logics to

priests, their bowing as the\ iwss the alt.’.r, their vestments,

rosaries, bells, incense, anil the responses of the worshippers, tianity.

remind one of the Chri.stian ritual. ‘The tenude at Rokugo,’

‘ >iee the valuahle note in Colonel ^ uk ^ Mar-o /V/i , Vfl. ii. pp. 302

30P (20(1 eth, 1S75).

- Vule, 0^. lit. p. 30S.

•' This a>pect of the question is <li'CU->ed at cou'sMerahle length by

Emmanuel Co'-'juin, pp. 5S3-594. He gives the two legends of I’.jih’ha

and of Ilailaam-Io-aphat in jiarallel columns, ];

.

(:u Jicf:: Hi tcri nic , vol. Ivi., already cited-
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writes a recent traveller to a remote town in Japan, ‘ wa^ \c:>

beautiful, and, except that its ornaments weie superior m

solidity and good taste, differed little from a Romish elrarti;.

The low altar, on which were lilies and lighted candles, was

draped in blue and silver ; and on the high altar, diap^o in

( rimson and cloth of gold, there was nothing but a closi i;

shrine, an incense-burner, and a vase ot lotuses. ' In

I’uddhist temple at Ningpo, the Chinese (>oddess ot Merer,

Kwan-yin, whose resemblance to the ^ ngin Mary and Chtkl

lias already been mentioned (pp. 195, iph), is seen stam.ing

on a serpent, bruising his head with her heel.

The Hindus, while denouncing fluddha as a hcretu’. have

been constrained to admit him to a place in their m)tholog)

They regard him as the ninth, and hitherto last, incarnation oi

\'ishnu,—the Lying Spirit let loose to deceive men until the

tenth or final descent of ^'ishlUl, on the white horse, with a

flaming sword like a comet in his hand, for the destruction of

the wicked and the renovation of the world.

While, on the one hand, a vast grovvtli of legends has arisen

’ around Buddha, tending to bring out every episode ot his life

into strong relief, efforts have been made, on the other hand, to

explain away his personal identity. No date cun he assigned

with Ccitaintv for his existeiu e on this earth. The Northern

nuddhi.sts have fourteen diifi.rent accounts, ranging from agae

to 546 11. c.- The Southern Buddhists agree in starting from

the tst of June 543 n.c. as the day of Buddha's death. This

latter date, 543 ii.c., is usually acc e[)ted by Euroiiean writers ;

but Indian chronology, as worked back from inscriptions and

coins,-' gives the date 478 ii.c. Another line of rescan h brings

his death as far down as 412 r,.c. Some scholars, indeed,

have argued that Buddhism is merely a religious devcloiimeiu

of the Brahmanical Sankhya philosojihy of Kapila ((7«A,

[j. 141 ;
that Buddha's birth is placed at a purely allegorical

site, Kapilavastu, ‘the abode of KapiLi;' that his mother is

‘ Miss Biril’b VnhtatiH Tra.ks in Jaf^in, vol. i. p. 295 fed. iXSo).

- Csoma de Korns, on the authority of Tibetan Mss., I'ih/ait Cnn.
mar, p. igrj. A debt long overdue has at length been paid to one of the

most single-minded of Oiiental .scholars by the publication of Dr. Theodore
Duka's Lifr ami U'aris 0/ A/exanJer Csoma Jr A’oros. (Triibner, 1SS5.

'General Cunningham works back the date of l;uddha’.s death to 477>

K.r'., and takes thi' a.s his starting-point in tlie Cerfns Inu nAlwini'n

htdicartun, p. vii. The subject i.s admirably dpscussed by Mr. Rhjs
Davids in the Inlui luttoiial A'nmirmala Orientalia (Cejlon fasciculus),

pp. 38-56. lie arrives at 412 n.c. a-s the mo.-t probable date. Dr,
< tidenberg tixe, it .at about 4S0 ii.c.
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called Miyadevi', in reference to the May.i doctrine of Kajiila’s

bystem
;
and that his own two names are symbolical ones-

Siddartha, ‘he who has fulfilled his end,’ and Buddha, ‘ the

Ihilightened.’

Buddhism and Brahmanism are umiuebtionahly united

by intermediate links. Certain of tire sacred texts of the

Brahmans, particularly the Vrihad Aransaka and the Atharva

L'panishad of the Yoga system, teach doctrines whidi

are essentially Buddhistic. According to Wilson and others,

Buddha had possibly no personal exi^tenee;' Buddhism

was merely the Sankhya philosophy widened into a national

religion
;
and the religious life of the Buddhistic orders was

the old Brihmanieal type populari/ed.- d'he the'ory is at any

rate so far true, that Buddhism was not a sudden invention of

any single mind, but a development on a broader basis of a

jihilosophy and religion which ]ireceded it. Such siiecukv

tions, however, loa\e out of sight the two great traditional

features of Buddhism—namely, the jireai hers ajjjieal to the

people, and the undying intluence of his beautiful life. Senartk

still more sce[jtical theory of Buddha as a h^olar Myth, has

completely broken down under the critical examination of

Oldenberg.

Buddhism never ousted Brahmanism from any large part of

India. The two sy.stems coexisted as popular religions from
'

the death of Buddha during thirteen hundred tears (543 R.e.

to about Soo .X.D.), and modern Hinduism is the joint product

of both. Tlie legends of Biuddha, especially those of the

Xorthern Canon,-^ bear witness to the ai live influence of

Brahmanism during the whole period of Buddha's life, .\fter

Ills ile-ath, certain kings and certain eras were intensely

Buddhistic; but the continuous existence of Br.ihmanism is

abundantly proved from the time of .\lexander (327 ii.e.)

' I’roks.si.r 11. II. WiKon went .so laris to s.sy, ‘ It ceeius rot impo-silile

that Sakya Mum is an unreal bein;;, and that all tiiat o tel.Ced uf him is

a.s much a fiction as is that of his preceil ".g migra'ions an ! the miracles

that attended his birth, his life, and 1 . 1' departure.' The aigument' are

dealt With by Weber, //is.'. /nJ. /.it. pp. 2S4-290, ed. 1S7X.

Dr. Oldenburg’s />’it.;//;a, <tin /.ehen., contains v.iluable evi-Ience on

this subject (Iloey’.s transl. p[>. 46, 4S to 59, etc.''. See also 7 '/. S.i'.'b', i

Af-i.oritnis of A'af-iia, Sanskrit and Englidi, with liUi'tr.alive test' from the

Commentaries liy Dr. llalhantyne, formerly Prmcip.il of the flenmc'

College, gi'l ed. (Triibner, 1SS3.)

’ Sec the L:f: of tic HuJ.i/.i an I tie E:,’.y //istory of hi' Otdci\ lierive i

from the Tibetan texts, by Mr. Wo'>ivi'.'.e K- ckl.ill of the U. S. Leg.v 'H

in China; also GMenl.erg's /tuiai.a.

1 inks with
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clow nwards. The historians who chronicled Alexander s man h,

and the Greek amba.ssador Megasthenes, who succeeded them

(300 I-..C.) in their literary labours, bear witness to the pre-

doniinance of Brahmanism in the period immediately preceding

Asoka. In.scriptions, local legends, Sanskrit literature, and

the drama, disclose the survival of Brahman influence during

the next six centuries (244 b.c. to 400 A.rc). From 400 a.ic

we have the evidence of the Chinese Pilgrims, who toiled

through Central Asia into India to visit the birthjilace of their

faith.

‘Never did more devoted Pilgrims,' writes the greatest living

student of their lives,- ‘leave their native country to encounter

the perils of travel in foreign and distant lands
;

never did

disciples more ardently desire to gaze on the sacred vestiges

of their religion
;
never did men endure greater sufferings by

desert, mountain, and sea, than these simple-minded, earnest

Buddhist priests.’ Fa-Hian entered India from Afghamst.iii.

and journeyed down the whole Gangetic valley to the Ba) of

Bengal in 399-413 A-R. He found Brahman priests e<iuall>

honoured with Buddhist monks, and temples to the Indian

gods side bv side with the religious houses of the Buddhist

faith.

Hiueii Tsiang, a still greater Pilgrim, also travelled to India

from (’lima by the Central Asia route, and has left a fuller

record of the state of the two religions in the 7th ceinur\.

His wanderings e.xtended from 629 to 645 a.d. Ivver) where
throughout India he found the two systems eagerly com[)eting

for the suffrages of the jieople. By this time, indeed, Brih-

' The Si-yu-ki, or Bud.lhUl R,,or,L of the Western World, tran^ateh
from the Chinese, by .Samuel Beal Triibner, 2 vols., 1SS4), has completeii
and perfected the work begun by Julienand Mr. Beal's volume-
throw a flood of light on the social, religious, anil political condition
of India from the t*' tlie centuiy n. The older authorities
are Foe Roue K\, on Kd.Uioit des Koyaunies Bouddhiiiics ; I'oyays dam
la Jarta-, le, rAj^lanislan et Fhide a hijhi du iv. necle. far Chi-Fa-f/ian,
translated by R(mii-at. reviewed liy Klaproth and Landresse, 1S36.’
Mr. Beal's Trav:!. ot !h, Bnddhi .t Ptlyrim Fa-IIian, tran-lated with Notes
and Prolegomena, uSf.p

; Julien’- Voyays d,s BBenns Boudd/ustes. t. i.;

Ffistohe de la rio d, Ihauen-Thiaiy et de se, loyq^vs dans F/nde,' tran^'-
lated from the Chiiuoe, 1S53, t. ii. and iii.

; A/lmo.m sur les Contn'es
Oeeidenfah far Ilicucn-rhsany, tran-lated from the Chinese, 1S57-59.
C. J. Neumann'- Filyrtakrten Buddhisfiseher Friester z'on China naJi
Ind-.en, air d,m Chinesi id., n iibeeset-J, 1SS3. of which I have yet seen
only one volume; ( ieneral Cunningham’s Anchiit Ccoyraf/ty of India.
and hi,s Befr.,-'- cf the ArJi.eou ;:..il Stiir-ey of Jiidi.i Narious dates).

‘-Si-yu-ki, Mr. Beal'.- Introduction, pp. ix. \.
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inanism was heginniny to reassert itself at the expense of tlie

Hudtihi-'t religion. The monuments of the great I’uddhist

monarchs, Asoka and Kanishka, confronted him from the

moment he neared the Punjab frontier: but so also did the

temples of Siva and his ‘ dread ’ queen Blhma. Throughout

North-Western India he found Buddhist convents and monks

surrounded by ‘ swarms of heretic s,’ i.c. Bnihinanical sects.

The political power was also divided, though Buddhist

-overeigns still predominated. A Buddhist monarch i tiled

over ten kingdoms in Afgh:inistan. At Peshawar, the great

monastery built by Kanishka was deserted, but the populace

remained faithful. In Kashmir, the king and people were

devout Buddhists, under the teaching of 500 monasteries and

5000 monks. In the country identified with Jaipur, on the

other hand, the inhabitants were devoted to heresy and war.

Buddhist influence in Northern India seems, during the yth Pudaiipm

c:entury .\. I c, to have centred in the fertile jilain between ihs

Jumna and the (ianges, and in Behar. .\t Kanauj (Kanya- .c.n.

kubja), on the Ganges, Hiuen Tsiang found a powerful

Buddhist monarch, Siladitya, whose influence reached from

the Punjab to North-Eastern Bengal, and from the Himalaya.s

to the Narliada river. Here flourished 100 Buddhist convent.s

and 10,000 monks. But the king’s eldest brother had been

lately slain by a sovereign of Eastern India, a hater of Buddh-

ism ; and 200 tcmides to the Br.ahman gods reared their

heads under the protection of the devout Siladitya himself.

Siladitya appears as an Asoka of the 7th century .v.D..

and he practised with jirimitive vigour the two great Buddhist

virtues of spreading the faith and charity. 'I he former he

attempted by means of a (ieneral Council in 634 a.d. 1 wenty- ( ounci! nf

one tributarv soccreigns attended, together with the most

learned Buddhist mcjnks and Brahmans of their kingdoms.

But the object of the convocation was no longer the luidis-

jjuted assertion of the Buddhist religion. It dealt with the

two phases of the religious life of India at that time. Inst, a

discussion fietwcen the Biiddliists and Bnihman [Iiiiosophers

of the Sankhya and Vaiseshika sihnols: second, a di'.piite

between the Buddhi.st sects who followed respectively the

Northern and the Southern Canons, known as ‘ the (ireater

and the I.esser Whicle of the l.aw.’ 'I'he rites of the [lopu-

lace were of a.s conijjosite a character as the doctrines of their

teachers. On the first day of the Council, a statue of liuddiia

was installed with great pomp ;
on the second, an image of

the Sun-g'od : on the third, an idol of Siva.
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Siladu\a\ Si'ldditya held a solemn distribution of his royal trca-ures
chant).

ey^j-y fiyy. years. Hiuen Tsiang describes how on the [ikiin

near Allahabad, where the Ganges and the Jumna unite their

waters, the kings of the Empire, and a multitude of people,

were feasted for seventy-five days. Siladitya brought forth

the stores of his palace, and gave them away to Brahmans and

Buddhists, to monks and heretics, without distinction. At the

end of the festival, he stripped off his jewels and royal raiment,

handed them to the bystanders, and, like Buddha of old, put

on the rags of a beggar. By this ceremony the monarch

commemorated the Great Renunciation of the founder of the

Buddhist faith. At the same time he discharged the highc't

duty inculcated alike by the Buddhist and Brahmanical religions,

namely almsgiving. 'I'he vast monastery of Xalanda ' formed

andr.'?
^ learning which recalls the universities of mediaival

Europe. Ten thousand monks and novices of the eighteen

Buddhist schools here studied theology, philosophy, I.ov.

science, especially medicine, and practised their devotions.

They lived in lettered ease, supported from the royal funds.

But even this stronghold of Buddhism furnishes a proof that

Buddhism was only one of two hostile creeds in India.

During the brief period with regaid to which the C’hme.se

records alTord information, it was three times destroyed by the

enemies of the faith.

.Min-ling Hiuen Tsiang travelled from the Bunjab to the mouth of

bnfamf’'’
Ganges, and made journeys into Southern India. Bui

Brahman- everywhere he found the two religions mingled. BucUlh-Gaj.i,

k)™’.vrr
so high a sanctity in the legends of Buddha, had

^
already become a great Brahman centre. On the east of
Bengal, .-Vssam had not been converted to Buddhism. In tlie

south-west, Orissa was a stronghold of the Buddhist faith.

But in the seaport of 'faniluk, at the mouth of the Hugh',
the tem[)les to the Brahman gods were five times more-
numerous than the monasteries of the faithful. On the
M,adras coast. Buddhism flourished

; and indeed throughout
Southern India the faith seems still to have been in the
ascendant, although struggling against Brahman heretics and
their gods.

‘ identitioii «ith ihe modern liarafj.ion, near Gajj. The Great Mrjna--
lery can be traced by a mass of brick rum.s, 1600 feet long by 400 feet
deep. Gener.d Cunningham'.. Geography of India, pp. 46S-470,
ed. 1S71.

MlealC Catena of BudIhCt Seriptiues fyovi th.: Chinese, p. 371, ed.
iSji

’



FOREIGX COXQUKSTS OF BUJ)DH1SM.

During the 8th and 9th centuries A.n., Ih.ihniani-ni beeanie \icioi) ..1

the ruling religion. There are legends of nerst cations, insti.

gated by llrahman reiurniers, suclr as Kumilril.i lUnitta and 1,0.1 a. i>.

Sankara Acharya. Local evidence of these persecutions has

lately been collected in many parts of India, and some nati\e

Indian scholars believe that the extiriiation of buddhism was

eitected by a general supiiression instigateil by the brahmans

and enforced by a central governing power. Of any such

centrally organized and forcible suppre.ssion, sufficient proofs

are not forthcoming. Lorre no doubt played a [lart (see post,

pp. 240, 241), but the downfall of buddhism seems to have

largely resulted from natural decay, and from new movements

of religious thought, rather than from any genera! suppression

by the sword. Its extinction is contemporaneous with the rise

of Hinduism, and belongs to a subsciuent chapter.

In the nth century, it was chielly outlying Slates, like

Kashmir and Orissa, that remained faithful. When the

-Muhammadans come permanently Ufion the scene, buddhism

as a popular faith has almost disapiieared from the interior

Provinces of India. Magadha, the cradle of the religion, still

continued Buddhist under the Ptil Rajiis down to the Musal-

man conquest of Bakhtiydr Khilji in 1199

During nearly a thousand years Buddhism has been a li.id.lhi-m

banished religion from its native home. But it has won... . . ,
rcIii;ion.

trium])hs m its exile than it could have ever achie\ed ioooa.il

in the land of its birth. It has created a literature and a

religion for nearly half the human race, and has affected the

beliefs of the other half. Five hundred m.llions of men, or

perhaps forty per cent, of the inhabitants of the w.irld, still

acknowledge, with more or less fidelity, the holv tea.hiiig of

lluddha. .\fgh.inibt.in, Xeicil, Eastern Tiirki't.in, Tibet, Mon-

golia, Hancliuria, Ciiin.r, Japan, the Eastern .ki.liiiielago,

Siam, biirma, Eeyloii, and India, at one- time marked the

magnificent circumference of its coni[uests. Its shrines and h.s fer.-ign

monasteries stretched in a continuous line from what arc now

the confines of the Russian Empire- to the c-quatori.il islands

of the Pacific. During twenty-four centuries P.urldhism has

encountered and outlived a series of powerful ruals. .\t this

day it forms, with Christianity and Eidm, one of the three-

great religions of the world ; and the most numerously followed

of the three.

* MS. uiateri,’.!- -.upphc-.l to the auili.-r f-y Genei.il Cuupir,L;iic.ii, . .

whose -Vrch.uol igic.-il Uei-orts anu kiad assi-lar.ce tin-, voluiac i- -I'-'-i ly

indebted.
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In India its inlluencc has survived its separate existeiu’e.

The Tuddhist period not only left a distiiK't se< t. the Jain^.

but it supplied the spiritual basis on whieh Ihahmani'm Imally

developed from the creed of a caste into the religion ot t;ie

people. later chapiter will show how import.rnt and how

piermanent have been Buddhistic influences on Hinduism.

The Buddhists in British India in iSSi numbered nearly 3’

millions, of whom 3] millions were in Briti'h Burma ; and

166.S92 on the Indian continent, almost entirely in Xortb

Eastern Bengal and Assam. 'I'ojtether with the Jain sect, the

Buddhist subjects of the Crown in British India amounted to

close on four millions in rhSi.' One ot the remarkable

features of the following ten years was the enormous audition

to the Buddhist iiopulation under British government. In

1S9T, the total number of Buddhist subjects of the Crown,

including the Jains, was over 7.I millions: namely, 7,095.308

Buddhists and 495.001 Jams. The increase was < hiefly due

to the annexatiim of Upper Burma in 18S6; btit the Buddhist

population, both in Lower Burma and on the Indian continuit,

disclosed also a rapid rate of growth. In 1891, the Buddhists

in British Burma (Cpi'er and I.ouer) numbered 6.888.075.

and 206,033 on the continent ol British India, together with

1290 in the Andaman Islands. The Buddhists, apart from

the annexation of new Buddhist ]i(ipulations, are increasing

more rapidly than any other considerable section of tb.e

Indian peoples. Their rate of growth, calculated on the

same areas, reached the high figure of 24J per cent, during the

ten years ending 1891. 'J'he revival of Buddhism is always a

possibility in India. In 18S5, an excellent Buddhist journal

was started in Bengali, at Chittagong ; and during 1S91-92

a new central Buddhist Society, with local branches and a

monthly English journal, was organized in Calcutta. Its

motto, taken from the ani lent MaJuii\igi:;a Vimiya Pitakaih,

and printed at the top of its publications, runs thus :
‘ Co ye,

O Bikkhus,’ or unpaid Buddhist missionaries, ‘and wander

forth for the gain of the many, the welfare of the many, in

compassion for the world. . . . Proclaim, () Bikkhus, the

doctrine glorious. Preach ye a life of holiness, perfect and

pure.’ The first number of its journal opens with the following

' The Ihahlhi-Sts proper were returned in iS.Si fjr British Indi.a at

3.418.476: of whom 3.251.5N4 Wire in F’riti.di Burma; 155,809 in the

LidiUenaiit-(iovernot-iiip >'f Brnewl ; and 6563 m Assam. The Tain-

jiroper were returned at 448,897 in British Indi.t by the Census of l8.S|.

For the returns of 1S91, see the tes't aiiove.
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words ;
‘ The Maha Bodhi Society ha^ commenced its mission

tor the resuscitation of Buddhism in the land of its birth.’

'

The Jains number about half a million in llritish India. The Jains.

I.ike the Buddhists, they deny the authority of the Ved.i,

except in so far as it agrees with their own doctrines. They
disregard sacrifice

;
practise a strict moralitv ; believe that

their past and future states depend upon their own actions

rather than on any external deitv ; and scrupulously reverence

the vital principle in man and beast. They differ from the

Buddhists chiefly in their ritual and objects of worship. The
veneration of good men departed is common to both, but the

Jains have expanded and methodized such adoration on lines

of their own.

The Buddhists admit that many Buddhas have appeared in

successive lives upon earth, and attained Nirviuia or beatific

extinction
;
but they confine their reverence to a comparatively

small number. The Jains divide time into successive eras, Jain doc-

and assign twenty-fourJinas or just men made perfect, to each.-

They name twenty-four in the past age, twenty-four in the

present, and twenty-four in the era to come : and place

colossal statues of white or black marble to this great company

of saints in their temples. They adore above all the two

latest, or twenty-third and twenty-fourth Jinas of the present

era—namely, Parsvanath ’> and Mahavira.

The Jains choose wooded mountains and the most lovely J.iin

retre.ats of nature for their irlaces of pilgrimage, and cover them

with exquisitely-carved shrines in white marble or stucco.

I’arasnath Hill in Bengal, the temple city of Pulitana in

Kathiawar, and Mount Abii which rises with its gems of

architecture like a jewelled isl.ind from the Rajputana plains,

form well-known scenes of their wor.ship. The Jains are a

wealthy community, usually engaged in banking or wholesale

commerce, devoid indeed of the old mis-ionary spirit of

Buddhism, but closely knit together among themselves. 'I'heir

charity is boundless ; and they form the chief supporters of

the beast hospitals, which the old Buddhistic tenderness for

animals has left in many of the citie.s of India.

^ Journal of the Maha BoJ'ii Socidy, Calcutta, M.ry 1S92.

- Under such titles aa Jagata-prabhu, ‘ lord of the world Kshinakarm.i,

’freed from ceremonial acts:' .Sarvajna, ‘.rll knowing;' .Vdhi-wara,

‘ supreme lord Tirthankara, ‘he who ho,- crr--ed over the Wurld. and

Jina. ‘he who ha- crnqucied the human passion-.'

ropularly rendered P-irasnlth.
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fainisni is, in its external aspects, IjUildhi^m e'quii)pcd with

a mythology—a mythology, however, not of gods, but of saints.

But ill its essentials. Jainism forms a survival of beliefs anterior

to Asoka and Kanishka. According to the old view, the

Jains are a remnant of the Indian Buddhists who saved them-

selves from extinction by compromises with Hinduism, and so

managed to erect themselves into a recognised caste. Accord-

ing to the later and truer view, they represent in an unbroken

succession the Xigantha sect of the Asoka edicts. The Jains

themselves claim as their founder, Mahavira, the teacher or

contemporary of Buddha ; and the Niganthas appear as a

Sect indei'endent of, indeed opposed to, the Buddhists in

tl’.e Rock Inscriiitions of Asoka and in the Southern Canon

( pitakas).

Mah.ivira, who bore also the spiritual name of Vardham.ina,

‘The lucreaser,’ is the 24th Jina or ‘Conqueror of the Bas-

tions,’ adored in the present age of Jain chronology. Like

Buddha, he v.-as of princely birth, and lived and laboured in the

same country and at the same time as Buddha. According to

the southern Buddhistic dates, Buddha ‘attained rest’ 543
n.c., and .\fahavira in 526 P..C. But according to the Jain

texts, Mahat ira was the predecessor and teacher of Buddha.

theory has accordingly been advanced that the Buddhism

of Asoka (244 i;.c.) was in re.ility a later product than the

Xigantha or Jain doctrines.' The Jains are divided into the

h^wetambaras, ‘The White Robed,’ and the Digambaras, ‘The

Xaked.’ 'I’he Tibetan texts make it clear that sects closely

analogous to the Jains existed in the time of Buddha, and

that they were antecedent and rival orders to that which

Buddha established.- Even the Southern Buddhist Canon
preserves recollections of a struggle between a naked sect like

the Jain Digambaras, and the decently robed Buddhists."

This Digambara or Xigantha sect (Xirgrantha, ‘those who
have cast aside every tie ’) was very distinctly recognised by

Asok.a's edicts
;
and both the Swetimbara and Digambara

^ ThB sulject M.as 4 i-.cus-eil in Mr. Kilward Thomas’ yizor/sw, or the

Larly Fait! of in Mr. Rhys Davids’ article in The Academy of

ijth Scptenilier TS79; in his Hilbert Ixcturci, p. 27 ;
and in the Xumis-

riata L'l to’.ta’.ia iCeylon fasciculus), pp. 55, 60.

- Mr. WoodviIIe Kockhill s Zt/c of tnc Buddtt.j, from tiie Bkah-IIgyur

and Bstan-Ifgyur in varus tods. 1SS4.

•" See for e.x.amplc the curious story of the devout Buddhist bride from

tlie Burmese sacred book?, in Bisho]) Bio.mdet's Life of Gaudama, pp.

257-250. vol. i., ed. 1SS2.
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<ir<lcrs of the modern Jains find mention in the early copper-

jfiate inscriptions of Mysore, circ. 5tli or 6th century a.u. The
Jains in our own day feel strongly on this subject, and the

head of the Jain community at Ahmadabad, \Uth whom I

fully discussed the i)oint, argueal with great earnestness and

learning to prove that their faith was anterior to Iluddhism.

Until quite recently, however, Kuropean scholars did not

admit the pretensions of the Jains to pre-lUiddhistic antiquity.

11. H. M’ilson questioned their importance at any period

tarlier than twelve centuries .ago.' Weber regarded ‘the

Jains as merely one of the oldest sects of buddhism;’ and

Lassen believed that they had branched oft from the

Buddhists.- M. Barth, after a careful discussion of the

evidence, still thought that we must regard the Jains ‘as .1

sect which took its rise in Buddhism.’ ' On the other hand.

Oldenberg, who brings the Latest light from the Bah te.xts to

bear on the question, accepts the identity of the Jain sect with

the Niganthas ‘ into whose midst the younger brotherhood of

Buddha entered.’'

The learned Jacobi has now investigated this question from J.wobi's

the Jain texts themselves.'’ Oldenberg had proved, out ofnonotMi'o
the Buddhist scriptures, that Buddhism w.is a true jiroduct of question.

Brahman doctrine and discipline. Jacobi shows that both
• Buddhism and Jainism must be regarded as religions

developed out of Br.rhinanisin not by a sudden reformation,

but prepared by a religious movement going on for 'a long

time.’'' And he brings forward evidence for believing that

Jainism was the earlier outgrowth
;

that it was probably

founded by P.irsvanath, now revered as the 23rd Jina

;

and merely reformed by .Mahavira, the contemporary of

Buddha." The outfit of the Jain monk, his alms - bowl, J-ruu-in

ropie, and water ve.seel, was jiractically the equipment of the

^ Eu-ayu aud iF^nrcscn iuc A' Ji^/^ : of tic l.y II. ii. WiKun.

Dr. Reinhnld edition, p. 329. v<yL i. (1862),

“ bhiF'hc StuJi ): \vi. 210: and Lassen's//*'.'/ AltcrEto’ --

kund , i\
. 763 I't /.

•’ Rartli 'i t/ / ed. jNS2, p, 151 : rd.so R.brth’s

fIhitoir: dcs f\€h\'ioi:s, lii. 90.

^ Iboidha, his Lj/c, ht^ his OrJei\ b\ Rrof. IRrmann Oldcn-

berg. Hi'try’s lran-lati'>n • I’*
67. See aLo hi-, pp. 66 and

nute) 77, anti 175.

Jaina Fart L. the Acharani^a Sutra, and tlie Kalpa Sutra, l-y

Hermann J.icohi, funning vol. wii. of the Saend /n\‘ks of ihe r.a:t

Clarention FreS'. 1SS4.

^ Jac )l'i, c‘/. •.’/
,

fntr- duction, '\\n. ' Jacobi, lT. iit \\\\\
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previous Brahman ascetic.^ In doctrine, the Jains aiiepted

the Brahman pantheistic philosophy of the At./. an, or

Universal Soul. They believed that not only animals and

plants, but the elements themselves, earth, fire, water, and

wind, were endowed with souls. Buddha made a further

divergence. He combated the Brahman doctrine of tiie

Universal Soul; and the Jain dogma, of the elements and
minerals being endowed with souls, finds no place in Biiddhi't

philosophy.

2

Jacobi believes that the Jain texts were composed oi

collected at the end of the 4th century r.c.
;
that the origin of

the extant Jain literature cannot be placed earlier than about

30Q E.c.
;
and that their sacred books were reduced to writing

in the 5th century a.d.'’ He thinks that the two e\i.>ting

divisions of the Jains, the Swetambara.s and the Higamb.iras.

separated from each other about two or three hundred
) eat

-

after the death of the founder; but ‘that the development of
the Jain church has not been at any time violently interrupted.'

That, ‘ in fact, we can follow this development from its true
beginning through its various stages, and that Jainism is as
much independent from other sects, especially from Buddhi.sin,
as can be expected from any sect.’ *

In its external aspects, modern Jainism maybe described
as a religion allied in doctrine to ancient Indian Buddhism,
but humanized by saint-worship, and narrowed from a national
religion to the e.xclusive requirements of a sect.

The noblest survivals of Buddhism in India are to be found,
however, not among any peculiar body, but in the religion of
the people

;
in that principle of the brotherhood of man, with

the reassertion of which each new revival of Hinduism starts :

in the asylum which the great Vaishnav Sect affords to women
who have fallen victims to caste rules, to the widow and the
outcast

;
in that gentlene.ss and charity to all men, which take

the place of a poor-law in India, and give a high significance
to the half-satirical epithet of the ‘ mild ’ Hindu"

In the foregoing chapter I have endeavoured to give a con-
tinuous view of Buddhism from the 6th century n.c., when it

developed out of Brahmanism, down to the close of 'the 19th

‘ For slight difterences, ^ee Jacobi, xxviii.
' Ucobi, op cit. xx.xiii. -1 op. oil. XXXV. and xliii.
•• up. Olt. xivi.
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century a.d. The brevity imperiously imposed on such a

sketch by the limits of this volume, renders it at many points

less satisfactory than I could have wished. But, so far as I

am aware, no similar presentment has yet been offered, and

the reader can at once verify and amplify the details in each

branch of the subject from the authorities cited in the foot-

notes. Our recent conquest of an extensive and ancient

Buddhist kingdom, and the addition of over qi millions of

Buddhists to the subjects of the British Crown, effected by

the anne.xation of Upper Burma in 1886, made it necessary

that such a continuous survey should now be attempted ;

while the rapid increase of the Buddhist population within

the British Provinces themselves, forms perhaps the most

striking disclosure of the Census of 1891. A revival of

Buddhism is, I repeat, one of the present possibilities in

India. The life and teaching of Buddha are also beginning

to exercise a new influence on religious thought in Europe

and America. .A.s that teaching becomes more accurately

known to the Western world, it will be divested of the mystical

pretensions with which certain of its modern professors have

obscured it. Buddhism will stand forth as the embodiment

of the eternal verity that as a man sows he will reap
;
asso-

ciated with the personal duties of mastery over self and

kindness to all men
;
and quickened into a popular religion

by the example of a noble and beautiful Life.
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CHAPTER VI.

THE GREEKS IN INDIA (327 TO 161 B.C.).

Religion and Philosophy have been the great contributions

of India to the world. We now come to deal with India, not

as a centre of influence upon other nations, but as acted on

by them.

The Extern.4L History of Ikdi.a commences for iis with

the Greek invasion in 327 b.c. Some indirect trade between

India and the Mediterranean seems to have existed from very

ancient times. Homer was acquainted with tin.’ and other

articles of Indian merchandise, by their Sanskrit names ; and

a list has been made of Indian products mentioned in the

Bible.- The ship captains of .Solomon and Hiram not only

brought Indian apc.s, peacocks, and sandal-wood to Palestine .

they also brought their San.^krit name.s." 'I’his was about
1000 B.c. The .\s.syrian monuments show that the rhinoceros

and eleplunt were among the tribute offered to Shalimmeser n.

(859-S23 B.c.).'* But the first Greek historian who speaks
clearly of India is Hekataios of Miletos (549-4S6 b.c.); the

knowledge of Herodotos (450 b.c.) ended at the Indus; and
Ktesias, the physician (401 n.c.), brought back from his

residence in Persia only a few facts about the products of
India, its dyes and fabrics, monkeys and parrots. India to the
east of the Indus was first made known to Europe by the
historians and men of science who accompanied Alexandei
the Great in 327 b.c. Their narratives, although now lost,

furnished materials to Strabo, Pliny, and Arrian. Soon after-

’ Greek, Ka^.siteros ; Sanskrit, Kastira; hence, the Kassiterides, the Tin
or Sally Islands. Elephas, ivory, through the Arabian ekph (from Arabic
d, the, anil .'-Sanskrit iiha, domestic elephant), is also cited.

."^ir G. Eirdvvood’s scholarly Handbook to the British Indian Section of
the Paris Exhibition of i-SyS, pp. 22-35. For economic intercourse with
ancient India, see Del Mar’s History of Money tn Ancient Countries,
chaps, iv. and v. (18S5).

5 Hebrew, Kophim, tukijim, almugim=SaTiskrit, Jeapi, sikhi, valgiikani.
Professor Max Duncker s Ancient History of India., p. 13 (ed. iSSi).
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wards, Megasthenes, as (’>rcek ambassador resident at a court

in the centre of Bengal (306-298 Ji.c.), bad opportunities for

the closest observation. The knowledge of the Greeks con-

corning India practically dates from his researches, 300 b.c.^

Alexander the Great entered India early in 327 k.c.
;
crossed Alexan-

the Indus above Attock, and advanced, without a struggle,

over the intervening territory of the Taxiles - to the Jehlam 327 325

(Jhelum) (Hydaspes). He found the Punjab divided into'^-‘-

petty kingdoms jealous of each other, and many of them

inclined to join an invader rather than to oppo.se him. One
of these local monarch.s, Porus, disputed the passage of the

Jehlam with a force which, substituting chariots for guns,

about eiiualled the army of Ranjit -Singh, the ruler of the

Punjab in the [iresent century.'- Plutarch gives a vivid

description of the battle from Ale.xander's own letters.

Having drawn uj) his troops at a bend of the Jehlam, about

14 miles west of the modern field of Chilianwiila,-* the Greek

general crossed under cover of a tempestuous night. The

' The fragments "f the Iirlika nf .Meg.ixthencs, collected by Ur.

Schwanbeck, with the tirst part of the Indika of Arrian ; the Periplus

Maris Erylhrx‘i, with -Vrri.in’-. account of the voyage of Xearkhus : the

Indika of KtesiU' : ami I’toiemy’s chapters relating to India, have been

edited in four volume-, with prolegomena by .Mr. J. \V. M'Crindle, M.A.
(Trubner, 1S77, 1S79, 18S2, and 1SS5;. They originally appeared in

the Indian Anti^pciy, to which thB volume is much indebted. A
new and important work liy Mr. M'Crindle is promised shortly TS92I,

by Messrs. Constalile A Co., under the title of The Invasion of India

hy Alexander the Ureat. General Cunningham's Ancient Geo^^aphy

of India, with its majo. and his Rforts of the Archecolopical Survey,

Vincent'.s Commer.i and Xavi’aticn of the .huients \Z vols. 4to, 1807),

and the series of m.ips, on an unfortunately sni.t!l scale, in General-

1 ,ieutenant von Spniner's IIi’tori,\h-Geoy>aphis hen Atlas (Gotha), h.ave

also been useil for this ciiapter.

The Takkas, a 'I'ur.tnian race, the earliest inhaiiitants of R.wvai

I’lNDi UisTRli I. They gave their name to the town of Takshisila, or

Taxiia, which .Mexander fouivi ‘ a rich and po['uious c.ty, tlie large.sl

lietween the Indus ami iijdaspes,’ identihe,! with the ruins of Dkki

StlAHAX. Taki c-r .-Ksarur, on tile rr-.a-i l-etwccn L.tiiore and i'lndi

lihatiyan, was the capit.il of the I’unjab in 633 A.u, When names are

printed in small c.r-pilal-, the oi.jeet is to refer the reader to the fuller

information given in '/he Imperial Gazetteer op India.

’ Namely, ‘30,000 efficient infantry; 4000 h-irse
; 300 chariots; 200

elephants’ [rroffi-.-r Cowell]. The Greeks pru!..a!>ly exaggeratoi the

niimber.s of the enemy. .Mexander's army numbereil 'about 50,000,

including 5000 Iii-lian .auxdiarics under Mophis of Taxil.i.'—General

Cunningham, Are. Geey. India, p. 172. See his luci'l aceiunt of the

battle, with an excellent map, pji. I5‘HI77. vd. 1871.

* And .about 30 miles -outh-west of Jehl.im town.
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chariots hurried out by Porus stuck in the inudd) nur2;in uf

the river. In the engagement which follfiwetl, the eleiihant>

of the Indian prince refused to face the (ireeki. and, wheeling

round, trampled his own army under foot. Hi-^ son fell early

in the onset; Porus himself fled wounded ; but. on tendering

his submission, he was confirmed in his kingdom, and became

the conqueror’s trusted friend. Alexander built two memorial

cities on the scene of his victory,— llucephala on the we'-t

bank, near the modern J.\i,.xi,puk, named after his beloved

charger, Bucephalu.s, slain in the battle; and Xikai.i, the

present IMoxrc, on the east side of the river.

Ale.xander advanced south-east through the kingdom of the

younger Porus to .Amritsar, and, after a sharp bend baikw.ird

to the west, to fight the Kathaci at S.ingala, he reached the

Beas (Hyphasis). Here, at a spot not far from the modern
battle-field of Sobrdon, he halted his victorious standards.'

He had resolved to march to the Ganges
; but his troops were

worn out by the heats of the Punjab summer, and their spirits

broken by the hurricanes of the south-west monsoon. The
native tribes had already risen in his rear, and the Con([ueror

of the ^Vorl(l was forced to turn back, before he had crossed

even the frontier Provime of India. 'Phe Sutlej, the eastern

Districts of the Punjab, and the mighty Jumna, still lay between
him and the (ranges. A single defeat might have been fatal to

his army
;

if the battle on the Tehlam had gone against him,
not a Greek would probably have reached the Afgluin side

of the passes. \ ielding at length to the clamour of his men,
he led them back from the Beas to the Jehlam. Pie there
embarked 8000 of his troops in boats previously prepared, and
floated them down the river

; the remainder marched in two
divisions along the banks.

The country was hostile, and the Greeks held only the
land on which they encamped. At Multan, then as now the
capital of the Southern Punjab, .Vle.xander had to fight a pitched
battle w’ith the Alalli, and was severely vounded in taking the
city. His enraged troops put every soul within it to the sword.
Farther down, near the confluence of the five rivers of the
Punjab, he made a long halt, built a town, —Alexandria, ttie

modern Uchh,—and received the submission of the neighbour-
ing States. A Greek garrison and Satraji, whom he here left

behind, laid the foundation of a more lasting influence. Having
’ The change in the course of the Sutkj has altered its ol.l position

rel.ative to the Beas at thus point. The best small map of Alexander's route
H Xo. V. in (ieneral Cunningham’s Geo^. of India, p. 104, ed. 1871.
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<'onstructed a new fleet, ‘suitable fur tire greater rivers on which

he was n(jw to embark, he proceeded south\\ard through

Sind, and followed the course of the Indus until he reached

the ocean. In the ape.v of the delta he founded or refounded

a city— Patala—which survives to this day as Haidarabad, the

native capital of Sind.‘ .\t the mouth of the Indus, Alexander

beheld for the first time the majestic phenomenon of the

tides. One ]iart of his army he shijtjied off under the com- Leaves

mand of Nearkhos to I'oast along the Persian Oulf ; the other

he himself led through Southern Haliichistan and Persia to k.c.

Susa, where, after terrible losse-. from want of water and

famine on the march, he arrived in 525 ii.c.-

During his two year.s’ campaign in the Punjab and .Sind, Kc'-ults of

.\lexander caiitured no iirovince, but he made alliances,

founded cities, and [ilanted Oreek garrisons. He had trans- 327-325

ferred much territory from the tribes whom he had half- •

subdued, to the chiefs and confederations vvho were devoted

to his < ause. Isvery petty court had its (ireck faction; and

the detachments which he left behind at various positions from

the Afghan frontier to the Peas, and from near the base of

the Himalayas to the Sind delta, were visible pledges of his

return. At 'I'axila
(

1 )r;Ri-Sn

\

h \n) and Xikaia (Mono) in the

N'orthern I’unjab ; at .Mexandria (UcHit) in the Southern

Punjab . at Patala ( H \ iic\R.\r. \i>) in Smd . and at other points

along his route, ho established military settlements of Greeks

or their allie'. body of his troojis remained in Bactria. In

the partition of the I'.mpire after .Alexander's death in 323 b.c., seleuki.-,

Bactria and India ex'entually fell to .Seleukos Xikator, the 3 '-

founder of tile Svrian monarchv.

.Meanwhile, a new power had ari'eii in Indi.i. .Among the ( hiiT'.m

Indian adventurers who thronged .Mex inder's cainii in the

' ['or it' iii’crc-stini; n])pcar.\ncG'. in ancient h’st->r_\, -sy,.* (ient-ral run-

riin,L;ham*'. . 1';/. . India. ]'p. 27<)-2S7, un<lt r i’ai.G.i <>r Nirankfit.

appears \ ai ii )U<;ly a- I’attala, I’altalcnf, Titasila, c’c. Il vsas fijrnicrl)

i-lemit'uil with Tatta ;Thatha), near tn where the western arm tff the

Indu- hifurcales. >t.e al'u M ‘t_ rindie’s CV;/// iv/. » and i f tic

E> v'.’.ruan .Sni, p. 156 (Tr.ilmtr, tS7«)) An exceUenl niapi'f Aievander''

cainj'ai^n in >in'I i" i^i\en at p. 24S t»f (Ainnini;hain’s Aio . Gc-:. ct Indie

'The down the Indn-s an'l alon;» the Persian coast, with the

L,e<)'_;iaplii':al fer/nres an*! incidents '-f Nearkhus’ arc ijiA-en in the

second p rt of tl’.e Indi’ki of Arr.an, i.h.apter wni. t«»theend. The rivei

5t.a‘''cs and ‘leiails are cd value l-» the stmieul of the modern delta of iht

Indus. - M Cr.r.tlA's c'< / Xrr A ir.o/' a,'
'

' /.•} 'd' . an iea,
\

153 224 i i.S7(.c
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Punjab, each with his plot for winning a kingilom or crushin^

a rival, Chandra Gupta, an exile from the (langetic vallc).

is said to have played a part. According to a doubtful stor},

he tried to tempt the wearied Greeks on the Leas vith

schemes of conquest in the rich south-eastern Provinces : but,

having personally offended Alexander, he had to fi} the camp

(326 B.C.). In the confused years which follo^\ed, he managed,

with the aid of plundering hordes, to found a kingdom on

jKiH.c.: the ruins of the Xanda dynasty in Magadha, or P.ehar (316

B.c.).' He seized their ca|)ital, Pataliiiutra, the inode rn Patna :

established himself firmly in tlie Gangetic \alle)', and com-

pelled the Punjab principalitie.s, Greek and native alike,

to acknov\ ledge his suzerainty.- While, therefore, fseletikos

Xikator was winning his way to the Syrian monarchy during

the eleven years which followed Alexander'.s death, Chandra

Gupta was building u[)an empire in Northern India. Seleukos

312 B.r. reigned in Syria from 312 to 280 n.c.; Chandra Gupta in the

Gangetic valley from 316 to 292 b.c. In 312 ii.c., the power

of both had been consolidated, and the two new sovereigntie--

were soon brought face to face.

Seleukd- About that year, Seleukos, ha\ing rcrovered Paliylon, [iro-

in India, ceeded to re-establish his authoritv in ISactria and the Punjab.

B.c. In the Punjab he found Gieek inHueni e decayed. Alex-

ander had left a mixed Uncv of Greeks and Indians at Taxiki.

But no sooner had he dejiarted from India, than the Indians

rose and slew the Greek governor. 'I'he .\Iaiedonian-, next

massacred the Indians. A new governor, sent by Alexander,

murdered the friendly Punjab prince, Porus ; and was hinisell

driven out of India by the .advance of Chandra fiU|iia irum

the Gangetic valley. Seleukos, after a war with Chandra
Gupta, determined to ally himself with the new power in India

rather than to oppose it. In return for 500 elephants, he

ceded to the Indian king the Greek settlements in the Punjab
and the Kabul valley; gave his daughter to Chandra Gupta in

marriage
; and stationed an ambassador, Megasthenes, at the

306-29S Gangetic court (306-298 n.c.). Chandra Gupta became
®-‘'' familiar to the Greeks as Sandrokottos, King of the Prasii and

Gangaridm
; his capital, Patali[iutra, or Patna, was rendered

‘ Corpus lusn-ipliouum Induarum, i. 7. Jacobi',sJaina Stilra^, .\iiii.

For the dynasty of Chandr.r Gupta, see Kumismata Oritiitalia (Ceyhai
fa,sciculus), pp. 41-50.

-The modern Patn,i, or Pattana, means simply ‘the city.’ lor lU
identification with Pataiiputra by means of Mr. Ravenshaw’s finai di.s-

coveries, see General Cunningham's Ceo^. of India, p. 452 ot u /.
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into Palimbothra. On the other hand, the Greeks and kings

of Grecian dynasties appear in the rock inscriptions under

Indian formsd

Megasthenes has left a lifelike jticturc of the Indian people. The In<tia

Notwithstanding some striking errors, the ol)servations which

he jotted down at Patna, three hundred years before Christ, 300 b.c.

give as accurate an account of the social organization in the

Gangetic valley as any which existed when the Bengal Asiatic

Society commenced its labours at the end of the last century

(1784). Up to the time of Megasthenes, t!)e Greek idea of

India was a very vague one. T'heir historians hail spoken of

two classes of Indians,—certain mountainous tribes who dwelt

in Northern Afghanistan under the Caucasus or Hindu Kush,

and a maritime race living on the coast of Baluchistan. Of
the India of modern geograiihy lying beyond the Indus, they

practically knew nothing. It was this India to the east of the

Indus which Megasthenes opened up to the Western world.

He describes the classification of the people, dividing them, Hisse\en

however, into seven castes instead of four,^—namely, philo-

sophers, husbandmen, shepherds, artisans, soldiers, inspectors, people,

and the counsellors of the king. The philosophers were the

Brahmans, and the prescribed stages of their life are indicated.

-Megasthenes draws a distinction between the Brahmans

{Bpa^dJ.ave's) and the Sarmanai {-ap/Ayai), from which some

.scholars infer that the Buddhist .Sram.inas or monks were a

recognised order 300 b.c., or fifty years before the Council of

Asoka. But the Sarmanai might also include Brahmans in

the first and third stages of their life as students and fore.st

rcclu.ses .2 The inspectors,'* or sixth clas, of .Megasthenes, have

been identihed with the Buddhist supervisors of mor.als, after-

wards referred to in the sixth edict of .\«oka. .krrian’s name

for them, t-erKorro/, is the Greek word which hai become our

modern Bishop, or ovirscer of souls.

‘The ('iret-ks as \'onas (Yav.anas), from the 'ims; or lonians. In th”

Inscriptions of .\soka, live Greek princes ap['e.ir ; .\nuorhas .'of .'sjria';

Ptolemy 1 Plnlailclphos of Egypt); .\nt140noa iGi.iiatos of Macci'.on) ;

Magas (of Kyrene); .-Vle.xaniler (11. of Epira-).—Welier, Hi t. hid. f.U.

]ip. 179,25a. But see alio Wilson, A.r. ,/ . .s'*, vol. xii. 1S50 :

.and Cunningham's C^'rpus Inscrip. Indu'. pp. 125. 126.

- Aii.'iciit India as dcs(rif>sd by Me'asthenfs and .Irnan. I'fu:..- f> apmenh

of tbs Indd'i. by T. W. M'Criniile, M.A., p. 40, e'k

'' Pirab.macharins ami V.rn.iprasthas Weber very pr- perly

declines to identify the Z'xsu.x-.ict exclu-.vels with, the B.ie. ihi.t eripi.anis.

-Hid. InJ. Lit. p. 2S, od. t''7''.

' The (Diodorus, Str.abu', s-r.r*'T-. .'irr'an'.
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‘Errors- of It must be borne in mind that Indian society, as seen by

Megas- Meoasthenes, was not the artificial structure described in

Manu, with its rigid lines and four sharjily demarcated castes.

It was the actual society of the court, the camp, and the

capital, at a time when Buddhist ideals were conflicting ^^ith

Brahmanical types. Some of the so-called errors of Mega.s-

thenes have been imputed to him from a want of due a[>precia-

tion of this fact. Others have been proved by modern inc|uiry

to be no errors at all. The knowledge of India derived b}

the Greeks chiefly, although by no means e.vclusively, from

Megasthenes, includes details which were scarcely known to

Europeans in the last century. The Aryan and Aboriginal

elements of the pojiulation, or the White and Dark Indians :

the two great harvests of the year, in spring and autumn ,

the salt-mines : the land-making silt brought down by the

rivers from the Himalayas ;
the great changes in the river-

courses
;

and even a fairly accurate measurement of the

Indian peninsula—were among the points known to the Greek

writers.

From those sources, the jircsent writer, when engaged on

the Statistical Survey of India, derived pregnant hints in

regard to the changes in the physical configuration of the

country during the past 22 centuries. The account which

Megasthenes give.s of the si/e of the Indus and its lakes,

points to the same conclusion as that reached by the most

recent observations, in regard to the Indian rivers being

originally lines of drainage through great watery regions. In

their upper courses they gradually scooped out their beds,

and thus produced a low-level channel into which the fens

and marshes eventually drained. In their lower courses they

conducted their great operations of land-making from the silt

which their currents had brought down from above. In

regard to the action of the rivers and their magnitude, as in

several other matters, the ‘ exaggerations ’ of IMegasthenes are

proved to be nearer the truth than was suspected even by

English writers until the Statistical Survey began its work in 187 1.

The Brahmans deeply inipre.ssed Alexander by their learning

and austeritie.s. One of them, Kalanos byname, was tempted,

notwithstanding the reproaches of his brethren, to enter the

service of the conqueror. But, falling sick in Persia, Kalanos

determined to die like a Brahman, although he had not con-

sistently lived as one. Alexander, on hearing of the philo-

sopher’s resolve to put an end to his life, vainly tried to

dissuade him ; then loaded him with jewels, and directed

Kalaiio'..

the Brah-
man.
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that he should be attended with all honours to the last scene.

Distributing the costly gifts of his master as he advanced,

wearing a garland of flowers, and singing his native Indian

hymns, the Brahman mounted a funeral pile, and serenely

jrerished in the flames.

The Greek ambassador observed with arlmiration the ab-

sence of slavery in India, the chastity of the women, and the

<'ourage of the men. In valour they excelled all other Asiatics;

tliey required no locks to their doors
;
above all, no Indian

was ever known to tell a lie. Sober and industrious, good

farmers and skilful artisans, they scarcely ever had recourse

to a lawsuit, and lived peaceably under their native chiefs.

The kingly government is portraved almost as described in

Manu, with its hereditary castes of couni illors and soldiers.

-Megasthencs mentions that India was divided into 118 king-

tloms
;
some of which, such as that of the I’rasii under

Ghandra Gupta, e,\erci.sed suzerain poner.s. 'J'he village

system is well described, each little rural unit seeming to the

Greek an independent reimblic. Megasthencs remarked the

exemption of the husbiandmen (Vaisvas) from vvar and public

servicc.s : and enumerates the dyes, fibres, fabrics, and pro-

ducts (animal, vegetable, and mineral) of India. Husbandry

tiepended on the periodical rains ; and forecasts of the

weather, with a view to • make adequate luovision against a

coming deficiency,’ formed a special duty of the Brahmans.

But mark the judicious proviso ;
‘ 1'he philosopher who errs in

his predictions observes silence for the rest of his life.’

Indian

S' iciety,

300 v.x.

IVtly

kiiiLTdoms

Before the year 300 ii.c., two powerful monarchies had thus

begun to aet ujion the Brahmanism of Northern India, from

the east and from tlie west. On the east, in the tlangetic

valley, Chandra Gujita (gi'i-rpa n.c.) firmly consolidated the

dynasty whu h during the next < eiltury produced .Vsoka

(2O4-223 n.c.). established Buddhism throughout India, and

spiead its dcii trine.s from .\fgh.inistan to China, and (rom
< 'entral .\sia to Ceylon. < )n the west, the heritage of

Seleukos {312-2S0 i;.i .) diffused Greek intluenees, and Sent

forth Gr.ei o-Bai. trial! e\]ieditions to the I’unjah. .Vntioi l]os

'i'heos (grandson of Seleukos Nikator) and Asoka (grandson

of (fhandra Gupta), who ruled these jirobably conterminous

monarchies, made a treatv with each other, 256 n.r. In the

next century, Dukratides, King of Bactria, conquered as tar as

.Mexandcr'.s royal city of I’atala, the modern Haselarabs'id in

tile Sind delta ; and ss^u; expeditions >nto Cuti h .and ( iujardt.

IiDu.
( » reek

lie-ruy,

256 n.i
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i8i-i6i B.C. Menander advanced farther into XortliA\’estern

India, and his coins are found from K.ihui, near which he

probably had his capita!, as far as .Muttra on the Jumna.

The Buddhist successors of Chandra Cupta prtjfoundly modi-

fied the religion of Northern India from the east of the

Gangetic valley; the Greek empire of Seleukos, with its Bactrian

and later offshoot.s, deeply influenced the science and art of

Hindustan from the we.st.

We have already seen how much Brahman astrcjiioni} owed

to the Greeks, and how the huilders’ art in India rci ci\ed its

first impulse from the architectural exigencies lU' Buddhism.

The same double influence, of the Greek.s on the west and of

the Buddhists on the east of the Braiimanu al Middle Land
of Bengal, can be traced in many details. What the Buddhi.sts

were to the architecture of Northern India, that the Greeks

were to its sculpture. Greek faces anti [trollies constantly

occur in ancient Buddhist smtuary. They enrich almost all

the larger museums in India, and e.\ample.s may be seen at

South Kensington. The [lurest s[)ecimens have been fouinl

in the Punjab, where the Greeks settled in greatest force.

In the Lahore collection I .saw. among other beautilul

pieces, an e.xquisite little figure of an old blind man feeling

his way with a staff. Its subdued [lathos, its fidelity to nature,

and its living movement dramatically held for the moment in

sculptured suspense, are Clreek, and nothing hut Greek. It

is human misfortune, that has culminated in wandering
poverty, age, and blindness—the very curse which Su[)hocles

makes the spurned Teiresias throw back upon the doomed
king—

‘ Blind, having seen ;

Poor, having rolled in wealth ; he with a staff

Feeling his way to a strange land shall go.’

As we proceed eastward from the Punjab, the Greek type
begins to fade. Purity of outline gives place to lusciousnes.s
of form. In the female figures, the artists trust more and
more to swelling breasts and towering chignons, and load the
neck with constantly-accumulating jewels. Nevertheless, the
Grecian type of countenance long .survived in Indian art. It
IS perfectly unlike the coarse, conventional ideal of beauty m
modern Hindu sculptures. I have traced this Greek ty[ie
southward as late as the delicate profiles on the so-called Sun
Temple or ‘ Black Pagoda ' at Kana'rak, built in the 12th cen-
tury A.D. on the far eastern Orissa shore of the Bay of Bengal.
Not only did the Greek impulse become fainter and fainter
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in Indian sculpture with the lapse of time, but that impulse

itself was gradually derived from less pure and less vigorous

sources. The Greek ideal of beauty may possibly have-

been brought direct to India by the orticers and artists of

-Mexander the Great. Hut it was from Gr.cco-Hactria, not

from Greece itself, that the jwactic.il masters of Greek s( uip-

ture came to the Punjab. Indeed, imiiortant evidence has

been collected to show that the most prolific stream of sucli

artistic inspirations reached Indi.i from the Roman Kmpire,

and in Imperial time.s, rather than through e\en the indirect

Grecian channels represented by the llactrian kingdom.

It must suffice here to indicate the ethnical and dynastic foreign

influences thus brought to bear upon India, without pausing

to assign dates to the individual monarchs. The chronology

of the twelve centuries intervening iietwecn the Gr.uco-lkactrian

period and the Muhammadan conquest still depends on a

mass of conflicting evidence derived from insc riptions, legend-

ary literature, unwritten traditions, and coins.' Tour systems

of computation exist, based uiion the \'ikramaditya. Saka.

Seleucidan, and Parthian eras.

In the midst of the confusion, we see dun masses moving

southward from Central Asia into India. The Grxco-Bactrian

kings or expeditions are traced by coins as far as .Muttra on

the Jumna. Their armies occupied for a time the Punjab,

as far south as Gujarat and Sind. Sanskrit texts are saiil

to indicate their advance through the Miildle Land of the

Brahmans (Madhya-disha) to S.'iketa for .Vjoniiv.t), the capital

of Oudh, and to Patna in Beh.ir.-' Meuaethenes was onK the

first of a series of Greek amba-'-^ador^ to Beng.al.'- Grecian (ireefs m
[irinccss became the queen of ('h..n'lra Gujit.i ,;t I’.-.tn.l {circ.

f'-rgaf

qof) 11. c.). Graico-Bactrian girK. or \'avanis, were welcome

gifts, and figure in the San'^krlt drama as the personal attend-

ants of Indian kings. 'I'hey were probably f.iir-coniplexitau-d

slave-' from tlie noithern reaion^. It is right to add, howeve-!.

^ Kc'p'irt of the .Ir rz/ sV/zrti' of H'cAUr/i ’or 1S74 75,

\K 4<)(Mi. 1’. Thunsa-^

' (h'ltlstuckcr a^M^ncd iht Vavana uf Saketa
,
men-

tioned in the MeThabha-'h) a, t'» Menander: while the accounts of the

< iargi Sanhiti, in the Vu^a I'urana speak of a Vavana exj'pdtion a- far a-

Patna. But. as Weber jioin - t-ut Ind, Lit.
j

, 251. f otnotc 2701,

the que-'tion arises as to whether these* Va\ana.s were (Ir hCo-Baetrian-

Indo-Scythians. >ee. however. A’/a’V <y./r WW Sin' cy cj lf\

/jiiisf r 1S74-75. p. 49. and b' tr. -te.

' We; or, //:sd lui'. Lr. y. 231 1S7S
, en .n-era e- four
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that the Sanskrit word Yavana has a much wider apiilication

than merely to the Greeks or even to the Hactrianb. The

credentials of the Indian embassy to Augustus in 22-20 b.c.

were written on skins; a circumstance which perhaps indicates

the extent to which Greek usage had overcome Brihnianical

prejudices. During the century preceding the Christian era,

Scythian or Tartar hordes began to supplant the Grreco-

Bactrian influence in the Punjab.

The term Yavana, or Yona, which originally applied to

’ several non-Brahmanical races, and especially to the Greeks,

was also extended to the Saka; or Scythians. It jirobably

includes many widely various tribes of invaders from the we't.

Patient effort will be reiiuired before the successive changes m
the meaning of Yavana, both before and after the Greek
period, are worked out. The word travelled far, and has

survived with a strange vitality in out-of-the-way nooks of

India. The Orissa chroniclers called the sea-invaders from
the Bay of Bengal, Yavanas, and in later times the term was
applied to the IMusalnidns.* At the present day, a vernacular
form of the word is .said to have supplied the local name for

the Arab settlers on the Coromandel coast.

-

' Hunter’s Onssa, vol. 1. p[). 25, 85, nnd 209 to 232 (eel. 1872'.

bishop Caldwell give^ Vavanas (Vonasi as the eijuivalent of the
Sonagas or Muhammadanb of the western Coabt : Cot/i/'ai'iUtz'e (ifaniniar

of the Dt-avidian Laii^iia^vs, 2n<l edition, p. 2 (Trubner, 1875).
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CHAPTER VII.

SCYTHIC INRO.VDS INTO INDI.V (126? I’..C. TO 544

Thf. foregoing chapters have dealt with two streams tif migra-

tion wliich, starling from Central Asia, poureil through the

north-western passes of the Himalayas, and sjiread themselves

out upon the jlains of lleiigal. 'Those two great series of

expeditions are representi-d hy the earlv \'edir tribes, and by

the Gratco-ISactrian armies. Tlie first of them gave their raee-

type to Indian civilisation ; the second impressetl an influence

on Indian science and art ; and in both cases the results

have proved more important and more permanent than the

mere numerical strength of the invaders would .seem to justify.

Hut the permanent settlement of the early \'edic tribes, and

the shorter vehement imiiact of thelireek or ( '.neco-P>a('trian

invaders, alike represent movements of the .\r\an section of

the human race. .\nother great family of mankind, the

Turanian, had also its home in Central .\si.a. The earliest

migrations of the Turanians in .Vsia belong to a jieriod

absolutely prc-historic ;
nor has inductive history yet applied

its scrutiny to Turanian antiquity with the success which it has

achieved in regard to primitive Aryan migrations.

Yet there is evidence to show that waves (.)f Turanian origin

overtopjicd the Himalayas or jiierced through thur openings

into India from very remote times. The immigrants doubtless

represented many different tribes, hut in the dim twilight of

Indian history they are mingled logetlier in i oiifused masses

known as the Scythi.rns.' 'There .Ur imluatMins tliat a br.im h

of the Scythian hordes, who overr.in .\sia ahoui (125 u.i , made
its way to Patala on the Indus, the site selected by .Me.x.mder

in 325 r..c. as his place of arms in that delt.i, and long the

capital of Sind under the name of Haidarah.id. One jjortion

of these Patala Scythians seems to have nio\ed westwards by

the Persian Gulf to Assyria; another section is supposed to

have found its way north-east into the Gangetii valley, ami to

have branched off into the S.tkyas of Kapilavastu, among

‘ It 1' m thi' inilctcrmir.atc '•en'C that I ha\c U'lialiy liad cnij'lmy tlic

\M>rcl Sc\thian in the i
rv'cnlchnj tir. Ir-itar. x:c\ p hyv,

j
r,.; ahly

apy'.ied it in certain t't Ar),'-a a-> well a- t<i Tnnniar: n-s

M i^ralion >

from e’en-

Hal Asia ;

Aiyan,

and 'I'ur I

man.

S' ythic

nicAe-

nient''

tmuards
Incia
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whom Buddha was born.' During the two Iiundred years

before the Christian era, the Scythic movements c(jmc a little

more clearly into sight, and in the first century after Christ

those movements culminate in a great Indian smereignty.

About 126 E.C., the Tartar tribe of Su is said to have

conquered the Greek dynasty in Bactria, and the Gra;co-
ments, *

. .

Z26ri.c. 1?)
Bactnan settlements in the Punjab were overthrown by the

Yue-Chi.-

Kaiii^hk.i, Two centuries later, we touch solid ground in the(l\nasi\
40A.D. (?) -^vhose chief representative, Kanishka, held the I'ourth Biiddh

ist Council, circ. 40 a.d., and became the royal founder of

Northern Buddhism. But long anterior to the alleged k'lie-

Chi settlements in the Punjab, tribes of Scythic origin h.ai

found their way into India, and had left traces of non-.Vrvan

origin upon Indian civilisation. The sovereignty of Kani-.hka

in the first century a.d. was not an i.solatetl effort, hut the

ripened fruit of a series of ethnical movements.
Certain scholars believe that even before the time of BuddhaPre-

Tile

Horse-

Sacrifice.

Scythic Scythic origin in the religion of India. It

influences, has been suggested that the Asi-a-mcdha, or Great Horse-
Sacrifice, in some of its developments at anv rate, was based
upon Scythic idea.s. ‘It was in effect,’ writes .Mr. lidward
Thoma.s, ‘a martial challenge, which con^i'ted in letting the
victim who was to crown the imperial tiiumpli at the year's

end, go free to wander at will over the fai e of the e.irth : its

sponsor being bound to follow its houfs, and to i on(|uer or
conciliate’ the chiefs through whose territories it pa.'Sed.

Such a prototype seems to him to shadow forth the life of the
Central Asian communities of the horseman cla.ss, ‘ among
whom a captured steed had so frequently to be traced from
camp to camp, and surrendered or fought for at last.’"' The
curious connection between the Horse-.Sacrifice and the Man-
Sacrifice of the pre-Buddhistic religion of India has often been
noticed. That connection has been e.xplained from the Indian
point 0 viei\, by the substitution theory of a horse for a human
victim. But among the early shepherd tribes of Tibet, the

^ Catena of the Buddhist Scriptures from the Chinese, bv S. Be.-.!, pp.

r 1
^°'

'• '°3 to io6; Csoma de Knros.>«.«a/

f w'k S .lutu,ua,p. 212,qunte<l
by Weber. I/,st. Ind. Lit. p. 285, ed. 1S7S

An
by Profe-sor Coweil on the evidence of coins.

Appendix to Elphxnstone’s^rV/.:,..//Wr«,
p. 260, ed. ,S66.

Bntif Western India, pp, 37, 3S (1S761.

^^ --ch
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two sacrifices coexisted as insejiarable parts of the Great

Oath. Each year the Tibetans took the Little Oatli to their

chiefs, and sacrificed sheep, dogs, and monkeys, but every

third year they soleinni/ed the Great Oath with offerings of

men and horses, oxen and asses.

^

AVhatever significance may attach to this rite, it is certain I’.uddh.i, .1

that, with the advent of buddhism, .Scythic influences made
themselves felt in India. Indeed, it has been attempted,

on evidence derived from the Tibetan or Northern t'anon

of Buddhism, to establish a Bcythic origin for Buddha him-

self. One of his earliest appearances in the literature of the

Christian Church is as Buddlia the Scythian. It is argued

that by no mere accident did the Fathers trace the Manichatan

doctrine to Scythianus, whose disciple Terebinthtis took

the name of Buddha.- .^s already stated, the form of

abjuration of the Alanichaian heresy mentions BdSoa and

2Ki)0tai’ds (Buddha and the Scythian or Sakya), seemingly,

says Weber, a separation of Buddha .'^akya-nnini into two.'’

The Indian Buddhists of the Southern school would dwell

lightly on, or pass over altogether, a non-.\ryan origin for the

founder of their faith. We have seen how the legend of

Buddha in their hands as'-imilated itself to the old epic type

of the Aryan hero. But a Scythic origin would be congenial

to the Northern school of Buddhism ; to the school which was

consolidated by the Scythii- monarch Kanishka, and which

supplied a religion during more than ten centuries to Scythic

tribes of Central Asia.

We find, therefore, without surfitise, that the .'acred books Meaning

of Tibet constantly speak of Buddha as the Sakya. In them,

Buddha is the heir-apparent to the throne of the Sakyas ; his

doctrine is accepted by the Sakya race; and a ton strict

adherence to its tenets of mercy ends in the destruction of the

Sakya capital, followed by the sLaiightcr of the Sakya |;eoi<le.*

If we could be sure that Sakya really signified Scythian, this

of Sdk\d.

^ Early Hi-'', -ry of Tilt.'t, in \Vo<*tlvillc RnckhiH’'' I.tfe cf the JUid i'la.

from the Tibetan Classics, p. ’••4 (Trubner, 1SS4 .

-‘I believe tbc ’c^end of Saky.i perverted into the history of

Scythianu'. '--Beal's Catena of th,- S-nf-tun', from the Chine-f^

p. 1,29 (Triibner, 1S71).

^ Weberb llisfT>y of Indian Idteralure^ p. 3
‘’’9 »

footnote 363 iTriibncr.

iSySb But BiubiLism probably reached the ICarly f'hurch thruu^di the

Sc>thians: -o that Buddha mi^hi he called Skuthian--, as the >cythian

religious hmnder, without impi>ing that he was a horn Sc>thian. Vi.dr

post. chap. ix.

nn:--. p. 1S5
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evidence would be stronger. But the exact meaning of Sakja,

although generally taken to be the Indian representative of

Scythian, as the Persian Sakse was the equivalent of Scyth.e,

has yet to be determined. At one time it seemed as if the

Tibetan records might settle the point. These hopes have,

however, been disappointed, as the earliest Tibetan records

prove to be a refle.x of foreign influences rather than a deposi-

tory of indigenous traditions.

Tibet, Khoten, and other countries to the north (T the

Himalayas, on adopting Buddhism, more or less unconscioush

re-cast their national traditions into Buddhist moulds.' 'fhese

countries formed the meeting-place of two distinct streams of

civilisation,—the material civilisation of China, and the religious

civilisation of India. Some of the early Tibetan legends seem
to be clumsy copies of the stories of the first Chinese sovereigns

recorded in the Bamboo Books." The Tibetan classics further

obscure the historical facts, by a tendency to trace the rovat

lines of Central Asia to the fomily or early converts of Buddha

:

as certain mediaeval families of Europe claimed descent frmn
the Wise Men of the East : and as noble of Rome found
their ancestors among the heroes of the Trojan uar. Thu.s

the first Tibetan monarch derived his line fiom Prasenadjit,

King of Kosala, the life-long friend of Buddha . and the d\ nasty
of Khoten claimed as its founder a son of King 1 tharmasoka.
The truth is, that while Tibet obtained much of its material

civilisation from China, its medicine, its mathematics, its

weights and measures, its chronology, its clothing, its mul-
berries, tea, and ardent spirits

; it received its religion and
letters from India, together with its philosophy and its ideal
of the spiritual life. The mi.ssion of the seven Tibetan nobles
to India to find an alphabet for the yet unwritten language of
Tibet, is an event recorded of the 7th century .a.d. The
Indian monastery of Xalanda was re[m)duced in the great
Hsamyas, or religious house at Lhasa. The struggle between
Chinese and Indian influences disclo.sed itself alike in the
public disputations of the Tibetan sects, and in the inner
intrigues of the palace. One of the great Tibetan monarchs
is said to have married two wives,—an Indian princess who
brought Buddhist images from Nepal, and a Chinese princess
who brought silk-brocades and whisky from China.* We
must therefore receive with caution the evidence as to the

' Early Histones of Tibet and Khoten, in .\Ir. KocLliiir,-. [.if; o; ',u-
Buddha, p. 232, etc.

- a
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original signification of the word Sak^a, derived from the

records of a nation which was so largely indehted fur its ideas

and its traditions to later foreign source-'.

That evidence should, however, be stated. The Tilietan lu- <1
- r

sacred books preserve an account of the Sak\a creation; ,,f'
’f ^

the non-sexual proce.ssion of the ancient Sakya kings ; and of..,., ii, the

the settlement of the Sakyas at Ka[)ila, the birthplace of

Buddha. Their chief seat was the kingdom of Kosala, near

the southern base of the Himalayas, d'ibetan traditions place

the early Indian homes of the .Sakyas on the banks of the

Bhdgirathf, as distinctlv as the \'edic hymns place the homes
of the primitive Aryans on the tributaries of the Indus. 'They

claim, indeed, for Buddha a Kshattriyan descent from the

noble Ishkvaku or Solar line. But it is clear that the race

customs of the Indo-Sakyas differed in important respects from

those of the Indo-Aryans.

At birth, the Sakya infant was made to bow at the feet of a S.vl.)ai:a.

tribal image, Taksba .Sakya-vardana, which, on the presenta- custom-,,

tion of Buddha, itself bowed down to the divine child. ^ In

regard to marriage, the old S.akya law is said to have allowed

a man only one wife,'-’ The dead were disposed of by burial,

although cremation was not unknown. In the iopcs or funeral

mounds of Indian Buddhi.sm is ap[)arently seen a reproduction

of the royal Scjthian tombs of which Herodotus spe.iks.'-

Perhaps mure remarkable is the resemblance of the great

co-decease of Buddha's companions to the Scythian holo-

causts of the followers, servant-^, and horses of a dead monarch.'

On the death of Buddha, according to the Tibetan te.xts, a co-

dece.ise of iS,coo of his discqiles took place. On the de.ith

of the faithful Maudgalyay.ana, the co-decease of disciples

amounted to 70,000 ; while on that of Sariputra, the (
o-

decease of Buddhist ascetics was as high as 80.000.’' The
composite idea of a i o-decease of followers, together with the

Buddhi.st funeral mound over tlie relu s of an illustrious [lei.son-

age, was in accordance with ob-equies of the Scythian tyjie.

Whatever may be the scientific value of such analogies, the s -jpnj

infiuence of the Scythian dynasties in Northern India is a
1

'^’"

historical fact. The Northern or Tibetan form of Buddhism, 034

'

represented by the Scythian monarch Kanishka and the Fourth

' Mr. R,sckhill’s L.fc of Ih, Bndt":!. p. 17. /!:!/:. p. 15.

' [leroiluiu-, iv. 71, 127.

' T'ne slaughter of the king’- ccr.ci;b'-,e, cup-l>,arer, .an i i'.IImu,;!, i,

also mentione'i in Heroilotu.-, iv. 71 nn-l 72,

" Mr. Rock'nih's I.if: cf tie BnJJi.z. p. 141. Csotnote 3, :4s

P
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Council ^ in 40 .\.d., soon made its way down to the plains of

Hindustan, and during the next si.\ centuries competed with

the earlier Buddhism of Asoka. The Chine.se Pilgrim in

629-645 A.D. found both the Xorthern or .Scythic and the

Southern forms of Buddhism in full vigour in India. He
spent fourteen months at China-pati, where Kanishka is said to

have kept his Chinese hostages in the Punjab ; and he records

the debates between the Xorthern and .Southern sects of

Buddhists in various places. The town of China-pati, ten

miles west of the Beas river,- bore witness to later ages of the

political connection of Northern India with the Trans-Hima-
layan races of Central and Eastern Asia, I'he Scythic influ-

ence in India was a dynastic as well a.s a religious one. The
evidence of coins and the names of Indian tribes or reigning

families, such as the Sakas, Huns, and Xagas, jioint to Scythian
settlements as far south as the Central Provunces.^

Some scholars believe that the Scythians poured down upon
India in such masses as to supplant the previous population.
The Jats or Jats,+ who now number 4J millions, and form one-
fifth of the inhabitants of the Punjab, are identified with the
Gette

; and their great snb-division the Dhe with the Dahm,
whom Strabo places on the shores of the Ca.spian, I'his

view has received the support of eminent investigators, from
Professor H. H. Wilson to General Cunningham, the late

Director-General of the Archaeological Survey of India.'’ The
existing division between the Jats and the Dhe has, indeed,
been traced back to the contiguity of the Wassa-geta; or Great
Get9e,« and the Dahse, who dwelt side by side in^Central Asia,
and who may have advanced together during the Scythian
movements towards India on the decline of the Grxco-Bactrian
mpire. Without pressing such identifications too closely in
e service of particular theories, the weight of authority is in

m
origin for the Jats, the most numerous

va uable section of the agricultural population of the

Aumismaia OHentalia (Ceylon fasc.), p. =4,
- General Cunningham's Anc. Gcog. of India, p. 200.Muir s chap

j
. c- n r- < ^

of the Cental Prnhues kx efc /V'
’

e
^

logical Survey of India and of 'ir r

Hindus, others .\Ihhsmma.tana
^ Some me m
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Punjab.' A ^)nlilar descent has been assigned to certain of

the Rajinit tribes, fiolonel Tod, still the standard historian of

Rajasthan, strongly insisted on this point.

'rile relationship between the Jats and the Rajputs, ;

although obscure, is acknowledged
;
and although the jus '

conmihii no longer exists between them, an inscription seems

to show that they intermarried in the 5th century a.ic-

Professor Cowell, indeed, regards the arguments for the

Scythic descent of the Rajputs as inconclusive. • Put authorities

of weight have deduced, alike from local investigation ' and

from Sanskrit literature, ' a Scythic origin for the Jats and

for certain of the Rajput tribes. The cpiestion has lately

been discussed, with the fulness of local knowledge, by Mr.

Ibbetson, Census officer for the Punjab in 1S81. His conclu-

sions are—First, that the terms Rajput and Jat indicate in the

Punjab a difference in occuiiation and not in origin. Second,

that even if they represent distinct waves of migration, sepa-

rated by an interval of time, ‘ they belong to one and the same

ethnic stock.’ 'I’hird, ‘ that whether Jats and Rajputs were

or were not originally distinct,’ ‘ the two now form a common
stock ; the distinction between Jat and Rajput being social

rather than ethnic."'' We shall see that earlier migrations of

' It bhould be mentioned, however, that Dr. Trumpp l)elie\ed them to

be of .\ryan origin (Zeil<cli. J. Denl^./t. ..I/i’cy. CL tll-ih. .\v. p. 690'. See

Mr. J. Beames' admirable eilition of Sir Henry KIliott’.s Glc-.'aty A the

Kates of the Noytli-Wcstcrn Pnr.inct^. vol. i. pp. 130-137, ed. 1S69.

- Inscription discovered in Kotah .State : No. i of Inscription .\ppendis

to Colonel Tod’.s Aitimhs an,I Antiauitie, cf Kaja vol. i. p. 701,

note 3 (Madr.as Reprint, iSpyo .Mtliough Tod is still the stamlard

historian of R.-ijput.ina. .tnd will ever retain an honoured place as an

original inve.stigator, hs' ethnical theories must be received with caution.

.-Appendix to Elphin.stone's ///./. /«/. pp. 250 o' e:.. ed. lS66.

* Tod’s Kaja th,o:i, pp. 52. 4S3, 500, etc., vol. 1. (Madras Reprint,

’’ Dr. Ritz-lldward I lall's edition *>f I’rofessot 11 . 11 . Wilson's \ lAinn

Knnhta. vol. li. ji. 134. The Ilunas, according to Wilson, are ‘the

white Huns who were established in the Punjab, and along the Indus, as

we know from .Vrrian, Strabo, and Ptolemy, confirmed by recent ilis-

coveries of their coins and by in'Crijitions.
' ‘I am not prepared,' says

Dr. Fitz-EJward Hall, ‘to ileny that the ancient Hindus when they sjioke

of the Ilunas included the Huns. In the Middle Ages, however, it i'

certain that a race called lluna w-a.s understood by the learned of Imlia

to form a division of the Kshattriy.as.' Profess.u Dowsnn's /hr/. IIiiul.

Mytiwloyy, etc., p. 122.

See the ethnographical \olume of the Punjab Cen'U.s for iSSl. jeara'.

421, 422 et rg;, . iy Mr. Den/il Jelf Ibbetson, of the Bengal Civil Service,

js 220 (Covernment Press, Calcutta. 1S83 .

2 The
bi||nils.
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Council^ in 40 soon made ith way duun to the plains of

Hindustan, and during the ne.xt six centuries i oinpeted with

the earlier Buddhism of Asuka. 'I’lic Chinese I’]l,;r!m in

629-645 A.D. found both the Xorthern or Si vthic and the

Southern forms of Buddhism in full tigour in India. He
spent fourteen months at China-pati, v.here K.ini.shka is said to

have kept his Chinese ho.stages in the Bunjab
;
and he records

the debates between the Northern and .‘southern sects of

Buddhists in various places. The town of China-pati, ten

miles west of the Beas river,- bore witness to later ages of the

political connection of Northern India with the Trans-Hima-
layan races of Central and Eastern Asia. 'I’he .Scjthic influ-

ence in India was a dynastic as well as a religioms one. The
evidence of coins and the names of Indian tribes or reigning

families, such as the Sakas, Huns, and Nagas, point to Scythian

settlements as far south as the Central Provinces.*

Some scholars believe that the Scythians poured down upon
India in such masses as to supplant the previous po[)ulation.

The Jats or Jats,’* who now number 4.I millions, and form one-
fifth of the inhabitants of the Punjab, are identified with the
Get®

; and their great sub-division the Plhe with the Dahae,
whom Strabo places on the shores of the Caspian. d'his

\iew has received the support of eminent investigators, from
Professor H. H. Wilson to General Cunningham, the late

Director-General of the Archieological Survey of India.’ 'Phe
existing division between the Jats and the Dhe has, indeed,
been traced back to the contiguity of the Massa-getm or Great
Geta,6 and the Dahm, who dwelt side by side in Central Asia,
and who may have advanced together during the Scythian
movements towards India on the decline of the Grreco-Bactrian
mpire. Without pressing such identifications too closely in

t e service of particular theories, the weight of authority is in
favour of a Scythian origin for the Jats, the most numerous
and valuable section of the agricultural population of the

' Xum,smata OrUnialia (Ceylon fasc.), p. r.
- General Cunningham’s Anc. Gcog. of India p 200Muir s Tear* chap. V. vol i (18681 - S' r r r

logical Survey of India and of

Hindus, othess Muhnmmadans
^ .Irn-l-Akban. Some ate now

S“ri"t“•
fSi:; p. .p-
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Punjab.' A Minilar descent has been assigned tn certain of

the Rajput tribes. Colonel Tod, still the standard historian of

Rajasthan, strongly insisted on this point.

'rile relationship between the Jits and the Rajputs,

although obscure, is acknowledged
; and although the jus

conuubii no longer exists between them, an inscription seems

to show that they intermarried in the 5th century v.n.-'

I'rofessor Cowell, indeed, regards the arguments for the

Scythic descent of the Rajputs as inconclusive. •• Rut authorities

of weight have deduced, alike from local investigation ^ and

from Sanskrit literature,' a Scythic origin for the Jits and

for certain of the Rajput tribes. The question has lately

been discussed, with the fulness of local knowledge, by Mr.

Ibbetson, Census officer for the Punjab in 1881. His conclu-

sions are—First, that the terms Rajput and Jat indicate in the

Punjab a difference in occu])ation and not in origin. Second,

that even if they represent distinct waves of migration, sepa-

rated by an interval of time, ‘ they belong to one and the same

ethnic stock.’ 'I'hird, ‘ that whether Jats and Rajputs were

or were not originally distinct,’ ‘the two now form a common
stock ;

the distinction between Jat and Rajput being social

rather than ethnic.’" We shall see that earlier migrations of

' It .'jhould be mentioned, however, lhat Pr. Trnnipp l>elie\ed them to

be of .Vryan origin (Ze/r-v//. ,/. Deutrh. GcAL'Cn. .\v. p. 690 . See

Mr. J. Beames' admirable eilition of Sir Henry Elliott’s do^ ary of the

Raees of the North-Wcito-n Piot-inci':, vol. i. pp. 130-137, ed. 1869.

- Inscription discovered in Kotah State : No. 1 of Inscription .\ppendi.\

to Colonel Tod’s Amtah aiul Auii itii/ui of A\i;,i th,hi, vol. i. p. 701,

note 3 (Madras Reprint, 1S73'. .\lthough Tod is still the standard

historian of R.-ijput.tnr,. and will ever retain an honoured place a.s an

original investigator, his ethnic.al theories must bereceivcil with caution.

‘ Appendix to Elphinstone's //;/. /«./. p]i. ajorf.tv.. ed. 1866.

* Tod’s Rajd-tlhin, pp. 52. 4S3. 500, etc., vol. i. (Madras Reprint,

1873)-
'' Dr. Eitz-Edward Hall's editi-m of Professor II. II. Wilson’s I'ishnui

Puidiia, vol. li. p. 134. The Ilunas, according to Wilson, arc ‘the

white Huns who were established in the I’unj.ib, and along the Indus, as

we know from .Vrrian, .Strabo, and Ptolemy, conlirmetl by recent dis-

coveries of their coins and by inscription'.' ‘ I am not prepared,’ says

Dr. Fitz-Edwarel Hall, ‘to deny that the ancient Hindus when they spoke

of the Ilunas includeil the Huns. In the Middle Ages, however, it is

certain that a race called Huna was understood by the learned of India

to form a division of the Kshattriy.as.' Professor Dowson’s Put. llnu!.

Aytholo^y, etc., p. 122.

•i See the ethnographical volume of the Punjab Census for ihSi, jiaras.

421, 422 ot by Mr. Denzil Jtlf Ibbetson, of t'ne Bengal Civil Service.

]
. 220 (Government Press, Calcatta, 1SS3'.

,2 The
K.iiput'-
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Indian
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against the

Scythians,

Sanivat

eta, 57
B.c.

Saka or

Scythian
era, 78
A.D.

Central Asian hordes also siijn'lied Certain of ti.> N.’g.i, or

so-called aboriginal, races of India.

The Scythic settlements were not effei ted witln.ut a

As Chandra Cuytahad advanced from the ('lanaetie \.il!e}. .md

rolled back the tide of Cneco-F.actrian i onqiie't, r,i

so the native princes who stemmed the torrent of Si \t!n.in

invasion are the Indian heroe.s of the first <entur\ hefoia and

after Christ. \’ikramaditya, Kin;^ of L'jjain, apiie.irs to h. \e

won his paramount place in Indian story b) droin., on: liie

invaders. An era, the Sanii'iit, beginning in 57 r.i ,, was

founded in honour of his achievements. Its d.ite ‘ 'ceins

at variance with his legend.iry victories ovei the .''ivtlii.in

Kanishka in the first century after Christ.-' lint the very tide

of its founder suffices to commemorate his struggle ag.iinst

the northern hordes, as Vikramadit>a Sakari, or \'ikiamavlit)a,

the Enemy of the Scythians.

The name of \ ikramiditya, ‘ very Sun in Prowess,' was
borne, as we have seen, by several Indian monarchs. In
later ages, their separate identity was merged in the ani ieiit

renown of the Slayer ot the Scythians, who thus combined the

fame of many \ ikram.iditjas. There was a teiidem v to

assign to his [leriod the most eminent Indian wotks in m lem e

and poetry.—works whii.li we know must belong to a date long
after the first century of our era. His reign forms the .\iigU'tan
era of Sanskrit literature; .and tradition fondly asiribes the
highest products of the Indian intellect during many later i cn-
turies to the poets and ])hilosophers, or Nine Cenis, of this

Vikramdditya’s court As Chandra Cupti, who freed India
from the Greeks, is celebratcvl in the drama Mudra-rak.sha-a ;

so Vikramaditya, the Vanquisher of the Scythians, forms the
central royal personage of the Hindu stage.

Vikramdditya’s achievements, however, furnished no final
deliverance, but merely form an episode in the long struggle
between the Indian dynasties and new races from the north.
Another popular era, the literally the Scythian, takes its
comrnencement in 78 a.d.,- and is supposed to commemorate
the defeat of the Scythians by a king of Southern India,

_

‘ Samiatsara, the ‘ Year.’ The uncertainty which .surruunds even this
..ng-accepted Unger-po.st in Indian chronology m.ay be .een from Dr. 1.

FoTa S ^" '"ol- especially p. 172.

or Chronirl“'o^l’
of the Kdj,i Tayanpui™ of he S ^ '-dong to the 4 thcentury of the Seleucidan era, or the ii>t century a ,,

Monday, 14th M.irch 78 A.D., Juli.rn style.
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Salivihana.' During' the '.even centuries which followed, three

powerful monarchies, the Senas, Guptas, and ^'alal)h!s. esta-

hiished themselves in Western and Xorthern India. ( hi the

western coast the Senas and Sinj;has, the S.iiraps of Sunishtra

or Gujarat, are traced by coins and inscriptions from do or

70 ICC. to after 235

After the Senas come the ( iuptas of Kw.vrj, ’ in tlie

North-Western Province.s, the ancient Middle I,and. Tlie

Guptas introduced an era of tlieir own, commencing in 319
A.D. ; and ruled in person or by \iceroys over Northern India

during 150 years, as far to the south-west as Kathiawar. The
Gupta dynasty was overthrown by foreign inv.iders, apparently ,1

new influx of Huns orTartare from the north-we-t (450-470 A.ie ).

The Valabhis succeeded the Guptas, and ruled over Cutch,

North-Western ISombay,'* and Malw.t, from 4S0 to after 722 a . h .’’

The Ghinese Pilgrim, Hiuen Tsiang, gi\es a full account of

the court and people of Valabhi (630-C40 .i.ic). IJuddhism was

the State religion, but heretics, /.c. Brahmans, abounded; and

the Buddhists themselves were divided between the Northern

school of the Scythian dynasties, and the Southern or Indian

school of Asoka. The Valabhis seem to have been overthrown

by the early Arab invaders of Sind in the Sth century.

The relations of these three Indian dynasties, the Senas,

Guptas, and Valabhis, to the successive hordes of Scythians,

who poured down on Northern India, are obscure. There

is abundant evidence of a long-continued struggle, but the

efforts to affix dates to its chief e[iis()des have not yet pro-

duced results which can be accepted as final. I'wo \'ikram-

aditya Sakdris. or Winquishers of the Scythians, are rcrpiired

for the purjjoses of chronology . and the great battle of Korilr

near Miilt.in, in which the Scythian liosts perished, has been

shifted backwariK and forwards from 711 to 544 a.d.''

^ General ( 'nnnineh.im : .--ee alsf» Mr. IsCiw, I homa^ Idler, dated l6th

Septenil'cr 1S74, tn 'rh< Anidemy, winch bung-, tlii^ itale within tlie iwrti-id

of the K.’.nidika lamily 2 to .S7 A.I>. ..

- r>y Mr. Newton. Mr. I'.. Thom.i-, on the Gtiin,, of the b.ili king-,

ArJhtol. A’./, iresf.ri! InJi.i, p. 44 (1S76 ; anil Dr. J. bergus-on. /om h,:.

Roy. .Sc iSSo.

" Now a town of oiil) 10,646 inhabitants in l-arukh.ib.bl Di-trict. but

with ruin- es tending met a semicircle of 4 miles in diameter,

* L.it-desha. including the collectorates <il KA'i, 1!mi\' 11, K\ik\

.ind part- of 15 vrcida territory.

The gene. ill igv i - w orked out in detail by Mr. K. Thomas, it* it*, pp. So -Sc

^ 7.S \.i'. wa-the
}
opulaily received d.ite, coniinen,orate 1 by the .S-,

.

era: ‘b-tween 524 and. 544 a.H.’ is suggesud by I ir, Ierguss,,n 2S4

of /.' f. -d '. So-, vol. xii.l in i.^So.

t-eli.r (S.il

d^ n isty,

60 li.c. ti

2J5

( .ujila

dynast)

,;iq 4:*

\.ii.

Wdabhi
rl\na-'y.

4S0-722
A. r.

Li iitg

' tniggk
against

Scythic

inv.ailers.

57 K.c. n

544 A.le
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The truth seems to be that, during the fir^t (.cniunea i t

the Christian era, the fortunes of the Scjthian or 'I'artar raexs

rose and fell from time to time in Northern India. They
more than once sustained great defeats; and they more thaii

once overthrew the native dynasties. Their jjrc^cnt c 1 -r

popularly attested during the century before Christ by \hWraui-

aditya Sakdri (57 b.c.?); during the first century after Chnst
it is represented by the Kanishka family (2 u.c. to S7 .\.i>.) :

it was noted by Cosmas Indico-pleustes about 535 .\,o.

Dr. James Fergusson* held that it was the White Hun- uho
overthrew the Guptas between 465 and 470 .v.n. He ],!aies

the great battles of Koriir and Maush.ari, which ‘freed Iiuha
from the Sakas and H tin as,’ between 524 and 544 \.\k Ilut

these dates still lie in the domain of inductive, indeed alninst
of conjectural, history. Cosmas Indico-jilcuste.s, who traded m.

the Red Sea about 530 .\.d., speaks of the Huns as a powerful
nation in Northern India in his days.-

The
ffiinas or

White
ffuns.

Ilithin the past few years (1889-92) the whole etideni c oir
the subject has been thoroughly re-e.\amined by the greatest
Indian archteologist now living, General Sir .Mexander ( 'un
mngham. His researches have not yet been published ( : S93
but he has kindly permitted mo to peruse lii.s manu.sinia.
an to state the main results. (Jeneral (hinnin<^liani luuK tin
earliest European notice of the great horde of F.phthaHto or
'Vhite Huns, who took Khorasan from the Sa,s,,anians and
overran Northern India, in the historian Priscus, who heard of
them m the camp of Attila in .a.d. 448. He traces them
through the Chinese Pilgrim Sung-yun, 520 ,r.i,., and Cosmas
Indico-pleustes who mentions their king Gollus on the west
bank of the Indus m 530 .a.d. Procopius (died 5G5 .\.o.) abu
refers to them and Theophanes (second half of 6th century

v-^ri nr.
Cunningham deals successfully with the

Sorians^d Greek

the word, the Armenian and Indian writers do.

the’HuT?s
earliest Indian mention ofhe the Lh.tari inscription of Skanda Gufita, 450-80

with he Hdna I th the Hunas. According to the Chinese Pilgrim .Sum-
) n, who was in the Gandhara territory, on the west of the

[Journal Roy. As. Soo. pp. 2S2-2S4, etc. (tSSoi.
j opOA! afhia Christiana, \\h. -sS. n i-S- / v

^ Mr. Fieefs rnsoriptions of the clftl S
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Indus near Attock, in 520 A.n., two generations had already

passed away since the Huna comiuest of that region—which

General Cunningham assigns to 465-70 a.i). He believes

that about that time, also, the Hiinas came into conflict with

the Indians on the Lower Indus.

While Greek and Scythic influences had thus been at work The pre

in Northern India during nine centuries (327 n.c. to 544 A.n.),

another (so-called indigenous) element was profoundly affect- .uicicut

ing the future of the Indian peoples. A jirevious chapter has

traced the fortunes, and sketched the present condition, of the

pre-Aryan ‘aborigines.’ The Brihmanical .\ryans never accom-

plished a complete subjugation of these earlier races, d'he

tribes and castes classified as purely non-Aryan numbered in

1872 about 18 millions in British territory : while the castes who
claimed a pure Aryan descent were under 16 millions.^ But

the immense mass of the population of British India (aggre-

gating 221 millions in 1S91) is now believed to consist of

non-.\ryan elements, profoundly modified by Aryan influences,

yet little affected by any intermixture of Aryan blood. The
pre - Aryans have influenced the popular dialects of every

Province, and in Southern India they give their speech to over

30 millions of people.

The Vedic settlements along the five rivers of the Punjab

were merely colonies or confederacies of .Aryan tribes, who
had pushed in among a non-Aryan population. M'hen an lu

.-Aryan family advanced to a new territory, it had often, as in

the case of the Pdndava brethren, to clear the forest and drive

out the aboriginal people. This double process constantly

repeated itself; and as late as 1657, when the Hindu Raj.i

founded the present city of Bareilly, his first work was to

cut down the jungle and expel the old Katheriyas. The
ancient Brahmamcal kingdoms of the Middle Land {Madhya-

desha), in the North - IVestern Provinces and Oudh, were

surrounded by non-.Aryan tribes. All the legendary advances

beyond the northern centre of Aryan civilisation, narrated in

the epic jioets, were made into the territory of non-.\ryan races.

M'hen we begin to catch historical glimp.ses of India, wc find

* This latter numiier incUnied both Bt.ihnians (10,574,444' anCi R.jiat-

triyas anU Rijput.s 15,240,495'. But, a,s we have seen, .-.nme of tlie

Rajput trilies are l)elieve(l to be of Scythic origin, while others h.rve been

incorporated from confe>sedly non-Aryan tribes (uHre. pp. 132. 133, 2271.

Such non-.\ryan Rajputs mote than <jutnumber any survii als of the Vai.-yas

of pute .\tyan descent. The Censu- of 1S91, recogni-iny; the dttriculty of

classification by race - ca.-te.s, has adiopted a- an aitern.ative baos, the

classification by religion and language.
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I’re-

Arj-an

kingdoms
in North-

ern India.
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Takshaks
of Kdwal
Jhndi

District.

The
Tak.shak-.

6th cen-

tury B.c.

:

327 B-c.

the countries even around tlie northern .\r\;in 1 entie riiletl hy

non-Aryan princes. The N’anda.s, Mluuii Cliaiid.r.t (iupta

succeeded in Behar, appear as a Siiiira nr roiri-.\ry,tn I'.ynusty
;

and, according to one account, Chandra (iupta and his

grandson Asoka came of the same stock.’

The Buddhist religion did much to incorpoiate the pre-

Aryan tribes into the Indian polity. During the lung struggle

of the Indo-Aryans against Cnei o-B.n tri.rn and .'^i\thian

inroads (327 b.c. to 544 .\.ii.), tlie Indian aluuiginal races

must have had an increasing importance, w hether as enemies

or allies. .\t the end of that struggle, «e disi o\ er them ruling

in some of the fairest tracts of Xorthern Indi.i. In almost

every District throughout Oudh and the North-Western
Provinces, ruined towns and forts are asinbcd to non-.Vryan

races who ruled at different periods, aciording to the local

legends, between the 5th and nth centuric.s .v.u. When the

Muhammadan conquest sup]ilies a firmer historical footing,

after 1000 a.d., non-Aryan tribes were still in possession ot

several of these Districts, and had only lately been ousted from

others.

1 he Statistical Survey ul India h.is brought together many
survivals of these obscure races. It is impossible to follow

that survey through each locality
; the following par.igiaphs

indicate, uith the utmost hreiity, a few of the resulis. .Starting

from the West, Alexander the Creat found Ra\v\i, I’imh
District in the hands of the Takkas or 'I'akshaks, from whom
its Greek name of 'I'axila was derived. This people has been
traced to a Scythian migration about the 6th century i;.c.-

Their settlements in the 4th century b.c. seem to have
extended from the Paropamisan range in Afghanistan to deep
into Northern India. Their Punjab capital, Takshasila, or
Taxila, was the largest city which Ale.xander met with between
the Indus and the Jehlam (327 b.c.).-* .Salihavana, from whom

> The represents Chandra Gupta as related to the last
ofthe Nandas; the Commentator of the Hsl.nu Parana says he was the

4/?/;
Dut. Hi,On

Mytholo;^', etc., p. 68 (Triibner, 1879).

-

to be anything more than intelligent

haks T' r’T Tt'T^
inadequate evidence. With regard to tiie Tak-

o'

’ =^“<1 ti-n authorities which he quotes,

Taklei^
"" Parae-takae4.;nr>f or Hill

uedinrer fsr s

^'’abman mythologists, of course, produce an .\rvan

of k' ratl ani
^ “ King Taksha, and make him the 'sonof Bharata and nephew of Rama-chandra.
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the Sjka or Scythian era took its comuictK cinent (7.^ a.o.), is Tlu-

held hy some authorities to have been of 'I'akshak descent.'
'

^ ^ _
7N \.i>.

In the 7th century a.d., 'I'aki,- iierhajis deri\ed from the same
^

race, was the capital of the Punjab, 'i’he Scythic l’ak''haks,

indeed, are sujjposed to have been the source of the i;real

Serpent Race, the Takshakas or Xayas. who figure so 1 s.n

jjrominently in Sanskrit lileialure and art, and uhose name
is still borne by Xaga tribes of our own day. I'he 'I'akkas

remaining to the present time are found only in the Districts

of Delhi and Kainal. They number about 15,000, of whom
three-fourths have adopted the faith of Islam.

The words Niiga and Takshaka in Sanskrit both mean T'n

a ‘snake,’ or tailed monster. .\s the Takshakas hate been

questionably connet ted with the S( ythian Takkas, mi the

Nagas have been derived, by < onjecture in tlie absence of

evidence, from the Tartar patriarch Xagas, the second son of

Elkhan." iloth the terms, X.lgas and 'I'akshakas, seem to

have been loosely applied by the Sanskrit writers to a tariety

of non-Aryan ]ieoples in India, whose religion was of an

anti-Aryan type. I\'e learn, for ex.ample. liow the tive I’indava

brethren of the Mah.ibharata burned out the Snake -king

Takshaka from his primeval Khandava forest. The 'I'akshaks

and Nagas were the 'free and Serpent worshijipers, whose

rites and objects of adoration have impressed themselves

deeply on the an hitecture and sculpture of India. They

I’Tobably included, in a confined manner, several different

races of Scythic origin.

The chief .authority on Tree and Serpent worship in India Irdn.

selected the term ‘St ythian' for the anti-Ary an element-.,

whii'h entered so kirgi ly into tlie Indian religions liotli am ient

and modern.' The Chinese rccorc.s give a tiill account ot

the Xag.i geography of am ient India. Atcorrling to tlio-e

records, the X.igii kingdoms were both numerous and power-

’ To'l. Ki'iuU: n,iii

.

v.il. i. g. ‘15 oi. iSygc

- T.iki. or .V-are.r. 45 miles we-.l <*f < .encKi! i uiir.ingl.ani, --/// .

(7t£ig. i>f hhiia, 1'. 1(11. and Mag \ 1 . <-<!. iSyi . Tho T.i’ki lie., however,

considerably to the .oulh-ea>l of the 1 .rk-tsi.-ihi of Alexan-ler . eegcliuon.

‘ Tod. I<a::r-than, vol. i. g. 53 led. ; a very doubtful aulhority.

* Dr. I. Fereiisson - //.t tina lit/ gg. 71- 7 - Dn'ca

Museum. 4 ; >, i.SO.S;. For the re'-ul!. of m..ie recent local le-earch, .ee

Mr. Rivett-t arn.ac's gaj-er. in the Jsia na.' A-. Sc ..
‘ TD

Snake Symb-d in India,' •.Vnehn- b-. ulgfuring. on K. rk.,' - Stone f.arv

ing. at Mamguri.' etc. : the 1 le Ike. s.,!,;’. Vt-bv ,an.c,'! X in.y.tn

Mandlik’s ' Serpent-W.n-hig rn We-’em Ird.n,’ and other e-.iy. in tb-

/!ckA}' A' Sc. .

:

al.-o, Sr/ort: of Arc7i,.cS,^. SiiyTtv. Wc-tern

IntUa.
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ful, and Buddhism derived many of its rojal conwrt^ frum

them. The Chinese chroniclers, indeed, classify the Xje,i

princes of India into two great divisions, as Buddhists and

non-Buddhists. The Serpent-worship, which formed so typical

a characteristic of the Indo-Scythic races, led the Chine'c to

confound those tribes with the objects of their adorations ; and

they the fierce Indo-Scythic Nagas would almost seem to be the

Eame originals of the Dragon races of Chinese Buddhism and

the Chinese art. The compromises to which Buddhism submitted,

^ winning the support of the Xaga people',

China, be referred to in the following chapter, on the Rise of

Hinduism.

The
Ohakk.'trs

of Kiwal
Pinili,

looS- 1S57
.\.D.

As the Greek invaders found Rawal Pindi District in

possession of a Scythic race of Takkas in 327 n.c., so the
Musalman conqueror found it inhabited by a fierce non-.\ryan
race of Ghakkars thirteen hundred years later. The Ghakkars
for a time imperilled the safety of Mahmud of Ghazni in 1008.
Farishta describes them as savages, addicted to polyandry and
infanticide. The tide of Muhammadan conquest rolled on,
but the Ghakkars remained in [lossession of their sub-Hima-
la}an tract.' In r205 they ravaged the Punjab to the gates of
Lahore; in t2o6 they stabbed the .Muhammadan Sultan in
his tent; and in spite of conversion to Islam by tlte sword, it

'tas not till 1525 that they made their submission to the
Emperor Babar in return for a grant of territory. During tlu-
next two centuries they rendered great services to the Mughal
dynasty against the Afghan usurpers, and rose to high intluem e
in the Punjab. Driven from the plains by the Siklns in 1765
^D., the Ghakkar chiefs maintained their independence in
the Murree (Marti) Hills till 1830, when they were crushed
after a bloody struggle. In 1849, Riwal Pindi passed, with

cm .

territories, under British rule. But
e Ghakkars revolted four years afterwards, and threatened

ThTcm fc as lately as 1857.

di, Jehlam, and Hazara. They number about 26,000.

ra^f-ntl
^ spirited

reveke to
bearing, and clinging under all

reverses to the traditions of noble blood.’

-

The population of Rawal Pindi District has been selected to

Tne Imperral Gazetteer of h,din. article Rvwa, Pixn, District.
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illustrate the long-continued ])resence and vitality of the pre- I’re-

Aryan element in India. Other jiarts of the country must be

more briefly dealt with. Proceeding inwards into the North- 1)1,1001.

3\’estern Provinces, we everywhere find traces of an early

Buddhist civilisation in contact with, or overturned by, rude

non-.\ryan tribes. In Bareilly District, for example, the wild

Ahi'rs from the north, the Bhi'Is from the south, and the Bhars

from the east, seem to have expelled highly-developed Aryan

communities at some period before 1000 .\.i). Still farther to

the east, all remains of pre-historic masonry in Oudh and the

North-Western Provinces are assigned either to the ancient

Piuddhists, or to a non-Aryan race of Bhars.

The Bhars appear to have possessed the north C.angetic The lili.ir-

plains in the centuries coeval with the fall of Buddhism.

Their kingdoms extended over most of Oudh. Lofty mounds

covered with ancient groves mark the sites of their forgotten

cities
;
and they are the mysterious ‘ fort-builders ’ to whom

the peasantry ascribe any ruin of unusual size. In the

central valley of the Ganges, their power is said to have

been crushed by the-Sharki dynasty of Jaunpur in the endlnjaun-

of the 14th century. In the Districts north of the Gan-
f”'"'

getic plain, the Bhars figure still more prominently in local

traditions, and an attempt has been made to trace their con-

tinuous history. In Gorxkhuur District, the aboriginal InGorakh-

Tharus and Bhars seem to have overwhelmed the early

outposts of Ar)'an civilisation several centuries before Christ.

Their appearance on the scene is connected with the rise of

Buddhism. They became vassals of the Buddhist kingdom

of Behar on the south-east-; and on the fall of that power,

about 550 .\.u., they regained their indejiendence. The

Chinese Pilgrim in the 7th century comments in this region

on the large number of monasteries and towers—the latter

probably a monument of the struggle with the aboriginal

Bhars, who were here finally crushed between the 7th and the

loth centuries .v.ri. he Bhar jiopulation ol Ouuh and the

North-Western Provinces now numbers about 350.C00.

As we advance still farther eastward into Bengal, we find

that the non-.Aryan races have within historical time supplied a

large part of the Hindu population. In the north, the Koch

established their dominion upon the ruins of the .-\ryan
x,,rtlicrn

kingdom of Kaniriip, which the .-\fghin King ot Bengal had

overthrown in 1489. Ihe Koch gave their name to the

Native State of Kvch Bf.h.vr ; and their descendants, together

with those of other non-Aryan tribes, form the mass of the
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people in the neighbouring British nistnrt-.. '’.uh .k R\N>.i'rR

They number more than ij million in Northern Bctiga! and

Behar. One part of them got rid of their hjw origin by bei oin-

ing Musalmans, and thus obtained the eoeid e piahts which

Islam grants to all mankind. The re^t have merged more or

less imperfectly into the Hindu population
;
and about three-

quarters of a million of them claim, in virtue of their po^uiun

as an old dominant race, to belong to the K-.hattri\a 1 aste.

They call themselves Rajbansfs, a term exai tlv roiTe'ponding

to the Rajputs of Western India. The Hmdui/ed Rija> of

Kuch Behar obtained for their ancestors a divine origin from

their Brahman genealogists, in order to efface their aboriginal

descent; and among the nobility all mention of the Koch tribe

was avoided. The present Maharaja married the d.iughter

of the celebrated theistic apostle, Keshab Chandra Sen. the

leader of theBrahmo Samaj. He is an honorary maior in the

British army, and take.s a prominent jiart m (falciitti and
Simla society.

Proceeding still eastward, the adjacent valley of .\s>am \va>,

until the last century, the seat of another non-Aiynn ruling
race. Ihe Ahams entered Assam from the .south-ea^t about
1350 (?) A.IK-. had firmly established their jiower m ibbg,
graduaUy yielded to Hinduism; and were over]M)Were(l b\
fresh Buddhist invasions from Burma between 1750 and 1S23,
when the valley was annexed to British India. The .\hatns
a\e been completely crushed as a dominant race; and their

old riational priests, to the number of 253,860, ha\e been
forced to become tillers of the soil for a living. But the
people of Assam are still so essentially made up of aboriginal
races and their Hindmzed descendants, that not 150.000
persons of even alleged pure Aryan descent can be found in a
population of 5’ millions.

The foregoing summary has been confined to races north ot

that
Southern Gangetic plain, we find

that almost every tract has traditions of a pre-.Vrvan tribe,

loc? 'ruH'" the rc'.ot of the

tain • sever I

f), vision of Bundelkhand ron-

from h Ti’ ‘^'^kes its name

Vs w ‘
'"ri R

^‘-‘''‘'aboriginal descent,

^he Cmtril
p™"' f-angetic plains into the highlands of

-Vrwan tnbew One such race after another -Oaulis. Nagis,
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(Jonds, Ahfrs, Bhfls—ruled from the Satpura plateau.' Some
of their chiefs and leading families now claim to he Kshattriyas

.

and a section of one of the lowest races, the Chauhan.s, bor-

rowed its name from the noble ‘ Chauhan ’ Rajput.-,.

In the Lower Provinces of iJengal, we fiml the delta in Low. i

peopled by masses of pre-Aryan origin. One section of them ;

has merged into low-class Hindus ; another section has sought

a more equal social organization by acceirting the creed of

Muhammad. But such changes of faith do not alter their

ethnical type ; and the Musalman of the delta differs as widely

in race from the Afghan, as the low-caste Hindu of the delta

differs from the Brahman. Throughout Southern India, the m
non-Aryan elements form almost the entire ])Opulation, and

have supplied the great Dravidian family of languages, which

are spoken by 30 million.s of jieoplc. Two of our oldest and

most faithful allies in the Madras Presidency, the enlightened

dynasty of Travancore, and the ancient princes of Pudukottdi,

are survivals of the time when non-Ayran sovereigns ruled over

Southern India.

The Scythic inroads, and the ancient Niga and so-called t,c\thic

aboriginal tribes, have, however, not merely left behind

remnants of races in individual Districts. 'I'hey have affected on

the character of the whole po])ulation, and profoundly intiueneed Hinhiii^ir

the religious beliefs and domestic institutions of India. In the

Veda we see highly-developed communities, of the Aryan stock,

worshipping bright and friendly gods, homruring woman, and

assigning to her an important position in the family lile. Hus-

band and wife were the Dampali, or joint rulers of the Indo-

Aryan household. 'I'radition-, of the freedom of w-oman among

the ancient Aryan settleis survive in the S-^i-hiyam-vara, or

Maiden’s Own Choice of a husband, in the epic poems.

The curtain of Vedic and Po.st-Vedi<' literature lalK upon Op. ti,,-

the scene before the 5th century icc. fVhen the curtain rjscs

on the domestic and religious life of midueval Inth.i, in the d, mr-ti.-

Puranas about the loth century .\.i>., a vast change had taken

place. The i>eo[)le were no longer sharply divided into civilised i,.,-,,,

.\ryans and rude non Aryans, but into castes of a great mixed

’See Cln I R \L I’kox h^perv^l O’tzrtVevr of Indi-i. The

GauhS are locally believcil to ha\-. b^en earlier fort-biiiMcr-> than t,’e

Gonds (see, for example, article Saonlr) ; and some of the Gnrai chief-

trace their descent through 54 generations to a v-'Lll-rcctuded ance-t i

assigned to 91 A.D. (see Th-i lAiptrial Ga'Cttc r of luS.:, article

Saranghar).
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population. The process of amalgamation of the Aryans and

non-Aryans on the basis of a common religion, which had been

begun by Buddhism in the 6th century was being earned

on by Hinduism in the loth century .\ak I'hc Brahmans

had indeed an esoteric or philosophical religion of their uan.

But the popular religion of the Hindus, that is, of the

Indian races who had come under Brahman influcnc:es, was

already, in the loth century, not the old Vedic worship of

bright and friendly gods, but a composite product of Ar)a:\

spiritual conceptions and non-Aryan superstitions. The posi

tion of woman had also altered for the worse. Hi^band and
wife were no longer ‘joint rulers’ of the household. The
Maiden’s Owtr Choice had fallen into disuse, or survived only

as a court pageant
; the custom of child-marriage had grown

up. The widow had been condemned to a life of privation, or

had been taught the merit of extinguishing her e.xistence on
her husband's funeral pile.

The
appeal to

the Veda.

The following chapter will e.xhibit this anioqrhous grusvlh,
popularly known as Hinduism. Orthodox Hindus are unfor-
tunately in the habit of claiming the authority of the Veda fur
their medieval institutions, for the evil as well as for the good.
As a matter of fact, these medireval institutions, which form
the basis of modern Hinduism, are the joint product of non-
Aryan darkness and of Aryan light. The Scythic and N.iga
and so-called aboriginal races, with their indifference to human
suffering, their polyandric hou.seholds, and their worship of
fear and blood, have left their mark deep in the Hindu law-
codes m the terrorizing of the Hindu religion, and in the
degradation of woman. English scholarship has shown that
the worst feature of Hinduism, widow-burning, had no author-

tU 1
^1

**’ ** equally well understood that
the other dark features of Hinduism also rest not upon the
\ edic scr^tures, but are the result of a human compromise

of I t"

and non-Arj^an barbarism, the task
of the Indian reformer will be half accomplished. It is with a
true instinct that the great religious movements of India in our

b^JkTIhe
of mediaeval Hinduism, and appealback to the \ eda For the Veda represents the rebV ous

conception,s and tribal customs of the Arj-ans in India before

•itr dm
customs were modified by compromises^Mth the lower races. At the end of the last chanter Imentioned diat a great reformation of Indian faith and practiceon the basis of Buddhism is always a possibility. I should
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not close the present one without adding that a similar

reformation is equally possible, and, as a matter of fact, has

been attempted again and again, by applying the test of the

Veda to the composite Hinduism which forms the main

common link between the Indian races.
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CHAPTER Vlll

RISE OF HIN’DUISM (750 TO 1520

From these diverse races, pre-Aryan, Arjan, Scvthic, .ir.d

Nagd, the population of India has been made up. I'b.e ti'-k

of organizing them fell to the Brahmans. 'Phat ancient caMe.

which had never quitted the scene even during the height cif

the Buddhistic supremacy, stepped forward to the front nf the

stage upon the decay of the Buddhist faith. I'he Cliinese

Pilgrim, about 640 .v.d., had found Brahmanism and Buddhism
coexisting throughout India. The conflict of creeds brought

forth a great line of Brahman apostle.s, from the Sth to the

i6th century a.d., with occasional succes.sor-, down to our

own day. The disintegration of Buddhism, as we have seen,

occupied many hundred years, perhaps front ^500 to 1000 .\.ii.’

The Hindus take the 8th century as the turning-jioint in the

struggle. About 750 .a.d. arose a holy Brahman of Bettg.tl,

Kumarila Bhatta by name, preaching the old Vcdic doctrine
of a personal Creator and God. Before this realistic theology,
the impersonal abstractions of the Buddhists succumbed : and,
according to a later legend, the reformer wielded the sword of
the flesh not less trenchantly than the weajions of the spirit.

A Sanskrit writer, Madhava-Acharya, of the 14th century .a.d.,

relates how Sudhanwan, a prince in Southern India, ‘ com-
manded his servants to put to death the old men and the
children of the Buddhists, from the bridse of Rama [the rid'-e
of reefs which connects India with Ceylon] to the Snowy
Mountain : let him who slays not, be slain.’ -

From the language of the Saddharma Pundarlk.a, translated into
Chinese before the end of the 3rd century a.d., H. U. Wilson infer.s
that even at th.it early d.ite ‘the career of the Buddhists had not been

such as to T 5’-'"
such as to arrest their progress ’ (.ffjraj.,-, vol. ii. p, 366 ed. 1S6W The
existence of Buddhism in parts of Inriin K j

’

,000 ^
P abundantly attested down to

- Quoted by H. H. AViJson,

vol. iv. p, 70S ; Colebrooke’s
footnote I to ;i. 259.

Lassen's Indische A'lcrthinns-
EiMys, p. igo. .See also /Cj.',
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It is needless to say that no sovereign existed at that time True \.,Iui

in India whose power to persecute extended from the Himi-

layas to Cape Comorin. So far as the legend has any truth,

it refers to one of many local religious reprisals which took

jjlace at the Indian courts during the struggle between the

Buddhists and the Brahmans. Such reprisals recurred in later

days, on a smaller scale, between the rival Hindu sects. The
legend of Kumarila is significant, however, as placing on a

religious basis the series of many-sided evolutions which

resulted in Hinduism. These evolutions were the result of

ethnical processes, more subtle than the scheming of any caste

of men. The Brahmans gave a direction to Hinduism, but

it was the natural development of the Indian races which

produced it.

Hinduism is a social organization and a religious con- Twofold

federacy. As a social organization, it rests upon caste, with

its roots deep down in the ethnical elements of the Indian i^ni •

people. As a religious confederacy, it represents the coalition

of the old Vedic faith of the Brahmans with Buddhism on
^ '

the one hand, and with the ruder rites of the pre-Aryan and

Indo-Scythic races on the other.

The ethnical basis of caste is disclosed in the twofold Ca'^te I .-.m-

division of the people into the ‘twice-born’ Aryan castes,

including the Brahmans, Kshattriyas (Rajputs), and Vaisyas

;

and the ‘once-born’ non-.-\ryan Sudras. The Census proves The r.we-

that this classification remains the fundamental one to the

present day. The three ‘twice-born’ castes still wear the

sacred thread, and claim a joint, although an unequal, inherit-

ance in the holy books of the Veda. The ‘ once-born ’ castes

are still denied the sacred thread, and their initiation into

the old religious literature of the Indo-Aryans has only been

effected by the secular teaching of our Anglo-Indian schools.

But while caste has thus it.'- foundations deep in the dis-

tinctions of race, its superstructure is regulated by another

system of division, based on the occupations of the jicojile.

The early classification of the ])eople may be ex[iressi.d either

ethnically, as ‘twice-born ’ .\ryans and ‘once-born’ non-.\ryans;

(iT socially, as priests, warriors, husbandmen, and serfs. On

these two iirinciiiles of classification, according to race and MoTfied

to employment, still further modified by geograiihical position,

has been built up the ethnical and social organization of .-.n-i lo-

^ criry.
Indian caste.

From the resulting cross-divisions arises an excessive com- C 01-

plexity, which renders any brief exposition of caste supcrlicial.

R
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Even the

Itralimans

ni 't an
ethnical

unit.

The Er.ih-

man caste

-inalyzeei.

As a rule, it may be said that the Aryan t.t ' twii e-!.'.;;'.

adhere most closely to the ethnical principle of n tbv

‘once-born’ or distinctly non-Aryan to the same pnnci; le, but

profoundly modified by the concurrent princijile of emplo\-

ment
;
while the so-called mixed progeny of the two arc classi-

fied solely according to their occupation. Hut even among
the Brahmans, whose pride of race and continuity of traditioit

should render them the firmest ethnical unit among the

Indian castes, classification by employment and by geo-

graphical situation plays a very important part
;

and the

Brahmans, so far from being a compact unit, are mailc up r,f

several hundred castes, who cannot intermarry, nor eat fotjd

cooked by each other. They follow every enijiloyment, from
the calm pandits of Behar in their stainless white roi'e.s, and
the haughty priests of Benares, to the potato-growing Br.i!’.-

mans of Orissa, ‘half-naked peasants, struggling along under
their baskets of yams, with a filthy little Brahmanical thread
over their shoulder.’* The truth is, that in Orissa, as in

Malabar and in other parts of India, there is evidence that
large classes of the non-.Aryan population have become nontin-
aliy Brahmans, just as other large classes of the nou-.\rvan
population have become nominally Rajputs or Kshattriyas.-

In many parts of India, Brahmans may he found earning
their livelihood as porters, shepherds, cultivators, jrotters, and
sheniien, side by side with others who would rather starve,

and see their wives and little ones die of hunger, than
demean themselves to manual labour, or allow footr picpared
by a man of inferior caste to pass their lips. Classification
> ocality introduces another set of distinctions among the

Brahmans. In Lower Bengal jails, a convict Brahman from
char or the North-Western Provinces used to be hiuhli'

valued, as the only person who could prepare food for" ail
Classes of Brahman prisoners. In 1864, the author saw a
Brahman felon try to starve himself to death, and submit to a
oggmg rather than eat his food, on account of scruples as to

whether the birthplace of the North-Western Brahman, who
ad cooked It, was equal m sanctity to his own native district.
Ihe Brahmans are popularly divided into ten great septs
according to their locality; five on the north, and le 0^'];:.

.le

.V.SO JUnUu Tn.^^s cut CasUs, by the
vol. ii. (;to, Calcufta, 1S79).

IntroJ. xm.

pp, 243, 244, and their footnote^).
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south of the \ indhya range.^ But the minor distinctions arc

innumerable. Thus, the first of the five northern Brahman
septs, the Saraswatas in the Punjab, consists of 4C9 classes.

-

Sherring enumerated 1886 separate Brahmanical tribes. ' Iir.

\\ ilson, of Bombay, carried his learned work on caste to the

length of two volumes, aggregating 678 pages, before his

death
; but he had not completed his analysis of even a

single caste—the Brahmans.

It will be readily understood, therefore, how numerous are The 1

the sub-divisions, and how coniple.v is the constitution, of“'^‘‘'''

the lower castes. The Rajputs now number 590 separately- plex.

named tribes in different parts of India.* But a process of

synthesis as well as of analysis has lieen going on among the

Indian peoples. In many outlying Provinces, we see non-

Aryan chiefs and warlike tribes turn into Aryan Rajputs before

our eyes.^ Well-known legends have been handed down of

large bodies of aliens being incorporated from time to time

even into the Brahman caste.® But besides these ‘ manu-

factured Brahmans,’ and the ethnical syncretisms which they

* Thus tabulated according to a Sanskrit mnemonic .V.’ia —
I. The five Gaaras north of the Vmdhya range

—

(1) The Sayas'.'a'as, so called from the country watered by the

river .Saraswati.

(2) The Kaiiycku’'ja-

.

so called from the ICinyakubja nr

Kanaiij country.

(j) The Gauras proper, so c.illed from Gaur, or the country

of the Lower (ianges.

(4) The C’lia/.ts, of the I’roiinoe of Utkala or Odra 'Ori3».a).

(5) The of the I'rovince of Mithila (Tirhut).

II. The five Dravidas south of the Vmdhya range

—

(l) The ',Lihay,i!.htra..,'A the countiy of the Maraihi language.

(21 The Anihyiti or I'aiUiu.^ of the country of the Teh.gu

kangiiage.

fj' The Dnr.-ui.is proper, of the country i.f the Ilr.ivulian r

Tamil language.

(4I The Ka.y.at.::, of the Kain.itik.a, oi the eoanoy of

C.anaie-e language

(5) The Gu7j.'iya..j of Guijara3htr.a, or the country of tire

Gujar.ui language.

- Coiiipile-d by r.an'Ut K.adh.a KiiTma, ijuote'i i y Iir. J W ih.on, In u.n:

Ca-tc. part li. pp. 126-133.

' Hull'd Ti - : a:/: Cesf/s, fj-. wn.-xlvi. voi. ii. CtIcjUi, l^ 7 'y .

' Set >hernM^, I/ui Id Tri.c.- :e i C.i tcs. v. >1 u. . Iv -I\v.

Soi Sherri: ;:;, Hiulii Tri'^c: CuLi, v n. p Iwii

‘ Hunterh C'-'. ?, \ A, i p. 247 (in Ou .h), [>. 24^ iri -r
. p 254.

i,in Maiahirh etc

ou ci‘

; Mtili

coin-
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The buikl

ing up of

ca'^tes.

The slow

develop-

ment of

Hindu
marriage

law.

Survivals

of the

process.

represent, there once went on a process of ainaleainetiMn

among the Hindus by mixed marriages. ' The SiiJra'-. -a^^

Mr. Sherring, ‘ display a great intermingling of races. ILverv

caste exhibits this confusion. They form a living and piactical

testimony to the fact that in former times the upper and lower

classes of native society, by which I mean the Hindu and non-

Hindu population of India, formed alliances with one another

on a prodigious scale, and that the offspring of these alliar.c .-.s

were in many instances gathered together into sep.trate castes

and denominated Sudrasd -

The Hindu custom now forbids marriage between (
i )

per-

sons of the same gotra or kindred, and
(
2

)
persons of different

castes. But this precise double rule has been arrived at ordy
after many intermediate experiments in endogamous and c\o-
gamous tribal life. The transitions are typified by the poly.mdrv
of Draupadi in the Mahabharata, and by many caste customs
relating to marriage, inheritance, and the family tie, whieh
survhe to this day. Such survivals constitute an import.int
branch of law, in fact, the domestic ‘common law ' of Indi.i,

'

and furnish one of the chief difficulties in the way of Anglo-
Indian codification. Thus, to take a single point, the riile.^

regarding marriage exhibit every phase from the compulsory
polyandry of the old Nairs, the permissive polyandry of the
Punjab Jats, and the condonenient of adultery with a h^l^band''
brother or kinsman among the Karakat Vdldlars of M idura ,

to the law of Levitate among the Ahirs and Nuniyas, the legal
re-marnage of widows among the low-caste Hindus, and the
stringent provisions against such re-marriages among the higher
castes At this day, the Nairs exhibit several of the stage’s in
the advance from polyandric to monogamous institutions.
he conflict benveen polyandry and the more civilised marria.e

1 Malabar.

^

mong the koils, although polyandry is forgotten, the right of

to the uncle,-a relic of the polyandric .system of

Lp^ra Cha.t. Gho.^
CaLiitta Rci'iew^ cxiii, p. 235.

^ Among many treatises on this subject -Yrthnr \ ' r

(besi
‘

.r CWiUWI Of >
f t’.e N..rt.. \este,-n and .Sherrin^
nv.re -tncdy legal Ueati-ie^;, for Bengal

Ihuiiil 'J

}
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succession through females. This tribe, like the Kandhs, also

preserves the form of marriage by ‘ capture.’

The Brdhmanas indicate that the blood of the Hindus Ancient

was, even in the early post-Vedic period, greatly intermingled.'

The ancient marriage code recognised as lawful, unions of

men of higher caste with females from any of the lower ones,

and their offspring 2 had a quite different social status from

the progeny “ of illicit concubinage. The laws of IManu

disclose how widely such connections had influenced the

structure of Indian society perhaps 2000 years ago
;
and the

British Census of 1S91 proves that the so-called mixed castes

still form the great body of the Hindu population. The most

recent evidence points to the conclusion, however, that the

so-called mixed castes are not the result of any general

mixture of blood or race between the Aryans and non-Aryans

in India
;
but rather of a mixture of Aryan civilisation, language

and religion, with non-Aryan customs, dialects and rites. In

dealing with Indian caste, we must therefore allow, not only

for the ethnical and geographical elements into which it is

resolvable, but also for the synthetic processes by which it has

been built up.

The same remark applies to the other principle of classifi- Tlw ‘ oc-

cation on which caste rests, namely, according to the employ- ‘

ments of the people. On the one hand, there has been a caste,

tendency to erect every separate employment in each separate

Province into a distinct caste. On the other hand, there has Chane'es

been a practice (which European observers are apt to over-

look) of the lower castes changing their occupation, and in caue-.

some cases deliberately raising themselves in the social scale.

I'hus the Vaisya caste, literally the vis or general body of

the Aryan settlers, were in ancient times the tillers of the

soil. They have abandoned this laborious occupation to the

Siidra and mixed castes, and are now the merchants and

bankers of India. ‘ Fair in comidexion,’ writes the mu^t

accurate of recent students of caste,* ‘with rather delicate

' The Taittiiiya B, Ju’/t.in.i of the KiPhna Vajur Veda
(
junied 1 y In.

J.
Wilson, Cash-, i. pp. 127-1 32) enumerates ijQca-tes.

- Aunlonia.

’ Pratiloina. For an arrangement of 134 In.lian castes, according t.>

their origin, or ‘precession’ from (Ii regular full marriage 1 y members

,if the same caste, (2' anulo’-ia, (3; 14) I'ld.’} i-Sar.la!!. '51

adiultery, t6 incest, (71 degeneration; WiPon, /naiaii Ca.U, li. f ; . S9~7 s

The Rev. M, Sherring I'lecease'!, alas I since the above v a. writien.

after a life of noble devotion and self-sacrihce to the Indian pec'i It-,, Ca .r:

;

A'.cesa', October iSSo, p. 220.
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features, and a certain refinement depicted on their coun-

tenances, sharp of eye, intelligent of face, and [lolite of

bearing,’ the Vaisyas ‘must have radically changed since the

flays when their forefathers delved, sowed, and teaped.’

Indeed, so great is the change, that a heated controversy is

going on in Hindu society as to svhether the Bengali iKvinds,

or merchant-bankers, are really of Vaisya descent or of a

higher origin.

Such a rise in the social scale is usually the unconscious
work of time, but there are also legends of distinct acts of self-

assertion by individual castes. In Southern India, the gold-

smiths strenuously resisted the rule of the Brahmans, and for

ages claimed to be the true spiritual guide.s, styling themselves
dchdryas, ‘ religious teachers,’ and wearing the sacred thread.

Their pretensions are supposed to have given rise to the
great division of castes in Madras, into the ‘ Right-hand,’ or
the cultivating and trading castes who sujiported the Brah-
mans; and the ‘ Left-hand,’ chiefly craftsmen wlio .sided with
the artisan opposition to Brahman supremacy.*

In Bengal, a similar opposition came from the literary cla,«s.

The Dattas, a sept of the Kdyasth or writer - caste, re
nounced the position assigned to them in the classification
of Hindu society. They claimed to rank next to the Bwh-
nians, and thus above all the other castes. 'I'hcy faildl

;
but

a native author 2 states that one of their bodv, within the
memory of men still living, maintained his tit'le, and wore
the sacred thread of the pure ‘twice-born.’ d'he Statistical
Survey of India has disclosed many self-assertions of this
sor

, although of a more gradual character and on a smaller
scale. Thus, ,n Eastern Bengal, where land is plentiful, the

ahas, a section of the Sun's or degraded spirit-sellers, have,

iZZVr"' a respectable

the Teh's
°

f’
prosperous traders. Some of

T^bu or
certain of the

risc^above like manner

onenincT nf •

examples do not include the general
.>pt.ning oi professions effeetpH Kv ttm r u j • ?

great solvent of caste.
^ education- the

e lUo.j the^explanauon given in XeJson’s {'L
The above sentence^

^
^ the Hindu La:.', os

lS 5u,.
’ Aevietj, cxiu. p. 279 (Octol tr
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There is therefore a plasticity as well as a rigidity in caste.

Its plasticity has enabled caste to adapt itself to widely

separated stages of social progress, and to incorporate

the various ethnical elements which make up the Indian

people. Its rigidity has given strength and permanence to

the corporate body thus formed. Hinduism is internally

loosely coherent, but it has great powers of resistance to

external pressure. Each caste is to some extent a trade-

guild, a mutual assurance society, and a religious sect. As a

trade-union, it insists on the proper training of the youth of

its craft, regulates the wages of its members, deals with trade-

delinquents, supplies courts of arbitration, and promotes good
fellowship by social gatherings. The famous fabrics of medi-

teval India, and the chief local industries in our own day, were

developed under the supervision of caste or trade-guilds of this

sort. Such guilds may still be found in many parts of India,

but not always with the same complete development.^

PIabtn.ity

and
ri^ndity in

cdite.

Caste, as

a •Ny'ilcin

of trade-

guilds.

In Ahmadab.ad District,- when I visited it ten years ago,

each trade formed (and I am told still forms) a separate

guild. All heads of artisan households are ranged under their

proper guild. The objects of the guild are to regulate com- It?

petition among the members, and to uphold the interest of

the body in disputes with other craftsmen. To moderate

competition, the guild appoints certain days as trade holidays,

when any member who works is punished by a fine. A special

case occurred in 1S73 among the Ahmadabad bricklayers.

Men of this class sometimes added 3d. to their daily wages

by working extra time in the early morning. But several

families were thereby thrown out of employment. Accord-

ingly the guild met, and decided that as there was not employ-

ment for all, no man should be allowed to work extra time.

The decisions of the guild are enforced by fines. If the Workiui;

offender refuses to pay, and the members of the guild all

belong to one caste, the offender is put out of caste. If the guild,

guild contains men of different castes, the guild uses it.s

influence with other guilds to prevent the recusant member

from getting work. The guild also acts in its corjiorate

capacity against other crafts. For e.xample, in 1S72, the

Ahmadabad cloth - dealers resolved among themselves t<j

reduce the rates paid to the sizers or Aijids. The sizers’

^ The SfTf:sfic 2 ^ .-l.ssun.'s ox Ca-dUers of iho Bc-rabay Districts devcie

a 'pecial section to such tra-le-gUiM- in every Di-'trict.

See the article, 7/h GAZt'Ucr oj IkjLz,
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Guild
funds.

guild refused to prepare cluth at tl.c 1 i\vur ratt=. and

An Indian remained six weeks on strike. At lene’di a et ir.; n uu'e was
strike.

arrived at, and both guilds signed a st.rinped, aareeuient.

Besides its punitive fines, the guild draws an ine.iiiie fruiu

fees levied on persons beginning to practise it'- craft. Tins

custom prevails at Ahmadabad in the cloth and other industries.

But no fee is paid by potters, carpenters, and infei lor artisans.

An exception is made, too, in the case of a son siuceeding to

his father, when nothing need he paid. In other ca-.es. the

amount varies, in proportion to the importance of the trade,

from to ;£so. The revenue from these fees and from
punitive fines is expended in feasts tc> the members of the

guild, in the support of poor craftsmen or their orphans, and
in charity. A favourite device for raising money in Suiat n
for the members of a trade to agree to keep a certain date .is a

holiday, and to shut up all their shops except one. The right
to keep open this one shop is let by auction, and the amount
bid IS credited to the guild-fund.

Within the guild, the interests of the common trade often

Guild
chanties.

Ttade-
interei-ts

caste

in trade

centres
;

com
munity.

Lnu’-caste

Village

Heaas.

supersede the race element of the theoretically common caste.
hus, in Surat, each class of craftsmen, although including men

o difierent castes and races, combine.s to form a guild', with
a council, a head-man, and a common purse for ch.aritv and
entertainments. In Ahmaddbad, Broach, and manv indi.stiial
can res the trade organization into guilds coexist with, or
t on mates, the race-structure of caste. A twofold org,mi/..ttion

theoretical position of every family within it; bul the low-
castes often claim the headshin in ui

Thus in Q
‘he village government,ihus m Barasat Sub-distnct, BeneaJ of st

village head,, oel, ,5 were
Kdyasths, while sSH belonged to the Sddra or3f

’ *

down to the detested cow-skinners anri r-

residue being Ivluhammadans, with 13 nativeTh^^'"'
’

Southern India, the village head is^somgvf-
Christians. In

caste that he cannot sit under the same roof
in the village government. He therefo

colleagues

which is set in the place of honour whil^h^h
r.iuc and on the ground outside. The trade-m 'id

•
“_™seif squats

.‘n -uranL.'
''hhiye community throughout

theTountrra«T‘'''’u"'^
caste, as mutual assurance societies and a

'°^‘^‘her with

poor- ditions allow none of their members 'to
normal con-

trading or agricultural guilds concunpm^!^u ’•
and the

of a poor-law in India. ' the place

X,
,.iv\

’ m
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It is obvious that such an organization must have some Caste

weapons for defending itself against lazy or unworthy members.

The responsibility which the caste discharges with regard to

feeding its poor, would otherwise be liable to abuses. As a

matter of fact, the caste or guild exercises a surveillance over

each of its members, from the close of childhood until death.

If a man behaves well, he will rise to an honoured place in

his caste
;
and the desire for such local distinctions exercises

an important influence in the life of a Hindu. But the

caste has its punishments as well as its rewards. Those C.r^te pim

punishments consist of fine and excommunication. The fine
''hment..

usually takes the form of a compulsory feast to the male

members of the caste. This is the ordinary means of purifica-

tion, or of making amends for breaches of the caste code.

Excommunication inflicts three penalties : First, an interdict Excemmu

against eating with the fellow-members of the caste. Second,

an interdict against marriage within the caste. This practically

amounts to debarring the delinquent and his family from

respectable marriages of any sort. Third, cutting off the

delinquent from the general community, by forbidding him

the use of the village barber and washerman, and of the

priestly adviser. Except in very serious cases, excommunica-

tion is withdrawn upon the submission of the oftender, and

his payment of a fine. Anglo-Indian law does not enforce

caste-decrees. But caste punishments exercise an efficacious

restraint upon unworthy members of the community, just

as caste rewards supply a powerful motive of action to good

ones. A member who cannot be controlled by this mixed

discipline of punishment and reward is eventually expelled
;

and, as a rule, an ‘out-caste’ is really a bad man. Imprison-

ment in jail carries with it that penalty
;
but may be condoned

after release, by heavy expi.ations.

Such is a brief survey of the nature and opieration of caste. Kcc.-ijiitu

But the cross-divisions on which the institution rest.s
;

its con-

flicting princiides of classification according to race, cmiiloy-

ment, and locality
;
the influence of Islam in Northern India,

of the ‘right-handed’ and ‘left-handed’ branches in the

South;* and the modifications everywhere effected by social

or sectarian movements, render a short account of caste full

of difficulties.

Hinduism is, however, not only a social organization resting The lelm-

upon caste
;

it is also a religious federation based upon worsliip.

* See Cxo\ti Statistical Acc.'tint of ChiitAT"' Pi • 33 - 34- 1S79P F™-
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As the various race elements of the Iii'h.in
;
li

;
Ic- ioi-. c been

welded into caste, so the simple old beliefs of the \'eda, the

mild doctrines of Buddha, and the tierce rites of the non-

Arj-an tribes, have been thrown into the nieltme-jiot. and

poured out thence as a mixture of alloy and droi.s to be

worked up into the Hindu gods. In the religious as in the

social structure, the Brahmans supplied the liirettine brain-

power. But both processes resulted from laws of h.uman

evolution, deeper than the workings of any indiwdual will;

and in both, the product has been, not an artificial manufac-

ture, but a natural development. Hinduism merely forms one

link in the chain of Indian religions. ^\’e liave seen tliat

the career of Buddha was but a combination of the ascetic and
the heroic Aryan types as both recorded in the Indi.in epics.

Indeed, the discipline of the Buddhists organized so faithfully

the prescribed stages of a Brahman’s existence, that it is

difficult to decide whether the Sarma/iai of Megasthenes were
Buddhist clergy or Brahman recluses. If accurate scholarship
cannot accept Buddhism as sirni>ly the Sankhya philosophy
turned into a national religion, it admits that Buddhism is a

natural development from Brahmanism. An early set of
intermediate links is found in the darsanas, or phi!oso[)hical
systems, between the Vedic period and the establishment of
Buddhism as a national religion under Asoka {1400 ? to 250
B.C.). A later set is preserved in the compromi.ses effected
during the final struggle between Buddhism and Brahmanism,
ending m the reassertion of the latter in its new form as the
religion of the Hindus (700 to 1000 a.d.). While, however.
Buddhism derived the personal type of its founder from the
eroes and ascetics of the Aryan epics, and much of its

doctrine from the Aryan philosophers of ancient India, it

owed Its widespread acceptance as the religion of the Indian
peoples, to Its systematic incorporation of the non-Aryan races
and dynasties.

’

Buddhism not only breathed into Hinduism its noble spirit

instituS,’
° bequeathed to Hinduism many of its

hfe and the material fabric of its worship. At this day the

survivals of ’

' e-'-ebange to animal hospitals
;

true

of medical aid for bea's"
a system

cenobitic hfe, and the division of the people into laity
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1

and clergy, have passed almost unchanged from Buddhism
into the present Hindu sects, such as the Vaishnavs or

Vishnuites.

The Hindu monasteries in our own day vie with the Mona?-

Buddhist convents in the reign of Siladitya
;
and Puri is, in

many respects, a modern unlettered Nalanda. The religious

houses of the Orissa delta, with their revenue of ^50,000 a

year,i are but Hindu developments of the Buddhist cells and

rock-monasteries, whose remains still honeycomb the adjacent

hills.

If we examine the religious life of the Vishnuite commu-
nities, we find their rules are Buddhistic, with Brahmanical

reasons attached. Thus the moral code of the Kabir-jjanthis Tlic reli-

consists of five rules :
" First, life, whether of man or beast,

^

must not be violated
;
because it is the gift of God. Second,

humanity is the cardinal virtue
;
and the shedding of blood,

whether of man or beast, a heinous crime. Third, truth is

the great principle of conduct
;

because all the ills of life

and ignorance of God are due to original delusion {mdyd).

Fourth, retirement from the world is desirable; because the

desires of the world are hostile to tranquillity of soul, and to

the undisturbed meditation on God. Fifth, obedience to the

spiritual guide is incumbent on all. This last rule is common
to every sect of the Hindus. But the Kabir-panthis direct

the pupil to e.xamine well his teacher’s life and doctrine before

he resigns himself to his control. If we did not know that

Buddhism was itself an outgrowth from primitive Brahmanism,

we nu'ght hold this code of the Hindu Vishnu-worshippers to

be simple Buddhism, with the addition of a personal God.

But knowing, as we do, that Brahmanism and Buddhism were

themselves closely connected, and that they combined to form

Hinduism, it is difficult to discriminate how far Hinduism

was made up by direct transmission from Buddhism or irr.in

Brahmanism.

The influence of Buddhism on the Christi-anity of the Western Bu.Mhi t

world has been referred to at p. 197. Whatever uncertainties

m.iy still obscure that question, the effect of Buddhism up.on rciigi. r,-.

the present faiths of Eastern Asia admits of no doubt. The

best elements in the teaching of Buddha have survived in

modern Hinduism
;
and Buddhism carried with it esseriti.".!

* Report by the Committee of native gentlemen a; rointed in l ore

irt

)

the Oris.sa 1 eared 25th March 1S69, par. 15.

- II. H. Wilson’s a/.'/.c H.nJiu, vd. i. r. 94 cl. i'S'.2
,
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doctrines of Brahmanism to China and Jap.ni, to^vtiicr with

certain features of Indian religious art. The snake ornamenta-

tion, which figures so universally in the Hindu religion of

India, is said to have been carried by Buddhism alike to

the east and the west. Thus, the canopy or baldachino over

Buddha’s head delights m twisted pillars and wavy {)at-

terns. These wave-like ornaments are conventionalized into

cloud curves in most of the Chinese and Japanese canopies
;

but some of them still exhibit the original figures thus

symbolized as undulating serpents or Nagas. A serpent

baldachino of this sort may be seen in a monastery at

Ningpo.^ It takes the place of the cobra-headed canopy,

which in Hinduism shelters the head of Siva, or of Vishnu as

he slept upon the waters at the creation of the world. The
twisted columns which support the baldachino at St. Peter'b

in Rome, and the fluted ornamentation so common over

Protestant pulpits, are said to have a serpentine origin, and
an Eastern source. The association of Buddha with two other
figures, in the Japanese temples, perhaps represents a recol-

lection of the Brahman Triad. The Brahmanical idea of
trinity, in its Buddhist development as Buddha, Dharma
(the Law), and Sangha (the Congregation), deeply penctratei
the Buddhism of Japan. The Sacred d'ooth of Buddha at

Ceylon is a reproduction of the phallic lin-a of India.
Buddhism readily coalesced with the pre-existing religions

of primitive races. Thus, among the hill tribes of Eastern
Bengal, we see the Khyaungthas, or ‘Children of the River,’
passing into Buddhists without giving up their aboriginal rites.
Ihey still offer rice and fruits and flowers to the spirits of hill
an stream

, and the Buddhist priests, although condemning
the custom as unorthodox, do not very violently oppose it.

In Japan a Buddhist saint visited the hill-slope of Hotoke
a m 7 7 a.d.

, declared the local Shinto deity to be only a
manifestation of Buddha

; and so converted the old idolatrous
high-place into a Buddhist shrine. Buddhism has thus served

wnr V
faiths of India and the modern

worship of the Eastern world. It has given sanctity to the
to which the great faiths of

\dam’s plak • r"*’i
^"^^^-''^orshippers ascend the top of

idX ti^eir phallic
bod, the Sreapada; the Buddhists repair to the spot to revere

me by unpublished drawing shown to

^ See my Statical Account of Bengal, voi. vi. p. 40, etc.
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the same symbol as the footmark of Buddha
;

and the

Muhammadans venerate it as a relic of Adam, the Semitic

father of mankind.

Many common shrines of a similar character exist in India. t'.Ahi

The famous place of pilgrimage at Sakhi Sanvar crowns the

high bank of a hill stream at the foot of the Sulaiman range,

in the midst of desert scenery, well adapted to penitents who
would mortify the flesh. To this remote spot the Muham-
madans come in honour of a Musalman saint

;
the Sikhs, to

venerate a memorial of their theistic founder, Nanak
;
and

the Hindus, to perform their own ablutions and rites. The
mount near Madras, associated in Catholic legend with the

martyrdom of St. Thomas, was originally a common hill-

shrine for Muhammadans, Christians, and Hindus. Such

hill-shrines for joint worship are usually either rock-fortresses,

like Kalinjar in the North-Western Provinces and Chundr

overhanging the Ganges, or river-islands, like the beautiful

islet on the Indus just below the new railway bridge at Sukkur.

The object of common adoration is frequently a footmark in

stone. This the Hindus venerate as the footprint of Vishnu

or Siva
(
Vishnupad or Sivapad) ;

the Buddhists regard it as the

footprint of Buddha ;
the Jains, of Mahavira or Parasnath

;

while the Musalmans revere it as the footprint of Muhammad
{Kadam-rasul). The mingled architecture of some of these

pilgrim-sites attests the various races and creeds that combined

to give them sanctity. Buddhism, which in some respects

was at first a revolt against Brahman supremacy, has thu^

done much to maintain the continuity between the ancient

and the modern religions of India.

Hinduism, however, derived its elements not merely from X'-r.-

the two ancient Aryan faiths, the Brdhmanical and the -V'”" ,

Buddhist. In its popular aspects, it drew much of

strength, and many of its rites, from the Xaea and other

non - Aryan peoples of India. Buddhi.As and Brahmans

alike endeavoured, during their long struggle, to enlist the

masses on their side. The Naga kingdoms were divided, as

we have seen, by the Chinese geographers into those which

had accepted Buddhism, and those which had not. chief

feature in Naga -worship was the reference for dragcms ria

or tailed monsters. This reverence found its way into

mediaeval Buddhism, and became an important element

in Buddhist mythology. The historian of Tree and Serpent

worship goes so far as to say that ‘ Buddhism was little more Hir. i;;.-:’
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than a revival of the coarser superstiiiuns of tiic ahori^'lnal

races, purified and refined by the ap-fiicanun of Aryan

morality.’ ^

The great monastery of Nalanda owed its foundation to the

supposed influence of a tailed monster, or Xaga, in a neigh-

bouring tank. Many Hindu temples still sujiport colonies of

sacred crocodiles
; and the scholar who has a;)jiroached the

subject from the Chinese point of view, comes to the con-

clusion that ‘no superstition was more deeply embedded in

the [ancient] Hindu mind than reverence for Xiigis or

dragons. Buddhism from the first had to contend as much
against the under current of Naga reverence in the jiopular

mind, as against the supercilious opposition of the philosoiihic

Brahman in the upper current. At last, as it would seem,

driven to an extremity by the gathering cloud of persecution,

the Buddhists sought escape by closing with the [lojmlar creed,

and endeavouring to enlist the people against the jiriests
;
but

with no further success than such a rcs;)ite as might be in-

cluded within some one hundred years.’ ^

This conception of the process is coloured by modern
ideas, but there can be no doubt that Hinduism incorporated
many aboriginal rites. It had to provide for the non-Aryan
as well as for the Aryan elements of the Indian people, and it

combined the Brahmanism and Buddhism of the Aryans with
the fetish-worship and religion of terror which swayed the non-
Aryan races. Some of its superstitions seem to have been
brought by Turanian or Scythian migrations from Central
Asia. Serpent-worship is closely allied to, if indeed it does
not take its origin in, that reverence for the symbols of human
reproduction which formed one of the most widely-spread
re igions of pre historic man. Phallic or generative emblems
are on earth what the sun is in the heavens. The sun, as the
type of celestial creative energy, was a primitive object of

oration. Later Brahmanism, and its successor Hindu-
ism, ave adopted not only the self-erecting serpent, but the
inga and yont, or the organs of male and female creative
energ), from the non-Aryan races.

finds only a
doubtful sanction, if any at all, in those ancient scriptures ,

‘

PP- footnote.

’ C If; ,7^
be taken subject to limitation,.L of ScrtPliiret fmtn tit- ^

Samuel Beal (Tnibner, 187,/
^ Chuuse, pp. 4,5, 416. By

' II. H. Wilsons RdiJonoftheHu^d.a, vul. i. p, 220 (ed. ,863).
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but the Puranas disclose it in full vigour (looo A.n.)
;
and

the Muhammadans found it in every part of India. It is not

only the chief religion to the south of the Vindhyas, but it is

universally recognised by the Hindus. Such symbolism fitted

well into the character of the third person of their Triad—Siva,

the Reproducer, as well as the All-Destroyer. To the Brah-

mans it supplied a popular basis for their abstruse doctrines

regarding the male and female energy in nature. Phallic Tiie

worship harmonized also with their tendency to supply each god
with a correlative goddess, and furnished an easily-understood

symbolism for the Sdkta sects, or worshippers of the divine

creative power,' so numerous among the Hindus. For the semi-

aboriginal tribes and half-Hinduized low-castes, this conception

of Siva as the All-Destroyer and Reproducer, organized on a

philosophical basis their old religion of propitiation by blood.

-

The fetish and tree worship of the non-Aryan races also Feti'-li-

entered largely into Hinduism. The first Englishman ® who
1 11- 1 ,, , ,

Hinduism.
tried to study the natives as they actually are, and not as the

Brahmans described them, vvas struck by the universal pre-

valence of a worship quite distinct from that of the Hindu
deities. A Bengal village has usually its local god, which it The . Ha-

adores either in the form of a rude unhewn stone, or a stump,

or a tree marked with red lead. Sometimes a lump of clay

placed under a tree does for a deity
;

and the attendant

priest, when there is one, generally belongs to the half-

Hinduized low-castes. The rude stone represents the non-

.-\ryan fetish ; and the tree seems to owe its sanctity to the

non-Aryan belief that it forms the abode of the ghosts, or goiP,

of the village. We have scon how, in some Santali hamlets,

the worshipjiers dance round every tree
;
so that they may

not, by any evil chance, miss the one- in which tlie vill,-,ue

Spirits happen to dwell

' .s.-.kti.

- The relali^ n of the-c riteo of tin -enii-Uimluizetl low -ca?tC' 1" il e

rLli.;ion of the no:.-.\ryan r.aces lrc.vle i at con>i k-raUle len^tli, fri r.i

|ier.-.onal ob.-ervatioii, in my Antials of Kura! B<:ii.;al. pp, 127-136 .ana

194, 5th edition.

’ Dr. Frar.ci- L!urh.vnan, who .afterwards to-jk the name of ilaniiir r.

His .survey of the Xurth-Eastern District: of Bengal, iSc'-iy. hum- .

noble series of MS. folios in the India Oftice, much in need r.f a compeieni

eiiitnr. Montgomery Martin made three printed volumes out of them 1 y

the pMcess of drawing hi.s pencil through the parts which did not ir.t' r-.-'

him, or vrhich he could n.M under-t.and. These he publid ed ur, b 1 t:

title of the Histcry, .Anil y.iifiu. 1 , S'l'i.'. f E:-

India (3 vebs. ,
1S3S .
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Vislinuite
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Jungle
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As the non-Aryan phallic emblems were utili/.ed by Hindu-

ism in the worship of Siva, the All-Destroyer and Reproducer,

so the household fetish salagnim has supplied a symbol for

the rival Hindu deity Vishnu, the Preserver. The salagrdm

(often an ammonite or curved stone) and the tulasi plant are

the insignia of Vishnuism, as universally as the Hnga is of

Sivaism. In both cases the Brahmans enriched the popular

fetish-worship with deep metaphysical doctrines, and with

admirable moral codes. The Sivaite devotee carries round
his neck, or hidden about his person, a miniature phallic

emblem, hnga; the sdlagrdm and tulasi are the objects of

reverence among all the Vishnuite sects.’

I he great Vishnuite festival of Bengal, the rath -jdtra,

when Jagannath, the ‘ Lord of the World,’ is dragged in his

car to his garden-house, is of Buddhist origin. But it has

many a humbler counterpart in the forest excursions which
the Bengal villagers make in their holiday clothes to some
sacred tree in the neighbouring grove or jungle. These jungle
rites find special favour with the low-castes, and disclose
curious survivals of the non-Hinduized element in the wor-
shippers. Blood sacrifices and the eating of flesh have long
been banished from the worship of the Vishnuite sects. But
on such forest festivals, the fierce aboriginal instincts in the
mixed castes, who accept in ordinary life the restraints of
Hinduism, break loose. On the outskirts of the hill-country
which abuts on the Ganges near Rajmahal, even cowherds
have been known to feed on swine-flesh, which at all other
times they regard with abhorrence.

Thus,

1 he ceremonies, where they can pretend to any n
meaning,^ have a propitiatory or necromantic tinge,m Birbhdm District the mixed and low-castes even of the chief
town repair once a year to the jungle, and make offerings
o a ghost who dwells m a i^cZ-tree.^ Buchanan-Hamilton
escn es sue sacrifices as ‘ made partly from fear, and partly
t,ra 1 y e appetite for flesh.’ ’ In examining the forest tribes

nL ? ^ ‘hat the rites of the

ohT /""tw
"merged into the Hinduism of the

1
- s. dhe evidence shows that the Hindus derived from
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I

non-Aryan sources their phallic emblem the their house-

hold fetish the sdlagram, their village gods with

the ghosts and demons that haunt so many tree-, and the

bloody rites of their national deity, Siva. Among the Hindus,

these superstitions are often isolated and unconnecteal with

each other
;
among the Santals and other non-Aryan races,

they form riveted links in a ritual of fear and propitiation.

The same phenomena are observable in regard to many
other of the non-Aryan races. Theie is the strictly non-.Vrwin

nucleus of the tribe maintaining its non-.-\ryan customs and

worship, and not yet subjectcil to IJrahnian influences.

.Spreading outward from this recognisable non-.\ryan centre,

there is a sort of pe>mml>rii in whidi the inh.ibitants are (on-

scious of their connection with the non-.\ryan nucleus, .md

adhere to many of the non-.Vryan rites, but have obtained

Hindu or even Br.ihman jiriests, and have in varying degrees

come under their ritualistic guidance. Still further beyond,

there is an outer circle of population, who can be proved by

modern research to be identical in origin with the non-.-\ryan

nucleus, but who have themselves forgotten their connection

with it, and have become recognised low-castes of the general

Hindu community.

The development of flindui-irn out of pre-e.\i<ting religious

tyjies, although a natural evolution, bears the impress tif
j

human guidance. Until the i ath century .\.i>., the brahmans

supplied the directing energy in reaction to the buddhist-,

and founded their reforms on a rea^-ertion of the personality

of Clod, but even before that periorl, buddhism had cea-cd

to struggle for e.Mstence m India; and the mass of the people

began to strike out religious sects upon populai rather tli.in on

brahmanicnl lines. The work ol the earl> br.ii.iiian rcloriiais

was accordmgl) carried on alter the i ath ( enu,r\, in jiart

by low-caste apostles, who popul.iri/ed the old brnhiiianu al ‘-..w

conception ot .1 jiersonal Clod, by infusing into it tl.c buihlhi-t
j;

doctrine of the spiritual eijuality of man. Many hi the Hindu

sects form brotherhood.s, on the buddhist model, within which

the eLissitication by caste gives pl.ace to one based on tiie

various degrees of perfection attained in the religious life

Most of the Hindu reformations =ince the rath ccntiir) Ti.-

thus pre.serve wha.t was best m each of the tww .ancient ’'-';,'^

friths of India—namely, the personal (lod of the brrhm.ir.s, tCj -

,ind the .sjiiritual cjuality of the bu'.U.uists, Ai-.v r.g t' e

Hindu.s, every
[
readier whci wxaid re...;y ap; e..i

R
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popular heart must fulfil two condition-, and ronf.jrm to a

certain type. He must cut himself uif iroiii t!ic world by a

solemn act, like the Great Renunciation of Ruddha
;
and he

must come forth from his solemn communin^f with a simple

message. The message need not he original. On the con-

trary, it must consist of a reassertion, in some form, of the

personality of God and the equality of men in His sight.

The Hindu
Acta .Sanc-

torum.

Jfiracles

fit the

teligious

founders.

K.ibir's

death.

Hinduism boasts a line of religious founders stretching in

almost unbroken succession from about 700 ..t.i). to the present

day. The lives of the mediatval saints and their wondrous
works are recorded in the Bhakta-Mala, liter.ally,

‘

'I'he Garland
of the Faithful,’ compiled by Nabhaji about three centuries
ago.^ This difficult Hindi work was po[)u!ari,fed by later

versions and commentaries,^ and a va.st structure of miracle
and fable has been reared upon it. It is the Gohien Legend
and Acta Sanctorum of Hinduism. The same wonders are
not recorded of each of its apostles, but divine interjiositions
occur in the life of all. The greater ones rank as divine
incarnations prophesied of old. Some were born of virgins

;

others overcame lions
; raised the dead

;
their hands and feet

en cut oif sprouted afresh; prisons were opened to them;
t

^
sea received them and returned them to the land unhurt,

” * ^ opened and swallowed up their slanderers.
eir lies were marvellous, and the deaths of the greatest of

them a solemn mystery’.

Thus on Kabir’s decease, both the Hindus and JMusal-
mans c aimed the body, the former to burn it, the latter to
ury it according to their respective rites. While they

^^rang e over the corpse, Kabir suddenly stood in the midst,

TV,
' them to look under the shroud, vanished.
**

K winding-sheet they found only
flowers, one-half of which they gave to be burned

WT’ h
Benares, while the other half

the
Musalmans. His name lives in

‘o day pilgrims from
^ rice-water from the Kabir

1 H H ^ !
extreme southern point of Bengal.

about ‘ 250 yearnra’^sL'V’^ (Calcutta, 1S28), says

v^ol.^iii. p.V
^ Jounialof the Bombay Branch of the Asiatic

Jaban (1627-58) the time of Shah

'tn the moL *:Sece a
and a later version

h/indae, vol. i. pp. g, iq (erf. ,862^
-''’‘'"tin’s AWi.vans of th.
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The first in the line of apostles was Kumiiil.i, a hhatta or

Trahman of Leliar. The le^^eml relates that he jouniejeil

into Southern India, in the 8th century a.u,, coinuunthne

princes and people to worshij) one (lod. He stirred up a

persecution against the IJuddhists or Jains in the Slate of

Rudrapur,—a local persecution which later tradition magni-

fied into a general extermination of the Ruddhists from the

Himalayas to Cape Comorind In Hindu theology he figures

as a teacher of the later Mimansi ]ihiloso[ihy, which ascribes

the universe to a divine act of creation, and assumes an all-

jiowerful God as the cause of the existence, continuance, and

dissolution of the world. 'I'hc doctrine of this persfuial deit),

‘ the one existent and universal soul,’ ‘ without a second ’

{ad-cL’aita), embodies the iihilosoiihical argument against the

Buddhists. Kumririla bequeathed his task to his f.imous

disciple Sankara Acharya, in whose ]ircscnce he is said to have

solemnly committed his body to the flames.

\\’ith the advent of Sankara .\charya we touch firmer historical

ground. Born in Malabar, he wandered over India as an itiner-

ant jrreacher as far north as Kashmir, and died at Kedarnith

in the Himalayas, aged 3a. One of his discijdes has narrated

his life’s work under the title of ‘ I'lie Victory of Sankara,' 2 a

record of his doctrines and controwrsial triumphs. Sank.ira

moulded the later .Mim.ansa, or \'edantic philosophy, into its final

form, and popularized it as a national religion. It i.s scan e!y

too much to say that, since his short life in the Sth or 9th

century, every new Hindu sect has had to start uith a i.er-rmal

Gijd. He addressed him.-.elf to the high-caste philo'Ophers on

the one hand, and to the low-riste multitude on the other.

He left behind, as the twofold result of hi.s life's work, ,i

compact Brahman sect and a ]iopu!ar religion.

Tile Br.ihman sect are the Sm .rla~, still powerful in Sonlhern

India, .s^inkaia taughtth.it there was one sole and suiireine

God. Bralniia-p distinct alike fnjm any member oi

the old Br.ihman Triad, or of the modern Hindu [eantheon. the

' The Veil (.ersecuti'in i; rccerde l by .Ainn ii C,in s 'b-fi; , ,f

.s-ankara alsnit the 8:h or giii century A. n ,
.an i ’he- .Tj'hor’ f iht .i,/

Vijxya. The magnified version appe’ars in the .S-i,T'a /r<r/".,'7nz .'--lUi rr'.i

of Madhav.a-.Ach.irya, in the 14th century. See. liowever, my analytical

c.atalogue of the Mackenzie Ms-, m the Imb.a Oihce lai'rary.

- The iiya of An.anda Giri, pub!i-hed in the /'/. '
;

Indi.a. and criucaliy examined i'V K.i-hin ’
1 . Tr::i..>ak dei.ang t, v i. v i

the L:.:i ui Ao'iyu xry. Ilia, in iee 1. -'.ar.kara i- ’he tir-l -c' !,g : m
almost eaery Hind'.i h.agS.]- ^y, .r Uo .k of -ajnt.=, trn. t.ns -f' : j .. _.? '

.S.r.sgs .1 ; I of Ma ihava- A;h.arya dew nwar

Klim .til.a

ilhatla

750(', a 1

Sinkai.a

Ach.irya.

gth een-

tuty A.ii

Ho m..
f..M -e.r:..

Ho .
1

- f

sn o’a

br. in'll in-.
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Ruler of the universe and its inscrutable First Cause, to be

worshipped, not by sacrifices, but by meditation, and in spirit

and in truth. The Smarta Brahmans follow this philosophic

side of his teaching
; and of the religious houses which he

founded some remain to this day, controlled from the parent

monastery perched among the western ranges of Mysore.^
But Sankara realized that such a faith is for the few. To

li'.Mon lor .1 , , ,

!hu pcopiL.
tiiose who could not rise to so high a conception of the god-
head, he allowed the practice of any rites prescribed by the
\ eda, or by later orthodox teachers, to whatsoever form of the
uodhead they might be addressed. Tradition fondly narrates
that the founders of the most famous central sects of Hinduism

Sivaites, \ ishnuites, Sauras, Saktas, Ganapatyas, Bhairavas

—

\\ere his disciples.’ But Siva-worship claims Sankara as its

apostle in a special sense. Siva-worship represents the popular
side of his teaching, and the piety of his followers has elevated
Sankara into an incarnation of Siva himself.'^

of Nothing, however, is altogether new in Hinduism, and it is

Worship: needless to say that Siva had won his way high up into the
pantheon long before the preaching of Sankara, in the 9th
century a.d. Siva is the Rudra of the Vedas, as developed
by Brahman philosophy, and adajrted by Sankara and others
to popular worship. Rudra, the Storm-God of the Vedic
hymns, had grown during this process into Siva, the Destroyer
and Reproducer, as the third person of the Brahman Triad.
The Chinese Pilgrims supply evidence of his worship before
the 7th century a.d., while his dread wife had a temple at
the southernmost point of India at the time of the Periplus
(and century a.d.), and gave her name to Cape Comorin.* Siva
ranks high in the Mahdbharata, in various passages of uncertain
date

; but does not reach his full development till the Puranas,
probably after the loth century a.d. His worship in Bengal is
said to have been formulated by Paramata Kalanala at Benares.^'

. e. Nri ngiri (r,;. I,nf-crial Cazct!a-y of India) for a brief account of
Ch,ef-pr.e..t of the Smirta sect, which has its head-quarters in thi.

muna.-.tery. Also the Stat.siual Account of Mysore and Coors;, by Levds

r’vT
"

‘I;
Government Press, iSyC

Wiiscn s of the Hitidus, vol. i. p. 2S (tS62)

ce^tJrv\^^^:d'‘fs•' ‘’V ^ridhava.Acharya in the .4th

t.,.d m ,he duu.d ^ur^na. Sankara is one of the names of Siva.
f rom Kumar, or Kanyd-kumari, the Virgin Goddess, a name of Durga,

‘he Universe, under which name Siva is
• d.c cL.et .reject of worship at Benares.
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Sankara’s teaching gave an impulse to it throughout all India

especially in the south
;
and later tradition makes Paraniata

himself a disciple of Sankara.

In the hands of Sankara’s followers and apostolic sue- it? v'"''’-

cessors, Siva-worship became one of the two chief religions
‘''’1'’”^'''

of India. As at once the Destroyer and Reproducer, Sua
represented profound philosophical doctrines, and was early

recognised as being in a special sense the god of the Ilrahmans.'

To them he was the symbol of death as merely a change of

life. On the other hand, his terrible asjiects, preserved in his ii? tcn.lk

long list of names, from the Roarer (Rudra) - of the Veda to

the Dread One (Bhima) of the modern Hindu pantheon, well

adapted him to the religion of fear and propitiation prevalent

among the ruder non-Aryan races. Siva, in his twofold

character, thus became the deity alike of the highest and of

the lowest castes. He is the Mah.i-deva, or Great God of

modern Hinduism
;
and his wife is Devi, pre-eminently thk

Goddess. His universal symbol is the linga, the emblem of

reproduction
;
his sacred beast, the bull, connected with the

same idea
; a trident tops his temples.

His images partake of his double nature. The Brahmanical Tw^GM

conception is represented by his attitude as a fair-skinned man,

seated in profound thought, the symbol of the fertilizing Ganges

above his head, and the bull (emblem alike of procreation and

of Aryan plough-tillage) near at hand. The wilder non-.\ryan

aspects of his character are signified by his necklace of skull?,

his collar of twining serpents, his tiger-skin, and his club with

a human head at the end. His five faces and four arms have

also their significance from this double asiicct of his character,

.\ryan and non-.\r>an. His wife, in like manner, appe.ars inanO, rf

her .\ryan form a? Unii, ‘ l.iglU,’ the type of high-lxjrn Ime-
''

liness
;
in her comjios'.te character as 1 )iirg.i, a uolJen-colnured

woman, beautiful but menacing, riding on a ti^r
;
ami in her

terrible non-.\ryan aspects, as K,ili. a blaek fury, of a liioeeiis

counterrance, dripping with blood, crowned with snake--, and

hung rouml with skulls.

.As an .Aryan deity, Siva is Tasu-pati. the Lord of .\niins!. TO e iv

and the Protector of Cows; Sambhii, the .Aus]i:eious . Mnuun

jaya, the AHn(]uisher of Death ;
A'lswanitha, Monarch of .Ml.

In his non-Aryan attributes, he is Aghor.o, the Horrible , A'iru-

' A Sanskrit teet 'iecl.rre? '-'iv.a tn ke the .7 .'.'•.i- j. or !;' :cial -i -jf ‘h?

Krahmans : Vishnu, of the K-h.-.-triya- ; i.r.ahni,'.. -if the k y.".

I

(j.ines-,, of the S-,?lras.

- From the root iii/. weep.
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paksha, of Mis-shapen Eyes; Ugo, the Fierce; Ka; ala-malm.

Garlanded with Skulls. So also Devi, his female form, as an

Aryan goddess is Uma, the lovely daughter of the mountain

king Himavat;! Arya, the Revered; Gauri, the Brilliant or

Gold-coloured; Jagad-gauri, the World's Fair One; Bhavani,

the Source of Existence ;
and Jagan-mdta, the Mother of the

Universe. Her non-Aryan attributes appear in her names of

Kali or Sydma, the Black One; Chandi, the Fierce; Bhairavi,

the Terrible ;
Rakta-danti, the Bloody-Toothed.

The ritual of Siva -worship preserves, in an even more

striking way, the traces of its double origin. Ihe higher

minds still adore the Godhead by silent contemplation, as

[irescribed by Sankara, without the aid of e.xternal rites. The

ordinary Brahman hangs a wreath of blossoms around the

Sivaite iinga, or places before it offerings of flowers and rice.

But the low -castes pour out the lives of countless goats at

the feet of the terrible Kail, and until lately, in time of pesti-

lence and famine, tried in their despair to appease the relent-

less goddess by human blood. During the dearth of iS66,

in a temple to Kali within loo miles of Calcutta, a boy was

found with his neck cut, the eyes staring open, and the stiff

clotted tongue thrust out between the teeth. In another

temple at Hugh' (a railway station only 25 miles from Calcutta),

the head was left before the idol, decked with flowers.- Such

cases are true survivals of the regular system of human sacri-

fices which we have seen among the non-Aryan tribes.^ They
have nothing to do with the old mystic PiirHslia-medha or

Man-Offering, whether real or symbolical, of the ancient Aryan

laith
;

* but they form an essential part of the non-Aryan

religion of terror, which demands that the greater the need,

the greater shall be the propitiation.

Such sacrifices are now forbidden, alike by Hindu custom

and English law. H. H. Wilson found evidence that they

were regularly offered by the Kapalika sect of Sivaite Hindus

‘ ^^onarch of the Himalayas.

- T!ie Calcutta Efi^hshmunol 19th May 1S66; Annab cf Eirral

p. 12S, 5th eiUtion.

' As among the Kandhs, ante^ chap. iii.

^ .'See Dr. Haug's Orijn of Bidhinanism,
p. 5 (Poona, 1S63). The

I'uru-ha-.-ukuof the K:--Vcda, x. 90, verses 7-15 ; and the Purusha-medha
< f the SaUifaiU Brr.hmatui, i. 2, 3, 6, and xiii. 6, i. i

;
and of the Ailarcy^x

Br.ii’imnn, ii. S, with other passages quoted throughout Dr. Muir's
,v;,v ;•,// Text.., seem to have an allegorical and mystical significance,

r.iil er than to refer to a real sacti.fice. bee also Wilson’s Essay on Human
Jk u> nal Key. As. So.. \ol. viii. p. 96 (1S52}.
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eight centuries ago
;
and representatives of those hideous

votaries of Siva, ‘ smeared with ashes from the funeral pile,

and their necks hung round with human skulls,’ survive to

this dayd Colonel Keatinge mentions that he has seen old

sacrificial troughs near Jaintiapur, now used only for goats,

which exactly fitted the size of a man. The new troughs are

reduced to the dimensions of the animals at present offered
;
AnimaU

and the greater length of the ancient ones is explained by a

legend of human sacrifices. The Statistical Survey of India offerings,

has brought to light many traditions of such offerings. The
non-Aryan hill tribes between Sylhet and Assam hunt a

monkey at sowing-time, and crucify it on the margin of the

village lands, apparently as a substitute for the spring Man-

Sacrifice.- A human life was sometimes devoted to the pre-

servation of an artificial lake, or of a river embankment
;
a

watchman of aboriginal descent being sacrificed,'^ or a virgin

princess walled up in the breach.^

Another Sivaite festival was the Charak-Puja, or Hook-Swmg- The

ing Festival, during which men were suspended from a pole by

a hook thrust through the muscles of the back, and then swung

in the air, in honour of Kali. In 1863, I carried out the

orders of Government for abolishing this festival in a border

District, Birbhum, lying between the Hindu plains and the

non-Aryan highlands. The local low-castes, in reality non-

Aryans, and only half-Hinduized, assembled round the poles

and foretold a great famine from the loss of their old

propitiatory rites. As they thought the spring ceremonies

absolutely essential before commencing tillage, I suggested they

might swing a man by a rope round his waist instead of with

a hook through his back. This compromise was accepted by

some, but the better-informed cultivators gloomily assured me

that the ceremonies would have no good effect on the crops

without the spilling of blood.’

The thirteen chief sects of Siva -worshippers faithfully The

represent the composite character of their god. Sankara left

behind him a succession of teachers, many of whom rose to

the rank of religious founders. The Smdrta Brahmans still

' 11 . H. Wilson's Kdii^cn of the llinJtt', vol. i. p. 264.

- .As among the Kandhs, ante, chap. iii.

See Sakrayp.at.na, The Imperial Gazetteer of India.

^ See Anantasagaram, The Imfcital Gazetteci of hnua.

'

It is right to say that very little blood was lost, and the uoun'.s cau-c'.

were slight ; indeed, slighter than those sometimes left be'iin'i by

^kewers which were fixed through the cheex or tongue of the ^\%i. g.i

during the performance.
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maintain their life of calm monastic piety. The Dandh, or

ascetics, divide their time between begging and meditation.

Some of them adore, without rites, Siva as the third

person of the Aryan Triad. Others practise an apparently

non-Aryan ceremony of initiation, by drawing blood from the

inner part of the novice’s knee, as an offering to the god in

his more terrible form, Bhairava. The Dandis follow the

non-Aryan custom of burying their dead, or commit the body
to some sacred stream.’ The Yogis include every class of

devotee, from the speechless mystic, who by long suppressions

of the breath loses the consciousness of existence in an un-

earthly union with Siva, to the impostor who sits upon air. and
the juggler who travels with a performing goat. The thirteen

Sivaite sects descend, through various gradations of self-

mortification and abstraction, to the Aghoris, whose abnegation
extends to eating carrion, or even human corpses, and gashing
their own bodies with knives.

Within the last few years, a small Aghori community took
up their abode in a deserted building on the top of a mount
near Ujjain. To inspire terror and respect, they descended to
the burning ghat, snatched the charred bodies from the funer.il

pile, and retreated with them to their hill. The horror-
stricken mourners complained to the local officer of the
IMahdraja Sindhia, but did not dare to defend their dead
against the squalid ministers of Siva. In the end, the .Maha-
raja’s officer, by ensuring a regular supply of food for the
devotees, put a stop to their depredations.

The lowest Si\aite sects follow non-Aryan rather than Aryan
types, alike as regards their use of animal food and their
bloody worship. These non - Aryan types are, however,
spiritualized into a mystic symbolism by the Sivaite Sdktas,
or worshippers of the creative energy in nature {Sakti). The
right-hand ’ adorers - follow the Aryan ritual, with the addi-

tion of an offering of blood.:* Their Tantras or religious
works take the form of a dialogue between Siva and his lovelv
.-Vryan bride,’ m which the god teaches her the true forms of
prayer and ceremonial. But the ‘left-hand’ worship-^ is an
organized fivefold ritual of incantation, lust, gluttony, drunken-

\
Damodar river, ante, chap. iii.

- iJakshinas or iihdktas. 3
‘ Usu.-illy in the form of Unia or Parvati.

^

Hie fivefold Makara,•h ch taketh avvay.ail sin, naraely-ziraW (flesh), malsya ffish, the
'iwo’^icating spirits), matihuna (sexual

>Hu.,T.i tmystical gesticulations).
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ness, and blood. The non-Aryan origin of these secret rites

is attested by the use of meats and drinks forbidden to all

respectable Hindus
;

perhaps also by the community of

women, possibly an unconscious survival of the non-Aryan
forms of polyandry and primitive marriage by capture.^ The
Kanchuliyas, one of the lowest of the Sivaite sects, not only Secret

enforce a community of women, but take measures to pre-

vent the exercise of individual selection, and thus leave the

matter entirely to divine chance. Even their orgies, however,

are spiritualized into a mystic symbolism
; and the Dread

Goddess surely punishes the votary who enters on them merely

to gratify his lusts.

Siva-worship thus became a link between the highest and Siva ami

the lowest castes of Hindus. Vishnu, the second person '
,

. . .

' compared
of the Aryan Triad, supplied a religion for the intermediate

classes. Siva, as a philosophical conception of the Brahmans,

afforded small scope for legend
;
and the atrocities told of

him and his wife in their terrible forms, as adapted to the

non -Aryan masses, were little capable of refined literary

treatment. But Vishnu, the Preserver, furnished a congenial

theme for sacred romance. His religion appealed, not to

the fears, but to the hopes of mankind. Siva-worship com-

bined the Brahmanical doctrine of a personal God with non-

Aryan bloody rites
;

Vishnu-worship, in its final form as a

popular religion, represents the coalition of the same Brah-

manical doctrine of a personal God, with the Buddhist

principle of the spiritual equality of man.

\'ishnu had always been a very human god, from the time Vi-hmt

i\hen he makes his appearance in the Veda as a solar mjth,

the ‘Unconquerable Preserver’ striding across the universe in go<l.

three steps. 2 His later incarnations made him the familiar

friend of man. Of these ‘ descents ’

" on earth, ten to twenty-

‘ Cf. also the festival of the Rukmini-haran-tk.iJaii at I'uri. ."'ce

Hunter’s Orissa, vol. i. p. 131.

- Probably at first connected with the rising, zenith, and setting of i!k

sun in his daily course.
" Avatdras. The ten chief ones .are : (l) the Fish incarnation, I2) the

Tortoise, (3) the Bo.ar, (4) the Man-Lion, (5) the Dwarf, (6) Parasu rama

or Rama with the Axe, (7) Rama or Rama-chandra. iS) Krishna, 91

Kuddha, and (to) Kalki, on the White Horse, yet to come. The fir=t four

are mythological beasts, perhaps representing the progress of ar.im.a! i.ie

through the eras of fishes, reptiles, and mammals, develr ping intsi ha.t-

f irmed man. From another aspect, the Fish represents the ; cm. or ovarian
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Vixhnu as

a hero.

His later

develop-

ments.

The
\'ishnu

Parana,
-?;r. 1045
.a. D,

two in number, Vishnu-worship, with the unerring instinct of

a popular religion, chose the two most beautiful and most

human for adoration. As Rama and Krishna, Vishnu attracted

to himself innumerable loving legends. Rarna, his seventh

incarnation, was the hero of the Sanskrit epic, the Ramayana.

In his eighth incarnation, as Krishna, Vishnu becomes the

high-souled prince of the other epic, the Mahabharata
;

he

afterwards grew into the central figure of Indian pastoral

poetry
;
was spiritualized into the supreme god of the Vishnuite

Puranas
;
and now flourishes as the most popular deity of the

Hindus.

The worship of Vishnu, in one phase or another, is the

religion of the bulk of the middle classes
;
with its roots dee[)

down in beautiful forms of non-Aryan nature-worship, and

its top sending forth branches among the most refined

Brahmans and literary coteries. It is a religion in all things

graceful. Its gods are heroes or bright friendly beings, who
walk and converse with men. Its legends breathe an almost

Hellenic beauty. The pastoral simplicities and exquisite

ritual of Vishnu belong to a later age than Siva- worship,

with its pandering to the grosser superstitions of the masses.
At hatever may be the philosophical priority of the two creed.s,

\ ishnuism made its popular conquests at a later period than
Sivaite rites.

In the iith century, the Vishnuite doctrines were gathered
into a religious treatise. The Vtshnu Purdna dates from
about 1045 -•'D-,' and probably represents, as indeed its name
implies, 'ancient’ traditions which had coexisted with Siv’aism

and Buddhism for centuries. It derived its doctrines from
the \ edas, not, however, in a direct channel, but filtered

through the two great epic poems, the Ramayana and the
^lahabharata. The Vishnu Purctnu forms one of the eighteen
Puranas or Sanskrit theological works, in which the Brahman

fertility; the Tortoise, the/wr^rz; the Boar, the terrestrial fertilizer; and
the Man-Lion, the celestial. These four appeared in the Satya Yug.a, an
astronomical period anterior to the present world. The fifth or Dwarf
incarnation represents early man in the Treta Yuga, or second astronomical
period, also long anterior to the present mundane one. The next three
incarnations represent the Heroic Age ; the ninth or Buddha, the Religious
Age. The tenth stands for the end of all things, according to the Hindu
apocalypse, when Vishnu shall appear on a white horse, a drawn sword,
I.Liz.ng like a comet, in his hand, for the destruction of the wicked and
the renovation of the world. The Bhdgofata Furdr.a gives twenty-two
ir.c.trr.ations of \ ishnu.

1 Preface to the VU-.nu Piadnu. H. H. Wilson, p. exit. (ed. 1S64!.
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moulders of Vishnuism and Sivaism embodied their rival

systems. These works especially extol the second and third The

members of the Hindu Triad, now claimintr the pre-eminence

for V ishnu as the sole deity, and now for Siva
; but in their

higher flights rising to a recognition that both are but forms

for representing the one eternal God. Their interminable

dialogues are said to run to 1,600,000 lines. ^ But they exhibit

only the Brahmanical aspect of what were destined to become

the two national faiths of India, and they are devoid of any

genuine sympathy for the people.

The Vishnu Purdtia starts with an intolerance equal to Brahmwi-

that of the ancient code of Manu. It still declares the
nuiMn,

priests to have sprung from the mouth, and the low-castes 1045 a. o.

from the feet, of God.'’ Its stately theogony disdains to touch

the legends of the people. It declares, indeed, that there is

One God ;
but He is the God of the Brahmans, to whom He

gives the earth as an inheritance, and in His eyes the ruder

Indian races are as naught. This is the general tenor of its

doctrines, although more enlightened, perhaps because later,

passages occur. In the Vishnu Purana, Buddha is still an

arch-heretic, who teaches the masses to despise the Veda, but

whose disciples are eventually crushed by the bright Aryan

gods. It is true that in the concluding book, when treating

of the last Iron Age, to which this world has now come, some

nobler idea of God’s dealing with man gleams forth. In that

time of universal dissolution and darkness, the sage consoles

us with the assurance that devotion to Vishnu will suffice for

salvation to all persons and to all castes.'^

Vishnuism had to preach a different doctrine before it could Populir

become, as it has for ages been, a religion of the people.

The first of the line of Vishnuite reformers was Ramanuja, a

Brahman of Southern India. In the middle of the 12th cen- R.im.lmij-,

tury, he led a movement against the Sivaites, proclaiming the
’

unity of God, under the title of Vishnu, the Cause and the

Creator of all things. Prosecuted by the Chola king, who

tried to enforce Sivaite conformity throughout his dominion^-,

Ramanuja fled to the Jain sovereign of Mysore. This prince

he converted to the Vishnuite faith by expelling an evil spirit

from his daughter. Seven hundred monasteries, of which

four still remain, are said to have marked the spread of his

doctrine before his death. Ramanuja accepted converts from

^ Preface to the Vishiui P.irdnj^ p. xxiv. U. H. M ilson (etl. 1^64 .

- Vtshiin Puninj. lib. i. cap. vi. p. S9 - hi. H. Vilscn feu. 1^64'.

1 Vishnu Fiirdna, hb. vi. cap. u. H. hi. ilson, p. cx.xxviii.
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every class, but it was reserved for his successors to formally

enunciate the brotherhood of man.

At the end of the 13th century a.d. according to some

authorities, or at the end of the 14th according to others, the

great reformation, which made Vishnu-worship a national

Kama- religion of India, took place. Ramanand stands fifth in the

"’oil
apostolic succession from Ramanuja, and spread his doctrine

A.n through Northern India. He had his head-quarters in a

monastery at Benares, but wandered from place to place

preaching the One God under the name of Vishnu, and
choosing twelve disciples, not from the priests or nobles, but

Ili^low- among the despised castes. One of them was a leather-

iiples
another a barber, and the most distinguished of all

was the reputed son of a weaver. The list shows that every

caste found free entrance into the new creed.

The life of a disciple was no life of ease. He was called

upon to forsake the world in a strictly literal sense, and
to go about preaching or teaching, and living on alms. His
old age found an asylum in some monastery of the brother-

hood. Ramanuja had addressed himself chiefly to the pure
Ar\an castes, and wrote in the language of the Brahmans.
Ramanand appealed to the people, and the literature of his

sect is in the dialects familiar to the masses. The Hindi
vernacular owes its development into a written language,
partly to the folk-songs of the peasantry and the war-ballads of
the Rajput court-bards, but chiefly to the literary requirements
of the new popular faith. \ ishnuism has deeply impressed
itself on the modern dialects of Northern India.i

Hi^ 'loc-

*1 me''.

K.il.ir, Kabir. one of the twelve disciples of Ramanand, carried his
.,^0-1420 doctrines throughout Bengal. As his master had laboured to

gather together all castes of the Hindus into one common
faith, so Kabir, seeing that the Hindus were no longer the
whole inhabitants of India, tried, about the beginning of the
15th century, to build up a .religion that should embrace
Hindu and Muhammadan alike. He rejected caste, denounced
miago-worship, and condemned the hypocrisy and arrogance
-It the Brahmans. According to Kabir, the chief end of man

I

The three best known sets of such religious treatises are-(i) the
voluminous works ascribed to Kabir (aVr. 1400 a.d.) and his followers,
j
reserved at the head-.juarters of his sect, the Kabir Chaurd at Benares

;

or Vishnuite religious

'

'

-mn
^ and of the Sikh Guriis,

ov mmn, with .Nanak (1469); and {3) the Bkaktamdld, or Roll of theThak.as or apostles, the Golden Legend of Vishnuism already referred to
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IS to obtain purity of life, and a perfect faith in God. The
writings of his sect acknowledge that the God of the Hindu is

also the God of the Musalman. His universal name is The Coahtiun

Inner, whether He be invoked as the All of the Muhammadans,

or as the Rama of the Hindus. ‘To All and to Rdma we owe

our life,’ say the scriptures of his sect,’ ‘ and should show like

tenderness to all who live. What avails it to wash your mouth,

to count your beads, to bathe in holy streams, to bow in

temples, if, whilst you mutter your prayers or journey on

pilgrimage, deceitfulness is in your heart ? The Hindu fasts

every eleventh day ;
the Musalman on the Ramazan. Who

formed the remaining months and days, that you should

venerate but one? If the Creator dwell in tabernacles, whose

dwelling is the universe ? The city of the Hindu God is to the The One

east [Benares], the city of the Musalman God is to the west
v,oth

’

[Mecca]
;
but explore your own heart, for there is the God both

of the Musalmans and of the Hindus. Behold but One in all

things. He to whom the world belongs, He is the father of

the worshippers alike of AH and of Rama. He is my guide,

He is my priest.’ ^ Kablr was pre-eminently the Vishnuite

apostle to Bengal
;
but his followers are also numerous in the

Central Provinces, Gujarat, and the Deccan.

Kabir’s teaching marks another great stride in the Vishnuite Brother-

reformation. His master Rdmanand had asserted an abstract

equality of castes, because he identified the deity with the

worshipper. He had regarded the devotee as but a manifesta-

tion of the divinity, and no lowness of birth could degrade the

godhead. As Vishnu had taken the form of several of the

inferior animals, such as the Boar and the Fish incarnations,

so might he be born as a man of any caste. Kabir accepted

this doctrine, but he warmed it by an intense humanity. All

the chances and changes of life, the varied lot of men, their

difterences in religion, their desires, hojics, fears, loves, are but

the work of Mdyd, or illusion. To recognise the one divine

Spirit under these manifold illusions, is to obtain emancipation The Kt-i

and the Rest of the Soul. That Rest is to be reached, not '>bhe.s.,ul

by burnt-offerings or sacrifices, but, according to Kabir, by

faith {bhakti), by meditation on the Sujireme, by keejiing His F.mh.

holy names, Hari, Ram, Govi'nd, for ever on the lips and in

the heart.

The labours of Kabir may be placed between 138c and

^ The Vljak of Bhagoiias. one of KalirS disciples. The rival claim- .-f

the Hindus and Musalmans to Kabir\ body have alrea'ly leen menlmne'!.

' ^:cda, Ivi. Abridged from II. II. VwUon’s Works, i. Si 'ei. 1S64 .
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li‘>n of

tin. All.
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1420 A.D. In i486 was born Chaitanya, who sjjread the

Vishnuite doctrines, under the worship of Jagannath, through-

out the deltas of Bengal and Orissa. Signs and wonders

attended Chaitanya through life, and during four centuries he

has been worshipped as an incarnation of Vishnu. Extricat-

ing ourselves from the halo of legend which surrounds and

obscures the apostle, we know little of his private life except

that he was the son of a Brahman settled at Nadiya, near

Calcutta; that in his youth he married the daughter of a

celebrated saint
;
that at the age of twenty-four he forsook the

world, and, renouncing the state of a householder, repaired to

Orissa, where he devoted the rest of his days to the propagation

of the faith. He disappeared miraculously in 1527 a.d.

With regard to Chaitanya’s doctrine we have ample evidence.

No race or caste was beyond the pale of salvation. The

Musalmans and Hindus shared his labours, and profited by his

preaching. He held that all men are alike capable of faith,

and that all castes by faith become equally pure. Implicit

belief and incessant devotion were his watchwords. Con-

temiilation rather than ritual was his pathway to salvation.

Obedience to the religious guide is the great characteristic of

his sect
;
but he warned his disciples to respect their teachers

a-i second fathers, and not as gods. The great end of his

system, as of all Indian forms of worship, is the liberation of

the soul. He held that such liberation does not mean the

mere annihilation of separate existence. It consists in nothing

more than an entire freedom from the stains and the frailties

of the body. The liberated soul dwells for ever, either in a

blessed region of perfect beauty and sinlessness, or it soars

into the heaven of Vishnu himself, high above the myths
and mirages of this world, where God appears no more in His
mortal incarnations, or in any other form, but is known in His
supreme essence '

I'he followers of Chaitanya belong to every caste, but they
.acknowledge the rule of the descendants of the original

disci[)les {gej-<fr>w). These number about 25,000 in the

Lieutenant-Governorship of Bengal alone. The sect is open
alike to the married and the unmarried. It has its celibates

' r.eM.le-i the notices of Chaitanya in H. If. Wilson’s Works, the reader
I- referrcii to a very careful e«say by Babu Jogendra Chandra Ghosh,
cnntled C:a;.',7>n,js £tiu-s (Calcutta, 1884). Mr. Ghosh bases his works

the original writings of Chaitanya anil his followers. The present
-. ithor is inde'ited to him for a correction of one sear in the date of
Chaitanya'.^ ! ir'h, re-calculated from the Chaitanya Cluirilanirita.
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and wandering mendicants, but its religious teachers are gener-

ally married men. They live with their wives and children 11 ==

in clusters of houses around a temple to Krishna
;
and in this ^ou^er'

way the adoration of Chaitanya has become a sort of family

worship throughout Orissa. The landed gentry of that pro-

vince also worship him with a daily ritual in their household

chapels. After his death, a sect arose among his followers,

who asserted the spiritual independence of women. ^ In their

monastic enclosures, male and female cenobites live in celibacy

,

the women shaving their heads, with the exception of a single

lock of hair. The two sexes chant the praises of Vhshnu and

Chaitanya together, in hymn and solemn dance. One im- The pl.ice

iiortant doctrine of the Vishnuite sects is their recognition of

the value of women as instructors of the outside female com-

munity. For long, their female devotees were the only

teachers admitted into the zandnas of good families in Bengal.

Fifty years ago, they had effected a change for the better in

the state of female education, and the value of such instruction

was assigned as the cause of the sect having spread in Calcutta.-

Since that time, Vishnuite female ascetics of various sorts have

entered the same field. In some instances the bad crept in

along with the good, and an effort made in 1863 to utilize them

in the mechanism of Public Instruction failed.'*

The analogy of woman’s position in the Vishnuite sects to Modern

that assigned to her by ancient Buddhism is striking. But

the analogy becomes more complete when the comparison is

made with the extra-mural life of the modern Buddhist nun

on the Punjab frontier. Thus, m L.vhul (Ldhaul), some of the

nuns have not, as in Tibet, cloisters of their own. They are

attached to monasteries, in which they reside only a few months

of the year
;
and which they may ])ermanently quit, either in

order to marry or for other sufficient rea'-ons. In 1S68, I

heard of seventy-one such Buddhist nuns in Ldhul, able to read

and write, and very closely resembling in their life and disci-

jiline the better orders of Vishnuite female devotees in Bengal.

One of them was sufficiently skilled in astronomy to calculate

ecli[)ses.^

The death of Chaitanya marked the beginning of a spiiitual

’ The Spashtha Dayakas.

- Wilson’s Kdigion 0] Hiiidtts, vol. i. p. 171 (ed. 18621.

* The official details of this interesting and once promising experiment

at Dacca will be found in Appendix A to the Report of the Director

>f Public Instruction, Bengal, for 1S63-64, pp. S3-90 * f^r 1S64--63. pj .

155-15S ; and in each subsecjuent Annual Report to iSoq

Sherring's TrV'Cs, vol. ii. p. 9 4to, Calcutt.a,.
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preached in Northern India that the liberation of the soul did
o ‘

not depend upon the mortification of the body
;
and that

(iod was to be sought, not in nakedness and hunger and

solitude, but amid the enjoyments of this life. An opulent

sect had, from an early period, attached itself to the worship

of Krishna and his bride Radha
; a mystic significance being,

of course, assigmed to their pastoral loves. Still more popular

a.mung women is the modern adoration of Krishna as the

Eala (lopila, or the Infant Cowherd,—a faith perhaps uncon-
sciously stimulated by the Catholic worship of the divine

Child. The sect, however, deny any connection of their Infant

aod with the babe Jesus, and maintain that their worship is a

legitimate and natural development of Vishnuite conceptions.
.\nuther influence of Christianity on Hinduism may possibly be
traced in the growing importance assigned by the Krishna sects
to /’hakti, or faith, as an all-sufficient instrument of salvation.

\ allabha-Swami was the apostle of Vishnuism as a religion
ot pleasure. When he had finished his life’s work, he
i.esccnded into the Ganges; a brilliant flame arose from the
-pot

,
and, in the presence of a host of witnesses, his glorified

term ascended to heaven. The special object of his homage
wa^ \-ishnu in his pastoral incarnation, in which he took the
t arn of the divine youth Krishna, and led an arcadian life
i: the forest. Shady bowers, lovely women, e.xquisite viands,
ai.c. everything that appeals to the sensuousness of a tropical
i.u e, are mingled in his worship. His daily ritual consists of
ep.cht services, in which Krishna’s image, as a beautiful boy,
1 = oc.icately bathed, anointed with essences, splendidly-
attired. and sumptuously fed. The followers of the first

i:>nnuite reformers dwelt together in secluded monasteries,
r went about scantily clothed, living upon alms. But the

^ f« performs its devotions arrayed in costly
r pare!, amanted with oil, and perfumed with camphor or

converts, not among weavers, or leather-
-.u-^cr.-,. or baroer.s, but among wealthy bankers and mer-
c.ants, who look upon hfo as a thing to be enjoyed, and

b Trade

^

holiday excursion, or an opportunity

111 a religion of this sort, abuses are inevitable. It was a

‘"‘“ght that the soul could

7 ’Vh'
* 7 ,

‘he mortification of the body. It

, ,

7'^" ‘ 'v as present in the cities and marts of men,
1. in the cave of the ascetic. Faith and love were
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its instruments of salvation, and voluptuous contemplation its

approved spiritual state. It delighted to clothe the deity in

a beautiful human form, and mystical amorous poems make a

large part of its canonical literature. One of its most v.alued

theological treatises is entitled The Ocean of Love, J'nm f.ovr

Sdgar

,

and although its nobler professors aUvass recognised
*

its spiritual character, to baser minds it has become snn])ly a

religion of pleasure. The loves of R.adha and Krishna, that

woodland pastoral redolent of a wild-flower aroma as ethereal

as the legend of Psyche and Cupid, are sometimes mnteriali/ed

into a sanction for licentious rites.

I have described in detail certain of the \'i>hnuite sects, in Xumenuis

order to show the wide area of religious thought which tliev
'

^
.

- sect''.

cover, and the composite conceptions of uhich their beliefs are

made iiji. But any attempt at a complete catalogue of them The

is beyond the scope of this work. H. H. Wilson divided

them into twenty principal sects, and the branches or lesser Vishmnte

brotherhoods number not less than a hundred. Their series

of religious founders continued until the present century, when

they began to merge into the more purely theistic movements Thebtic

of our dav. Indeed, the higher Vishnuite teachers have

always been tneistic. The Statistical Survey of India has

disclosed many such reformations, from the Kart.ilihajas ^ of

the Di.stricts around Calcutta, to the Satnaniis - of the Central

Provinces.

Some of these sects are iioor local brotherhoods, with a

single religious house: others have developed into wide-

spread and wealthy tnjdies
;

while one theistic church has

grown into a great nation, the Sikhs, the last military power The Sikh-,

which we had to subdue in India.’ .X.in.ik Shaii. the spiritual Nln.nk

founder of the Sikhs, wa-- nearly <'onteiiiporary with. Kabir, and

taught doctnne-- in the Punkib liiff iing but little from tlsiNe of

the Bengil a|'o-tle.’ The \’i-linuite -ei ts now indmle niiiio-t

the whole Hindu jiopiil ition of l.ouer lleng.d. e\< i ptir.e tlie

highest and the lowest n^tes. In m.any of tbcir coiiimiin-

itics, caste is not ai'knowledeed.. .''Ui h s^i ts form liriuher- ia

hoods which recognise rmiy sj'iritu.il I'l'timtion- or f.w-'iees .

^

and a new sntinl cirg.ani/atioii is thus
]
roviUed t ir ti.e in'-

’ t-ee Hunterk A.‘'cut:t -t /> ::.'i , voj. i.
j ;

, 7 1-7; Tv r

Four : vol. li.
j p. 5 t- 5 ' 'X’\i iv.>

- See my o'o.' (krr.v.V,./- c*Vk.'.- 1, arncle Cl '.it I ‘ t is I

1 t-ee lily /'. /. ... t

/

ij: r.' .1 rr -o -
. -.m \

' 1 h .
- - R i I \

F..r the tlie ! gic.o a-pec‘s t* e .s- h-. ‘e- V,

\oI. i.
1 ;

. 207-275 '< i. iSi'o ,

^ H. H. WiUonb Ay.iy;, « g /k- /A.rAi . e . i ; 2'
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fortunate, the widow, or the out-caste. In lately Hinduized

Provinces like Assam, Vishnu-worship has become practica }

the religion of the people.

Ini^annath. The Car Festival of Jagannath is perhaps the most typical

ceremony of the Vishnuite faith. Jagannath, literally ‘ The

Lord of the World,’ represents, with unmistakable clearness,

that coalition of Brahman and Buddhist doctrines which forms

the basis of Vishnu-worship. In his temple are three rude

images, unconsciously representing the Brdhmanical Triad.

liisBr.rh- His Car Festival is probably a once-conscious reproduction

Kjanical fPg Tooth Festival of the Buddhists, although its original

BuUrihist significance has dropped out of sight. The Chinese Pilgrim

lai-in. Fa-Hian gives an account of the yearly procession of Buddha’s

Sacred Tooth from its chapel to a shrine some way off,i and

C.ir P'e'U*

\ of

c ttiimnie=:

of its return after a stay there. 1 his was in the 5^^ century

v.D.
;
but the account applies so exactly to the Car Festival of

Jagannath at the present day, that Fergusson pronounces the

latter to be ‘ merely a copy.’ ^

A similar festival is still celebrated with great rejoicing

in Japan. As in the Indian procession of Jaganndth, the

Japanese use three cars;“ and Buddha sits in his temple,

together with two other figures, like the Jagannath Triad of

Orissa. It is needless to add, that while Jagannath is

historically of Buddhist or composite origin, he is to his true

belieiers the one supreme ‘ Lord of the AVorld.’

The calumnies rn which some English writers have indulged

with regard to Jagannath, are exposed in my work on Orissa.

That work carefully examined the whole evidence on the

subject, from 1580, when Abul Fazl wrote, through a long

series of travellers, down to the police reports of 1870."* I

came to the conclusion which H. H. Wilson had arrived at

from quite difierent sources,® that self-immolation was entirely

opposed to the worship of Jagannath, and that the deaths at

the Car Festival were almost always accidental. In a closely-

packed, eager throng of a hundred thousand men and women
at Pun', numbers of them unaccustomed to exposure or hard

labour, and all of them tugging and straining to the utmost at

the car, under a blazing sun, deaths must occasionally occur.

‘ From the chapel at Anuradhapura to Mehentele.

History of Architecture, vol. ii. p. 590 (ed. 1S67).
‘

.'-ee, among several interesting notices by recent travellers, Miss Bird’.s

I'l r-idten TrciAs in Japan, vol. i. pp. Ill, 115, etc. (ed. 18S0).

^ Hunter’s Orissa, rol. i., particularly pp. 306-30S ; al=o pp. 132-136.

' N.ime'.y, the descriptions of the Car Festival or Rath-Jdtra in the

w rV of Krishna Das.
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There were, however, isolated instances of pilgrims throwing

themselves under the wheels in a frenzy of religious excite-

ment. At one time, several unhappy people were killed or Si.lf-im

injured every year, but they were ascertained by the police

investigation, promptly conducted on the spot, to be almost tised.

invariably cases of accidental trampling. At an early period,

indeed, the priests at Pun', probably by permitting a midnight

sacrifice once a year within their precincts to the wife ^ of Siva,

had fallen under suspicion of bloody rites.- But such rites

arose from the ambition of the priests to make Puri the sacred

city of all worships and all sects. The yearly midnight

offerings to the Dread Goddess within Jagannath’s sacred

precincts represent the efforts made from time to time towards

a coalition of the Sivaite and Vishnuite worship, like the chakra

or sacred disc of Vishnu which surmounts the pre-historic

temple to Kali at Tamliik.’

Such compromises had nothing to do with the worship of His

the true Jagannath. A drop of blood even accidentally spilt

in his presence pollutes the officiating priests, the people, and

the consecrated food. The few suicides that occurred at the

Car Festival were for the most part those of diseased and

miserable objects, who took this means to put themselves out

of pain.^ The official returns now place the facts beyond

doubt. Nothing could be more opposed to Vishnu-worship

than self-immolation. Any death within the temple of

Jagannath renders the place unclean. The ritual suddenly

stops, and the polluted offerings are hurried away from the

sight of the offended god.

According to Chaitany.a, the Orissa apostle of Jagannath, F.vMenct.

the destruction of the lea.st of God's creatures is a sin

auainst the Creator, Self-slaughter he would have regarded n.-uh

with abhorrence. 'I’hc copious literature of his sect frequently

describes the Car I'estival, but makes no mention of ^elf-

sicrifice, and contains not a single pas<-age which could be

twAted into a sanction for it.'' Abul Fa.’!, the minister of

.-\kbar, who conducted tire survey of India for the Mughal

' Itim.al.i, the ‘ Stainless One.’

-.See st.atement from the ll-.ift-ikl.in (14^5-1527 m Hur.tei 5

Oiissa, vol. i. p. 306.

' See my Imp.nal of In ha, article T XMLUK.

^ See authorities 'juoteJ in Hunter'- Or, v'.l. 1. p, 134 ; Mirling s

account. A’c.om. cts, v.'I. xv. p. 3-U t - I--~ \ol. o.

235 : JC;:rt of S;.it raoal Com ::o nr C G - irtv nnt i ios,

[uirt ii. p. S; Fun Police Report-; Lieut. Laurie-.- ( i‘'50.

’ H. H. Wilstn's R..i^ion cj If: Hit’ 'u\ aol. 1. p. 155 el. iScci.
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Emperor, is silent about self-immolation to Jagannath, al-

though, from the context, it is almost certain that had he

heard of the practice he would have mentioned it. In 1S70,

I com[)iled an index to all accounts by travellers, historians,

and the official records, of alleged cases of self-immolation at

the Car Festival, from the 14th century downwards. ^ The

list proved that such suicides did at rare intervals occur,

although they were opposed to the spirit of the worship.

An Indian procession means a vast multitude of excitable

beings ready for any extravagance. Among Indian proces-

sions, that of Jagannath to his country-house stands first

;

and the frenzied affrays of the IMuharram might as fairly

be assigned to the deliberate policy of the British Govern-

ment, as the occasional suicides at the Car Festival may be

charged against the god. The travellers who tell the most

sensational stories are the ones whose narratives prove that

they went entirely by hearsay, or who could not themselves

have seen the Car Festival at Purl. The number of deaths,

\%hether voluntary or accidental, as registered by the dis-

passionate candour of English officials, has always been
insignificant, indeed far fewer than those incident to the party

processions of the Musalmans
; and under improved police

arrangements they have practically ceased. So far from en-

couraging religous suicides, the gentle doctrines of Jagannath
tended to check the once common custom of widow-burning.
Even before the Government put a stop to sati in 1829, our
officials observed its comparative infrequency at Puri. Widow-
burning was discountenanced by the Vishnuite reformers, and
is stigmatized by a celebrated disciple as ‘ the fruitless union
of beauty with a corpse.’

The worship of Siva and \ ishnu operates as a religious
I'ond among the Hindus, in the same way as caste supplies
the li.iMs of their social organization. Theoretically, the
Hindu religion starts from the Veda, and acknowledges its

divine authority. P.ut, practically, we have seen that Hindu-
i^ii takes its origin from many sources. Vishnu-worship and
Suaite rites represent the two most popular combinations ot
these various elements. The highly-cultivated Brahman is a
pure thei-^t ; the less cultivated worships the divinity under
.-onie ( hoscn lorni. ishta-dcvatd. The conventional Brahman,
espoeial.v in the South, takes as his ‘chosen deity,’ Siva in his
deep philosophical significance, with the jihallic lut^a as his

‘ Hunter s Orissa, vo!. i. pp. 305-30S,
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emblem. The middle classes and the mercantile communiiy
adore some incarnation of Vishnu. The low-castes ;)ro])Uiate

Siva the Destroyer, or rather one of his female manifest.itions,

such as the dread Kali.

But every Hindu of education allows that his special object Praciic.U

of homage is merely his ishta-devatd—his oun chosen form

under which to adore the deity, F.vram-ksw.vua. He admits

that there is ample scope for adoring God under other mani- it^tohr-

festations, or in other shapes. Unless a new sect takes the

initiative, by rejecting caste or questioning the authority of

the \'eda, the Hindu is slow to dispute the orthodoxy of

the movement. Even the founder of the Brahma Sam.ij, or

modern theistic church of Bengal, lived and died a Hindu.’

The Indian vernacular press cordially acknou ledges the merits

of distinguished Christian teachers, like Ur. Duffof Calcutta,

or Dr. Wilson of Bombay. At first, indeed, our missionaries,

in their outburst of proselytizing zeal, spoke disrespectfully of

Hinduism, and stirred up some natural resentment But, as

they more fully realized the problems involved in conversion,

they moderated their tone, and now live on friendly terms

with the Brdhmans and religious natives.

An orthodox Hindu paper, which had been filling its Haulu

columns with a vigorous polemic entitled ‘ Christianity

Destroyed,’ no sooner heard of the 'death of the late Mr. ti.mity.

Sherring, than it published a eulogium on that devoted mi.s-

sionary. It dwelt on ‘his learning, affaliility, solidity, jiiety,

benevolence, and business capai ity.’ 'i'he eiiitor, while a

stout defender of his hercihtary faith, regretted th.it ‘ sO little

of Mr. Sherringb teaching had fallen to his lot.' - The Hindus

are among the most tolerant religionists in tlie world.

(df the three nieinl.ers of tiie Himiu 'rriui, tiie t.rst per ici, M ra

Bralmi.i, has now Init a few sc.if.ired liandt!;.- ol lo'.Iov.i r-
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castes. But the educated Hindu willingly recognises that,

beyond and above his chosen deity of the Triad, or his

favourite incarnation, or his village fetish, or his household

sd/agrd?n, dwells the Param-eswara, the One First Cause,

whom the eye has not seen, and whom the mind cannot

conceive, but who may be worshipped in any one of the forms

in which He manifests His power to men.

The foregoing chapters indicate how, out of the early Aryan

and non-Aryan races of India, as modified by Greek and

Ndga and Scythic invasions, the Hindu po[)ulalion and the

Hindu religion were built up. We shall next consider three

series of influences which, within historic times, have been
brought to bear, by nations from the West, upon the composite

people thus formed. The first set of these influences is

represented by the early Christian Church of India, a Church
which had its origin in a period long anterior to the medimval
Hinduism of the 9th century, and which is numerously re[)re-

sented by the Syrian Christians of Malabar in our own day.

The second foreign influence brought to bear upon India from
the M est consisted of the Muhammadan invasions, which
eventually created the Mughal Empire. The third influence

is represented by the European settlements, which culminated
in the British Rule.
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CHAPTER IX.

CHRISTIAXITY IN INDIA {cirCa lOO ? TO 1 89 1 A.D.)

Christi.anity now forms the faith of over 2A millions of the Chri=.tian-

Indian population. Coeval with Buddhism during the last nine

centuries of Buddhist Indian history, the teaching of Christ Buddhism

has, after the lapse of another nine hundred years, twelve times 9°°

more followers than the teaching of Buddha upon the Indian

continent, exclusive of Burma. Christianity, while a very old

religion in India, is also one of the most active at the present

day. The Census of 1891 disclosed that the Christians in

British and Feudatory India had increased by 22 per cent., or

more than one-fifth, since 1881; and this increase, while perhaps

partly the result of more perfect enumeration, represents to a

large extent a real growth. The total number of Christians in

all India, including Burma, was 2,601,355 in 1891.

The origin of Christianity in India is obscure. Early Origin

tradition, accepted popularly by Roman Catholics, and doubt-

fully by Protestants, connects it with St. Thomas the Apostle, India,

who is said to have preached in Southern India, on the

Malabar and Coromandel coasts
;
to have founded several The

churches ;
and finally, to have been martyred at the Little

Mount, near Madras, in 68 a.d. The Catholic tradition

narrates further, that a persecution arose not long after, in

which all the priests perished
;
that many years later, the

Patriarch of Babylon, while still in communion with Rome,

heard of the desolate state of the Indian Church, and sent

forth bishops who revived its faith; that about 486 a.d.,

Nestorianism spread from Babylon into Malabar.

To Roman Catholic orthodoxy this tradition has a twofold Value

value. It assigns an ajiostolic origin to the Christianity of

India ;
and it e.xplains away the fact that Indian Christianity,

when it emerges into history, formed a branch of the un-

orthodox Nestorian Church. Modern criticism has questioned,

and now rejects, the evidence for the evangelistic labours of

the Doubting Apostle in Southern India. It has brought to

light the careers of two later missionarier., both bearing the
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name of Thomas, to whom, at widely separated dates, the

honour of converting Southern India is assigned. Gibbon

dismisses the question of their respective claims in a con-

venient triplet :
— ‘ The Indian missionary St. Thomas, an

Apostle, a ^ilanichman, or an Armenian merchant.’ 1

This method of treatment scarcely satisfies the present

century
;
and the Statistical Survey of India has thrown fresh

light on the Syrian Christians of the Southern Peninsula. The

Syrian Jacobites still number 300,000,’’ or more than double

the number of native Protestants on the continent of India

(exclusive of Burma) up to 1S61. Indeed, until within the past

ten years, the remnants of the ancient Syrian Church had still

a larger native following in India than all the Protestant sects

put together. 3 It would be unsuitable to dismiss so ancient

and so numerous a body without some attempt to trace their

history. That history forms the longest continuous narrative

of any religious sect in India e.xcept the Buddhists and

Jains.

The Syrian Church of Malabar had its origin in the period

when Buddhism was still triumphant; it witnessed the birth of

the Hinduism which superseded the doctrine and national

polity of Buddha; it saw the arrival of the Muhammadans
who ousted the Hindu dynasties

;
it suffered cruelly from the

Roman Catholic inquisitors of the Portuguese
;
but it has

survived its persecutors, and has formed a subject of interest

to Anglican inquirers during the past eighty years.

^

^ Decline and Fall of ike Roman Em/'ire (410 edition, 17SSI, vol. iv.

p. 599, footnote 122.

- According to the Madras Catholic Direclory {os 1891, .Syrian Catholics

numbered 221,551. They are under the jurisdiction of the Roman Vicars-
Apostolic of Kotayam and Trichiir, but are still distinguished as ‘ Catholics
of the .Syrian Rite.’ According to the Missiones Catholic.c, the Syrian
Jacobites numbered 336,100 in 1891; but see post, p. 294.

See Protestant Missions in India, Burma, and Ceylon, Statistical

Tables, iSSi, drawn up under the authority of the Calcutt.i Mis.sionary
Conference. This valuable compilation returns 138,731 Native Protest-

ant Christians in 1S61, .and 224,258 in 1871, in India, exclusive of
I'lirma.

Froiu tlic time of Clmidius Ijuclin.nnn n.n(_l Ijishop Ilcbcr downwurds.
See Asiatic KestarJui, vol. vii ,

‘ Account of .St. Thome Christi.ans on the
coast of .Malabar,’ by Mr. M’rede ; Buchanan’s Cluutian Researches in
A 1. 1, 4th ed. (iSlI), pp. 106. 145; Ileber’s Journal, vol. ii.

;
Bishop

Mubilcton s I Ijc, by Dr. Le B.is, chapters ix.-xii. (1S31)
;
Hough’s Hist, of

C'c.i .lanity in Inai.t, 5 vols. (1839-60). The evidence has been re-

ex.imined from the Protestant point of view in a recent able work. The
lan Ci.iirni in In,ha. by Professor George Milne Rae, M..3 ., formerly

( f the Ma.iras Christian College. Blackwood A Sons (1892;.



THREE LEGENDS OF ST THOMAS.

The three legends of St. Thomas, the missionary of Southern The three

India, may be summarized as follows. According to the

Chaldaean Breviary and certain Fathers of the Catholic Church, Thomas.

St. Thomas the Apostle converted many countries of Asia, and 52 to 6S

found a martyr’s death in India. The meagre tradition of the

early Church was expanded by the Catholic writers of the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries. The abstract by Vincenzo

jVIaria makes the Apostle commence his work in Mesopotamia, First

and includes Bactria, Central Asia, China, ‘ the States of the
.

Great Mogul,’ Siam, Germany, Brazil, and Ethiopia, in the Thomas

circle of his missionary labours. The apostolic traveller is

then said to have sailed east again to India, converting the (68 a. d.).

island of Socotra on the way, and, after preaching in Malabar,

to have ended his labours on the Coromandel coast.^ The final

development of the tradition fills in the details of his death.

It states that on the 21st December 68 a.d., the Brahmans

stirred up a tumult against the Apostle, who, after being stoned

by the crowd, was finally thrust through with a spear upon the

Little Mount, and his body entombed at Mailapur, a suburb of

Madras.

The second legend assigns the conversion of India to Second

Thomas the Manichzean, or disciple of Manes, towards the
Thom^«'

end of the third century. Another legend ascribes the honour the Mani-

to an Armenian merchant, Thomas Cana, in the eighth century.
^ ^

This story relates that Mar Thomas, the Armenian, settled in

Malabar for purposes of trade, married two Indian ladies, and Third

gretv into power with the native princes. He found that such ximmaV
Christians as existed before his time had been driven by the Ar-

persecution from the coast into the hill-country. Mar Thomas

secured for them the privilege of worshipping according to a.d?),

their faith, led them back to the fertile coast of Malabar, and

became their archbishop. On his death, his memory received

the gradual and spontaneous honours of canonization by the

Christian communities for whom he had laboured, and his

name became identified with that of the .Apostle.

M’hatever may be the claims of the .-\rmenian Thomas as The ihiee

the re-builder of the Church in Southern India, he was pro-
1

bably not its founder. Apart from the legends of Patristic

literature, there is local evidence that Christianity flourished

in Southern India before the eighth century. .About the sixth the third

century, while Buddhism was still at the height of its power, '"S'-’"'' ’

Kalyan, on the Bombay coast, appears to have been the seat

1 Tm Book of Scr Mar.o Po.'o Ike Vcn..:um. C,.iuncl VuJl’.- 2nd

edition, vol. li. p. 343. note 4 118751.
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of a Christian bishop from Persia. We shall presently see

that a missionary from Alexandria came to India about

190 A.D.

The claims of Thomas the Manichcean have the European

support of the Church historians, La Croze,'’ Tillemont, and

others. The local testimony of a cross dug up near Madras

in 1547, bearing an inscription in the Pehlvi tongue, has

also been urged in his favour. The inscription is probably of

the 7th or Sth century a.d., and, although somewhat variously

deciphered, bears witness to the sufferings of Christ.^

For the claims of St. Thomas the Apostle, a longer and

more ancient series of authorities are cited. The apocryphal

history of St. Thomas, by Abdias, dating probably from the

2nd century, narrates that a certain Indian king, Gondaphorus,

sent a merchant called Abban to Jesus, to seek a skilful

architect to build him a palace. The story continues that the

Lord sold Thomas to him as a slave expert in that art.'* The
* Gazetteer Of the Bombay Presidency, vol. xiii. part i., Thana District,

pp. 66, 200, etc. It IS not necessary to dispute whether the seat of this

liL-ihopric was the modern Kalyan or Quilon (Coilam), as the coast from
11 jinbay southward to Qiiilon bore indefinitely the nrmre of Caliana.

IhJoire au C'nitsttar.istnc des hides, 2 vols. icmo (The Hague, 175S
Profe.'.sor Haug reads it thus : •Whoe\er believe- in the Me-dah, .and

in i.iod above, and also m the Holy Ghost, is in tlie grace of Him who
b-.rn the pain of the cross.’ Dr. Burnell ileciphers it more diffidently
‘ In punishment [.'j by the cross [was] thesuffeiingof this [one]: [He] who
is the true Christ and God above, and Guide for ever pure.’ Yule’s Mar 0

Polo, 2nd ed., p. 345, vol. ii.
;
at p. 339, the cross is figured. See also

Frotessor Milne Raes Syrian Church m India, pp. 119-123 (1S92).
This legend forms the theme of the Hymtius in Fesio Sancti Phoin

Afostoii, ad Vesperas, in the Mozarabic Breviary, edited by Cardinal
Lorenzana in 1775- ffs tw'enty-one verses are given as an appendix in

Dr. Rennet's Madras monograph. Three stanzas will here suffice

‘Xuncius venit de Indis

Qua-rere artificem :

Architectum construere

Regium palatium

:

In foro deambulabat

Cunctorum venalium.

Habeo servum fijelem,

Locutus est Donnnus,
Ut exquiris talem, aptum

Ts-e hunc artificem

:

Abli.-.ne5 videns, et gaudens,

Suscepit Apostolum.’

The hymn assigns the death of the Apostle to the priest of a .Sun temple
Mh-cli had been overilaown by St, Thoma:> :

continiitd cn tuxt
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Apostle converted King Gondaphorus, and then journeyed on

to another country of India, under King ileodeus, where he

was slain by lancesd The existence of a King Gondaphorus
has been established by coins, which would place him in the

last century b.c., or within the first half of the first century of

our era.- But, apart from difficulties of chronology, it is

clear that the Gondaphorus of the coins was an Indo-Scythic

monarch, reigning in regions which had no connection with

Malabar. His coins are still found in numbers in Afghanistan

and the Punjab, especially from Peshawar to Ludhiana. He
was essentially a Punjab potentate.

The mention of St. Thomas the Apostle in connection with Wide

India by the Fathers, and in the Offices of the Church, does

not really bring him nearer to Malabar, or to the supposed

site of his martyrdom at Madras. For the term ‘ India,’ at

the period to which these authorities belong, referred to the

countries beyond Persia, including Afghanistan and the basins

of the Upper Oxus, and perhaps of the Indus and Ganges,

but certainly not to the southern half of the peninsula. In

the early accounts of the labours of St. Thomas, the vague in the

term India is almost always associated with Persia, Media,

or Bactria.’' Kor does the appellation of St. Thomas as the

Apostle of India in the Commemorations of the Church,

help to identify him with the St. Thomas who preached on

the Malabar and Coromandel coasts. For not only does

‘ Tunc sacerdos idolorum

Furibundus astitit,

Giadio transserbetavit

Sanctum Chri.sti niartyrem.

Glorio.so passionis

Laureatum sanguine.’

^ Colonel Yule’s Ahiu'o /’ob, 2nil edition, vol. ii. p. 243. Dr. Kcnnct,

in an interesting monograph, entitled St. t/.e Af'ostS of India.,

p. 19 (Madras, 1SS2', s.ays :
—‘The hi.story of .Vi'dias v\.as pul)lished for

the first time I'y Wolfg.ang Laziu^, under tlie title of .ihdta I'.a'y'.ont..

,

Efistcfi et Afostoiorum Disoiyuli, dc Ilntcri.i fn lamiins Afi' t-.'Ii, h ri

dc.cm : Julio Afi-icaiw IiUirfretc. Itaiilia;, 1532.’ The Act' of M. Thomn'

are translated in the Ante-Nicene Lilirary, and h.avc t.ecn criticised at some

length in Mr. Rae’s Syrian Chun k m India, chaps, ii. iii. iv. ( 1892 ,.

- For the various dates, see Colonel ‘Vuie's .Mano J'cio, 2nd edition,

vol. ii. p. 343. Colonel Yule’s Gr/viy deals mth the Chinese and Centr.ii

Asian a-pects of tire legend of St. Thomas i'2 vols, . i866l.

^ Thu' the Paichai Chroiiulc of llishop Dorotheas '.horn A. D. 254 says;

‘ The Apostle Thomas, after having preached the gospel to the P.rrthians.

Merles, Persians, Germanians [an agricultural people ol Poisia ntentior.e i

by Herodotus, i. 125]. Ractrians, and M.agi, sutlers. i mar's r.d.m at Ca'a-

,:ii:i„:i.d .t: luM .
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the indeterminate character of the word still adhere to their

use of ‘ India,’ but the area assigned to the Apostle's labours

is so wide as to deprive them of value for the purpose of local

identification. Thus, the Chaldsean Breviary of the Malabar

Church itself states that ‘by St. Thomas were the Chinese

and the Ethiopians converted to the Truth,’ while one of its

and in the anthems proclaims ; ‘The Hindus, the Chinese, the Persians,
( hurch ^

Offices. ft'id all the people of the Isles of the Sea, they who dwell in

Syria and Armenia, in Javan and Roumania, call Thomas to

remembrance, and adore Thy Name, O Thou our Redeemer !

’

First Candid inquiry must therefore decline to accept the con-

at'lnfihn
^^ction of St. Thomas with the ‘ India ’ of the early Church

Christians, as proof of the Apostle’s identity with Thomas the missionary
LUi^ 190 Malabar. Nevertheless, there is evidence to indicate that

Christianity had reached Malabar before the end of the second
century .a.d., and nearly a hundred years previous to the

supposed labours of Thomas the Manichtean {circa 277 .\.d.).

The In the 2nd century a Roman merchant fleet of one hundred

rtetTfrom
Steered regularly from Myos Hormus on the Red Sea, to

Kgypt. Arabia, Ceylon, and Malabar. It may have found the ancient

Jewish colony, the remnants of which still remain to this day
as the Beni-Israels,’- upon the Bombay coast. Whether these

Jews emigrated to India at the time of the Dispersion, or at

a later period, local tradition assigns to their settlements an
origin anterior to the second century of our era.

settle
Hormus, which traded with

merits in
Bombay coast of India, must in all likelihood have brought

incicnt with it Jewish merchants or others acquainted with the new
AtalaMr.

religion of Christ, which, starting from Palestine, had penetrated
throughout the Roman world. Part of the fleet, moreover,
touched at Aden and skirted the Persian Gulf, themselves early
seats of Christianity. Indeed, even after the direct sea-course
to Malabar by the trade-winds was known, the main navigation
to India for some time hugged the Asiatic coast. Christian
merchants from that coast, both of Jewish and other race,

mina, a toiin of In'lia. Ilippolytus, Bishop of Portus [circa 220
a-iijns to .St. Thomas, Parthia, Media, Persia, Hercania, the B.ictB^ the
Manli : and, while ascribing the conversion of India to St. Bartholomew,
mentions Calamma, a city of India, as the place of St. Thomas’ martyr!
d.om. The .Metropolitan JoRannes, who attended the Council of Xicxa in
325, suhscribeil as Bi.,hop of ‘ India Maxima and Persia.’ Dr. Rennet'-
nil. n..graph (Madras, 1SS2I; Hough, i. pp. 3010 116.

' For their present numbers and condition, see the Bombay Gazetteer by
Mr. T. M. Campbell, LL.D., of the Bombay Civil Service, vol. xi. pp.’ S:
and 421 ; vol. -\iii. p. 273.
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would in the natural course of trade have reached Malabar
within the 2nd century A.ud The Buddhist polity, then

supreme in Southern India, was favourable to the reception of

a faith whose moral characteristics were humanity and self-

sacrifice. Perhaps earlier Jewish settlers had familiarized the

native mind with the existence of an ancient and imposing

religion in Palestine. When that religion was presented in its

new and more attractive form of Christianity, no miraculous

intervention was required to commend it to the tolerant

Buddhist princes of Southern India.

About 190 A.D., rumours, possibly brought back by the Red Malal)ar

Sea fleet, of a Christian community on the Malabar coast,

fired the zeal of Pantsenus of Alexandria. Pantmnus, in his a.d.

earlier years a Stoic philosopher, was then head of the cele- PantcKnus,

brated school which formed one of the glories of his city. He° missionary
became the first missionary to India

;
and although it has to India •.

been questioned whether he reached India Proper, the evi- 1S9-200

dence seems in favour of his having done so. He ‘found his

own arrival anticipated by some who were acquainted with

the Gospel of Matthew; to whom Bartholomew, one of the

Apostles, had preached
;
and had left them the same Gospel

in the Hebrew, which also was preserved until this time.’"'^

His mission to India may be placed at the end of the 2nd

century. ‘ Panttenus,’ says Jerome, ‘ was a man of such

learning, both in the sacred scriptures and in secular know-

ledge, that Demetrius, the Bishop of Alexandria, sent him

to India at the request of ambassadors of that nation. And
there he found that Bartholomew, one of the twelve Apostles,

had preached the advent of our Lord Jesus Christ, according

to the Gospel of hlatthew written in Hebrew, which he brought

away with him on his return to Ale.xandria.’ Early in the

3rd century, St. Hippolytus, Bishop of Portus (circ. 220 A.n.), nippclj-

also assigns the conversion of India to the Apostle Bartholo-
°

. . 220A. !>.

mew. To Thomas he ascribes Persia and the countries of

Central Asia, although he mentions Calamina, ‘ a city of India,’

as the jilace where Thomas suffered death.

* The Roman trade with the southern coast of India prohaMy dates

from, or before, the apostolic period. Of 522 silver aataui found near

Coimbatore in 1S42, no fewer than 135 were coins of Augustus, and 37S of

Tiberius. Another find near Calicut about 1S50 cont.ained an autLus of

Augustus, with several hundred coins, none later than the Emperor Nero.

- Dr. Rennet, quoting Eusebius, in his monogiaph on St. Tiicnas, ihc

ApitU of Inaui, p. 9 (JEadras, 1SS2).

Liicr de Viris Illustrious, quoted by rtofessor Miine Rac. Tit: S}rian

Chini-li in India, pp. 66, 367 1,1892,.
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Indeed, the traditions of the early Christian writers tend to

connect St. Thomas with the India of the ancient world,

—

that is to say, with Persia and Afghanistan,—and St. Bartholo-

mew with the Christian settlements on the Malabar coast.

Cosmas Indico-pleustes writes of a Christian Church in Ceylon,

and on the Callian or Malabar sea-board (arc. 540 A.D.). But
he makes no mention of its foundation by St. Thomas, which,

as an Alexandrian monk, he would have been almost sure to

do had he heard any local tradition of the circumstance. He
states that the Malabar Bishop was consecrated in Persia

;

from which we may infer that the Christians of Southern
India had already been brought within the Nestorian fold.

There is but slight evidence for fixing upon the Malabar
coast as the seat of the orthodox Bishop Frumentius, sent

forth by Athanasius to India and the East, arc. 355 a.d. The
traditional connection of either St. Thomas or St. Matthew,
or of any other missionary of the early apostolic age, with
the Indian peninsula (that is to say, with India in the modern
sense of the word), must be regarded as apocryphal.

^Vhen Indian Christianity first clearly emerges into history,

it formed part of the Nestorian Church. At a very early date
in our era, Edessa, the Athens of Syria, had become a centre
of Christian teaching, whence missionaries issued to the
Eastern world. In the 5th century, Nestorianism, driven
forth from Europe and Africa, became definitively the doc-
trine of the Asiatic Church, and Syriac became the sacred
langmage of Christian colonies far beyond the geographical
limits of Syria. Bishops, priests, and deacons from Syria
spread a certain uniformity in matters of faith and ritual
through Persia and along the Persian and Arabian sea-boards,
and thence to the Christian settlements on the Indian coast.

It should be remembered, therefore, that during the thousand
years when Christianity flourished in Asia, from the 5th to the
1 5th century, it was the Christianity of Nestorius The
J.rcobite sect dwelt in the midst of the Nestorians; and for
nearly a thousand years, the Christianity of these types
together with Buddhism, formed the two highest religions of
Central Asia. How far Buddhism and Christianity mutually
influenced each other’s doctrine and ritual in Asia still remains
a complex problem. But Christianity in western Central Asia
.ctered a longer resistance than Buddhism to the advancing
aval.inche of Islam; and in the countries to the west of
Tibet the Chri.stian faith survived its Buddhist rival. ‘ Under
tae re.gn of the Caliphs, says Gibbon, ‘ the Nestorian Church
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was diffused from China to Jerusalem and Cyprus
;
and their

numbers, with those of the Jacobites, were computed to surpass

the Greek and I,atin communions.’ ^

The marvellous history of the Christian Tartar potentate,

Prester John, king, warrior, and priest, is a medieval legend

based on the ascendancy of Christianity in some of the

Central Asian States.- The travellers in Tartary and China,

from the 12th to the 15th century, bear witness to the Its viu.e

extensive survival, and once flourishing condition, of the

jNTestorian Church, and justify Pierre Bergeron’s description

of it as ‘ epandue par toute I’Asie.’ The term Catholicos,

which the Nestorians applied to their Patriarch, and the

Jacobites to their Metropolitan, survives in the languages of

Central Asia. The mediseval travellers preserve it in various

forms and the British Embassy to Yarkand, in 1S73, still

came upon a story of ‘a poor and aged Jatlik, or Christian

jiriest’ ^

From their first appearance in Indian local history, the ‘Thom.i";

iMalabar Christians obeyed bishops from Persia of the Nes-

torian rite.® By the 7th century, the Persian Church had

adopted the name of Thomas Christians, and this title would

in time be extended to all its branches, including that of

Malabar. The early legend of the Manichjean Thomas in and of

the 3rd century, and the later labours of the Armenian

Thomas, the rebuilder of the Malabar Church, in the Sth,

endeared that name to the Christians of Southern India. In

their comparative isolation and ignorance, they perhaps con-

founded the three names, and concentrated their legends of

^ Decline and Fall of the Roman Emf-ire, p. 59S, vol. iv. (410 ed. 17SS’'.

(Gbbon quotes hus authorities tor this statemtnt in a footnote. The whulc

"Ubjccl of early Christianity in Central Asia and China ha.s been ciiscu=>''cd

\Mth exhaustive learning in Colonel Yule’s Cathay, and the ll'ay Ihitlui.

Hal.luvt Society. 2 voT., 1S60.

* Voyage »ic Ku!-Tu«{ui‘‘ en Tartarie,’ chap. \i\.. in the <|uarto voIchp.

of loya,;-t.s cn .4 nt\ pui>l’..-hed at the Hague in 1735. (iubernuN tie Rul rn-

(jui> was an ami assador of Louis ix., sent to 'I auary and tJiina in 12^;;

A.i>. Colonel Vule also gives the story of I'rc-tcr John in ^^arco J\

\ol. i. pp. 229-233 (c.l. 1S75).

'
‘ Traite des Tartares, j>ar Pierre Ikrgcion, chap, ni in the Ila^ue

quarto of Voyages cn Asic, above quoted (1735).

^ Jdthalik, Jatclic, Jatcl.c ; originally Cdthallh,

^ Dr. Beliew’s ‘ ilistnr^* of Kashgar,' in the Ojfi.ial Report of -ir

Douglas Forsyth's Mission^ 1 27. (Duarto, Foreign O’Tice Pre-^, <'al-

c itta, 1S75.)

Mr. Campbell's (7j:c.Ycrr, Thani D -'tric'^, ehap id. iDnd .i\

lSS2.)
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the three Thomases, in the person of the Apostle.^ Before

the 14th century, they had completed the process by believing

that their St. Thomas was Christ.

Legend The fitness of things soon required that the life and death

Thomas Apostle should be localized by the Southern Indian

localized ; Church. Patristic literature clearly declares that St. Thomas
had suffered martyrdom at Calaraina, probably in some
country east of Persia, or in Northern India itself. The
tradition of the Church is equally distinct, that in 394 a.d.

the remains of the Apostle were transferred to Edessa in

Mesopotamia.^ The attempt to localize the death of St.

in spite of Thomas on the southern coast of India started, therefore,

at*lladras’
disadvantages. A suitable site was, however, found at

the Mount, near Madras, one of the many famous hill shrines

of ancient India which have formed a joint resort of religious

persons of diverse faiths,— Buddhist, Muhammadan, and
Hindu {ante, pp. 252, 253).

13th cen- Marco Polo, in an account of Mailapur, where St. Thomas
buried, gives the legend in its undeveloped form

legend. in the 13th century. The Apostle had, it seems, been acci-

dentally killed outside his hermitage by a fowler, who, ‘ not

seeing the saint, let fly an arrow at one of the peacocks. And
this arrow struck the holy man in the right side, so that he
died of the wound, sw'eetly addressing himself to his Creator.’ ’

Miracles were wrought at the place, and conflicting creeds
claimed the hermit as their own. ‘ Both Christians and
Saracens, however, greatly frequent it in pilgrimage,’ savs

Marco Polo truthfully, although evidently a little puzzled.-^
Mixed ‘ For the Saracens also do hold the saint in great reverence,

at the
^ that he was one of their own Saracens, and a great

shrine. prophet.’ Not only the Muhammadans and Christians, but
also the Hindus, seem to have felt the religious attractions of
the spot. About thirty years after Marco Polo, the Church
itself was, according to Odoric, filled with idols. ' Two cen-
turies later, Joseph of Cranganore, the Malabar Christian, still

testifies to the joint worship of the Christian and the heathen
at St. Thomas’ tomb. The Syrian bishops sent to India in

‘ The Jacobites, or followers of Jacobus Barad.vus. prefer in the same
way tr. deiluce their name and pedigree from the .Apostle James. Gibbon,
iv. 603. footnote <ed. 17S8).

*

- For the authorities, see Dr. Rennet’s Madras monograph, Sf. Thomas,
fac ApostU et India (iSSa; ; and Colonel Yule’.s critical note, Marco Polo,
vol. ii. p. 342 '.2nd edition, 1875).

Colonel \ uie s Marco Polo (2nd edition, iS/r), vol. ii. p.
' /Aw, ii. pp. 33S, 339. = ii. p,
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1504 heard ‘that the church had le^:;un to be occupied by

some Christian people. But Barbosa, a few years later, found

it half in ruins, and in charge of a IMuhammadan fakir, who
kept a lamp burning.’

Brighter days, however, now dawned for the Madras legend. The

Portuguese zeal, in its first fervours of Indian evangelization,

felt keenly the want of a sustaining local hagiology. Saint

Catherine had, indeed, visibly delivered Goa into their hands

;

and a parish church, afterwards the cathedral, was dedicated to

her in 15 1 2. Ten years later, the Governor Duarte de Menezes

became ambitious of enriching his capital with the bones of

an apostle. A mission from Goa despatched to the Coro- by the

mandel coast in 1522, proved itself ignorant of, or superior to,

the well-established legend of the tr.anslation of the s.aint’s
°

remains to Edessa in 394 a.d., .and found his sacred relics at

the ancient shrine near Madras, side by side with those of a

king whom he had converted to the faith. They were brought Kebcs .it

with pomp to Goa, the Portuguese capital of India, and

enshrined anew in the Church of St. Thomas.’’

The finding of the Pehlvi cross, mentioned on a previous Tinil form

page (282), at St. Thomas’ Mount in 1547, g.ave a fresh

colouring to the legend. So far as its inscription goes, it

points to a Persian, and prob.ably to a Manichrean origin.

But at the period when it was dug up, no one in Madras

could decipher its Pehlvi characters. A Dr.ihman impostor,

knowing that there was a loc.al demand for martyrs, accord-

ingly came forward with a fictitious interpretation. The
simpile story of Thomas’ accidental death from a stray .arrow,

had before this grown into a cruel martyrdom by stoning and

a lance-thrust, with e.ach spot in the tragedy fi.xed at the

Greater .and Lesser Mount near Madras. The Br.ihman

pretended to supply a confirmation of the legend from the

inscription on the cross—a confirmation whidi continued to

be accepted until Dr. Burnell and Professor Hang imhli^hed

their decipherments in our own d.ay. ‘In the i6th and 17th

centuries,’ says Colonel Yule, ‘ Roman Catholic ecclesiastical

story-tellers seem to have striven in rivalry who should most

recklessly expand the travels of the Apostle.’

The lying interpret.ation of the Br.ahman, and the visible King

relics in the church at Goa, seem to h.ave influenced the

' Colonel Yule’s May,so FcL, i2nd eUition, 1075), v-I. ii. n. 344.

- Ibid. Colonel Yule’s Lath ly (2 voU. iS66) shou'i i .i!,o be referred t j

by students of the legend, uf St. Thomas, anl his allege! ial o.:i- in A-u

and India.

T
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popular imagination more powcifully than the clear tiaditiou

of the early Church regarding the tran<ilation of the Apostle'.-;

relics to Edessa. Even a story of our own King Alfred was

pressed into the ser\!ce of St. Thomas of Madras. ‘ iiii--

year,’ 883 A.D., the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle h.ad said, ‘ Sighelni

and .\the!stane carried to Rome the alms which the king had

vowed to send thither, and aLo to India to St. 1 hoinas and

to St. Bartholomew.’’^ Gibbon suspects ‘ that the Engli^h

ambassadors collected their cargo and legend in Egypt. - It

is certain that they never visited the Coromandel coast. The

‘ India ’ of Alfred was still the India of the early Church, and

his messengers may perhaps have reached the ancient shrine

of St. Thomas at Edessa. The legend of St. Thomas’ death

has in our own century been illustrated by the eloquence and

learning of bishops and divines of the Anglo-Indian Church.

‘ But,’ concludes Colonel Yule, ‘ I see that the authorities now

ruling the Catholics at Madras are strong in disparagement of

the special sanctity of the localities, and of the whole story

connecting St. Thomas with Mailapur,’ the alleged place of his

burial.^

As a matter of history, the life of the Xestorian Church

in India was a troubled one. .-V letter from the Patriarch

Jesajabus to Simeon, Metropiolitan of Persia, shows that

before 660 .a.d., the Christi.rns along the Indian coast wcie

destitute of a regular ministry.’ In the 8th century, the

Armenian Mar Thomas found the Malabar Christians driven

bai k into the recesses of the mountains. In the 14th century,

Fnar Jordanus declared them to be Christians only in name,

without baptism. They even confounded St. Thomas with

Christ’ A mi.xed worship, Christian, Muhammadan, and

Hindu, went on at the old joint shrine near Madras. In some

districts of Southern India the Church developed, like the

Sikhs in the Punjab, into a military sovereignty. In others,

it dwindled away; its remnants lingering in the mountains and

wood.s, or adopting heathen rites. The family names of a

’ Hough, i. p. 104(1539); Pr. Kennut’s Madras monograph, ,5V. Thomcis,

iKc Apo'tle of India, pp. 6, 7 (iSS2'i.

- Dcclim and Fall of the Roman Empire, vol. iv. p. 599, footnote 1 23

(eil. 17SS) ;
Hough, vol. i. pp. 105-107.

Colonel Vule’s Marco Folo, ii. p. 344 {ed. 1S75).

’ .isoemani BUlicthcca, quoted by Bishop Caldwell, Comparatn

c

Grammar of the Draviiian Lan^'ua^es, p, 27, footnote (ed. lS73;.

Jes.ai.ibus died 660 A.D.

Jordanus, quoted in Mr. J. if. Campbell’s Bombay Gazetteer, vol. siii.

pan i. p. 200 (ed. 1SS2J.
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forest tribe in Kanara, now Hindus, bear witness to a time

when they were Christians ; and there were probably other

similar reversions to paganism.

The downfall of the Nestorian Church in India was due,

however, neither to such reversions to paganism nor to any

persecutions of native princes
;

but to the pressure of the

Portuguese Inquisition, and the proselytizing energy of Rome.

Before the arrival of Vasco da Gama in 149S, the St. Thomas
Christians had established their position as a powerful military The St

caste in IMalabar. The Portuguese found them firmly organ-

ized under their spiritual leaders, bishops, archdeacons, and a military

priests, who acted as their representatives in dealing with the >

Indian princes. For long they had Christian kings, and at a

later period chiefs, of their own.- In virtue of an ancient

charter, ascribed to Cherumal Perumal, Suzerain of Southern

India in the 9th century a.d., the Malabar Christians en-

joyed all the rights of nobility.^ They even claimed precedence

of the Nairs, who formed the heathen aristocracy. The St.

Thomas Christians and the Nairs were, in fact, the most

important military castes on the south - west coast.* They

supplied the bodyguard of the local kings
;
and the Christian powerful

caste was the first to learn the use of gun])Owdcr and fire-arms.

They thus became the matchlock-men of the Indian troops of

Southern India, usually placed in the van, or around the

person of the prince.

The Portuguese, by a happy chance, landed on the very Tortu-

Province of India in which Christianity was most firmly estab-

libhed, and in which Christians had for long lormed a recog- f.t then

nised and respected caste. The proselytizing energy of the

new-comers could not, however, rest satisfied with their good

fortune. That energy was vigorously directed both against the

natives and the ancient Christian communities. Indeed, the

Nestorian heresy of the St. Thomas Christians seemed to the

' The ifar.iihi -SidH. For .in interesting account of them, see ^lr. I,

M. CimpljeUb BowL.-y Gazdlco-, K.inara District, vol. xv. part i. p. 397

(ed. 1SS3),
_ .

- Ilistciridii Chiisiuinisme ihs IndN., par M. La Cfozc, \ol. i. p. 72,

ii. p. 1 33, etc. (a voF. l2mo. The Hague, 175S'.

i. ji. 67. For details, see Syrian Chnrji of Ma!a‘'ai\ by

Fdavalikcl I’hilipos, p. 23, and footnote (O.rford, tSdpi. Local legend

vainly places Cheiumal Peiumal and his grant a^ f.n oaci^ a^ 345 A. 1 '-

-> For the military aspects of the Christian caste of bt. Ihcraas. ^ec

La Croze (a/. lO". ), li. pp. 12S, 129, 130, 140, 155. etc. The HiJ.jy

the Chiin-h of Maai-ai and Syno.i of niavi^.r. by the learned Midiacl

Geddes, Chancellor of the Cathedral Church of Sarum .LoiCGn, 1694,, an

earlier and independent work, bears out this \rcw.
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fervour of the friars to be a direct call from heaven for inter-

ference by the orthodox Church. The Portuguese established

the Inijuisition, as we shall presently see, at Goa in 1560.

After various Portuguese attempts, strongly resisted by the

St. Thomas Christians, the latter were incorporated into the

Catholic Church, by the labours of Alexis de IVIenezes,

Archbishop of Goa, in 1599. The Synod held by him
at Udayampura (or Diamper), near Cochin, in that year

denounced Xestorius and his heresies, and put an end for a

time to the existence of the Indian Nestorian Church.
No document could be more exhaustively complete than

the Acts and Decrees of the Synod of Diamper, m its pro-

visions for bringing the Malabar Christians within the Roman
told.i 1 he sacred books of the St. Thomas congregations,

their missals, their consecrated oil and church ornaments,
were publicly burned

; and their religious nationality as a

separate caste was abolished. P>ut when the firm hand of

.-Mrchbishop Menezes was withdrawn, his parchment con-
versions began to lose their force. Notwithstanding the
watchtuiness of the Goa Inquisition over the new converts,
the Decrees of the Synod of Diamper fell into neglect,- and
the Malabar Christians chafed under a line of Roman Catholic
prelates from 1601 to 1653.

In 1653 they renounced their allegiance to their Catholic
bishop. A Carmelite mission was despatched from Rome m
1656 to restore order. The vigorous measures of its head,
Joseph of St. Mary, brought back a section of the old Christian
communities; and Joseph, having reported his success at
Rome, returned to India as their bishop in 1661. He found
the Protestant Dutch pressing the Portuguese hard on the
Malabar coast, 1661-1663. But the old military caste of
l^Ialabar Christians rendered no assistance to their Catholic
superiors, and rem.ained tranquil spectators of the struggle,
till the capture of Cochin by the Dutch brought about the
rum ot the Portuguese power in 1663.

1 he Malabar Christians, thus delivered from the temporal
power of the Portuguese, reasserted their spiritual independ-
ence. The Portuguese had compelled the native princes to
persecute the old Christian communities: and bv confiscations,
imprisonments, and various forms of pressure, to drive the

‘ The Act 5 anrl Decrees of the Synod of Diamper (f.c. Udayampura)
cccu,y j40 {ages of the Chancellor of SarumU

pj ihe Chunk ofJ.A A Hr
, pp. 97-443 IO94I.

- Lt Cru^e, II. p. 193.
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Indian Nestonans into reconciliation with Romed Such a

persecution of a long-recognised caste, especially of a valued

military caste, was as foreign to the tolerant spirit of Hinduism
as it was repugnant to the policy of the Indian princes, and it

has left a deep impression on the traditions of the south-

western coast. The native Jacobite historian of the Church
of Malabar rises to the righteous wrath of an old Scottish

Covenanter in recounting the bribing of the poorer chiefs by

the Portuguese, and the killings, persecutions, and separations

of the married clergy from their wives. The new Dutch

masters of the southern coast, after a short antagonism to the

Carmelite prelate and the native bishop whom he left behind,

lapsed into indifference. They allowed the Roman mission-

aries free scope, but put an end to the exercise of the temporal

power in support of the Catholic bishop.^

The chief spiritual weapon of conversion, a weapon

dexterously used by the Portuguese Viceroy.s, had been the

interruption of the supply of Nestorian bishops from Persia.

This they effected by watching the ports along the west receive \

coast of India, and preventing the entrance of any Xestorian

prelate. The Syrian Church in India had therefore to struggle 1665.*
’

on under its archdeacon, with grave doubts disturbing the

mind of its clergy and laity as to whether the archidiaconal

consecration was sufficient for the ordination of its priest'.

The overthrow of the Portuguese on the seaboard put an end

to this long episcopal blockade. In 1665, the Patriarch of

Antioch sent a bishop, Mar Gregory, to tlie orphaned Syrian

Church of India. But the new bishop belong'ed to the

Jacobite instead of the Xestorian branch of the .\siatic

Church. Indian Nestorianism may therefore be said to

have received its death-blow from the Synod of Diamper m
1599-

Since the arrival of Mar Gregory in 1665, the old S\rian M.ilal.n

' Gnurch of India has remained divided into two sects. '1 he
/ ,

slHLG

Tazheia kuttakdr, or Old Ghurch, owed us foundation to [OOi;

;

Archbishop Menezes and the Synod of Diamper in 15pp. and

its reconciliation, after revolt, to the Garmelite bishop, Joseph

of St. iMary, in 1656. It retains in us services the Syrian (n Sjnin

language and m part the Syrian ritual. But it acknowledges

the supremacy of the Pope, and his Vicars-.-\postulic, Its ispi.'

members are now known as Catholics of the Syrian Rite, to

distinguish them from the converts made direct from heathenism

1 La Croze, li. yp. i€9. 176. 1S3, iSp. 19a. 19S, aeg, eic.

- Liziu, pp. 204, 205.
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to the Latin Church by the Roman missionaries. The other

section of the Syrian Christians of Malabar is called the Putten

(2'i Jaco- kiltakar, or New Church. It adheres to the Jacobite tenets

3c»'ooo
(?) by its first Jacobite bishop, Mar Gregory, in

in 1890. 1665.

The present Jacobites of (Malabar condemn equally the

errors of Arius, Nestorius, and the Bishops of Rome.^ They
Tenets hold that the Bread and Wine in the Eucharist become the

Real Body and Blood of Christ, and give communion in both

J.tcobites. kinds mixed together. They pray for the dead, practise con-

fession, make the sign of the cross, and observe fasts. But
they reject the use of images; honour the Mother of Jesus and
the Saints only as holy persons and friends of God

;
allow

the consecration of a married layman or deacon to the office

of priest
;
and deny the existence of purgatory. In their

Creed they follow the Council of Nic?ea (325 a.d.). They
believe in the Trinity

; assert the One Nature and the One
Person of Christ, and declare the procession of the Holy
Ghost to be from the Father, instead of from the Father and
the Son.'-^

Xc'to- The Syrian Catholics and Syrian Jacobites of Malabar main-

eCnrcTm differences with a liigh degree of religious vitality

M.-iUbir. at the present day. Their congregations keep themselves
distinct from the Catholics of the Latin Rite converted direct
from heathenism, and from the Protestant sects. The Syrian
Catholics numbered 221.551 in 1891. The Catholic Arch-
bishop of \ erapoli, to whose kind assistance this chapter is

indebted in many ways, estimated the Syrian Catholics at

200,000, and the Jacobites at 100,000 about 1S80. The
^Iissio7ies CiJthoIhiXj published by the Propaganda, return
the Jacobites at 336,100 in 1891. This is probably an
excessive estimate : a safer figure would be perhaps in round
numbers 300,000. In 1876, the Jacobite Church of Malabar,
or the ecclesiastical province of Malankarai, was divided into
seven bishoprics. A disputed succession to its patriarchate,
r.r office of IMetran, plunged the Syrian Jacobite Church of
.Southern India into ten years of litigation, from 1879 to 1889.
The case was carried from the Court of First Instance to the
High Court of Trnvancore, and thence to the Royal Court

‘ Tr.e Syrian C iristi nir of Ma’aSir, being a Catechism of their doctrine
and rituai, by Edavaii.vel Philipos, Choreoiscopus and Cathanar {i.e.

fue-t' of the Gre.at C.iurch of Cottayam in Travancore, pp. 3, 4, S
i'-rher. iSf/)).

C n tended frem Catechism of E. Philipos, oj', rrV., pp, 9—13, 17, 19.
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of Travancore or Final Court of Appeal
j

the sitting bench
in each Court consisting of a Christian and one or more
Hindu judges. The Syrian Christians in India, whether

Catholic or Jacobite, owe their survival as organic bodies in

no small measure to the fact that they practically formed

themselves into castes, dwelling in the territories of a Hindu
dynasty—that is to say, with all their surroundings in favour of

the perpetuation of any hereditary aggregate of persons who
can constitute themselves into a recognised caste. If the

Buddhists had in like manner amalgamated into a coherent

caste, they would now be numbered probably by millions

instead of by hundreds of thousands on the continent of

India, exclusive of Burma.

Roman friars had visited India since the 13th century. Tortu-

The first regularly equipped Catholic mission, composed

Franciscan brethren, arrived from Portugal in 1500. Their 1500A.D..

attacks on the native religions seemed part of the Portuguese

policy of aggression on the Native States. 7'he pious Portuguese

monks were popularly identified with the brutal Portuguese

soldiery, whose cruelties have left so deep a stain on early

European enterprise in India. The military attemjjts of the iJentifie>I

Portuguese, and their ill-treatment of the native princes and

the native population, provoked unmerited hatred against the a.egres-

disinterested, if sometimes ill-judged, zeal of the Portuguese

missionaries.

Native reprisals, which certain writers have dignified I'v the Native le

name of persecutions, occasionally took place in return for

Portuguese atrocities. But the punishments suffered by the nons,’

friars were usually inflicted for disobedience to the native civil

power, or for public attacks on native objects of veneration
;

such attacks as are provided for by the clauses in the Anglo-

Indian Penal Code, which deal with words or sign^ raU uliled

to wound the religious feelings of others. Altai k-. ot this kind

led to tumults among an excitable population, and to ^erious

breaches of the peace, often attended with h’onj^hed. 'Ihc

native princes, alarmed at the lombined Portuguese a''-;!ult on

their territory and their religion, could not be evpei ted to

decide in such c.ises with the cold neutrality of an Anglo-

Indian magistrate. A Roman Catholic friar is .said to have

been killed in 1500 ;
but this is disputed.

For some time, indeed, missionary work was almost lon-iskw

fined to the Portuguese settlements, although King Emmanuel

(1498-1521) and his son John lU. (1521-57) had mu' !i at

b.eart the conversion of the Indians. Their tirst bishop in India
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was Duarte (?) Nunes, a Dominican (15x4-17) : and John de

Albuqucri[ue, a Franciscan, was the first bishoj) of Goa

(1539-53). With St. Francis Xavier, who arrived in 1542,

began the labours of the Society of Jesus in the East, and the

progress of Christianity became more rapid.

St. Francis’ name is associated with the Malabar coast,

and with the maritime tracts of Madura and Southern Madras.

Fie completed the conversion of the Paravars in Tinnevell

District.! His relics repose in a silver shrine at Goa.-

Punnaikayal, in Tinnevelli, was the scene, in 1549, of the

death of Father Antonio Criminale, the protomartyr of the

Society of Jesus; and in the following year, several other

lives were lost in preaching the gospel. Goa became an

Archbishopric in 1557. The labours of the Archbishop

of Goa, Ale.xis de Menezes, an Augustinian, in reconcil-

ing the Indian Nestorians to Rome, have already been
mentioned.

The Jesuit ‘mission of Madura’ dates from 1606, and is

associated with the names of Robert de Nobili (its founder,

who died 1656), John de Britto (killed in Madura 1693),
Beschi the great scholar (who died about 1746), and other

illustrious Jesuits, chiefly Portuguese.^ They laboured in

Madura, Trichinopoli, Tanjore, Tinnevelli, Salem, etc. The
mission of the Karnatik, also a Jesuit mission, was French in

its origin, and due in some measure to Louis xiv. in 1700.
Its centre was at Pondicherri.

The early Jesuit missions are particularly interesting. Their
priests became perfect Indians in all secular matters, dress,

food, etc., and had equal success among all castes, high and
low. In the south of the peninsula, they had a share in

bringing, as we have seen, the old Christian settlements of
the S} rian Rite into communion with Rome, and converted
large sections of the native population throughout extensive
districts. The Society ot Jesus had also several less important
missions in the North of India. During the 17th and iSth
centuries, religious troubles and difficulties arose in Southern
India through the action of the Catholic missionaries in

regard to caste observances. Other difficulties were caused
b\ the Portuguese king and his ecclesiastical nominees claim-
ing a mono[)oly of the missions. The Dutch adventurers also
for a tune persecuted the Catholics along the coast.

?,

r.rtide Tinnevllli District, The Imperial Gazetteer of India.
- See article GoA, idem.
" See articles M.vdl'KA and Tinnevelli, uUm.
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Yet in the i6th century it seemed as if Christianity was

destined to be established by Jesuit preachers throughout

a large part of India. The literary activity of missionaries

belonging to the Order was also very great. Their early efforts

in the cause of education, and in printing books in the

various languages, are remarkable. De Nobili and Beschi

have been named. Fathers Arnauld and Calmette should not

be forgotten.

Even apart from works of scholarship, the early Indian Lettei^

Jesuits have left literary memorials of much interest and value,

Their letters, addressed to the General of the Order in Eurojie, i6th ami

afford a vivid glimpse into the state of India during the t6th r7tii cm-

and 17th centuries. One volume,^ which deals with the period

ending in t57o, furnishes by way of preface a topographical

guide to the Jesuit stations in the East. Separate sections Jesuit

are devoted to Goa, Cochin, Bassein, Than.a, and other places

m Uestern India, including the island of Socotra, m which

Albuquerque had already found remnants of the Christians of

St. Thomas.

The letters, as a whole, disclose at once the vitality and B.i3is of

the weakness of the Portuguese position in the East. The° ^
.

guest rule

Lusitanian conquest of India had a deeper fascination, and

appeared at the time to have a higher moral significance for

Christendom, than afterwards attached to our more hesitating

and matter-of-fact operations. The Portuguese progress

formed a triumph of military ardour and religious zeal. They

resolved not only to conquer India, but also to convert her.

Only by slow degrees were they compelled in secret to realize

that they had entered on a task the magnitude of which they

had not gauged, and the execution of which proved to be

altogether beyond their strength. All that chivalry and

enthusiastic piety could effect, they accomplished. But they con<]ue^t

failed to fulfil either their own hopes, or the exiiectations which enn

they had raised in the minds of their countrymen at home.

Their Viceroys had to show to Europe results which they were

not able to produce : and so they were frin to accept the

shadow for the substance, and in their official despatches to

represent appearances as realities. In their military n.arratives,

every petty Raja or village chief who .sent them a few pump-

kins or mangoes, becomes a tributary Rex, conquered by their

^ R^rum a Secictate Jesii in Ori.nt: Giriarnni VRu’ncn. C' . r.rnri

1574. It purports to h.-ive been tr-rn-latcii into Latin from the S; an;-'i

I have to th.ank Mr. Ernest Satow, firmeriy of H.Ll.M.'.s J^pane-c Lega-

tion, for a loan of this curious volume.
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arms or constrained to submission by the terror of their name.

In their ecclesiastical epistles the whole country is a land

flowing with milk and honey, and teeming with a population

eager for sacramental rites.

The swift downfall of the Portuguese power, based upon

conquest and conversion, will be exhibited in a later chapter.

But the Portuguese are the only European nation who have

created, or left behind them, a Christian State polity in India.

To this day, their East India settlements are territorially

arranged in parishes
;
and the traveller finds himself surrounded

by churches and other ecclesiastical features of a Christian

country, among the rice-fields and jungles of Goa and Daman.

This parochial organization of Portuguese India was the direct

result of the political system imposed on the Viceroys from

Europe. But, indirectly, it represents the method adopted by

the Society of Jesus in its efforts at conversion. The Jesuits

worked to a large extent by means of industrial settlements.

Many of their stations consisted of regular agricultural com-

munities, with lands and a local jurisdiction of their own.

Indeed, both in the town and country, conversion went hand

in hand with attempts at improved husbandry, or with a train-

ing in some mechanical art.

Thi.s combination of Christianity with organized labour may
best be understood from a description of two individual settle-

ments D Thana, a military agricultural station; and Cochin,

a collegiate city and naval port. Thana, says a Jesuit letter-

writer in the middle of the i6th century, is a fortified town

where the Brethren have a number of converts. Once on a

time a wrinkled and deformed old man came to them from

distant parts, greatly desiring to be made a Christian. He was
accordingly placed before a picture of the Blessed Virgin, and,

having sought to kiss the Child, was forthwith baptized. He
died in peace and joy next morning. Many boys and girls

were likewise bought from the barbarians for a few pence
a-piece. These swelled the family of Christ, and were trained

up in doctrine and handicrafts. During the day they plied

their trades as shoemakers, tailors, weavers, and iron-workers
;

on their return at evening to the College, they sang the

Catechism and Litanies in alternate choirs. Others of them

‘ The following details were abstracted and condensed chiefly from the

At. ’.','7 .r Scii-it .tc J.711 in Qi'icnte Gt.3tjytim Voluinen^ already referred

to. This book i-, no li nger in the author’s possession, and as he is

unai le to procure a C'.py, the pages cannot be cited, nor the exact words
veriiic'j.
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were employed in agriculture, and went forth to collect

fruits, or to work with the adult Christian cultivators in the

fields.

There was also a Christian village, the Hamlet of the

Trinity, 3000 paces off, upon temple lands bought up and

consecrated by the Order. The Society had, moreover, certain

farms, yielding 300 pieces of gold a year. This money sup- Chri-stian

])orted the widows and orphans, the sick, and catechumens

while engaged in their studies. The poorer converts were

encouraged in agriculture by a system of advances. Every-

thing seemed to prosper in the hands of the Jesuit Brethren,

and their very goats had kids by couplets and triplets every

year. The husbandmen ‘ are all excellent cultivators and good

men,’ well skilled in the Mysteries, and constant in the practice

of their faith, assembling daily together ad signum angelica:

sahitatiotiis. ‘ Even in the woods, boys and men are heard

chanting the Ten Commandments in a loud voice from the

tops of the palm-trees.’

The management of the mission stations seems to have been Jewiit rural

admirable. Four or five Brothers of the 0/der regulated alike

the secular and the spiritual affairs of each community. One
of them was a surgeon, who cured ulcers, sores, and dangerous

maladies. The Christian village of the Trinity had, moreover,

certain gardens which the inhabitants held in common, well

irrigated, and rich in z'ines, figs, and medicinal fruits. The
Catechism was publicly rehearsed once on ordinary days, twice

on holidays. They held frequent musical services
;
the youths

chanting the psalms, robed in white. The Thdna choristers,

indeed, enjoyed such a reputation that they were invited to

sing at the larger gatherings at Bassein ;
and were much em-

ployed at funerals, at which they chanted the ‘ Misericordia

'

to the admiration alike of Christians and heathens. Besides

their civil and secular duties in the town of Thdna, and at the

Christian village and farms, the Brethren of the Order visited a

circle of outposts within a distance of thirty thousand pares
;

‘ to the great gain of their countrymen, whom they strengthen

in their faith
;
and of the natives Ja/Iari), whom they re-

claim from their errors and superstitions to the religion of

Christ.’

The station of Thdna discloses the regulated industry, Crehin, t

spiritual and secular, which characterized the Jesuit settlements

in India. Cochin may be taken to illustrate the ciucatir-iird

labours of the Order and its general scnenie of ciperations

The College of the Society, writes Father Hieronyinus in
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1570,1 has two grammar schools, attended by 260 pupils, who
have made excellent progress both in their studies and in the

practice of the Christian sacraments. They are all skilled in

the tenets of the faith
;
many of them have learned the

Catechism, arranged in questions and answers, and are now
teaching it to the heathen. The rites of confession and com-
munion are in constant use, and resorted to on saints’ days by

300 or 400 persons. An equal concourse takes place when
indulgences are promulgated; and on a late occasion, when
the jubilee granted by the Pope in 156S was celebrated, ‘such

was the importunity of those seeking confession, that our

priests could not find a breathing space for rest from morning
to night.’ At the College Church alone a thousand persons

received the Eucharist, chiefly new communicants. A whole-

sale restitution of fraudulent gains took place, with a general

reconciliation of enemies, and a great quickening of the faith

in all. ‘ So vast was the concourse at this single church, with-

out mentioning the other churches in the city, that we had
from time to time to push out the throngs from the edifice

into the courtyard, not without tears and lamentation on
their part.’

The College of the Order likewise ministered to the Portu-
guese fleet stationed off Cochin

; and the writer relates, with
perha])s pardonable exaggeration, the strict discipline which
the Brethren maintained among both officers and men. During
the winter they had also collected a fund, and with it redeemed
five Portuguese, w ho, the year before, had fallen into captivity
among ‘ the Moors.’ These men, on coming to offer up public
thanksgiving in church, edified the worthy fathers by relating
ho^\ the Christians still remaining in captivity continued firm
in the Catholic faith, although sorely tormented incomnwdis ct

criiciatibus. They told how one youth, in particular, ‘ who had
attended our school, on being tied to a tree and threatened by
the .Moors with bows and arrows, had bravely answered that
he would give up his life rather than his faith.’ Upon which
the Moors seem to have laid aside their lethal weapons, and
let the lad off with a few kicks and cuffs. Another boy had at
fiist .apostatized

; but his fellow-captives, foremost among them
a nobleman of high station, threw themselves at his feet, and
begged him to stand firm. The boy burst into tears, and
declared that he had been led astray by terror, but that he
would now rather die than abandon his religion. He proved
lumself as good as his word, rushed in front of his persecutors.

Letter to the General of the Order, dated Cochin, February 1570.
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and openly proclaimed himself to be still a Christian. ‘ The
Moors,’ as usual, seem to have taken the affair with much good

nature ; and, after another little comedy of tying him to a tree

and threatening to shoot him and cut his throat, let their

young apostate go.

‘ I come now,’ continues Father Hieronymus, ‘ to the harvest Jesuit

of this year.’ He goes on to describe the work of itinerating,

from which we gather that the King of Cochin was friendly

rather than otherwise to the members of the Order and their

converts, protecting them by letters patent, and even giving rise

to hopes of his own conversion. No fewer than 220 natives

were baptized in one day
;
and the Father adduces, as a proof

of their sincerity, the fact that they did not expect any material

advantage from their conversion. ‘For neither do they look

for a present of new clothes at their baptism, nor for anything

else from us, excepting spiritual food. They think themselves

greatly honoured by the name of Christians, and labour to

bring others to the truth.' Among the converts the Nairs

figure a good deal
;
and an acolyte of this race, notwithstand-

ing that he was harassed by the ‘ older Christians,’ brought in

other Nairs, by twos and threes, for baptism. The worthy

Father uses ‘ Nair ’ as the name of ‘ a certain military class,’

and so touches on the actual position held by this people three

and a half centuries ago.

Conversion was not, however, always without its troubles. Ccnver-

The story of a young Moor, whose mother was a cruel woman,

and buried him in the ground up to his mouth for turning

Christian, is told with honest pride. His unkind parent likewise

])laced a huge stone round his he.id, designing that he should

die a slow and jiainfu! death. But the boy managed to jieep

through a cleft in the stone, and spied some travellers passing

that way, whereupon, althougli he had formerly known notlring

of Latin, he managed to shout out the two words, 'E\.-pt'i

Chnstin;!.' On hearing this, the travellers dug up the lad and

took him before the Governor, who, in an obliging manner,

gave over the boy to the College to be bajrtized, and sent the

mother to prison. The neophytes seem to have been spirited

lads; and the Father narrates how about two thousand of them

took part in the military games held when the fleet was lyina

off Cochin, and distinguished themselves so greatly with various

sorts of darts and weapons, that ‘ they came next to the Portu-

guese soldiers.’

The College took a.lvantage of the illness of the king during far-rt- ,«

t • I t
r C' li-

the course of the year to try to convert him
;
but his majc^iy,
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although civil and friendly, declined their well-meaning efforts.

They were more successful with two ‘l>ctty Rijas ' in

the neighbourhood, who, ‘ being desirous of the rortugue.'C

friendship,’ professed an interest in spiritual matters on behalf

of themselves and people. Three hundred, apparently of their

subjects, promised to get themselves baptized as soon as a

church should be built. ‘ But,’ concludes the candid chronicler,

‘ as this particular people have a grievously bad reputation as

liars, it is much to be prayed for that they will keep their

word.’ From another instance of a royal conversion, it appears

that the introduction of Christianity, with ‘ letters of privilege
’

to converts, was a favourite method among the weaker Rajas

for securing a Portuguese alliance.

The story of the Catholic missions thus graphically told by

the Re>-um Gestarum Volumen of the i6th century, is con-

tinued for the 17th and i8th, as regards some of them, by the

letters from the Jesuit Fathers in what used to be known as the

‘Jiladura mission,’ Many of these letters have been edited by Le
Pere Bertrand in four volumes, which throw an important light,

not only upon the progress of Christianity in India, but also

upon the social and political state of the native kingdoms in

which that progress was made.' The keynote to the policy

of the Society of Jesus, in Indian evangelization, was :

—‘The
Christian religion cannot be regarded as naturalized in a country,
until it is in a position to propagate its own priesthood.’

-

This is the secret of the wide and permanent success
of the Catholic missions : it was also the source of their

chief troubles. For, in founding Christianity on an indigenous
basis, the Fathers had to accept the necessity of recognis-
ing indigenous customs and native prejudices in regard to

caste, d he disputes w'hich arose divided the Jesuit mission-
aries for many years, and had to be referred, not only to the
Ceneral of the Order, but to the Pope himself The Question
i/o' Rites Alalahai'cs occupies many pages in Pere Bertrand's
volume^.'' In the end, one division of the missionaries was told

IMkHioiics fllsIo} stt} Ics jMtssions des oviirtis vol.
,
2nci

efi . I uris, 1,^62) : da ^Iissiojt du tilalure d uf'rt’s des doctmtciits ijiidits

(3 vol-., Paris, 1S4S, 1S50, 1S54). The first edition of the Mimoires
Hutorimes 1847) formed apparently an introduction to the three
volumes of Letters which constitute Pere Bertrand’s La Mission dn Madurt.
1 he author take.= this opportunity of acknowledging his obligations to the
auihrnties of .'st. Xavier’.s College, Calcutta, for the loan of Pere Bertrand'.-
w irks, and for much kind assistance in his inquiries.

- Condensed from Pere Bertrand, Missions, vol. 1. p, i.

For e.xample, Mimoins Ilision-jius, vol. i. pp. 353 u sog. Indeed, this
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off for the low-castes, while another ministered to the Indians

of higher degree. A similar distinction was rigidly main-

tained in some churches. Pere Bertrand gives the plan of a

Madura church as laid before the Sovereign Pontiff in 1725,

which shows a systematic demarcation between the high and

low castes even during divine service. Whatever may have

been lost of the primitive Christian equality by this system, it

had the merit of being adapted to native habits of thought,

and it was perhaps unavoidable in an Indian church which

endeavoured to base itself upon an indigenous priesthood.

^

The adoption of native terms by the Jesuit Fathers, such as

guru, teacher ;
sanydsi, hermit, etc., also led to embittered

discussions.

The letters disclose, however, other and more agreeable Letters

aspects of the early missions to India. A few of them complain
1
,™

of the dangers and discomforts of missionary life in a tropical 17th and

climate and among a suspicious people.^ But, as a rule, they

are full of keen observation and triumphant faith. Some of

them are regularly divided into two parts
;

the first being

devoted to the secular history of the period, or ‘ Evfenements PoUtic.rl

politiques;’ the second to the current affairs and progress of

the mission. Others are of a topographical and statistical

character. Many of them record signs and wonders vouch-

safed on behalf of their labours. A pagan woman, for ex-

ample, who had been possessed of a devil from birth, is

delivered from her tormentor by baptism, and enters into a

state of joy and peace. Another native lady, who had deter-

mined to burn herself on her husband’s funeral pile, and had Mir.icL.?.

resisted the counter entreaties of her family and the village

head, miraculously renounced her intention when sprinkled

with ashes consecrated by the priest, d’hroughout, the letters

breathe a desire for martyrdom, and a spiritual exultation in

sufferings endured for the cause.

One very touching epistle is written by De Britto from

his prison the day before his execution. ‘ I aw.ait death,’ he

writes to the F.ather Superior, ‘and I await it with impatience. M.-nt)!--

It has always been the object of my prayers. It forms to-day

volume i- largely devutcl to the polemic- of the rjutsu- n. Abo Zu

dll Madtirc, vol. ii. pp. 140 ‘t h l vol. iv. pj , 404 to 49G ; au !

in m.any other places of I'cre Bertranil 3 work.

t The plan of the church is given at p. 434 of Fere Bertrand s n

dit Maduix, vol. iv., ed. 1S54. The merita of the .jacstion are to fully

discussed in that volume that it i- unnecessary to reopen the question l.ctc

- hot example, Lctiix du Ptix dated Tanj.jrc- idtj, c/ 'i'.,

vol. iii. pp. I -J ;t/.
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the most precious reward of my labours and my sufferings.’ ^

Another letter relates the punishment of Father de Saa, several

of whose teeth were knocked out by blows, so that he almost

died under the pain (a.d. 1700). His tormentor was, however,

miraculously punished and converted to the faith.” The more

striking events take place in the Madura mission. But in other

parts of India, also, there were triumphs and sufferings. ‘Even

here,’ writes Pere Petit from Pondicherri, ‘we are not altogether

without some hope of martyrdom, the crown of apostleship.’ ^

It is natural that such writers should regard as martyrs the few

brethren who fell victims to popular tumults stirred up by their

own preaching. Penalties for sectarian affrays, or for insults

to the native religions, such as would now be punished by the

Indian Penal Code, figure as ‘persecutions.’ The Salvationists

have suffered several ‘ persecutions ’ of this sort from Anglo-

Indian magistrates.

Xor are the literary labours of the Fathers without a fitting

record. Bishop Caldwell lately e.xpressed his regret that the

biography of Father Beschi, the Tamil scholar and poet,

should yet be unwritten.'* But the defect is supplied, not only

in an elaborate notice of Beschi’s life and works, but also by
Beschi’s own letters to the General of the Order. Several

epistles of Ue Nobili are of scarcely less interest in the annals

of Indian Christianity.

I he arguments of the Catholic missionaries were enforced

by the weapons of the secular power. In 1560 the Portuguese
established the Inquisition at Goa, under the Dominican
Order. At first the establishment was of a modest and tenta-

tive character
;
the functionaries numbering only five, and the

whole salaries amounting in 1565 ^ year.** But by
degrees it e.xtended its operations, until in 1 800 the functionaries

numbered 47. The Goa Inquisition has formed the subject
Ilf much ex.aggerated rumour, and the narrative of one of
its jirisoners startled and shocked Europe during the 17th
Century.' Dr. Claudius Buchanan recalled public attention to

the subject by his vividly-coloured letters at the beginning of

* Ld Mission dll iftddiin
, \ol. iii. p. 447. Letter d.ited 3rd Febru.ary 1693.

- Vol. iv. pp. 63-6S. < Vol. iv. p. 1 58.

i o.iti'dl and General History of tho District of Tinnevelli, by
Li-hnp C.ildwell (.Xt.idras Government Press, iSSi), p. 239.

' i'ere Bertrand, vol. iv. pp. 342-375.
C* Cdronis.'a do Tissnary, vol. iv. p. 51. Quoted, Fonseca’s Goa, p. 217.
iM.dtion tic I Iniiiisition de Goa, by the Physician Dellon, who was

c nine ! in one of its cells in 1674. Pyrard, Fryer, and other travellers
!:.ive also left notices of the Goa In'iuLition.
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the nineteenth century.^ The calmer narrative of Da Fonseca,

derived from the archives of Goa, proves that the reality was

sufficiently terrible. No continuous statistics exist of the

punishments inflicted. But the records repeatedly speak of

the necessity for additional cells, and in 1674 they numbered
two hundred. Seventy-one autos dafi, or general jail deliveries. Number .if

are mentioned between 1600 and 1773. The total number Qf

Ijersons condemned on these occasions is unknown. But at

a few of the autos it is said that ‘ 4046 persons were sentenced

to various kinds of punishment, of whom 3034 were males

and 1012 females.’" These punishments included 105 men
and 16 women condemned to the flames, of whom 57 were

burned alive and 64 in effigy.

It is not necessary to inquire how far such examples of Chri»ti.ins

religious punishment in Portuguese territory were responsible ample of

for the persecution of the Catholic missionaries in Cochin and rehfjious

Malabar. Nor, in passing judgment on the Hindu princes,

should we forget the perpetual military aggressions and

occasional cold-blooded massacres by the Portuguese on the

southern and western coasts. Christian missions in Northern

India had scarcely anything to fear from the Native powers.

Indeed, under Akbar, and almost throughout the entire period

of the Mughal Emperors until the accession of Aurangzeb,

Christianity seems to have been regarded with an enlightened

interest, and certainly without disfavour, by the Delhi court.

More than one of the Mughal queens and princes are said to

have been Christians ; and the faith was represented lioth by

Imperial grants and in the Inijierial seraglio. Many of the

great Hindu Feudatories also diapl.ryed a courteous indiffer-

ence to the Christian missionarie'i. and a liberal recognition of

their scientific and secular attainments.

The Inquisition at Goa was temporarily suspended in 177.), .s

but re-established in 1779. It was abolished in 1812, and the

•uident palace in which it had been held v:i> pulled down in

1 .Sao. The dU ris was finally removed in i.'syo, on tiie oi < asam

of the exposition of the body of St. Francis Xavier.

’ See hi.; Letters .-ir.'l I .urnnj, .’.atel iSc.S. pj 130-176 r-f C'.rt

Rticar, /.I'f tu . 4 -hi, 4th cd. ; iSl I >.

- Da Fonsec.a's Cfe-r, p. 220. The r.ri^'nal .Tothonnes ,-ne

0 Ci:n<nnl2 lu Tis:uaiy. H-.JoJia ,v rru;.if-,:e A c. : f'/,. i:; ::

Irpust'Ao £•-; I'cttu 2'. Li'bo.i, 1^43, j. 3s
; nr, : I. X. ... tie

iiai:>u:c Lf'cti.-:', i '. pp. So .'.nd 2.'C . Xiitaa- ta />, ii. : e

Gcfi. pp. 143 ‘ 3. bWr iV iSoC".

'

.\ p.ptilar .ICC '-ant of I'e hi-birj vu'.’. !._ f nr,': .r. 'ir. L. Ke'.'e'
'

He.') Ir ;u.>i.ion at 0 ".a,' Cii.'.u.’.'j A'.t it,, X'O 145. .’ipr., Itri.

U
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In 1759, Portugal broke up the Society of Jesus, seized

its property, and imprisoned its members. France did the

same in 1764; and to prevent greater evils, Clement xiv. in

1773 was forced to suppress the Society altogether. The

French Revolution followed. These events deprived the Indian

Jesuit missions alike of priests and of funds, and for a long

time they languished, served in the south only by a few priests

from Goa and Pondicherri. That dismal period, however, pre-

sents some illustrious names; among them two well-known

writers, the Abbe Dubois of iMysore, and the Carmelite Fra

Paolino de San Bartolomeo (in India 1774-90). In the

absence of priests to sustain the courage of the Christians,

every occasional or local persecution told. Tipii, about 1784,

forcibly circumcised 30,000 Catholics of Kanara, and deported

them to the country above the Ghats. Many native Christians

lived and died without ever seeing a priest; they baptized

their own children, taught them the prayers, and kept up

daily worship in their churches.

Better days, however, dawned. In 1814, the Society of

Jesus was re-established; under Gregory xvi. its missions

began a new life, and have since made great progress. Their

jirosperity is, however, hampered by the action taken in Europe

against the religious orders. The claims of Portugal to appoint

the bishops, and through them to rule the Indian Church, as

opposed to the right of the Pope, have occasioned schisms in

the past, and still give rise to discord.

The Roman Catholics throughout all India, British, Feuda-

tory, and Foreign, numbered altogether 1,594,901 souls, as

shown in the tables to be presently given from Catholic

ecclesiastical returns for 1S91. The Census of 1S91 gives a

total of 1,315,263 Roman Catholics in British and Feudatory

India alone ; or, adding 316,975 for the French and

Portuguese .''etilemcnts, a total of 1,632,238 for all India,

incluiling Burma.

The Roman Catholic missions are maintained by many 01

the European nations, and are nearly equally divided between

the secular and regular clergy. Almost every mission contains

a mixture of races among its priests
;
even Holland, Scotland,

and Germany being ably represented. Although all are

directed by Europeans, over two-thirds of the priests are

natives. It is also worthy of remark that, in the list of bishops

during the last 300 years, the names of several natives are

f.und. srjnie of them Brahmans. Until the establishment in

1 ssO of the new Catholic hierarchy for India, to be presently
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be gradually cut up into Portuguese dioceses, and the bishops

and missionaries of the Propaganda were to be withdrawn.

Pending the delimitation of the dioceses, it was agreed that

such churches as were then under the apostolic vicars should

remain under the same, while those which then acknowledged

the Goanese jurisdiction should continue under the Arch-

bishop of Goa. The Goanese jurisdiction, till then schismatic,

was thus legalized over certain persons and churches in ten

vicariates, as mentioned above. Though joint commissioners

were appointed by Rome and Portugal in 1S62 to fix the

limits of the dioceses, their labours only proved that the

Padroado was incapable of supplying the place of the Propa-

ganda clergy. Pius ix. declined to proceed further, and the

Concordat remained a dead letter. Meanwhile the temporary

jurisdiction exercised by the Archbishop of Goa outside his

’ diocese gave rise to frequent disputes, indeed, to occasional

riots and faction fights between the supporters of the Padroado

and those of the Pope or Propaganda. Finally, in 18S6 a

Concordat new Concordat was issued, by which the Padroado was limited

of tSS6.
Qjjg ecclesiastical province, consisting of the metropolitan

see of Goa, and three suffragan sees (Daman, Cochin, and

Mailapur). In addition, the Portuguese king was allowed a

voice in selecting bishops for Bombay, Quilon, Trichinopoli,

and Mangalore. He abandoned his pretended right over the

In-titution rest of India. The title of honorary Patriarch was conferred

on the Archbishop of Goa, and in some other ways the pre-

eminence of his See was secured. The Pope was thus at last

free to make his arrangements for the rest of India. On
September i, 18S6, he issued a constitution converting the

sixteen vicariates then existing in India Proper, and also the

prefecture of Central Bengal, into regular dioceses, grouped

into six ecclesiastical provinces. No change was made in

Burma, but by agreement with the French Government the

prefecture of Pondicherri was suppressed. In 1887 the

diocese of Nagpur was formed from part of the diocese of

Vizagapntam, and the Catholics of the Syrian Rite, all, or

almost all, resident within the present dioceses of Cochin,

Verapoli, and Quilon, were separated from diocesan jurisdic-

tion and made subject to two vicars-apostolic (Kotayam and

Trichiir), appointed for their exclusive care. Three new

prefectures have also been erected : Kdfiristan and Kashmir

{1SS7), Assam (18S9), and Rajputana (1892).! The Con-

' Since 1SS3 3 small portion of territory east of Darjiling has belonged

to the vicariate-apostolic of Tibet. This arrangement was made by Rome,

hierarchy,

ibSd.

.--Lc.se-

'jiient

change.>,

iSS7 -92 .
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corJat of iSS6 has doubtless enabled Rome to establish some Dsf. i- .,f

of the missions on a tinner basis, by limiting the sphere of

the Tadroado; on the other hand, it has perpetuated a useless, iSs6.

if not mischievous, institution, which had been existing only in

a precarious and temporary manner. It has perpetuated the

divisions and disputes caused by the double jurisdiction, for

the Portuguese predates are allowed jurisdiction over many
churches outside their dioceses. Variou.s missions, against the

wishes of the people, have been removed from the missionaries

of the Propaganda and handed over to the Portuguese rcf^imc.

iNIuch indignation is felt among British Catholics at their

enforced subjection to Portugal in religious matters, and
representative bodies, such as the Bombay and Madras
Catholic Unions, have lately petitioned the Pope and the

British Government on the subject.

As the ecclesiastical and civil divisions of India do not Di-inbu-

correspond, it is difficult to compare missionary with official

statistics. The Catholics in French territory numbered, Catholics,

according to the Madras Catholic Directorx for 1S91, 35 . 727 ,

and in Portuguese territory, partly according to the same and
partly according to the Amtuarw da archidioc. de Goa for

1S90, 281,248. This left 1,277,926 Catholics for British

India and the Native States, according to the books just

named; in reality, 1,315,263. according to the British Census

of 1S91. Catholics are inoxt numerous in the Native States

of Travancore ami Cochin (comprised in the dioceses of

Verapoli, (huilun, and Cochin, and the xicariates of Kotayam

and Trichiir), The archdiocese of Goa, with some 657

native priests for a small territory containing over 320,000

Catholics, is a witne-'S to the proselytizing s\>tcm of the early

Portuguese.

The Catholics of the Syrian Rite compri'cd within the small m Cochin,

area of the vicariate-, of Ki-tayam and 'fricluir, arc chielly I'-'i'ui

. . C Iff

.

the descendants of the Nc'torians roinerted to Rome in th.e

i6th century, and niiniber alrout 221,000. 'Uicir two bishijps

(vicars-apostolic) arc Furopeans : all their jiriests, snme 425 in

number, are natiies.

The Trichino|'oli and Pondicherri dioceses represent parts md <.'h-

r

of the famous Jesuit missions of Madura and of the Karnatik, 1

In the islands of Bombay, Bassein, and Salsette. and along the

fertile maritime strip or Konkan between the Western Giiits

to g’ve the mi'Slonr-ric' in^cn'Ic-I for Tiber a ha'-e oj crati jr.^ r,n the

Incian a- v>c]\ a-x on the Chii.c'e fi- r.ti'-r. A-'en
’

’'"'j'
- the Mc.'ri.-’te-

apuitoUo of Arabia. T.s Cith jlic jj jj la a': o'lt 1500.
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and the sea, the Roman Catholics form an imiiortant section

of the native population. In South Kinara there are over

3000 Catholic Brahmans, a prosperous and intelligent com-

munity.

Roman The following tables show the present ecclesiastical divisions

Roman Catholic population of each, as

Ltical returned by the authorities of the Church. 1 he total number

divisions of Catholics in British India and Native States, according to

lotion”^'^ these authorities, is 1,277,926, or 37,337 less than the British

1S91. Census figures for 1891. Considering that the ecclesiastical

figures do not tally geographically with those of the Census,

the discrepancy is small, and perhaps due to my taking too

low an estimate for the diocese of Mailapur, regarding which

there is no return. The number taken (50,000) was the

estimated number when the Concordat of 1S86 was being

arranged. My figures for the archbishopric of Goa are from

the Annuario of that diocese for 1S90; for Assam, from the

Propaganda’s annual Missiones Catholica for 1891, published

at Rome
;
the rest are from the Madras CaiJiolic Directory for

1S91.

Confused With the exception of the four dioceses which form the

jurisdic- ecclesiastical province of Goa under the Portuguese Padroado,
’

'

all the rest of the divisions are under the Congregation of the

Propaganda at Rome. Of the four Portuguese dioceses, those

of Goa and Uanian consist partly of Portuguese and partly of

British territory; the diocese of Mailapur consists wholly of

British territory, and that of Cochin partly of British and

partly of Native territory. The archdiocese of Pondicherri is

partly composed of French territory and partly of British.

CuthoHc The Roman Catholics in India steadily increase
;
and, as in

[,iogre-v. former times, the increase is chiefly in the south. The number
of Catholics in British and French India and the Native

States, but exclusive of the Portuguese Possessions, rose from

732,887 in 1851, to 934,400 in 1871, to 1,103,560 in 1881,

and to over 1,350,000 in 1S91 ; or to over 1,600,000 inclusive

of returns for the Portuguese Settlements in 1S90. The
recent reorganization of the Church has given an impetus to

native missions under the Propaganda, and a more rapid

increase may now be expected. In the Padroado dioceses,

however, missionary work seems practically extinct.

In 1891, the Census returned 862,897 Roman Catholics in

the British Posse.--sions, and 452.366 in the Native States :

total, 1,315,263. Of the 1.315,263 Roman Catholic Chris-

\Seiitence continued on page 312.
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Roman Catholic Population of Rriiish India \nii

Native IIiatls.

i^Chicjly acLOuiin:^ to the ^Tadrix<; Cathohi /)irt\to}y' /Iv 1S91. fo > t'

,

Census fi/uresfor }h-itidi India in 1S91, s c next /..c . .

Kc' Itisia'.lical

Pro\ nice
i

Diocese (»r I JiviNiun.
i

1
1

N Liii.l It r

G'la, .
' Archdiocese of Goa (within I’riiish territory\ ,

^

27.UI

3

>1 Dtocese of Daman (wuhin Ilutish tcirU(*r) J 00,050

,

,

,5 ,, Cochin, 70.445

,, ,, „ Mailapur,

Agra, .

r, .

i Archdiocese of A^m, . . .
' >^.405

j

Diocese of Allahabad, ... .
;

^.:g 5

,, ,, Lahtire, ..... 4. 2'^.

‘ Prefecture-apostolic of K.ifiristan an<l Kashnin. .b - 5^

„ . . ,, ,, kajputana, . .
,

Bombay, Archdiocese of Bombay, . .
i

16.279
’ Diocese of Poona, ... 7*605

Calcutta, ' Archdiocese of Calcutta, . . , 55.000

5 5 * Diocese of I ‘acca, . 7,0^2

55 • ,, „ Kri-hnaj;ar, . 2575 ‘>

Prefecture-apostolic of As-'am, .

' 4*^0

Madras, Archdiocc'e of Madras, . 44.336
Diocese of Haidarabad, . u.yio

5 > ,5 55 Natrpur, ... 6.465

”
Pondicheiri,

,, Vizat;ap.atam. . . . . <

Archdiocese of P-.mdicherri Gvithin Lritisli

9.991

territory', ... 178,840

Diocese of Ct'imhatore, . . 28. 040

,, ,, Mangalore, . 6). 783

! 5 ,, ,, Mysore,

,, ,, Tnchinopoli
50,690
174.756

Verapoli, . .-\rchdioce’'e of \Arapoh, 54.999

»

>

DiocN.->e of Lhulon.... . .

Vicariate-Apostolic of K*<t. jam f/r tsyiian

8l,ooo

Rue) I20.OC'0

Vicanaie--\postolicof Trichur for'^jrian Rite). 101.55

1

,, Northern Banna. . 5 .'.0.-j

,, T.a.stern Banna, . \ 4
'

,, Southern Burma ^ 21 00.0

Total in BrilRh India and Native Mate^, 1,277 6-'^

^ K\ciu•^ivc of Bria=h truo,

Ro^rA^' CxTHOi.ic Population of IVik'ii'uuE'^t Iniu

[Ai ecrJin- to ‘ Annual 10 tia W' '-i 'i-'’'- '-e (n n *- r 1S90. 7* i

'' Afadi as Cali^olie c t‘'i y t > iSoi.-

Name I'f I'.Xt-e N '

Settlement.

Goa, . .Archdiocese of fioa. 279.146

Gitnan, r»;'*cc.se of Daman. 1 - 7-5

Diu, . Diocese of Daman, . . • • 377

To’al in Portuguese Settieir.en*- in Ir.'. a. . 2'-I.248
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C t’lclic

colie': es.

Ca*^holic
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Roman Catholic Population of French India.

{Accordins^ to the ^Madras Catholic Directory' for I So I.;

Name of
Settlement.

Diocese. Number

Pondicherrij . Archdiocese of Pondicherri, 22,300

Kaiikal, 12,787

Chandarnagar, )> •» ... 300

Vanaon,

.

>>
... 100

Mahd. . ,, „ • say, 240

Total in French Settlements in India, 35.727

Total in British, Native, and Foreign India

in i!59I, i, 594 i 9oi

Sentence continuedfrom page 310.]

tians thus enumerated by the Census of 1891 in the British

Possessions and the Feudatory States, no fewer than 1,244,283

were natives of India. In the Feudatory States, only 2103

out of 452,366 were not natives of India; and the great

proportion of the non-natives among the Roman Catholics in

British India were soldiers in British regiments and Eurasians

in the three Presidency Towns. For the 316,975 in Portuguese

and French India, I have not yet the materials to di.scriminate

between the nationalities, but I am informed that at least

315,000 may be taken as born in India.

The principal Catholic colleges in India are those of the

Society of Jesus, at Calcutta, Bombay, Trichinopoli, Mangalore,

and Darjiling. England, being a Protestant country, supplies

few priests, and hence Catholic missions have much difficulty

in maintaining colleges in which English is the vehicle of higher

education. Nevertheless in nearly every diocese or mission

there is a college
;

in some more than one. The statistics of

Catholic schools are incomplete, owing mainly to want of

information about the Padroado dioceses. In British India

and the Native States, the children in Catholic schools in-

creased from 28,249 in 1871, to 44,699 in 1S81. In 1S91

the number of educational institutions' in the Propaganda

missions was 1529, with about 63,944 pupils. There were

also 1 17 orphanages, with 6474 inmates. Most of these are

also schools, but I cannot ascertain how many of them, if any,

have been reckoned in the 1529. In India and Burma there

are 22 seminaries for candidates for the priesthood: 18 belong

to Propaganda missions, 4 to the Padroado.

1 Micdonei Catkolica, Rome, 1S91, and Madras Catholic Directory for

1S91.
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The Roman Catholics work in India with slender pecuniary Catholic

resources. The Propaganda missions derive their mam
support from two great Catholic organizations, the Association 1S91,

for the Propagation of the P'aith, and the Society of the Holy

Childhood. In iSgi the former contributed about _;C26,498

to Indian missions, and the latter ^15,880. making a total o(

^42,378. Some benefactions reach India from other sources,

and fevv of the missions are entirely dependent on foreign aid.

The native Christians are not illiberal in supporting their

churches and priests, and the Indian Government pays about

three lacs of rupees a year in salaries and allowances to

certain bishops and priests, mainly for services rendered to

the army. As to the Padroado dioceses, the bishops and

priests have to be supported by the Portuguese Crown as one

of the conditions of the privilege of patronage. The small

salaries paid are, however, charged on the revenues of Goa.

The total cost of Xht Padroado is estimated at about Rx. 122,000

a year, one-half of which, or say Rx. 64,000, are spent within

British territory. In 1891 there were in India and Burma, The

under the Propaganda, 26 archbishops and bishops, with 1246

priests, of whom 607 were natives. Under the Padreado there clergy m
were 4 archbishops and bishops, with about 815 priests, of

whom only about 12 were Europeans. Total, 30 Roman
Catholic archbishops and bishops for India and Burma in

1891—but the number varies slightly. The priests of the Pro-

jiaganda deny themselves the comforts considered necessaries

for Europeans in India. They live the frugal and abstemious

life of the natives, and their influence reaches deep into the

life of the communities among whom they dwell.

The first Protestant missionaries in India were Lutherans, piisi Tro-

Zieeenbals: and Plutschau, who in 1705 betian work, under the tvstani
® ®

, , , , I I
mi^siuns,

patronage of the King of Uenmark, at the Hannah settlement

of Tranqueb.ir. Ziegenbalg and many of the early Lutheran

missionaries were men of great ability ;
and, besides their

translations of the Scriptures, some of their writings still hold

a high place in missionary literature. Ziegenbalg began the Tran-ln-

translation of the Bible into Tamil, and his successor Schult/e

completed it in 1725. This was the tirst Protest:int transla- 1725.

tion of the Scriptures in India. Schultze also translated the

whole Bible into Hindustani. Ziegenbalg died in 1719,

leaving 355 converts. In spite of the patronage of the Kings

of Denmark and England, and the as<i-tance of friends in

* Keport of the Finance Cemmittee, 1SS6 (Calcutta, 1SS7 ,,
voi. ii. p. 14S.
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Great Britain, the laitheran mission made at first but slow

progress, and was much hindered and opposed by the local

Danish authorities. Gradually it extended itself into Madras,

Cuddalore, and Tanjore; schools were set up, and conversion

and education went hand in hand.

It is not generally known that the success, indeed, the con-

tinued e.xistence, of the Lutheran missions in Southern India

was largely due to the generous aid of the Society for Promoting

Christian Knowledge. This body of British philanthropists

helped the King of Denmark to support Ziegenbalg. On
Ziegenbalg's death in 1719 funds from Denmark failed, and

the Danish missions were adopted by the Society. Its first

Indian Committee was formed in 1709; Plutschau attended a

meeting of the Society in 1712, and Ziegenbalg delivered a

‘ Malabaric speech’ before it in 1715. The Society for Pro-

moting Christian Knowledge entirely maintained the Indian

Lutheran missions for more than a century, indeed until 1S24,

when they were handed over to the Society for the Propagation

of the Gospel. Schwartz, to be mentioned in the next para-

graph, was appointed and paid by the Society for Promoting

Christian Knowledge. One of its minutes still records the

sailing of that great missionary for India by The Lynn in

January 1 7-14. Kiernander was also their man. The Society

for Promoting Christian Knowledge thus claims to have pre-

ceded even the Baptist Carey by about eighty years, although

the fact has been obscured by the Danish names of its agents.

The truth was, that no Englishman suitable for the work cared

to go to India, and almost the only Protestant communities

which had the true missionary spirit in the first half of the

iSth century were the Lutherans. But from 1729 to 1824 all

the money sent out for the support of the Lutheran missions

in India was subscribed by the British Society for Promoting

Christian Knowledge, and that Society both appointed the

Lutheran missionaries and directed their work.

In 1750 arrived the pious Schwartz, whose name is bound

up with the history of Tanjore and adjacent Districts until his

death in 179S. He was the founder of the famous Tinne-

vclli missions.' Next to the Lutherans come the Baptists of

Serampur, with the honoured names of Carey, Marshman, and

Ward. In the iSth century the English East India Company
did not discourage the labours of Protestant missionaries.

It had allowed Kiernander, originally sent out by the Danes,

to establish himself at Calcutta in 175S. But subsequently

^ Sec article Tinnevelli, The Tn^crial Gazetteer of In iia.
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it put every obstacle in the way of missionaries, and deported
them back to England on their landing. Carey arrived in Caia),

1793 - In 1799, to avoid the opposition of the English East

India Company, he established himself with four other mis-

sionaries at Serampur (15 miles from Calcutta), at that time,

like Tranquebar, a Danish possession. Then began that won-
derful literary activity which has rendered illustiious the group

of ‘Serampur missionaries.’ In ten years the Bible was trans- sitran'-la-

lated and printed, in whole or part, in 31 languages; and by

1816 the missionaries had about 700 converts. The London
Missionary Society (established 1795) entered the field in 1798,

and its missions have steadily grown in importance.

The opposition of the East India Company continued till Officuvl

1813, when it was removed by the new Charter. The same

document provided for the establishment of the bishoiiric of drawn,

Calcutta, and three archdeaconries, one for each Presidency. '813

Ptp to this period the Established Church of England had

attempted no direct missionary work, although some of the

East India Company’s chaplains had been men of zeal, like

tlie ardent Henry Martyn (1806-11). The first Bishop of Bishopuc

Calcutta (Middleton) arrived in 1814. E'rom this time the°*^^‘'‘*'

Church of England has constantly kept up a missionary

connection with India, chiefly by means of its two great

Societies—the Church Missionary Society, which sent out its

first representative in 1S14
;
and the Society for the Propaga-

tion of the Gospel, which commenced its Indian labours in

tSao by sending out Dr. Mill as head of Bishop’s College,

Calcutta. Their most successful stations are in Southern

India, where they have gathered in the seed sown by the

Lutheran missions. The second Bishop of Calcutta w as the

well-known Heber (1S23-26). In 1S35, under a new Charter in.iKia

of the East India Coiui'any, the -Sec of Madras was established,

and in 1837. that of Bombay. In 1S77, owing to the extension

of mission work in I'innevelli, two missionaries were ajipuinled

bishops, as assistants to the Bishop of Madras
;
the dioceses of

Lahore and Rangoon were also se[iarated from Calcutta. I he

missionary bishopric of Travancore and Cochin was established

in 1879, that of Chutia Nagpur in 1890, and a bishopric at

Lucknow in 1892. The financial relations of the various

Indian bishoprics to the Government will be detailed at page

320. On the deaths of the two Assistant Bisiiops in Tinr.e-

velli, their offices were not filled up.

The first missionary of the Church of Scotland was l>r.
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Alexander Duff (1830-63), to whom the use of English as

the vehicle of higher education in India is largely due. Mis-

sionaries of numerous other Protestant societies (European

and American) have since entered India, and established

numbers of churches and schools. They have furnished

memorable names to the roll of Indian educators, such as

Judson (Baptist) in Burma, 1813-50, and John Wilson (Pres-

byterian) of Bombay, 1843-75.

I now propose to exhibit the progress of Protestant missions

in India in two forms. I shall first condense the facts and

figures from the mission records themselves for the first half-

century for which we have a fairly trustworthy record, 1S30 to

rS8i. I shall then conclude this section by a table showing

the detailed progress during the last thirty years of that

period, for which the information is comparable and complete.

I then pass altogether from the mission records to the official

enumerations since the first Census of India in 1872, and

exhibit in a table at p. 319 the results of the Census enumera-

tions in 1872, 1881, and 1891.

The half-century of Protestant missionary work from 1S30

to tSSi may be summarized as follows:—In 1830 there were

9 societies at work, and about 27,000 native Protestants in all

India, Ceylon, and Burma. By 1870 there were no fewer than

35 societies at work ; and in 1871 there were 318,363 converts

(including Ceylon, etc., as above). In 1852 there were

459 Protestant missionaries, and in 1S72 there were 606.

Between 1856 and 1878, the converts made by the Baptist

Societies of England and America, in India, Ceylon, and
Burma, increased from about 30,000 to between 80,000 and
90.000. Those of the Basel missions of Switzerland multiplied

from 1060 to upwards of 6000 from 185610 1878; those of

the B esleyan Methodist missions of England and America,

from 7500 to 12,000; those of the American Board, from 3302
to about 12,000; those of the Presbyterian missions of

Scotland, England, Ireland, and America, connected with 10

societies, from 821 to 10,000; those of the missions of the

London Missionary Society, from 20,077 to 48,000 ;
and tho.se

of the Church Missionary Society and of the Society for

the Propagation of the Gospel, from 61,442 to upwards of

164.000,

* from 1S56 to 1878.

The increa.sed activity of the Protestant missionary bodies

* The Rev. hi, A. Shening, in the Ck-.-on:di of tk. London Miisiomry
Sodoty, August 1S79.
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in India, during the past third of a century, may be seen from Grtat

the table ‘ on the following page. Between 18,1 and iSgo, the
, ...

,
of^atlve

number of mission stations increased threefold
;

while the Proty-.!-

number of Native Protestant Christians has multiplied by ants, 1S51-

more than fivefold, the number of communicants by nearly

fifteenfold, and the number of churches or congregations by

sixteenfold. This was largely due to the extended employment

of native agency in the work. The native ordained pastors

increased from 21 in 1851 to 797 in 1890, and the native lay

preachers from 493 to 3491. The Protestant Church in India

greatly gained in strength by making a freer use of, and Extended

reposing a more generous confidence in, its native agents.

Its responsible representatives reported the increase of Native agency.

Christians in India, Burma, and Ceylon,- from 1851 to i86t,

at 53 per cent.; from 1861 to 1871, at 61 percent.; from 1S71

to iS8i,at 86 percent.; and from iSSi to iSgo, at 53! per

cent, for nine years only.

The activity of the Protestant missions has not, however, .School

been confined to the proriagation of their faith. Their services
,

, . , f , 1
•

IroteU.int

to education, and especially in the instruction of the people in mission^,

the vernacular languages, will hereafter be referred to. But

the vast extension of these services during the h.ilf-century

under review, is less generally recognised. The number of

pupils in Protestant mission schools and colleges rose from

64,043 in 1S31 to 196.360 in iSSi, and to 295,401 in 1S90. Iis rapid

The stand.ard of instruction was raised at an eciuai pace, and

the mi-ssion institutions succcssfuiiy conipeted with the GovL-rn- 1S51-90.

ment colleges at the examinations of the Calcutta, Madras,

Bombay, Lahore, and .Mlahab.id L niversities. female educa- FemrUc

tion has always formed a subject of peculiar care among the
‘^'’““11- n.

missionary bodies. The number of girl-,’ day schools belonging

to Protestant missions in India alone rose from 2S5 in 1851 to

1120 in iSSi. and to 1507 in 1890. This is exclusive of girls'

l-oarding schools and zauiuta work. The total number of

female jiupils under Protestant nussion teaching lu India

alone, and exclusive of Burma, multi])Ued trom 11,193 in 1S51

to 57,893 in iSSi, and to 104.159 in 1890.

The great success of the missionaries of late years in their

' Compiled from TU iLitislioil Taite:- for iSgo, issued under instrue

lions of the Calcutla Misdonary Conference iC.ilcutia, 1S92;. ft d'o-.M

be remembered that the statimcal orsaniz-Uion was more perfect in

and 1890 than in 1S51.

- The table given on p-age 318 de.’-K only with India and harnia.
'

excludes Ceylon.
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school work, as in their preaching, is due to the extended

use of native agency. The following table may be left to

speak for itself ;

—

SuMM.-tRY OF Protestant Missions in India and Burma,
1S51 10 iSgo.

I Number Number Number Number
I
Number

1

in
1

in i in

‘ 1351. 1 li^i. 1S71. i 3 oi. \lx

Stations, .... 222 . 337 44S 601 Not giv,..-.

Foreiii^ntz and Eurasian or-
;

dained agents. 339 ! 501 517 622 S57
Native ordained agents,

Foreign and Eurasian lay

21 1

j

143 302 575 797

preachers,

Native lay preachers.

1 .. 77 uS
493

;
1,677 2,344 2 S50 3,491

Churches or congregations, 267 ' 643 2,631 4, 180 4,,863

Native Christians, 91.002 198,097 286,987 492,882 648,843
j

Communicants, . 14,661 43.415 73,330 138.254 215,759 '

Male pupils in schools, 52,8501'’ 64.828 100.750 I 3 i5,477 190.984
Female pupils m schools, . 11

. 193 '^ 17,035 27,627 57,893 108,067
Total male and female

;

pupils in mission schools, 64,043/’ 81,863 12S.377 196,3601 299,051./
I

a Including British, European, American, and all uiher^ not natives of

India.

b The pupils for 1S51 were in India only ; no returns being available for

Burma for that year.

c The return of total pupils is exclu.sive of 65,728 boys and girls attending

Sunday schools. The returns for 1S51 and 1S61 are as a whole less com-
plete than those for 1S71 and 1S81.

d Exclusive of 144,263 pupils attending Sunday schools.

According to the missionary returns, therefore, the Christian

population for all India, British, Feudatory, French, and
Portuguese, in 1890, was as follows Syrian Jacobites, say

300,000 (p. 294); Roman Catholics, 1,594,901 (pp. 311, 312);
Native Protestants, 648,843 (p. 318), thus leaving a balance of

say 57,611 for European Protestants and others to make up
the Census total of 2,601,355 for all India (p. 319).

The foregoing pages have briefly traced the history of Chris-

tianity in India, and disclose the recent progress made by its

main branches. Catholic and Protestant, chiefly from the

records of the missions themselves. It remains to test this

progress from the official enumerations taken since the first

Census of all India in 1S72. In comparing the results, it

must be borne in mind that the figures have been derived
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from various sources, and that the areas of enumeration in

some cases overlap each other. Thus, the jurisdictions of the

Catholic bishops and prelates supply a ba-^is for calculation

which differs from the territorial areas adopted by the Census
of British India. Every effort has been made to allow for

such causes of error, and to render the following table a true

presentment of the Christian population of India, British,

Feudatory, and Foreign. According to the Census, the total The

number of Christians in all India, including- Burma, has risen
.

^
,

returns,
from 1,782,977 in 1S72, to 2,601,355 in 1891, showing an 1S72 tu

increase of 45 '8 per cent. In British India and the Feudatory •^91 -

Native States the increase was from 1,517,977 in 1872, to

2,284,380 in 1891, or over 50 per cent.

In the British territories alone the number of Christians

increased from 897,682 in 1872, to 1,491,662 in 1S91, or by

66 per cent.

Tot.vl Christian Population in India in 1872 ,
iSSi,

AND l8gt, ACCORDING TO CENSUS RETURNS.

,Sp..
Incre.A'^e

Ci72-ic 3 i.

Increa-e Increase
I :Si-i 3 ,,r. i 272 -i 3yi

In British India, . . 1.4;,!.662 27"^
)

fn 1

In Xatlse State". . . fc4,C';.'5 7 ; 2 . 7 i 3 n-j 14'2 '

27*7

In P'lrtugueie India. 252.477 221,243 7
1

11 .•>

'

1
5*6

In French Irdia. 30 o'o' 33.226 35 ^7 10 7
'

7 ; '1^

Total, . I 7:2 ;77 2 14^.2-'3 2 '^OT.355 20 4 21 45 : 1

The Government of India maintains a moderate ecclesiastical The

staff, with a view, not to converting the natives, but to provide
_

for the spiritual wants of its European soldiers and officials, as astical

• it provides for their medical requirements. The salaries paid EMahhUi
• men!,

in India for the State Ecclesiastical Estabhbhment averaged

Rx. 161,525 for the ten years ending 1S91, besides about

Rx. 27,000 in the military accounts. But this sum does not

include the maintenance of churches and l)ui!ding>;, and

^
various other ecclesiastical charges. Sir Theodore Hope,

lately member of the Viceroy’s Council, made a special study

of this department of finance, and has kindly supplied me with

^ an estimate of the entire cost in recent jears. He calc ulates Its co^t,

the gross average amount spent on the Indian Ecclesiastical ‘^9 i

Establishment at Rx. 229,740, besides pension charges in

0
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England of ;£'45,o7S. This would give a joint total, taking

the rupee at is. 3d., of Rx. 302,000. or say ;£\‘SiC),ooo sterling

per annum on an average of recent years.

In 1S92 the State ecclesiastical staff consisted of 159 chap-

lains of the Church of England, and 13 Presbyterian chaplains.

The Anglican clergy in India were directed by eight bishops.

Three of these—the Bishop of Calcutta, who is the Netro-

politan for all India (salary, Rs. 45,977 per annum), and the

Bishops of iMadras and Bombay (Rs. 25,600 each)— are

entirely paid by the Indian Government. Three others—the

Bishops of Lahore, Rangoon, and Lucknow—are also Govern-

ment servants, and are consecrated under letters-patent. But

their bishoprics were endowed by voluntary gifts with a

minimum income of ^800 a year, in consideration of which

the Government gives the pay of a senior chaplain (Rs, 9600)

to each. The two remaining bishops, those of Chutid Nagpur
and Travancore, hold special positions. The Bishop of Chutia

Nagpur receives no pay from the Government, but the See is

endowed with funds equal to about 7,000, raised by volun-

tary donations. The Bishop of Travancore is a stipendiary of

the Church Missionary Society.

'I'he Indian Government maintains no Roman Catholic

establishment. But certain of the 30 Roman Catholic bishops

receive allowances for furnishing ecclesiastical military returns,

and certain priests for services rendered to the troops.

The Indian Ecclesiastical Establishment is assisted by a

smaller body of ministers, sent out to India by private sub-

scriptions, and principally represented by the Additional

Clergy Society, and by the Anglo-Indian Evangelization

Society (Nonconformist). The Government ecclesiastical staff

i.s distributed among the military and official centres, while the

other Societies endeavour to supply the wants of the smaller

stations, particularly the little clusters of Europeans along the

lines of railway and in the planting districts. Taken together,

and including Roman Catholics and Protestants, they minis-

tered in iSgi to 168,000 Europeans and 79,842 Eurasians,

according to Sir Theodore Hope’s tables; total, 247,842.
They render valuable services, both spiritual and temporal, to

the increasing population of Eurasians and pure descendants
of Europeans who form so serious a problem in the develop-

ment of British rule in India. In this difficult task they

receive the cordial assistance of the missionary bodies of ail

creeds.
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CHAPTER X.

EARLY MUHAMMADAN RULERS (711 TO 1526 A.D.).

W'hile Buddhism was giving place to Hinduism throughout

India, and Christianity under Nestorian bishops was spreading

along the coast of Malabar, a new faith had arisen in Arabia.

Muhammad, born in 570 a.d., created a con([uering religion, Early

and died in 632. AVithin a hundred jears after his death, his

followers had invaded the countries of Asia as far as the Hindu tions to

Kush. Here their progress was stayed, and Islam had to

consolidate itself, during three more centuries, before it grew yi/.r.jL

strong enough to grasp the rich prize of India. But, almost

from the first, the Arabs had fixed eager eyes upon that wealthy

country. Fifteen years after the death of the prophet, Usman
sent a sea-expedition to Thana and Broach on the Bombay
coast (647 ? .t.n.) Other raids towards Sind took place in 662

and 664, with no permanent results.

In 71 1, however, the youthful Kasim advanced into Sind, to Muham-

<'laim damages for an Arab ship which had been seized at an

Indian port. After a brilliant campaign, he settled himself in in Sitvl,

the Indus valley; but the advance of the Musalmans depended 7 ii-32 S ?)

on the personal daring of their leader, and was arrested by

his death in 714 a.d. The despairing valour of the Hindus

struck the invaders with wonder. One Rajput garrison pre-

ferred extermination to submission. They raised a huge

funeral pile, upon which the women and children first threw

themselves. The men then bathed, took a solemn farewell

of each other, and, throwing open the gates, rushed upon the

besiegers and perished to a man. In 750, the Rajputs are Tiicir

said to have expelled the Muhammadan governor, but it was

not till 82S A.D. that the Hindus regained Sind.

The armies of Islam had carried the Crescent from the India nn

Hindu Kush westward, through Asia, Africa, and Southern

Europe, to distant Spain and France, before they obtained Muham-

a foothold in the Punjab. This long delay was due, not

Only to the daring of individual tribes, such as the Sind 1000 r.i'.

Rajputs just mentioned, but to the military organization oi
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the Hindu kingdom.-. To the nouh of the \'indhyas, three

separate groups of princes governed the great river-valleys,

tliiulu The Rajputs ruled in the nortii-west, throughout the Indus

kingdoms along the upjier waters of the Jumna. Ihe

the North i
ancient iMiddle Land of Sanskrit times (Madhya-desha) was

divided among powerful kingdoms, with their suzerain at

Kanauj. The Lower Gangetic valley, from Echar downwards,

was still in part governed by Pal or Buddhist dynasties,

whose names are found from Benares to jungle-buried hamlets

deep in the Bengal delta.i The Vindhya ranges stretched

their wall of forest and mountain between the Xorthern and

(21 of the .Southern halves of India. Their eastern and central regions

houth. peopled by fierce hill tribes. At their western e-xtremity,

towards the Bombay coast, lay the Hindu kingdom of .M.ilwi,

with its brilliant literary traditions of Vikramaditya, and a

vast feudal array of fighting men. India to the south of the

Vindhyas was occupied by a number of warlike princes,

chiefly of non -Aryan descent, but loosely grouped under

three great over-lords, represented by the Chera, Chola, and

Pandya dynasties.-

Hiridii Each of these groups of Hindu kingdom.^, alike in the North

[
Oner of

j South, had a certain power of coherence to oppose

to an invader
;

while the large number of the groups and

units rendered com^ue.st a very tedious process. For even w hen

the over-lord or central authority nas vanpuished, the separate

groups and units had to be defeated in detail, and each State

supplied a nucleus for subsequent revolt. AVe ha\e .seen liow

the brilliant attempt in 711, to found a lasting Muhammadan
dynasty in Sind, tailed. Three centuries later, the utmost

efforts of two great Musalmdn invaders from the north-west only

succeeded in annexing a small portion of the frontier Punjab

.-i.^w pro- Province, between 977 and 1176 a.d. The Hindu power in

of Southern India was not completely broken till the battle of

ni.oil.vns in Tdlikot in 1565; and within a hundred years, in 1650, the

Invi.1. great Hindu revival had commenced, which, under the form of

the IMardtha Confederacy, was destined to break up the Mughal

* For example, at Sdbhar, on the northern bank of the I!iirigang.a, once

the capital of the Bhuiya or Ihiildhiat I'dl Rajd Harischandra. In 1839.

the only trace that remained of his traditional lesidence was a brick mound,
covered with jungle. See my Statis'.kal Account of Bengal, vol. v. pp. 72,

73. llS. In Lower Bengal, the Buddhist Pals had given place to the

Biahmai.i/eil Sen? of KaJiya before the Muhammadans reached that Pro-

vince for the first time in 1199.

- .‘-ee Tie h,ferial Gazetttei of Inaia. articles CllERA, CllOL.v, and

r.V\DYA.
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Empire in India, 'i'hat Empire, even m the Xortli nf India,

had on!}' been consolidated l)y .Vklur's jiolicy of incoqiorat!!)}; ll.m

Elindu chieE and statesmen into hii Lro\ernment ( i Ssd- )
.
^ *'

'•h' 'll -

Up to Akbar's time, and even durin;^ the earlier years of his

reign, a senes of Rajput wars had challenged the Muham-
madan supremacy. In less than two centuries after his death,

tile successor of .Vklwr wa.s a pupi>et in the haiid.s of the Hindu

Mar.itbas at Delhi.

The ]iopular notion that India fell an eas\ prey to the Huhmn

Musalmans is opposed to the historical facts. Muliainniai'an

rule in India consists of a series of inrasions and partnil only

conquests, during eight centuiies, from .Suhiiktigin's inroad in
I'S't'ah

977, to Ahmad Sli.ih'.s tcnijiest of invasion in 1761

These invasions represent in Indian history the overllow ot

the nomad tribes of Uenlral Asia, towards the south-east; as

the Huns, Turks, and various Tartar triiics disclose in early

European annals the westward movements from the .same

great lirteding-ground of nations. At no time was Islam

triumphant throughout the whole of India. Hindu dynasties

always ruled over large areas. At the height of the Muham-
madan i)ower, the Hindu jirinces jiaid tribute, and sent agents

to the Imperial court. But even this modified supremacy of ami ttm

Delhi did not last fur 150 years f i§6o-i yo^j. Before the end i'unuy.

of that brief period, the Hindus had begun the work of re-

conquest. The Hindu chivalry of Rajputina was closing in

upon Delhi from the south ; the religious cunfederation of

the Siklis was growing into a military power on tlie north-

west. The .\farithas had combined the lUhting powers of Hm ,0

tho low-castes with the state-.mansr,ip of the Brdhmans, and
i

Were .subjecting the Muhammadan k.ngdoins tlirc.ugho.il r.!l itic M o.-.

India to tribute. A^ far as can now he e-timuted, the
ri J

.

advance of tile English power at the beginning ot the
j
re>ciit

century alone svvcd the Mughal Em; ire from pas.-mg to the

I lindiis.

'i'his chapter wdl nci e''-.ai :!y coniiiK survey to lie

e-ssL'iitial stages in the spread of lim .M a’m.in lonquc'-t,

and will pass lightly over the intermediate
\
iiures 'V minor

dvnasties who flit .icross the m ene.*

' The H' 'll. Miiaiit-ta.vrt KIphiioMru-'s /// '
. r ,

/ % .' i- "oii li e

^tanii.in! t>i qsil.ir loi.-l, nn the Mah-sin.m.m’an f-iom. I'l 'It-iir Ciweil'-

o'.i I'ln (Murr.iv. iStU incoriHsrate'! -'ine 'f tr.e rew r.i iter; .1, s.,r ,:;.'i

laleii ?ince Vlr. PI; ian-'iine viri tc. list iivech f lae i.cn li vv rf i- .

r.-nrii'ijcuon nf /.c. ' .tn i req.iires ! i't icwrarcn fn ic. .-"a JItrr>

Fill is A; H'cu'.n'. r.r-'. I'.'.e
' !._ •. y. .' .n "

Sur\i.y-. The
;
iLSvnt eh'; ‘ei 1
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The annexed summary presents a \ie\v of the whole :

—

Summary of Muhammadan Conquerors and Dvnasiils

OF India

1 . House of Ghazni (Turki).

IGOI-HS6 . Mahmud of Ghazni

to Sultan Khiisru. Pp. 325-2S.

II. House of Ghor (Afgh.in).

11S6-1206. Muhammad Ghori

(Shahab-ud-din). Pp. 32S-31.

III. Slave Kings {chiefly Turki).

1206-1290. Kutab-ud-din to B.al-

ban and Kaikubad. Pp. 33 i-33 .

IV. House OF Khilji (Turki?).

1290-1320. Jalil-ud-din to N.isir-

ud-din Khusru. Pp. 333-36.

HoUbEflFTrGHI.AKfPunjab !

Turki),-t320-i4i4. Pp. 336-39.
|

1320. Ghiyis - ltd • din Tti^hl.rk. 1

!'• 336.
'

!

1325. Muhammad Tughlak. Pp.

336-3^-
]

1351. Firiiz Tughlak. P.338.
j

I414. End of the dynasty. P.339.
!

[Irruption of the MughaK under

Timur (Tauierl.ine) in 139S-

99, leaving behind him a

fifteen years’ .anaichy iiniler
j

the last of the lino of Tugh-
i

lak, until the accession of the

Sayyidsin 1414. l“p.33S-39.]
|

VI. The Sayyihs.

1414-1450. Curtailed power of

Delhi. P. 339 passim.

VH. The Lodis (.Afghans).

1450-1526. Feeble reigns ; inde-

pendent States. P. 339.

VHI. IIuusF. OF Timur (Mughal),

1526-1S57. Pp. 344-71.

i 526-t 530- Bab.ir. P. 344.

1530-1556. Hum.iyiin. Pp 344,

(1001-1857).

[.Sher Shah, the Afghan gover-

nor of Bengal, drives Huma-
yiin out of India in 1540,

and his Afgh.in dynasty rules

I'll '555- B- 346-]

1556-1605. .Akbar the Great.

Bp- 346-55.

1605-1627, Jahangir. Pp. 35S-60.

162S-165S. Slulh Jah.iii, depuseii.

Pp. 360-63.

165S-1707. .Aurangzeh or .\lam-

gir I. Pp. 364-70.

1707-1712. Bahadur Sh.rh, or

Shah Alam i. P. 370.

1712. Jahandar Sh.th. P. 370.

' 7 ’ 3-> 7 i 5 . Farrukhsiyyar. P.370,

1719- 1748. Muhammad Shah

(after two hoy Emperors). Pp.

370, 371.

[Irruption of Nadir Shah the

Persian, 173S-1739. Pp.

371-73 ]

1748-1754. Death of Muhammad
hhali ; and acce-sion of .Ahmad

.Nhah, (lepobcd 1754. P. 371.

'754-1759. -Mamgit II. P. 371 -

[.Si\ iiiv.abiiins of India by

.Ahmad bh.ih Durani, the

Afghan, 1748-1761. Pp.

37 I-73-]

1759-1806. bhah.Alamll
,
titular

Emperor. P. 371.

1806-1837. Akbar II, titular

King of Delhi. P. 371.

1837-1857. Muhammad Bahadur

Shah, titular King of Delhi ;

the seventeenth and la^t .Mu-

ghal King of Delhi
;

died a

State prisoner at Rangoon in

346^

Elphinstone, the following works for ihe Afuhammadan period:—(l) Sir

Heniy I'.lliot s Histoiy oj India as told by its os\>n Historians, i.e. the

.Arab anti Persi.an travellers and writers, edited by Professor liowson.
8 sols. 1867-77 (Triihner); (2) Mr. Etlward Thomas’ CkronitUs of
the Pdthan kins;s of Ddhi, e.specially for reigns from II93 to 1554, for

which period he gives the initial dates of the Hijra years (Trubner, 1S71I:

t 5 l Air. Edward Thomas Revenue Rewurces of the Mitfial Empire, with
his manuscript marginal notes; 4; Lieut. -Colonel Briggs' Translation of
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The first collision between Hinduism and Islam on the Fir^t

Punjab frontier was the act of the Hindus. In 077, laiiial,
. .

in\ isinn..

the Hindu chief of Lahore, annoyed by Afghan raids, led his

troops up the passes against the Muhammadan kingdom of

Ghazni, in Afghanistan. Subuktigin, the Ghazni\ide prince,

after severe fighting, took advantage of a hurricane to cut off

the Hindu retreat through the pass. He allowed them, how-

ever, to return to India, on the surrender of fifty elephants, Subuku-

and the promise of one million dirhams (about ^25,000).'

Tradition relates how Jaijial, having regained his capital, was

counselled by the Brahman, standing at his right hand, not to

disgrace himself by paying ransom to a barbarian
;

wliile his

nobles and warrior chiefs, standing at his left, implored him to

keep faith. In the end, Subuktigin swept down the passes to

enforce his ransom, defeated Jaipal, and left an Afghan officer

with 10,000 horse to garrison Peshawar. Subuktigin was soon

afterwards called away to fight in Central Asia, and his Indian

raid left behind it only this outpost. 2 But henceforth the

Afghans held both ends of the passes.

In 997, Subuktigin died, and was succeeded by his son, Mahmu.i

Mahmud of Ghazni, aged sixteen. This valiant monarch

reigned for thirty-three years,^ and e.xtended the limits of his

father’s little Afghan kingdom from Persia on the west, to

Muhammad Kasim Firishta’s HiJory of the of the Miiha^niuadaii

r^jicer in India; (5; Reports of the Archwcoloj^icai bur\ey of We^-tern

India, and materials supplied by the Statistical Survey of the various

Provinces of India ; (6) Professor Clochmann^s Aind-AJ:hart (Calcutta,

1873}, together with Gladwin’s older translation {2 vols., iSoo’. (7) Mr.

Stanley Lane- Poole s Jlo^hnl Emperors of Hindustan^ from

their coins, 1S92. (S) Valuable Ms. notes supplied to me by Mr. Etlward

Thomas and Mr. Stanley Lane-Poide. (9) Ms. suggestions kindly ma<le

by Mr. H. G. Keene ; also his Moe;hiil Empire, and <»thcr works. When
the dates or figures in thK chapter differ from Elphinstnne’.s, they are

derived from the original Persian authorities, as adopted by Sir Henry

Elliot and Mr. Thomas.
^ The Tdrikh Yamini, written ciic. 1020, by A1 ’L'lbi, a secretary of

Sultan Mahmud, is the contemporary authority for this mva<.ion. It i>

translated in Sir Henry Elliot's Persian Historians, vol. ii. pp. iS-24.

The materials for the invasions of Subuktigin oao. Firishia, i. pp. 11-25

(ed. 1829) ; and Sir Henry Elliot’s Persian Historians, vuE. in iii. i\

and vi.

- His chronicler, Al ’Utbi, never mentions Delhi or Lahore.

^ The (Sir Henry Elliot’s Historians, vf»l. li.

p. 270) speaks of the ‘3Gth year of his reign.’ But the dates 997 to 1030

^eem authoritative. The original material's for the invasions of Mahmu I

are Firishta, i. pp. 37-S2 ; and Sir Henry Elliot’s Persian Histo> ian.s,

vols. i. ii. id. and iv.
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deep into the Punjab on the east. Having spent four years

in consolidating his power to the west of the Khaibar Pass, he

.Mahmud’s led forth, in 1001 .\.D., the first of his seventeen ^ invasions of
-cventeen j^dia. Of these, thirteen were directed to the subjugation of
inva.'ions, • . t'O , .

1001-1026. the Punjab; one was an unsuccessful incursion into Kashmir;

the remaining three were short hut furious raids against more

distant cities—Kanauj, Gwalior, and Somnath.

Jaipal, the Hindu frontier chief of Lahore, was again

defeated. According to Hindu custom, a twice-conquered

prince was deemed unworthy to reign
;
and Jaipal, mounting

a funeral pile, solemnly made over his kingdom to his son,

and burned himself in his regal robes. Another local chief,

rather than yield himself to the victor, fell upon his own
1008 \.ii. s^vord. In the sixth expedition (1008 .\.d.), the Hindu ladies

melted their ornaments, while the poorer women spun cotton,

to support their husbands in the war. In one great battle,

the fate of the invaders hung in the balance. Mahmud,
alarmed by a coalition of the Indian kings as far as Oudh
and IMahva, entrenched himself near Peshawar. A sortie

which he made was driven back, and the wild Ghakkar tribe'-’

burst into the camp and slaughtered nearly 4000 Musalmans.

Mahmii'!', but each fresh expedition ended by strengthening the

prc^^res^ Muhammadan foothold in India. Mahmiid carried away

1001-1024. enormous booty from the Hindu temples, such as Thaneswar
and Xagarkot, and his sixteenth and most famous expedition

was directed against the temple of Somnath in Gujarit (1024
.V.D.). After bloody repul.-es, he stormed the town

;
and the

Hindu garrison, leaving 5000 dead, put out in boats to sea.

The idol of Somnath was merely one of the twelve famous

^ This number, and subsequent details, are taken from the authorities

translated in Sir Henry Elliot’s Persian Historians, vols. ii. iii. iv. ;
and

critically examined in the Appendix to his second volume, pp. 434-478
(1869).

Firishta says, ‘30,000 Ghakkars with their heads and feet bare,’

Colonel Briggs’ Firishta, vol. i. p. 47 (ed. 1829). Elphinstune gives the

number of Mahmud’s expeditions somewhat differently from the number
and order adopted in the above text from the Persian authorities, translated

by .Sir Henry Elliot. Thus Elphinstone gives the expedition of 1008 A.D.

ns tlie fourth (o. 32S), while Sir Henry Elliot gives it as the sixth

{Persian Historians, vol. i. p. 444''. In the same way, Elphinstone gives

the Somn.ath expedition as the twelfth in. 334, ed. 1866), while Sir Henry
Elliot gives it .as the sixteenth (vol. ii. p. 468). These instances must
suffice to indicate the differences between Elphinstone and the later

materials derived from Sir Henry Elliot and Mr. Eduard Thomas. In

subsequent p.ages. the more accurate materials uili be used without pausing

la po.nt out such differences.

Patriotic

devotion
of the

Hindus,
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h?r:;as or ])hallic emblems erected in \arious parts of In.lia,

Hut Mahmud having taken the name of the ‘ Idul-Sma-iher,' IXp^h-

the modern Persian historians gradually converted the ] 'hinder llomnefi
ot Somnath into a legend of his pious zeal. Forgetting the lo’a.

contemporary accounts of the idol as a rude stump of stone,

Firishta tells how Mahnnid, <m entering the temple, was

offered an enormous ransom by the priests if he would spare

the image. ^ Hut Mahmud cried out that he would rather be Fiction ,,t

remembered as the breaker than the seller of idols, and clove

the god open with his mace. Forthwith a vast treasure ofir„a,

jewels poured forth from its \itals, wliii h explained the

liberal offers of the priests, and rewarded the disinterested

I'iety of the monarch. 'I'lie growth of this myth can be clearly

traced,- but it is still rejieated by uncritical historians. The

or solid stone fetish of Somnith had no stomach, and

could contain no jewels.

Mahmtid earned off the temple gates, with fr.tgments of the The

jihallic emblem, to (ihaz.ni, and on the way nearly perished

with his army in the Indus de-sert. Put the famous ‘.Sandal-wood gate-,

gates of Somnath,' brought as a trophy from (Ih.tzni by order

of Lord Ellenboroiigh in 1S4;, and jiaraded through Northern

India, were as clumsy a forgery as the story of the jewel-

bellied idol Itself. Malumid died at (.Ihazni in 1030

As the result of seventeen invasions of India, and twenty- Rcs'ildi.f

five years' fighting, iMahiniid had reduced I’ue western districts
• 1

-

of the Punjab to the coi.tro! r.t ('iha/.m. and lett the reinem- 1030 v n.

brance of his raids as far as Kanatij on the east and (lujarit

in the south. He never set up as a resident sovereign in

India. His expeditions beyond the Punjab were the adven-

tures of a religious knight-errant, with the plunder of a temple-

city, or the demolition of an idol, as their object, rather than

serious efforts at con'piest. Put as his father Sulniktigi'n had Tlic

left Peshawar as an oiitiiost garrison, so Mahnuid left the^'"’
I

Punjab as an outlying Province of < Iha/ni.

’ Ciilnr.i t Itriggs’ vol. i. p;i. 72, 73 '1

,

1 , 1S20)

- Sir It, F.l'iiit’s /// A l l' //ci'.'.i /V.’W C,- Pir~;,ii! //i ,'jriru; vul. li.

p. 270, frniii ihc Tti'al U-t-X' h\ ; aF > Aj.pemiiv, vi. n. p 27^1; \i l.

IV. p|>. 1S2, 1S3, from the Ila'I'u-s-Siyay nf Khnn i.iiii.r. Fi.l -cc, c-.cn

in 1S32, It. It. WiFiin in the .eaicie-. Vni. x-.'i. pp. 194 c.' “ /.

A fnuntlation fnr Fin-lita’s in\snlinn i-, I'.i'v.evcr. to l<c f ir. 1 in llic c-'H-

temporar)’ account of ,\I Ic.runi I<j7'a-I029 .\.ii. i. who -ay- iha' ihc t"p of

the .'uK',! was garr.ishcii wch gem- of go, g

’ Of ihe flint fr.-’gnien'-s, he -ie;' -ite 1 or.', in the Tai . i ^^a- I v < ibizr,',

."nnthcr at I’le cr.tr.'.r.ce f hi- ; a!,-!, e, m t t’..r he s.^rt ei M-cca, in 1

the fc'Urth to Me lina. Ti A -.‘-i-X : :: i.

r
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MahmaU’s The Muhammadan chroniclers tell many stories, not only of

thrift'”
Mahmud’s valour and piety, but also of his thrift. One day a

poor woman complained that her son had been killed by robbers

in a distant desert of Irak. Mahmud said he was very sorry,

but that it was difficult to prevent such accidents so far from

the capital. The old woman rebuked him with these words,
‘ Keep therefore no more territory than you can rightly govern.’

The Sultan forthwith rewarded her, and sent troops to guard

all caravans passing that way. Mahmud was an enlightened

Ferdousi. patron of poets, and his liberality drew the great Ferdousi to

his court. The Sultan listened with delight to his Shdh-ndrnah,

or Book of Kings, and promised him a dirham, meaning a

golden one, for each verse on its completion. After thirty

years of labour, the poet claimed his reward. But the Sultan,

finding that the poem had run to 60,000 verses, offered him
60,000 silver dirhams, instead of dirhams of gold. Ferdousi

retired in disgust from the court, and wrote a bitter satire

which still records the alleged base birth of the monarch.
Mahmud forgave the satire, but remembered the great epic,

and, repenting of his meanness, sent 100,000 golden dirhams
to the poet. The bounty came too late. For, as the royal

messengers bearing the bags of gold entered one gate of

Ferdousi’s city, the poet’s corpse was being borne out by
another.

During a century and a half, the Punjab remained under

/r's^’iiSe.
l^liihmud’s successors, as a Province of Ghazni. But in 1152,
the Afghans of Ghor 1 overthrew the Ghaznivide dynasty

;
and

Khusrii, the last of Mahmud’s line, fled to Lahore, the capital

of his outlying Indian territory. In 1186, this also was
wrested from him

;
^ and the Ghorian prince Shahab-ud-din,

better known as Muhammad of Ghor, began the conquest of
India on his own account. But most of the Hindu princi-

palities in India fought hard, and some of them still survive,

sev en centuries after the torrent of Afghan invasion swept over
their heads.

On his first expedition towards Delhi, in 1191, Muhammad
1 Ghor, one of the oldest seats of the Afghdn race, is now a ruined

tovtn of Western Afghanistan, 120 miles south-east of Herat. The feud
tietween Ghor and Ghazni was of long standing and great bitterness.
M.rhmud of Ghazni had subdued Ghor in 1010 A.D. ; but about 1051
the Ghorian chief captured Ghazni, and dragged its chief inhabitants to
Ghor, where he cut their throats, and used their blood for making mortar
for the fortifications. After various reprisals, Ghor finally triumphed over
Ghazni in 1152.

Latarid-i-Ausij t. Sir H. Blliots Persian Historians
, vol. ii. p. 281.

Obtains
the

Punjab,
1 1 86.
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of Ghor was utterly defeated by the Hindus at Thaneswar, Mul.ani

badly wounded, and barely escaped with his life. His scattered

hosts were chased for 40 miles. But he "ithered together im., si,. n-,

the wreck at Lahore, and, aided by new hordes from Central

Asia, again marched into Hindustan in 1 193. Family iiuarrels defeat,

among the Rajputs prevented a united effort against him. ii 9 '-

The cities of Delhi and Kanauj stand forth as the centres of Ihsasu-

rival Hindu monarchies, each of which claimed the first iilace

in Northern India. A Chauhan prince, ruling over Delhi and the llm.lu

Ajmere, bore the proud name of I’rithwi Raja or Suzerain.

The Rahtor King of Kanauj, whose capital can still be traced

across 8 square miles of broken bricks and rubbish,' cele-

brated a feast, in the spirit of the ancient Horse-Sacrifice,- to

proclaim himself the Over-lord.

At such a feast, all menial offices had to be filled by royal Court

vassals; and the Delhi monarch was summoned as a g'lte-

keeper, along with the other jirinces of Hindustan. During mtli cun-

the ceremony, the daughter of the King of Kanauj was

nominally to make her Sivayam-vara, or ‘ Own Choice ’ of

a husband, a pageant survival of the reality in the Sanskrit

epics. The Delhi Raja loved the maiden, but he could

not brook to stand at another man's gate. As he did not

arrive, the Kanauj king set up a mocking image of him at A
the door. When the princess entered the hall to make her

choice, she looked calmly round the circle of kings, then, Mauicn'.-

stepping proudly past them to the door, threw her bridal FPoicc.

garland over the neck of the ill-shapen image. Forthwith,

says the story, the Delhi monarch rushed in, sprang up with the

princess on his horse, and galloped off towards his northern

capital. The outraged father led out his army against the

runaways, and, having called in the Afghans to attack Delhi

on the other side, brought about the ruin of both the Hindu

kingdoms.

The tale serves to record the dissensions among the Rajput Di-mliu.

princes, which prevented a united resistance to Aluhammad of

Ghor. He found Delhi occupied by the Tomara clan, Ajmere ci,\. nSp

by the Chauhans, and Kanauj by the Rdhtors. These Rajput

States formed the natural breakwaters against invaders from

the north-west. But their feuds are said to have left the King

of Delhi and Ajmere, then united under one Chauhan Over-

lord, only 64 out of his loS warrior chiefs. In 1193. the

Afghans again swept down on the Punjab. Prithwi Raja ot

* See article Kvn.M'F, The Imperial GaitStcer cf India.

- Area-nudka, desciibeJ in a previous chapter.
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Delhi and Ajmere ^ was defeated and slain. His heroic

princess burned herself on his funeral pile. IMuhammad ot

Ghor, having occupied Delhi, pressed on to Ajrnere
;
and in

1194 overthrew the rival Hindu monarch of Kanauj, whose

body was identified on the field of battle by his false teeth.

The brave Rahtor Rajputs of Kanauj, with other of the

Rajput clans in Northern India, quitted their homes in large

bodies rather than submit to the stranger. They migrate^'

to the regions bordering on the eastern desert of the Indus,

and there founded the military kingdoms which bear their

race-name, Rajputana, to this day.

History takes her narrative of these events from the matter-

of-fact statements of the Persian annalists.'’ But the Hindu

court-bard of Prithwi Raja left behind a patriotic version

of the fall of his race. His ballad-chronicle, known as the

PritJmtrdj Rdsaii of Chand, is one of the earliest poems in

Hindi. It depicts the Musalman invaders as beaten in all the

battles except the last fatal one. Their leader is taken prisoner

by the Hindus, and released for a heavy ransom. But the

quarrels of the Rajput chiefs ruined the Hindu cause.

Setting aside these patriotic songs of the defeated Hindus,

Benares and Gwalior mark the south-western limits of

Muhammad of Ghor’s own advance. But his general,

Bakhtiyar Khilji, conquered Behar in 1199,^ and Lower
Bengal down to the delta in 1203. On the approach of

the Musalmans, the Brahmans advised Lakshman Sen, the

King of Bengal, to remove his residence from Nadiya to some

more distant city. But the prince, an old man of eighty,

could not make up his mind until the Afghan general had

seized his capital, and hurst into the palace one day while

his majesty was at dinner. The monarch slipped out by a

back door without having time to put on his shoes, and fled to

Puri in Orissa, where he spent his remaining days in the

service of Jagannath.'*

‘ De-cended from the eponymous Raja .\ja of Ajmere, «';r. 143 .-\.D. ;

and on tb.e mother’s side, from Anang Pal Tuar, Raja of Delhi, who
adiipted him ;

thus uniting Delhi to Ajmere. See article Ajmere-Mer-
\v\RA, m The Intpenal Gazetteer of India,

- Fmzhta [i. 161-187), the Tahahd/-t-l\dsirl of Minhaju-s-Siraj, and

others ; translated in Sit Henry Elliot’s /twa/r I/istorians, vols. li. v. and vi.

History of BenM from the first Muhammadan hnasion to 1 757, by

Major Charles .Stewart, p. 25 iCa'cutta, 1S47). The nearly contemporary

authority is the 7’.7'-a'’4/-2.A(rhrr7 1227-41) ; Sir H. Persian ddis-

tonans, vol. li. pp.
* .wtewart, p. 27. The Tahikdt-i-Xisirt merely says ‘ he went towards
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Meanwhile the Sultan, Muhammad Ghon', divided his time

between campaigns in Afghanistan and Indian invasions

;

and he had little time to consolidate his Indian ct)niiuests.

Even in the Punjab, the tribes were defeated rather than sub-

ilued. In 1203, the Ghakkars issued from their mountains,

took Lahore,' and devastated the whole Province.'- In 1206,

a party of the same clan swam the Indus, on the bank of which

the Afghan camp was pitched, and stabbed the .Sultan to death

while asleep in his tenl.^

Muhammad of Ghor was no religious knight-errant like Muhun

.Mahmiid of Ghazni, but a practical conqueror. 'J'he objects

of his distant expeditions were not temples, but Provinces, "mk in

Subuktigin had left Peshawar as an outnost of Ghazni (077

A.v.)
;
and Mahimid had reduced the western Punjab to an

outlying Province of the same kingdom (1030 a.d.). That

was the net result of the Titrki invasions of India. But

-Muhammad of Ghor left the whole north of India, from the

delta of the Indus to the delta of the Ganges, under Muham-
madan generals, who on his death set up for themselves.

His Indian Viceroy, Kutab-ud-din, proclaimed himself Verthern

sovereign of India at Delhi, and founded a line which lasted

from 1206 to 1290. Kutab claimed the control over all the

Muhammadan leaders and soldiers of fortune in India from Kut.ab-

Smd to Lower Bengal. His name is preserved at his capital
.

by the Kutab Mosque, with its graceful colonnade of richly-

sculptured Hindu pillars, and by the Kutab J/'Wc?;-,' which

raises its tajiering shaft, encrusted with chapters from the

Kurdn, high above the ruins of old Delhi. Kutab-ud-din had

started life as a Tiirki slave, and several of his successors rose fr-t

l iy valour or intrigue from the same low condition to the throne.

His dynasty is accordingly known as that of the Slave Kings.

Under them India became for the first time the seat of resident

Muhammadan sovereigns. Kutab-ud-din died in 1210.'

S.rnkndt ’ {s/ir) (Jagannaih ?) ; Sir II. Llliot's ///.cC \< 1 . li.

P- 309.

‘ Hrishta, vol. i. pp. 1S2-1S4.

- -A:, far .stuuh as the country near Mult.in, 7 > <! o- ; Mr If.

I'Jiiot’s Persian Historians, vol. ii. pp. 233-235 : Iankn-i-A' i, 165

The Muh-ainmadan hi-torian^ naturally minimize tins cpi-o 'e.

* ^ir H. Elliot's Ptrsian Historians, vol. ti. pp. 235. 297, 303. Bngg '

IirisJita, vol. i. pp. 1S5, tSo.

* 7 he imperial Gazetteer of India, article Us.l lit CllY.

’ The original matcn.als lor Kut.ab-u,!-iim -Ah ak's reign are m he f. un3

in Finshta,sG\. i. ppe 1S9-202 ed. 1S29': an.! 'he Itrs.an Hiztc i:in
,

translated by Sir Henry Elliot, vols. ii. iii. iv. ar.d. v.
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The Slave dynasty found itself face to face with the three

perils which have beset the Muhammadan rule in India from

the outset, and beneath which that rule eventually succumbed.

First, rebellions by its own servants, Musalman generals,

or vicerovs of Provinces ;
second, revolts of the Hindus ;

third, fresh invasions, chiefly by Mughals, from Central Asia.

Altamsh, the third and greatest Sultan of the Slave Kings

(1211-36 A.D.), had to reduce the Muhammadan Governors of

Lower Bengal and Sind, both of whom had set up as inde-

pendent rulers
;
and he narrowly escaped destruction by a

IMughal invasion. The Mughals under Changiz Khan swept

through the Indian passes in pursuit of an Afghan prince ;
but

their progress was stayed by the Indus, and Delhi remained

untouched. Before the death of Altamsh (1236 .v.d.), the

Hindus had ceased for a time to struggle openly; and the

Muhammadan Viceroys of Delhi ruled all India on the north

of the Vindhya range, including the Punjab, the Xorth-

V'estern Provinces, Oudh, Behar, Lower Bengal, Ajmere,

Gwalior, Malwa, and Sind. The Khalif of Baghdad acknow-

ledged India as a separate Muhammadan kingdom during the

reign of Altamsh, and struck coins in recognition of the new

Empire of Delhi (1229 a.d.).'^ Altamsh died in 1236.

His daughter Raziya was the only lady who ever occupied

the Muhammadan throne of Delhi (1236-39 a.d.). Learned

in the Kuran, industrious in public business, firm and energetic

in every crisis, she bears in history the masculine name of

the Sultan Raziya. But the favour which she showed to the

master of the horse, an Abyssinian slave, offended her Afghan

generals
;
and, after a troubled reign of three and a half years,

she was deposed and put to death.-

Mughal irruptions and Hindu revolts soon began to under-

mine the Slave dynasty. The Mughals are said to have burst

through Tibet into Xorth-Eastern Bengal in 1245 and,

' Ciiyonicks cf the Pathdn hhiQs of Delhi, by Edward Thomas, p. 46

(Milne, 1S71). Original mateii-als for Shanis-ud-dln Altamsh : f'lrishla,

vol. i. pp. 205-212 (1S29); Sir Henry Elliot’s Persian Historians, vols.

ii. iii. iv.

- Tliomas’ Chronicles ofthe Pathdn A'incts, pp. 104-108
;
Firishta, vol. i.

pp. 217-222 : Sir Henry Elliot’s Persian Historians, vols. ii. and iii.

- This invasion of Bengal is discredited by the latest and most critical

historian, Mr. Edward Thomas, in his Pathdn A'tnifs of Delhi, p. 121,

note (ed. 1S71). On the other side, see Firishta, vol. i. p. 231, but cf.

Col. Briggs’ footnote; and the Tahakdt-i-A'dsiri, in .Sir H. Elliot's Persian

Historians, vol. ii. pp. 264, 344 ; ‘In March 1245, infidels of Changiz

Khan came to the gates of Lakhnauti ’ tGaurp
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during the next forty-three years, repeatedly swept down the

Afghan passes into the Punjab (1245-S8). The wild Indian

tribes, such as the Ghakkars^ and the hillmen of Mewat,

ravaged the Muhammadan lowlands almost up to the capital.

Rajput revolts foreshadowed that inextinguishable vitality of Rajput

the Hindu military races, which was to harass, from first to

last, the Mughal Empire, and to outlive it. Under the Slave

Kings, even the North of India was only half subdued to the

kluhammadan sway. The Hindus rose again and again in

Malwa, Rajputana, Bundelkhand, along the Ganges, and in

the Jumna valley, marching to the river bank opposite Delhi

itself.^

The last monarch but one of the Slave line, Balkan (1265-S7 Rallian,

A.D.), had not only to fight the Mughals, the wild non-Aryan

tribes, and the Rajput clans
;

he was also compelled to

massacre his own viceroys. Having in his youth entered

into a compact for mutual support and advancement with

forty of his Tiirki fellow-slaves in the palace, he had, when

he came to the throne, to break the powerful confederacy

thus formed. Some of his provincial governors he publicly

scourged
;

others were beaten to death in his presence

;

and a general, who failed to reduce the rebel Muhammadan
Viceroy of Bengal, was hanged. Balkan himself moved down Ilis

to the delta, and crushed the Bengal revolt with a merciless

skill. His severity against Hindu rebels knew no bounds. Hindus.

He nearly exterminated the Jadun Rajputs of Mewat, to the

south of Delhi, putting 100,000 persons to the sword. He
then cut down the forests which formed their retreats, and

opened up the country to tillage. The miseries caused by the

Mughal hordes in Central Asia, drove a crowd of princes and

poets to seek shelter at the Indian court. Balkan boasted that Hi^ fificen

no fewer than fifteen once independent sovereigns had fed on

his bounty, and he called the streets of Delhi by the names of

their late kingdoms, such as Baghdad, Kharizm, and Ghor.

He died in 1287 a.d.'* His successor was ])oisoned, and the

Slave dynasty ended in layo.^

In that year Jal.al-ud-din, a ruler of Khilji, succeeJe 1 to

' For an account of the Ghukkars rz /, aii/t, p. 234, ch.ap. vii.

- Thomas’ Pathan Kins;s^ p. 131.

’ Materials for the reij;n of Ealhan {Ghiyas-ii'l-fli'n Balbaa) : >ir Heniy

Elliot’s PevsiAn Historian:^ vol. iii. pp. 3b, 97, 5.^.6, 593 1 1S71 1 : Tin at i,

vul. i. pp. 247-272 US29'.
^ ^fr. E. Thomas' PaOiAn Kin:: ., pp. i3S-ii2.
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the Delhi throne, and founded a line uhich Liited lor thirty

years (1290—1320 a.d.). The Khiiji dyna.sty extended the

Muhammadan power into Southern India. Ala-ud-din, the

nephew and successor of the founder, when Clovernor of

Karra,* near Allahabad, pierced through the Vintihya ranges

with his cavalry, and plundered the Huddhi^t temple city of

Bhi'lsa, 300 miles off. After trying his powers against the

rebellious Hindu princes of Bundclkhand and Malwa, he

conceived the idea of a grand raid into the Deccan. M ith a

band of Sooo horse, he rode into the heart of Southern India.

On the way he gave himself out as flying from his uncle's

court, to seek service with the Hindu King of Rajiniahendri.

The generous Rajput princes abstained from attacking a

refugee in his flight, and Ali-ud-din surprised the great city of

Deogiri, the modern Daulatabad, at that time the capital of the

Hindu kingdom of Maharashtra. Having suddenly galloped

into its streets, he announced himself as only the advance

guard of the whole imiierial army, levied an immense booty,

and carried it back 700 miles to the seat of his Governorshij),

on the banks of the Ganges. He then lured the Sultan

Jalal-ud-din, his uncle, to Karra, in order to divide the sjioil

;

and murdered the old man in the act of clasping his hand

(1295 .\.D.).-

.-\la-ud-din scattered his spoils in gifts or charity, and [iro-

claimed himself Sultan (1295-1315 a.d.). ' d'he twenty years

of his reign founded the Muhammaelan .sway m Southern

India. He reconquered Gujarat from the Hindus in 1297.

captured Rintimbur,* after a difficult siege, from the Jaipur

Rajf.uts in 1300; took the fort of Chitor, and partially sub-

jected the Sesodia Rajputs (1303): and, having thus reduced

the Hindus on the north of the Vindhyas, prepared for the

conquest of the Deccan. But before starting on this great

expedition, he had to meet five Mughal inroads from the north.

In 1295 he defeated a Mughal invasion under the walls of his

capital, Delhi; in 1304-5 he encountered four others, sending

ail prisoners to Delhi, where the chiefs were trampled by

elephants, and the common soldiery slaughtered in cold blood.

He crushed with equal severity several rebellions which took

^ Forty miles north-west of Allababarl, once the capital of an important

f’cf, now a ruined town. Sec Ihe luipcnal Gazeltccr of Ina.a, article

Kalra.
- Th-mias’ Pa'Jan p. 144.
' Materials h r the reign of Ala-ud-ciin Khiiji : Sir Henry FdliotS

zazi iin-, vol. iii, (1S71) ; Firishfa, vol. 1. pp 321-382 11829’.

’ ."^ee article Rintimluk, 7 ht Inifnial Gazdtur 0/ Inaoi.
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[jlace among his own family during the same jicriod
;

first

putting out the eyes of his insurgent ne[ihews, and then

beheading them (1299-1300).

Having thus arranged his affairs in Northern India, he under- II-' i-n-

took the conquest of the South. In 1303 he had sent his

eunuch slave, Alrilik Kafur, with an army through Bengal, to Inna,

' attack Warangal, the capital of the Hindu kingdom of I'elmg- ’jOj 'S-

ana. In 1306, Kafur marched victoriously through Malwii

and Khandcsh into the Mar.-itha country, where he captured

Deogiri, and persuaded the Hindu king Ram Deo to return

with him to do homage at Delhi. While the Sultan Ala-ud-din

was conquering the Rajputs in Marw'.ar, his slave general Ho
Kafur made expeditions through the Karnatik and Maha-

rashtra, as far south as Adam’s Bridge, at the extremity ofKafui.

,
India, where he built d mosque.

The Muhammadan Sultan of India was no longer merely an Extent I'f

.Mghan King of Delhi. Three great waves of invasion from
1

Central Asia had created a large Muhammadan population in power m
Northern India. First came the Tiirkis, represented by the

house of Ghazni
;
then the Afghans (commonly so called),

: represented by the house of Ghor; finally the Mughals, having

failed in their repeated attempts to conquer the Punjab, took

service in great numbers with the Sultans of Delhi. Under

the Slave Kings the Mughal mercenaries had become so power-

ful as to require to be massacred (12S6). About 1292, three Muli.-iin-

thousand IMughals, having been converted from their old Tartar
,,,

rites to Muhammadanism, received a suburb of Delhi, still in In'iia,

called IMughalpur, for their residence. Other immigrations of ‘-St.-ijn.

Mughal mercenaries followed. After \arious plots, .\la-ud-din

slaughtered 15,000 of the settlers, and sold their families as

slaves (i 131 .\.P.).

The unlimited supply of soldiers which Ala-ud-din could Maehil

thus draw upon from the Tiiiki, .-\fghan, and Mughal races

1 in Northern India and the countries beyond, enabled him i2i(i-i;ii.

; to send armies fiirlher south than any of h:s predecessors.

But in his later scans the Hindus revolted in Gujar.lt; the

R.ijputs reconquered Chitor ; and many of the Muham-

; m.adan garrisons were driven out of the Deccan. On the Ihr 'a

capture of Chitor in 1303, the Hindu garrison preferred death

to submission. The peasantry still chant an early Hindi billad,

telling how the queen and thirteen thousand women thre .r

themselves on a funer.d pile, while the men ru-hed ujion the

^ swords of the besiegers. .\ remnant cut their wav to the

Aravalli Hills; and the R.ijput independence, alih.eu^h m
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the land-tax between the Ganges and the Jumna ; in some

Districts tenfold, in others twentyfold. The husbandmen fled

before liis tax-gatherers, leaving their villages to lapse into

jungle, and formed themselves into robber clans. He cruelly

punished all who trespassed on his game preserves; and he

invented a kind of man-hunt without precedent in the annals

of human wickedness. He surrounded a large tract with his

army, ‘and then gave oiders that the circle should close

towards the centre, and that all within it (mostly inoffensive

peasants) should be slaughtered like wild beasts. This sort of

hunt was more than once repeated
;
and on a subsequent

occasion there was a general massacre of the inhabitants of

the great city of Kanauj. These horrors led in due time to

famine
;
and the miseries of the country exceeded all powers

of description.’

1

His successor, Firuz Tughlak (1351-SS), ruled mercifully,

but had to recognise the independence of the IMuhamniadan

kingdoms of Bengal and the Deccan, and suffered much from

bodily infirmities and court intiigues.- He undertook many
public works, such as dams across rivers for irrigation, tanks,

caravan-sarais, mosques, colleges, liospitals, and bridges. But

his greatest achievement was the old Jumna Canal. This

work drew its waters from the Jumna, near a point where it

loaves the mountains, and connected that river with the

Ghaggar and the Sutlej by irrigation channels.'^ Part of it has

been reconstructed by the British Government, and spreads a

margin of fertility on either side to this day. But the dynasty

of Tughlak soon sunk amid Muhammadan mutinies and
Hindu revolts; and under Mahmud, its last real king,

Xorthern India fell an easy prey to the great Mughal invasion

of 1398.

In that year, Timur (Tamerlane) swept through the Afghan
passes at the head of the united hordes of Tartary. He
defeated the Tughlak king Xlahmud under the walls of

Delhi, and entered the capital. During five days a massacre

raged
;

‘ some streets were rendered impassable by heaps of

dead,’’* while Timur calmly looked on and held a feast in

honour of his victory. On the last day of 1398 he resumed
^ Eiphin-'tonc’s Ihsto'.y of India, pp. 405, 406 iwl. 1S66).

Material.^ for his reign ; Sir Henry Elliot’s Persian Historians, vols. i.

in. iv. vi. viii.
;
FinJila, vol. i. pp. 444-465 (ed. 1829).

‘Thomas’ Pathan Kin.;s, p. 294. See article Jcmna Caxal,
Wem'EKX, The Inipuraal Gasttu^r of India.

^ Iirishta. vul. i. p. 493. His whole account of Timur’.s imasion is very

vivi I, vol. i. pp. 485-497 (eJ. 1829).
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his march, with a ‘sincere and humble triliute of eratefu!

jirnise ’ to God, in l iru/’s marhle mosijuo on the hanks of the

Jumna. He crossed the (kinoes, and jirocoeded as far as

Hardwar, after another itreat massacre at Meerut. 'J'hen,

skirting the foot of the Himalayas, he retired through their

north-western passes into Central Asia (1399).

Timiir left no traces of his jiowcr in India, save ruined Ruin i.f

cities. On his deiiarture, Mahmiid Tughlak crept back from “3’''

his retreat in Gujarat, and nominally ruled till 1412. The
’

'rughlak line ended in 1414.

It was succeeded by the Sayyid dynasty, who ruled from The

1414 till 1450. 'I’he .kfgh.ln house of Lodi followed, from

1450 to 1526. Hut some of these Sultans reigned over only
^

a few miles round Delhi
;
and during the whole jieriod, the

Hinelu princes and the local Muhammadan kings were prac-

tically independent throughout the greater part of India.

The house of Lodi was crushed beneath the Mughal invasion The I -Mi-,

of Babar in 1526. >450-1520.

Babar founded the Mughal Empire of India, whose last Hindu

representative died a British State prisoner at Rangoon in

1862. Before entering on the story of that great Empire, we Hecc.ui

must survey for a moment the kingdoms, Hindu and Muham-

madan, on the south of the Vindhya range. The three ancient

kingdoms, Chera, Chola, and Pandya occu].ied, as we have Chem.

seen,' the Dravidian countrv peopled bv 'I'amil-speakine: races.
‘

P.ind}a, the largest of them, had its cafdtal at Madura, and

traces its foundation to the 4th century ii.c. The Chola

kingdom had its headquarters succes>ively at Comlraconuni

and Tanjore. Talkad, in .Mysore, now buried by the ^ands

of the Kaveri, was the capital of the Chera kingdom. The

ii6th king of the Pandya dynasty was overthrown by the

Muhammadan genera! Malik Kdfur, dr:. 1304. But the Musal-

mans failed to establish their ]iower in the extreme south,

and a series of Hindu dynasties ruled from Madura over the

old Pandja kingdom until the iSth century. No European

kingdom can boast a continuous succession such as th.it of

Madura, traced back by the luety of genealogists to t!ie 4th

century i:.c. The Chera kingdom enumerates filly kings, and

the Chola sixty-six, besides off-shoot d> nasties.

But authentic history in Southern India begins with the Kine.i..i,i

Hnulu kingdom of Vijavanagar or Narsinha, wiiich flourished
e, J j ^

* At the h'd^T.nir:; nf thi' chapter; r.r'icA^. C...,; \, Chol\, luS-ipp

FaxL'V.v, in 7'h Ao/./r.:/ .'/ A'— v'.
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fiom iiiS to 1565 A.D. The capital can still be traced within

the Madras District of Bellary, on the right bank of the

Tungabhadra river,—vast ruins of temples, fortifications, tanks,

and bridges, now inhabited by hjaenas and snakes. For at

least three centuries, Vijayanagar dominated the southern part

of the Indian peninsula. Its Rajas waged war and made
jieace on equal terms with the Muhammadan Sultans of the

Deccan.

Those Sultans derived their origin from the conquest of

A!a-ud-din {post 1303 a.d.). After a period of confused

fighting, the Bahmani kingdom of the Deccan emerged as the

representative of Muhammadan rule in Southern India. Its

founder, Zafar Khan, an Afghan general during the reign of

Muhammad Tughlak (1325-51), defeated the Delhi troops,

and set up as Musalman sovereign of the Deccan. Having in

early youth been the slave of a Brahman who had treated him
kindly and foretold his future greatness, he took the title of

BahmamV and transmitted it to his successors.

The rise of the Bahmani dynasty is usually assigned to

the year 1347, and it lasted for 17S years, until 1525
although its process of disintegration and dissolution began
as early as 1489. Its successive capitals were Gulbargah,

arangal, and Bidar, all in the Haidarabad territory; and it

loosely corresponded with the Nizam’s dominions of the

present day. At the height of their power, the Bahmani
kings claimed sovereignty over half the Deccan, from the

Tungabhadra river in the south to Orissa in the north, and
from Masulipatam on the east to Goa on the west. Their
direct government was, however, much more confined. In
their early struggle against the Delhi throne, they derived
support from the Hindu southern kingdoms of Vijayanagar
and arangal. But, during the greater part of its career,

the Bahmani dynasty represented the cause of Islam against

Hinduism on the south of the Vindhyas. Its alliances and
its wars alike led to a mingling of the Musalman and Hindu
populations.

lor example, the King of Malwd invaded the Bahmani
dominions with a mixed force of 12,000 Afghans and Rajputs.

His royal name in full was Sultan (or Shah) Ala -ud- din Gango
Bahmani.

2 These extreme dates are taken from Thomas’ Palhan pp.
a40 , a4 ‘- Materials for the Bahmani dynasty- : Sir Henry Elliot’s Persian
HisSoriiinSy voB. iv. vii. viii. ; Firi^hta, vol. li. pp. 2S3-55S (ed. 1S29).
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The Hindu Raji of Vijayanagar recruited his armies from

Afghan mercenaries, whom he paid by assignments of land,

and for whom he built a mosque. The Muhammadan
Bahmani troops, on the other hand, were often led by con-

verted Hindus. The Rahraani army was itself made up of Minelma

two hostile sects of IMusalmans. One sect consisted of Shias,
, n • , / ,

-'noal-
chieny Persians, lurks, or Tartars from Central Asia; the mans,

other, of native-born Musalmans of Southern India, together

with Abyssinian mercenaries, both of whom jirofessed the

Sunni' faith. The rivalry between these Musalman sects

frequently imperilled the Eahmani throne. The dynasty F.all of

reached its highest power under the Bahmani .Mi-ud-din it.
'’‘rhniam

about 1437, ttnd was broken up by its discordant elements 1489-1525,

between igSg and 1525.

Out of its fragments, five independent Muhammadan king- Five Mn-

doms in the Deccan were formed. These were—(i) The Add ysmma.lan

Shahi dynasty, with its capital at Bij.ipur, founded in 14S9 by of the

a son of Amurath ii., Sultan of the Ottomans
; annexed by the Dqccaii,

iMughal Emperor Aurangzeb in 16S6-SS. (2) The Kutab
Shihi dynasty, with its capital at Golconda, founded in 1512

by a Turkoman adventurer ; also annexed by Aurangzeb in

16S7-S8. (3) 'The Nizam Shihi dynasty, with its capital at

.-\hmadnagar, founded in 1490 by a Brahman renegade from

the Vijayanagar court; subverted by the Mughal Emperor

Shah Jahan in 1636. (4) The Imad Shahi dynasty of Berar,

with its capital at Ellichj'ur, founded in 1484 also by a Hindu

from Vijayanagar
;

annexed to the .Ahmadnagar kingdom

(No. 3) in 1572. (5) The Barid Shahi d\ nasty, with its

capital at Bidar, founded 1492-9.S by a Tiirki or Georgian

slave. The Barid Shahi territories were small and undefined :

independent till after 1 609. Bidar fort was finally taken by

.\urangzeb in 1657.

Space precludes any attempt to trace the history of these F.iU nf

local Muhammadan d\ nasties of Southern India. 'They lire-

served their independence until the firm estaiiii.-.hnicnt of the.ifVgija-

Mughal Empire in the north, under AkbarV successors. Tor

a time they had to .strii.ugle again.st the great Hindu kingdom

of Vijayanagar. In 1565 they combined ag.rinst that power, Unulo "f

and, aided by a rebellion within Vijayanagar itself, they

overthrew it at Talikot in 1565.

The battle of Talikot marks the final downfall of Vijaya-

nagar as a Centralized Hindu kingdom. But its local Hindu
chiefs or N.iyaks seized iij^on their resiiective fiefs, and the

Muhammadan kings of the South were only able to annex a
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part of its dominions. From the Niyaks are descended the

well-known Paleg.ars of the Madras Presidenc}', and the

present Maharaja of Mysore. One of the blood-royal of

Vijayanagar fled to Chandragiri and founded a line, which

e.xercised a prerogative of its former sovereignty by granting

the site of Madras to the English in 1639. Another scion,

claiming the same high descent, lingers to the present day-

near the ruins of Vijayanagar, and is known as the Raja

of Anagundi, a feudatory of the Nizam of Haidarabad. The
independence of the local Hindu chiefs in Southern India,

throughout the Muhammadan period, is illustrated by the

Manjarabdd family, which maintained its authority from 1397
to 1799.1

Lower Bengal threw off the authority of Delhi in 1340. Its

Muhammadan governor, Fakir-ud-dm, set up as sovereign,

with his capital at Gaur, and stamped coin in his own name.

A succession of twenty independent kings ruled Bengal until

153S, when it was temporarily anne.xed to the Mughal Empire

by Humayun. It was finally incorporated with that Empire

by Akbar in 1576. The great Province of Gujarat in Western

India had in like manner grown into an independent Muham-
madan kingdom, which lasted for two centuries, from 1391 till

conquered by Akbar in 1573. Malwa, which had also set up

as an independent State under its Muhammadan governors,

was anne.xed by the King of Gujarat in 1531. Even Jaunpur,

including the territory of Benares, in the very centre of the

Gangetic valley, maintained its independence as a separate

Musalman State for nearly a hundred years from 1394 to 1478,

under the disturbed rule of the Sayyids and of the first Lodi at

Delhi.

The position of the early iMuhammadan rulers of Delhi was

a very difficult one. Successive Musalman hordes of Turks,

Afghans, and Tartars swept down the passes, and wrested

India from the preceding invaders of their own Muhammadan
faith. The Delhi Empire was therefore beset by three per-

petual dangers. First, new Muhammadan invasions from

Central Asia
;

second, rebellious Muhammadan generals or

governors within India
;

third, the Hindu races whom the

early Delhi kings neither conciliated nor crushed. It was

reserved for Akbar the Great to reme<ly the inherent weakness

of the position
;
and, by incorporating the Hindus into his

government, to put a curb alike on NIuhammadan invaders

' yee article M.vnjvrab.vd, The Tnpcrial Gazetteer of Indid.
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frcjiu \\illu.ut, and 011 tno m' 1 1
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a century mous Tiie se\en dynasties or stts ol 1 ariiei liellii

Sultdms from 1001 to 1526 had, moieoeer, one i ommon Icaliiie

— a fanatical .Muhammadanism which n ndered the Natiie

races cif India infidels ,ind ahominations in their e)es. Ihlhar

and his son belun.n to the later |ieriod. when medieval I'i- 111.

like to mefliieval (Ihristiamty, had lost somethin^; of the hi,_oli\

common to liolh of them down to the lifteenih centuiy. The

early Sultans of ndiii completely failed to coiviuei m.iiiv

of the ;ereat Hindu kiiyudoms, or even to welJ the liuhi.n

Muhammadan State' into a united Muhammadan Liiipiie.
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CHAPTER XL

THE MUGHAL EMPIRE (1526 TO 1761 A.D.).

R’hen, therefore, Babar invaded India in 1526, he found it

divided among a number of local Muhammadan kings and

Hindu princes. An Afghan Sultan of the house of Lodi,

with his capital at Agra, ruled over what little was left of the

historical kingdom of Delhi. Babar, literally the I-ion, born

in 1482, was the sixth in descent from Timiir the Tartar. At

the early age of twelve, he succeeded his father in the petty

kingdom of Ferghana on the Ja.xartes (1494); and, after

romantic adventures, conquered Samarkand, the caiiital of

Tamerlane’s line, in 1497. Overpowered by rebellion, and

driven out of the valley of the Oxus, he seized the kingdom of

Kabul in 1504. During twenty-two years he grew in strength

on the Afghan side of the Indian passes, till in 1526 he burst

through them into the Punjab, and defeated the Delhi sovereign,

Ibrahim Lodi, at Panipat. This was the first of the three great

battles which decided the fate of India on that same jilain, viz.

in 1526, 1556, and 1761. Having entered Delhi, ho received

the allegiance of the Muhammadans, but was speedily attacked

by the Rajputs of Chitor. In 1527, Babar defeated them at

Fatehjjur Sikri near Agra, after a battle memorable for its perils

and for Babar’s vow, in his extremity, never again to touch

wine. He rapidly extended his power as far as Alultdn and
Behar. He died at Agra in 1530, leaving an Empire which
stretched from the river Amu in Central Asia to the borders

of the Gangetic delta in Lower Bengal.

His son Hu.mayun succeeded him in India, but had to

make over Kabul and the Western Punjab to his rival brother

Kamran.' Humayun was thus left to govern a new comiuest,

A.n. 1 Reign of IlrM.wuN:

—

1530- Accession to the throne. Capture of Lahore and occupation of the

IMnjab by his rival brother Kamr.ln. Final defeat of the Lodis untler

Mahnu'u! Loui. and aciiui.sition ofjaunpurby Humayun.
1532. Ilanui) un’s campaigns in Jldlwd and Gujarat.

{Fcoinoti contiiuieJ on f. 346 .
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and at the same time was deprived of the base from which his

father had drawn his supplies. The Mughal hordes who had

accompanied Babar were more hateful to the long-settled

Indian .Afghans than the Hindus themselves. After ten years

of fighting, Humayiin was driven out of India by the Bengali

.-Afghans under Sher Shah, the Governor of Bengal. Wnile

flying through the desert of Sind as an e.xile to Persia, his

famous son Akbar was born to him, in the petty fort of

Umarkot (1542). Sher Shah set up as Emperor, but was

killed while storming the rock-fortress at Kalinjar {1545).

His son succeeded to his power. But under his grandson,

the third of the .Afghan house, the Provinces revolted, includ-

ing Alalwa, the Punjab, and Bengal. Humayiin returned to

India. His son .Akbar, only in his thirteenth year, with

Bairam in command, defeated the Indo-.Afghdn army, after a

desperate battle, at Pdnipat (1556). India passed finally from

the .Afghans to the Mughals. Sher Shah’s line disappears

;

' and Humdyun, having recovered his Kabul dominions, reigned

again for a few months at Delhi, but died in 1556.

Akb.\r the Great, the real founder of the Mughal Empire,

as it existed for two centuries, succeeded his father at the age of

fourteen.' Born in 1543, his reign lasted for almost fifty years,

from 1556 to 1605, and was therefore contemporary with that

1559. Humayim defeated by .Sher Shah, the Afghan ruler of Bengal, at

Chapar Ghat, near Baxar, the Afughal army being utterly routeil.

Ketreats to --Agra.

1540. Humaji'm finally defeated by Sher .Sh.ih near Kanauj, and escape-s

to Persia as an e.xile. Sher Shah ascends the Delhi throne.

1556. Huni.i) tin’s return to India, and defeat of the .Afghans at I’am'pat l.y

his young son Akbar. IIuma>un remounts the thionc, but dies in a

few months, and is succeeded Iry Akbar.

For dates see Thomas’ Palhdn Kings, pp. 379, 3S0. Materiai.s for

Hunuiyun’s reign : Sir Henry Elliot’s Persian Historians, vol.s. iv. v. vi.
;

firuhla, vol. ii, pp. 154-1S0 (1829); Elphinstone, pp. 441-472(1866);
Erskine's History of Inaia, etc., under Bdbar and Hwndydn.

' Materials for reign of .Akbar: the Ain-i-Aki>ari of .Abul Fazl (olti

translation by Francis Gladwin, 2 vols., iSoo; best edition by Professor

Blochmann (Calcutta, 1S73, left unfinished at his death) ; General Sir

.Alexander Cunningham’s monograph on ‘Some Copper Coins of Akbar’
{Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1SS5)

; Sir Henry Elliot’s

Persian Ilistorianj, vols. i. v. and vi.; Firishla, vol. ii. pp. 1S12-18S2 ;

El[.hmstone, pp. 493-547 (1S66); Graf F. .A. \'on Xoer’s Kaiser Akoar,
2 vol'. (Leiden iSSo). The poetical aspects of Akhar’.s character ni.iy

lie found in P. van Limliurg-Brower’s Dutch Romance of Akbar ('Slax'is-

iiam .s translation, 1S79) I *uid in Lord Tennyson’s be.autifui ‘ Dream of

-Akbar,’ in his posthumous volume of poems (1S92', .An admirable
popuI.ir account of -A k bar’s reign is given in Colonel .Malleson’s .-fdA:;-,

‘ Rulers of India ’ Series (1890).
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of our own Queen Elizabeth {i55S-i6o_Q. H;s Luhei, Iluui.i-

yun, left but a sniall kingdom in India, hiarecl) e\li luling

1)0} ond the distnetb around Agra anel Delhi. .\t the tiiiii. ol

Humayun’s death, Akbar was absent in the I'unjab under the

guardianship of IJairam Khan, lighting tile revoked .Vighaiis.

llairdm, a Turkoman by birth, had been the .siqiport of tlu

exiled Humayiin, and held the real command of the aiuiy

which restored him to his throne at I’anipal in 1556. He wm
became the Regent for the youthful Akbar, under the honouied Itiii.i n

title of Khan Baba, eipiivalent to ‘ the King's Eathei.’

and skilful as a general, but harsh and orerhearing, he raised

many enemies; and Akhar, having endured four \e.irs ofAkl.u

thraidom, took advantage of a hunting [larty to throw off his

minister’s yoke (1560). 'I'he fallen Regent, after a struggle i5r)o.

between his lovalty and his resentment, revolteil, was defeated,

and pardoned. Akbar granted him a liberal jiension; and

Ilairam was in the act of st.artmg on a jiilgrimage to Mecca,

when he fell beneath the knife of an Afghan assassin, whose

father he had slain in battle.

The chief events in the reign of Akbar are summarized below.’ .Vklaib
wnik in

A.i). 1 Ri'JH.N nr Aki.ar, 1556-1635 India.

1542. Born at Umarkot in Sintl.

1555-56. Regains the Delhi throne f<n- hi^ faihcr l.y the great vict-try over

the Afghans at Panipat iLairam Kh.vn in actual CDinmantl). Succeeds

Ilia father after a few months in 155^*, urnier regency of Raiidin Kh.in.

1560. Akbar assume" the direct mnn^gement of the king k iM. Ke\t>li of

Eairam. who is «lefcated and
\
ard-T'. \

15O6, Invasion c>f the Punjab by Akbar's rival bn thcr IIAkim. i-,

defeated.

I36i-(: 8. Akbar subjugates the Rajput kingdoms to the Mughal Linpire.

1572-73. Akbar'-s campaign in ( linaia', and it'« reannexation to the Linpirt-

1576. Akbar'a recontpac&l of Bengal; its nnal annexativm to the Mughai

Bmpire.

1381-93. InsurrectiMn in Grj'r.U. The rro\ince finally ''UbjUgaied m
1503 to the Mughal Kmjure.

1580. Akbar’s con'piest of Kashmir ; its fin.rl rt.\«‘It fpae .e'l in I 39 --

1592. Akbar's cnn'iucst and annc\aln*n of t^md to the Muglial lur; ir- .

1 594. I li-' "ubjugatum "f Kandahar, and. c«m-i)U'kiti'iri (d the Mi.gh d 1 .n.i j: c

over ail India north of the Vir-dhja-. a- far .as K.ibul and Knr.d.d tr.

1593. Unsucce'sful cxj-cdiiion f»f Akbar's army t>» the I>*_ecan agun-l

Ahmadnagar under his ..<.n I'lince Murad.

1509. Second expediiiun against Ahma Inagar ly Akrar in
j
er-mn.

Caj'tures the t'>\\n. but faiK to o-tabh-h Mughal ru.e

1601. Annexation of Kh.indesh, an i return of Akl ar to Northern In o

1605. Akbar's death at Agrr.

—Mich pltra'vs as ‘ AkbarN c‘'*n>iuc't’ or ‘ Ak* ~r'' cam ''.gn

mean the con-pie-st or c.ampaign \ y Akl ar arniie'-, am; . > ii> t 1 ecc" .:; y

iir.ply hi.s personal presence.
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India was seethin;^ with discordant elements. The earlier

invasions by Turks, Afghans, and Alughals had left a power-

ful Muhammadan population in India under their own

chiefs. Akbar reduced these Musalman States to Provinces

of the Delhi Empire. Many of the Hindu kings and Ra'jput

nations had also regained their independence
;
Akbar brought

them into political dependence to his authority. This double

task he effected partly by force of arms, but in part also by

alliances. He enlisted the Rajput princes by marriage and

by a sympathetic policy in the support of his throne. He
then employed them in high posts, and played off his Hindu

generals and Hindu ministers against the Mughal party in

U])per India, and against the Afghan faction in llengal.

On his accession in 1556, he found the Indian Empire

confined to the Punjab, and the districts around Agra and

Delhi. He quickly e.Ytended it at the expense of his nearest

neighbours, namely, the Rajputs. Jaipur was reduced to a

fief of the Empire; and Akbar cemented his conquest by

marrying the daughter of its Hindu jirince. Jodhpur was in

like manner overcome; and Akbar caused his heir, Salim,

who afterwards reigned under the title of Jahangir, to marry

the grand-daughter of the Ra'ja. The Rajputs of Chitor were

overpowered after a long struggle, but disdained to mingle their

high-caste Kshattriran blood even with that of an Emperor.

They found shelter among the mountains and in the deserts

of the Indus, whence they afterwards emerged to recover

most of their old dominions, and to found their capital of

E'daipur, which they retain to thi.s day. They still boast that

alone among the great Rajput clans, they never gave a daughter

in marriage to a Mughal Emperor.

Akbar pursued his policy of conciliation towards all the

Hindu States. He also took care to provide a career for the

lesser Hindu nobility. He appointed his Hindu brother-in-

law, the son of the Jaipur Raja, to be Governor of the Punjab.

Raja Man Singh, also a Hindu relative, did good war-service

for Akbar from Kabul to Orissa. He ruled as Akbar’s

Governor of Bengal from 1589 to 1604; and again for a

short time under Jahangir in 1605-6. Akbar’s great finance

minister. Raja Todar Mall, was likewise a Hindu, and carried

out the first land settlement and survey of India. Out of 415
mansabdars, or commanders of horse, 51 were Hindus. Akbar
abolislied thejaziah, or tax on non-Musalmans, and placed all

his subjects upon a political equality. He had the Sanskrit

.sacred books and epic poems translated into Persian, and
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bhoucd a keen interest in the literature and rcliaien of hiv

Hindu subjects. He respected their law-,, but he i)Ut d t )\N n Refi 't Ui 'll

their inhuman rites. He forbade tiial by ordeal, annual

sacrifices, and chlld-marriayes before the age of jjubeily. lie-

legalized the re-marriage of Hindu widow.-;, but he failed to

abolish widow-burning on the husband's funeral pile, although

he took steps to insure that the act should be a voluntary one.

Akbar thus incorporated his Hindu subjects into tlie effect- Inthan

ive machinery of his Emiiire. With their aid he reduced
. Hiailnu

the independent Muhammadan kings of Northern India. He st.uc-

subjugated the Musalman ])Otentates from tiie runjab to rciiiio -1

Eehar. After a struggle, he also wrested llengal from its
''"l-'-ar.

Afghan princes of the following of Sher bhiili, who ruled it

from 1539 to 1576. Since the latter date, llengal remained

during nearly two centuries a I’rovince of the Mugital Empire,

under governors appointed from Delhi (1576-1765). In 1765

it passed by an imperial grant to the British. Orissa, on the

Bengal seaboard, submitted to Akbar's armies under his Hindu

general, Todar Mall, in 1574.

On the opposite coast of India, Gujarat was reconquered

from its Muhammadan king in 157^-73, although not finally

subjugated until 1593. Malw,i had been reduced in 1570-72.

Kashmir was conquered in 15S6, and it,s last revolt quelled in

1592. Sind was also annexed in 1591-92; and by the recovery

of Kandahar m 1594, .-Xkbar had extended the -Mughal Empire

from the heart of Afghinistdn across all India north of the

Vindhyas to Orissa and Sind. 'I'hc magnificent circumference

of Mughal conquest in Northern India and Afghdnist;in was

thus complete.

Akbar also removed the seat of the Mughal government C.-pcal

from Delhi to -Vgra, and founded Fateh] air Sikri to be the

future cafiital of the Emjiire. From this latter jauject he w.as, v, Agi.i.

however, dissuaded, by the sujieriur poiitiun of .\gra on the

great water-way of the Jumna. In 1566 in buiit the .\gra fort,

whose red sandstone battlements majestically overhang the

river to this day.

His efforts to establish the Mughal Empire m Southern .xii ar'-

India were le.ss successful. Tho^e efforts i.ecan in 15S6, but

during the first twelve years were tru'^trated l-\ the valour and

statesmanship of Cband Bibi. the (^ucen Recent of Ahmadnagar.

This Celebrated lady skilfully united the Abv'-sinian and the

Persian factions' in the Deccan, and '-trongthimed hersdf by

an alliance with Bijdjmr and other Muhamm.'iu.an tftates cif

^ tliC Inutile >jnrii ro'.
'

.''iHii' c’cc-O
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the South. In 1599, Akbtir led his armies in jier.^on against

the princess : but, notwithstanding her a.ssassination by her

mutinous troops. Ahmadnagar was not reduced till the reign

of Shah Jahan, in 1637. Akbar subjugated Khandesh
;
and

with this somewhat precarious anne.xation his conquests in

the Deccan ceased. He returned to Northern India, perhaps

feeling that the conijuest of the South was beyond the strength

of his young Empire. His last years were rendered miserable

by the intrigues of his family, and by the misconduct of his

His Jc.ith. beloved son, Prince Salim, afterwards Jahangir. In 1605 he

died, and was buried in the noble mausoleum at Sikandra,

whose mingled architecture of Buddhist design and Arabesque

tracery bear witness to the composite faith of the founder

of the Mughal Empire. In 1S73, the British Viceroy, Lord

Northbrook, presented a cloth of honour to cover the plain

marble slab beneath which Akbar lies.

Akbar’s conciliation of the Hindus, and his interest in their

literature and religion, made him many enemies among the

pious Musalmans. His favourite wife was a Rajput princess ;

another of his wives is said to have been a Christian
;
and he

ordered his son, Prince Murad, when a child, to take lessons in

Christianity. On Fridays (the Sabbath of Islam) he loved to

collect professors of many religions around him. He listened

imiiartially to the arguments of the Brahman and the Musnl-

man, the Parsi, the ancient fire-worshiiipcr, the Jew, the

Jesuit, and the sceptic philoso[)hcr. The history of his life,

the Akbar-udmaJi, records such a conference, in which the

Christian priest Redif disimted with a body of Muhammadan
nttinds before an assembly of the doctors of all religions, and
IS given the best of the argument. Starting from the broad

ground of general toleration, Akbar was gradually led on by the

stimulant of cosmopolitan discussion to question the truth of

his inherited beliefs.

The counsels of his friend Abul FazI,’ coinciding with that

sense of superhuman omnipotence which is bred of despotic

HP ncH power, led him at last to promulgate a new State religion,

—

foul). i

(-Pe Divine Faith,’ based upon natural theology, and com-
prising the best practices of all known creeds. Of this eclectic

creed Akbar himself was the prophet, or rather the head of the

Church. Every morning he worshipped in public the sun, as

’ Abul Fa/I .accused, by the unanimous voice of the Muhammadan
historians, of leading avtay Akbar’s relL'ious sympathies from Islim. See
the valuable Idograpliy of S!utikh A.'ii! / u’-i-'A r, !;/:/, prefixed to Ldoch-
mann’s Ain-I-.Ui .711. xxix., etc.

Akl.nr'>

rchgiou^

principle'.
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the represent ttive of the cli\ine soul which animates the

universe, trhile he was himself worshipped by the ipnorani 1 )ivine

multitude. It is doubtful how far he encouraged this jiupul.ir

adoration, but he certainly allowed his disciples to prostrate

themselves before him in irrivate. The stricter iMuhammadans
accused him, therefore, of accejjting a homage permitted only

to God.’

Akbar not only subdued all India to tlie north of tlie '

Vindhva mountains, he also organized it into an Emiure. He
partitioned it into Provinces, over each of whicli he piaceil f.ini'uc.

a Governor, or \’iceroy, with full civil and military control.

This control was divided into three departments—the milit.iry,

the judicial, including the police, and the revenue. With a Ariii>

view to preventing mutinies of the troo[)S, or assertions of
'vf

independence by their leaders, he reorganized the army on a

new basis. He substituted, as far ;is possible, money pay-

ments to the soldiers, for the old system of gr.ints of land

to the generals. Where this change could not he

carried out, he brought the holders of the military fiefs more

directly under control of the central authority at Delhi. He
further checked the independence of his provincial generals by

a sort of feudal organization, in which the Hindu tributary

Itrinces took tlieir pl.ice side by 'ide with the .Mughal nobles.

The judicial administration was jiresided over by a lord .Wlnr'-

iustice [Mir-i-ail) at the capital, aided by Kdz'is or law-officers "f

in the principal towns. The police in the cities were under a

superintendent or Eytwii!. who was also a magistrate. In

country districts where police existed at all, they were left to

the management of the landholders or revenue-officers. Put

throughout rural India, no regular police force can be ^aid to

have e.xisted for the jirotection of person and projierty until

after the e.stab!ishment of Pritish rule. The Hindu village had an i i»,l .

Its hereditary watchman, who in many parts of tiie country w is

tiken from the predatory castes, and as often leagued witli the

robbers as Ojiposed them. The Irndholders and revenue

othcers had each their own set of mjrmidons, vvlm pluiultred

the peasantry in their names.

kkbar’s revenue system was based on the .ancient Hindu W'-.-a -

f ustoms, and survives to this dav. He first executed i surw v

^ Akhar'j5 perv'cr^ion from 1^1 im ba-v fnimc-l the -ub.cf't ‘ f rniKh 1. irn-r i

ccn-vUie I'V '--VUliiI Ki'lir an-i '-'b'-r Mu-'I’nin writM'.

The •|UP''U >n i- exhau^iivcly 'lealt wilh \ y Hi'nn in ‘ N 'c .f

AH'
|
p. 167-215. Sec *^ir IKnr} I'.W: t - /'

/

/// vol. %. Pp. 477
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to measure the land. His officer.s then found out the produce

of each acre of land, and settled the Government sliare,

amounting to one-third of the gross produce. Finally, they

fixed the rates at which this share of the crop might be com-

muted into a money payment. These processes, known as the

land settlement, were at first repeated every year. But to save

the peasant from the extortions and ve.xations incident to an

annual inquiry, Akbar’s land settlement was afterwards made

for ten years. His officers strictly enforced the payment of

a third of the whole produce, and Akbar’s land revenue

from Northern India e.xceeded what the British take at the

present day.

From his fifteen Provinces, including Kabul be3'ond the

Afghan frontier, and Khandesh in Southern India, Akbar

demanded 14 millions sterling per annum
;

or, excluding Kabul,

Khandesh, and Sind, 12^ millions. The British land-tax from a

much larger area of Northern India was only Rx. ii| millions

in 1883.^ Allowing for the difference in area and in the

purchasing power of silver, Akbar’s tax was about three times

the amount which the British take. Two later returns show

the land revenue of Akbar at i6I- and lyi millions sterling.

The Provinces had also to support a local militia {lu'im'i =

hluiinl) in contradistinction to the regular royal army, at a co-it

of at least 10 millions sterling. E.xcluding both Kabul and

Khandesh, Akbar’s demand from the soil of Northern India

exceeded 22 millions sterling [ter annum, under the two items

of land revenue and militia ccss. There were also a number of

miscellaneous ta.xes. Akbar’s total revenue is estimated at

42 millions.”

' Namely, Bengal. Rx. 3,816,796 ; Avsam, Kx. 385,504; Koitli-Western

Provinces and Oudh, Rx. 5.7c»,Si6 : and Punjab, Rx. 1,889,807 : total,

Rx. 1 1, 792,923.—Admimstraticn Reports (1SS2-S3'.

- Provinces of the Delhi Empire under Akb.xr, circ. 1580.

Land-tax in Rupees

I. AUahdbAfl, . 5.310,677

2 . Agra, . 13,656,257

3. Oudh, S.043.954
4. Ajmere, 7-153.449

5. Gujarat, 10.924,122

6. Behar, 5-547.9S5

7. Bengal, 14,961.482

8. Delhi, 15.040,388

9. Lahore, 13,986,460

Carry f- trwvinb . •-1*

t-..A'“10On
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Since the first Lchtion of this wiiik was wr.ttcn, the authur 'lnei

nas carefully ret onsidered the evidence for the l.rrye reveiuie

totals under tiie Muyhal l-hiiiierors. The luincipal autlionte t'\?M

in the subject is Mr. Eelward d'huinas. 1
-' R S

,
who h.is

summed up the results of a lifetime devoted tsi Indian luiinis

niatics, in his Rtvinuc Rcsmirces of the Eii!pi)\ fioiii

\ 1). 1593 to .x.li. 1707.' Xo one can study that work without

teknow ledyiny the laborious and accurate lesoarcii w hu h .Mr

'I'lionias has devoted to the j.oints involved. His results weie .tn il

leceiited witiiout reserve in the first edition of mv /wArf//''* "
^

I )P
>

Gazetteer of India. Since the publication of this work, how-

ever, the author has received several coninninications from

Mr. H. G. Keene, 1 juestioniiyi; the soundness of Mr. 'I'homas’

I onchisiaiis. d'hosc conclusions point to a comparatively

lieavier taxation under the Muahal Enipeiors than under

lliitish rule
;
and have been made the basis of contrasts

ilattering to the lintish administration. 'I'lie author fell it.

therefore, incumbent on him to submit Mr. Keene's views to

the scrutiny of the three most eminent Indian numismatists ot

our time. General Sir Alexander Cunnineham, .Mr Stanley

Lane-Foole. and Mr. fidwartl Thomas himself.

Mr. Thomas, after examining the counter-statements, ad-
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('.ltliI t. ) !ii- {.inner c. .ni !l: .mil.-. (.encral Cunningham is

i,ur-l:ncii t.i think tii.it tile great t<ita!s of revenue recorded by
Muh.unma.lm wnter- c.iiild imt iiave heen actually enforced

ir.iin Indi.i at the (liffer. nt
j
eriod^ ti» which they refer. He is

i.f i.j inwn th.U iniiisalii.il in in^ may lie reduced by a technical

^rruuny.' Ihit tl'.it --i rutiny only atfects certain of the entries.

1 le re^r-. ii;- _e;iei.il r
. uk lu^aai on u'ider grounds, and believes

th.at the res entie- rccordeil hi tlie Muham niadan writers represent

r.ither ti’e ofh< la! ilein.iiid tlian tiie amounts actually realized.

'l i e wiiiile 'ji.e-ti'an has heeii c.iiei'iilly re-considered for the

;
re-" nt edit;, m of IE' hiditin Ei!:pin\i\'S\x. Stanley Lane-Poole,

vj.i h.i- krnd.'y dr.iun up for me' the following paragraphs.

'1
'i ey tn.iv }.. r. ...uded a^ (oticlusive, hut I feel not the less

M e. .1 ;o .Mr K-.t m. for pre^'ing the ijiiestion.

Tie re\. m.e it ti. ; Mujh.il Knipire has been recorded at

t.iri.v'-, inn.iiK ot tiic it.tit and 17th centuries by Native

!.!!..ini'tr,tti .in! r.ut.ij.can travelleis. Most of the

' •i-:;i' iiue li.n laieiiuiy io!lectei.l in the late Edward

Tih :i;i
' R -''ii.- < <f ih, Etnpire in India,

t'-i t' .. lii ::..ii^ from tlic^c authentic data have

1
• d : '.’M !'> Mr If. (1 Keene. The confusion has

I
• • !'. tV. .ni m'^Mki n v.ilu.rti.iiis of the money in which

• r.\ ir;. 1- -'!<’, Mr Ke. tie re.luccd nil the statistics

'\ )_ • 1-
. i- it t’.i I iioiicoim value of is 6d. The

tr \

.

I ,n. r.'i

I
f .

'

a.i

n. .1.

He.

' t.'.i .TiM' I, ,1 mi-'i on< option of the value

,

' m eh vd . h t'lo rupee wa^ compared by

’
> K . tiie //r'n, of 1600-170O

. > .1 ,
.... 1 to ii.iili) (///I'A Ei/uvnicre de la

, I nt i6,j5-6i (/.c. of Bernier

r, .0 I w.i I. pill t" I '95 Irani' of to-day, or

d l .ik tie tl;!' I ori'.i ted value, it will be seen

.lum, di.'.! o:;t of many other-, that French and

for the .u-erage exchange

ad.
;
1640-67, Tavernier,

6, Bernier, 30 s/ds / 1666,

ler, as. 3d. ‘in the Com-

31]. ]>erfectly unworn

jiecimens fell to 2S., but

try j.riio. Reducing the

1 1 e-'ti.m.it.. s r if r._ venue to iMigit'-ii pounds sterling of the

U thi- v.ai'ie of as 3d lor the rupee, and neglecting

i.ng;.'-;i tr.r.ei 1
r -H 1-ree .1- to 2-. 3d

' ; the r:i; ee : 13. .'vir I. Roe, 2-

f ' >, t ]0 1 -2-. tjhi ; i6;i;-6

'1 hi '.eriot, go .
1 .r 2., I v'l . 1671- I n
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no i.ii'er imt 2. pi. vv'L- tlie onhi’

So i-t fi!rr..".d..w. - Iwwr .hte-! yh tnly 1M3, pdn'M

I -• r 1 i,- ..I -\'
i if.' in tl.L / snr.a'.cf t>,t: Anjtu

r >:
. , I

t

,
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'^unis below ,1 lakh (ic3,ooc rupeei'), wo find tli.U in rwuiul Ta.K
fi,euros the revenue of t!ie Mughal lanperors from i v;.} t"

1707, as recorded by the ruithorities cited by Thomas, and
by two otliers winch ha\e rini'c been published in bdlicjt am!

Itowson’s Histury 1/ Indui, was as follows ;
—

Abljar, iS'U / 18,650.000

• > 1 61 >5 io,45( Kooo

[ant)lhLr csumilc] i9,()So.i.x»r>

Sli.ih-Jnhan
,

. K'M'S 24 , 75o.a^o

,, J '>55 ^0.000.000

Aurnnk;?c'>, l*/.o lire. 25.4io,i)rxj

ifihO 2 <'<,7'.-o t>j<j

• > I '>7 i'>A 5 '.rtx)

I'/M 40/>'o,i> V)

1697 4 5,500.000

1707 55,950,000

‘These fi.eures show n consistent proewess m the woalili of tlie Hi' c-rn-

rountry. The decrease in 1660 and 1707 is exjilained by the

ci\ii wars and famine that accompanied .\uran_L;zeb’s .accession

in 165S, and by the jirotracted ramiiai;ans in the Deccan which

prereiled his death m 1707. d'he figures agree with Thom.is’,

if it is remembered that he took the conventional value (es. ) of

the rupee, whibt it is here given at its true value (es. 31I,) at t)ie

time. The return of .\i/.im-tid din .\hmad in the Ta’ak.U-l-

AUiiri. of 640.00.00,000 t.jr.kahs, in 1593. lias liceri

neglected in the .ihovc list, bec.iu.se it has been the subject i.-f

dispute. 'I’hom.as m.tin: lined th.u the ;Ji /iinbih was one-

twentieth of the rupee, or a dnuble d im. which would nuike the

return equivalent to ,/'36.ooo,: 00, iii'tead cif ,/'i8,oco,ooo.

Tankah and d'vn, howeier, are inten hangeable tenii' in the

inscriptions of the* coins theuisclvo' the d.iin was the recoenised

tiscal unit in the re-veii’ie returns . and tlicre is no reason to

assiiiiie a distim t basi~ i.f im koning. 'I'he return of^/ 1 c’.'T s,: 7c

in 151)} ni.ike's the s;ini < if s’, 000,coo m 1593 prolsiliie and

( oiisi'tent.

‘Thomas expliined liis erroneous estimate of ,T3r..c.cc,oo 1 t.o

(leased on the double 'liiu hxoothesisj by the theor\ tint tiu'
‘

' ‘I vjr' •
-

siu.u rejiresented the gc.'.c revenue froiii all souri es, whilst tlie re-..;, ie 1

liter returns of .‘'.637,007, etc., he belicied t'' represent

merely the licld of the wlii'h avera-od 1 third of

the prodm e 'i'tiere is more to be sud in f.rvour <jf this

theory (though n^it of its primary evidence, tiie doul ie d 0,1

hvpothesis) than h.as b.-jn s,,iuetiraeS a’siwe 1 . Willi un

Hawkins, who iiie 1 .a: tile court of Ja'ui-’g.r ;n i''-c9-tt,
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ti.at the Eiiij ciui''. le^ehuc at..' '-.‘.v-iitu 5; ir,'!',- el ruj ec=, er

_,^56, J50.C00, lie adds “ tnna hi> 1 iiaw.
.

' but is

(/usioUbly absurd, and his statement at the l‘>est weuM seein to

be only a roii^h ytiess. Beinier, in en .’U' the estimate of liix.

[66c, distinctly adds '‘from hi- lands alone .

' and Catrou, in

commenting on Manncci's return of r6o;. explains (pre-

suniab'x on the authority of his Venetian infurinant) that the

suin derived from taxes other tlian the lanii-t.ix would more

than double the revenue he has recorded. I-'ina'ly, fVemelli

Careri, who visited the canij) of Anrangm-h at (bilgala in

1695, says he was told that the ruenue the Ilmpeior drew

‘•from ordy his hereditary countries,’’ excluding the conquered

kingdoms of the Deccan (I)ijd[air and Golcond.i). was eigdify

crores of rupees, or 90,000, 000. If wo [inderstand liy this

the ret’cnue of Hindustii/i |/rior to the roniiuc't of Ihjajair,

etc., but including tiic tnlHite from the Deccan, the sum
is rather more than double the revenue f^/igc.ooo.coo)

returned at some period later than 1666, and thus fits in

accurately enough with Catron’s statement that the gross

revenue was more than douiile that derixed from rent alone,

and almost justifies Ha'vkins’ estimate for the reign of

Jahangir. One would ex|jcct a considerable increase by

[695 from theyaa/n/; or {loll-ta.x on Hindu.s, which had never

been levied from the accession of Akbar til) reimjiosed by

.\ur.angzeb in 16S0. I'his tax iiroduceil neatly yjjo.ooo from

the town of Ihirhdnpu'r alone
;
Imt it was irregularly lex’ied, and

cannot be regarded as a fi.xed source of revenue. It would,

however, go far to .substantiate Gcnielli Careri’.s estimate of

tlie gross income. It is true, the native historian,s do not .say

that the cited return.s of revenue from the variou.s Provinces

rejiresent the land-tax only
; but they were writing for natives',

who would not need to be told so obvious a fact, if such it were.

‘On the whole, it is inipo.ssible to reject the statement.s of

Bernier and Catrou, that the return.s they r^uote are of land

revenue only. And if this be admitted, it is obvious that to

be consistent the native returns must al.so be confineil to the

same source of income. The conclusion thus reached is that

the revenue from land rose from about 19 millions under Akbar
to 43I millions towards the end of the reign of Aurangzel)

;

but that the gross revenue from all sources was about double

the=e sums, and reached the total of ^^90,000,000 in 1695.’'

1 .See Thomas' Rtx.‘tniie Kescun't"'^ 1S71 ; .S. [..ane-TooIe's Ilisioyy of
Muykal tUitsirated ^>y thtir Ccin^^ veil -.xciv. ; and his Auydix
‘ Kuleij of India ’

.xieries, chap. v.
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Subject to the foregoing rc-e\aniination of the evi<!cnre by ’'ruelial

hlr. Stanley Lane-Poole, it may noiv he convenient to exhibit

the revenues of the Alughal Empire in India, as compiled by a. if

Mr. Edward Thomas from Muhammadan authorities and

European travellers during the century, from its practical

foundation by Akbar to its final expansion under Aurangecb in

1697, and thence to its fall in 1761 ;

—

yj
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Mai!.

Abul Fazl.

J.xhangir,

Kmperor,
1605-27.

Akbar’s Plindu minister, Riji ToJar rvl.il). conducted the

revenue settlement, and his name is still a household word

among the husbandmen of Bengal. Abul Fazl, the man of

letters and Finance Minister of Akbar, comjjiled a Statistical

Survey of the Empire, together with many vivid pictures of

his master’s court and daily life, in the A'in-i-Akl'ari—a work

of perennial interest, and one which has proved of great value

in carrying out the Statistical Surrey of India at the present

day.' Abul Fazl was killed in 1602, at the instigation of

Prince Salim, the heir to the throne.

S-vLiM, the favourite son of Akbar, succeeded his father in

1605, and ruled until 1627 under the title of J.vir.vN'oiR, or

Conqueror of the ^^’orld. The chief events of his reign are

summarized below.- His reign of twenty-two years was spent

in reducing the rebellions of hi.s son.s, in c.valting the intlucncu

* The old translation is by Gladwin (iSooi ; the best is liy the late Mr.
Elochmann, Principal of the Calcutta Mauiasii, or .^^^hamnlad.^n college,

whose early death was one of the greatest losses which I’cr'i.in scholarship

has sustained in this century.

^•ri. - Reig.s' OF Jahangir, 1605-27-—
1605. Accession of Jahangir.

1606. Flight, rebellion, and imprisonment of his eldc't son, Khustu.
i6lo, Malik Ambar recovers Ahmadnagnr from the .Mtighals, ami re-

as.serts the independence of the Deccan dyn.asty, with its new capit.U

at Aurangabad.

i6ir. Jahangir’s marriage with Xur fah.rn.

1612. Jahangir again defeated by M.alik Ambar in an attempt to recover
Ahmadnagar.

1613-14. Defeat of the I claipur Raj.i by J.ihangir’s son, Shah Jahan.
tjnsuccessful revolt in Kabul against Jahangir,

i6t5. Embassy of Sir T. Roe to the court of Jahangir.
1616-17. Temporary reconquest of Ahmadnagar Ijy Jahangir’s son, Shah

Jahan.

1621. Renewed disturbances in the Deccan; ending in treaty with Shah
Jahan. Capture of Kandahar from Jahangir’s troops by the Persians.

1623-25. Rebellion against Jahangir by his son. Shah Jahdn, who, after
defeating the Governor of Bengal at Rajmahai, seized that Province
and Behar, but was himself overthrown by .Mahabat Khdn, his father’s
genera!, and sought refuge in the Deccan, where he unites with his old
opponent, Malik Ambar.

l6_6 The successful general, Mahabat Khan, seizes tiie person of Jahangir.
Intrigues of the Empress Nur Jahau,

627. Jahangir recovers his liberty, and .sends Mahabat Khan again.st
bhah Jahan in the Deccan. Mahabat joins the reliel prince again.-.t
the Emperor Jahangir.

1627, Death of Jahangir.

Materials for Jahangir’s reign ; Sir Henry Elliot’s Pasian HiJonam,
%ol3. V. vi. and vii.

; Elphinstone, pp. 550-603.
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of his wife, and in drunken self4nduli;cnce. In sjjite of Uuil,

wars in the Deccan, he added little to his father's territories.

India south of the Vindhyas still continued apart from the

Northern Empire of Delhi. Malik Anihar, the Abyssinian

minister of Ahmadnagar, maintained, in sjiite of reter.ses, the

independence of that kingdom. At the end of Jahangir’s Kib ni,.n

reign, his rebel son, Prince Shah Jahan, was a refugee in the

Deccan, in alliance with Malik Anibar against the Mughal

troops. The Rajputs also began to reassert their independ-

ence. In 1614, Prince Shah Jahan, on behalf of the Emperor,

defeated the Udaipur Raja. Put the conquest was only

partial and for a time. Meanwhile, the R,ij[)Uts formed an Kcvnlt

important contingent of the imjierial armies, and 5000 of

their cavalry aided Shah Jahan to put down a revolt in Kabul.

The Afghan Province of Kandahar was wrested from Jahangir

by the Persians in 1621. The land-tax of the Mughal Empire

remained at I'i millions under Jahangir, but his total revenues

were estimated at 50 millions sterling.*

The principal figure in Jahangir’s reign is his Empress, Niir The P.m-

Jahdn,'^ the Light of the World. Born in great poverty, but
'

of a noble Persian family, her beauty won the love of Jahangir"^

while they were both in their first youth, during the reign of

.\kbar. The old Emperor tried to put her out of his son’s

way. by marrying her to a brave soldier, who obtained high

employment in Bengal Jahangir, on his accession to the

throne, commanded her divorce. Her husband refused, and

was killed. His wife, being brought into the imperial palace,

lived for some time in chaste seclusion as his widow, but in

the end emerged as Niir Jahan, the Light of the World. She

surrounded herself with her relatives, and at first influenced

Jahangir for his good. But the jealousy of the imperial

princes and of the Mughal generals against her party led to

intrigue and rebellion. In 1626, her successful general,

Mahibat Kh.in, found himself compelled, in self-defence, tn

turn against her. He seized the Emperor, whom he ke])t,

together with Niir Jahiin, in captivity for six months. Jahangir

died in the following year, 1627, in the midst of a rebellion

against him by his son, Shah Jahan, and his greatest general,

Mahabat Khan.

Jahangir's person.al character is vividly portrayed by Sir fal.mj b--

Thomas Roe, the first British Ambassador to India ii6i 5). U*'""
''

char\cN.-r.

^ Mr. E'lwaril Thoinn'.’ R:z-cnti€ Rcscur.t: cf the J/.v,-' Evij-ut,

pp. 21-26 .imi p. 54. See tM le cm p. 357, m thi- chapter

- Otherwise kn uvvn as Xur Mahal, thu Ls^h: of the Falatg..
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A^ra continued to be the central seat of the e:o\ernnient,

hut the imperial army on the march formed in itself a s[)lendid

capital. Jahangir thought that Akhar had too 0['enl}' severed

himself from the Aluhammadan faith, 'rhe new Emperor con.

formed more strictly to outward observance.s, but Licked the

inward religious feeling of his father. \\’hile he forliade the

use of wine to his subjects, he spent his own nights in drunken

revelry. He talked religion over his cu[)s until he reached

a certain stage of into.xication, when he ‘fell to v.eeping, and

to various passions, which kept them to midnigdit.’ In public

he maintained a strict appearance of virtue, and never allowed

any person whose breath smelled of wine to enter his jiresence.

A courtier who had shared his midnight revels, and indiscreetl\

referred to them next morning, was gravely examined as to

who were the companions of his debauch, and one of them

was bastinadoed so that he died.

During the day-time, when sober, Jahangir tried to work

wisely for his Empire. A chain hung down from the

citadel to the ground, and communicated with a cluster of

golden bells in his own chamber, so that every suitor might

apprise the Emperor of his demand for justice without the

intervention of the courtiers. Many European adventurers

repaired to his court, and Jah.angir patronized alike their arts

and their religion. In his earlier years he had acro[ite(l the

eclectic faith of his father. It is said that on his accession he

had even permitted the divine honours paid to .\khar to be

continued to himself His first wife was a Hindu ptince.-is

:

figures of Christ and the A’irgin Mary adorned his rosary ,

and two of his nephews embraced Christianity with his full

approval. 1

Sh.ih J.AH.AN hurried north from the Deccan in 1627, and
proclaimed himself Emperor at Agra in January 162S.' He

’ Elphinstone’s Hist, p, 560 (ed. 1S66), on the authority of Roe,
Hawkins, Terry, Coryat.

Materials for .Sliah Jahan*s reign; Sir Henry Elli-ot’s Persian Hi -

tsriiins, vol;. vi. vii. and riii.
; Elphin^tone, pp. 574-603.

"'•n. Reign OF Sh.vh J.AHAX, 1628-5S
1027. Imprisonment of iViir Jahan on the death of jahangir, by Asaf Khan

on Irehalf of S'h.ih Jahan.
162S. Shah Jahan returns from the Deccan and ascends the throne

ljanu..ryi. He murders his brother and kinsmen.
ID2S-30, Afghan uprisings .against Shah Jahan in Xorthern India and in

the Deccan.

\Fo}tnote continued on Uext
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])ut down for ever the court faction of the Empress Xiir lah.ni.

hy confining her to pinate life upon a hlieral allowance
; am!

hy murdering his brother Shahriyar, with all other members of

the house of Akbar wlio might ]irove rivals to the throne, lie

was, however, just to his people, blameless in his jirivate habits,

a good financier, and as economical as a magnificent couit,

splendid public works, and distant military expeditions could

jiermit.

Under Shah Jahan, the Mughal Empire was finally shorn of Mbili

Its Afghan Province of Kandahar
; but it extended its con-

quests in the Deccan, and raised the magnificent buildings in Kan

Northern India which now form its most splendid memorials. ">

.-Vfter a temporary occupation of Balkh, and the actual re-

conquest of Kandahar by the Delhi troojis in 1637, Shall

Jahan lost much of his Afghan territories, and the Province of

Kandahdr was severed from the Mughal Empire by the

Persians in 1653. On the other hand, in the Deccan, the

kingdom of Ahmadnagar (to which Ellichpur had been united

in 1572) vvas at last anne.xed to the Mughal Empire in 1636.

Bidar fort was taken in 1657, while the remaining two of the Con-iue-t.v

five Muhammadan kingdoms of Southern India,^ namely
'j"

^

Bijapur and Golconda, were forced to pay tribute, although

not finally reduced until the succeeding reign of Aurang^cb.

But the Maratlias now appear on the scene, and commenced,

1629-35. Shah Jahan’s wars in the Dcccanwiih Ahn:.\ a:,'! lt;

un=;ucces.>rul Mege of IhjAj'ar.

1634. bhdhji Lhonsla, gran’.lfathcr of Sivaji, the foan-Ier f-f the

power, attempts to restore the in lependent of Ahma ':K''^ar, 1 .it

fails, and in 1636 makes peace wi'.h the Empcior blr.n J.ihan.

1636. BijApur and Golconda n^^ree to pay tribute to ^hah Jahin. Fir..\l

submission of AhmadnaL;ar to ‘.he Mughal Empire.

1637. Kecnni'juest cf K.andahar by Shall Jahan from the I’l-rdaE^.

1645. Invasion and temporal}’ c )n']ue''t of Ikiikh by Shih jahan. b.-,k!i

was abandoiictl two ve.ar'^ later.

1647-53. Kand.ih.ir np;ain taken by the Persian-', an i three i:n'’'.cc'.- FI

attempts made by the EmpervtrF ‘.on', Aiirai.;^7Lb ami lea.i, t 2 rec.a^ -

ture it. Kandahar finally lost to the Mui^hal I'm; ire, 1653.

1655-56. Renewal cd the war in the I>eccan under Prince Aura'-r.’- ’ .

Ili.s att.ick on IIaidarab.nl, an'I the tcmpoiaiy 'ubnii'-i .n of thi.

Golconila kin^ to the Mipt^hal T',m] ire.

1656. Renewed cam; aign of .sh.ih JahanF armies F'l: ur

1037-58. Dispute a-' to the .succession between the Emperor's '- i,.

Auran^^zeb defeats I ^ara : impri-non' Murad, hi > other br dti.er : h.: -1,'

his father by Cmnhnin^ him in hi' p.abe'e, an 1 ' ;
cr.i} a-'Ur.e' ’h-.

government, bh..h J'.han <iie-',
;
ractically a .''tate ^rocner m ‘he

loit of Agra, in i6j6.

^ Vi L end of c’ ap. x.
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un3ucce3sfu!ly at Ahmadnagar in 1637, that scrie-- of iier^ibUnt

Hindu attacks which were destined in the nc.\t ccnturv to

break down the Mughal Empire.

Aurangzeb and his brothers carried on the wars in Southern

India and in Afghanistan for their father, Shah Jahin.

Save for one or two expeditions, the Emperor lived a mag-

nificent life in the North of India. At Agra he raised the

e.xquisite mausoleum of the Taj Mahal, a dream in marble,

designed by Titans and finished by jewellers.’' His Pearl

Mosque, the Moti ALasjid, within the Agra fort, is perhaps the

purest and loveliest house of prayer in the world. Xot con-

tent with enriching his grandfather Akbar's capital, Agra, with

these and other architectural glories, he planned the re-transfer

of the seat of Government to Delhi, and adorned that city

with buildings of unrivalled magnificence. Its Great Mosque,

or Jama Masjui, was commenced in the fourth year of his

reign, and completed in the tenth. The palace at Delhi, now

the fort, covered a vast parallelogram, 1600 feet by 3200,

with exquisite and sumptuous buildings in marble and fine

stone. A deeply-recessed portal leads into a vaulted hall,

rising two storeys like the nave of a gigantic Gothic cathedral,

375 feet in length
; ‘the noblest entrance,’ says the historian

of architecture, ‘ to any existing palace.’ - The Diiudn-i-Khdi,

or Court of Private Audience, overlooks the river, a master-

piece of delicate inlaid work and poetic design. Shih Jahan

.spent many years of his reign at Delhi, and prepared the city

for its destiny as the most magnificent capital in the world

under his successor Aurangzeb. But e.xuiuisite as are its

public buildings, the manly vigour of Akbar’s red-stone fort at

Agra, with its bold sculptures and square Hindu construction,

has given place to a certain effeminate beauty in the marble
structures of Shah Jahan.®

' Shah Jahan s architectural works are admirably described in Dr.

James Fergusson’s Hist. Architecture, vol. iii. pp, 5S9-602 (ed. 1S76).

See also article Agra City, The Imperial Gazetteer of [udia.

Fergusson -S Hist. Architecture, vol. iii. p. 592. See also article

Delhi Citv, The Imperial Gazetteer of India.

” Provinces of the Delhi Emi
164S-4Q :

In India—
^

1. Delhi, .

2. Agra, .

3. Lahore, .

4. Ajmere,

RE UNDER Shah Jahan,

Land-ta.x in Rupee.'.

25.000.

000

22.500.000

22.500.000

15.000.

000

Carry forward. Rs. 85,000,000



SJIAIf/ARAN'S REVENUES.

xVkbar’s dynasty lay under the curse of rebellious sons. As

Jahangir had risen against his most loving father, Akhar
;
and

as Shah Jahan had mutinied against Jahangir
;
so Shah Jahan

in his turn suffered from the intrigues and rebellions of his

family. In 165S, Shah Jahan, old and worn out. fell ill
;
and

his son Aurangzeb, after a treacherous conflict with his

brethren, deposed his father, and proclaimed himself Emperor

in his stead. The unhappy old Shah Jahan was kept in con-

finement for seven years, and died a State prisoner in the fort

of Agra in 1666.

Under Shah Jahan, the Mughal Emjjire attained its highest

union of strength with magnificence. His son Aurang/eh

added to its extent, but at the satne time sowed the seeds

of its decay. Akbar’s land revenue of 1 7 J millions had

been raised, chiefly by new conquests, to 22 millions sterling

under Shah Jahan. But this sum included Kashmir, and

five Provinces in Afghinistan, some of which were lost during

Shah Jahan’s reign. The land revenue of the Mughal Emiiire

within India, under Shah Jahan, reached 20} millions stg. The

magnificence of Shah Jahan’s court was the wonder of Euro-

pean travellers. His Peacock Throne, with its tail blazing in

the shifting natural colours of rubies, sapphires, and emeraId^,

was valued by the jeweller Tavernier at 65 millions sterling

Rebels. 1

of rriiii <

AurmiL:-

zeb, 1057

Shah
Jahan
deposcil,

165^.

Shah
Jaha nb
rcvcnuL'

Brought forward, . K'. $5,000,000

s- Daulatdbad, i 3 - 75 '-’,C"-o

6. Berar, . 13 7 50, OOP

7 - Ahmadabdd, 1 3. 251,’.0:0

8. Bengal, . 1 2. 500. CO-:

9 - Allahabad, IO.CCh'.kOOO’

10. Behar, . lO.OCO.CCO

II. Malwd, . IOOOO.OOj

12. Khdndesh, lO.O'OO OC'O

13 - Oudh, . 7,5"X).co-)

14. TelingAna, . . 7'

5

15 - Multan, 7.'00,r-,o

16, Ori>?a, .

I/- Tatta (Smiij. 2,0*" '
'

>

iS. Baglanah, . . . 5
’ ^ ‘

Land Revenue of In«ba, K-. 207.75 -

19. Ka-^hmir. . . . . 3,75^’

20. K.lbul, . 4,'>:o,o -

21, BAlkh, .

22. Kandahar, 1,5:0c

23 - Badakhdian,

T./al R^. 22--. CO'.:-
*

E'Uvard Thomas' Kt zan.'i L . iir\: c' t .. d/v
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Acraxgzeb proclj-inicJ himself Kuiporor m A158. in the

room of his imprisoned lather, with the title of .M.imgir, the

Conqueror of the Universe, and reigned until 1707. Under

Aurangzeb, the Mughal Empire reached its widest limits.’

But his long rule of forty-nine years merely [Acsents on a

more magnificent stage the old unhappy type of a Mu-h.il

reign. In its personal character, it commenced with his

rebellion against his father
;
consolidated it-elf by the murder

of his brethren ;
and darkened to a close amid the mutinies,

intrigues, and gloomy jealousies of his own sons. Its public

aspects consisted of a magnificent court in Northern India;

conquests of the independent Muhammadan kings in the

.South ;
and wars against the Hindu powers, wluch, alike m

Rdjputana and the Deccan, were gathering strength for the

overthrow of the Mughal Empire.

The chief events of the reign of Aurangzeb are summarized

below.- The year after his accession, he defeated and put

to death his eldest brother, the noble but impetuous Dara

* Materials for Aurangzeb’s reign; Sir Henry Hlhol’s Pa ihw

tj.-tans, vols, vii. and riii.
;
Elphinstone, pp. 598-673.

A.u. - Reign of Acr.vngzeh, 165S-1707

1658. Deposition of Sh.ah Jahan, and u.-urp-itiun of Aurangzeb.

1659. Aurangzeb defeats h;s brothers Shiija and Data. Dara, his ib.ght

being betrayed by a chief with whom he sought refuge, is put to de.ith

by order of Aurangzeb,

1660. Continued struggle of Aurangzeb with liD brother .‘shuja, "h'H

ultimately tied to Arakan, and there peri-hed miserably.

1661. Aurangzeb e.vecutfi his youngest brother, Murad, in prison.

1662. Dnsuccessful invasion of Assam by Aurangzeb’s general, Mir Juml.i.

Disturliances in the Deccan. War between jBijapur and the Marathas

under Siv.aji'. After various changes of fortune, Sivaji, the founder of

the Marathi power, retains a considerable territory.

1662-1665. .Sivaji in rebellion against the Mughal Empire. In 1664 e

as.sumed the title of Raja, and asserted his independence ;
but in 1665,

on a large army being sent against him, he made submission, and

proceeded to Delhi, where he was placed under restraint, but soon

afterwards escaped.

1666. Deat.h of the deposed Emperor, .Sh.ih Jahan. War in the Deccan,

and defeat of the Mughals by the King of Bijapur.

1667. Siv.aji makes pe.ace on favourable terms with Aurangzeb, and ob-

tains an exten.si'}n of te.Titoiy. Sivaji levies tribute from Bijapur and

Golconda.

1670. Siv.aji ravages Khandesh and the Deccan, and there levies for the

first time chanth, or a contribution of one-fourth of the revenue.

1672. Defeat of the Mughals by the Maratha Sivaji.

1677. Aurangzeb revives theJaziah or poll-tax on non-Muhammadans.

[Footnote continued on next
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([659). After another twelve months’ stnii:L;le, he drove out Ik- la- r-

of India his second brother, the self-indn'eent Shnia.. who
pL'nshed miserably among the indolent savages of Arakan

(i66o-6i)d Ills remaining brother, the brave young Murael,

was executed in prison the following year (1661). Aurang/eb,

having thus killed off his brethren, set up as an orthodox

sovereign of the strictest sect of Islam
;

while his invalid

father, Shah Jahan, lingered on in jirison, mourning over his

murdered sons, until 1666, when he died.

Aurangzeb continued, as Emperor, that persistent policy of Sul juer

the subjugation of Southern India which he had so brilliantly

commenced as the lieutenant of his father, Shah Jahan. Of indi.i.

the five Muhammadan kingdoms of the Deccan, three, namel>

Bid.ir, and Ahmadnagar-wiih-Ellichjiur, had fallen to Aurang-

zeb’s arms before his accession to the Delhi throne.- 'I'lie

two others, Bijapur and Golconda, struggled longer, but

.•\urangzeb was determined at any cost to annex them to

the Mughal Empire. During the first half of his reign,

or exactly twenty-five years, he waged war in the south

by means of his generals (165S-S3). A new Hindu power ki-c . if tfc

had arisen in the Deccan, the Marathas. ’ The task before
povNur.

Aurangzeb’s armies was not only the old one of subduing

the Muhammadan kingdoms of Bij.ipur and Golconda,

1679. AurangrAi it war with the Rijput.;. Ketiellinn of I'nnee Aklo.r.

.-Vurangzeli's youngeit .son. who joins the R-yi uts. t'Ut wh.ise am y

lesert.s him. Prince Akhar i, forceh to t'y to the M araihis.

ifiSi. Aurangzeb has to continue the war With the Rtjjuts.

[1672-16S0. Mar.'uh.i progress in the Deccan. ,'^iva;i crowns himself n

independent .sovereign at R.tigarh in 1674. Hi- wans with I'.ii ipur

and the MugliaLs. Siv.iji dies in 16S0, and 15 succeeded iy his .on,

Samlihaji. i

I'jh;. --yurangret) inviiies the Deccan m jiei son, at the i.e.e! A his f inn

Army.

ifSh SS. .Aurangzeb conipicrs Rij.i; ur ."-nd (ioic'n-'.i. .ir.'i anrc'es tl'cii'.

to the I'.iiipire ' i6SS).

itiby. .Vurangzeli ca; tur.ts s.rnibhiji, .rn i tr'.aioiie'y p,.:- iiim t.i I'.ea:!..

1692. (kuerill.i war with tiir .AJ.rr.idi.i' uniier indejtcr.'b.nt le.ader'.

169'', .Aurang/eii capturi.e t'.inji (iir.jil fio.n 'he M.iruh.i-.

1(99 1701. The .M.ar rtb.r .ar. ('.rptiiro of p .t.iri .ind Mui'hl f t’- \ )

the Mughrls under .\-,.r.ingre!i. .A;.; arent rmn of Mmti; o.

1702 5. New anil unexpected euccf ,,Ls 1 'he M u.ith b.

1706. .Aurangi'eti retreat ; to Ahmai'.nig.rr, ind

1707 Mi-crably dies there
,

Feiiruarx I.

‘ Mte ir'icle .AKVxr. Ah' /«-•>>;' C.r f-L,r , f /r :

- The five kingdoms h.'.ve' l.e'i-n Ic-ci at cn 1 olAh ;'.r x

'fir the rise ’r. i hi-t rj A the M .r .;h r-, -ee r.m • ci t .r, \.i
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blit also of crushing the ((uirk growth of the Maritha Con-

federacy.

During a quarter of a century his efforts failed to conquer

Bijapur and Golconda (1658-73). In 1670, the Maratha

leader Sivaji levied chautk, or one-fourth of the revenues, as

tribute from the Mughal Provinces in Southern India; and in

1674 enthroned himself an independent sovereign at Raigarb.

In 16S0-S1, Aurangzeb’s rebel son, Prince Akbar, gave the

prestige of his presence to the Maritha army. Aurangzeb
felt that he must either give up his magnificent life in the

north for a soldier’s lot in the Deccan, or he miust relinquish

his most cherished scheme of conquering Southern India.

He accordingly prepared an e.xpedition on an unrivalled scale

of numbers and splendour, to be led by himself. In 1683

he arrived at the head of his Grand Army in the Deccan, and
spent the next half of his reign, or twenty-four years, in the

field. Golconda and Bijapur fell after another long struggle,

and were finally annexed to the Mughal Empire in 16S8.

But the conquests of these last two of the five Muham-
madan kingdoms of the Deccan only left the arena bare for

the Marathis. Indeed, the attacks of the Marathds on the

two DIuhatnmadan States had prepared the way for the annexa-
tion of those States by Aurangzeb. The Emperor waged
war during the remaining twenty years of his life (r6S8-i707)
against the rising Hindu power of the Marathas. Their first

great leader, Sivaji, had proclaimed himself king in 1674, and
died in 1680. Aurangzeb captured his son and successor,
Sambhaji, in 1689, and cruelly put him to death; seized the
Maratha capital, with many of their forts, and seemed in the
first year of the new century to have almost stamped out their

existence (1701). But after a guerilla warfare, the Mardthas
again sprang up into a vast fighting nation. In 1705 they re-

covered their forts
; while Aurangzeb had exhausted his health,

his treasures, and his troops, in the long and fruitless struggle.
His soldiery murmured for arrears

; and the Emperor, now old
and peevish, told the malcontents that if they did not like his

service they might quit it, while he disbanded- some of his

cavalry to ease his finances.

Meanwhile the DIarathas were pressing hungrily on the
imperial camp. The Grand Army of Aurangzeb had grown
during a quarter of a century into an unwieldy capital. Its

movements were slow, and incapable of concealment. If
Aurangzeb sent out a rapid small expedition against the Mar-
athas v\ho plundered and insulted the outskirts of his camp,
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they cut it to pieces. If he moved out against them in force,

they vanished. His own soldiery feasted with the enemy, who
jjrayed with mock ejaculations for the health of the Emperor
as their best friend. In 1706, the Grand Army was so dis-

organized that Aurangzeb opened negotiations with the Mar-

athas. He even thought of submitting the Mughal Provinces

to their tribute or chauth. Put their insolent exultation broke

off the treaty, and the despairing Aurangzeb, in i 706, sought

shelter in Ahmadnagar, where he died the next year. Dark

suspicion of his sons’ loyalty, and just fears lest they should

subject him to the fate which he had inflicted on his own father,

left him alone in his last days. On the approach of death, he

gave utterance in broken sentences to his worldly counsels

and adieus, mingled with terror and remorse, and closing

in an agony of desperate resignation :
‘ Come what may, I

have launched my vessel on the waves. Farewell ' Farewell !

Pharewell 1

’

'

The conquest of Southern India was the one inflexible

purpose of Aurangzeb’s life, and has therefore been dealt

with here in a continuous narrative. In the North of India,

great events had also transpired. Mir Jumla led the imperial

troops as far as Assam, the extreme eastern Province of

India (1662). But amid the pestilential swamps of the rainy

season, the army melted away, its supplies were cut off, and

its march was haras.sed by swarms of nati\es, who knew

the country and defied the climate. .Mir Junild succeed,ed m
extricating the main body of his troops, but died of exhaustion

and a broken heart before he reached Dacca in Eastern Benual.

In the west of India, Aurangzeb was not more fortunate.

During his time the Sikhs were growing into a power, but it

was not till the succeeding reigns that they romnienced the

series of operations which in the end wrested the Punjab

from the Mughal I’.mjiirc. Aurangzeb's bigotry arr.iycd

aeainst him the Hindu })nnces and peojiles of Northern Indi.i.

He revived the Jjziah or insulting poll-tax on non-Musahii,h;^

(1677), drove the Hindii.s out of the adimni'trntion, ami'

ojipressed the widow and children of his father's f.iithfid

Hindu general, Jaswant Singh. local sect of Hindus w.i-

forced into rebellion in 1676; and in 1677 the Rdiimt Smtes

combined against him. The Eniieror waged a protracted v, .r

‘ Aurangzeb's /c/A/a form a joj-ular I’er'-iin in Inmii to ‘hi' iiy.

Hn c dinsc.1' to hi' 'on- are t-shfyip.: an*! nv-t
f
ithc'ic; . no ‘1d'

\\. ik is written in i ‘-''h-y rdij: <ii' lone wh*v.h y."ah: h'v:

a'.'unied.

Ill'

(ic'jbiir,

I
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1707.
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r._ainst them; at one time deta'-tatine Rd; i.thna, at another

tiiiic saving him-.ell and his army iVoin uxturminatiun only by a

stroke of genius and rare [iresenre of innul. In 1679, his son,

Prince Akhar, rebelled and joined llie Rajyats uitli liis division

of the INIughal army. From that year the ;>e!manent alienation

ot the Rajputs from the Mughal Empire dates
;

and the

Hindu chivalry, winch had been a .source of strength to Akbar

the Great, became an element of ruin to Aiirang/eb and his

successors. The Emperor sacked and slaughtered throughout

the Rajjiut States of Jaipur, Jodhpur, anil Udaijmr. The

Rajputs retaliated by ravaging the Muhammadan Province

of Mahva, defacing the mosques, insulting the ministeis

of Islam, and burning the Kuran. In 16S1, the Emperor

patched up a peace in order to allow him to lead the Grand

Army into the Deccan, from which he was dc'tined never to

return.

All Northern India except Assam, and the greater part of

Southern India, paid revenue to Aurangzeb. His Indian

Provinces covered nearly as large an area as the British

Empire at the present day, although their dependence on

the central Government was less direct. Prom these Pro-

vinces his nett land-revenue demand is returned at 30 to 38
millions sterling

; a sum which represented at least three

times the purchasing power of the land revenue of British

India at the present day. But it i.s doubtful whether the

enormous demand of 38 millions was fully realized during

any series of years, even at the height of Aurangzeb’s power
before he left Delhi for his long Southern wars. It was
estimated at only 30 millions in the last year of his reign,

after his absence of a quarter of a century in the Deccan.
Fiscal oppressions led to evasions and revolts, while some or

other of the Provinces were always in open war against the

Emperor.

Thefollowing statements exhibit the Mughal Empire in its final

derelopment, just before it began to break up. The standard
return of Aurangzebs land revenue was ««//jF34,505,890

;

and this remained the nominal demand in the accounts of
the central exchequer during the next half-century, notwith-
standing that the Empire had fallen to pieces. When the
Afghan invader, Ahmad Shah Durani. entered Delhi in 1761,
the treasury officers presented him with a statement showing
the land revenue of the Empire at ;!F34, 506,640. The highest
land revenue of Aurangzeb, after his annexations in Southern
India, and before his final reverses, was 38P millions sterling

;
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of which clo^e on 38 millions were from Indian Provinrc-^.* lluln-t

d'he total revenue of Auranu/.eb was estimated in 1693 at So

millions, and in 1697 at 77A millions sterlmi;.- The gro>s nelliMii-,

taxation levied from llritish India, deducting the oinum excise, “’'-*5

which is paid by the Chinese consumer, averageil 35 1 millions

sterling during the ten years ending rSyp; and 40',' millions

from 1879 to 1883. The following table, and that on ]>. 357,

showing the growth of the revenues of the Mughal Mmpire

from Akbar to Aurang/eb, may be contrasted with the taxation

of British India, as given in chajiter xv.

^ Provixxe.s of hie Di.eiii IAipike umifr An; \nc. 71 .ii.

Lanii Revf.xcf. of Ai'RA\(;/, 1-U

i.\ 1697 {according to Manncci).

Land RrA TNcr. nr ArKAXn/i r.

IN 1707 (according; to UauuDinl.

Rupees.
; Kui (.O'.

I. Delhi,

.

. 12,550,000 I. IVlhi,

.

. 50.548.75.)

2. Agra, . • 22,203.550 1 2. Agra, . , 28,61)9.003

3 - Lahore, 23,305,000
: 3 - Ajnicre, i 6

, 3‘A ,''>34

4 - Ajmere, . 21,900,002 4. Ailah.Uufl. . . II. 413.581

5 - Gujarat, . 23,305.000 5 - TunjaU, 20,653,302

6, Mdlwii, 0,906,250
,

6. Omlh,

.

8.058,195

7 - Behar, 12,150,000 7 - Multan, 5 - 3(ino73

8. Miiltan, 5,025,000 8. Guiarat, . 15,196,228

9 . Tatta (Sind). 6 ,002,004 0- Tichar, . 10,179.025

10. Bakar, 2.400,000 10. ^mfl, . 2.295 440

1 1. Oriiva, 5.707.500 11. Daulata! a<l. 25 , 87 '). 627

12. AUahdl.ad, 7 . 73S..XK4 12. io.r'r 7 . 54 i

ij- Deccan, 16,204.750 13 - iJtT.ir. . , I 5 . 35'’''’45

J 4 - Berar,

.

15.807.500 14 - Khanflc'h. . . 11,215.750

I 5 . Khandesh, . H.!O5 ,
0'4O ' 5 - li'.aar, 9 344 -,i '9

16. B.agl.ina, 6. 'N5,ccci 16. Ilf^ngrJ, 13,115.. 9(6

17 - X.ando (Xandair
, 7 , 2C-0.000 17 - < 3 - 570 .

500

iS. Bengal, . 40,000,000 18. liai'.iar'lwl, . 27,,S 54, ('('>4

19- Uijain, 20.0c0.000 19 - laja[iUr, 26 , 957.(.25

20. k.iim.iiiAl, . 10 ,550,000
—

21. Bij.ipur, ',000
T.t'J,

22, Golcnnd.i, 5
‘ tvo 20. Ki-hiiifr 5-747 7^4

21 K inul.

Total. - 37 ''-^a4 * 55 ~
—

2’v Ka-bntn,
finrt'I Ti.'tal

2J- K iio..l, V- 'r.-io
r T

(ir.md Total. . V)2

or i j'',*'-! ^>^0
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J
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! i

' /•
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Aurangzeb tried to live the life of a model Muhammadan
Emperor. Magnificent in his public appearances, simple in

his private habits, diligent in business, exact in his religious

observances, an elegant letter - writer, and ever ready with

choice passages alike from the poets and the Kurin, his life

would have been a blameless one, if he had had no father

to depose, no brethren to murder, and no Hindu subjects to

oppress. But his bigotry made an enemy of every one who

did not share his own faith
;
and the slaughter of his kindred

compelled him to entrust his government to strangers.

The Hindus never forgave him
; and the Sikhs, the Rajputs,

and the Mardthas, immediately after his reign, began to close

in upon the Empire. His Muhammadan generals and viceroys,

as a rule, served him well during his vigorous life. But at his

death they usurped his children’s inheritance. The succeed-

ing Emperors were puppets in the hands of the too powerful

soldiers or statesmen who raised them to the throne, controlled

them while on it, and killed them when it suited their purposes

to do so. The subsequent history of the Empire is a mere

record of ruin. The chief events in its decline and fall are

summarized below.*

* The Decline and Fall of the Mughal Empire.
! I'om death of Aurangzeb to that of Muhammad Bahadur Shah, 1707-1S62.

A. I).

1707- -Succession contest between Muazzim and Azam, two sons of

Aurangzeb
; victory of the former, and his accession under the title

of Bahadur Shah; controlled by the General Zul-fikar Khan. Revolt
of Brince Kambaksh

; his defeat and death.
1710. E.vpedition against the Sikhs.
1712. Death of Bahadur Shah, and acce.ssion of his eldest son, Jahanclar

Shah, after a struggle for the succession
; an incapable monarch, who

only ruled through his IVazir, Zul-fikar Khan. Revolt of his nephew,
Farukhsiyyar

; defeat of the Imperial army, and execution of the
Emperor and his prime rninister.

1713- -^vcc-ssion of Farukhsiyyar, under the auspices and control of
Husain All, Governor of Behar, and Abdulla, Governor of Allahabad.

171b. ^ra.sion by the Sikhs
; their defeat, and cruel persecution.

1719. Deposition and murder of Farukhsiyyar by the Sayyid chiefs Husain
All and AUiulLl. They nomin.ate in succession three boy Emperors,

whom died within a few months after their accession.
I he third, Muhammad Shah, commenced his reign in September 1719-

1720. . lur.icr of Husain Ali, and overthrow of the Sayyid ‘ king-imikers
’

The Governor of the Deccan, or Xiram-ul-Mulk, establishe.s his
mdepcndence, and seveis the Haidardbad Provinces from the Mughal
Empire.

1 73 -1 -43 ' The Governor of Oudh, who was also If'au'r of the Empiie,
tccomes practically independent of Delhi.

:cnlinticJ cn next /age.
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Deccan,' e-.tahli^hcd his inde| endrin c. and -•c'. ered the largest

part ot Southern India frmn th.e ! 'eiu! rule (1722-48). The

Clovernnr of Oudh,- originally a Ter^i in merchant, who had

risen to the post of \\’a/ir or Prune Minister of the Empire,

erected his own dr nasty in trie Provinces which had been

committed to his care (1732-43).

The Hindu subjects of the Empire were at the same time

establishing their independence. I'he Sikh .sect in the Punjab,

driven by oppression into revolt, had been mercilessly crushed

in 1 7 IQ- 16. The indelible memory of the cruelties then

inflicted by the Mughal troops nerved the Sikh nation with

that hatred to Delhi which served the British cause so well in

1857. In 1716, the Sikh leader Banda was carried about

by the insulting Mughals in an iron cage, tricked out in the

mockery of imperial robes, with scarlet turban and cloth

of gold. His son’s heart was torn out before his eyes,

and thrown in his face. He himself was then pulled to

pieces with red-hot pincers, and the Sikhs were exterminated

like mad dogs (1716). The Hindu princes of Ra'jputana

were more fortunate. Ajft Singh of Jodhpur as.serted his

independence, and Rajputana practically severed its connection

with the Mughal Empire in 1715. The iVlarathas having

enforced their claim to black - mail (ckauth) throughout

Southern India, burst through the Vindhyas into the North,

obtained the ce.ssion of Malwd (1743) and Orissa (1751), with

an imperial grant for tribute from Bengal (1751).
great Hindu military revival represented by the Maratha power

demands a sejiarate section for itself, and will be narrated in

the next chapter.

While the Muhammadan governors and Hindu subjects of

the Empire were thus asserting their independence, two new
sets of external enemies appeared. The first of these con-

sisted of invasions from the north-west. In 1739, Nadir Shdh,

the Persian, swept down with his destroying host, and, after a

massacre in the streets of Delhi and a fifty-eight days’ sack,

went off with a booty estimated at 32 millions sterling.’^ Six

times the Afghans burst through the passes under Ahmad
Shah Duram', plundering, slaughtering, and then scornfully

retiring to their homes with the plunder of the Empire. In

173S, Kabul, the last Afghan Province of the Mughals, had

^

Chin Ki'lich Khan or Asafjah, a Turkoman Sunni.
- Saddat Ali Khan, a Persian Shiah.
’ A\\\S IJistery ofBritish India, vol. ii. p. 456 (Wilson'.s edition, 1S40).
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been severed from Dellii
; and in 175c, Ahmad Sielli. t!ie Ahma.l

Afghan, obtained the cession of llie I’unjab. The < ruelues
^

inflicted upon Delhi and Northern India during these s!\

invasions form an apjialling tale of bloodshed and wanton Afal-ei

cruelty. The miserable capital ojicned her gates, and was fain ""'L'','/’'’

to receive the Afghans as guests. Yet on one occasion it

suffered for si\ weeks every enormity wliich a barbaiian .irmy

can inflict upon a prostrate foe. .Mcaanuhile the .Afghan

cavalry were scouring the country, slaung, burning, and

mutilating in the meanest hamlet as in the greatest town.

'fhey took especial delight in sacking the holy places of

the Hindus, and murdering the defcnceles.s votaries at the

shrines.

A horde of 25,000 Afghtin horsemen swooped down upon Mosiv

the s.acred city of Aluttra during a festual, while it was

thronged with peaceful Hindu pilgrims engaged in their 1747 i.i

devotions. ‘They burned the liouses,’ says the Tyrolese

Jesuit Tieffenthaler, who was in India at that tune, ‘together

with their inmates, slaughtering others with the sword and the

lance
;
hauling off into captivity maidens and youths, men and

women. In the temples they slaughtered cows,’ the sacred

animal of the Hindus, ‘ and smeared the images and pavement

with the blood.’ The border-land between Afghanistan ami Afgh.m

India lay silent and waste; iivked, districts far within the

frontier, which liad once been dmisLly inh.ibited, and whii.h

are now again tiii< kly peopled, wore swopt bare of ii.halj.tants

Another set of invaders came from tlie sea. In the w-ars lnv.il.i-

betwcCii the Trench and T.iiglish in Southern India, the last

vestiges of the Delhi authority in the Madras Presidency dis-

appeared (174S-61). The victory (;f liaxar, gained by Major

Miinro in 1764, broke the Mug-'ial power in Northern India,

and drove the Emperor himself to seek shelter in our fainp.

ISengal, Teh.ir, and Drissa were handed over to the Engii-h

by an imperud grant in 17^5. M’e ledinitahy obt.iined these icili f iK

fertile Provinces as the nominee of the Emperor ; but the tl.ird
* ’'1 "

battle of P.inipat had four years previou-K rc lm ed tiie throne

of Delhi to a shallow. 'I'his tliirel battle of I’.ir.ip.it was foueht ,,

in 1761, between the AEh.in invader Ahm.id .'^hahi and tlie
* i'

^
. . . l?'’!

.Mar.ilh.i power--, on the memor.iblo plain on wh.ah P.lb.ir m
1526, and Akbar in 1550, had eacii won the so.em.^nty of

Indi.i.

'I'hat sovereignty was now. after little more tl'.an two r entmies Ti,*.

of Mughal rule, lo-t for ever by their degenerc.te ile-r _r l.ir.t'
*’•

The .\fghins defeated the Mar'.th.rs ,,t Ih.nn.atin !7'ii . ra.ii
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during the anarchy which followed, the llriii^h [latiently built

up a new power out of the wreck of the .Mughal Empire.

Mughal pensioners and imperial ])uppet3 still reigned at Delhi

over a numerous seraglio, under such lofty titles as Akbar ii. or

Alamgir (.Aurangzeb) ii. But their jiower was confined to the

palace, while Marathas, Sikhs, and Englishmen struggled for

Last of the the real sovereignty of India. The last nominal Emperor

1862.^°’ £™etged for a moment as a rebel during the Mutiny of 1857,

and died a State prisoner in Rangoon in 1S62.

of^the fill

had rendered a great Empire possible in India by

of the
conciliating the native Hindu races. He thus raised up a

Mughal powerful third party, consisting of the native military peoples
mpire.

Qf India, which enabled him alike to prevent new Muham-
madan invasions from Central Asia, and to keep in subjection

his own Muhammadan Governors of Provinces. Under
Aurangzeb and his miserable successors this wise policy of

conciliation was given up. Accordingly, new Muhammadan
hordes soon swept down from Afghanistan

; the Muhammadan
Governors of Indian Provinces set up as independent poten-

tates
; and the warlike Hindu races, who had helped Akbar to

create the Mughal Empire, became, under his foolish posterity,

the chief agents of its ruin.
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CHAPTER XII.

THE .M.\R.\TH.\ POWER (1634 10 181S

The British won India, not from the Miighals, hut from the

Hindus. Before we apjieared as con'jueror.s, the Mughal

Jhnpire had broken up. Cur conclusive wars were neither with

the Delhi king, nor with his revolted governor^, hut with the

two Plindu confederacies, the Marathas and the .Sikhs. Our

last iMaratha war dates as late as iSi.S, ami the Sikh Confedera-

tion was not finally overcome until 1S49.

•Vbout the year 1634, a Rajput soldier of fortune, Shxhji

Bhonsl.\ by name, began to jilay a conspicuous put in

Southern Imiia.* He fought on the side of the two independent

.Muhammadan States, Ahmadnagar and Bijd'pur, against the

Mughals
;
and left a band of followers, together with a military

fief, to his son Sivaji, born in 1627.-’ Sivaji formed a nation.il

party out of the Hindu tribes of .8outh-\\'estern Ind’a, as

^ The ori.;inaI aulhcritic' f ir the Mai.ithi h.-lcr^* are— i Jan--.' Grr'f.t

I 'iiffs Hi<tory cf tic M.n : , 3 Ittiinbay rc] rint. 1^63 :

'

2 F. iw '•
1

v^cmU Waririj^’.'S I!i tory cr tic Mn A: h-i '410, iSio); 3. Maj. r

Thorne’s Memoir vf tic War in India t nJu ted iy (jckct :l /> .i

(410, iSiS)
; (4^ ^i<Incy J. uwen*- >tic.!ton Jton tic 7 t

Mai /UK of li'cid,.’y ;ib 77 »
; 5) 1 :? .St/e //.;.*. J) m :':c /n::in /' / ;/ n-

<ttic Duke of ir</.i/.\ton (iSSc,; an 1 .'6 Henry T. I’.in't.;’' .Wntyr

of Poiitioal and Miiitary 7 / jn a ti -jk of/<i iti h In ii i un hr t' Mi ui

if (4’';, 1S20). I he vciy brief n'-nce 'f tht. M.ir,cG.- uh.-t

the scojic of ihc prt‘'(.nt work al!'tw^.
;
rcclH-ie-, an u c ' f -•

'lurchoU'C-'. but It '^h'-ul i be nanU-tncvi that th.e ]a*t r h:s‘ ') • f t
,

'

Mar.ithrU isiiKc 1819- hi> yet to be written. Mr. n.<i. K'

t

c.'-’" \ 7. .id-

on Mn P : > t-inn " la in the * Rulers '.f In ii.a’ Stm t - in ,1 1

acc'iiint of the chief M u »th.i lea ler in the c- n -1 half of th-, i S’h c n: .:rv.

Major Rn<;s of bhi hr. /, f i // /.'rn in the 'ih.'. -s ric. tlc-U aci

fhe In-st Marafhft war, ami *he t\‘incli 'n of th" >Tara‘h.\ nf* br.'~) ' a

military power. 'Ihe I'xattii!^ inci Imt^ of that h;-'mry are Cl'''-:'.-, i a

'epaiato arlicic«- in my r ot /n:\i. To r-avt: .pnc-’,

(.bapter confine^ :t>eb‘, a- far -a^
;
racticamo, t .« rcf.rrir.:^ in f tr e*- ‘o

t'- oe article':. Amr'c w'll 'e f •uml .n li.e O.ar-.ltecr' - f ‘'n

]. enbay I)i'‘ricts .ar.'l -‘f ’bj b:''VircC',

- ( Irani Dutf: /// " y ' //.. J/ o a'ol. 1. p 00 e Ii'.o

1 • r 1
•

I - h

In li.t
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iht
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opposed alike to the imperial armies ficiii the Xoitli. and to the

independent Muhammadan kingdoin-, of the J )eccan. d'here

were thus, from 1650 onwards, three powers in the Deccan:

first, the ever-invading troops of the Delhi Einpiie : second,

the forces of the two remaining independent IMuhammadan
States of Southern India, namely, Ahinadnagar and Bijapur

;

third, the military organization of the local Hindu tribes,

which ultimately grew into the Maratha Confederacy.

During the eighty years’ war of Shah Jahan and Aurangzeb,

with a view to the conquest of Southern India (1627-1707),

the third or Hindu party fought from time to time on either

side, and obtained a constantly-increasing importance. The
Mughal armies from the North, and the independent Muham-
madan kingdoms of the South, gradually exterminated each

other. Being foreigners, they had to recruit their exhausted

forces chiefly from outside. The Hindu confederacy drew its

inexhaustible native levies from the wide tract known as

Maharashtra, stretching from the Berars in Central India to

near the south of the Bombay Presidency. The Manithas
were therefore courted alike by the imjierial generals and by
the independent Muhammadan sovereigns of the Deccan.

ith true Hindu statecraft, their leader Sivaji from time to

time aided the independent Musalmdn kingdoms of the

Deccan against the Mughal avalanche from the north. I'hose

kingdoms, with the help of the Marathds, long proved a match
for the impierial troops. But no sooner were the Delhi armies
driven back, than the Marathds jiroceeded to desjioil the

independent Musalmdn kingdoms. On the other hand, the
Delhi generals, when allied with the Marathds, could com-
pletely overpower the independent Muhammadan States.

Sivaji saw the strength of his position, and, by a course
of treachery, assassination, and hard fighting, won for the
Marathds the practical .supremacy in Southern India. ^ As a
basis for his operations, he perched himself safe in a number
of impregnable hill forts in the Bombay Presidency. His
troops consisted of Hindu spearmen, mounted on hardy
pomes. They were the peasant proprietors of Southern India,
and could be dispersed or called together on a moment’s
notice, at the proper seasons of the agricultural year. Sivaji

had therefore the command of an unlimited body of troops,
without the expense of a standing army. With these he

' The career of .Sivaji is traced in Grant Duff’s History of Ike iMaralhas,
vol.

1 pp. 90-220. The Bombay reprint of Grant Duff’s Histoiy, in three
vulumea, iS6j, is invariably referred to in this chapter.
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bwooped clown upon his enemies, exacted tribute, or bjiced

them to come to terms. He then paid off his soldiery by a

part of the plunder
;
and, while they returned to the sowing or

reaping of their fields, he retreated with the lion's share to his

hill forts. In 1659 he lured the Bijapur general into an

ambush, stabbed him at a friendly conference, and extci-

minated his army. In 1662-64, Sivaji raided as far as the

extreme north of the Bombay Presidency, and sackeil the

imperial city of Surat. In 1664 he assumed the title of King

(Raja), with the royal prerogative of coining money in his own

name.'-

The year 1665 found Sivaji helping the Mughal armies

against the independent Musalman State of Bijapur. In 1666

he was induced to visit Delhi. Being coldly received by the

Emperor Aurangzeb, and placed under restraint, he escaped to

the south, and raised the standard of revolt.'- In 1674, Sivaji

enthroned himself with great pomp at Raigarh, weighing him-

self in a balance against gold, and distributing the irrecious

counterpoise among his Brahmans.^ After sending forth his

hosts as far as the Karnatik in 1676, he died in 16S0.

The Emperor Aurangzeb would have done wisely to have

left the independent Musalman Kings of the Deccan alone,

until he had crushed the rising Maratha power. Indeed, a

great statesman would have buried the old quarrel between the

Muhammadans of the north and south, and united the whole

forces of Islam against the Hindu confederacy which was

rapidly organizing itself in the Deccan. But the fixed resolve

of Aurangzeb’s life was to annex to Delhi the Muh.tmmadan

kingdoms of Southern India. By the time he had earned out

this scheme, he had wasted his armies, and leit the Mughal

Empire ready to break into pieces at the first touch of the

Marathas.

Sambh.vji succeeded his father Sivaji in 16S0, and reigned

till 1689.'' His life was entirely spent in wars with the Portu-

guese and iMughals. In 16S9, Aurangzeb cajiturc'd him. Ihc-

Emperor burnt out his eyes with a red-hot iron, cut out the

tongue which had blasphemed the Prophet, and struck ( fi bn

head.

His son S.\HU, then six years of age, was also cai>turcd. and

kept a prisoner till the death of Aurangzeb. In 1707 he

^ Grar.t Dulbs Hi^lory pf the vol. i. p. 146-

'- Lion, voL i. chap. v. c..ifinon.
^ I-xcm, vi I, i p; . lei-i' ,

^ For the career of Sair.biiaji, =ee Grant D.itt e Hi -y .h ... .

vol. i. pp. 220-261.
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restored, on acknowledging allegiance to Delhi. But his long

captivity among the Mughals left him only half a Maratha.^

He wasted his life in his seraglio, and resigned the rule of his

territories to his Brahman minister Balaji Vishwanath, with the

title of Peshwa.“ This office became hereditary, and the power

of the Peshwa superseded that of the Maratha kings. The

family of Sivaji only retained the little principalities of Satara

and Kolhapur. Satara lapsed, for want of a direct heir, to

the British in 1848. Kolhapur has survived through their

clemency, and was ruled, under their control, by the last

adopted representative of Sivaji’s line^ until 18S3. On his

death, in December 1883, another Maratha youth of high

family was placed by the British Government, in virtue of the

adoption sanad, on the State cushion of Kolhapur.

The Brdhman Peshwas firmly built up at Poona the great

Mardtha Confederacy. In 1718, Balaji, the first Peshwa,

marched an army to Delhi in support of the Sayyid ‘ king-

makers.’^ In 1720 5 he extorted an imperial grant of the

ckauth or ‘ one-fourth ’ of the revenues of the Deccan. The
Marathas were also confirmed in the sovereignty of the

countries round Poona and Satara. The second Peshwa,
Baji Rao (1721-40), converted the tribute of the Deccan
granted to his father into a practical sovereignty. In fifteen

years he wrested the Province of Mahva from the Empire
(173^)1 together with the country on the north-west of the

Vindhyas, from the Narbada to the ChambaD’ In 1739' he
captured Bassein from the Portuguese. Mdlwd was finally

ceded by the Delhi Emperor to the Marathas in 1743.
The third Peshwa, Balaji Baji Rdo, succeeded in 1740, and

carried the Maratha terror into the heart of the Mughal
Empire.* The Deccan became merely a starting-point for

his almost yearly expeditions to the north and the east.

W ithin the Deccan itself he augmented his sovereignty, at the

expense of the Nizam, after two wars. The great centres of the

Maratha power were now fixed at Poona in Bombay and Nagpur

’ The c.ireer of .Sahu is traced in Grant Duff’s History of the il/anithds,
vol. i. pp. 297-306.

- For R.ilajis career, see Grant Duff’s History ofthe Mardthds, vol. i.

14’- 307-339.

.“..ee articles Koi.h.apcr and S.vtara, Imperial Gazetteer of India.
^ Vide ante, p. 371.

Grant Duft s History oj the IMarathas, vol. i. pp, 324, 325.
Grant History oJ the d/urdthds, vol. i. pp. 393-395.

" For Baji Rao's career, see op. cit., vol. i. pp. 344-410.
His career is sketched in op. cit., vol. ii. pp, 1-115.
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in the Berdrs. In 1741-42, a general of the Berir branch

of the Mardthas known as the Bhonslas, swept down upon

Bengal; but, after jjlundering to the suburbs of the Tvluham-

inadan capital Murshidabad, he was driven back through Orissa

by the Viceroy, Ah' Vardi Khan. The ‘Maratha Uitch,’ or

semicircular moat around part of Calcutta, records to this day

the panic which then spread throughout Bengal. Next year,

1743, the head of the Berar Mardthas, Raghuji Bhonsla, himselt

invaded Bengal in force. From this date, in spite of quarrels

between the Poona and Berar Mardthas over the spoil, the

fertile Provinces of the Lower Ganges became a plundering

ground of the Bhonslas. In 1751 they obtained a formal

grant from the Viceroy, AH Vardi, of the chaicth or ‘ quarter-

revenue ’ of Bengal, together with the cession of Orissa. In

Northern India, the Poona Mardthas raided as far as the

Punjab, and drew down upon them the wrath of .\hmad Shah,

the Afghan, who had wrested that Province from Delhi. At

the third battle of Panipat, the Mardthas were overthrown, by

the combined Muhammadan forces of the Afghans and of

the Provinces still nominally remaining to the Mughal Empire

(1761).

The fourth Peshwd, Madhu Rao, succeeded to the Mardtha

sovereignty in this moment of ruin.* The Hindu confederacy-

seemed doomed to destruction, alike by internal treachery and

by the superior force of the Afghan arms. As early as 1742,

the Poona and Berar branches had taken the field against each

other, in their quarrels over the plunder of Bengal. Before

1761, two other branches, under Holkar and Sindhia, had set

up for themselves in the old Mughal Province of Mdlwd and

the neighbouring tracts, now divided between the States ot

Indore and Gwalior. At Panipat, Holkar, the head of the

Indore branch, deserted the Hindu line of battle when he saw

E\[ic4i-

tion-.

bcyon'l it ;

tn ISL'nttal.

1742-51 ;

P.inipat,

1761.

Fourth

1761-72-

the tide turn, and his treachery rendered the Mardtha rout

complete. The fourth Peshwd was little more than the

nominal centre of the five great Mardtha branches, with their The five

respective headquarters at Poona, the seat of the Peshwds
; pranehec

at Ndgpur, the capital of the Bhonslas, in Berar; at Gwalior,

the residence of Sindhia; at Indore, the capital of Holkar;

and at Baroda, the seat of the rising power of the Gdekwdrs.

Madhu Rao, the fourth Peshwd, just managed to hold his own

against the Muhammadan princes of Haidardbad and Mysore,

and against the Bhonsla branch of the Mardthas in Berar.

^ For his career, see Grant ViAi's Hutory oj the ^L-nattias \oI. 11. 1:.

115-172.
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His younger brother, X.iiiy.in R.io, .suer eciled Lna as fiKh

Peshwa in 1772, but was (juickly assassinateii.*

From this time the Pcshwd's power at Poona beuins to

recede, as that of his nominal master.s, the lineal de.scendants

of Sivaji, had faded out of sight at .Sitara and Kolhapur.

The Peshwas came of a high Ilrahm.tn lineage, \thile the

actual fighting force of the Marathas consisted of low-caste

Hindus. It thus happened that each IMarithd general who

rose to independent territorial sway, was inferior in caste,

although possessed of more real power than the Peshwd, the

titular head of the Confederacy. Of the two great Northern

houses, Holkar was descended from a shepherd,- and Sindhia

from a slipper-bearer.^ These potentates lay quiet for a time

after their crushing disaster at Panipat. But within ten years

of that fatal field, they had finally established themselves

throughout Malwa, and invaded the Rajput, Jat, and Rohilla

Provinces, from the Punjab on the west to Oudh on the east

(1761-71). In 1765, the titular Emperor, Shah Alam, had

sunk into a British pensioner after his defeat at Baxar. In

1771 he made overtures to the Marathas. Holkar and
Sindhia nominally restored him to his throne at Delhi, but

held him a virtual prisoner till 1803-4, "'^tn tliey were over-

thrown by our second Maratha war.

The third of the Northern Maratha liouses, namely, the

Bhonslas of Berar and the Central Provinces, occu])ied them-

selves with raids to the east. 0[)crating from their basis at

Nagpur, * they had e.xtorted, by 1751, the chauth or ‘([uartcr-

revenue’ of Bengal, together with the .sovereignty of Orissa.

The accession of the British in Bengal (1756—65) put a stop

to their raids in that Province. In 1803, a division of our

army drove them out of Orissa. In 1817, their power was
finally broken by our last Maratha war. Their headquarter
territories, now forming the Central Provinces,^ were admini-
stered under the guidance of British Residents from 1S17 to

^^ 53 - On the death of the last Raghujf Bhonsla, without
issue, in 1853, Nagpur lapsed to the British.

1 he fourth of the Northern IMaratha houses, namely,
Baroda, extended its power throughout Gujarat, on the iioith-

^ Grant Duft s History of the il/ardt/ids, vol. ii. pp. 174-178.
.See article Ixdore, The Imperial Ga-Mteer of India.

3 See article Gwalior, The Imperial Gazetteer of India.
’ See article Xagpur, The Imperial Gazetteer of India.
See article Central Provinces, The Imperial Gazether cf Ir.aia.

see article Baroua, The Impu ia! GazetUcr cf Indi.i.
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western coast of Bombay, and the adjacent peninsula of

Kathiawar. The scattered but wealthy dominions known as

the Territories of the Gaekwar were thus formed. Since the

last Maratha war, in 1817, Baroda has been ruled by the

Gaekwar, with the help of a British Resident and a subsidiary

force. In 1874, the reigning Gaekwar, having attempted to Bam, la m
poison the Resident, was tried by a High Commission, consist- ‘^74-

ing of three European and three native members, found

guilty, and deposed. But the British Government refrained

from annexing the State, and raised a descendant of the

founder of the family from poverty to the State cushion.

While these four Northern houses of the Marathas were

pursuing their separate careers, the Peshwa’s power was being

broken to pieces by family intrigues. The sixth Peshwa, Sixth

Wadhu Rao Narayan, was born after his father’s death, and

during his short life of twenty-one years the power remained

in the hands of his minister, Nana Farnavis. Raghuba, the

uncle of the late Peshwa, disputed the birth of the posthumous

child, and claimed for himself the office of Peshwa. The

infant's guardian, Nana Farnavis, having invoked the aid of

the French, the British sided with Raghuba, These alliances

brought on the first iMaratha war (1779-81), ending with the First Mar-

treaty of Salbai (1782). That treaty ceded the islands

Salsette and Elephanta with two others to the British, secured

to Raghuba a handsome pension, and confirmed the child-

Peshwa in his sovereignty. The latter, howex'er, only reached

manhood to commit suicide at the age of twenty-one.

His cousin, Baji Rao ii., succeeded him in i79S Seventh

seventh and last Peshwa. The Northern Maratha house of

Holkar now took the lead among the Marathas, and forced the 1795-161S.

Peshwa into the arms of the English. By the treaty of Bassein

in 1802, the Peshwa agreed to receive and pay for a British

force to maintain him in his dominions. The Northern

Marathi houses combined to break down this treaty. 1 he

second Maratha war followed (1803-4). General \\ ellcsley Stc.in^!

^

crushed the forces of the Sindhia and Nagpur houses on the

great fields of Assaye and Argaum in the south, while Lord 1^03-4.

Lake disposed of the Maratha armies at Laswari and Delhi in

the north. In 1804, Holkar was completely defeated at Die.

These campaigns led to large cessions of territory to the

British, the overthrow of the French influence in India, an 1

the replacement of the titular Delhi Emperor under the

protection of the English. In 1817-18, the Pesliwa Hnlwar M’,"--

and the Bhonsla Marathas at Nagpur took U[' arm>. eacn 'in
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End of the

Fe^hwas,

1859.

his own account, against the British, anti were defeated in

detail. That war finally broke the Marathi power. The

Peshwa Bdji Rio surrendered to the British, and his terri-

tories were annexed to our Bombay Presidency (i8i8).i The

Peshwa remained a British pensioner at Bithiir, near Cawnpur,

on a magnificent allowance, till his death. His adopted son

grew up into the infamous Nina Sahib of the Mutiny of 1S57,

when the last relic of the Peshwas disappeared from the eyes

of men.

* For a summary of the events of this Last Mardth.i war (rSl7-lS), I'ide

pi'it, pp. 472, 473. Also Grant Dufif's History cf the Maidthds, vol. iii.

possihi ; and Major Ross of Bladensburg’s volume on Lord Hastings, in the

Rulers of India’ Senes (Clarendon Press, 1S93). rival account of the

military aspects of Jlarath.-l life, that is to say, of its really essential

aspects, will be found in Captain (afterwards Colonel) Thomas Duer

Eioughton’s Lettirs vtriltcn in a Mardthd Comp <lnnnx tiu Year 1S09.

Constable’s admirable reprint. London, 1S92.
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CHAPTER XIII.

THE IXEI.-W VERNACULARS AXU THEtR LITERATURE.

The foregoing chapters have summarized the successive The tl'iLO

settlements of Asiatic peoples on the south of the Himalayas,

and their struggles for supremacy in India. The remainder of
:

this volume will deal with altogether different aspects of

Indian history. For the three essential stages in that hi.story

are—first, the long struggle for India by the races of Asia .strufjeli-

narrated in the previous pages ;
second, a shorter struggle for

India by European nations ;
third, the consolidation of India A.-^iatic

under British rule. The second and third phases of Indian mces:

history occupy the following chapters. From the great contest (?)

of five thousand years, England emerged the victor. We n.itioL':

have seen how the tidal waves of Asiatic populations— (3) cnn-

pre-Aryan, Aryan, Scythic, Afghan, and Mughal—swept across '-T'l.wion

India from the north ; and how Hindu and Muhammadan,
Mughal and Maratha, fought for the supreme power on the Uiiusli

Indian continent. The chapter which follows the present

one will exhibit the briefer, but not less eventful, struggles of

the European maritime powers to enter India from the sea.

The conquest of India by the British, and an account of the

administration which they have established throughout its

widelj’-separated Provinces, will conclude this volume.

The inroads under Ale.xander the Great and his successors Gruck

had proved momentary episodes,—episodes, moreover, of an
,, y

Asiatic rather than of a European ty[)c. The Greek and
.^^,,5

Grarco - Bactrian hosts entered India from the north; they A.-inoc m

effected no settlements beyond the frontier Province
;
and the

permanent element in their forces consisted of .Asiatic rather

than of European trcojis. The civilisation and organization ut

India, from a prehistoric period many thousand years before

Christ down to the 15th century .-v.d., had been essentially the

work of Asiatic races. Since the end of that century, vvhen

the Portuguese landed on the Malabar coast, the cour'c (

t

Indian history has been profoundly influenced by Eiir( ptai;

nations.
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Before entering on this new period, therefore, it is desir-

able to obtain a clear idea of India, as moulded by the

survival of the fittest among the Asiatic peoples who had

struggled for the Indian supremacy during thousands of

years. The social constitution of the Indian races on the

twofold basis of religion and caste, has been fully explained.

Their later political organization under the Afghans, Mughals,

and Marathas, has been more briefly summarized. It re-

mains, however, to exhibit the geographical distribution of

the Indian races, and the local landmarks, literatures, and

languages, which the Europeans found on their arrival in

India.

Before the beginning of the Christian era. Northern India

was partitioned out among civilised communities in which the

-Aryan element prevailed, while the Southern peninsula was

covered with forests, and dotted with the settlements of non-

.\ryan peoples. The Northern Aryans had a highly developed

literary language, Sanskrit. They spoke less artificial cognate

dialects, called Prakrits, which (equally with the Sanskrit)

had grown out of the primitive Indo-Germanic tongue. The
non-.Aryans of Southern India at that period knew nothing

of the philosophy or sciences which flourished in the North.

They had not even a grammatical settlement of the principles

of their own language
;
and they used vernaculars so uncouth

as to earn for them, from the civilised Aryans, the name of

-Mlechchhas, meaning the people of imperfect utterance or

broken speech.'

^\ hen the European nations arrived in India during the

1 6th and T7th centuries, all this had changed. The stately

Sanskrit of the Northern x\ryans had sunk into a dead
language, still used as a literary vehicle by the learned, but

already pressed hard by a popular literature in the speech
of the people. The Prakrits, or ancient - spoken dialects,

had given place to the modern vernaculars of Northern
India. In Southern India a still greater change had taken
place. The obscure non-.-\r\’an races had there developed
a political organization and a copious literature, written

in vernaculars of their own,—vernaculars which, while richly

vnilowed tor literary uses, remained non-.\ryan in all essen-
ti il> of structure and type.

I uT the iile-a, ennoted by this word, and its later application to the
Ht n- and Mt;-aiir,4ns ,ee 4rr. Justice K. T. Telang's Essay on tko Mudid-

ft! 4*?! etc., ari'i footnote-^. Bombay.
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Leaving aside, for the moment, the chan^i-' ainne, the I: hit

Aryans in the North, let us briefly ex.mune thi^ .'•iinu.d c-f''

prehistoric non-.\ryan life in tlie .'Southern peniii'-iil.i Tia

non-Aryan races of the- South were spuken of by ."'.inski.t

author.-, under the general name of l)ra\iri.s, and then

languages under the vague term RiiisaLhi. The latter teiin

covered, however, a wider linguistic area, from the speeih ot

the JJhotas of Tibet to that of the I’.indtas or Taniil-spe.ikinc

tribes of Southern India.

-Modern philology, rejecting any generic term, jirotes that

the scattered non-.\ryan languages of India belong to sep.irate

stocks. Some of the isolated tribes, who still surtive in their

hill and forest retreats around Ilengal, entered from the north

east, and brought with them dialects akin to the (.'hine'-e. '1 he

great body of Dravidian speech in the .South seem-', howeur,

to have had its origin, equally with the .Arjan lanetiages, to

the north-west of the HiiiKilayas. It would appear that long The

before the Aryan mva-'ions, a people speaking a very primitive

Central Asian language, had entered by the Sind jrasses.

7'hese were the Dravid.is or Dravidians of later tiine,=. (fiber

non--\rvan races from the north [lUshed them tmn.irds to

the present Dravidian country in the south of the penineul.i

Hut the Dravidians had left more than one colony on their

line of march. The Ilrahuis of the Sind frontier, the (junds

and Kus of the Central Provinces, the Lnions of Chiiiii

X.igpur, with a tribal offshoot in the R.ijmahal hi.l> overlooking

the (iangetic valley,^ remain to this d.ty as lanoinarf.- along

the Draviilian route through India.

I'he Dravidian language contains wonts apparent!} bee ingii g L ' •

to a ])hase of human sjieech anterior to the '-epar.ituin ot the
, , , .

,

Indo-fiermanic from the .Sevthian sto< ks.-' It pri -ei.t' .ittimtii ^

to tlie lae-ent I'grian of Siberia, and to the jire-ent I mni-h ot

Northern linrope : while its analogie-. to the ,in( :c'n iThi-m-

talilets of -Medi.i h.ue heen worked out 1 y th. f L'r- a I ir.T. Ii.ii

'‘j,(i!.ir ot (uir tiine.s. ' taMc rc(' r.it'l he i :< 0

//;- 'u-u C ,!/ 7.V. / V. .vA '
, j
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Darius Hystaspes in the old Persian, together with a rendering

in the speech of the Scythians of the Medo-Persian Empire.

They date from the 5th century b.c., and they indicate a

common starting-place of the Turanian family of languages,

whose fragments have been scattered to the shores of the

Baltic, the Steppes of Northern Siberia, and the Malabar

coast. This family belongs to the primaeval agglutinative

])hase of human speech, as opposed to the inflectional stage

which the later Aryan migrations into India represent. The

Dravidians found refuge, after their long wanderings, in the

sea-girt extremity of the Indian peninsula. In that isolation

their Turanian speech has preserved its primitive type, and

forms one of the most ancient relics of the prehistoric world.

The extrusion of the Dravidians from Northern India had

taken place before the arrival of the Aryan-speaking races.

The Dravidians are to be distinguished from the later non-

Aryan immigrants, whom the Vedic tribes found in possession

of the valleys of the Indus and Ganges. These later non-

-Aryans were in their turn subjugated or pushed out by the

-Aryan new-comers
;
and they accordingly appear in the Vedic

hymns as the ‘enemies’ (Dasyus) and ‘serfs’ (Siidras) of the

Indo--Aryan settlers. The Dravidian non-.Aryans of the south,

on the other hand, appear from the first in the Sanskrit as

friendly forest folk, the monkey armies who helped the -Aryan

hero Rama on his march through Southern India against the

demon king of Ceylon.

The Tamil language still preserves evidence of a Dravidian
civilisation before the southern advance of the Aryans which
the Ramayana represents. ‘ They had “ kings,” ’ writes Bishop
Caldwell,! ‘ who dwelt in “ strong houses,” and ruled over small

districts of country.” They had “ minstrels ” who recited

songs at festivals,” and they seem to have had alphabetical
characters written with a stylus on palmyra leaves. -A

bundle of those leaves was called a “book.” They acknow-
ledged the existence of Ciod, whom they styled K6 or King.
I he) erected to his honour a “ temple,” which they called
Kb-il, Gods house. Marriage existed among them. They
were acquainted with the ordinary metals, with the exception
ot tin, lead, and zinc

; with all the planets ordinarily known
to the ancients, excepting Mercury and Saturn. They had
numerals up to a hundred, some of them up to a thousand.

1 m. atx Cunrnar -y thi Dravidian Lan^ua^is, condensed from
ri'. Iir, liif.

s '
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Bishop Caldwell takes the Aryan cmiav.ation under Vijaya,

from Magadha in Bengal to Ceylon, dna u.c. 550, as the

starting-point of Aryan civilisation in Southern India. Dr.

Burnell, however, believes that Aryan civilisation had not

penetrated deeply among the Dravidians until the advent of

Kumarila, the Brahman reformer from Behar in the 8th

century a.d.^ Brahman hermits had doubtless taught the

Dravidian peoples, and Brahman sages had adorned Dravidian

courts long before this latter date. But it was from the great

religious revival of the 8th century .\.d. that the continuous

and widespread influence of Brahman civilisation in Southern

India took its rise.

The Brahman apostles of the Sivaite and Vishnuite faith,

from the 8th to the 12th century a.d.," composed their

religious treatises in Sanskrit. The intellectual awakening

produced by their teaching, also gave the first impulse to the

use of the vernacular languages of India for literary purposes.

The Dravidians gratefully acknowledge that they owe the

settlement of the grammatical principles of their speech to

Sanskrit sages, among whom the legendary Agastya holds the

highest rank. But the development of that speech into a

vernacular literature was chiefly the work of the Dravidians

themselves. Indeed, the first outburst of their vernacular

literature sprang from the resistance of their previous Buddh-
istic faith to the Brahmanical religious revival.

Before the arrival of the European nations in the i6th and

1 7th centuries, four Dravidian dialects had developed lite-

ratures. The lamil, the Telugu, the Kanarese, and the

Malayalam are now literary languages of established reputa-

tion. But space compels me to concentrate attention on the

oldest and most influential of the vernacular literatures ot

Southern India, the ramil. This language, in its structure
and its vocabulary, forms the best representative of cultivated
Dravidian speech. It has not feared to incorporate such
jjhilosophical, religious, and abstract terms as it required from
the Sanskrit. But its borrowings in this respect are the mere
luxuries or delicacies of the language, and they have left

unaffected its robust native fabric. ‘Tamil,’ writes Bishop
Caldwell, ‘can readily dispense with the greater part or the
whole of its Sanskrit, and, by dispensing with it, rises to a purer
and more refined style.”* He maintains that the Ten Com-

* Dr. Burnell s article in the Indian Antiqiuiry for October 1872.
- hdc ante, pp. 259 and 267. 3 Comparative Grammar, pp. 50, 51.
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niandments can be translated into classical Tamil with the

addition of a single Sanskrit word, d'hat word is ‘ image.’

According to native tradition, Tamil was first cultivated culti-

by the sage Agastya. Many works, besides a grammar and ”,‘’,',’,'1'

treatises on philosophy and science, are ascribed to him.

His name served indeed as a centre around which 'I’amil

compositions of widely separated periods, including some of

recent date, gather. The oldest Tamil grammar now extant,

the Tol-Kappiyam, is assigned to one of his disciples, but

the rise of a continuous 'I’aniil literature belongs to a later

period. The Sivaite and Vibhniiite revival of the brahman
apostles in Southern India, from the Stli century onwards,

stirred up a counter movement on the jiart of the Jains. Jiin c>clv

before that jreriod, the buddhism of the iJravidian kingdoms ,'1*^

had modelled itself on the Jain ty[)e. We siiall see hereafter

that early Buddhism in Northern India adopted the Prakrit

or vernacular speech for its religious treatises. On the same
analogy. Buddhism in Southern India, as the religion of the

people, defended itself against the Br.ihmanical rexival of the

Sth century by works in the popular dialects. The Hravidian

Buddhists or Jains created a cycle of Tamil literature, anti- 9th to ijili

Brahmanical in tone, stretching from the 9th to the 13th

century a.d.

Its first great composition, the Rural of'riruvalluvar, not later I--

than the loth century .v.ex, is said to have been the work of'-inui
•' y-xt. or-o

a poet sprung from the Parian or lowest ca^te. It enforces the a.I',

old Sankya philosophy in 1330 distichs or jmetical aphorisms,

dealing with the three chief desires of the human heart

—

wealth, pleasure, and virtue. To the .sister of its author, a

Pariah poetess, are ascribed many compositions of the highest

moral excellence, and of undying popularity m Southern

India. The Jain period of Tamil literattire im hales works

on ethics and langu.age : among them the Hu ikarain, literally

the ‘ Day-making’ Dictionary. The perioii culminated in the 'Ih- Ion
( 'hintamani, a romantic epic of 15.000 lines b) ,in iinknoA n

Jam author. Indeed, it isxvorthy of remark that '-ever d of the

best Indian authors, whether .stanskrit or vernaciuar. have left

no indication of their names, .\s it was the chief de-ire of

an Indian sage to merge his individual existence in the Uni-

versal lixistence ;
so it nj pears to have been the vvi-h of many

Indian men of letters of th.e highest tyiie. to hoe their literary

individuality in th.e school or cycle of literature to which th^y

belcinged.

Contemporarieou.s with the Jain (vclc of 'P.ir. ! Iher-'iire,
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the great adaptation of the Ramayana was composed by

Kambar for the Dravidian races. This work is a Tamil para-

phrase or imitation, rather than a translation of the ancient

Sanskrit epic. A stanza prefixed to the work states that it

was finished in the year corresponding to 886 a.d. But that

stanza may itself be a later addition ;
and Bishop Caldwell,

after a careful examination of the whole evidence, places the

work after i loo a.d.

Between this period and the i6th century, two encyclopaedic

collections of Tamil hymns in praise of Siva were gradually

formed. They breathe a deeply religious spirit, and the

earlier collection (jiost 1200 a.d.) still holds its place in the

affections of the Tamil-speaking people. The later collection

was the work of a Sivaite devotee and his disciples, who

devoted themselves to uprooting Jainism {circ. 1500 a.d.).

During the same centuries, the Vishnuite apostles were equally

prolific in Tamil religious song. Their Great Book of the Four

Thousand Psalms constitutes a huge hymnology, dating from

the 1 2th century onwards. After a period of literary inactivity,

the Tamil genius again blossomed forth in the i6th and

17th centuries, with a poet-king as the leader of the literary

revival.

In the 17th century arose an anti-Brahmanical Tamil litera-

ture known as the Sittar school. The Siitars or sages were a

Tamil sect, who, while retaining Siva as the name of the One

God, rejected everything in Siva-worship inconsistent with

pure theism. They were quietists in religion, and alchemists

in science. They professed to base their creed upon the true

original teaching of the Rishis, and indeed assumed to

themselves the names of these ancient inspired teachers of

mankind. They thus obtained for their poems, although

written in a modern colloquial style, the sanction of a

venerable antiquity. Some scholars believe that thev detect

Christian intluences in works of the Sittar school. But

it must be remembered that the doctrines and even the

phraseology of ancient Indian theism and of Indian Buddhism
appproach closely to the subsequent teaching, and, in some
instances, to the very language of Christ.'

I he Tamil writers of the i8th and 19th centuries are

classified as modern. The honours of that period are divided

‘ The fp.IIowing specimens of the Sittar school of Tamil poetry are t.aken

fr> ni bi-.cop C alilweli s Lcm*a: afire Grammar^ pp. 147, 148. The first

i- .a Vtr-ii n of a p-jem of Siva-vakya, given by itr. R. C. CahUvell, the

bis.iop s Si n, in tne Iu.iian Anfi^uary for 1S72. He unconsciously
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Since the introduction of printing, the I'aniil press has

been prolific. A catalogue of Tamil printed booloi, issued in

Madras up to 1865, enumerated 1409 works. In the single

year 1882, no fewer than 55S works were printed in the

vernaculars in Madras, the great proportion of them being in

Tamil
;
and the number is still increasing.

While the non-Aryans of Southern India had thus evolved

a copious literature, and cultivated spoken dialects out of

their isolated fragments of prehistoric speech, a more stately

linguistic development was going on in the Aryan North.

The achievements of Sanskrit as a literary vehicle in the

various departments of poetry, philosophy, and science, have

been described in chapter iv. at such length as the scope

of this work permits. But Sanskrit was only the most

famous of several Aryan dialects in the North. One of its

eminent modern teachers defines it as ‘that dialect which,

regulated and established by the labours of the native

grammarians, has led for the last 2000 years or more an

artificial life, like that of the Latin during most of the same

period in Europe.’ ^ The Aryan vernaculars of modern India

are the descendants not of Sanskrit, but of the spoken

languages of the Aryan immigrants into the North. The

Brahraanical theory is that these ancient spoken dialects, or

Prakrits, were corruptions of the purer Sanskrit. European

philology has disproved this view, and the question has

arisen whether Sanskrit was ever a spoken language at all.

This question has a deep significance in the history of the

Indian vernaculars, and it is necessary to present, with the

utmost brevity, the views of the leading authorities on the

subject. Dr. John Muir, that darnm et venerabile nomen in

Anglo-Indian scholarship, devotes many pages to ‘ reasons for

supposing that the Sanskrit was originally a spoken language.’
^

He traces the Sanskrit of the philosophical period to the earlier

forms in the Vedic hymns, and concludes ‘that the old

spoken language of India and the Sanskrit of the Vedas were

at one time identical.’

^

Professor Benfey gives the results of his long study of the

question in even greater detail. He believes that Sanskrit-

speaking migrations from beyond the Himalayas continued to

Professor AMiitney’s Grammar, p. ix. Leipzig, 1S79.
- Muirs Sanskrit Texts, vol. ii. pp. 144-160, ed. 1S74.
Idem, p. 160, and Dr. Muir’s long footnote, No. 181.
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follow one another into India down to perhaps the 9th century
D.c. That Sanskrit became the prevailing Indian vernacular nthrnin-

dialect throughout Hindustan, and as far as the southern

borders of the Maratha country. That it began to die out as

a spoken language from the 9th century ac., and had become
extinct as a vernacular in the 6th century ii.c. : its place being

taken by derivative dialects or Prakrits. Put that it still

lingered in the schools of the Prahmaiis
; and that, about the

3rd century B.C., it was brought back into public life as

a sacred language, with a view to refuting the Puddhistic

teachers who wrote in the vernacular or Prakrit dialects.

Professor Benfey also holds that about the 5th century a.d.

Sanskrit had diffused itself over the whole of India as

a literary language. We know that a subsequent revival

of Sanskrit for the Puranic or orthodox treatises of the

Brahmans, as opposed to the new doctrines of the reformers,

who used the vernacular, actually took place about the loth

century .v.d.

Lassen inclines to the same general view. He thinks that,

in the time of Asoka, the main body of Aryans of Northern

India spoke local dialects; while Sanskrit still remained the

speech of Brahmans, and of dignitaries of State.

Sanskrit scholars of not less eminence have come to the .‘t.ind<ru

conclusion that Sanskrit was not at any time a vernacular

tongue. Professor Weber assigns it to the learned alone. He i.Ligu.igr.'

thinks that the Prakrits, or Aryan vernaculars of Northern Weiitr''

India, were derived directly from the more ancient Vedic

dialects
;

while Sanskrit was ‘ the sum of the Vedic dialects

constructed by the labour and zeal of grammarians, and

polished by the skill of learned men.’ i'rofessor .-Vufrecht Aufrechi

agrees ‘in believing that Sanskrit proper (/.c. the language

of the epic poems, the law books, nay, even that of the

Prahmanas) was never actually sjioken, e.xcept in schools or

by the learned.’

The question has been decided, however, not by .'Sanskrit r-Afkiir.

scholars in Europe, but by students of the modern .\rvan
r , t 1 I

rv'ent
vernaculars in India. During the past twenty years, a hrignt in,;ian

light has been brought to bear upon the language and literature speech.

of ancient India, by an examination of the actual speech of

the people at the present day.

Two learned Indian civilians, Mr. Salmon Growse and Mr.

John Beames, led the way from not always concurrent points
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of view. In 1S72, Mr. Beamcs' Cc’nl'aratih Giaiitinar cf the

Modern Aryan Languages of India' o[)cncd up a new field of

human knowledj^e, and began to effect for the Aryan dialects

of the North, what Bishop Caldwell’s great work accomplished

for non-Aryan speech in Southern India. Dr. Ernest Trumpp’s

Grammar of the Si'idhi Language followed, and would probably

have modified some of Mr. Beanies’ views. .Another learned

German officer of the Indian Government, Professor Rudolf

Hcernle, further specialized the research by his Comparative

Grammar of the Gaiidtan Languai^es (tSSo), with particular

reference to the Hindi. The same scholar and Mr. George

Grierson, of the Civil Service, undertook a Comparative

Dictionary of the Bihdri Language, which will enable every

European incjuirer to study the structure ami framework of a

modern Aryan vernacular for himself. These and other

cognate works have accumulated a mass of new evidence,

which seems to settle the relationship of the present .Aryan

vernaculars to the languages of ancient India.

They prove that those vernaculars do not descend directly

from Sanskrit. 1 hey indicate the existence of an Aryan
speech older than Sanskrit—older, perhaps, than the ATdic
hymns

;
from which the Sanskrit, the Prakrits or ancient

spoken dialects of India, and the modern vernaculars, were

alike derived. Passing beyond the Vedic period, they show
that ancient Aryan speech diverged into two channels. The
one channel poured its stream into the ocean of Sanskrit, a

language ‘ at once archaic and artificial,’ elaborated by the

Brahmanical schools.^ The other channel branched out into

the Prakrits or ancient spoken vernaculars. The artificial

Sanskrit {Samsknta, i.e. the perfected language) attained its

complete development in the grammar of Panini (circ. 350
E.c.).^ The Prakrits {t.e. naturally evolved dialects) found
their earliest extant e.xposition in the grammar of Vararuchi,
about the ist century b .c.* But the 4000 algebraic aphorisms

1 Three volumes, Triibner & Co. The first volume was published in
1S72 ; the last in 1S79.

- Hcernle and Grierson’s Comparatiz-e Dictionary of the Bihdri Language,
pp. 33 and 34. Secretariat Press, Calcutta, 18S5. It should be remem-
bered that Indian grammarians, when speaking of the Vedic language
tecinical), do not call it Sanskrit, but Ckhandas. They restrict the
technic.al application of .Sanskrit to the .scholastic language of the Brah-
mans, elaborated on the lines of the earlier Vedic.

^ Vide anta,, pp. 142-145.
* Hcernle’s Comparative Grammar oLthe Gauaian Lanvitavcs, pp. xviii.

a so/., ed. iSSo.
” = ’
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of Panini mark the climax of the l.ihoiirs of iiroljahlv a Ioiil,

antecedent series of Sanskrit elahorators, while \'an;ru( In

stands at the head of a loiy senes of suhse-iuent Prakrit

grammarians.

The spread of the Aryans fioin Northern India is best The

marked by the southern advance of their languages. The •'''al'U''

three great routes of Prakrit sjieecli to the southward were— s,,mh

down the Indus valley on the west
;
along the Ganges valley

to the east; and through certain historic.il jiasses of the

Vindhyas in the centre, lletween 500 n.c. and 500 a.d., the 'linn

western or Ajiabhranisa dialects of I’likrit had sj read across

the Indus basin, and down the P.oiubay ro.ist. During the

same period dialects of Kasteru tr M.ig.ulhi Prakrit had

occupied the valley.s of the Jumna and the Ganges. Aryan

tribes, speaking the IMahanishtri and .Sauraseni Prakrits, had

poured through the Vindhian pns.ses, one ot their great lines

of march being that followed by the Jabalpur Kailuay at the

present day. I'he Maluinishtri dialect reached as far south as

Goa on the western coast. 'I'he peninsula, to the south and

east of the Mahardshtri linguistic frontier, was inhabited by

the Dravidian or Paisachi-.s]icaking r.aces.

By degrees the main Prakrits, or sj.oken Aryan dialects,

differentiated themselves into local vermicular-, each ouupying

a more contracted area. series ot niaj s i.a- been cciuipned,

showing the stages of this procc-s between fco me. and i 3 &o

Various classifications ha\e been framed, both eg' the

modern vernaculars and of the ancient Pr.ikii:-. k'ar.-unchi,

the earliest Prakrit grammarian t\tant, enumerates four 1 l.i— es
'

in the ist century me.,— .Mah.ird-htri, m.w Mai.ithi ;
- Saur.i- el.i-o.-.

seni, now the Br.ij fif the NortlnU e-tern Province-;

now Bihdri ; and P.ii-.i' In, loo-ely apjilied to oully.ng non-

.\ryan dialei Is tr. m Nep.il to (,ape ( (Uiuim.

.\j)art fiom the Li-t-nmied Ifii-iii.;, ti.c iiter.iry Pr.iknts Ti'

really diciiie themselves between tw.i c!e..l hn^ ii-ti' are.:-.
.

.Sauraseiii, with the -(cc.dled .Mah.ir.e-htii. is i upicd the np| er

part of the North W e-tern Provime', .iiid e, nt 1. rth o!:'!n ots

1 rie'tixe'i f'l It ' rr.Ie nwi moe’i.'in' C .p r.'-rc 1 : u r rt ;

/ ;/,i
.'S-

e'
.-.I-.' tie f-.-cce-'C.' M.g- a;

;
e: 1 tu

C'' '‘’I/'UiVl G' . v; !>' o'l-f (riZR / 7f: V7,

- Mr, lie.aitie-- th.r.i.- that ih- re- i- a- nr ich i.f ihe .Mre-.-.'l; ' r.r i .‘-mr.i-

-eniteiein the ii.i-lrri M.vi..'!.- a- tl.vre i- f the M-\.xr.-h- , Ir r.-,
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through the Vindhya passes as far south as floa. Magadhi

spread itself across the middle valley of the Ganges, with its

brightest literary centre in Behar. These were the two

parents of the most highly developed of the x\ryan vernaculars

of modern India. The Apabhramsa, or ‘ broken ’ dialects of

the Indus region, may for the moment be left out of sight.

Prakrits The Prakrits, or spoken Aryan dialects of ancient India,

by'^Buddh-
‘‘^ceived their first literary impulse from Buddhism. As the

ists Brahmans elaborated Sanskrit into the written vehicle for their

orthodox religion, so the teachers of the new faith appealed to

the people by works in the popular tongues. The Buddhist

for their missionaries to Ceylon, arc. 307 b.c., carried with them
scriptures

; spoken Prakrit of the Gangetic kingdom of Magadha.

This dialect of Northern India became the Pali, or language

of the Buddhist scriptures in Ceylon. While the early

Buddhists thus raised the Eastern or IMagadhi Prakrit of

.ond by the Behar to a sacred language, the Jains made use of the Mahar-

ashtri Prakrit of Western India for their religious treatises.

In this way, the two most characteristic of the spoken Aryan

dialects of ancient India obtained a literary fixity, during the

centuries shortly before and after the commencement of our

era.

p^'l-
Prakrits also remained the speech of the people, and

also
underwent those processes of development, decay, and re-

remained generation to which all spoken languages are subject. On

Languages.
hand, therefore, we have the literary Magadhi and

Maharashtri Prakrits of the beginning of the Christian era, the

former embalmed in the Buddhist scriptures of Ceylon, the

latter in the Jain sacred books of Western India. On the

other hand, we have the spoken representatives of these two
ancient Prakrits in the modem vernaculars of Behar and of

the Maratha country.*

of modem
evolution of the modern vernaculars from the ancient

vermcu™ Prakrits is involved in deep obscurity. The curtain falls on
lars from the era of Prakrit speech within a few hundred years after the

birth of Christ, and does not again draw up until the loth
century. When it rises, Prakrit dialects have receded from

Thi-j statement leaves untouched the question how far Marathi is the
<!irect representative of Maharashtri, or how far it is derived from the
.Sauraseni Prdkrit. As already mentioned, both the Sauraseni and Mahar-
ashtn poured through the Vindhya passes into South-Western India, and
combined to form the second of the two main Prakrits referred to in
the classification on the previous page.
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the stage, and their place has been taken by the modern

vernaculars. During the dark interval, linguistic changes had Obscuic

taken j)lace in the old Prakrits not less important than tliose

which transformed Latin into Italian and Anglo-Saxon into a i'.

English. Those changes are now being elucidated by the

series of comparative grammars and dictionaries mentioned

on pp. 393, 394. It is only practicable here to state the most

important of the result.s.

The old Prakrits were synthetical in structure. The The

modern Aryan vernaculars of India are essentially analytical.

During the eight centuries while the curtain hangs down
before the stage, the synthetic inflections of the Prakrits

had worn out. The terminals of their nouns and verbs

have given place to post- positions, and to the disjointed

modern particles to indicate time, jilace, or relation. 'I'he

functions jierformed in the European languages by prepositions

for the nouns, are discharged, as a rule, by post-positions in

the modern Indian vernaculars. The process was spontaneous, heci.mc

and it represents the natural course of the human mind, v^nacu-''
‘ The flower of synthesis,’ to use the words at once eloquent lar.--.

and accurate of Air. Beames, ‘ budiled and opened
;
and

when full-blown began, like all other flowers, to fade. Its

petals, that is its inflections, droj.ped off one by one
;
and in

due course the fruit of analytical structure sprung up beneath

it, and grew and ripened in its stead.'

‘

As regards their vocabularies, the Aptan vernaculars of Three

modern India are made un of three elements. One class of
.

* m vern.i-

their words is named Tatsama. ‘the same a.s’ the corres[ionding cular^

words in Sanskrit. .A second class is termed Tadbhava, ‘ similar S.rnTra

in nature or 01 igin ’ to the corresiionding words in Sanskrit. The
’

'

third class is called Dcs.aja. or ‘countrj-born.’ 'Phis dassifica- /aj'/iiva..

tion is an anc ient one of tiie Indian granmiarian>, and it is so Xun-

far .irtilicial that it refers the modern vernaculars to Sanskrit •VS''"

stanuaru''
;
while wc know that the modern vcinarulais uerc

derived not hum the .'s.uiskrit, but from the Pr.iknts. It

suttices, howe\er, for practical ]mrj.oses.
'1 he great body of modern Indian sjjeech belongs to the Thth

second or Tad:!; oa < la-^s of word-, and may fie taken loosely

tu repiesent inhet.tance from the old spiTen dialects or nmk ,

Prakrits, But the \crnarulats have cnrichefl themselves for

literaiy purposes by many teiins imj^orted directly from the aivi .‘ssn--

S.,n-krit, to repre.sLi'it religious. !-l,i!i.-.<'phical. or abstract ideas 1 cii-

^ mera-.
^

’''’l. O' L z'a (f, .n. it t" * ... ..1/ / ; 7
' ' '
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These are the Tatsamas, ‘the sjuu as’ in S.itiskrit. The

different vernaculars borrow .stall • ideiitii .il’ words from

Sanskrit in widely varyin,^ pr(j|.orticins. 'The strongest of the

vernaculars, such as Hindi and >[ai.itl'.i, trust most to their

own Tadbhava or Prakrit element ; wldle the more artificial of

them, like the Bengali and Uriyi. are mo.st largely indebted to

direct importations of Sanskrit words.

The third element in modern vernacular speech is the

Desaja, or ‘country-born.’ d'his represents the non-.-Vryan and

other words not derived either from the .Sanskrit or the

Prakrits. At one time it was supposed, indeed, that the

modern vernaculars of India were simply made up of the

Sanskrit of the Aryan settlers, modified by, and amalgamated
with, the speech of the ruder non-Ar\an races whom they

subdued. Modern philology renders this theory no longer

tenable. It has proved that Sanskrit played a comparatively

unimportant function in the formation of those vernaculars.

It also tends to show that the non-.-\ryan clement is less

influential than was supposed. Both in structure and in

vocabulary the modern vernaculars of India are the descend-
ants neither of the written Sanskrit, nor of the aboriginal

tongues, but of the Prakrits or spoken dialects of the ancient
Aryans.

In regard to grammatical structure, this position is now
firmly established. But the proportion of aboriginal or non-
Arjan words in the modern Indian vernaculars still remains
undetermined. The non-Aryan scholars, with Brian Hodgson
and Bishop Caldwell at their head, assign a considerable influ-

ence to the non-Aryan element in the modern vernaculars.'
Dr. Ernest Trumpp believes that nearly three-fourths of the
Sindhi words commencing with a cerebral are taken from some

Scythic language, which he would prefer to call

1 atar. He thinks, indeed, that there is very strong proof to
show that the cerebral letters themselves were borrowed, by
the Prakrits and modern Indian vernaculars, from some idiom
anterior to the introduction of the Aryan languages into India.
ishop Caldwell states that the non-Aryan elementj even in

the Northern Indian languages, has been estimated at one-
tenth of the whole, and in the Mardthi at one-fifth.2

'See Mr. Brian Houghton Hodgson’s of India, Calcutta,
849; and pp I 152 of vol. ii. of his Miscellaneous Essays (Trtibner,

). . so the Rev. Dr. Stevenson’s paper in the Jcunial of the Asiatic
Society ofBombay.

- B.shop Caldwell's Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian L rnpuapes.
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Such generalizations are not now acce[)ted by the most The rc.il

eminent students of the Indo-Aryan vernaculars. Mr. Beames
strongly expresses his view that the speech of the conquering unkn..«n

^Vryans completely overmastered that of the aboriginal tribes.

The early grammarians were wont to regard as Desaja, or non-

Aryan, all words for which they could not discover a Tatsania

or Tadbhava origin. But the more delicate processes of

modern philology have reduced the number of this class, and

tend still further to diminish it. The truth is, that until a

complete examination is made with the new lights, both of the

vocabulary and of the structure of the Indian vernaculars, no

final conclusion can be arrived at.

Dr. Ha'rnle thus sums up the existing knowledge in regard ric^ent

to the group of Indian vernaculars on which he is the highest

authority :
‘ That there are non-Aryan elements in the Bihari, question.

I have no doubt. Considering that the Aryans immigrated

into India, and absorbed large masses of the indigenous

population into their ranks, it would be a wonder if no portion

of the aboriginal languages had become incorporated into the

Aryan speech. But what the several constituents of that

aboriginal portion are, and what proportion they bear to the

Aryan element in the vernacular language, it is impossible at

present to form any scientific opinion. And what is more,—it

is impossible to say whether the assumed aboriginal portion ot

the Arvan speech was Dravidian, or some other language, such

as Kolarian or Tibeto-Burman.’ ’

Introcl. p. 57 (efl. 1575). Lasien held that the aboriginal tribes not only

introduced ‘ varieties into the Pr.ikrit dialects,’ but also ‘occa-

sioned very great corruption.s of sound and form in the Iniio-Aryan lan-

gu.ige.s ’ (/r/./f-ii AC ii. 1149). liut the more recent inves-

tigations of Eeame.', If.ernle, .and Grier>oti render these Jida lioubtful.

* Letter from I)r. Kiidulf Ilornletothe author, dated aSth May 1S85.

Hr. Ibernie continue.s
—

‘ Attemp’' have been m.ide now and then (i.g. in

The Indian Ami'iiiary) to show that 'Onie particular Selvcted \vr)rd- o.C'.he

North Indian I.rngiiages are really I travidian. ilut these, even -upi o>;r g
tiiey had been succe-sful, would not enable .ary one to pronounce ari

opinion on the general que-lion of the pnq.oition of nun-.-\ryan word, in

the (iaudian languages. As a matter of f.ict, s-nne of ihese attenipls.

notably tliose referring to the genitive and dative pos;-posui,,T,s

etc.', liave been conspicuous failures. It is now, I think, generally

a Imitteil that these post-po-iu.ins .are thoroughly .-Vrvan. The truth is, tha’

the way in which the que-tiop. ,,f the non-.Arjan element m the vernac.ilats

should be approached has been hitherto almost entirely iniscnnceivcil. A
little consiileration must convince any one that whatever a: original ele-

ments there m.ay be in the vcinaoular'. they must have been incorporated

into them i-efore the present vtraacu'ar tiires, that i-, in the jc-rio 1 when
.'Sanskrit and Ihakrit douii-hed. The ques'i-jn therLf .re pr ipe-rly -lar.i'-
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At present, therctore, «e tannot acKaini farther than the

four followino conclusions:— l-iist, that in gianimatical struc-

ture and in their vocabularies, tlie niodcrn analttical ver-

naculars of India represent the old synthetic Prakrits; after a

process of development, decay, and rca,i neration, which has

been going on, as the result of definite linguistic laws, during

the past fifteen hundred years. Second, that the modern

vernaculars contain a non-Aryan element, derived from the

so-called aborigines of India
;
but that this element has very

slightly affected their grammatical structure, and that the

proportion which it holds in their vocabularies is yet undeter-

mined. Third, that the modern vernaculars have enriched

themselves, for literary and philosophical purposes, by direct

and conscious borrowings from the Sanskrit. Fourth, that

they have also imported many terms connected with the

administration, the land revenue, judicial business, and official

life, from the Persian court language of the Afghan and

Mughal dynasties.

The Aryan vernaculars of modern India may be distributed

according to their geographical areas into seven main lan-

guages.

Towards the North-U'estern frontier, Sindhi is spoken by the

descendants of the shepherd tribes and the settlements who
were left behind by the main stream of the jirehistoric Aryan
immigrants. The Sindhi language abounds in words of non-

Aryan origin; it contains very few Tatsamas, i.c. Sanskrit

woids in their original shape
; and it is almost destitute of an

original literature. The Punjabi language is spoken in the

thus—What .are the aboriginal elements in Sanskrit and Prakrit? The
vernaculars arose from Prakrit (and in a certain sense from S.anskrit)

according to certain phonetic laws peculiar to the Aryan languages.
Hence it is next to useless to try to refer Bihari (or any .-Vryan) vernacular
words direct to the Dravidian. They must in the first place be referred
back (by the well-known Aryan phonetic laws) to their earlier forms in

Prakrit and Sanskrit. Only when this is done, the question can properly
be asked whether they are Aryan or non-Aryan. And in order to deckle
this question, it will, among other points, have to be considered whether
they possess correlates in the other Aryan languages of Europe). But
there is every probability that there is a considerable number of words in

Sanskrit and Prdkrit which are not Aryan, but only Aryanized. The
que-tion. however, has never been systematically or satisfactorily in-

vestigated. .Some attempts have latterly been made in this direction, by
.''how ing that not a few Sanskrit words are, in reality, Prakrit words
.‘'an-kritized. The next step will be to show that some Prakrit words are
non-.\ryan words Prakritized {i.e. Aryanizedy’
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1

valleys of the Indus and its tributaries. Like the Sindhi. it

contains few 'i'atsamas, i.e. words borroweii directly from the

Sanskrit.

Gujarati occupies the area iinniediately tct the south of 1
J) ttiij.i

Punjabi; while Hindi is conterminous with the Panjabi on '

the cast. These two lanpmages rank next to i'unj.ilii
'

respect to the paucity of words borrowed directly from the

Sanskrit. They are chiefly composed of Taubhava, i.c. words

representing the Prakrits or old spoken dialects. Marathi >5' .M.u.i-

is spoken in the Districts to the south and east of the Gujar-
’

iithi frontier; Bengali succeeds to Hindi in the east of (f>'liLn;;ali

Bengal and the Gangetic delta; while L'riwi occupies the (7'

Mahanadi delta and the coast of the Bay of Bengal from

near the mouth of the Hiigli to the northern Districts of

Madras. These three last - named vernaculars, Marathi.

Bengali, and Uriya, are most largely indebted to modern

and artificial importations direct from tlie Sanskrit.

With the exception of Sindhi, the modern vernaculars ofVL-matu-

India have each a literature of their own. Some of them, !‘y
.

lltCl.ltUK-

indeed, possess a very rich and cojiious literature. 'J'his subject

still awaits careful study. The lamented Garcin de 'J'assy has Ui

shown how interesting, and how rich in results, that study may

be rendered. His history of Hindi literature.' and his jearly

review of works published m the Indian vernaculars, form a

unique monument to the memory of a scholar uiiu uorkeii

under the disadvantage of never having re.sided in India.

But the unexhausted literary stores of the Indian vernafub.rs

can only be appreciated by personal inquiry among the natives

themselves. The barest summary of the written and unwritten

works in the modern Indian rernaculars is altogether beyond

the scojie of the present work, I < an merely indiiate the

wealth of imprinted, anil in man_\ (.i^es unuritten, woiks

handed down from generation to generation, arrange,} in

geograjihieal areas Tiie (h.q.ter uill then cijm bade 1

selecting for description a few authors from three of the

most adianced of the vern.if iil.irs—namely Hindi. .Mandiii,

and Bengali. It uiil not touch on the iVi'ian or .Mu'a'ini.in

literature of the Delhi Empire.

As regards the isolated vernacuhr of Dr.ssa, tin; pre 'cnt \ err, .. n-

writer has elsewhere given an analytical catalogue of ic; Uri}.-!
'‘ ’‘O'

authors, with a brief descrijition of 47 L'nii manuon; t' of lov,:

^ Hi t di. /,

r

i Hm i ! ij't • : u-.i,;: , pr M > b

Tac-'V, 3 eob. l.irge i. ,, ar. : ^'j. i'.rr:', 1S7

2 c

'e, 71.,
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Vernacular undetermined authorship.' Strcral of the poets and

lucrature
(j^goloeians were prolific authors, and liave lett behind them

in Ij riVti \
^ *

. . . _ . ,

a number of distinct compositions. Thus, Dina Krishna Das

{circ. 1550 .v.D.) was so poi'iilar a writer as to earn for

himself the title of ‘The Son of God Jagann.ith.’ His

separate works number fifteen, and embrace a wide range

of subjects, from ‘The Waves of Sentiment,’ an account of

the youthful sports of Krishna, to severe medical treatises.

Another Orissa poet of the 16th century composed 23 works,

on religious and metaphysical subjects, such as ‘ A Walk round

the Sacred Enclosures of the Pun' Temple,’ and ‘The Sea of

the Nectar of Faith.’ The greatest of the P^riya poets, Upen-

dra Bhanj, a Raja of Gumsar, belongs to nearly the same

period. He left behind him 42 collections of poems and

treatises, some of them of great length.

Messrs. Plcernle and Grierson have lately exhibited the

local literature of Behar, and its sub-divisions, with admirable

learning and distinctness.- It must suffice here to refer the

in Bihari. student to their lists of works in Bihari and the modern dialects

of the Gaudian group.

Kajputana An idea of the wealth of poetry current in Rijputana may
1 1 161*^ t

^ *

be gathered from the following statement. The figures are

taken from a manuscript note forwarded to the author by the

Rev. John Traill, Presbyterian missionary at Jai[)ur. Besides

the ordinary Hindi works, such as translations from the Sanskrit,

the Rajputs have a vast store of religious [loetry and traditional

song, still living in the mouths of the pcoide. The works of

only a single sect can be specified in detail.

Iiailii. Dadu, a religious reformer, born at Ahmadibad in iS 44 i

left behind him a Bani, or body of sacred poetry, extend-

ing to 20,000 lines. His life, by Jai Gopal, runs to

3000 lines. Fifty -two disciples spread his doctrine

throughout Rajputana and Ajmere, each of them leaving

a large collection of religious verse. The literary fertility of

Sacred the Sect may be inferred from the works of nine of the

disciples. The poems and hymnology of Gharib Das are

sect. said to amount to 32,000 lines
; Jaisa is stated to have

composed 124,000 lines
; Prayag Das, 48,000 lines; Rajab-ji',

72.000 lines; Bakhna-jf, 20,000 lines; Baba Banwarf Das,

12.000 lines; Shankar Das, 4400 lines; Siindar Dds, 120,000
lines

; and Madhu Dds, 68,000 lines.

Hunter’s Orissa, vol. ii., App. is., ed. 1872.
- Comparative Dictionary of the Bihari Lan^ua-e, pp. 3S-42. 4to-

(Calcutta, 1SS5.)
> . FF J
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These figures are stated on the authority of .Mr. Traill, rv, ‘-i

and they are .subject to the (jualification that lur Kuiojiean
scholar has yet collected the writings of the sect. 'I'liey are
given as reported hy the natives among whom the poems
are still current. It is to he regretted that .so little h.i.s yet

l)ecn done to edit tlie stores of vernacular literature in the

feudatory States of India. .\ noble ta.sk lies before the more
enlightened of the native princes

; and in thi^ task they would
recei\e the willing assi.stancc of fnglish schol.irs now in India.

very brief notice of the most distinguished authors in.s, IolIiU

Hindi, Marathi, and Uengali must conclude tliis ehajiter. I'ur
'' "iioi.'.ni

jaactical purposes, those three vernaculars represent the'''
’ ’ '

highest modern development of the Indo - .Aryan dialects.

This is, of course, exclusive of tlic non- .Aryan I)ra\id:.in litera-

ture in the South of India, which has already been dealt with

at the beginning of the chapter. The monastic literature of

lJurma is almost entirely a rc[iroduction of the ancient Iluddhist

writings, and does not come within the scope of this work.

Hindi ranks, perhap.s, highest among the Indian vernaculars Hindi

in strength and dignity. At the head of Hindi authors is
‘'“d’'"’'

’

Chand llardai. Chand wa.s a native of Lahore, but lived at rh^n 1

the court of Prithwi R.ij.i, tiic la^t Hindu ,'overeign of l)elhi,

•at the clo.ne of the rath century.' Hi-, poems are a cub firy a,;'.

lection of ballads, in which he recite-', in hi.s </!d age, the

gallant deeds of tlic royal master whom he had s,,rved. and

uhose sad fate he had survived. They diMluse the ancient

I’rakrit in the very act of j-assing into the nKidern rcrnacular.

In grammatical stru''ture they still retain ni.iny relics rjf the

synthetic or infieetional type; althuugli the an.dytical forms of

the modern \crnaciilars are be_’inn’ng to iruwd out these

remnants of the earlier phase of the Indian speech. Ch.and's

ball.uls have Ik-v n printed, but tiicy also survive in th- mouths

of the people. '1 l.ey arc still sung hy vv.rndcrmg hards

throughout Xorih-U'i --tern India and R ijput ina, ti near the

mouths of the Iiuliis, and to tiuj frontier of L diii inst.in.

Th.e vernacular l.teraiures derived their chief inipuls-.-, limv- l„i',

,

ever, not from court inmsfreLy, but from religious movement^, "''j '

E.ach new sect seems to have been irresistibly [aomjted. to

embody its doctrine-s n verse. Kabir, the Indian Luther of inh

-

the 15th century, may be said to have created the sarre-l

literature of Ilmdi.-' His Ramaim's and Sabdas fo.-m an

' For Pritfr.'.i KF i, .v ,
c’la; . \. '. 321

- F.jr Kilir's w.-r's a.s a r.-:ig-o.;:> iefor-j...r. r
;

; . 25L s/s.
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immense body of rclmious [I 'cti) rnii die time. In the

following century, Sur l)js of Mathura, Nhihh.iji and Keshava

Das of Bijapur, wrote respectively the Siirshgar, the Bhakta-

i\Iala,and the Ramchandrika. A brief notice of the Bhakta-Mala

has already been gi\en at page 25S. In the 17th century,

Bihari Lai, of the ancient city of Amber near Jaipur, com-

posed his famous Satsai
;
and Bundelkhand produced its

prince of poets. Dal Kavi, the author of the Chhatra Prakas.

All these were natives of western Hindustan, except Kabir, who

belonged to the Benares I tistrict.

The last troubled years of the Mughal dyn.rsty in the

i8th century brought about a silence in Hindi literature.

That silence was effectually broken by the introduction of

the printing press in the 19th century. It has been suc-

ceeded by a great outburst of Hindi ai tivity in prose and verse.

Every decade now produces a rich croj) of new Hindi publica-

tions, to some extent reproductions or translations of ancient

authors, but also to a large and increasing extent original work.

Marathi The Marathas are scarcely more celebrated as a military

literature,
^ literary race. Their language is highly developed,

and possesses structural complications attractive to the Indian

student. The first Marathi poets of fame were Mukunda
Nama Raj and Nama Deva, aliout the end of the 13th century.

J^^ntury^'^
Contemporary Dnydnoba, the author of the

A.D. celebrated Dnyaneshwari, they were deeply impressed with the

spiritual aspects of life. Indeed, almost all the Marathi writers

centu’ry^^
religious poet.s. About the year 1571, Sn'dhar compiled

A.D. his huge Marathi adaptation or parajihrase of tlie great Sanskrit

epics, the Mahabharata and the Ramayana, together with the

Bhagavata.

Tukardm, Marathi poetry reached its highest flight in the .^bhangas

uuJrD.'
sp'citual poems of Tukaram or Tukoba. He was born in

1608 A.D. at a village called Dehu, about 16 miles from

Poona
, the son of a corn - dealer of the Siidra caste.

Tukaram s ancestors,’ says the most recent monograjih on the

subject 1 by an Indian scholar, ‘were men of piety. Vithoba
was the tutelary deity of the family. His father Balhoji in his

old age wished to retire from the world, leaving the manage-
ment of the domestic affairs with his son Sivaji. But Sivaji

was of a religious turn of mind. He did not like to entangle

himself in domestic ties. He therefore declined his father’s

Tukaram, the Saint and Poet of the Deccan,’ in the Indian KatioiA
Masazim for June 1S91, pp. 207 et seq. (Calcutta.

)
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reiiuest. The charge then devolved on Tukarain, who \\as\ati\e

only thirteen years of age. Tukaram carried on !iis business for
Ti \ . 1 ^ . .Tukar.ini

honie years. Lut in the twentieth year of his aee, a series ol

calamities fell ujion him. He lost his parents
;
one of his

wives died
;
his eldest brother left the house on a pilgrimage

;

and he himself lost one of his children. 'Fo fill the cup of

his sufferings, famine made its a[)pearance, and he met with a

heavy loss in his business. The surviving wife of Tukaram,
named Jija-hai, was not a good woman. She was of an

irascible temper. In this pitiable condition Tukar.im used to

pass his time in worshijrping Vithoba and singing his name.

Some of his neighbours joined him. 'Fukanim was of a

charitable disposition. Notnithstanding his straitened ( ircuni-

stances, he used to give food to the jioor. His wife did not

like this. She began to reprove him, using harsh e.spressions.

She went to the length of snatching away from the hands of

Tukaram the alms he was going to give to the heljiless. 'J'he

singing of Bhajans was considered by her as a disturbance.

The friends of Tukaram became an eyesore to her. She con-

sidered them as stumbling-blocks in the way of her husband’s

work, and called them lazy men that led her lord astray.’

Disgusted by his wife's ill - treatment, Tukaram left his the .Mar-

house, and took shelter in the neighbouring temjile of Vithoba.

This deity is popularly regarded as a form of Krishna, but

is in reality of Jain or Buddhist origin, and m.arks one of the

many half-forgotten links between ancient Buddhism and the

modern Vishnuite worship. Tukaram spent most of his days

in meditation on a hill about four miles off. returning to the

temple of Vithoba in the evening, and occa'ionally visiting

his own hou.se. About this time, continues the Indian

monograph above quoted, Tukaram met with B.iba Chaitanya,

apjiarently a follower of the great Bengal a[)0<tle (Jiiaitany.i.*

‘ Baba edified 'Fukarini with religious instruction--, and soothed

him with good words. .\ new light dawned upon 'Fukar.irn. The natio

He now realized the doctrine of --alvation hv faith in (lori and ' j''”'

the utterance of His holy name. 'Fukarani had hitherto

confined himself to his own religious develojimeiit. He now

thought of the duty he owed to his fcliow-creatures. He

commenced to .sing Bhajans and to perform Kathas. .\t first

he used to sing the .\bh.mgas (or hymns) of the famous saint

Xama Deva. But he was soon ins[>ired by the jiower divine,

and it is said that Abhane.as, breathing noble «entiment-i. becan

to flow from his lips e.xtemporaneously. There not’iang on

'ee a/.’.'., p. zyo.
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record to sh'jW that Tukat.im h .d a’u eilucatirat. The fact

of his having been initiated into l.is [iiienc" at th.c early age

of thirteen shows that he knev.- n jt-.ing inoie tb.an tite ordinary

calculations which a Tama is rciuiied to know. In these

Abhangas, Tukaram expounded the doctrines of the Vedas

and the Putanas. The eanie-^tnc'S willi which Tukaram

began to sing, attracted to him men of all >ects and castes.

People began to look upon him .ts a leather from beaten.

They forgot at that time that he wa.-, a .'^lidra, and they began

to pay him the homage tliat is U'-tially given to a Brahman.

The Shastras say—One who knows Biahm.i ns a Brahman,

—

and people seem to have followed thns doctrine in the case of

Tukaram.’ His fame spread widely tkiring his life as a holy

man and a religious teacher; his poems andi hymns arc repeated

by thousands of devout Hindus in Southern India to this day.

In the i8th century, Mayiir Bandit or Muro[)anth poured

forth his copious Marathi .song in strains which some regard

as even more elevated than the poems of Tukaram,
Besides its accumulations of religious verse, Marathi pos-

sesses a prose literature, among which the chief compositions

are the Bakhars or Annals of the Kings. It is also rich in

love songs, and farcical poetry of a broad st\Ie of wit.

Bengali is, in some respects, the most modern of the Indian

vernaculars. As a spoken language, it begins on the north,

where Hindi ends on the south
; that is to say, in the (Jangetic

valley' below Rehar. from Rajmahdl on the nouh to the

Bay of Bengal, and from Assam on the east to Oiissa on the

west, Bengali forms the S[)eech of about 50 millions of people

in the t alleys and deltas of the Brahma[)utra and the Ganges.
The language exhibits clearly-marked dialectical modifications
in the north, the east, and the west, of this great area. But
for literary purposes, Bengali may be regarded as a linguistic

entity. Indeed, literary Bengali of the modern type is to

some
^

extent an artificial creation. Much more than the

Hindi, it has enriched itself by means of words directly im-

ported from the Sanskrit. Such words not only supply the

philosophical, religious, and abstract terms of Bengali litera-

ture, but they enter largely into the every-day language of

the people. This is to some e.xtent due to the circumstance
that the Bengalis have very rapidly adopted Western ideas.

ith the introduction of such ideas arose the necessity for new
terms

; and for these terms, Bengali writers naturally turned
towards the Sanskrit.
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The ]jroccb.s has not been confined, however, to philo- s.uol.nt

Sophie veorks. Even in poetrv, the best J!ene;ah' uriters of the“ llc-lK) ol

[iresent day aneet a more classical style than tiiat of their [iie- IVneih.

decessors from the 14th to the iSth century. In 17 linos

ot IJengali verse taken from a contemporary periodic. il, the

Ban^a-darshana, there are only si.v or seven words which are

not Sanskrit importations. ‘ If we [irogress in thi.s direction a

century longer,’ writes a native author, ‘ the Liengali language

will be distinguishable from the Sanskrit only by the case

terminations and mood and tense terminations.’ ' Th.e frame-

work of the colloquial language still continues to be dented

from the Prakrit, although Sanskrit terms are diffusing them-

selves even among the sjioken language of the educated

classes.

Pengali literature commences with the vernacular [loets Tlnec

of the 14th centurv. During its first 200 tears, liengali

song was devoted to the praises of Krishna, and the loves lutrauue

of the young god. In tlie i6th century two great retolu- (i) 14th n
tions, religious and [lohtical, took place in Peiigal. In

the political world, the independent Afghan dynasty of

Pengal succumbed to the advancing Mughal power
;

and

Bengal was tinally incorjrorated as a Province of the Delhi

Empire. In religion, a reformation of tlie Sivaite religion

was ettected under Brahman impulse.-, and Krishna-wor^hip '2 1 ,

receded from its literary pre - eminence. During the '‘''-.M

250 years Bengali poetry found its chief theme in the

1
liaises of Kali or Chandi, the queen of -Siva, who i^ alike

the god of Destruction and of Reproduction. Early in the

19th century, European inlluences began to imjaess them-

selves on Bengali thought. Bengali literature ac( ordingly (
i' i'«!i

entered upon a third jienod, the period throu.^h wiiii h it is

still passings and which corresponds to the inqjorted \S'estern

civilisation of India in the 19th century.

Putting aside Ja>adeva of Birbhum, the Sanskrit singer in

the i2th century, Bengali poetry comnienci-s with Bnly.ipati H-iy.; m
'Ph.ikur, a Brahman of 'Pirhiit. IJidyapati adorned the i ourt

of King Sivasinha of 'Pirhut in the 14th century ; .and a turv

deed of gift, still existing, prove.s that he had made hi-, fame

<’/’/i’t'«c'i4 !> Arcy fi.ve, p. 45 . iCa’cu'ta, i''r7-i Th.-

interesting vnlunie 1 .- Kised on the more elalioraic Kengnii worn of I'anuil

Rrimgati Kyaratna. A complete treatment of the .eul ject i- .-ti'.! a desider-

atum, which it is lioj ed th.it Jtengaii re-earch will lefue i' r.g -u; ;!).

Mr. Iiae, uhose vo’unse has been freelyirse-i in the f-li- v.ing
]
age,, v .1 1

c- nfer a l enedt hoth on hi- ceuintryinen and or. European students of ti.e

Indian vernaculars, by undertaking the tOik.
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before 1400 a.d. Although po-pu'arly tlainic.l :ts the- Chaucer

of Bengal, he wrote in what nui't nmv be regarded as a Bihari

rather than a Bengali dialect ;
and recited in learned verse the

loves of Rddha and Krishna. About the same jieriod, Chandi

Das, a Birblnim Brahman, took uji the sacretl strain in the

Bengali tongue. Originally a de\ otee of the goddess Chandi,

queen of Siva, he was miraculously con vert csl to the worship

of Krishna, whose praises he celebrated in a less learned, but

more forcible colloquial st\Ie. 'I'o these two poets and their

followers, Krishna was a lover rather than a deity ;
and his

mistress Rddha, more of a pastoral beauty than a goddess.

But their pjoetry constantly reali-tes that beneath the human

amours of the divine pair, lies a deep spiritual .significance.

This didactic side of their poetry may be illustrated by three

verses of Bidyapati to Krishna under his title ot Madhava,

‘ The Honeyed One.’

A Hv.m.n to Kkish.va.

‘ O ' Madhava ! nur final .stay,

The Saviour of the world Thou .art,

In mercy look upon the weak,

To Thee I turn with trustful he.art.

H,alf of my life in sleep has past ;

In illness—tioyhood —years have gone,

In pleasure’s vortex long I roamed,

Alas ! forgetting Thee, the One.

Unnumbered beings live and die,

They rise from Thee and sink in Thee,

(Thou uncreate and without end !)

Like ripples melting in the sea.’
*

At the beginning of the 16th century, the great religious

reformer Chaitanya^ gave a more serious turn to the poetry of

Bengal. He preached the worship of Vishnu, and the doctrine

of saving faith in that deity. Krishna was the pastoral incar-

nation of the god; but the Vishnuism taught by Chaitanya
spiritualized the human element in the amour.s which the

earlier poets had somewhat warmly sung. Chaitanya declared

the spiritual equality of mankind, and combated the cruel

distinctions of caste. His doctrine amounted to a protest

against the Hinduism of his day, although it has been skilfully

‘ Slightly altered from the rendering of INIr. Dae’s Literature cfBenX,
p 60. (Bose & Co., Calcutta, 1S77.)

" Vidt. ante, pp. 270, 271.
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incorporated by the later Ilinduisni of our own. Tlie oj)pusi-

tion excited by Chaitanya’s Vibhnuito reformation took the

form of a revival of the \vorshi[) of Siva and iiis queen.

There were thus, in the i6th century, two pncat religious Tlic

movements going on in liengal : the one in favour uf Vishnu,

the second person of the Hindu Triad; and the other in favour

of Siva, the third person of that Trinity. The more serious

aspect which Chaitany.i gave to \'i.shnui.sm did not lend it.sell

to popular song so easily as the human loves of Krishna, cele-

brated by the earlier Vishnuite poets. On the other h.ind, the

counter revival of Sivaism accepted as its objects of adoration litneii;

some form or other of the goddess of De.striiction and Repro- ‘'''uie

duction under her various name.s ' of Um.i, I’.irvati, Diirg.i,
'

Kali, or Chandi. d'hese names suggested alike the terrors and

the mercies of the queen of Siva, and a])j'ealed in a special

manner to a people dwelling amid the stupendous cata.stroj)hcs

of nature in a deltaic Province like Pengal.

The result was an outburst of Bengali song, uhich took as Kinili.K

its theme the praises of Chandi, the wife of Siva. Kirtibas

Ojha, a Brahman of Nadiya District in the i6th century,

marks the transition stage. Kinib.as drew his in.spiration from The

the Sanskrit efiics, and his great work is the Bengali version of

the Rdmdyatia. His translation is still recited by Ghattaks or

bards at a thousand religious and festive gatherings every \e.ir

throughout Bengal. Its modern version.s have received imu h

re-touching from l.uer poets of the classical or San^kriti/ing

school; but an old cofiy of 1693 proves that Kirtibas urotc

in a strong colloquial style, with a ring and rhythm of jieculiar

beauty. The Rdmdyajia recites the achievements of the heroic J.'i' Pta

incarnation of \'ishnu, and Kirtibas Ojha m.ay therefere be
‘

claimed as a Vishnuite poet. But in reality his work ni.irks

the Sanskrit revival which gave the impuKe to the Suaite or

Chandi poets of the next two and a hall < enturies.

These Sivaite poet-, kcjd i)0--.eesion oi Beiie.ih ! terait.rc siv.v -i c;

(luring the 250 years which elap'-ed before the ( oimiii lu ciiient
^

of the third or present period, l-irst .among tiu ni va-. M.ikunili u. iso,

R.ain Chnkrav.arti, a Br.ihm.in of BardwJn 1 li-’.rii t, .mil a (on "iiMry-

tenqiorary of Kirtib.i-- t.'jha in the iCth century. He w.as Malunui

driven from his home by the ojipres.^ions of Muhainni.adan

officers, and his verses give a life-hke pa ture of the Muh.iin-

niadan land settlement of Lower Bengal. .VI < I.ts'-cs. he s.i}-,

were crushed with an equal ttranny; f.iliow- lands were enter'

d

’ For the ihaerent n.ame= of '.he wife < f ."t.-; ihe sq '.c'.- - I 'he

giidiieC' winch the=e n.an'it- c.r.n .’.c, t,.;'. ; ;
201. 262.
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IS arable, and by a faKe mea'urcint.rit tbrex - tburths of a

were taxed as a full /v'b;. In the colieciiun of the

revenue, the oppressions were not le-s-) than in the assessment.

The treasury oiticers deducted more than one rupee in seven for

short weietht and exchange. 'I'he husbandiuen tied from their

lands, and threw their cattle and poods into the markets, ‘so

that a rupee worth of things sold for ten annas.’ Makunda

Rain’s family shared the common rum
;
but the young poet,

after a wandering life, found shelter as tutor in the f.tmily of

Bankura Deb, a powerful landholder of Birbhum and Midnapur

Districts. He was honoured with the title of Kabi Kankan, or

the Jewel of Bards, and wrote two great poeim-, besides minor

songs.

The His most popular work is the story of Kalketu, the hunter.

KaVkt°u Kalketu, a son of Indra, King of Heaven, ib born upon earth

by Ma- as a poor hunter. In his cele.stial exi.stence he had a devoted

'vife, and she, too, is born in this world, and becomes his

faithful comjianion throughout their allotted earthly career.

Their mortal births had been brought about by the goddess

Chandi, queen of Siva, in order that she miglit have a city

founded and dedicated to herself. The poor hunter and his

wife Fullora, after years of hardship, are guided to a buried

treasure by their kind patroness Chandi. With this the

hunter builds a city, and dedicates it to the godde.ss. But,

misled by a wicked adviser, he goes to war with the King of

Kalinga on the south, is defeated, and cast into prison. In

due time Chandi rescues her foolish liut faithful .servant. At

last the hunter and his wife die and ascend to heaven. He
lives again as the son of Indra, while Fullora again becomes
his celestial spouse.

Srimanta
Other poem of Makunda Ram narrates the adventures

S.iflagar^of
^ spice merchant, Dhanapati, and his son Srimanta

Makunda Sadagar. A celestial nymph, Khullona, is sent down to live

on earth as penance for a venial offence. She grows into a

beautiful girl, and is wedded by the rich merchant Dhanapati,
who has, however, already a first wife. Before the marriage
can be consummated, the king of the country sends off the

merchant to Eastern Bengal to procure a golden cage for a

favourite bird. The bride is left with his elder wife in

the family home upon the banks of the Adjai, a river

w Inch separates Birbhum and Bardwan Districts in South-
H estern Bengal. A wicked handmaid excites the jealousy of
the elder wife, and the girl-bride is condemned to menial
offices, and sent forth as a goat-herd to the fields. The kind
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goddess Chandi, however, converts the elder lady to a better

frame of mind
; the girl-bride is received back

;
and on the

return of her husband becomes his favourite uife. In due
time she bears him a son, Srimanta Sadagar, the hero of the

subsequent story.

The king next sends the merchant for spices to Ceylon, and Voya-e

his voyage down the great rivers of Bengal and across the sea \ ,

•
• , ,

Hugli ami
IS vividly described. From the towns mentioned on his route, .Vdi Canga

it appears that in those d.ays the water-way from Bardwan

District and the neighbouring country, to the Bay of Bengal,

lay by the Hugh as far down as Calcutta, and tlien struck

south-eastward by what is now the dead river of the *Vdi-

Ganga.i The poor merchant is imjirisoneii by the King of

Ceylon, and there languishes until he is sought out by his

brave son, Srimanta Sadagar, from whom the poem takes its

name. Srimanta is also seized, and led out to e.xecution by

the cruel king. But the good goddess Chandi delivers both

father and son, and the beautiful Khullon.i receives back with

joy her lost treasures from the sea.

In the 17th century, the second of the two great .Sanskrit K.bi It.im

epics, the Maluihluirata, was translated by Kasi Rim Kas.
'''

This poet also belonged to Bardwdn District. His version

still holds its place in the affei.tiuns of the people, and

is chanted by professional bards throughout all Bengal. The Ilt'iijili

more tender episodes are rendered with feeling and grace ;

'

but the fiery quarrels and heroic spirit of the Sanskrit origimir

lose much in the Bengali tran,slation.

The itith Century produced two great Bengali poets. In

1720, Rim Prasad Sen, of the \'aidya caste, was born

Nadiya District. .Sent at an early age as clerk to a Calcutta cc-Mur) ;

office, he scribbled verse.s wlien he should have been ca-'ting Iciui

u]) accounts, and was reiiorted for punishment by the thief

clerk. The native head of the business read the rhvine.s, di-

inissed the poet, but a.ssigned to him a pension of R'-. gc a

month. 'W ith this he retired to his viilaee, and wrote poetry

for the rest of hi.s life. Ram J’rasid was a tlevout T.mttik or

vvorshijiper of tlie vvife of Siva, and his [loeins i onsist rluetl) of

appeals to the goddess under her varioim naine-i of K.i'ii, .'s.iKti,

etc. His .songs, however, are more often complaints of lier

cruelty than th.anksgivings for her mercies.

-

The little Hindu court of Nadiyi then fe>rnied the centre of Ther. .0

learning and Iiter.ature in Bengal, and the Raj-i enooweo R.un '

' See article ilroLi ftivckin T'/.c /«•/.>,et' i7. >• ti>

- Dae's Ltu>a:.,>c cj I'- *47- iby;.
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Prasad with 33 acres of rent-free land. The grateful poet in

return dedicated to the prince his Kabiranjan, or version of

the tale of Bidya Sitndar. The fame of this version has,

however, been eclipsed by the rendering of the same story by

a rival poet, Bharat Chandra. Two other well-known works,

the Kd/i Kirtan and the Krishna Kirtan, in honour respect-

ively of Kali and Krishna, with many minor poems, have also

come down from the pen of Ram Prasad.

The other great Bengal poet of the iSth century was Bharat

Chandra Rai, who died 1760. The son of a petty Raja, he

was driven from his home by the oppressions of the Raja of

Bardwan, and, after many adventures and imprisonment, ob-

tained the protection of the chief native officer of the French

Settlement at Chandarnagar. The generosity of the Raja of

Nadiya^ afterwards raised him to comfort, and he devoted

his life to three principal poems. His version of the Bidyd

Sundar is a passionate love poem, and remains the accepted

rendering of that tale to the present day. The goddess

Kali interposes at the end to save the life of the frail heroine.

His other two principal poems, the Annadd Mangal and the

Mdnstnha, form continuations of the same work
;
and, like it,

are devoted to the glorification of the queen of Siva under her

various names.

With the printing press and the Anglo-Indian School arose

a generation of Bengalis whose chief ambition is to live by the

pen. The majority find their career in official, mercantile, or

professional employment. But a large residue become writers

of books
;
and Bengal is at present passing through a grand

literary climacteric. Nearly 1300 works per annum are pub-

lished in the vernacular languages of Lower Bengal alone.

It is an invidious task to attempt to single out the most

distinguished authors of our own day. Amid such a clima-v of

literary activity, much inferior work is produced. But it is not

too much to say that in poetry, philosophy, science, the novel

and the drama, Bengali literature has, in this century, produced
masterpieces without rivals in its previous history. In two

departments it has struck out entirely new lines. Bengali

prose practically dates from Ram Mohan Rai; and Bengali

journalism is essentially the creation of the third (juarter of the

1 ‘resent century.-

1 Mr. Dae says, inadvertently, the Rija of Bardwan.
- From no list of igth century Bengali authors should the following

names Le omitted ; Rani Mohan Rai, Akkhai Rumar Datta, Iswar
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As Bengali poetry owed its rise in the 14th century, and its Bengali

fresh impulse in the r 6th, to outbursts of religious song
; so

Bengali prose is the offspring of the religious movement

headed by the Raja Ram Mohan Rai in the rpth. This great

theistic reformer felt that his doctrines and arguments required

a more serious vehicle than verse. When he died in 1S33, he

at once received the position of the father of Bengali prose,

—

a position which he still enjoys in the grateful memories of his

countrymen. ’ Of scarcely less importance, however, in the

creation of a good prose style, were two rival authors born in

1S20. Akkhai Kumar Datta enforced the theistic doctrines

of the Brahma Samaj with indefatigable ability in his religious

journal, the TatK'ahodhini Patrikd. Reprints of his articles

still rank as text-books of standard Bengali prose. Lswar

Chandra Vidyasagar, also born in 1820, devoted himself to

social reform upon orthodox Hindu lines. The enforced

celibacy of widows, and the abuses of polygamy, have formed

the subject of his life-long attacks.

An older worker, lswar Chandra Gujita, born 1S09, took the Modem
lead in the modern popular poetry of Bengal. His fame has

been eclipsed, however, by Madhu Sudan Datta, born 1S2S, 19th cen-

who now ranks higher in the estimation of his countrymen than

any Bengali poet of this or any previous age. Madhu Sudan's

epic, the Mc:;hndd Bad/’t Kdlya, i^ reckoned by Bengali critics

as second only to the masterpieces of \'dlmiki, Kalidasa,

Honier, Dante, and Shaks[ieare. This generous appreciation

IS characteristic of the catholic spirit of Hinduism. For

Madhu Sudan Datta became a Christian, lectured as profes.sor M.iithu

in a Christian college, went to England, and returned to

Bengal only Ur die, after a too brief career, in 1S75. ejac ibsS-'/j.

relates the death of .Meghnad or Irulrajit, greatest of the sons

of Rivana, and takes its materials from the well-known ciJisodc

in tile RdintyaHa. .Among Bengdi jioets stii! living. Hem
Chandra B.inarji occupies jicrhaj.s the highest [dace of

honour.

In the Benaali elraina, Dm.i Bandhu Mitrn. born 1829, died The

1873, led tile way. His first and greatest work, the A7/
Drama.

rhaivlra Vi lyn''ag;ar, Dwnr Chanrlra (iuj-ta, Maflhii Suflan Datta, Hern
Chir.'Ira Banaiji, Dankini Chan>ira Chatlarji, Dina Ikin-Jha Mitra, ar.!

Xd' in Chin :r i >ct..

^ K.ija Ram Mohan Kai RininH-hun K-'o } i> aRi well known for hi-

EnL;li'h -work", of which il piea?ant to recur i that n c 'liccteo reprint hi-s

i L>_n D-ue*: '.m fer t;.e of G- Cb.injra Ghuic, M.A.
iCsikutta, 1^-5-'
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Dar/an, or Mirror of Indigo, startled the community by its

picture of the abuses of indigo planting a quarter of a

< entury ago. It was translated into English by the well-known

missionary and philanthropist, the Rev. James Long; and

formed the ground of an action for libel, ending in the fine

and inijirisonment of the latter gentleman. In prose fiction,

Lankim Chandra Chattarji, born 1838, ranks first. The Bengalf

prose novel is essentially a creation of the last half-century, and

the Durgesh A^cindim of this author has never been surpassed,

but many new novelists, dramatists, and poets are now estab-

lishing their reputation in Bengal
; and the force of the literary

impulse given by the State School and the printing press seems

still unabated. It is much to be regretted that so little of that

intellectual activity has flowed into the channels of biography

and critical history. But the returns of recent Bengali litera-

ture for tSgi show that the tide is at last setting in towards

scientific and historical writing. The same practical tendency

is observable in Bengali journalism. It is perhaps a sign of

the times that the leading native paper in Bengal, the Hindu
Patriot, has this year converted itself from a weekly paper,

distinguished for its political and social essays, into a daily

[laper, depending for its circulation chiefly on its news.

This chapter has dealt at some length with the vernacular

literature ot India, because a right understanding of that litera

ture is necessary for the comprehension of the chapters which
follow. It concludes the part of the present book which treats

of the struggle for India by the Asiatic races. In the next

chapter the European nations come upon the scene. How
they strove among themselves for the mastery will be briefly

narrated. The conquest of India by any one of them formed
a problem whose magnitude not one of them appreciated.

The Portuguese spent the military resources of their country,

and the religious enthusiasm of their Church, in the vain

attempt to establish an Indian dominion by the Inquisition and
the sword. This chapter has shown the strength and the
extent of the indigenous literature of religious thought and
civilisation which they thus ignorantly and unsuccessfully
'-trove to overthrow.

The Indian races had themselves confronted the problems
for which the Portuguese attempted to supply solutions from
without. One religious movement after another had swept
across India

; one philosophical school after another had pre-

•-ented its explanation of human existence and its hypothesis
of a future liie. A popular literature had sprung up in every
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CHAPTER XIV.

EARLY EUROPEAN SETTLEMENTS (149S TO iStH CENTURY A.D.).

The Muhammadan invaders of India had entered from the

north-^^’est, Her Christian conquerors approached by sea

from the south. From the time of Alexander the Great (327

15
. c.) to that of Vasco da Gama (1498 a.d.), Europe held little

direct intercourse with the East. An occasional traveller

brought back stories of powerful kingdoms and of untold

wealth
;
but the passage by sea was scarcely dreamed of, and

by land, wide deserts and warlike tribes lay betweeen. Com-

merce, indeed, struggled overland and via the Red Sea. It

was carried on chiefly through Egypt, although partly also

across Syria, under the Roman Empire; and in later mediteval

times by the Italian cities on the Mediterranean, which traded

to the ports of the Levant.^ But to the Europeans of the

^ The folloHing is a list of the most noteworthy early tiavellers to the

East, from the 9th century to the establishment of the Portuguese as a

conquering power in In.lia in the t6th. The Arab geographers will

be found in Sir Henry Elliot’s first volumes of the Indian Historians.

The standard European authority Thi Book of Ser Marco Polo tlu

Venetian, edited by Colonel Henry Yule, C.B., 2 vols., 2nd edition,

1S75. The author’s best thanks are due to Colonel Yule for the assistance

he has kindly afforded both here and in those articles of The Imperial

Gazetteer of India which came within the scope of Colonel Yule’s re-

searches. The authorities for the more ancient travellers and Indian

geographers are, as already stated, M‘Crindle's Megasthenez and Arrian,

his A'tesiae, and his Navigation of the Erythman Sea, which originally

appeared in the Indian Antii/nary, and were republished by Messrs.

Trubner. The Commerce and Navigation of the Ancients in the Indian
O'can, by Dr. ^^ilUam \ incent, Dean of Westminster (2 vols. 4to, 1S07',

may still be perused with interest, although Dr. Vincent’s materials have

been supplemented by fuller and more accurate knowledge.
A. 1 1.

hhj. King .Alfred sends Sighelm of Sherburn to the shrine of Saint

Thnm.is in ‘ India.’ But what * India' ia doubtful, see anU, p. 39°-

851-910. Suiaiman and Abu Zaid, whose travels furnished the Relations of

Keinaud.

912-30. The geographer Mas’udi.

1150-7 5. K.abbi Benjamin of Tudela; vKited Persian Gulf, reported on

[Icotno:,. continued c:i mat pag-
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15th rentun, was an uiiknown land, wi n ]i lUi iui]’\

.uU'.irtLt! tiic iinaL.)n.iti()n (d' siiirit-. stiMuil.ircii l)\ ihc Run
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1498.

Portuguese

expedi-

tion, 1500.

south-eastern direction. It doubled the Cape of Go(od Hope,

and cast anchor off the city of Calicut on the 20th May 1498,^

after a protracted voyage of nearly eleven months. An earlier

Portuguese emissary, Covilham, had reached Calicut overland

about 1487. From the first. Da ylama encountered hostility

from the Moors, or rather Arabs, who monopolized the sea-

borne trade
;

but he seems to liave found favour with the

Zamorin, or Hindu Raj.i of Calxut. An Afglian of the Lodi

dynasty was then on the throne of Delhi, and another Afghan

king was ruling over Bengal. Ahmadabdd formed the seat of

a Muhammadan dynasty in Gujarat. The five independent

Muhammadan kingdoms of Ahmadnagar, Bijapur, Ellichpur,

Golconda, and Bi'dar had partitioned out the Deccan. But

the Hindu Raja of Vijayanagar still ruled as paramount in the

South, and was perhaps the most powerful monarch to be

found at that lime in India, not e.xcepting the Lodi dynasty

at Delhi.

After staying nearly six months on the Malabar coast, Ua
Gama returned to Europe, hearing with him the following

letter from the Zamorin to the King of Portugal :
‘ Vasco da

Gama, a nobleman of your household, has visited my kingdom

and has given me great pleasure. In my kingdom there is

abundance of cinnamon, doves, ginger, jiepper, and jirccious

stones. What I seek from thy country is gold, silver, coral,

and scarlet.’ The safe arrival of Da Gama at Li.sbon was

Celebrated with national rejoicings as enthusiastic as those

which had greeted the return of Columbus. If the Wc.st

Indies belonged to Spain by priority of discovery, Portugal

might claim the East Indies by the same right. The Portu-

guese mind became intoxicated by dreams of a mighty Oriental

Empire.

Ihe early Portuguese navigators were not traders or private

adventurers, but admirals with a royal commission to open up

a direct commerce with Asia, and to purchase Eastern com-

modities on behalf of the King of Portugal. A second

expedition, consisting of thirteen ships and seven hundred

soldiers, under the command of Pedro Alvares Cabral, was

despatched in 1500. On his outward voyage, Cabral was

driven westward by stress of weather, and discovered Brazil.

Ultimately he reached Calicut. He established a factory, or

According to Correa, I^cndns da India, an excellent authority, ^ asco

da Gama spent over three months at Melinda on the south-east coast

of Africa, and did not reach Calicut until August 149S. But the received

date is May or June.
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agency for the purchase of goods there; but as soon as he

left Calicut, the factor was murdered by the Muhammadan
merchants. In spite of this disaster, he left a factor behind

him at Cochin, when he returned to I’ortugal.

In 1502, the King of Portugal obtained from Pope *\.Iex- rurtu;;\u sl-

ander VI. a bull constituting him ‘ Lord of the Navigation,

Conquest, and Trade of Ethiopia, Arabia, Persia, and India.’ SL-as, 15,a.

-

In that year Vasco da Gama sailed again to the East, with

a fleet numbering twenty vessels. He formed alliances with

the Rajas of Cochin and Cannanore, and the Rani of Quilon,

and bombarded tlie Zamorin of Calicut in his [lalace. In

1503, the great Affonso de Albuciuerque sailed to the East in

command of one of three expeditions from Portugal. The

Portuguese arrived only just in time to succour the Raja of

Cochin, who was being besieged by the Zamorin of Calicut.

They built a fort at Cochin, and, to guard against any future

disaster, left 150 Portuguese soldiers under Duarte Pacheco

to defend their ally. When they dcjiarted, the Zamorin,

or Hindu Raji of Calicut, again attacked Cochin, but he wa.s

defeated by Pacheco both by land and sea, and the prestige

of the Portuguese was by these victories raised to its height.

In 1505, a laree fleet of twenty sail and fifteen hundred Vjce-

men was sent under Francisco de Almeida, the first I’crtuguecse

\’iceroy of India. .Mir.eida was the first Portuguese st.itesnian i^oyro.

in Indi.i to dewlop a di-tinct policy. He saw that, in the fare

of the opposition of the .Muhamm.ad.m merchants, who.se

monojioly uas infringed, it was neecssary to fortify factories

in India, in winch to c.irry on trade-. Put he wished these

forts to be as few as [lO.s^ihie, and that the chief power of

I’urtug.tl should be on the sea. Alnieid.i had also a new danger

to meet. The -Sult.in of Egypt perceived that the discovery

of tlie direct se.t-route from Europe to India round the C.ipc

of Good Hope was ruining the traii'-it tr.ide through Ljypt.

He therefore despatched a fleet to exterminate tlie J’ortueue.-e

forces in Asia. The S.iltaii’s admiral won a victory oifVc- i>

Chaul, in 150S, in winch .Mmeidas son w is killed: liut on

2nd Febru.irv 1529, the Egyptians were utterly ileteated oil

the island of Diu. 'I'he danger of a general union of the

Mo.sle-ms against the Portuguese was thus averted for tne

time, and the quarrels between the Turks and Egyptians

which ensued gave time for the Chn.stians to firmly con-

solidate their power in India.

In 1509, Albuquerque succeeded as Governor, and wi ely

extended the area of Portuguese influence. He .lO.indo.n-.-d
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the system of Almeida, and resc/lved estahiish a E’ortuguese

Empire in India, based on the jiossession of important points

along the coast, and on playing off the native princes against

each other. Having failed in an attack upon Calicut, he in

1510 seized Goa, which has since remained the capital of

Portuguese India. Then, sailing round Ceylon, he captured

Malacca, the key to the naeigation of the Indian Archipelago,

and opened a trade with Siam and the Spice Islands. Lastly,

he sailed back westward, and, after penetrating into the Red
Sea and taking Ormuz in the Persian Gulf, returned to Goa

only to die in 1515. In 1524, Vasco da Gama came out to

the East for the third time, and he too died at Cochin, after

a rule of only three months. For exactly a century, from

150Q to 1600, the Portuguese enjoyed a monopoly of Oriental

trade. ^ ‘ From Japan and the Spice Islands to the Red Sea

and the Cape of Good Hope, they were the sole masters and

dispensers of the treasures of the East
;
while their possessions

along the Atlantic coast of Africa and in Brazil completed

their maritime Empire.’ -

But the Portuguese had neither the political strength nor

the personal character necessary to maintain such an Empire.

Their national temper had been formed in their contest

with the hloors at home. They were not traders, but

knight.s-errant and crusaders, who looked on every pagan as

an enemy of Portugal and of Christ. Only those who have

read the contemporary narratives of their comiuests, can

realize the superstition and the cruelty with which their history

in the Indies is stained.

Albuquerque alone endeavoured to conciliate the goodwill

of the natives, and to live in friendship with the Hindu

princes, who were better pleased to have the Portuguese,

as firmly governed by him, for their neighbours and allies,

than the Muhammadans whom he had expelled or subdued.

The justice and magnanimity of his rule did as much to

extend and confirm the power of the Portuguese in the East,

as his courage and the success of his military achievements.

In such veneration was his memory held, that the Hindus of

Goa, and even the Muhammadans, were wont to repair to his

^ For a full account of the Portuguese in India, and the curious phase--

of society which they developed, see article Go.\, 7'/it Imperial Gazdtur
of India. Also for local notices, see articles D.tM.vN, DiU, Basseix,

Calicct.

This and the following paragraphs are condensed from Sir George

PinUvood’s official Report on the msullaneous Old Record: in the India

Ojpico, dated Ist Movembei 1S78 (folio, tSygi.
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tomb, and there utter their complaints, as if in the presence of

his shade, and call upon (iod to deliver them from the t}ranny

of his successors.

\'et these successors were not all tv rants. .Some of them TIk oic-

were great statesmen
; many were gallant soldiers. The names

of four of them stand out brightly in the history of tiie J’ortu- ijuer.juc

guese in India. Nuno da Cunha, {.lovernor from 1528 to Nuno .la

153S, first opened up direct and regular trade with Terigal.

After i5iSone shijr annually visited Chittagong to purchase
^

merchandise for Portugal ;
but Da Cunha, hearing of the wealth

of the jjrovince, and the peaceful, industrious character of its

inhabitants, resolved to make a Settlement there. He sent

400 Portuguese soldiers to assist the Muhammadan king of

Bengal against Sher Shah in 1 534, and was intending to follow

in jierson, when important events on the other side of India

detained him. Hi,s intervention liad the effect of causing The I'.. rt

many Portuguese to settle in Bcng'al. 'I'hey were never formed

into a regular governori.inp, but remained in louse dependence

on the Captain of Ceylon. Vet they became wry prosperous,

and their headquarter-S, Hugh', grew into a wealthy city. After

the capture of Hiigli by Shtih Jahan in i6’9, the bravest of

the Portuguese in Bengal became outlaws and juratC';, and in

conjunction with the .krakanese and the Maghs preyed upon

the sea-borne commerce of the Bengal coa^t. The event

which prevented Nuno da Cunha from estalili'hing the Portu-

guese jiowcr in Beiig'ul was the approach of a gre-at 'I'urki'h

and Egyptian fleet. .Suhiun.in (Sulvman) the .Magni.hccnt had

consolid.ited the Turkish jiowcr by the conquest of Egyph and

prepared to accomplish the task vvkii h the Sultan of P.g \[4

had attempted thirty years before. But the Pijrtuguese were

now in a better position to resist than they had been in the

days of the Viceroy Almeida. Nuno da Cunh.a hmi ola.lined

[lossession of the island of Dm, a [ilace inurh (ovited by

.-Mbuquerque, from the King of Gujar.it in 1535, and n was

there that the storm broke. Besieged by live King ot (lujamt ] r f

liy land and by the v.ist Turkish and Tgvpiian tket, Dm j'.

.stood a terrible .siege in 1538 ; and the defender-, at la't b. at

off the assail.mts. Nuno da Ciinlia did nut live to .see tin-,

glorious result, for he vva.s maligned by enemies and s. nt

home in custody, and it was reserved for his succe.-or to

relieve Diu.

loao de Castro, who ruled from 1545 to 1548. was no I - 1.

unworthy countryman of .-Vlbuquerque and Da Ciinea. He

relieved Diu, which again had to stand a siege !} t-'ie Kmg el
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Gujarat, whom he defeated in one of the greatest \ictories

ever won by the Portuguese in India. He had also to defend

Goa against the King^ of Bijapur, and with simdar successes,

luai de But it was not only as a warrior, but as a statesman, that Joao

Ca,uo,^
(ie Castro won his fame. In the three short years of his

^ government he tried to reform the errors of the Portuguese

colonial system. The trade of India was a royal monopoly,

and crowds of officials lived by peculation and corruption in

order to enhance their salaries trom the Crown. Joao de

Castro endeavoured to cleanse the Augean stable, and by his

own upright character set a shining example to his compatriots.

It was during his rule that the Portuguese, in addition to

being a trading and a governing power, became a proselytizing

power. Hitherto Catholic priests had come to India to tend

the souls of the Portuguese. But now began the era of rnis-

sions to the heathen. This development of missionary effort

was largely due to the inspiring exertions of Saint Francis

Xavier, who was Castro’s intimate friend. The Jesuits

followed the missionary pioneer of their Order, and the

whole authority of the Portuguese Government was practically

placed at the disposal of the Christian missionaries after

this epoch,

C Je Constantino de Braganza, a prince of the royal house of

attempted, and not without some success, to take up

the task which had proved too hard for ].)e Castro, during his

rule from 1558 to 1561. But he is better remembered as the

conqueror of Daman, one of the places still belonging to

I.ui.5 de Portugal. Luis de Athaide, who was Viceroy from 1568

1571, and from 1578 to 1581, had during his first viceroyalty

^ to meet a formidable league of opponents. The defeat of

the Hindu Raja of Vijayanagar at Talikot in iS^S’

Muhammadan princes of the Deccan at liberty to act against

the Portuguese. A great league was formed by them, which

included even the half-savage King of Achin. All the Portu-

guese Settlements on the Malabar coast as well as Malacca

were besieged by overwhelming forces. But the Portuguese

commanders rose to the occasion. Everywhere they were

Deftnce triumphant. The Viceroy', in 1570, defended Goa for ten

months against the King of Bijapur, and eventually repulsed

him
; the undisciplined Indian troops were unable to stand

against the veteran soldiers of Portugal
;

200 of whom, at

Malacca, routed 15,000 natives with artillery. When, in i 57 ^’

iMaiacca was again besieged by the King of Achin, the small

Portuguese garrison destroyed 10,000 of his men, and all the
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Achin cannon and junks. Twice again, in 1615 and for the last

time in 162S, Malacca was besieged, and on each occai^ion the

Achinese were repulsed with equal bravery. But the increased

military force.s sent out to resist these att.acks proved an insup-

portable drain on the revenues and population of Portugal.

In 15S0, the Portuguese Crown was united with that ofSp.misli

.Spain, under Philip n. This proved the ruin of the maritime

and commercial supremacy of Portugal in the East. The in-

terests of Portugal in Asia were henceforth subordinated to

the European interests of Spain
;
and the enemies of Spain,

the Dutch and the English, preyed on the Portuguese as well

as on the Spanish commerce. In 1640, Portugal again became

a separate kingdom. But in the meanwhile the Dutch and

English had appeared in the Eastern Seas
;
and before their

indomitable competition, the Portuguese empire of the Indies

withered away' as rapidly as it had sitrung up. The period of

the highest development of Portuguese commerce was pro-

bably from 1590 to 1610, on the eve of the subversion of their

commercial power by the Dutch, and when their political

administration in India was at its lowest depth of degradation.

At this period a single fleet of Portuguese merchantmen sailing

from Goa to Cambay or Surat would number as many as 150

or 250 carracks. Now, only one Portuguese ship sails from

Lisbon to Goa in the year.*

The Dutch besieged Goa in 1603, and again in 1C39. Both

attacks were unsuccessful on land ; but the Portuguese were

gradually driven off the sea. In 16S3 the Mardthis plundered Downfall'

to the gates of Goa, and in 1739 they sacked BasSein, the

Northern caiiital. The further history of the Portuguese in rndm.

India is a miserable chronicle of pride, poverty, and sounding

titles. The native princes pressed upon them from the land.

On the sea they gave way to more vigorous European nation.s.

The only remaining Portuguese possessions in India arc r.iriii

Goa, Darain, and Dm, all on the west coa-t. with a total area j',

of 2365 siiuare miles, and a total general population (Native i.sm

and Euro[iean), according to the last Census,'- of 56 j. 3.'^4

in 1891. About 30,000 of so-called ‘ I’ortugue-e ' hall castes

aie found in Bombay, and 20,000 in Benu.al. chiefly in the

' ReproJuceil, witliuut venficatiun, from .sir George Bir<iw'.r.rl’s Rep jrl,

p. 70.

- The Census of Portuguese India for iSSi takes a distinction I etween

'‘actual ' and ‘nominal
'
popukation. The enumeration seem? tr. base I'ccc

conducted with greater completeness in the Porfugue-e >e‘tlc.'nent- i.,

ihpi, but I liave so far been able to o' t.rin only the gr;-? : ta.. Witn it

being able to analyse or examine its details.
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neighbourhood of Dacca and Chittagung. 'I'he latter are

knenvn as Firinghis
; and, excepting that the}’ retain the Roman

Catholic faith and European surnames, they are scarcely to

be distinguished either by colour, language, or habits of life

from the natives among whom they live. Their complexion

is in many ca=es darker than that of the surrounding Indian

population
;
and, as a rule, they arc a thnftle.xs. feeble class.

Nor do the Portuguese succeed in obtaining any share

worth mentioning in the modern trade of britixh India. While

French and Germans are taking advantage of the commercial

activity of British rule in the East to enter cm Indian commer-

cial enterprise in increasing numbers, the few Portuguese

traders or employes born in Portugal and resorting to

British India are decreasing. Their total, which amounted to

426 in 1872, had fallen to 133 in tSSi, and was returned at

149 by the Census of 1S91. The efforts by the British

(jovernment to establish a commercial solidarity of interest

with Portugal in India have also failed, d'he construction of

a railway, to a large extent with British private capital, and

under the supervision of private British engineers, designed

to connect the main Portuguese Settlement of Goa with the

interior of India, and debouch at the Port of Marmagao,
led, about 1SS5, to a customs treaty being negotiated, which

placed the Goa and the Briti-.h systems on a fairly homo-

geneous basis. But after some jears the Burtuguese declined

to renew their engagements, and they are now (i.S(;2) in a state

of political and commercial isolation in India. I have much
pleasure, however, in closing this paragraph with an acknow-

ledgment of the courtesy with which the Lisbon authorities

have aided the efforts of the British Government to carry out

a historical investigation into the Indo-Portuguese records of

the past. Mr. Frederick Danvers, of the India Office, has made
two visits to Portugal with this object, under orders of the

Secretary of State for India. His Report, of which the proof-

sheets have reached me as I am sending this chapter to press,

deals with the public records at Lisbon and Evora for a period

of about three hundred years. It throws a flood of fresh light

on Indo-Portuguese history, and adds, among other discoveries,

a new and important chapter to the history of the Marathas.
The Dutch were the first European nation who broke

through the Portuguese monopoly. During the r6th century,
Bruges, Antwerp, and Amsterdam became successively the

great emporiums whence Indian produce, imported by the
I ortuguese, was distributed to Germany, and even to England.
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At first the Dutch, following in the track of the Engh'h,

attempted to find their way to India by ‘ailing round the

northern coast of Europe and Asia. William liarents is

honourably known as the leader of three of these arctic-

expeditions, in the last of which he perished.

The first Dutchman to double the Cape of Cood Hope nutch

was Cornelius Houtman, who reached Sumatra and Ilantain

in 1596. Forthwith private companies for trade with the panics.

East were formed in many jrarts of the United J’rovinces
;

but in 1602 they were all amalgamated by the States-General

into ‘The Dutch East India Company.’ Within fifty )ears

the Dutch had established factories on the continent of

India, in Ceylon, in Sumatra, in the Persian Gulf, and m the

Red Sea, besides having obtained exclusire possession of the

-Moluccas. In 1619 they laid the found.itiun of the city of Then

Batavia in Java, as the seat of the .supreme government ofl’W^"-'"'

the Dutch possessions in the East Indies, which had previously

been at Amboyna. At about the same time the Dutch dis-

covered the coast of Australia
;
while in North America they

founded the city of New Amsterdam or Manhattan, now New
Vork.

During the I'th century the Dutch were the foremost mari- Dutch

time power in the world. Their memorable massacre of the A’l'C"-’'’)'
Yi 1- 1 ,1 • ^ 1 t

• • t ^
hngiLsh at Amboyna, in 1623, i^orccd the british Company to 1600-

retire from the Eastern .\rchipelago to the continent of India, * 7uo-

and thus led to the foundation of our Indian Empire, dhe

long naval wars and bloody battles between the English and

the Dutch within the narrow seas wore not terminated until

IVilliam of Orange united the two countries in iCiSp. In the

Eastern Archipelago the J)utch ruled with'jut a rival, ar.fi

exiielled the Purtuguese from almost all their lernton.d

jiossessions. In 1635 they occupied Formu'-a
;

in idgo'I'lKir

they took -Mal.icca, a blow from which tlic Portuguese never
J

*

recovered; in 1647 they were trading at S,ulras, f.n 11. e I'.il ir i/,;^ c,,’

river; in 1651 they founded a colony at the oi Good

Hope, as a half-way .station to the East: in 1052 they iui.li

their first Indian factory at P.ilakullu, on the .M.idras coast
;

in 1 65 S they captured Jaffnaf.atam, the List strongiu.ld of the

Portuguese m Ceyion. Between 1661 and i(ib4t,',e Duti h

wrested from the Portuguese all their t.irhcr .'-'cttlernents en

ti'.e pepper-bearing coast of Malabar; and m i Amj they e\-

]
elled the Portu^ue--e from .St. I home- and M tca-'ar.

The fall of the Dutch colonial engerc re-u ’e 1 ir-

sliort-siehted commercial
j
obey. It wa- . 'date y G 'C- c
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Their upon a monopoly of the trade in s[jice-:, and remained from
shijrt-

first to last destitute of sound economical princiiiles. Like the

policy. Pheenicians of old, the Dutch stoiiped short of no acts of

cruelty towards their rivals in commerce ;
but, unlike the

Pheenicians, they failed to introduce their civilisation among
.Stripped the natives with whom they came in contact. The knell of

Indian Dutch supremacy was sounded by Clive, when in 1759 he

posses- attacked the Dutch at Chinsurah both by land and water, and

forced them to an ignominious capitulation. During the great

French wars between 1795 and iSii, England wrested from

Holland every one of her colonies
;
although Java was restored

in 1S16, and Sumatra exchanged for Malacca in 1S24.

Dutch At present, the Dutch flag flies nowhere on the mainland

iLha.*'^
India. But quaint houses, Dutch tiles and carvings, at

Chinsurah, Negajiatam, Jaffnapatam, and at petty ports on

the Coromandel and Malabar coasts, with the formal canals in

some of these old Settlements, remind the traveller of scenes

in the Netherlands. The passage between Ceylon and the

mainland still bears the name of the Dutch governor, Palk.

In the Census of 1872, only 70 Dutchmen were enumerated

throughout all British India, 78 in 18S1, and 119 in 1891.^

Early
English

ailven-

turer.s,

1496-1596.

The
North-east
passage,

* 553 -

The
North-west
passage,

1576-I616.

The earliest English attempts to reach India were made by

the North-west passage. In 1496, Henry vii. granted letters

patent to John Cabot and his three sons (one of whom
was the famous Sebastian) to fit out two ships for the ex-

ploration of this route. They failed, liut discovered the island

of Newfoundland, and sailed along the coast of America
from Labrador to Virginia. In 1553, the ill-fated Sir Hugh
M illoughby attempted to force a passage along the north of

Europe and Asia, the successful accomplishment of which

has been reserved for a Swedish savant of our own day.

Sir Hugh perished miserably
;
but his second in command,

Chancellor, reached a harbour on the White Sea, now
Archangel. Thence he penetrated by land to the court of

the Grand Duke of Moscow, and laid the foundation of ‘ the

Russia Company for carrying on the overland trade between
India, Persia, Bokhara, and Moscow.’
Many English attempts were made to find a North-west

passage to the East Indies, from 1576 to 1616. They have
left on our modern maps the imperishable names of Frobisher,

For local notices of the Dutch in India, see articles Sadr.vs, Pala-
KOLLC, Chi.nsurah, Negapatam, Palk’s Passage, etc., in their

respective volumes of my Imperial Gazetteer of India.
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Davis, Hudson, and Baffin. Meanwhile, in 1577, Sir Francis

Drake had circunina\'igated the globe, and on his way home
had touched at Ternate, one of the Moluccas, the king of

which island agreed to supply the English nation with all tlic

cloves which it produced.

The first modern Englishman known to have visited the saphLii.,

Indian peninsula was Thomas Stephens, in 1579. William of |i'

Malmesbury states, indeed, that in S83 Sighelmus of Sherborne, m linii.i,

sent by King Alfred to Rome with presents to the Pope, pro- ' 579 -

ceeded thence to ‘India,’ to the tomb of St. Thomas, and

brought back jewels and spices. But, as already pointed

out, it by no means follows that the ‘ India ’ of William ot

Malmesbury meant the Indian peninsula. Stephens (1579)

was educated at New College, Oxford, and became Rector of

the Jesuit College in Salsette. His letters to his father are

said to have roused great enthusiasm in England to trade

directly with India.

In 1583, three English merchants, Ralph Fitch, James New- DtcR

berry, and Leedes, went out to India overland as mercantile

adventurers. The jealous Portuguese threw them into prison 15S3.

at Ormuz, and again at Goa. At length Newberry settled

down as a shopkeeper at Goa ;
Leedes entered the service of

the Great Mughal
;
and Fitch, after a lengthened peregrination

in Ceylon, Bengal, Pegu, Siam, Malacca, and other parts of

the East Indies, returned to England.^

The defeat of the ‘Invincible Armada’ in 15SS, at which

time the Crowns of Spain and Portugal were united, gave a

fresh stimulus to maritime enterj^rise in England
;
and the

successful voyage of the Dutch Cornelius Houtman in 159^'’

showed the way round the Cape of Good Hope, into waters

hitherto monopolized by the Portuguese.

The following paragraph on the early history of the English

East India Companies is condensed, with little ch.ange, from

Sir George Birdwood’s official report." In 1599. the Dutch,
|
.inw-.

who had now firmly established their trade in the East, raised

the price of pejiper against us from 3s. per lb. to 6s. and Sn,

The merchants of London held a meeting <m the 2 and

September at Founders’ Hall, with the Lord .M.iyor in the

chair, and agreed to form an Association for the pur[,oses of

trading directly with India. Queen Elizabeth also sent .‘'ir

John Mildenhall by Constantinople to the C>reat Mu-,hrd to

apply for privileges for an English Company. On the3i'-i

^ Condensetl from fU'^ert on 0!d Records in JuNi i (
'J \ \ /

' Condensed from Ked^ort on Cdd Rtcerds mi luNta c_
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Decemljer 1603,’ the Eng^li'h F-ist Intii.i Comjiany was in-

corporated by Royal Charter, under the title of ‘ The Governor

and Company of Merchants of London trading to the East

Indies.’ d'he original Company had only 125 shareholders,

and a capital of _;^7o,oco, which was raised to ;^4oo,ooo in

1612-13, when voyages were first undertaken on the joint-

stock account.

Courten’s Association, known as ‘ The Assada .Merchants,’

from a factory subsequently founded by it in Madagascar, was

established in 1635, but, after a period of internecine rivalpr,

was united with the London Company in 1650. In 1654-55,
the ‘ Company of Merchant Ad\'enturcrs ’ obtained a Charter

from Cromwell to trade with India, but united with the

original Company two years later. A more formidable rival

subsequently appeared in the Engli.sh Company, or ‘ General

Society trading to the East Indie.s,’ which was incorporated

under powerful patronage in T698, with a capital of 2 millions

sterling. According to Evelyn, in his Diary for March 5,

1698, ‘the old East India Company lo.st their business against

the new Company by ten votes in Parliament
; so many of their

friends being absent, going to see a tiger baited by dogs.’

However, a compromise was effected through the arbitration

of Lord Godolphin- in 170S, by which the amalgamation of

the ‘ I.ondon ’ and the ‘ English ’ Companies was finally carried

out in 1709, under the style of ' d'he United Company of

Merchants of England trading to the East Indies.’ About
the same time, the Company advanced loans to the English

Government aggregating ^3,200,000 at 5 per cent, interest, in

return for the exclusive privilege to trade to all places between
the Cape of Good Hope and the Straits of Magellan.’^
The early voyages of the Company from 1600 to 1612 are

distinguished as the ‘separate voyages,’ twelve in number.
The subscribers individually bore the expenses of each voyage,
and reaped the whole profits. IVith the exception of the
fourth, all these separate voyages were highly prosperous, the

profits hardly ever falling below 100 per cent. After 1612,
the tojages rvere conducted on the joint-stock account.

The English were promptly opposed by the Portuguese.
Auber gives the date as the 30th December, Analysis of the Conslitution

f tne East India Company, by Peter Auber, Assistant-Secretary to the
llonoura.jle Court of Directors, p. ix. (London, 1S26.)

Uniier the award of Lord Godolphin, by the .Vet of the 6th of Queen
Anne, in 170S, can. 17. Auber’s p. xi.

‘ .Mill, Hist, Bnt. Ind. vol, i. p. 151 (ed. 1S40). .Vnber gives a de-
t.aued statement of these loans, from 1708 to 1793 ;

Analysis, p. xi. etc.
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But James Lancaster, even in the first voyage {1601-2). Fir^t

established commercial relations with the King of Achin and

at Priaman in the island of Sumatra; as well as with the 1601-6
’

Moluccas, and at Bantam in Java, where he settled a ‘ House

of Trade’ in 1603. In 1604, the Company undertook their

second voyage, commanded by Sir Henry Middleton, who

extended their trade to Banda and Amboyna. The success

of these voyages attracted a number of private merchants to

the business; and in 1606, James i. granted a licence to Sir

Edward Michelborne and others to trade ‘ to Cathay, China,

Japan, Corea, and Cambaya.’ But Michelborne, on arriving

m the East, instead of exploring new sources of commerce

like the East India Company, followed the pernicious example

of the Portuguese, and plundered the native traders among

the islands of the Indian Archipelago. He in this way secured

a considerable booty, but brought disgrace on the British

name, and seriously hindered the Company’s business at

Bantam,

In 1608, Captain D. Middleton, in command of the fifth Voyagej,

voyage, was prevented by the Dutch from trading at Banda, '60S-11.

but succeeded in obtaining a cargo at Pulo Way. In this

year also, Captain Hawkins proceeded from Surat, as envoy

from James i. and the East India Company, to tlie court

of the Great IMughal. He was graciously received by the

Emperor (Jahangir), and remained three years at Agra. In

1609, Captain Sharpay obtained the grant of free trade at

Aden, and a cargo of pepper at Priaman in Sumatra. In 1609,

also, the Company constructed the dockyard at Deptford,

which was the beginning, observes Sir 'William Monson, ‘ of

the increase of great ships in England.’ In 1611, Sir Henry

Middleton, in command of the sixth voyage, arrived before

Cambay. He resolutely fought the Portuguese, who tried to

beat him off, and obtained important concessions from the

Native Powers. In 1610-11, also. Captain Hippon, com-

manding the seventh voyage, established agencies at Masuli-

patam, and in Siam, at Patania or Patany on the Malay

Peninsula, and at Pettijiollee. IVe obtained leave to trade at

Surat in 1612.

In 1615, the Company’s fleet, under Captain Best, was Sw.iUy

attacked off Swally, the port of Surat, at the mouth of the

river Tapti, by an overwhelming force of Portuguese.^ But

the assailants were utterly defeated in four engagements, tf)

^ For this date ami .account of the eneagoment, see E.'n.-ay dt;

Fuk vi and Broach vo!. 11. pp. 77. 7$. (Bombay Government Pic", 1S77 )
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the astonishment of the natives, wiio had hitherto considered

them invincible. The first-fruit of this decisive victory was

the pre-eminence of our factory at Surat, with subordinate

agencies at Gogra, Ahmadabad, and Cambay. Trade was

also opened with the Persian Gulf. In 1614, an agency was

established at Ajmere by Mr. Edwards of the Surat factory.

The chief seat of the Company’s government in fVestern India

remained at Surat until 16S4-S7, when it was transferred to

Bombay.^

In 1615, Sir Thomas Roe was sent by James i. as am-
bassador to the court of Jahangir, and succeeded in placing

the Company’s trade in the IMughal dominions on a more
favourable footing. In 16 iS, the English established a factory

at Mocha
;
but the Dutch compelled them to resign all pre-

tensions to the Spice Islands. In that year also, the Company
failed in its attempt to open a trade with Dabhol, Baticdla,

and Calicut, through a want of sincerity on the part of the

Zamorin, or Calicut Raja. In 1619 we were permitted to

establish a factory and build a fort at Jask, in the Persian

Gulf.

In 1619, the ‘Treaty of Defence’ with the Dutch, to pre-

vent disputes between the English and Dutch Companies, was
ratified. When it was proclaimed in the East, the Dutch and
English fleets, dressed out in all their flags, anti with yards

manned, saluted each other. But the treaty ended in the

smoke of that stately salutation, and the perpetual strife

between the Dutch and English Companies went on as bitterly

as ever. Ep to this time, the English Company did not

possess any territory in sovereign right in the ‘ Indies,’ e.xcept-

ing in the island of Lantore or Great Banda. The island was
governed by a commercial agent of the Company, who had
under him thirty Europeans as clerks and warehousemen.
This little band, with 250 armed Malays, constituted the

only force by which it was protected. In the islands of Banda
and Pulo Roon and Rosengyn, the English Company had
factories, at each of which were ten agents. At Macassar and
Achi'n they possessed agencies

; the whole being subordinate
to a head factory at Bantam in Java.

In 1620, the Dutch, notwithstanding the Treaty of Defence
concluded the previous year, expelled the English from Pulo
Roon and Lantore; and in 1621 from Bantam in Java. The
fugitive factors tried to establish themselves, first at Pulicat, and

Orjers issued, 1684 ; transfer commenced, i 5S6 ; actually carried out,
16S7. Botnlhiy Gazetteer, vol. li. p. 98.
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1

aftenvards at Masulipatam on the Coromandel coast, but were

effectually opposed by the Dutch. In 1620, the Portuguese

also attacked the English fleet under Captain Shillinge, but

were defeated with great loss. From this time the estimation

in which the Portuguese were held by the natives declined,

while that of the English rose. In 1620, too, the English

Company established agencies at Agra and Patna. In 1622

they joined with the Persians, attacked and took Ormuz from

the Portuguese, and obtained from Shah Abbas a grant in per-

petuity of the customs of Gombroon. This was the first time

that the English took the offensive against the Portuguese.

In the same year, 1622, our Company succeeded in re-establish- Masuh-

ing their factory at Masulipatam.

The massacre of Amboyna, which made so deep an im-

pression on the English mind, marked the climax of the sacre of

Dutch hatred to us in the Eastern seas. After long and bitter
Amboyna,

recriminations, the Dutch seized our Captain Towerson at

Amboyna, with 9 Englishmen, 9 Ja'ianese, and i Portuguese

sailor, on the 17th February 1623. They tortured the j^risoners

at their trial, and found them guilty of a conspiracy to surprise

the garrison. The victims were executed in the heat of passion,

and their torture and judicial murder led to an outburst ot

indignation in England. Ultimately, commissioners were ap-

pointed to adjust the claims of the two nations; and the Dutch

had to pay a sum of ^^3615 as satisfaction to the heirs of

those who had suffered. But from that time the Dutch

remained masters of Lantore and the neighbouring islands.

They monopolized the whole trade of the Indian Archipelago,

until the great naval wars which commenced in 1793. In 1624, Engli-h

the English, unable to oppose the Dutch, withdrew nearly all

their factories from the Archipelago, the Malay Peninsula, pcl.^4o,

Siam, and Java. Some of the factors and agents retired to ‘^^4-

the island of Lagundy, in the Strait of Sunda, hut were forced

by its unhealthiness to abandon it.

Driven out of the Eastern Archipelago by the Dutch, and

thus almost cut off from the lucrative spice trade, the Engi.,ih Ens,'li-)i

betook themselves in earnest to founding Settlements on the

Indian seaboard. In 1C25-26, the English established

factory at Armagdon on the Coromandel coast, subordinate to

Masulipatam.' But in 1628, Masulipatam was, in consequence

1625-5;.

* These brief chronological abstracts follow, with a few omies.uni, al h-

lions, and corrections of dates, .Sir George Birdwoo<l s official f.cfurt n .ct

Old Records in thi India Office (foliok p. S3, for notice- of the In .n

towns mentioned, see the articles in The Imperial UazetUcr cp In tin

ind

a 1625.
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of the o[)pressions of the native e:<nernor-., for a time aban-

doned in favour of Armagaun, which now mounted 12 guns,

and had 23 factors and agents. In 1629, our factor)’ at

Bantam in Java was re-established as an agency subordinate to

Surat ; and in 1630, Arniagaon, reinforced by 20 soldiers,

was also placed under the Presidency of Surat. In 1632, the

English factory was re-established at Masulipatam, under a

grant, the ‘ Golden Firman,’ from the King of Golconda. In

1634, by a farmdn dated February 2, the Company obtained

from the Great Mughal liberty to trade in Bengal. But their

ships were to resort only to Pippli in Orissa, now left far inland

by the sea. The Portuguese tvere in the same year e.xpelled

for a time from Bengal.

In 1634-35, English factory at Bantam in Java was

again raised to an independent Presidency, and an agency

was established at Tatta, or ‘Scindy.’ In 1637, Courten’s

Association (chartered 1635) settled agencies at Goa, Baticala,

Karwar, Achin, and Rajapur. Its ships had the year before

plundered some native vessels at Surat and Diu. This act

disgraced the Company with the Mughal authorities (who

could not comprehend the distinction between the Company
and the Association), and depressed the English trade with

Surat, while that of the Dutch proportionately increased.

In 1638, Armagaon was abandoned as unsuited for commerce;
and in 1639, Fort St. George, or Madaraspatam (Chennapat-
am),i was founded by Francis Day, and the factors at Armagdon
were removed to it. It was made subordinate to Bantam in

Java, until raised in 1653 to the rank of a Presidency. In

1640, the Company established an agency at Bassorah, and

a factory at Karwar. Trade having much e.xtended, the

Company’s yard at Deptford was found too small for their

ships, and they purchased some copyhold ground at Blackwall,

which at that time was a waste marsh, without an inhabitant.

Here they opened another dockyard, in which was built the

Hayal George, of 1200 tons, the largest ship up to that time

constructed in England.

Our factory at Hugh' in Bengal was established in 1640, and
at Balasor in 1642, In 1645, in consequence of professional

services rendered by Mr. Gabriel Boughton, surgeon of the

Hflpeii'eU, to the Emperor Shah Jahan, additional privileges

Bishop Caldwel] derives Madras from the Telugu jnaduyu, the sur-

r(junding wall of a fort. It took its native name of Chennapatam from

Chennappa, the f.ither-in-law of the Nayakkur or Chief of Chen^alpat.
C »!faj-a!ize Grammar of the Diav’.dian Lan~ua~£s, p. 10 (ed. iS/S)'
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were granted to the Company; and in 1646, the Go\ernor of

Bengal, who had also been medically attended by Bougliton,

made concessions which placed the factories at Balasor and

Hugh' on a more favourable footing. In 1647, Courten's

Association established its colony at Assada, in Madagascar. M.vis-

In 1652, Cromwell declared war against the Dutch on account

of their accumulated injuries against the English Compan\’.

In 1653, the English factory at Lucknow was withdrawn.

Mo record has been found of its establishment. In 1658, the

Company established a factory at Kasimbazar (spelt ‘Castie

Bazaar’ in the records), and the English establishments m
Bengal were made subordinate to Fort St. George, or Madras,

instead of to Bantam.

In 1661, Bombay was ceded to the British Crown as p.irt tjf D.'mloy

the dower of Catharine of Braganza, but was n<!t delivered up

until 1665. King Charles 11. transferred it to the East India

Company, for an annual payment of ^10, in 166S. The .seat

of the IVestern Presidency was removed to it from Surat in

16S4-S7. The Company’s est.ablislimcnts in the East Indies Our fne-

thus consisted in 1665 of the Presidency of Bantam in Java,

with its dependencies of Jambi, Macassar, and minor agencies B.mmiu;

in the Indian Archipelago; Fort -St. George and its dependent

factories on the Coromandel coast and Bengal; Surat, with .\ra'lra~;

its affiliated dependency of Boin Iray ;
and tactories at Broach, Eniul ;

.\hmadibdd, and other places in U'estern India; also at

Gombroon (Bandar Abbas) and Bussorah in the Persian Gulf Pernm

and Euphrates valley. In 1661, the factory at Bihapatam was

founded. In 1663, the English factories establi.shed at Patna,

Balasor, and Kasimbazar were ordered to be discontinued, and lo ne .

purchases to be made only at Hugh’. In 1664, .Surat wa.s

pillaged by the IMaratha Sivajl, but Sir George ()\enden

bravely defended the English factory ;
and the Mughal

Emperor, in admiration of his conduct, granted the Coinpan)

an e.xemption from customs for one year.

In i6Sr, Bengal was separated from Madras ami •'‘f''-

,

(afterwards Sir W’llliam) Hedges arrived at Hugh, the

Bengal factory, in July 1682, as the newly-a[>p<>inted agent M.rua-,

and governor ’ of the Company’s aftairs ‘ in the Bay nt Bengal,

and of the factories subordinate to it, at Ka,simhaz.ir, Kuna',

Balasor, .Maldah, and Dacca. A coqioral of approved fiaei;,>.

with 20 soldiers, to be a guard to the agent’.s person at^ the

factory of Hugh, and to act against interlopers. Mr. Heuge^

Diary, from the signing of his commission in Xor ember if ra.

to his return to England in April 16S7, has been eoite .. i

4
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valuable notes and commentaries, by the late Sir Henry Yule,

and presents a very remarkable picture of life and government

in India at the close of the 17th centuryd In 1684, Sir John

Child was made ‘ Captain-General and Admiral of India
;

’ and

Sir John Wyborne, ‘Vice-Admiral and Deputy-Governor of

Bombay.’ In 1687, the seat of the Presidency was finally

transferred from Surat to Bombay. In 1686, Kasimbazar, in

common with the other English factories in Bengal, had been

condemned to confiscation by the Nawab Shaista Khan. The

Hugh factory was much oppressed, and the Company’s

business throughout India suffered from the wars of the

Mughals and Tvlardthds.

Sir John Child was appointed ‘ Governor-General,’ ^ with full

power in India to make war or peace
;
and was ordered to

proceed to inspect the Company’s possessions in Madras and

Bengal, and arrange for their .safety. On the 20th of Decem-

ber 1 636, the Company’s Agent and Council were forced by

the e.xactions of the Muhamm.adan Governor to quit their

factory at Hugh'. They retired down the river to Sutanati

(Calcutta). Tegnapatam (Fort St. David) was founded in this

year (16S6), and definitively established in 1691-92.

In 1687-88, the Company’s servants, broken in spirit by the

oppressions of the native Viceroy, determined to abandon their

factories in Bengal. In 1688, Captain Heath of the Resolution,

in command of the Company’s forces, embarked all its servants

.and goods, sailed down the Hugh, and anchored off Balasor

on the Orissa coast. They were, however, soon invited to

return by the Emperor, who granted them the site of the

present city of Calcutta for a fortified factory. In 1689, our

factories at \ izagapatam and Masulipatam on the Madras

coast were seized by the Muhammadans, and the factors

were massacred.

But in this same year the Company determined to consoli-

date their position in India on the basis of territorial sovereignty,

to enable them to resist the oppression of the Mughals and

M.ir.ithds. ith that view, they passed the resolution which

was destined to turn their clerks and factors throughout India

into conquerors and proconsuls : 1 ne increase 01 our
' Piarj nf liy/tam £;^., Moins his Apucv in PatX,

(bSi S?'.. I!y Colonel [.Sir] Henry Vule, C.B., K.C.S.I., 3 'o!-..

H.ikluyt .Society’.'; PuMication^. 1SS7 to 1SS9.
- .Mr George P.iniwoojs R^^-orl on the Out Records of the India Cfr.ce,

i 35. quote,-; thi-; title from the .Mss. It is therefore, nominally, a cenfury
' -'i-r thin I' U'Ually suppnse! ; Imt Ihijiings was the first real Govern-Ji'-

Gener.al. t774-
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Is tile ^ulijcrt I'f our rare, as much as our trai’.e
,

'i.s ilr.t

maintain (Uir farce when twenty accidents may iiii.aiuyt ni.r

trade; 'tis that must make us a nation in India. Wiiliout i.h it

wc are hut .a yreat number of interlojicrs, united by iio

Majestr 's Rnvd Clrarter, fit only to trade where niihM,!\ of juiuer

^ thinks it their intere.st to prevent us. .\nd upon this an oiint

It i.s that the wise Dutch, in all their pmueral advii es th.U

We ha\-e seen, write ten jiaragrajihs concerning tlietr ^ovenv

ment, tlieir civil and military policy, warf.tre, and the im rL.isc

of their revenue, for one [laragraph they write < om ermna

trade.’ d’he subsequent history of the I’.nelisli Ibist Indi.i

Conpiany and its Settlements will he nairated tn the nest

chapter.

'I'he rortuguese at no time attempted to found .1 ('oniji.iny, iv!.. r

h It kc]it their Kastern trade as a royal enterprise and monopolv.

The first incorporated Comjiany was the lingh'h. e't.ibhshed t ......

in iCoo, which was rpiickly followed by the Dutih in itio:. i'"''

'I'he Dutcli conquests, however, were made m the n.aine of the lirn'i

.

State, and ranked as n.ttional colonics, not as scnii-r oinniercial

po.ssesstotis. >'e\t came the French, whose first Ka.st Ind.ar.M' ,.

C‘om}>any w.as founded in 1604: the second, in 1611; the

third, in 1615 ; the fourth (Richelieu's), in 1042; the tiftli

(('olhert's), in 1664. The early French Com’panies consisted

of tr.idmg adventurers, who left no establishments m Indi.i

;

and when, after the troublous jieriod of the Fronde, Feiiis m\.

became firmly seated on the throne of hrauce, 11 was to tlie

Mauritius and M.adagasrar that the kings nmU'ters looked

for a field for commercial expan.sion. The M.mntiU' was

occupied in i bye, and an attempt was made tj f/tm .'^ettle-

i nient.s in .Madag-i-Scar. Colbeii, howercr, hoped to win .1

sh.ire in the profitable fmlian trade, and the ilfth Frcnr h F.ist

India ('oiiqiany wa.s founded bylum m 1604, witi: tin .nti.nt.o;i

;
of riv-tll'iri'a the s\i( rcss <4 the h.ngltsh am] the Dutr It m InC.a

1 Itself. I’onilicherri w.vs .wijuired in if)74 , an<i ( h,’.;'.d.irr,.!_ir

I in itiSS, but want of 'tippiwt Ir'ini I rant c brfiu.ltt the ( oia-

! pain's aifurs in Imli.t I'r a very low ebb, ami tiie < m; any

; felt obliged to cede its right of morioi-oly to sonic en‘.' rpi.>irg

;
mcT.'hants of .S' lint - Malo. The hrnli.int .srhcnics of lenv

'Ircw fresh .attention to the Inilian tnadc. and the i-iwcr',

pensessH^us. and as^'cts crf Coiliert ^ C.omi any were tascr,

by his creat Cc/mpany of the U c't. which is < uj, ;b, remem-

bered by Its proje-rt of dcveh-pinu the r, Pr.y of I. . .i . in

Xmmua. On t,-,e downfall of F.-.w, i Ea-t Ind C- an
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pany was formed by the union of the French East and West

India, Senegal, and China Companies, under the name of ‘The

Perpetual Company of the Indies,’ in 1719. The exclusive

privileges of this Company were, by the French king’s decree,

suspended in 1769; and the Company was finally abolished

by the National Assemby in 1790,

Dumas and Duplei.x, who were successively governors of the

French factories and possessions in India, first conceived the

idea of founding an Indian Empire upon the ruins of the

Mughal dynasty; and for a time the French nation success-

fully contended with the English for the supremacy in the

East. The French Settlements in India are still five in

number, with an area of 203 square miles, and a population of

282,923 souls in 1891. The brilliant history of our great national

rivals is summarized under the article French Possessioxs in

The Imperial Gazetteer ofIndia, vol. iv. (2nd edition).

The first Danish East India Company was formed in 1612,

and the second in 1670. The Settlements of Tranquebar and

Serampur were both founded in 1616, and acquired by the

English by purchase from Denmark in 1845. Other Danish

Settlements on the mainland of India were Porto Novo
;
with

Eddova and Holcheri on the Malabar coast. The Company

started by the Scotch in 1695 may be regarded as having

been still-born. The ‘Royal Company of the Philippine

Islands,’ incor[)orated by the King of Spain in 1733, had little

to do with India proper.

Of more importance was ‘The Ostend Company’, ’ incor-

porated by the Holy Roman Emperor in 1722;* its factors and

agents being chiefly persons who had served in the Dutch and

English Companies. This enterprise forms the subject of

Carlyle’s ‘Third Shadow Hunt’ of the Emperor Karl vi.”

‘The Kaiser’s Imperial Ostend East India Company, which

convulsed the diplomatic mind for seven years to come, and

made Europe lurch from side to side in a terrific manner,

proved a mere paper Company; never sent ships, only pro-

duced Diplomacies, and “had the honour to be.’” Carlyle’s

picturesque paragraphs do not disclose the facts. The Ostend

Company formed the one great attempt of the German Empire,

then with Austria at its head, to secure a share of the Indian

' The iked of institution is dated 17th December 1722.
- Histciy of Frialrkh II. of Prussia, ca’kd Frederick the Great, by

Thomai. Cariyk, vol. i. pp. 555-557 (3rd ed., 1S59).
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trade. It not only sent ships, but it founded two Settle-

ments in India which threatened the commerce of the older

European Companies. One of its Settlements was at Coblom Its In lian

or Covelong, between the English Madras and the Dutch
Sadras, on the south-eastern coast. The other was at Bdnki-

pur, or ‘ Banky-bazaar,’ on the Hugh river, between the

English Calcutta and the Dutch Chinsurah. Each of these

German Settlements was regarded with hatred by the English Threaten-

and Dutch; and with a more intense fear by the less successful
(j,,.

Irench, whose adjacent Settlements at Pondicherri on the OstenJ

iladtas coast, and at Chandarnagar on the Hugli, were also Comp.iny.

threatened by the Ostend Company.
So far from the German Association being ‘ a mere paper

Company,’ and never sending ships, as Carlyle supposes, its

formation was the result of a series of successful experimental

voyages. In 1717, Prince Eugene ordered two vessels to sail for

India, under the protection of his own passports. The profits Its experi-

of the expedition led to others in succeeding years, and each

voyage proved so fortunate, that the Austrian Emperor found 1717-22,

it necessary to protect and consolidate the projjerty of the

adventurers by a Charter in 1722. This deed granted to the

Ostend Company more favourable terms than any of the other

European Companies enjoyed. Its capital was one million Theirgre,-a

sterling
;
and so great were the profits during its first years,

that its shares brought in 15 per cent. The French, Dutch,

and English Companies loudly complained of its factories,

built at their very doors, both on the Hugh river and on the

Madras coast. These complaints were warmly taken up by

their respective Governments in Europe.

For the object which the Emperor Karl vi, had in view Pohtica!

^

was political not less than commercial. Prince Eugene had

urged that an India Company might be made to form the company,

nucleus of a German fleet, with a first-class naval station at

Ostend on the North Sea, and another at Fiume or Trieste on

the Adriatic, Such a fleet would complete tlie greatness of

Germany by sea as by land; and would render her inde-

pendent of the Maritime Pow'crs, especially of England and

Flolland. The Empire would at length put its ports on the

Baltic and the Adriatic to a proper use, and would thence-

forth exert a commanding maritime influence in Europe.
O-tend

The existing Maritime Powers objected to this : and the c, ,n: iny

Ostend Company became the shuttlecock of ELropi..an

dijilomacy for the next five years. The Dutch and Lr.-n-.h \i,

felt themselves particularly aggrieved. I hey pkaued tl.e i •••‘'-r-

.
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treaties of Westphalia and Utrecht. After long and loud alter-

cations, the Emperor sacrificed the Ostend Company in 1727

to gain the acceptance of a jtroject nearer his heart—the Prag-

and sacri- matic Sanction for the devolution of his hereditary dominions.

Heed to the -j-q honour, the sacrifice at first took the form of a

SaiKtion, suspension of the Company’s Charter for seven years. But

1727. the Company was doomed by the Maritime Powers. Its

shareholders did not, however, despair. They made attempts

to transfer their European centre of trade to Hamburg,

Trieste, Tuscany, and even Sweden.

(taend Meanwhile the other European Companies in Bengal had

Settle- taken the law into their own hands. They stirred up the

destroyed, Muhammadan Government against the new-comers. In i733>

1753; the Muhammadan military governor of Hugh' picked a quarrel,

in the name of the Delhi Emperor, with the little German

Settlement at Bankipur, which lay about eight miles below Hugh

town on the opposite side of the river. The Muhammadan

troops besieged Bankipur ; and the garrison, reduced to four-

teen persons, after a despairing resistance against overwhelming

numbers, abandoned the place, and set sail for Europe. The

Ostend agent lost his right arm by a cannon ball during the

attack
;
and the Ostend Company, together with the German

interests which it represented, became thenceforward merely

and dis- a name in Bengal. Its chief Settlement, Bankipur or ‘ Banky-

(rom^the'
bazaar,’ has long disappeared from the maps; and I could

mivp. only trace its e.xistence from a chart of the last century, aided

by the records of that period, and by repeated personal inquiry

I >Uend on the spot.* The Ostend Company, however, still prolonged

m'nkrupf
existence in Europe. After a miserable struggle, it became

1784;
’ bankrupt in 1784; and was finally extinguished by the

and e.x'tin- arrangements made at the renewal of the English East India

Company's Charter in 1793.

What the Emperor of Austria had failed to effect, Frederick

the Great, King of Prussia, resolved to accomplish. Having

got possession of East Friesland in 1744, he tried to convert

its capital, Embden, into a great northern port. Among other

measures, he gave his royal patronage to the Asiastic Trading

Company, started ist September 1750, and founded the

' There is an interesting series of MSS. labelled The Oeienders in the

India Office. See also the Abbe Raynal’s History of the Settlements and

Trade of the Europeans in the East and li'est Indies, Book v. (pp-

176- 1S2, vol. ii. of the 1776 edition) ; and the article Bankipur on the

Hugh in niy Imperial Gazetteer of India.
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Be7igaUsche HandehgeseUschaft on the 24th January 17534 Emlxlcn

The first of these Companies had a capital of 70,625 ;

but six ships sent successively to China only defrayed their Hauilel,-

own expenses, and yielded a profit of 10 per cent, in seven gcseit-

years. The Bengal Company of Embden proved still more ’

unfortunate
;

its existence was summed up in two expeditions

which did not pay, and a long and costly lawsuit.-

The failure of Frederick the Great’s efforts to secure for Their

Prussia a share in the Indian trade, resulted to some extent

from the jealousy of the rival European Comjianies in India.

The Dutch, French, and English pilots refused to show the Dutch .in 1

way up the dangerous Hugh river to the Embden ships, ‘ or

any other not belonging to Powers already established in of the

India.’ ^ It is due to the European Companies to state that in

thus refusing pilots to the new-comers, they were carrying out p^nie.s.

the orders of the Native Government of Bengal to which they

were then strictly subject ‘ If the Germans come here,’ the The
^

_

Nawab had written to the English merchants on a rumour o^orderV'

the first Embden e.xpedition reaching India, ‘ it will be very againu tlic

bad for all the Europeans, but for you worst of all, and you ^

will afterwards repent it ; and I shall be obliged to stop all

your trade and business. . . . Therefore take care that these

German ships do not come-’ * ‘ God forbid that they should

come,’ was the pious response of the President of the English

Council
;

‘ but should this be the case, I am in hopes they

will be either sunk, broke, or destroyed.’

They came, nevertheless, and some years later the English Eng!i-h

Court of Directors complain that their Bengal servants are

anxious to trade privately with the Embden Company. If trade

any of the Prussian ships,’ wrote the Court, ‘ want the usual

assistance of water, provisions, or real necessaries, they are to comi-ary-

be supplied according to the customs of nations in amity one

with the other. But you are on no pretence whatsoever to

have any dealings with them, or give the least assistance in

their mercantile affairs
.’ '' The truth is that the f>ernian Coni-

' These dates are taken from Carlyle’s FrcJnick U'C Or,o.', voi. i\.
( p

367, j6S (ed. 1S64). Carlyle's account of the Emliden Ciunj .mit' i- es-

fuitunately of slight historical value.

- The commercial details of these Companies are given by the .V... (

llnynal, a/, cit. ii. pp. 201, 202.

’ Despatch from the Calcutta Council to the Court of Directors, date!

6th September 1754, para. Ii.

* Letter from the Xawabof Murshi labai : Bengal Consul.a.. >r- o, to

August 1751.
’ Letter from the Court of Directors to the Calcutta Cour.c i. .Mar... 2,

1756, para. 71.
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jGny had effected an entrance into Bengal, and found the

hrench, English, and Dutch merchants quite willing to trade

with it on their private account. But the German investments
were made without experience, and the Embden Company
was before long sacrificed by the Prussian king to the exi-

gencies of his European diplomacy.

The last nation of Europe to engage in maritime trade with

India was Sweden. When the Osiend Company was sus-

pended, a number of its servants were thrown out of em-
ployment. Air. Henry Koning, of Stockholm, took advantage
of their knowledge of the East, and obtained a Charter for the

‘Swedish Company,’ dated 13th June 1731. This Company
was reorganized in 1S06, but did little

; and, after many
troubles, disappeared from India.

Such is a summary of the efforts by European nations to

obtain a share in the India trade. The Portuguese failed,

because they attempted a task altogether beyond their strength;

the conquest and the conversion of India. Their memorials
are the epic of the Lusiads, the death-roll of the Inquisition,

an indigent half-caste jiopulation, and three decayed patches
of territory on the Bombay coast. The Dutch failed on the

Indian continent, because their trade was based on a mono-
poly which it was impossible to maintain, e-xcept by great and
costly armaments. Their monopoly, however, still flourishes

in their isolated island dominion of Java. The French failed,

in spite of the brilliancy of their arms and the genius of their

generals, from want of steady support at home. Their ablest

Indian servants fell victims to a corrupt court and a careless
people. Their surviving Settlements disclose that talent for

careful administration, which, but for French monarchs and
their ministers and their mistresses, might have been displayed
throughout a wide Indian Empire.
The German Companies, whether Austrian or Prussian,

were sacrificed to the diplomatic necessities of their royal
patrons in Europe

; and to the dependence of the German
States in the wars of the last century upon the Maritime
Powers. But the Germans have never abandoned the
struggle. The share in the Indian trade which Prussian King
and Austrian Kaiser failed to grasp in the iSth century, has
been gradually acquired by German merchants in our own
cln\. An important part of the commerce of Calcutta and
Bombay is now' conducted by German firms; German mer-
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cantile agents are to be found in the rice districts, the jute

districts, the cotton districts
; and persons of German nation-

ality have rapidly increased in the Indian Census returns^

England emerged the prize-winner from the long contest of Causes- (4

the European nations for India. Her success was partly the
^

good gift of fortune, but chiefly the result of four elements in India,

the national character. There was—first, a marvellous patience

and self-restraint in refusing to enter on territorial conquests

or projects of Indian aggrandizernent, until she had gathered

strength enough to succeed. Second, an indomitable per-

sistence in those projects once they were entered on
;
and a

total incapacity, on the part of her servants in India, of

being stopped by defeat. Third, an admirable mutual con-

fidence of the Company’s servants in each other in times of

trouble. Fourth, and chief of all, the resolute support of the

English nation at home. England has never doubted that

she must retrieve, at whatever strain to herself, every disaster

which may befall Englishmen in India
;
and she has never

sacrificed the work of her Indian servants to the exigencies of

her diplomacy in Europe. She was the only European Power Fi\ed

which unconsciously but absolutely carried out these two

principles of policy. The result of that policy, pursued during in Imlu.

two and a half centuries, is the British India of to-day.

The increasing extent to which the chief continental nations Eurojiean

of Europe now resort to British India, may be inferred from

the following table. These figures are exclusive of Euro- liiSi, and

peans in French and Portuguese territory, and in the Native ' 5''

States :

—

' See table on ne.xt page.

[Cour ARvaivE T.\;' ; L.
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Comparative Table of Eltropeaxs ix British Ixdia, borx

IX THE Principal Countries of Europe (exclusive

OF Great Britain and Ireland), in 1S72, 1S81,

AND 1S91.

X.A.ME OF C'4LNTRY. Number in ic7.\ Number in r £3 . 1 Number in i 3 .;{.

1

Austria,
1

53 294
1

;
411

Belgium, 20 170 1 204

Denmark/ . 45 *31 1 136

France. 631 94 *
i

*.i 7 f>

Germany,- . 655 I, iSi
1

1,399

Greece,'^ 127 190 230
Holland, 70 ;

/S 1 IIQ

Italv, . 2S2
j

745 ;

73S

Norway,'* sS
1

357
' 211

Portugal, 426 ' ^33 1 149

Russia,"' 45
:

19s
1

253
Spain, . 3-’

:
7S

i

*9 *

Sweden,'’ 73
;

33*3 !
i&s

Switzerland, , '9
1

S5 i 211

Turkey, IS

,

352 0

Total,
;

2.554 5 . 27h 1

5,S6S

^ Including Iceland.

- Including B.avaria and Prussia.

® Including the Ionian Islands.

Fewer Xorw-egian vessels in Indian ports in iSyl than in i8Sl.

More Russian vessels in Indian ports in 1S91 th.an in liiSl.

' Fewer .Swedish i’essels in Indian ports in 1S91 than m tShi.
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CHAPTER XV.

HISTORY OF BRITISH RULE (l757 TO 18S5 A.D.).

The political history of the British in India begins in the iSth Oui fnst^

century with the French wars in the Karnatik. Fort St. George, po,se<^i.'n,

the nucleus of Madras, founded by Francis Day in 1639, was M.rilras,

our earliest possession. The French Settlement of Pondicherri,
‘

about 100 miles lower down the Coromandel coast, was estab-

lished in 1674; and for many years the English and french

traded side by side without rivalry or territorial ambition.

The English paid a rent of 1200 pagodas (^500) to the

deputies of the Mughal Empire when Aurangzeb annexed the

South, and on two occasions bought off a besieging army by a

heavy bribe.

After the death of Aurangzeb in 1707, the whole

Southern India became practically independent of Delhi. In

the Deccan Proper, the Nizam-ul-Mulk founded a hereditary

dynasty, with Haidarabad for its capital, which exercised a

nominal authority over the entire South. The Karnatik, or the

lowland tract between the central plateau and the eastern sea,

was ruled by a deputy of the Nizam, known as the Narrib

of Arcot. Farther south, Trichinopoli was the capital of a

Hindu Raja
;
Tanjore formed another Hindu kingdom under

a degenerate descendant of Sivaji. Inland, Mysore uas

gradually growing into a third Hindu State; while ever) u here

local chieftains, called pd/egdrs or ndyahs, were in semi-i.ioe-

pendent possession of citadels or hill-forts. These represented

the fief-holders of the ancient Hindu kingdom of \ ijayanagar ,

and many of them had maintained a practical independent e

since its fall in 1565.

The first Euro])ean nation to intervene in the politics C''

,

Southern India was the French. L ntil after the deal* o

Aurangzeb, all the Europeans confined themselves strictly to

their comnterce, and as traders were ready to obey t.,e ru.^.,,.,

chief in their neighbourhood, of whatever race or re! -i< -n it

might be. Benoit Dumas, who became Governor ol Pon.;;-

cherri in 1735, a post which conferred supremacy ov-.r au ;:.t
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Pie had been Governor of the Mauritius, and from personal

e.vperience did not believe in the utility of vastinp^ money on

opening up trade with iNfadagascar. He held that there was

more scojie in India, and took ujj his office at Pondicherri with

the idea of making use of the disturbed condition of Southern

India, and the growing weakness of the Mughal Empire, for

the advantage of France. He first took part in n contest for

the succession to the sovereignty of Tanjore
;
and in 1739,

Karikdl, a town on the Coromandel coast near the mouth of

the Coleroon river, was ceded to France in reward for the

services of Dumas. In the following year (1740), Dumas

took a still more striking part in j/olitics. He received within

the walls of Pondicherri the family of Chanda Sahib, son-in-

law of Dost Ah', the Xawab of the Karnatik, when that prince

was taken prisoner by the Marithas; and after Dost Ali was

slain at the battle of Damalcherri Pass on 19th May r74o>

Dumas also succoured the family of the fallen Mawab. He
resisted all the menaces of the Marathis to induce him to

surrender the fugitives, and his conduct was reported at Delhi.

The Mughal Emperor resolved to recognise tins conduct, and

created Dumas a X'awab, and gave him the title of Commander
of 4500 horse. This rank and title Dumas obtained permis-

sion to transfer to his successor, Duplei.x, who took possession

of the Governorship of Pondicherri in 1741. Josejih Francois

Ituplfix had made himself conspicuous by his able administra-

tion at Chandarnagar, the French Settlement on the Hugli in

Bengal, which he had found almost in ruins and made into a

prosperous mart. He grasped the aims of the policy of Dumas,

and determined by intervening in native politics to rnake his

nation preponderant in India. He understood the position of

affairs better than the mercantile governors of the English

Settlements, and made use of his rank as a Nawab to negotiate

on an equal footing with the Native princes.

Such was the condition of affairs in Southern India when

war broke out between the English and the French in Europe

in 1743. Dupleix was Governor of Pondicherri, and Clive

was a young writer at Madras. An English fleet first appeared

on the Coromandel coast, but Dupleix induced the Nawab of

Arcot to interpose and jjrevent hostilities. In 1746, a French

squadron arrived, under the command of La Bourdonnais,

Governor of the ^Mauritius. Madras surrendered almost with-

out a blow
;
and the only Settlement in that part of India left
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to the English was Fort St. David, a few miles south of Pondi-

cherri, where Clive and a few other fugitives sought shelter.

Duplei.v, whose whole attention was concentrated on India,

desired to destroy the fortifications of Madras, and to surrender

the place to his friend, the Nawab of the Kanu'iUk, l,a

Bourdonnais, however, negotiated with the English authorities,

and wished to hold the city to ransom. The Nawab, angry We t-e

that Madras was not made over to him, marched with 10,000

men to drive the French out of Madras, but was defeated.

In 1748, an English fleet arrived under Admiral Boscawen,

and attempted the siege of Pondicherri, while a land force

co-operated under Major Stringer Lawrence, whose name

afterwards became associated with that of Clive. The French

rei'Ulsed all attacks; but the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, in the

same year, restored Madras to the English.'

The first war with the French was merely an incident in the >ecow|

greater contest in Europe. The second war had its origin in

Indian politics, while England and France were at peace. 1750-C!

I'he easy succe.ss of the French arms had inspired Dujileix ^ "1

with the ambition of founding a French Emjiire in India,

under the shadow of the Muhammadan powers. Disputed

successions at Haidarabad and at Arcot supplied his oj^por-

tunity. On both thrones Duplei.v placed his nominees, and

posed, after the capture of Gingi, the strongest fort in the

Karnatik, as the arbiter of the entire South. The English of

IMadras, under the instinct of self-preservation, had supported

another candidate to the throne of Arcot, in opposition to the

nominee of Dupteix, Chanda Sahib. Our candidate was

Muhammad Ah', aftenvards known in history as Wala^uih.

The war which ensued between the French and Engl^h m

Southern India has been exhaustively described by Ormc.

The one incident that stands out conspicuously is the capture Or.-. -

arrd subsequent defence of Arcot by Clive m "M.f

heroic feat, even more than the subscciuent battle of I lassey,

spread the fame of English valour through Inma. Shor 1 >

afterwarrls, Clive returned to England in ill-hcMth, a.t 1.

war continued for many years. On the whole, En,4idi

. The authorities for the French and F.ngfrh wars In Soutliern InCn

are4 t Orwe's M.. 2 vols. (Madras repr.M, .Sot); U, Mid-

mstoryo/BrauH Ind,a ted. *840) : and for

transactions, (3) Colonel Malleson .,

/jii/m \London, 186S), hi? M'rHsVrere/
r sr-rV- • "

18781, and his volume on Df-Lix in the Kuler.s of L-ma . -i
. ^

M. Tibnile Hamont’s sa .• .

n.d.'., and LallyNALnIA, d'.ip--; ;.e oi-.... ..t
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iniliience jircdominated in the Karnatik or Madras coast, and

their candidate, iMuhanimad Ah', maintained his position at

Arcot, But, inland, the French tvere supreme in the Deccan.

The ablest of Diiplei.x'.s subordinate.s, the Afarquis de

liv.") Blissv, had been sent in command of the force which placed

the French candidate on the throne of Flaidar.ibid. He
initiated the policy of subsidiary alliances, which Lord

Wellesley afterwards made his own. He induced the Nizam

to take into his pay the army which had established his

power; and the government of the maritime tract called ‘the

Northern Circars,’ which lies between Orissa and Madra.s, was

granted to the French to meet the expense of the troops.

Eussy did good service to the Nizam’s State
;
for he not only

maintained tranquillity in the Deccan, but won a great victory

over the Marathas at Ahmadnagar in 1751. He also showed

himself a wise administrator, and ‘the Northern Circars,’ with

the capital iMasulipatam, i)rospered e.xceedingly under his rule.

Duplei.x, in spite of his services, was recalled to France in

Cii^'lehcu disgrace in 1756, and his successor Godeheu signed a suspen-

sion of arms with the Governor of Madras. Meanwhile the

attention of English statesmen and of the English people was

drawn to the struggle going on in India, and in 1754 a regiment

of the English army, then known by its colonel’s name as

.-kdlcrcron’s, and afterwards as the 39th, was sent to reinforce

the Company’s troops. In the year of Dupleix’s departure the

Seven Years’ War broke out in Europe, and England and

France were once more open enemies. There was no further

need for fighting under the banners of rival Native princes ;

and Pitt, whose influence in the English Ministry was supreme,

determined that the French should be crushed in India. The

L"I!y : Governor of Pondicherri, the Comte de Lally-Tollendal, was a

1759- gallant soldier but a weak statesman, and he was consumed

with envy at Bussy’s greatness and power both in ‘ the

Northern Circars’ and at the court of Haidarabad. At the

beginning of 1759, Lally summoned Bussy to assist in an

attack on Trichinopoli, and the Marquis de Confians was left

in command of ‘ the Northern Circars.’ At this juncture

Colonel Forde landed at Vizagapatam with a small force

from Bengal of 500 Flnglish soldiers and 2000 Sepoys. He
defeated Conflans at Condore, and on 25th January 1760 he

.stormed Masulipatam, and broke at one blow the power of the

French in ‘the Northern Circars,’ which were made over to

the English East India Company. Meanwhile, Colonel (after-

wards Sir Eyre) Coote, who commanded the troops in the
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Madras Presidency, diverted the attention of Lally from his

attack on Trichinopoli by seizing Wandewash. The Frencdi

army laid siege to the town, but on 22nd January 1760, Coote

broke out and won the decisive victory of Wandewash, in

which both Tally and Bussy were taken jirisoners. The

English army then proceeded to invest Pondicherri, wliu h

was starved into capitulation in January 1761. A few months

later the hill-fortress of Ginjee (Gingi) also surrendered.' In

the words of Orme : ‘That day terminated the long hostilities

between the two rival European powers in Coromandel, and

left not a single ensign of the French nation avowed by the

authority of its Government in any part of India.’ -

IMeanwhile, the narrative of British conquest shifts with

Clive to Bengal. The first English Settlement near the Gangetic

estuary vvas Pippli in Orissa, at which the East India Com-

pany was permitted to trade in 1634, five years before the

foundation of Madras. The river on which Pippli stood has

since silted up, and the site of the old English Settlement is

now a matter of conjecture. In 1640, a factory was opened at

Hugh; irr 1642, at Balasor; and in 16S1, Bengal was erected

into a separate Presidency, though still subordinate to Madras.

'I’he name of Calcutta begins to be heard of in the Company's

records in 1686, when Job Charnock, the English chief, was

forced to quit Hiigli by the deputy of Aurangzeb, and settled

lower down the river on the opposite bank. There he acquired

a grant of the three petty villages of Sutanati, Gobindpur, and

KMi'ghat (Calcutta), and founded the original Fort William m
1696.

At the time of Aurangzeb’s death, in 1707, the Nawib or

Governor of Bengal was Murshid Kuli Khan, known also in

European history as Jafar Khan. By birth a Brahman, and

brought up as a slave in Persia, he united the administrative

ability of a Hindu with the f.inaticism of a renegade. Hitherto

the capital of Bengal had been at Dacca, on the eastern

frontier of the empire, whence the piratical attacks of the

Portuguese and of the Arakanese or Maghs could bo most

easily checked. Murshid Kuli Khan t^an^ferred his resi lem e

' A full account of Gi.ni'.; i- given, su'j vcr'o, in my o V., ,

„f [njia. In like manner, the local hi-tory of each Pre'ifiency, rroMnco.

,,r town is treated in the separate article upon it. and can therefore only be

very briefly summarized here. Thus, with regard to Valcu,ii. the rer .et

is rAerred to article C.ri.cf'rrA in TU ...

- Otmzs History of MUttary Tun. act'.cn; tu In.ij 1

1

:: I boj . M i .

-

reprint, vol. ii. p. 733 .iSfit)-

b.iitl, ,.i

\Vtu(U '

Wj-.Il,

1 700.

‘'ur-

rcniieu-(l.

5i]i Apiil

1761.

The
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in llen'4Tl,
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nilcr^ nf

I~n~ 56.
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tf) Mur.^hidabad, in the immediate neighbourhood of Kasim-

baxar, which was then the chief emiiorium of tlie Ciangetic trade.

The F-n^di.sh, the I-'rencli, and tiie Dutch had each factories at

Kasimbizir, as well as at Dacca, Patna, and Maldah. But

Calcutta was the hcad'iuarters of the Englibh, Chandarnagar

of the French, and Chinsurah of the Dutch. These three Settle-

ments were situated not far from one another upon reaches of

the Hiigli, where the river was navigable for sea-going ships.

Calcutta is about So miles from the sea
;
Chandarnagar, 24

miles by river above Calcutta : and Cliin,surah, 2 miles above

Chandarnagar. Hugh town, to which reference has so often

been made, is now conterminous with Chinsurah, but in the

iSth century lay one mile above it.

Murshid Kuli Khan ruled over Bengal prosperously for

twenty-one years, and left his [lower to a son-in-iavv and a

grandson. The hereditary succession was broken in 1740 by

Ali Vardi Khan, a usurper, but the last of the great Nawabs

of Bengal. In his days the Maratha horsemen began to

ravage the country, and the inhabitants of Calcutta obtained

[lermission in 1742 to erect an earthwork, known to the present

day as the Maratha ditch. All Vardi Kh.an died in 1756,

and w-as succeeded by his grandson, Siraj-ud-DauIa (Surajah

Dowlah). a youth of only eighteen years, whose ungovernable

temj:er led to a ru[)ture with the English within two months

after his accession.

In pursuit of one of his own family who had escaped

from his vengeance, he marched upon Calcutta with a large

army. Many of the English fied down the river in their ships.

The remainder surrendered after a brave resistance, and were

thrust for the night into the ‘ Black Hole ’ or military jail of

Fort William, a room about i8 feet square, with only two

small window’s barred with iron. It was our ordinary garrison

prison in those times of cruel military discipline. But although

the Nawab does not seem to have been aware of the conse-

(juences, it meant death to a crow-d of 146 English men and

women in the stitlmg heats of June. When the door of the

prison was opened next morning, only 23 persons out of 146

remained alive.*

‘ The contemporary recotU of that terrilile night A Ilolwell's Marrative.

The original materials have been carefully examined, and much misre-

presentation ha.s been cleared away by Dr. If. E. Kusteed, in the Calcutta

Et: several dates, iSSo. The site of the ‘ Black Ifole’ has been

lately identified, at the entrance to the Une behind the Gener.al Tost-

( '.fiice
;
and m 1SS4 the spot was pave-l with fir.e stone.
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The news ot this disaster fortunately found Clive back again Cine and

at Madras, where also was a S(iuadron of the King's ships

under Admiral Watson. Clive and Watson jironiptly sailed to

the mouth of the (ianges with all the troops they could get

together. Calcutta was recovered with little fighting, and the Calcutt.i

Nawab consented to a peace, which restored to the Company
all their privileges, and gave them ample compensation for

their losses. It is possible that matters might have ended

thus, if a fresh cause of hostilities had not suddenly ari.sen.

IV'ar had just been declared between the English and French

in Europe
; and Clive, following the traditions of warfare in

the Karnatik, cajitured the French Settlement of Chandarnagar.

The Nawdb Siraj-ud-DauIa, enraged by this breach of the peace

within his dominions, took the side of the French. But Clive,

acting upon the policy which he had learned from Dupleix,

provided himself with a rival candidate (Mir Jafar) to the

throne. Having arranged a conspiracy among the Xawab's

principal officers, who promi.sed to desert their master, Chvo

marched out to the grove of Plassey, about 70 miles north F.utle of

of Calcutta, at the head of 1000 Eurojicans and 2000 Sejioys,

with 8 pieces of artdlery. 'I'hc Bengal Viceroy's army

numbered 35,000 foot and 15,000 horse, with 50 cannon.

During a critical hour at Kativa, Cfive had hesitated to ClivFs

cross the Bhagirathi river which divided him from the district

down which the Nawab'.s troops were marching. Clive then

assembled a council of war, and headed by hi-> own vote the

majority in favour of entrenching at Katwa till the end of the

rainy season might enable him to obtain the co-operation of

the Marathas or some other of the Native Powers. But, after

a solitary meditation by himself, when the council ot war

had been dismissed, Clive on his own responsibilit}- reversed

its decision and determined to cross the river. He fiid mi .it

sunrise on the 22nd June, and. after a wet and ditlicult march,

arrived the same evening at the .grove of Plassey. on the

Bhagirathi, one of the main channels which brings down the

waters of the Ganges to the Hiigli river. He there (ound

himself face to face with the NawaiVs army, which was

entrenched in a strong position. Shortly after d.ubreak ne.xt

morning, the 23rd of June, the N'awaii attacked with his

whole artillery, at 6 a.m. ; but Chve ke[)t most ot his men

well under .shelter, ‘lodged in a large grove, surrounded with

good mud banks.’

After attempting for a time to hold an advanced post, Chve

withdrew his whole force into the grove, and only hoped to ga.ne'i.
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keep them safe through the day in order to be able to make a

‘successful attack at night.’ But about noon a heavy tropical

shower tlrenched the Xawat/.s ammunition, and so slackened

his fire as to cause it at points almost to ce.ise. His most

faithful general, unwisely j.resaming that Clive's gunners were

under a similar disadvantage, led a cavalry charge against the

grove, and was killed by a cannon ball. Another general, a

member of the consjiiracy, was working on the fears of the

Xawab, who in an evil moment for his race recalled his men

within their entrenchments. Clive pushed forward on an

angle of the Xawab’s camp. Several of the Xawab’s officers

fell ; and the Xawab, dismayed by the unexpected confusion,

mounted a swift dromedary, and rode with a bodyguard of

2000 horsemen to Murshidabid. In the panic which followed,

the little company of forty or fifty French artillerymen, under

M. St. Frais, formerly a member of the Council of Chandar-

nagar, alone remained steadfast to the Xawab. They were

honourably driven out of their position by an ailvatice in

force by Clive. The rest of the Xauab’s vast unwieldy army

fled in panic-stricken masses, and Clive found he had won

a great victory. Mir Jafar’s cavalry, which had hovered un-

decided during the battle, and had been rejieatedly fired on

by Clive, ‘to make them keep their distance,’ now joined our

camp
;
and the road to IMurshidabad lay open.^

The battle of Plassey was fought on June 23, 175?!

anniversary afterwards remembered when the Mutiny of 1857

was at its height. History has agreed to adopt this date as the

beginning of the British F.mpire in the East. But the imme-

diate results of the victory were comparatively small, and

several }ears passed in hard fighting before even the Bengali's

would admit the superiority of the British arms. For the

moment, however, all opposition was at an end. Clive, again

following in the steps of Dupleix, placed Mi'r Jafar upon the

’\riceregal throne at Murshidabdd, being careful to obtain a

patent of investiture from the Mughal court of Delhi.

Enormous sums were exacted from Mir Jafar as the price of

his elevation. The Company claimed to million rupees as

compensation for its losses. For the English, Xative, and

Armenian inhabitants of Calcutta were demanded, respect-

^ These numbers an<! the account of the battle are taken by the author

from Clive’s MS. Despatch to the Secret Committee, dated 26th July 1757'

The fjuot.ations are Clive’s own words. The best short account of the

battle will be found in Colonel Malleson’s volume on Clit'i in the ‘ Rulers

of India ’ Series.
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ively, 5 million, 2 milUun, ;\n-l 1 ui.iln.n luj.ccs ; t'l.r the

naval srjuadron and the army, 2I milium uinee^ apu i e, 'Die

members of the Council receued the lollowina amounts;
IMr. Drake, the ( rovernor, and Colonel (,'ine, as s,^c,inii

mern'oeT of the Select Committee, 2.So,ooo rupees each.

Colonel Clive aCo received 200,000 rujiees .is Coinmandei-
in-Chiel, and 1,600,000 rupees ‘as a private donation;' Mr.

decker, Air. Watas, and Al.ijor Kilp.atruk. 240,000 rupees

each, be.sides ‘jinvate donations,' amoimtine m the i ase of

Air. AVatt.s to 800,000 nijiees. The itrathications of a personal

character, mdudinp' the donation to the trooji.s and the tleet,

aggregated /,'i,2 58,575 ;
• vvhile the whole <'l.inn amounted to

2^*1697,750. 'i'he English still ciierished CKtravayant ideas of

Indian wealth. liut no funds existed to satistv their inordinate

demands, and they had to he contented with one-lialf the

siipulatcd sums. Even ot this reduced amount, one-third had

to be taken in jewels and jilatc, there hein,' neither com nor

bullion left.

-At the .same time, the Xawtili made a gr.iiu to the Com- Dr.sm of

pany of the saminJdn or landholder’.s rights over an extensive

tract of country round Calcutt.i, now known as the District gnn.b.

of the Twenty -four fdrg.mas. The .rrea of this tract wa.s 882 D 57 -

sriuare niile.s. In 1757 the Company obtained only the laniin-

djf! rights

—

i.f. the rights to collect the cultivators' rents, with

the revenue jurisdiction over them. Tlie su'.enor lordship, or

right to recede the land-ta.v, remained with the Nawab. liut

in 1759 this also was granted by the Delhi limperor, the

nominal Sur.etain of the Kawab. in favour of Clive, who thus

became the landlord of his irwii masters, the Comjiany. Clive

wa.s enrolled among the highest nohility of the Mughai Empire,

with the rank of Commander of 6000 foot and scco hor'C,

and a large allotment of land near Calcutt.i, in i7;o.

d'his ivnhvaty Uef, or Chve S ///g//', ;is it was r.dle 1
,
slJor- 1

([uently became a m.uicr ot inquiry m England, l.crd Clii e’s
j
j’

>

claims to the [/roperty as feud.d Su/er.im owr the ( ompany

were contested in 1764. On the aqrd June 1 705, when he

returned to liengal, .a now deed was i-sued. 1 ontirming the

unconditional jiigUxo Lord Chve for ten le.irs. with reversion

afterwards to the Com] ..my m i-ePpetuity. dhis deed, having

received the Enijieror's sanction on the 1 2th .\uc\ist 1765,

gave ab.solute validity to the original /ifg/;- grant in bivour of

Lord Clive. It tran.sferred, in reversion, to the Ci nit .rny the

‘ For a full statement of the per-'-r..!! I’lon-. M. I s // g j
Iir)ii:-h InJ.a, vo 5 . lii. 7; . 367. yU.'s VViPi.n's c :.. iS,jc .
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Twenty-four Parganas as a perpetual property based upon Clive's

idO>' grant. Tlie sum of Rs. 222,958, the amount at which

the land was assessed when first made over to the Company in

1757, was paid to Lord Clive from 1765 until his death in 1774,

when the whole proprietary right reverted to the Company.^

The following table gives the names and dates of the British

rulers of Bengal and India from Clive to the INIarquess of

Lansdowne, arranged in three periods
;
namely. Governors of

Bengal, 175S-1774; Governors-General of India under the

East India Company, i774-rS58; and \dceroys and Gover-

nors-General of India under the Crown, 1858 to the present

year 1S93. More detailed lists of the Provincial Governors

are given in Appendix xi. at the end of this volume :

—

RULERS OF BRITISH INDIA FROM CLIVE TO
LORD LANSDOWNE.

Governors of Beng.vl and Governors-General of India

UNDER THE EAST INDIA COMPANY.

( i7S8~i8s8-)

G0VF.RSORS OF

('75S-i774-i

1758. Cfilonel (afterwards Lord)

Clive.

1760. J. Z. Holwell (offici.iting),

1760. H. Van4ttart.

1764. John Spencer 'ofticiating).

1765. Lord Clive I second time).

1767. Harry Verelst.

1769. John Cartier.

1772. Warren Hastings.

Governors-Genekal of India.

(1774-1S5S.)

1774. Warren Hastings.

1755. Sir John Maepherson, Bart.

(officiating).

1756. Earl (aft. Marquess) Corn-

wallis.

1793. Sir John .Shore, Bart. (Lord

Teignmouth).

1 798. Sir Alured Clarke (officiating).

179S. Earl of Mornington (Mar-
i

quess Welle-ley). i

1S05. Marquess Cornwallis (second

time).

1S05. Sir George Barlow, Bart,

(temporary).

1S07. Lord (aft. Earl of) Minto.

1S13. E.arl of Moira (Marquess of

I lasting^).

1.823. John Adam (offici.rting).

1823. Lord (aft. Earl) Amherst.

182S. William BiUterworth Bayley

(officiating).

1S28. Lord William Cavendish

Bentinck.

1835. Sir Charles (afterwards Lord)

Metcalfe (temporary).

1836. Lord (aft. Earl of) Auck-

land.

1842. Lord (aft. Earl of) Ellen-

borough.

1844. Sir Henry (aft. A iscount)

Hardinge.

1848. Earl (aft. Marquess) of Dal-

housie.

1S56. Viscount (aft, Earl) Canning.

I For a full account of the different grants, and the powers granted by

them, see my Account of Bengal, vol. i. (TvvE.NTV-ForR

PARitANAS), pp. 19, 20.
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Viceroys ok India '

^1858-

185S. 1'a.tl Cauumi;. \

1862. Karl of K/gin.
|

1S63. Sir Robert Xapier, afterwards ;

L««5^d Napier of Magdaia
'

(officiating). i

1S63. Sir William Denison (offici- ;

adng''.

1864. Sir John Laurence, Hart.

(aft. Lord Lawrence).

iS69. VitiTi of Mayo.

JNiiLK TiiF. Crown.

i 8y3.)

1S72, Sir John St rat hey ^t-lficjatni^i.

1S72. Lorii Napier of Mcichisloiin

(t»fficiating).

1S72. Lord faft. Karl of Xortlibmok.

1S70. Iand alt. Kail ofi Lylton.

1S80. M.mjue-'S ( if

1S84. Karl of Duflerin 'afterwards

^^a^|ue'•'^ of Duflerin and

Ava -

iSSS. Manjue-'' of Lan’*di >vi nc.

In 1758, Clive was appointed l>y the Court of directors the (’Hv.-, lirst

first Covernor of all the Clonipany's .Settlements in Jieng.al.

Two Powers threatened hostilities. (>n the wc'i. the Sh.ih/ada i;js;
’

OT IrapCTial ptir.ce, known afterwards as the Kmperor Shah

Alani, with a mixed army of .Afghans and Marith.is, and

supported by the Xawab W’azi'r of Oudh, was advancing hii

own claims to the I’njvince of Bengal. In tlie south, the

influence of the French under Tally and TiDyv was over-

shadowing the Triiish at Madras.

The vigour of Clive exerci.sed a decisive efl'eit in both

directions. .Mir Jafar wa^ anxious to buy off the Sha'hzada.

w'ho had alreadv invested Patna. Put Clive marched in -catier^

person to the re.'cue, with .an army of only 450 F.uropeans and '

2500 Sepoys, and the Mughal army dispersed without -.triking

a blow. C'Use also despatched the force southward from everci.nK..

Bengal under Colonel Forde, in 1730, which recaptured

Masulipatani from the Ireiich. .and perni.incntly e'tahiished

British influence throughout the .N'orthern ( 'irc.ir.-'. and at the

court of Haid.irab.id. Fie next ait.acked tlie 1 Kiti li, the only

other Euio])ean n.rtion who might yet }ao\e ,a nv.il to the

English. He defeated them both by land ami water; andu. f, ats

their Settlement at Chinsurah existed tiiem eforth only on

sufferance.

From 17^10 to 17(15, Clive Flngland. He h.ad ktt Mt.msn-

DO sYstem of goYernment in Bengal, but merdv the traditii >n

that uiiliinitt-’(l sums of m(3ney l>c t\tra<lc<i from the

natives by the terror of the English name. In 1761 it was

found expedient and profit.ahle to dethrone Mir J.ifar. the

Engli.sh X.iwab of .Murshid.ib.id, and to sub-utut-. his sr,n- yd- Kiom

jn-law, Mir Kasim, in his nlace. On this oi ca'ior.. besides'''.''!’'
- - I ,

ywiVAte dovwiior.s. the English received a gr.ar.t ’ >1 t e; thr-ee
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] ti'tricts of lEirJwtin, Mitinapur, and Chittagong, cstnnated to

\iclu a net rctcniie of Italfa niiiiion sterling. Jlut IMir Kasim

soon (icgan to show a will ol liis own. and to cherish dreams

of inde[)endencc. He retired from Murshidtibad to Afonghyr,

a .strong (tosition on the Ganges, commanding the onlv means

of communication with the north-we-st. There he proceeded

to organize an army, drilled and eiiuipped after European

models, and to carry on intrigues with the Navvab ^\'azir of

Oudh. He resolved to try his strength with the Engdish, and

found a good pretext.

The Company's servants claimed the j-rivilege of carrying

on their private trade throughout Bengal, free from inland

dues and all imposts. The assertion of this claim caused

affrays between the customs officers of the Xauab and the

native traders, who, whether truly or not, represented that

they were acting on behalf of the servants of the Company.

The Nawab alleged that his civil authority was e’.’erywhere set

at nought. The majority of the Coum.il at Calcutta would

not listen to his complaints. 'I'he Governor, Air. Vansittart,

and IVarren Hastings, then a junior member of Council,

attempted to effect some compromise. But the controversy

had become too hot. The Nawab’s officers fired upon an

English boat, and forthwith all Bengal rose in arms. Two
thousand of our Be[)Oys were cut to pieces at I’atnd

;
and about

200 Engdishmen, who there and in various other parts of the

Province fell into the liands of the Aruhammadans, were

massacred. ‘

But as soon as reuular warfare commenced, Alir Kasim met

with no more successes. His trained regiments were defeated

in two pitched battles by Alajor Adams, at Gheria and at

Udhunala (Oodeynullah) ; and he himself took refuge with the

Nawab W'azir of Oudh, who refused to deliver him up. This

led to a prolongation of the war. Shah Alam, who had suc-

ceeded his father as Delhi Emperor, and Shuja-ud-Daula the

Nawab Wazi'r of Oudh, united their forces, and threatened

Patna, which the Engli.sh had recovered. A more formidable

danger appeared in the English camp, in the form of the first

Sepoy Alutiny. This was quelled by Alajor (afterwards Sir

Hector) Alunro, who ordered 24 of the ringleaders to be

blown from guns—an old Mughal punishment. In 1764,

Alajor Alunro vvon the decisive battle of Ba.var, which laid

^ The mass.icre nf Patna is described in sufficient detail under article

P.VT.V.V Di-'IKICT in The Imfcrial Gazettet.r of India, and in Hunters

Statiitudl Ac^oiinl of Bengal, vol. xi. pp. 71 et seq.
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Oudh at the feet of the conqueror^, and brought the Mue,hal
Emperor a supjihant to the English camp.

Meanwhile, the Council at Calcutta had twice found the Clive's

opjjortunity they loved of selling the government of liengal

to a new Nawab. But in 1765, Clive (now Baron Clive ofqi°p""™’
Plassey in the peerage of Ireland) arrived at Calcutta, as ‘7<'>5-C>7-

Governor of Bengal for the second time. Two landui.irks

stand out in his policy. First, he sought the substance,

although not the name, of territorial power, under the fiction

of a grant from the INIughal Em|<eror. .Second, he desired

to jjurify the Company’s service, by prohibiting illicit gam-,

and by guaranteeing a reasonable jay from hune-t source.s.

In neither respect were his plans carried out by ids immediate

successors. But the Ireginning of our Indian rule dates from

this second Governorship of Clive, as our military sujiremacy

had dated from his victory at Plassey.

Clive landed, advanced rajiidly uj) from Calcutta to Allah- Clive'-

dbdd, and there settled in jier.son the fate of nearly half of

India. Oudh was given back to the X.iwab ^Vaz^r, on ( on- vallt^,

dition of his jaying half a million sterling towards the eNjicnses >7<i5-

of the war. d'he Provinces of .Mlah.ib.id and Kora,* forming

the greater j)art of the lloali, were handed over to .'shah Alam,

the Delhi Emperor, who in his turn granted to the Company
the d'ltvJni or fi.scal administration of Bengal, Behar, and Diudnl

Orissa, together with the Northern Circ.rrs of Madras. A y*

pujipet Xav.ib was -till maintained at Murshidibad, Wit'u an

annual allaw.-ince from us of ^,'600,000. Half that amount,

or about ^'320,000, we jiaid to tile Emperor .is triluite from

Bengal.- Thus was constituted the dual sy-tein ol govern-

ment, by which tile English received the revenues of Bengal

and undertook to maintain the army; while the (.nminal jii’.is-

diction, or nizamat, was vested m the Xawab. In Indian

jihraseology, the Coinjany was dkvdn, and the X.ia.i') was

nizdfu. The a< tu.il collection of th.c rev.:nucs still rem. lined

for some wars in the hands of native otliciaK.

Clive's other great task was the reorg.ini/ation of ti'.e Com- ciive'-

nanv's ser\ire. .\.!1 the officers, civil and mihtarv alikv, were
^

. . . . .
'

.
-n

tainted with the common corn;j*tion. Their legal balaric'^ were mf the

rompAnyh

^ The ‘Corah’ of the E. I. Company's recTfls; the capital of

ancient ^hihammatlan j,^'ivernor'>hip, nn v a <!e-'aye-l t \\n in Tatchpur
‘

District. >ee articie Kor\ in The Tuf-.nz’ c/ T r.i.

' The exact sums Mere Sikka K'. 5.3S6. 131 to the Xavn ; an l

R<. 2,600 000 to the Knipcror.
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paltry, and (juite insufficient for a livelihood. But they had

been permitted to augment them, sometimes a hundred-fold,

by means of private trade and gifts from the Native Powers.

Despite the united resistance of the Civil Service, and an

actual mutiny of 200 military officers, Clive carried through

his reforms. Private trade and the receipt of presents were

prohibited for the future, while a sub.stantial increase of pay

was provided out of the monopoly of salt.

Lord Clive quitted India for the third and last time in 1767.

Between that date and the Governorship of M'arren Hastings

in 1772, little of importance occurred in Bengal beyond the

terrible famine of 1770, which i.s officially reported to have

swept away one-third of the inhabitant.s. The dual system of

government, established in 1765 by Clive, had proved a failure.

Warren Hastings, a tried servant of the Company, distinguished

alike for intelligence, for [irobity, ami for knowledge of Clriental

manners, was nominated Governor by the Court of Directors,

with express in.structions to carry out a predetermined series

of reforms. In their own words, the Court had resolved to

‘ stand forth as dkvdn, and to take upon themselves, by the

agency of their own servants, the entire care and administration

of the revenues.’ In the execution of this plan, Hastings

removed the exchequer to Calcutta from iMurshidabad, which

up to that time had remained the revenue headquarters of

Bengal. He also appointed Euro[)ean officers, under the now

familiar title of Collectors, to superintend the revenue collec-

tions and to preside in the courts.

Clive had laid the territorial foundations of the British

Empire in Bengal. Hastings may be said to have created a

British administration for that Empire. The wars forced on

him by Native Powers in India, the clamours of his masters in

England for money, and the virulence of Sir Philip Francis

with a faction of his colleagues at the Council table in Calcutta,

retarded the completion of his schemes. But the manuscript

records disclose the patient statesmanship and indomitable

industry which he brought to bear upon them. From 1765 to

1772, Clive’s dual system of government, by corrupt Native

underlings and rapacious English chiefs, prevailed. Thirteen

years were now spent by Warren Ha.stings in experimental

efforts at rural administration by means of English officials

(1772-S5). The completion of the edifice was left to his

successor. But Hastings was the administrative organizer, as

Cliv e had been the military founder, of our Indian Empire.
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Hastings’ true fame as an Indian ruler rests on his adniini-

strative work. He reorganized the Indian service, reformed

every branch of the revenue collections, created courts of Native

justice and some semblance of a police. Hi-^tory remembers

his name, however, not for his improvements in the internal

administration, but for his bold foreign policy, and for the

severities which it involved. From 1772 to 1774 he was

Governor of Bengal; from the latter date to 1785 he was the Warren

first Governor-General, presiding over a Council nominated,

like himself, under a statute of Parliament known as thei;overnoi -

Regulating Act (1773)- In his domestic policy he was greatly t>eneral,

hampered by the opposition of his colleague in Council, Sir

Philip Francis. But m his external relations with Oudh, with

the Marathas, and with Haidar Ah', he was generally able to

compel assent to his views.

The Act of r773 practically condemned Hastings to govern Hk

India in spite of a majority against him in his Council. He
had only a single vote like each other member, except in the Oiuncii.

case of an equal division, when he had also the casting vote.

The members sent out from England under the Act of 1773

formed a hostile majority against Hastings Jrom the outset; and

they cruelly used their strength. The best known episodes of

the struggle which followed are the trial and e.xecution of the

Brahman Nuncomar (Nanda-kumar) for forgery ; and the final

duel between Hastings and Sir Phih)) Frani'is, the leader of

the adverse majority in the Council. The trial ot Xunconiar

was unscrupulously misreiiresented by Sir Philip hrancis and

his partisans. Their contemporary slanders were equally un-

scrupulously accepted by Mr. James Mill in his History, and

unfortunately [lassed as tacts into Lord Ma< aula_\ s world-

famous essay on JVarren Hastiuf^s. 'Ihe whole question has,

however, been carefully re-e.\ainined by Sir Jame> l itziames

Stephen,^ and Hastings now .stands acijuittcd ot any improper

connection with the judicial proceedings whii h terminated in

sentence of death against Nuncomar.

His relations with the Native J’owers, like his domestic Ili^ ivy.

-

policy, formed a well-considered scheme. Hastings had to

find money fur the (Jourt of Directors in England, whose

thirst fur the wealth of India was not less keen, although more

decorous, than that of their servants in Bengal. He had

also to protect the Company's territory troni the Native

^ In his Stor}’ of Nuncomar and the Impeachnient r.t s,r Kh'ah In,[)cy.

See also for many interesting local det.-.iis. Dr. 11 L r'U-’tui - admiraPie

second edition of his A. Bv /Vew tV/ C li ut ' :. T.'.acr.’-r.
s-

.r, a, ihhh.

'
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Powell, wl’.icli, if he had not debtroyed them, would have

annihil.ited him.

l!e>oad the Bengal frontier, a group of Muhammadan

vKcroys or governors of the old IMughal Empire had

estahlwhed independent States, the most important of which

wa^ Oudh. Beyond this group of Muhammadan States, the

M.ir.itliab were pr.actic.rlly the masters of Northern India, and

held the noniin.il Emperor of Delhi as a puppet under their

control. 'I'he wise policy of Warren Hastings was to ally

himself witli the independent Muhammadan States, that is to

ba\', principally with Oudh, just beyond hi.s own frontier. If

ho could make these Muhammadan State.s strong, he hoped

tliat they would prevent the Marathas from pouring down into

Ben'eal. But these Muhamm.adan States were tbemselve.s so

weak that this policy only obtained a partial success. In the

end, Warren Hastings found himself compelled to advance the

Britnh territories farther up the Ganges, and practically to

bring the Muh.anini.adan States under his own control

Ha.btings, like other British administrators of his time, started

with a conviction of the ex[)ediency of ruling with the aid of the

Native Powers, es[iecially with the aid of the puppet Emperor
and the Muh.imnindan jirinces \vho had built up dynasties of

their own out of the wreck of the Mughal Empire. But the

advance of the Hindu military confederacy, i.e. the Marathas
fnim Southern India, gradually rendered this policy impossible,

hour yeans after their defeat at Pdnipat in 1761, the IMardthas

had recovered them.selves, and were the dominant power alike

in Northern and Southern India The hluhammadan princes

and viceroys in Oudh and the North-Western Province.s, whom
Hastings at first hoped to strengthen as frontier buffers

between the Company’s [lossessions and the Marathas, saw
the position as clearly as Hastings did himself. They were
willing to take all they could from the British ; but they were
at tile same time willing, or compelled, to make terms with
the M.irdthas. Hastings perceived that the old poliev had
ceased to be pr.acticable, and that the real struggle for

Northern India now lay between the English and the
Marathas

; both of them using the Mughal Emperor and his
revolted viceroys .as convenient but untrustworthy allies and
depcni’.cnts.

U.uren Hastmg.s had in the first place to make Bengal pay.
Phi-, he could not do under Clive’s dual system of administra-
tion.

^

U hen he abolished that double system, he cut down
the Bengal NEiwab’s allowance to one-half, and so saved
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^160,000 a year. In supijort of this act, it may he stated

that the titular Xawab, being then a minor, h.nl ceased to

render even any nominal service for hi.s enormous pension.

Clive had himself reduced the original ^^600,000 to ^^450,000

on tile accession of a new Xawab in 1766, and the grant was

again cut down to 350,000 on a fresh succession in 1769.'

The allowance had practically been of a fluctuating and

personal character.-' Its further reduction in the case of

the new child-Xawab had, moreover, been expressly ordered

by the Court of Directors six months before Hastings took

office.

Hastings’ next financial stroke was the sale of Allahabad
^

and Kora Provinces to the Wazir of Oudh. These Prcninces
^^,4

had been assigned by Clive, in his partition of the (langetic 1773.

valley, to the Emperor Shah Alam, together with a tribute of

about ;,C3oo, 000 (a6 /dMs of rupees), in return for the grant

of Bengal to the Com]iany. But the Empieror had now been

seized by the Hardthas. Hastings held that His Majesty was no

longer independent, and that it would be a fatal policy for the

British to pay money to him, /.e. to the Marathas in Northern ttnhholJ?

India, when it was evident that wc would soon have to fight

them in the South. He therefore withheld the tribute of the tribute.

^300,000 from the puppet Emperor, or rather from his

Marathi custodians.

Clive, at the piartition of the Gangetic valley in 1765,

assigned the Provinces of Allahabad and Kora to the

Emperor. The Eni])eror, now in the hands of the Marathas,

had made them over to his new ma.ster.s. Warren Hastings

held that by so doing His Majesty had forfeited his title to

these Provinces. Hastings accordingly resold them to the

W'azir of Oudh. By this measure he treed the Compani from

a military charge of nearly half a million sterling (40 /uT/o ot

rupees), and obtained a price of over half a million (50 Idkh:,)

for the Companv.

The terms of sale included the loan of British troops i h'-'

subdue the Rohilla Afghans, who had seized and for .some ,--3..,^;

time had kept hold of a tract on the northoe cstern frontier

' The cletaileil history nfthe.se tr.ansaction.s, ami a sketch of e.ich of tlie

14 Xawibs of Ileni;.il from 1704 to 1SS4, will he found unUer Di-tnc;

Murshkiabail, vol iv. pp, 172-195 of Hunters .Vtor.'.i'.i .•} !««/ y/

“ See sepaiatc n^reement-r with the succe^Mve Nawab> of 3'>.h ler

1765, 19th yr.ay 1766. and aist .March 1770, in each of which the grant is

to the Xaw ab, without mention oi heirs or "ucce-'sors. Aitchi-^on >

and E}i^a^t.uienrs vol. i. pm 5^“59
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of Oudh. The Rohillds were Muhammadans and foreigners

;

they had cruelly lorded it over the Hindu peasantry
;
and they

were now intriguing with the Marathas, our most dangerous

foes.* The Wazir of Oudh, by means of the British troops

lent to him by Hastings, completely defeated the Rohillas.

He compelled most of their fighting men to seek new homes

on the other side of the Ganges river, in a neighbouring and

et[ually fertile district, but one in which they could no longer

open the northern frontier of Oudh to the Marathas. By the

foregoing series of measures, Hastings ceased to furni.sh the

Maritha custodians of the Delhi Emperor with the Bengal

tribute
;
he also strengthened our ally the Wazir of Oudh,

and closed the Bengal frontier against Maratha invasions
;
he

bettered the Company’s finances in Bengal by a million

sterling a year in both its revenue and expenditure : say two

millions per annumS
He further improved the financial position of the Company

by forced contributions from the rebellious Chait Singh and

the Begam of Oudh. Chait Singh, the Raja of Benares,

had grown rich under British protection. He resisted the

demand of Warren Hastings to subsidize a military force, and

an alleged correspondence with the enemies of the British

Government led to his arrest. He escaped, headed a rebellion,

and was crushed. His estates were forfeited, but transferred

to his nephew subject to an increased tribute."

The Begam, or Queen-Mother, of Oudh was charged with

abetting the Benares Raja in his rebellion. A heavy fine was
laid upon her, which she resisted to the utmost. But, after

severe pressure on herself and the eunuchs of her household,

over a million sterling was extracted for the English Company.

Fur the history of the Rohilla .Afghans, on whom much sentiment has
been needlessly lavished, see article Bareilly District, The Imperial
Ga-.-Jher of India, and other Districts of Rohilkhand.

The causes of the Rohilla war, the character of the operations, their

exact results, and the share which Hastings had in the whole transaction,
are now clearly set forth in Sir John Strachey’s Hastings and the Rohilld
ll'ar iClarendon Press, 1892); and in Mr. George W. Forrest’s three
admirable volumes of Selections from the Letters, Despatches, and other
Stall Papers presen'ed in the Foreran Department of the Goz ernment oj

India, 1772-85 (Calcutta, folio, 1S90I. The careful article by Mr.
^\hltevvay of the Bengal Civil Service in the Cahutta Keriew, 1875,
should also he studied. The evidence now shows that Macaulay’s account
ot the episode, and of Hastings’ connection with it, can only be regarded .4
as a piece of brilliant writing which misrepresents the facts.

See my Fmpenal Gazett-xr of articles Benares District and
Benares Estvte.
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On his return to England, Warren Hastings was impeached, Charges

in 1786, by the House of Commons for these and

alleged acts of oppression. He was solemnly tried by the

House of Lords, and the proceedings dragged themselves out

for seven years (1788-95). They form one of the most cele-

brated State trials in English history, and ended in a verdict

of not guilty on all the charges. Meanwhile, the cost of the

defence had ruined Warren Hastings, and left him dependent

upon the charity of the Court of Directors—a charity which

never failed.

In his dealings with Southern India, W'arren Hastings had Hastings’

not to regard solely the financial results. He there appears as

the great man that he really was : calm in Council, cautious of India,

enterprise, but swift in execution, and of indomitable courage

in all that he undertook.

The Bombay Government was naturally emulous to follow

the example of Madras and Bengal, and to establish its supre-

macy at the court of Poona by placing its own nominee on First Mar-

the Peshwa’s seat. Thin ambition found scope in 1775 by the

treaty of Surat, by which Raghunath Rao, one of the claimants

to the throne of the Peshwa, agreed to cede Salsette and

Bassein to the English, in consideration of being himself

restored to Poona. The military operations that followed are

known as the first Maratha war. Warren Hastings, who in his

capacity of Governor-General claimed some degree of control

over the decisions of the Bombay Government, strongly dis-

approved of the treaty of Surat. But when war actually broke

out, he threw the whole force of the Bengal army into the scale.

One of his favourite officers. General Goddard, marched across Goddard’s

the peninsula from sea to sea, and conquered the rich Province

of Gujarat almost without a blow. Another, Captain Popham,

snatched by storm the rock-fortress of Gwalior, which was

regarded as the key of Hindustan.

These brilliant successes of the Bengal troops atoned for the

contemporaneous disgrace of the convention of Wargaon in

1779, when the Marathas overpowered and dictated terms

to our Bombay force. The war in Bombay lasted till 17S1.

It was closed by the treaty of Salbai (1782). which practically Treaty uf

restored the status quo. Raghunath Rao, the English claimant

to the Peshwaship, was set aside on a pension; Gujarat

was restored to the Marathas ; and only Salsette, with

Elephanta and two other small islands, was retained by the

English.

Meanwhile, Warren Hastings had to deal with a more for-
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midable enemy than the Marathi Confederacy. The reckless

conduct of the Madras Government had roused tlie hostility

both of Haidar Ah' of Mysore and of the Nizam of the Deccan,

the two strongest ilusalman powers in India. These princes

began to draw the Marathis into an alliance agaiiivt the English.

The diplomacy of Hastings won back the Nizam and the

Marathi Raja of Nagpur
; but the army of Haidar All fell

like a thunderbolt upon the British possessions in the Karnatik.

A strong detachment under Colonel Bailiie was cut to pieces

at Perauibakam, and the Mysore cavalry ravaged the country

up to the walls of Madras. For the second time the Bengal
army, stimulated by the energy of Ha.stings, saved the honour
of the English name. He despatched Sir Eyre Coote, the

victor of AVandewash, to relieve Madras by sea, with all the

men and money available, while Colonel Pearse marched
south overland to overawe the Raja of Nagpur and the Nizam.
The war was hotly contested, for the aged Sir Eyre Coote had
lost his energy, and the Mysore army was not only well
disciplined and equipped, but skilfully handled by Haidar and
his son dipu. Haidar died in 1782; and peace was finally

concluded with Tipti in 1784, on the basis of a mutual
restitution of all conquests.

Two years later, W arren Hastings was succeeded by Lord
Cornwallis, the first English nobleman of rank who undertook
the office of Governor-General of India. Between these two
great names an interval of twenty months took place under
Sir John Macpherson, a Civil Servant of the Comjiany (Feb.
17S5 to Sept. 1786). Lord Cornwallis twice held the high
post of Governor-General. His first rule lasted from 17S6
to 1793, and IS celebrated for two events—the introduction
of the Permanent Settlement into Bengal, and the second
Mysore war. If the foundations of the system of civil admini-
strauon were laid by Hastings, the superstructure was raised
> Cornwallis. It was he who first entrusted criminal juris-

diction to Europeans, and established the Nizamat Sadr
Adalat, or Supreme Court of Criminal Judicature, at Calcutta.
It was he, a so. who separated the functions of the District
Collector and Tudye.

organized in Bengal was e>
tended to Madras and Bombay, when those Presidencies als,
cjired territorial sovereignty. But the achievement mos
- miluirh associated with the name of Cornwallis is the Pei
manent Settlement of the land revenue of Bengal. Durin:
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four years, 1786-go, he laboured, with the help of an able

Bengal civilian, John Shore, to arrive at the foots of the

case. Warren Hastings had introduced, unsuccessfully and

only for a period, a five years’ settlement of the land revenue.

Lord Cornwallis, after three years of inquiry and of provisional

measures, introduced a ten years' or ‘decennial’ settlement The De-

(1789-91). Up to this time, the revenue had been collected

pretty much according to the old Mughal system. The ment,

zam'mddrs, or Government farmers, whose office always tended 1789-91.

to become hereditary, were recognised as having a right to

collect the revenue from the actual cultivators. But no

principle of assessment existed, and the amount actually

realized varied greatly from year to year. Hastings seems to

have looked to experience, as acquired from a succession of Teriod of

quinquennial settlements, to furnish the standard rate of the

future. Francis, on the other hand, Hastings’ great rival,

advocated the fixing of the State demand in perpetuity. The

same view recommended itself to the authorities at home,

partly because it would place their finances on a more stable

basis, partly because it seemed to identify the zamindar with

the landlord of the English system of property. Accordingly,

Cornwallis took out with him in 1786 instructions to introduce

a Permanent Settlement.

The process of assessment began in 1 7S9, and terminated The Per-

il! 1791. A'o attenqit was made to measure the fields o'"
.j,,.

calculate the out-turn, as had been done by Akbar, and as is of Kerg.it,

now done whenever settlements are nude in the British Pro- > 793 -

vinces. The amount to be paid in the future was fi.xed by

reference to what had been paid in the past. -At first the

settlement was called decennial, but in 1 793 it was declared

permanent for ever. The total assessment amounted to Sikka

Rs. 26,800,989, or about 3 millions sterling for Bengal. Lord

Cornwallis carried the scheme into e.xecution : imt the praise

or blame, so far as details are concerned, belongs to Sir John

Shore, afterwards Lord Teignmouth, a Civil Servant, who..e

knowledge of the country was un.surpassed in his time. Shore

would have [iroceeded more cautiously than Cornwallis' pre-

conceived English idea of a proprietary body, and the Court

of Directors’ haste after fixity, permitted.*

The second Mysore war of 1790-92 is noteworthy on two .Second

accounts. Lord Cornwallis, the Governor-General, led the

British army in jierson, with a pomp and a m.agnificence of

* The Permanent .Settlement will be refeired to in greater detail, and

its practical working exhibited, in the Administrative ch.rpter.
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supply which recalled the campaigns of Aurangzeb. The two

great Southern powers, the Xizam of the Deccan and the

Marathi Confederacy, co-operated as allies of the British. In

the end, Tipii Sultan submitted when Lord Cornwallis had

commenced to beleaguer his capital. He agreed to yield

one-half of his dominions to be divided among the allies, and
to pay 3 millions sterling towards the cost of the war. These
conditions he fulfilled, but ever afterwards he burned to be
revenged upon his English conquerors.

Sir John The period of Sir John Shore’s rule as Governor-General,

^793-98
uneventful. In 1798, Lord Morning-

ton, better known as the Marquess Wellesley, arrived in India,

already inspired with Imperial projects which were destined
to change the map of the country. Mornington was the
friend and favourite of Pitt, from whom he is thought to have
derived his far-reaching political vision, and his antipathy to
the French name. From the first he laid down as his guiding

1798-^180^’.
principle, that the English must be the one paramount power
in India, and that Native princes could only retain the
personal insignia of sovereignty by surrendering their political

independence. The history of India since his time has been
but the gradual development of this policy, which received
its finishing touch when Queen Victoria was proclaimed
Empress of India on the ist of January 1877,^

Mue^ce
frustrate the possibility of a French invasion of India,

In InXn! hy Napoleon in person, was the governing idea of
1798-iScxi. Wellesley’s foreign policy. France at this time, and for many

years later, filled the place afterwards occupied by Russia in
the imagination of British statesmen. Nor was the danger so
remote as might now be thought. French regiments guarded
and overawed the Nizam of Haidarabad. The soldiers of
Smdhia, the military head of the Maratha Confederacy, were
disciplined and led by French adventurers. Tipii Suitan of
Mysore carried on a secret correspondence with the French
Directory, allowed a tree of liberty to be planted in his

An adnnrnble account of Lord Wellesley's policy will be found in the
Despatch of the Governor-General in Council to the Secret Committee
of the Court of Directors, dated Fort William, 12th April 1804. This

bonT f

P^ragfaphs, and covers all the great Indian ques-
tions of that eventful period. It was printed by John Stockdale, plca-

form The T fh
^ ‘ Continue toform the most authentic record of any Governor-Generalship of India,

until the seal is taken utt Lord Dalhousie’s long closed diaries.
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‘dominions, and enrolled himself in a republican club as

‘Citizen Tipu.’ The islands of Mauritius and Bourbon ‘ Citi/cn

afforded a convenient half-way rendezvous for French intrigue

and for the assembling of a hostile expedition. Above all,

Napoleon Bonaparte was then in Egypt, dreaming of the

conquests of Alexander
;
and no man knew in what direction

he might turn his hitherto unconquered legions.

But though the French adventurers were supreme in the Cau-es

armies of some of the powerful Native princes, they had no

central power to direct them. After the defeat of Lally, « ho of France

for his want of success was executed at Paris, the school of

politicians which advocated the abandonment of the struggle

with England in India, and the concentration of F’rench

enterprize in the Mauritius and Madagascar, won the day at

the French court. Not only were no reinforcements sent to

India, but the troojjs in the Settlements were steadily reduced

in number. The last regiment was about to be withdrawn,

when the news arrived of the outbreak of the French Revolu-

tion in 17S9. Little revolutions took place in all the French

possessions, and the executive power was everywhere hampered

or disregarded. When the news arrived that the French

Republic had declared war against England in 1793, it was

evident that there was no chance of eftective resistance.

Pondicherri was taken after a short siege, and the other French

Settlements surrendered without striking a blow. There was

therefore no central authority to direct the scattered I'rench

adventurers, when Lord Wellesley arrived, and he found it

possible to destroy them in detail. Vet the danger to England

was a real one, for if Napoleon could reach India, he would

have found allies in every important military Native State.

Wellesley conceived the scheme of crushing for ever the Inilu-i 1 1-

French hopes in Asia, by placing himself at the head of a

great Indian confederacy. In Lower Bengal, the conquests 179S;

of Clive and the policy of Warren Hastings had made the

English paramount. Before Lord Wellcsltn’s arrival, our

power was consolidated from the seaboard to Benares, high in Uil

up the Gangetic valley. Beyond our frontier there, the Nawab •

Wazir of Oudh had agreed to pay a subsidy for the aid of

British troop.s. This sum in 1797 amounted to ^760,000 a

year ; and the Nawab, being always in arrears, entered into

negotiations for a cession of territory in lieu of a cash pa> -

ment. In iSci, the treaty of Lucknow made over to the

British the dual’, or fertile tract between the Ganges and the

Jumna, together with Rohilkhand. In Southern India, our

2 G
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possessions were chiefly confined in 179S, before Lord

Wellesley, to the coast Districts of Madras and Bombay.

Wellesley resolved to make the British supreme as far as

Delhi in Northern India, and to compel the great Powers of

the South to enter into subordinate relations to the Company’s

government. The intrigues of the Native princes gave him

his opportunity for carrying out his plan without breach of

faith. The time had arrived when the English must either

become supreme in India, or be driven out of it. The
IMughal Empire was completely broken up

;
and the sway had

to pass either to the local Muhammadan governors of that

Empire, or to the Hindu Confederacy represented by the

Marathas, or to the British. Lord Wellesley determined that

it should pass to the British.

His work in Northern India was at first easy. By the

treaty of Lucknow in 1801, he made us territorial rulers as

far as the heart of the present North-Western Provinces, and
established our political influence in Oudh. Beyond those

limits, the northern branches of the Marathas practically

held sway, with the puppet Emperor in their hands. Lord
ellesley left them untouched for a few years, until the

second Maratha war (1802-4) him an opportunity for

dealing effectively with their nation as a whole.

In Southern India, Lord Wellesley quickly perceived that

the Muhammadan Nizdrn at Haidarabad felt in need of

his protection, and he converted him into a useful follower

throughout the succeeding struggle. The other Muhammadan
Power of the South, Tipu Sultan of Mysore, could not be so
easily handled. Lord Wellesley resolved to crush him, and
h.ad ample provocation for so doing. The third Power of
Southern India—namely, the Hindu Maratha Confederacy

—

was so loosely organized that Lord Wellesley seems at first

to have hoped to live on terms with it. When several years
of fitful alliance had convinced him that he had to choose
between the supremacy of the Marathas or of the British in

Southern India, he did not hesitate in his decision.
Lord \\ ellesley first addressed himself to the weakest of

the three Southern Powers, the Nizam at Haidarabad. Here
he won a diplomatic success, which turned a possible rival into
a subservient ally. The French battalions at Haidarabad
were disbanded, and the Nizam bound himself by treaty 1 not
to take an} European into his service without the consent of

' Dated 1st September 1 798. -.^itchison’s Treaties and EnJai;ement-.
vul. V. pp. l 73-i ;6 (ed. 1S76).
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the English riovernment,—a clause since inseited in Cvciy

leading engagement entered into with Native Powers.

A\'ellc.sley next turned the whole weight of his resource'

against 'I'ipu, whom C<trnwallis had defeated, but had nut sub-

dued. Tipii's intrigues with the French were laid bare, and he

was given an opportunity of adhering to the new subsidiary

system. On his refusal, war was declared, and Welleslev came Tluul

down in viceregal state to Madras to organize the c.xijeditiun in® ^ ^ \\ ai
, I / ‘

person, and to watch over the course of events. One English

army marched into Mysore from Madras, accompanied by a

contingent from the Nizam. .Another advanced from the

western coast. Tipii, after a feeble resistance in the field,

retired into Seringapatam, and, when his capital was stormed,

died fighting bravely in the breach, 1799. Since the battle ot

Plassey no event had so greatly impressed the native imagina- F.dl "i

tion as the capture of Seringapatam, which won for General

Harris a peerage, and for Wellesley an Irish Alarquessate.

In dealing with the territories of 'I'lpii, Wellesley acted with

moderation. The central portion, forming the old State ot

Mysore, was restored to an infant representative of the Hindu

Rajas, whom Haidar .Ali had dethroned ;
the rest of Tijtii s

dominions was partitioned between the Nizam, the Marathas,

and the Enghbsh. .At about the same time, the Karnatik, or

the part of South-eastern India ruled by the Xawab of Arcut.

and also the principality of Tanjore, were placed under direct

British admini.stration, thus constituting the Madras Presidency

almost as it has existed to the present day. The suns of the

slain Tipii were treated by Lord Wellesley with paternal tender-

ness. They received a imgnificent allowance, with semi-royal

establishment, first at A'ellore, and afterwards m Calcutta.

The last of them. Prince Ghulam Muhammad, was well known

as a public-.s[)irited citizen of Calcutta, and an active Justice

of the Peace. .After a long and quiet life, he died about the

year 1S77.

The Marathas had been the nominal allies of the Engh'h The

in both their wars with Tipii. Hut they had not rendered

active assistance, nor were they secured to the F-nglish side as

the Nizam now was. Pho Marathi Powers at this tunc were

five in number. The recognised he.r! of the Confederacy

was the Peshnii of Poona, who ruled tlie hill country of the

Western Ghats, the cradle of the .Mar.itha race. Tlie fertile

Province of Gujar-it wa-, annually harried by the horsemen

of the Gaekwar of Baroda. In Central India, two military

leaders, Sindhia of Gwalior and H dkar of Indore, alternately
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held the pre-eminency. Towards the east, the iihonsla Raja

of Nagpur reigned from Berdr to the coast of Orissa.

Wellesley laboured to bring these several Marathi Powers

within the net of his subsidiary system. In 1802, the necessities

of the Peshwa, who had been defeated by Holkar. and driven

as a fugitive into British territory, induced him to sign the

treaty of Bassein. By this he pledged himself to the British

to hold communications with no Power, Eurojtean or Native,

except ourselves. He also granted to us Districts for the

maintenance of a subsidiary force. This greatly extended the

English territorial influence in the Bombay Presidency. But

it led to the second Maratha war, as neither Sindbia nor

the Raja of Nagpur would tolerate the Peshwas betrayal of

Marathi independence.

The campaigns which followed are perhaps the most glorious

in the history of the British arms in India. The general plan,

and the adequate provision of resources, were due to the

Marquess U ellesley, as also the indomitable sjtirit which refused

to acknowledge defeat. The armies were led by Sir Arthur

W ellesley (afterwards Duke of Wellington), and General (after-

wards Lord) Lake, 'Wellesley operated in the Deccan, where,

in a few short months, he won the decisive victories of Assaye
and Argaum, and captured Ahmadnagar. Lake’s campaign
in Hindustan was no less brilliant, although it has received

less notice from historians. He won pitched battles at Aligarh
and Laswari, and took the cities of Delhi and Agra. He
scattered the French troops of Sindhia, and at the same time
stood forward as the champion of the Alughal Emperor in his

hereditary capital. Before the end of 1803, both Sindhia and
the Bhonsla Raja of Nagpur sued for peace,

Sindhia ceded all claims to the territory north of the Jumna,
and left the blind old Emperor Shah Alam once more under
British protection. The Bhonsla forfeited Orissa to the
English, who bad already occupied it with a flying column in

1S03
;
and Berar to the Nizam, who gained a fresh addition

b> e\ery act of complaisance to the British Government.
The freebooter Jaswant Rao Holkar alone remained in the
field, supporting his troops by raids through hlalwa and
RajpiUana The concluding years of Wellesley’s rule were
occupied With a series of operations against Holkar, which
brought little credit on the British name. The disastrous
retreat of Colonel Monson through Central India (1804)
recalled memories of the convention of Wargaon, and of the
destruction of Colonel Baillie’s force by Haidar All. The
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repulse of Lake in person at the siep'C of Lhartpur (Lhurt-

pore) is memorable as an instance of a I’.ritish army in India

having to turn back with its object unaccompli>hed (1805).

Bhartpur was not finally taken till 1827.

Lord Wellesley during his six years of office carried out
I

almost every part of his territorial scheme. In North
Welledcy,

India, Lord Lake’s campiaigns, 1S03-5, brought the North- 1S05:

Western Provinces (the tincicnt JlaJ/iyu-ilt's/id) under British 'n the

rule, together with the custody of the pupjiet Lmperor. The

new Districts were amalgamated with those previously acquired

from the Nawali Wazir of Oiidh into the ‘ Ceded and Con-

quered Provinces.’ This (lartition of Northern India remained

till the Sikh wars of 1845 ‘"md 1S48-49 gave us the Punjab.

In South-eastern India, we have seen that Lord ellesley s

conquests constituted the Madras Presidency almost as it exists

at this date. In South-western India, the Peshwa was reduced

to a vassal of the Company. But the territories now under the

Governor of Bombay were not fin.ally built up into their present

form until the dose of the last Mardtha war in iSiS.

The financial strain caused by these great operations of

Lord Welleslev had meanwhile exhausted the patience of the

Court of Directors at home. In 1805, Lord Cornwallis was

sent out as Governor-General a second time, with instructions
„

to bring about peace at any price, while Holkar was still 1S05.

unsubdued, and with Sir.dhia threatening a fresh war. But

Cornwallis was now an old man, and broken down in health.

Travelling up to the North-West during the rainy season, he

sank and died at Ghdzi'pur, before he had been ten weeks in

the country.

His immediate successor was .Sir George Barlow, a Civil SaGe.uL'c

Servant of the Company, who .as a locum taiens had no alter-

native but to carry out the commands of his employers.

Under these orders, he curtailed the area of British territory,

and, in violation of engagement.s, abandoned the Rajput duels

to the cruel mercies of Holkar and Smdhia. During hi.->

administration, also, occurred the mutiny of the Madr.as .Sepoys

at \’ellore (1S06), which, although promptly supiiressed, sent

a shock of insecurity throughout the Empire. I’he feebly

economical policy of this interregnum proved a most disastrous

one. But, fortunately, the rule soon passed into firmer hands.

Lord Minto, Governor-General from iRcy to 1S13, oon-

solidated the conrpjests which Wellesley had aoiuired. His lioy 13.
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only military exploits \vere the occupation ot the isLmd of the

Mauritius, and the conquest of Jar a by an expedition which

he accompanied in person. The condition of Central India

continued to be disturbed, but Lord IMinto succeeded in pre-

venting any violent outbreaks without himself having recourse

to the sword. The Company had ordered him to follow a

policy of non-intervention, and he managed to obey his orders

without injuring the prestige of the British name. Under his

auspices, the Indian Government opened relations with a new

Set of foreign Powers, by sending embassies to the Punjab, to

Afghanistan, and to Persia. The ambassadors had been

trained in the school of Wellesley, and formed, perhaps, the

most illustrious trio of ‘ politicals ’ whom the Indian services

have produced. Metcalfe went as envoy to the Sikh Court

of Ranji't Singh at Lahore; Elphinstone met the Shah of

Afghanistan at Peshawar
;
and Malcolm was despatched to

Persia. It cannot be said that these missions were fruitful

of permanent results; but they introduced the English to a

new set of diplomatic relations, and widened the sphere of

their influence.

The successor of Lord Minto was the Earl of Moira, better

known by his later title as the Marquess of Hastings. The
Marquess of Hastings completed Lord Wellesley’s conquests

in Central India, and left the Bombay Presidency almost

as it stands at present. His long rule of nine years, from

1814 to 1823, was marked by two wars of the first magnitude
—namely, the campaigns against the Giirkhas of Nepal, and
the last IVIaratha struggle.

The Gurkhas, the present ruling race in Nepal, trace their

descent from Hindu immigrants, and claim a Rajput origin.

The indigenous inhabitants, called Newars, belong to the

Indo-Tibetan stock, and profess Buddhism. The sovereignty
of the Gurkhas dates only from 1767-68, when they
overran the valley of Khatmandu, and gradually e.xtended
their power over the hills and valleys of Nepal. Organized
upon a military and feudal basis, they soon became a terror

to their neighbours, marching east into Sikkim, west into

Kuraaun, and south into the Gangetic plains. In the last

quarter their victims were British subjects (natives of Bengal),
and it became necessary to check their advance. Sir George
Barlow and Lord Minto had remonstrated in vain, and
nothing was left to Lord Moira but to take up arms.

The first campaign of 1814 was unsuccessful. After over-
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coming the natural difficulties of a malarious climate and
[irecipitous hills, our troops were on several occa-ions fair!)

worsted by the ini[)eluous bravery of the little (iiirkhas, whose
heavy knives or kukris dealt terrible execution, but in the

cold weather of 1S14, General Ochterlony, who advanreil by Seccuul

way of the Sutlej, stormed one by one the hill-forts winch still

stud the Himalayan States, now under the Punjab Govern-

ment, and compelled the Nepal darbar, or court, to sue tor

peace. In the following year, 1S15, the same general made
his brilliant march from Patna into the lofty valley of Khiit-

mandu, and finally dictated the terms which had before bee n

rejected, within a few miles of the capital. By the treaty of I're.ii) ..

Segauli, which defines the English relations with NeiJjl to the tss-gauh .

.

‘

CCUC''
present day, the Gurkhas withdrew on the south-east from Him.i

Sikkim
;
and on the south-west, from their advanced posts in Ey.vn

the outer ranges of the Himalayas, which enabled us to obtain

the health-giving stations of N'aini Tal, Masiiii (Mussooree),

and Simla.

Meanwhile, the condition of Central India was every year The

becoming more unsatisfactory. The great Marathd chiefs had

learned to live as jirinces rather than as predatory leaders,
* ^

But their original habits of lawlessness were being followed by

a new set of freebooters, known as the Pindaris. As opposed to

the Marathas, who w-ere at least a Hindu nationality bound by

the traditions of a united government, the Pindaris were merely

plundering bands, closely corresponding to the free companies

of medimval Europe. Of no common race, and of no common rimiAii

religion, thev welcomed to their ranks the outlaws and broken® ' i O I .

men of all India—Afgh.ins, Marathas, or Jats. They repre-

sented the debris of the Mughal Empire, which had not been

incorporated by any of the local Muhammadan or Hindu

Powers that sprang up out of its ruins. Eor a time, indeed.

It seemed as if the inheritance of the Mughal might pass to

these armies of banditti. In Bengal, similar hordes had

formed themselves out of the disbanded Muhammadan troops

and the Hindu jiredatory castes. But they had been dx-

persed under the vigorous rule of Warren Ha^tings. In

Centr.al India, the evil lasted longer, attained a greater scale,

and was only stamped out by a regular war.

The Pindari headquarters were in Milwa, but their depre-

dations were not confined to Central India. In b.'.r.ds, some-

times of a few hundreds, sometimes of many thousands, tiiey

rode out on their forays as far as the o[iposite criasis of Madra--

and of Bombay. The most [lowerful of the I’lndan captains.
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Amir Khan, had an organized army of many regiments, and

several batteries of cannon. Two other leaders, known as

Chitu and Karim, at one time paid a ransom to Sindhia of

00,000. To suppress the Pindari hordes, who were sup-

ported by the sympathy, more or less open, of all the Maratha

chiefs, Lord Hastings (1S17) collected the strongest British

army which had yet been seen in India, numbering r 20,000

men. One half operated from the north, the other half

from the south. Sindhia was overawed, and remained quiet.

Amir Khan disbanded his army, on condition of being

guaranteed the possession of what is now the principality of

Tank. The remaining bodies of Pindaris were attacked in

their homes, surrounded, and cut to pieces. Karim threw

himself upon the mercy of the conquerors. Chitu fled to

the jungles, and was killed by a tiger.

In the same year (1817), and almost in the same month
(November), as that in which the Pindaris were crushed, the

three great Maratha Powers at Poona, Nagpur, and Indore

rose separately against the English. The Peshwa, Baji Rao,

had long been chafing under the terms imposed by the treaty

of Bassein (1802). A new treaty of Poona, in June 1S17,

now freed the Gaekwar from his control, ceded further

districts to the British for the pay of the subsidiary force,

and submitted all future disputes to the decision of our
Government.

Elphinstone, then our Resident at his court, foresaw a
storm, and withdrew to Kirki, whither he had ordered up a

European regiment. The ne.xt day the Residency was burnt
down, and Kirki was attacked by the whole army of the

Peshwa. The attack was bravely repulsed, and the Peshwa
immediately fled from his capital, Poona. Almost the same
plot was enacted at Nagpur, where the honour of the British

name was saved by the Sepoys, who defended the hill of
Sitabaldi against enormous odds.

It had thus become necessary to crush the Marathas. Their
forces under Holkar were defeated in the following month
at the pitched battle of Mehidpur. All open resistance was now
at an end. Nothing remained but to follow up the fugitives,

and to impose conditions for a general pacification. In both
these duties Sir John Malcolm played a prominent part. The
dominions of the Peshwa were annexed to the Bombay Presi-
denc), and the nucleus of the present Central Provinces was
formed out of the territory rescued from the Pindaris. The
Peshwa himself surrendered, and was permitted to reside at
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Bithur, near Cawnpur, on a pension of ^{^80,000 a year. His
adopted son was the infamous Xana Sahib of the Mutiny of

iS57-

To fill the Peshwa’s place, as the traditional head of the

jMaratha Confederacy, the lineal descendant of Sivaji was

brought forth from obscurity and placed upon the throne of

Satara. An infant was recognised as the heir of Holkar, and
a second infant was proclaimed Raja of Nagpur under British

guardianship. At the same time, the States of Rajpiit.ana

accepted the position of feudatories to the paramount British

power.

The map of India, as thus drawn by Lord Hastings, remained

substantially unchanged until the time of Lord 1 talhousie.

But the proudest bo.ast of Lord Hastings and Sir John
Malcolm was, not that they had advanced the poma'rium, but

that they had conferred the blessings of peace and good govern-

ment upon millions who had groaned under the e.xtortions of

the Mardthds and Pinddris.

The Marquess of H.astings was succeeded by Lord (afterwards

Earl) Amherst, after the interval of a few months, during which

Mr. Adam, a Civil Servant, acted as Governor-General. The

Maratha war in the peninsula of India was hardly completed

when our armies had to face new enemies beyond the sea.

Lord Amherst’s administration lasted for five years, from 1823

to 1S28. It is known in history by two prominent events, the

first Burmese war and the capture of Bhartpur.

For some years past our north-eastern frontier had been

disturbed by Burmese raids. Burma, or the country which

fringes the western shore of the Bay of Bengal, and runs up

the valley of the Irawadi, has a people of Tibeto-Chinese

origin, and a history of its own. Tradition asserts that its

civilisation was introduced from the coast of Coromandel, by a

people who are supposed to preserve a trace of their origin in

their name of Talaing {cf. Teling.ina). However this may be,

the Buddhist religion, professed by the Burmese at the jrre'^ent

dav, certainly came from India at a very early date. Waves

of invasion from Siam on the south, and from the wild moun-

tains of China on the north-west, passed over the land. These

conquests were marked by the wanton and wholesale barbarity

which seems to characterize the Tibeto-Chinese race : but the

civilisation of Buddhism survived every shock, and flourished

around the ancient pagodas. European travedlers in the 1 5th

century visited Pegu and Tenasserim, which they describe as

flourishing seats of maritime trade. During the Portuguese

S.'u.in ;
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[irciioininaiicti in the East, Arakan in Xorthern Liirma became

an asylum far desperate European adventurers, ^\ith their

iiclp, tlie Arakanese conijuered Chittagong on the Bengal sea-

board, and (under the name of the IVIaghs) became the terror

of the Cangetic delta. About 1750, a new Burmese dynasty

arose, founded by Alaung-paya or Alompra, with its capital at

.\va. Alompra’s successors ruled Independent Burma until its

anne.\ation to British India in i8S6.^

I'he dynasty of Alompra, after having subjugated all Burma,

and overrun (iSoo) Assam, which was then an independent

kingdom, began a .series of encroachments upon the British

Districts. As they rejected all peaceful proposals with scorn.

Lord Amherst was at last compelled to declare war in 1824.

lattle military glory could be gained by beating the Burmese,

wiio were formidable chiefly from the pestilential character of

their country. One expedition with gunboats proceeded up

the Brahmaputra into Assam. Another marched by land

through Chittagong into Arakan, as the Bengal Sepoys refused

to go by sea. A third, and the strongest, sailed from Madras
direct to the mouth of the Irawadi. The war was protracted

over two years. After a loss to us of about 20,000 lives, chiefly

from disease, and an expenditure of 14,000, 000, the King of

Vva signed, in 1S26, the treaty of Yandabu. By this he
a'cindoned all claim to Assam, and ceded the Provinces ot

Arakan and Tenasserim, already in the military occupation of
tile British. He retained the whole valle}' of the Irawadi,
down to the sea at Rangoon.

The capture of Bhartpur in Central India by Lord Comber-
mere, in January 1S27, wiped out the repulse which Lake had
received before that city in Januarv 1805. A disputed succes-
sion led to the British intervention, .'\rtillery could make
lutle impression upon the massive walls of mud. But at last a
breach was effected by mining, and the city was taken by
siurm, thus removing the popular notion throughout India that
it was im[iregnable a notion which had threatened to become
a political danger.

I 1 :

\\ I ;
•11

!: ..•in'-

The next Governor-General was Lord William Bentinck,
who had been Governor of Madras twenty years earlier, at the
time ot the mutiny of Vellore (iSo6). His seven years’ rule
(tr.im 1S2S to 1835) IS not signalized by any of those victories
or exten.sions of territory by which chroniclers measure the

‘ F.ir the liistory of Burnu, see the articles Bcrm.x, British, and
! n'lX, I.M.ErENUE.Ni, in Ga~^t;ur of In.iid.
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L'rowth ot an L'ui])irc. ]!ut it furms an cj' .ili in a iininistraiuc

reform, anil in the benign jirore". b\ whiiii a '•u'.'iei t jiojiiila-

tion is Won over to venerate as well as to obey Us alien

rulers. The inoelern history of the Ihiti-ii m Ineh.'., as bene-

volent aelniinistrators, rulin^ the country with an e\e to the

yooei of the natives, may he sakl to heyein wit'n Loul W illiain

Ilentinck. According to the iiiseiiption upon his st..tue .a

Calcutta, from the pen of Maiaulay : ‘He abolished cruel

rites; he effaced humiliating distinctions; lie ga\e hbert\ to

the expression of public opinion, his constant study was to

elevate the intellectual and moral character of the nations com-
mitted to his charge.’

Lord William llentinck’s first care on arrival in India was to

restore equilibrium to the finances, whiih were tottering under

the burden imposed upon them by the r.iirniese war. This he

effected by three series of measures— first, by reductions in

[lermanent expenditure, amounting to H. millions sterling a

year; second, by augmenting the revenue from lands wlmh
had surreptitiously escajicd assessment

;
tliird, by duties on

the opium of Malwa. He also widened the gates by which

educated natives could enter the service of the Conijiany.

Some of these reforms were distasteful to the covenanted

service and to the officers of the army. But I.orii William was

staunchly suiiported by the Court of Directors and by the

ii’hig Ministry at home.

His two must memorable acts arc the abol.tion of saf!, or .

widow-burning, and the suiipression of the /icr.ys. At this

distance of time, it is difficult to realize the degree to whit h

these two barbarous [iracticcs h.rd corrujited the soi in! s\e;eiu

of the Hindus. European rcsearcii has clearly priAcd tb.at

the text in the Ved.as adduced to authorize the imniulalum

of widows, was a w-ilful mistranslation.’ But the prai ti< e liad

been enshrined in Hindu opinion by the authority i.f (cn-

turies, and had acquired the saiii tity of a religious rite. 1 he

Km[)eror Akbar jirohibited it, but faiietl to put it duwn. '1 be

early English rulers did not dare to ciolatc the rci.gicii-

traditions of tlie [leople. In the year 1817 no les,-, than 7a;

widows are said to have been burned alive in th.e iTu-al

Presidency alone. To this il.iy, the holy spots ot Haidu

pilgrimage are thickly dotted with little white p.llar-. c.si n

commemorating a sail. In spite of strenuou' p-.- iaai, b bi

from Europeans and natives, Lord Wiiliam Ber.tin' k carried a

Regulation in Council on the 4th December 1829. by wli.c.,

‘ l':.u ch'; . IV. pv. II ,.. I a;.

Ill-

tni u c 1

rcfinii -

M ole

-.f o,0.

1S20.
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all who abetted sail were declared guilty of ‘ culpable

homicide.’

The honour of suppressing fhagi must be shared between

Lord William Bentinck and Captain Sleeman. Thags were

hereditary assassins, who made strangling their profession.

They travelled in bands, disguised as merchants or pilgrims,

and were sworn together by an oath based on the rites of the

bloody goddess Kali. Between 1826 and 1835, as many as

1562 ihags were apprehended in different parts of British India ;

and, by the evidence of approvers, these abominable brother-

hoods were broken up. They have since been stamped out.

Two other historical events are connected with the admini-

stration of Lord William Bentinck. In 1833, the Charter of

the East India Company was renewed for twenty years, but

upon the condition that the Company should abandon its

trade and permit Europeans to settle freely in the country.

At the same time, a fourth or ‘Law-member’ was added to

the Governor -General’s Council, who need not be a servant

of the Company
; and a Commission was appointed to revise

and codify the law. Macaulay was the first Law-member of

Council, and the first President of the Law Commission.
In 1830-31, it was found necessary to take the State of

Mysore under British administration. It continued so up to

March 188 r, when it was restored to Native government. In
^^34 )

fhe frantic misrule of the Raja of Coorg brought on a
sharp and short war. The Raja Lingaraj was permitted to

retire to \ ellore, then to Benares, and finally to England, where
he died. The brave and proud inhabitants of his mountainous
little territory decided to place themselves under the sway of
the Company. This was the only annexation effected by Lord
M illiam Bentinck, and it was done ‘ in consideration of the
unanimous wish of the people.’

Sir Charles (Lord) Metcalfe succeeded Lord William Ben-
unck, being senior member of Council. His short term of office
i^ memorable for the measure which his predecessor had initi-

ated, but which he carried into execution, for giving entire liberty
to the press. From this time the Indian Government lost the
power of deporting British journalists who made themselves
formidable by their pens. Public opinion in India, as well as
tae express wish of the Court of Directors at home, pointed to
Metcalfe as the fittest person to carry out the policy of Bentinck,
not provisionally, but as Governor-General for a full term.

I arL) exigencies, however, led to the appointment of Lord
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Auckland. From this date commences a new era of war and Loi.i

conquest, which may be said to have la.sted fur twenty
years. All looked peaceful until Ford Auckland, promjited
by his evil genius, attemjned by force to pl.ice Shall Shuja
upon the throne of Kabul

;
an attempt condin ted with gross

mismanagement, and ending in the annihilation of the Briti.di

garrison placed in that city.

For the first time since the days of the Sultans of (lhazni Af-l,,ui-

and Ghor, Afghanistan had obtained a national king in 1747
in Ahmad Shah Durani. Ihis resolute soldier found his Dur.una,

opportunity in the confusion which followed the death of the >7

Persian conqueror. Nadir Shah. Before his own decease in

1773, Ahmad Shah had conquered a wide empire, from Herat
to Peshawar, and from Kashmir to Sind. His intervention on
the field of Pdnipat (1761) turned back the tide of Maratha
conquest, and maintained the Mughal Emperor on the throne

of Delhi. But Ahmad Shah never cared to settle in India,

and alternately kept state at his two -Afghan capitals of K.-itml

and Kandahar. The Durani kings were prolific in children,

who fought to the death with one another on each succession.

At last, in 1826, Dost Muhammad, head of the jiowerful

Barakzdi family, succeeded in establishing himself as ruler of

Kabul, with the title of Amir, while two fugitive brothers of

the Durani line were living under British protection at Ludhiana,

on the Punjab frontier.

The attention of the English Government had been directed Our lutIv

to .Afghan affairs ever since the time of Lord Wellesley, who he-Ving-,

feared that Zaman Shah, the .Afghan .Amir, then holding his k.OimI.

court at Lahore (i8oo), might follow in the path of .Ahmad >^.20-37.

Shah, and overrun Hindustan. The growth of the powerful

Sikh kingdom of Ranjit Singh effectually dispelled these

alarms. Subsequently, in 1S09, while a French invasion of

India was still a possibility to be guarded agaiii't. Mountstuart

Elphinstone was sent by Lord Minto on a mission to Shiih

Shuji to form a defensive alliance. Before the year expired,

Shah Shuj.i had been driven into exile, and a third iirother,

Alahmiid Shah, w.is on the throne. In 1837, when liie curtain

rises upon the drama of English interference in .Wghauist.ir,

the usurper Dost Muhammad B.irakzii was firmly established M,-.-

at Kabul. His great ambition was to recover Pesii.rwar from s

the Sikhs. When, therefore. Captain .Mcx.rnde-r Burncs

arrived on a mission from Lord Auckl.rnd, with the o^tensilile

object of opening trade, the Dost was wiiiine to promise

everything if only he could get Peshawar.
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But Lord Auckland had another and more iuii)ortant object

in view. At this time the Russians were advancing rapidly in

Central Asia, and a Persian army, not without Russian sup]jort,

was besieging Herat, then as now the bulwark of Afghanistan

on the west. A Russian envoy was at Kabul at the same

time as our own envoy Burnes. The latter was unable to

satisfy the demands of Dost Muhammad in the matter of

Peshawar, and returned to India unsuccessful. Lord Auck-
land forthwith resolved upon the hazardous plan of placing a

more subservient ruler upon the throne of Kabul.

Shah Shuja, one of the two exiles of Ludhiana, was selected

for the purpose. At this time both the Punjab and Sind
were independent kingdoms. Sind was the less powerful of

the two, and accordingly a British army escorting Shah Shuja
made its way by that route into southern Afghanistan through
the Bolan Pass. Kandahar surrendered

; Ghazni was taken by
storm. Dost Muhammad fled across the Hindu Kush, and
Shah Shuja was triumphantly led into the Bala Hissar at

Kabul in August 1S39. After one more brave struggle, Dost
Muhammad surrendered, and was sent to Calcutta as a State
])risoner.

But although we could enthrone Shah Shuja, we could not
win for him the hearts of the Afghans. To that nation he
seemed a degenerate exile thrust back upon them by foreign
arms. During two years Afghanistan remained in the military
occupation of the British. The catastrophe occurred in
November 1841, when our Political Agent, Sir Alexander
Burnes, was assassinated in the city of Kabul. The troops
in the cantonments were under the command of General
Elphmstone (not to be confounded with the able civilian and
historian, the Hon. Mountstuart Elphinstone). Sir William
Macnaghten was the Political Officer. Elphinstone, an old
man, proved unequal to the responsibilites of the position.
Macnaghten w-as treacherously murdered at an interview with
the Afghan chief, Akbar Khdn, eldest son of Dost Muhammad.

After lingering amid disgraceful dissensions and with fatal
indecision in cantonments for two months, the British army
-et off m the depth of winter, under a fallacious guarantee
troni the Afgh.in leaders, to find its way back to India through
the passes. When they started, they numbered 4000 fighting
men with 1 2, 000 camp followers. A single survivor. Dr. Brydon,
reached the friendly walls of Jalalabad, where General Sale
w.as gallantly holding out. The rest perished in the snowy
defiles of Khurd-Kabul and Jagdalak, from the knives and
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matchlocks of the Afghans, or from the effects of cold. A
few prisoners, chiefly women, children, and officers, were

considerately treated by the orders of Akbar Khan.

The first Afghan enterprise, begun in a spirit of agitression,

and conducted amid disagreements and mismanagement, had

ended in the disgrace of the llritish arms. The real loss, Tlu-

which amounted only to a single irarrison, and cost fewer';',"",'""',

soldiers than many a victory, was magnified by the horrors of

the winter march, and by the completeness of the annihilation.

Within a month after the news reached Calcutta, Lord F.'d .,f

.Auckland had been superseded by Lord Ellenborough, whose

first impulse was to be satisfied with drawing off in safety the iSar-ri

garrisons from Kandahar and Jalalfibdd. Tut bolder counsels

were forced upon him. General Pollock, who was marching The anm

straight through the Punjab to relieve Sale, was allowed to

penetrate to Kabul. General Nott, although ordered to with-

draw from Afghanistdn, resolved to take Kabul on the way '

Lord Ellenborough gave his commands in well-chosen words,

which would leave his generals responsible for any disaster.’

General Nott took that responsibility, and instead of retreating

south-east to the Indus, boldly marched north in nearly the

opposite direction to Kabul. After hard fighting, the two

British forces, under Pollock and Nott, met at their common
destination at Kabul City in September 1S42. The gre.u

bdzdy at Kabul was blown up with gunpowder, to fix a stigma

upon the city
;
the prisoners were recovered

;
and the British

troops marched back to India, leaving Dost Muhammad to

take undisputed possession of his throne.

The drama closed with a bombastic proclamation from Lord The

Ellenborough, who had caused the gates from the tomb of
‘

^ .All

u

Mahmud of Ghazni to be carried back as a memorial of

‘ Somnath revenged.’ Lord Ellenborough, in his craze for

historical melodrama, declared these doors to be the ones

carried away from the spoliation of the Somnath tengfle

by Mahnuid of Ghazni, 1024 a.o.’ The gates were a modern

forgery
;
and their theatrical procession through the Punj ib

formed a vainglorious sequel to Lord Pdlenborough’s diffidence

while the fate of otir armies hung in the balance. The his-

trionic travesty which closed the first Kabul war was scarcely

^ The Indiin Adrr:ini-^t)a!ioft of Lord EiU 7ih->ron C'fre-

sLofidcHic’. Edittil by Lord Colchester, 1S74. bee Lord LUenborQU;;h’>

own Letters, pp. 29, 30, 39. etc.

- Tide ante, chap. \. p. 327.
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less distasteful to the serious English mind than the unrighteous

interference which led to its commencement, or the follies and

feeble division of counsels which produced its disasters.

Lord Ellenborough, who loved military pom[), had his taste

gratified by two more wars. In 1843, the Muhammadan rulers

of Sind, known as the Mirs or Amirs, whose chief fault was

that they would not surrender their independence, were

crushed by Sir Charles Napier. The victory of Miani. in

which 3000 British troops defe-ated 20,000 Baluchis, is one of

the brilliant feats of arms in Anglo-Indian history. But valid

reasons can scarcely be found for the annexation of the

country. In the same year, a disputed succession at Gw'alior,

fomented by feminine intrigue, resulted in an outbreak of the

overgrown army which the Sindhia family kept up. Peace

was restored by the battles of Maharajpur and Pannidr, at the

former of which Lord Ellenborough was present in person.

In 1844, Lord Ellenborough was recalled by the Court of

Directors, who differed from him on points of administration,

disliked his theatrical display, and distrusted his erratic genius.

He was succeeded by Sir Henry (afterwards Lord) Hardinge,
who had served through the Peninsular war, and lost a hand
at Ligny. It was felt on all sides that a trial of strength

between the British and the remaining Hindu Power in India,
the great Sikh nation, drew near.

The Sikhs were not a nationality like the Marathas, but a
religious sect bound together by the additional tie of military
discipline. They trace their origin to Nanak Shah, a ])ious

Hindu reformer, born near Lahore in 1469, before the
ascendancy of either Mughalsor Portuguese in India. Xanak,
like other zealous preachers of his time, preached the abolition
of caste, the unity of the Godhead, and the obligation of
leading a pure life.’^ From Nanak, ten gurus or apostles are
traced down to Govind Singh in 1708, with whom the suc-
cession stopped. Cruelly persecuted by the ruling Muham-
madans, almost exterminated under the miserable successors
of Aurangzeb,- the Sikh martyrs clung to their faith with
unflinching zeal. At last the downfall of the Mughal Empire
transformed the Sikh sect into a territorial power. It was

* I ante, pp. 257, 25S. The life of XaMk and growth of his sect are
siinimanzed m articles Amrits.vr and Puxj.vn, The Imperza! Ca-^ttee:- af
Jn.n :. The religious aspects of the Sikhs are fully treated in Wilson's

i~--n at the Hindi,;, %-ol, i. pp. 267-275 (ed. 1862).
- I'l leant,, p. 372.
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the only political organization remaining in the Punjab. The
Sikhs in the Xorth, and the IMardthas in Southern and Central Sikh con-

India, thus became the two great Hindu Powers who par-

titioned the Mughal Empire. Even before the rise of Ranjit

Singh, offshoots from the Sikh mis/s or confederacies, each

led by its elected sardar, had carved out for themselves feudal

principalities along the banks of the Sutlej, some of which

endure to the present day.

Ranji't Singh, the Lion of the Punjab ’ and founder of Ranjit

the Sikh kingdom, was born in 17S0. In his twentieth

year he obtained the appointment of Governor of Lahore

from the Afghan Amir, and formed the project of erecting

his personal rule upon the fanaticism of his Sikh country-

men. He organized their church militant, or ‘ the liberated,’

into an army under European officers, which for steadi-

ness and religious fervour has had no parallel since the

Ironsides of Cromwell. From Lahore, as his capital, he His

extended his conquests south to Multan, west to Peshawar, i^’rigdom.

and north to Kashmir. On the east side alone he was

hemmed in by the Sutlej, up to which river the authority of

the British Government had advanced in 1804. Until his

death, in 1839, Ranjit Singh was ever loyal to the engagements

which he had entered into with Metcalfe in 1809. But he left

no son capable of wielding his sceptre. Lahore was torn by

dissensions between rival generals, ministers, and queens. Its dis-

The only strong power was the army of the Central Com- tensions,

mittee of Generals or khalsd} which, since our disaster in

Afghanistan, burned to measure its strength with the British

Sepoys. Ranjit Singh’s European generals, Avitabile and

Court, were foolishly ousted by the Sikh commanders, and the

supreme military command was vested in a series ofpanchdyats

or elective committees of five.

In 1845, the Sikh army, numbering 60,000 men, wnth 150 First

guns, crossed the Sutlej and invaded British territory. Sir

Hugh Gough, the Commander-in-Chief, together with the

Governor-General, hurried up to the frontier. Within three

weeks, four pitched battles were fought, at Miidki, Firozshah,

Aliwdl, and Sobraon. The British loss on each occasion was

heavy
;
but by the last victory, the Sikhs were fairly driven

back into the Sutlej, and Lahore surrendered to the British.

The British, however, declined to annex the prostrate pro-

^ The Persian word khdlisah, literally ‘ pure ' or * .sincere,’ means in

Indian official language the royal exchequer, and hence more loosely the

bureau of the central administration.

2 H
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vince
;
but appointed a Sikh Protectorate. I'.v the terms of

peace which we then dictated, the infant son of Ranjit, Dhuh'p

Singh, was recognised as Raja
;
the Jalandhar Doab, or tract

between the Sutlej and the Beas, was added to the British

territory
;
the Sikh army was limited to a specified number

;

Major Henry Lawrence was appointed Resident, to as.sist the

Sikh Council of Regency, at Lahore ; and a British force was

sent to garrison the Punjab on behalf of the child-Raja. The
Governor-General, Sir H. Hardinge, received a peerage, and

returned to England in 1S48.

Lord Dalhousie succeeded. The eight years’ rule of this

greatest of Indian proconsuls (1848-56) left more conspicuous

results than that of any Governor-General since Clive. A
high-minded statesman, of a most sensitive conscience, and
earnestly desiring peace, Lord Dalhousie found himself forced

against his will to fight two wars, and to embark on a policy

of annexation. His campaigns in the Punjab and in Burma
ended in large acquisitions of territory ; while Nagpur, Oudh,
and sei'eral minor States also came under British rule. But
Dalhousie's deepest interest lay in the advancement of the

moral and material condition of the country. His system of

administration carried out in the conquered Punjab, by the
t«o Lawrences and their assistants, is jirobably the most suc-

cessful piece of difficult work ever acconq dished by English-
men. Lower Burma has prospered under our rule not less

than the Punjab. In both cases, Lord Dalhousie himself laid

the foundations of our administrative success, and deserves a
large share of the credit.

No branch of the administration esra[)ed liis reforming hand.
He founded the Public orks Department, with a view to

creating the network of roads, railways, and canals which now
coier India. He opened the Ganges Canal, still the largest

work ot the kind in the country; and he turned the sod
ot the first Indian railway. He promoted steam communi-
cation with England via the Red Sea, and introduced cheap
postage and the electric telegraph. It is Lord Dalhousie’s
misfortune that these benefits are too often forgotten in the
rccoilecu’ons of the Mutiny, which followed his policy of
anne.xation, after the firm hand which had remodelled British
ndia was withdrawn. But history is compelled to record not

onlv that no other Governor-General since the time of Lord
e eslev had ruled India with such splendid success from

tiic militar) and political point of view, but also that no other

f
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Governor-General hail done so nun li to iuiiircne the internal

adininibtration since the days of Warren Hai'toiL,--.

Lord Dalhousie had not been si\ months in India before ii, i

the second Sifli war broke out. 'I'lie atteiniit to yovern the

Punjab by a Sikh Protectorate broke ilown. 'I'he Gouncil of

Regency was divided against itself, corrupt and weak, 'i'he

(dueen-Mother liad cho-en her |iaramour as I'rime Minister.

In 1S4S the storm liroke. 'I'wo llntisli officers weie

treacherously assassinated at Miilt.in. L’lifoitiinately, Henrv

Lawrence was at home on suk leave. 'I'he llritish army was

not ready to act in the hot weather ; and, despite the single-

handed e.xertions of Lieutenant (afterwards Sir Herbert)

Isdwardes, this outbreak of fanatic ism led to a general rising

of the vSikh confederacies.

'Phe khdhd army again came together, and once more fought

on even ternns with the Ilritisli. f)n the fatal lieldofChilianwala,* Chiii.Tn-

which our patriotLsm jtrefers to call a drawn battle, the llritish
"al.i. iSgci.

lust ’400 officers and men, besides four guns and the colours

of three regiments (13th January oSge;). Put before reinforce-

ments could come out from England, bringing Sir Charles

Xapier a.s Coniniandcr-in-Chief, Lord Gough had restored his

reputation by the crowning victor) of Gujrat, which ab.solute!) (lujr.u

destroyed the Sikh army. .Mtilt.an had [ireviously fallen ; and

the Afghan hor.se under I )o.^t .Muhammad, who had forgotten

their hereditary antijeith) to the .''ikhs in their greater hatred

cf the llritish name, were chased b.ick with ignmniny to their

native hills. 'I he I’unjab, annexed by proclamation on th.e

29th March 1S49,- became a Ilnti'li I’r'.vince—a virein field

for the adiiiini-.trative talents of Dalhousie and the two

Lawrences. .Maharaj.-i Dhuhp Smgh received an rdlowance

of _;^5S,ooc a tear, on whah he lived as an Kngli.shi coumiy

gentleman in Nt.rfolk for many )e,irs.

'I'he first step m ihe jianfiration of the Ptinjab was a general Tin-

disarmament, wliK h re--nlted in the delivery of no fewer than

r 20,oco weapons of v.irious kiml". '1 lien followed a Settle- uSgq

ment of the laud tax, villige b) vill.ige, at an a-'S-.'-'-nient mm h [n ui. i:;-

belovv that to whuh it hail been rai.sed by Sikh e.xacUons ; and ''

the introdui tion of a loo-e but eiiuital.ie code of civil and

‘.See .irnch.' Cun 1 vsw vi ,v .rn-l (.il.xi, ,-f

/hi.’/

' Ili term-' of th- r;.;recn'cnt with Malta SiEL'h rif amt'

— Ailc!;]'' n'' /'. Vi .71 / LiK-i ir . \<>\ m 47

“ r«)r thf rnriLX.'M -n aixl a Inrini--trati\t- hi'f r> f the . 'P. rr*;c c

I'i NVAIi in 7h. In f./i:. O/M' th if Ii:..,
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criminal procedure. Roads and canals were laid out by

Colonel Robert Napier (afterwards Lord Na|jier of Magd.ala).

The security of British peace, and the personal influence of

British officers, inaugurated a new era of prosperity, which was

felt to the farthest corners of the Province. It thus happened

that, when the Mutiny broke out in 1857, the Punjab remained

not only quiet, but loyal.

Second The second Burmese war, in 1852, arose out of the ill-

vu'"i852
treatment of some European merchants at Rangoon, and the

insults offered to the captain of a British frigate who had been

sent to remonstrate.^ The lower valley of the Irawadi, from

Rangoon to Prome, was occupied in a few months
;
and as

Lower the King of Ava refused to treat, it was annexed by proclama-

ann™ed, December 1852, under the name of Pegu,

1852. to the Provinces of Arakan and Tenasserim, acquired in

1826.

Since annexation in 1852, the inhabitants of the town of

Rangoon were said to have multiplied fourteen-fold by 1881.

During the last decade alone, from 1881 to 1891, they

increased from r34,i76to 180,324; showing the largest pro-

portional increase among the first-class towns of India, and
placing Rangoon as the ninth most populous city in British

India, or the eleventh in both British and Feudatory India.

The trade of this port, which four years after annexation

amounted to only Rx. 2,131,055, had increased
to Rx. 12,456,131 in 1891 for private trade alone, besides
Government stores and material.

Its pro- The towns and rural parts have alike prospered. Before its

unde/ annexation in 1826, Amherst District was the scene of per-

our rule, petual warfare between the Kings of Siam and Pegu, and was
stripped of inhabitants. In February 1827, a Talaing chief with
To,ooo followers settled in the neighbourhood of Maulmain;
and after a few years, a further influx of 20,000 immigrants
took place. In 1855, the population of Amherst District
amounted to 83,146 souls; in i860, to 130,953; in 1875, to

275>432 ; in 1881, to 301,086
; and in 1891, to 417,312. Or,

to take the case of a seaport,—in 1826, w'hen we occupied
that part of the Province, Akyab was a poor fishing village.
By 1830 it had developed into a little town, with a trade
\a ued at ^7000. In 1879 the trade exceeded 2 millions
sterling

, so that the trade of Akyab had multiplied itself
close on three hundred-fold in exactly fifty years. The popula-
' For further details, see article Burma, The Imperial Cazetteey of India.
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tion of Lower Burma increased from millions in 1S55, lu

over millions in 1S91.

Lord Dalhousie’s dealings with the Feudatory States of 'I'he

India revealed the whole nature of the man. That rulers

exist only for the good of the ruled, was his supreme axiom of

government, of which he gave a conspicuous example in his

own daily life. That British administration was better for the

people than Native rule, followed from this axiom. He was
thus led to regard native chiefs from somewhat the same point

of view as the Scotch regarded the hereditary jurisdictions

after 1745, namely, as mischievous anomalies, to be abolished

by every fair means. Good faith must be kept with rulers on

the throne, and with their legitimate heirs. But no false Ual-

sentiment should preserve dynasties which had forfeited our

sympathies by generations of misrule, nor prolong those that of ‘ lap,e.’

had no natural successor. The ‘ doctrine of lapse ’ was the

practical application of these princijiles, complicated by the

Indian practice of ado[)tion.

According to Hindu private law, an adopted son entirely Hindu

fills the place of a begotten son, whether to perform the religious

obsequies of his father or to inherit his property. In all

respects he continues the persona of the deceased. But it was

argued that, both as a matter of historical fact and as one of

political expediency, the succession to a throne stood upon a

different footing. It was affirmed, not always with a complete

knowledge of the facts, that the Mughal Emperors had asserted

an interest in successions to the great fiefs, and demanded
heavy payments for recognising them. It was therefore main-

tained that the paramount power could not acknowledge

without limitations a right of adoption, which might be used

as a fraud to hand over the happiness of millions to a base-

born impostor. Here came in Lord Dalhousie’s maxim of

‘the good of the governed’ In his mind, the benefits to be

conferred through British administration weighed heavier than

a superstitious and often fraudulent fiction of inheritance.

The first State to escheat to the British Government in Lapsed

accordance with these princijiles was Satara, which had been

reconstituted by Lord Hastings on the downfall of the Peshwa

in 1S18. The Raja of Satara, the last lineal representative of

Sivaji, died without a male heir in 184S, and his death-bed

adojnion was set aside (1S49). In the same year, the inde-

pendence of the Rajput State of Karauli was saved by the Kar.vili,

Court of Directors, who drew a fine distinction between
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dependent principality and a protected ally. In 1S53, Jhansi

suffered the same fate as Satara.

But the most conspicuous application of the doctrine of

lapse was the case of Nagpur. The last of the Marathi

Bhonslas, a dynasty older than the British Government itself,

died without a son, natural or ado[ited, in 1S53. His terri-

tories were annexed, and became the Central 1 ro\inces. That

year also saw British administration extended to the Berirs, or

the Assigned Districts, which the Nizam of Haidarabid was

induced to hand over to us, as a territorial guarantee for his

arrears of subsidy, and for the pay of the Haidarabid contin-

gent, which he perpetually kept m arrear. The relics of three

other dynasties also passed away in 1853, although without

any attendant accretion to British territory. In the extreme

south, the titular Nawab of the Karnatik and the titular Raja

of Tanjore both died without heirs. Their rank and their

pensions died with them, but compassionate allowances were

continued to their families. In the North of India, Baji Rao,

the ex-Peshwa who had been dethroned in 1818, lived on till

1853 in the enjoyment of his annual pension of ;^So,ooo. His

adopted son, Nana Sahib, inherited his accumulated savings,

but could obtain no further recognition.

Lord Dalhousie annexed the Province of Oudh on different

grounds. Ever since the Nawab Wazir, Shuja-ud-Daula,

received back his forfeited territories from the hands of Lord

Clive in 1765, the existence of his dynasty had depended on

the protection of British bayonets.' Guarded alike from

foreign invasion and from domestic rebellion, the long line

of Nawabs had sunk into private debauchees and public

oppressors. Their one virtue was steady loyalty to the British

Government. The fertile districts between the Ganges and the

Gogra, which now support a denser population than, perhaps,

any rural area of the same size on the globe, had groaned

for generations under an anarchy for which each British

Governor-General felt himself in part responsible. Warning

after warning had been given to the Nawabs (who had assumed

the title of Shah or King since 1819) that they must put their

house in order.

What the benevolent Bentinck and the soldierly Hardinge

had only threatened, was reserved for Lord Dalhousie, who
united honesty of purpose with stern decision of character,

to perform. He laid the whole case before the Court of

' P'or the history of Oudh since 1765, and the misrule which compelled

its .annexation, see article Oudh, The Imperial Caultecr of India.
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Directors, who, after long and painful hc'-itation, resolved on

annexation. Lord Dalhousie, then on the eve of retiring, I oi 1 1),’,

I

felt that it would he unfair to leave the perilous task to his
•'"“s's'

s

‘
,

VlCWi.llllL’
successor m the first moments of his rule. 'I'he tardy deci.sion nic.i'ure

of the Court of Directors left him, however, only a few weeks

to carry out the work. Hut he solemnly believed that work to

be his duty to the people of Oudh. ‘ With this feeling on my
mind,’ he wrote in his private diary, ‘and in humble reliance

on the blessing of the Almighty (for millions of His creatures

will draw freedom and h.appiness from the change), I approach

the execution of this duty, gravely and not without solicitude,

but calmly and altogether without doubt.’

At the commencement of 1S56, the last year of his rule, he

issued orders to General (afterwards Sir James) Outram, then

Resident at the court of Lucknow, to assume the direct

administration of Oudh, on the ground that ‘the British GrounU- if

Government would be guilty in the sight of God and man if

It were any longer to aid in sustaining by its countenance an

administration fraught with suffering to millions.’ The pro-

clamation was issued on the 13th February 1856. The king,

^Vajid Ali, bowed to irresistible farce, although he refused to

recognise the justice of his deposition. After a mission to

England, consisting of bis mother, brother, and son, by way of

protest and appeal, he settled down in the pleasant suburb of

Garden Reach near Calcutta. There he lived to an old age

in the enjoyment of a pension of ^120,000 a year. Ou.ih

was thus annexed without a blow. But this measure, on

which Lord Dalhousie looked b.ack with the proudest sense

of rectitude, was jierhaps the one act of his rule that most

alarmed native public opinion.

The Marquess of Dalhousie resigned office in March 1S56,

being then only forty-four years of age
;
but he carried home

with him the seeds of a lingering illness, which resulted in his

death in i860. Excejjting Cornwallis, he was the first, although LorU D.d-

by no means the last, of Engdish statesmen who have fallen
'

victims to their devotion to India’s needs. iSeo.

Lord Dalhousie completed the fabiic of British rule in India. Hi- wr.rk

The Emjiire as niajiped out by Lord Wellesley and Lord

Hastings, during the first (piarter of the century, had received

the addition of Sind m 1S43. "1 Marquess of Daliiou'ie

finally filled in the wide spaces covered by (Judh, by the Central

Provinces, and by smaller States within India
;
together with the

great outlying territories of the Punjab on the Xorih-Western

Frontier, and the richest part of Lower Burma beyond the sea.
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The great Governor-General was succeeded by his friend

E'rrl Lord Canning, who, at the farewell banquet in England given

tiy the Court of Directors, uttered these prophetic

words :
‘ I wish for a peaceful term of office. But I cannot

forget that in the sky of India, serene as it is, a small cloud

may arise, no larger than a man’s hand, but which, growing

larger and larger, may at last threaten to burst and overwhelm
The Sepoy us with ruin.’ In the following year, the Sepoys of the Bengal

army mutinied, and all the valley of the Ganges from Patna to

Delhi rose in rebellion.

Causes
of the

Sepoy
Mutiny.

Temper
of the

Sepoys.

Other
alleged

causes

of the

Mutiny.

The various motives assigned for the Mutiny appear

inadequate to the European mind. The truth seems to be

that Native opinion throughout India was in a ferment, pre-

disposing men to believe the wildest stories, and to rush into

action in a paro.xysm of terror. Panic acts on an Oriental

population like drink upon a European mob. The annexation

policy of Lord Dalhousie, although dictated by the most

enlightened considerations, was distasteful to the Native mind.

The spread of education, the appearance at the same moment
of the steam-engine and the telegraph wire, seemed to reveal

a deep plan for substituting an English for an Indian

civilisation. The Bengal Sepoys especially thought that they

could see farther than the rest of their countrymen. Most of

them were Hindus of high caste
;
many of them were recruited

from Oudh. They regarded our reforms on Western lines as

attacks on their own nationality, and they knew at first hand
what annexation meant. They believed it was by their

prowess that the Punjab had been conquered, and that all

India was held. The numerous dethroned princes, or their

heirs and widows, were the first to learn and take advantage of

this spirit of disaffection and panic. They had heard of the

Crimean war, and were told that Russia was the perpetual

enemy of England. Our munificent pensions to their families

had supplied the funds with which they could buy the aid of

skilful intriguers.

On the other hand, the Company had not sufficiently

opened up the higher posts in its service to natives of

education, talent, or proved fidelity. It had taken important
steps in this direction in respect to the lower grades of

appointments. But the prizes of Indian official life, many of
which are now thrown open to natives of India by the Crown,
were then the monopoly of a handful of Englishmen. Shortly
before the Mutin\-, Sir Henry Lawrence pointed out that even
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the army supplied no career to a Native ofticcr which could

satisfy the reasonable ambition of an aijle man. Kc insisted

on the serious dangers arising from this state of things
;
but

his warnings were unheeded till too late. In the crisis of the

Mutiny they were remembered. 1 le was nominated previsional

Governor-General in event of any accident happening to Lord

Canning
;
and the Queen’s ])roclamation, on the transfer of the

Government from the Comjiany to the Cirown at tlie end of

the great struggde, affirmed the principle which he iiad so

powerfully urged. ‘And it is our further will,' are Her
Majesty’s gracious words, ‘that, so far as may be, our subjects,

of whatever race or creed, be freely and impartially admitted

to offices in our service, the duties of which they may be

qualified by their education, ability, and integrity duly to

discharge.’ I’nder the Company this liberal policy was

unknown. The Sejioy Mutiny of 1857, therefore, found many
of the Indian princes, especially the dethroned dynasties,

hostile to the Company
;

while a multitude of its own

Native officers were either actively disloyal or indifferent to

its fate.

In this critical state of affairs, a rumour ran through the The

Native army that the cartridges served out to the Bengal

regiments had been greased with the fat of cows, the sacred

animal of the Hindus; and even with the lard of pigs

—

animals which are unclean alike to Hind.u and Muh.immadan.

No assurances could quiet the minds of the Sepoy.s. Indeed,

the evidence shows that a disastrous blunder had in truth

been made in this matter—a blunder which, aithoug-h quickly

remedied, was remedied too late. As a matter of fact, cows’

tallow had, with a culpable ignorance, been used in the

ammunition factories. Steps were quickly taken to prevent

the dehlmg cartridges from reaching the hands and rnomhs of

the Sepoys. But no assurances could quiet their jierturbed and

e.xcitcd minds. Tires occurred nightly in the Native lines ;

officers were insulted by their men
;
cunfulence was gone, and

only the form of discipline remained.

In addition, the outbreak of the storm found tlie Native The .army

regiments denuded of many of their best officers. The

administration of thegreat Em]. ire to which Dalhousic had put

tne corner-stone, required a l.iruer staff tlian the Civil Service

could suiiply. The inactice of selecting able military men for

civil posts, which had long existed, received a sudden and vast

development. Oudh, the Punjab, the Central Provinces, and

Lower Burma, were administered to a Urge extent by jacked
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Outbreak
of the

Mutiny,
May 1857,

At Meerut.

officers from the Company’s regiments. Good and skilful

commanders remained
;
but the Native army bad nevertheless

been drained of many of its brightest intellects and firmest

wills at the very crisis of its fate. At the same time the

British troops in India had, in s[)ite of Lord Dalhousie’s

solemn warnings and repeated remonstrances, been reduced

far below the strength which the great Governor-General

declared to be essential to the safety of our rule. His earnest

representations on this subject, and as to the urgent necessity

for a reform alike of the Native and the British armies of

India, were lying disregarded in London when the panic about

the ‘greased cartridges’ spread through the Native regiments,

and the storm burst upon Bengal.

In the following narrative, only the briefest summary can be

attempted of the development of the revolt. The events of

which it treats belong to our own day. Any detailed account

of them would involve the criticism of measures on which
history has not even yet pronounced her calm verdict, and
would lead to personal praise or blame of still living men.
Each episode of the Mutiny is fully described, from the local

point of view, in my Imperial Gazetteer of India, under the

name of the town or district in which it occurred, t

On the afternoon of Sunday, loth May 1857, the Sepoys at

Meerut (Mirath) broke into open mutiny.- They broke into

the jail, liberated the prisoners, and rushed in a wild torrent

through the cantonments, cutting down a few Europeans.
They then streamed off to the city of Delhi, to stir up the
Native garrison and the criminal population of that great city,

and to place themselves under the authority of the discrowmed
Mughal Emperor. Meerut was the largest military station in

Northern India, wdth a strong European garrison of foot, horse,
and guns, sufficient to overwhelm the mutineers before ever
they reached Delhi. But as the Sepoys acted in irrational
aste, so the British officers, in but too many cases, acted with

equally irrational indecision. The news of the outbreak was
telCj^raphed to Delhi, and nothing more was done that night.

of 1S57 has already a copious literature. Sir John Kaye’s
O ef 1 11 Sepoy Har 13 vols.), with its able and eloquent continuation

by Colonel Malleson, C.S.I., as TAe History of the InMan A/utmy
j 'OS. , orms t e standard work. Two excellent popular accounts,
respectively from the political and the military point of view, will be found

Canning, and Sir Owen Burne’s Clyde
ami trathmiini, both in the ‘Rulers of India’ series. Sir Charles
.

i.cJ.suii i Co’-J L.iwretue m the same series should also be consulted.
- bte article Meerut, The Imperial Ga-etteer of India.
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At the moment when one strong; will mi_'ht Inue Indin,

no soldier in authorit) at Meerut seeinetl a'lle to think or art.

The next mornint; the Muhammadans of lielin rose, and all that At

the Europeans there could do was to hlo« up the inapa/ine.

A rallying centre and a traditional name were thus given

to the revolt, which forthwith spreail like uild lire through the

NorthAVestern Protinces and ( )udh down 1 ito Power Peng.il.

The same narrative must suffice for all tlie oiithreaks. although

each episode has its own story of sadiies-, and tle\otion. The
Sepoys rose on their ofhcers, usually witiiout warning, sometimes Sprto.i

after protestations of fidelity. The Euro[)eans, or persons of

Christian faith, were fretjuently massai red . occasionally, also, suninii 1

the women and children. The j.iil was broken ojien, the

treasury plundered, and the nintineers man lied off to some

centre of revolt, to join in what had now iiecome a national

war.

In the Punjab the Sejioys were anticipated by measures of

repression and disarmament, carried out by Sir John Pawrence

and his lieutenants, among whom Kdwardes and Nicholson

stand conspicuous. 'I'he Sikli population never wavered, Pnyalty of

Crowds of willing recruits came down from the .\fghan hills.

.\nil thus the Punjab, instead of being itself a source of

danger, was able to furnish a portion of its own garrison for

the siege of Deliii. In Power llengal many of the Seiioys

mutinied, and then di'persed in different directions. 'I'lie

Native armies of Madras and Poiiihay remained true to their

colours. In Central India, the contingents of sonic of the

great chiefs sooner or later joined the rebels, but the Muham-
madan State of Ilaidarabad was kept loyal by the authority of

its able minister, the Lite Sir S.ilir Jang.

The main interest of the Sepoy War gathers round the three

cities of Cawnpur, Purknow, and l)eihi. C.awnpur contained

one of the great Native garrieon-, of India. .\t Pitliiir. not far

off, was the palace of Dundhu Panth, the heir of tlie ia^t

Peshwa (tiriff, pp. 3S2. 473). who had inluriled hi'^ '-aiing-,

but had failed to i)ro<ure .a < ontiiiuance ul hi> pension; and

whose more familiar name of N'.ini Sih b will ever lie Inimled

down to infamy. ,\t first the N'.ini was profuse in ins pro-

fessions of loyalty : but when the Sepoys at Cawnpur nritiiimd

on the bth June, he put himself at their heath and was pro-

claimed Pc'hw.a of the Maiathds.

The Europeans at Cawnjiur, numiieriiig more women and

children than fi-hting men, shut themselves up in an ib-iho-cn

hasty entrenclinient, where they herairally icjre a :ie_e fjr

Lawn; ur.

N'iim

O-ir i'j.
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nineteen days under the sun of a tropical June. Every one

had courage and endurance to suffer or to die
;

but the

directing mind was again absent. On the 27th June, trusting

to a safe-conduct from the Nana as far as Allahabad, they

surrendered, and, to the number of 450, embarked in boats

on the Ganges. Forthwith a murderous fire was opened

upon them from the river bank. Only a single boat escaped,

and but four men, who swam across to the protection of a

friendly Raja, ultimately survived to tell the tale. The rest

of the men were massacred on the spot. The women and

children, numbering 125, were reserved for the same fate on

the r5th July, when the avenging army of Havelock was at

hand.i

Sir Henry Lawrence, the Chief Commissioner of Oudh, had

foreseen the storm. He fortified and provisioned the Residency
at Lucknow, and thither he retired with all the European
inhabitants and a weak British regiment on 2nd July. Two
days later, he was mortally wounded by a shell. Whatever
opinion may be formed of Sir Henry Lawrence’s capacity as

a soldier in his one unfortunate engagement, he clearly per-

ceived the main strategic and political points in the struggle.

Lawrence had deliberately chosen his position
;
and the little

garrison held out under unparalleled hardships and against

enormous odds, until relieved by Havelock and Outram on
25th September. But the relieving force was itself invested

by fresh swarms of rebels
; and it vvas not until November that

Sir Colin Campbell (afterwards Lord Clyde) cut his way into

Lucknow', and effected the final deliverance of the garrison -

{i6th November 1857). Our troops then withdrew to more
urgent work, and did not finally re-occupy Lucknow till March
1858.

The siege of Delhi began on 8th June, one month after

the original outbreak at Meerut. Siege in the proper sense
of the word it was not

; for the British army, encamped on
the historic ‘ridge,’ at no time exceeded 8000 men, while the
rebels within the walls were more than 30,000 strong. In the
middle of August, Nicholson arrived with a reinforcement from
tile Punjab

; but his own inspiring presence was even more
valuable than the reinforcement he brought. On 14th Sep-
tember the assault was delivered, and, after six days’ desperate
fighting in the streets, Delhi was again won. Nicholson fell at
the head of the storming party. Hodson, the fierce leader

J

.‘^ee article Caw'Npur, The Imfcrial CazetUo- ofIndia.
See article Ll'ckxow, The Imperial GazUteer of India,
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of a corps of irregular horse, hunted down next day the old

Mughal Emperor, Bahadur Shdh, and his sons. The Emperor
was afterwards sent a State prisoner to Rangoon, where he

lived till 1862. As the mob pressed in on the guard around

the Emperor’s sons, near Delhi, Hodson found it necessary to

shoot down the princes (who had been captured uncondition-

ally) with his own hand.^

After the fall of Delhi and the final relief of Lucknow, the Oiulh

war loses its dramatic interest, although fighting went on in

various parts of the country for eighteen months longer. The
population of Oudh and Rohilkhand, stimulated by the

presence of the Begam of Oudh, the Nawab of Bareilly, and

Nana Sahib himself, had joined the mutinous Sepoys en masse.

In this quarter of India alone it was the revolt of a people

rather than the mutiny of an army that had to be ([uelled.

Sir Colin Campbell (afterwards Lord Clyde) conducted the by L^r.l

campaign in Oudh, which lasted through two cold seasons.- dljxic.

Valuable assistance was lent by Sir Jang Bahadur of Nepal,

at the head of his gallant Gurkhas. Town after town was

occupied, fort after fort was stormed, until the last gun had

been recaptured, and the last fugitive had been chased across

the frontier by January 1859.

In the meanwhile, Sir Hugh Rose (afterwards Lord Strath- Sii Huuh
nairn), with another army from Bombay, was conducting an

"I

even more brilliant campaign in Central India. His most India,

formidable antagonists were the disinherited Ram' or Princess of

Jhdnsf, and Tdntia 'Popf, whose military talent had previously

inspired Ndnd Sahib with all the capacity for resistance which

he ever tlisplayed. The Princess died fighting bravely at the

head of her troops in June 1858.^ Tantia Topi, after doubling

backwards and forwards through Central India, was at la=t

betrayed and run down in April 1S59.

The Company's Charter had been granted from time to time Renewal

for periods of twenty vears, and each renewal had formed an
. .

'
,

. . ,
, Cnm-

opportumty for a national inquest into the management ofj,an>'--

India. The Parliamentary Inquiry of 1813 .abolished the Cik it. r.

Company’s monopoly of Indian trade, and compelled it to
''

direct its energ'es in India to the good government of the

people. The Charter Act of 1833 did away wath its Chinese

trade, and nominally opened up administrative offices in Ind.a

* See article Delhi City, 7/1; Imperial GazetUcr of India.

* See article B.vreili.Y, Ihe Imp-.riai Gazetteer of India.

** See article Jh.xn=1, The Imperial Gazetteer c] India.

t
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to the natives, irrespective of caste, creed, or race. The Act

of 1S53 abolished the patronage by which the Company filled

up the superior or covenanted branch of its Civil Service. It

laid down the principle that the administration of India was

too national a concern to be left to the chances of benevolent

nepotism; and that England’s representatives in India must be

chosen openly, and without favour, from the youth of England.

The Mutiny sealed the fate of the East India Company,

after a life of more than two and a half centuries. The

original Company received its Charter of Incorporation from

Elizabeth in 1600. Its political powers, and the constitution

of the Indian Government, were derived from the Regulating

Act of 1773, passed by the Ministry of Lord North. By that

statute the Governor of Bengal was raised to the rank of

Governor-General; and, in conjunction with his Council of

four other members, he was entrusted with the duty of

superintending and controlling the Governments of Madras
and Bombay, so far as regarded questions of peace and war :

a Supreme Court of Judicature was appointed at Calcutta, to

which the judges were appointed by the Crown : and a power
of making rules, ordinances, and regulations was conferred

upon the Governor-General and his Council. Next came the

India Bill of Pitt (1784), which founded the Board of Control,

strengthened the supremacy of Bengal over the other Presi-

dencies, and first authorized the historical phrase, ‘ Governor-
General-in-Council.’

The new Charter Act which abolished the Comp.my's
Chinese trade in 1S33, introduced successive reforms into the

constitution of the Indian Government. It added to the

Council a Law-member, who need not be chosen from among
the Company’s servants, and was entitled to be [tresent only

at meetings for making Laws and Regulations. It accorded
the authority of Acts of Parliament to the Laws and Regula-
tions so made, subject to the disallowance of the Court of

Directors. It appointed a Law Commission
;
and it gave the

Governor-General-in-Council a control over the other Presi-

dencies, in all points relating to the civil or military admini-
stration. 'I he Charter of the Company was renewed for the

last time in 1S53, not for a definite period of years, but only
for so long as Parliament should see fit. On this occasion
the number of Directors was reduced, and, as above stated,

taeir patronage as regards appointments to the covenanted
Civil Service was taken away, to make room for the princi[jle

of open competition.
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The Act for the belter government of India (1S5S), which Imlir

finally transferred the entire administration from the Comj)any

to the Crown, was not passed without an elo(iucnt protest from Crmwi,

the Directors, nor without acrimonious j/arty discussion in '^ 5^-

Parliament. It enacts that India shall be governed by, and

in the name of, the Queen of England thiough one of her

principal Secretaries of State, assisted by a Council of fifteen

members. The Crovernor-General received the new title of ‘ The

Viceroy. The European troops of the Company, numbering ' 'cerny.

about 24,000 officers and men, were amalgamated with the

Royal service, and the Indian navy was abolished. By the

Indian Councils Act (1861), the Governor-Ccnerars Council,

and also the Councils at Madras and Bombay, were aug-

mented by the addition of non-official membens, either natives

or Europeans, for legislative puqioses only. By another Act,

also passed in 1S61, High Courts of Judicature were constituted

out of the old Supreme Courts at the Presidency towns.

It fell to the lot of Lord Canning both to sujipress the Imli.-i

Mutiny and to introduce the peaceful revolution which

followed. It suffices to say that he preserved his equanimity 1S5S-02.

unruffled in the darkest hours of jieril, and that the strict

impartiality of his conduct incurred alternate praise and blame

from partisans of both sides. The epithet then scornfully

levelled at him of ‘Clemency’ Canning is now remembered

only to his honour. On the ist November 1S5S, at a grand Qiiecn'<

darbdr held at Allahabad, he published the Royal Proclama-
’’

tion, which announced that the Queen had assumed the Nnv. I^5^

Government of India. This document, which is, in the truest

and noblest sense, the Magna Charta of the Indian people,

proclaimed in eloquent words a policy of justice and religious

toleration
;
and granted an amnesty to all except those who

had directly taken part in the murder of British subjects.

Peace was proclaimed throughout India on the Sth July 1S59.

In the following cold weather. Lord C.inning made a viceregal

progress through the Xorthern Province.s, to receive the homage

of loyal ]irinces and chiefs, and to guarantee to them the right

of adoption.

The sup])ression of the Mutiny increased the debt of India Cc-t .4 th,

by about 40 millions sterling, and the military changes which

ensued augmented the annual expenditure by about lo millions.

To grapple with this deficit, a distinguished political economist

and parliamentarv financier, Mr. James Wilson, was sent out

from Engl.inJ as Financial Member of Council. He re-
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organized the customs system, imposed an income-tax and a

licence duty, and created a State [laper currency. He died in

the midst of his splendid task ; but his name still lives as that

of the first and greatest Finance Minister of India. The Penal

Code, originally drawn up by Macaulay in 1S37, passed into

law in i860
;
together with Codes of Civil and Criminal Pro-

cedure in 1861.1

Lord Canning left India in March 1862, and died before

he had been a month in England. His successor, Lord

Elgin, only lived till November 1S63. He expired at the

Himalayan station of Dharmsala, and there he lies buried.

He was succeeded by Sir John (afterwards Lord) Lawrence,

the saviour of the Punjab. The chief incidents of Lord

Lawrence’s rule were the Bhutan war, followed by the annexa-

tion of the Bhutan Dwars in 1864, and the terrible Orissa

famine of i866.

In a later famine in Bundelkhand and Upper Hindustdn in

1868-69, Lord Lawrence laid down the principle, for the first

time in Indian history, that the officers of the Government
would be held personally responsible for taking every possible

means to avert death by starvation. An inquiry was conducted

into the status of the peasantry of Oudh. and an Act was

passed with a view to securing them in their customary rights.

After a period of fratricidal war among the sons of Dost

Muhammad, the Afghan territories were concentrated in the

hands of Sher Ali, and the latter was acknowledged as Amir
by Lord Lawrence. A commercial crisis took place in 1866,

which seriously threatened the young tea industry in Bengal,

and caused widespread ruin in Bombay. Sir John Lawrence
retired in January 1869, after having passed through every

grade of Indian service, from an Assistant Magistracy to the

Viceroyalty. On his return to England he w'as raised to the

"peerage. He died in 1879, and lies in Westminster Abbey.

\
Lord Mayo succeeded Lord Lawrence in 1869, and urged

on the material progress of India. The Ambala darbdr,

at which Sher All was recognised as Amir of Afghanistan,

although in one sense the completion of what Lord Lawrence
had begun, owed its success to Lord Mayo. The visit of

His Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh in 1869-70

On the subject of Anglo-Indian Codification, vid' ante, chap. iv. pp-
160, 161.
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gave great pleasure to the natives of India, and introduced a

tone of personal loyalty into our relations with the feudatory

princes.

Lord Mayo reformed several of the great branches of the Luid

administration, created an Agricultural Department, and intro-

duced the system of Provincial Finance. The impulse to

local self-government given by the last measure has done tm.ance.

much, and will do more, to develop and husband the revenues

of India; to quicken the sense of responsibility among the

English administrators ; and to awaken political life among the

people. Lord Mayo also laid the foundation for the reform

of the Salt Duties. He thus enabled his successors to abolish Custom,-

the old pernicious customs-lines which walled off Pro\ince
I

from Province, and strangled the trade between British India

and the Feudatory States. He developed the material

resources of the country by an immense e.xtension of roads,

railways, and canals, thus carrying out the beneficent system of

Public ^Vorks which Lord Dalhousie had inaugurated. Lord

Mayo’s splendid vigour defied alike the climate and the vast

tasks which he imposed on himself. He anxiously and labori-

ously studied with his own eyes the wants of tlie farthest

Provinces of the Empire. But his life of noble usefulness was Lord

cut short bv the hand of an assassin, in the convict settlement
' death,

of the Andaman Islands, in 1S72. 1S72.

His successor was Lord Northbrook, whose ability found Loul

pre-eminent scope in the department of finance.’ During his

^'lceroyalty, a famine which threatened Lower Bengal in 1S74 1^72-76.

was successfully obviated by a vast organiz,ition of State relief

;

the Marithd Gaekwar of Baroda was dethroned in 1S75

fur misgovernment and disloyalty, but his dominions were

continued to a child selected from the family ; and the Piince laincv 4

of Wales made a tour through the country in the cold weather

of 1S75-76. The presence of His Ro\al Highness evoked a 1875-76.

pas^^ionatc hurst of loyalty never before known in the annals of

British India. The feudatory chiefs and ruling houses of

India felt for the first time that they were incorporated into

the Faupire of an ancient and a sjjlendid dynaNty.

‘ It would be unsuitable to attempt anything beyond, the barest sum-

mary of events in Indaa since the death uf Lord Mayu in 1872. Four <A

the five X’icoroys who have ruled daring the pa^t twenty years arc,

happily, still living (1892) ; their policy forms the suhjvrct of keen c<-n-

tciHporary cniicnm : and the admini5tratf)rs, soldiers, and diploraatisl-

who gave ettcel tu that policy still hold posaessiun of the scene.
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Lord Lytton followed Lord Northbrook in 1S76. On

January i, 1877, Queen Victoria was proclaimed Empress of

India at a darbdr of unparalleled magnificence, held in the old

Delhi cantonment behind the historic ‘ridge’— the ‘ridge’

from which in 1S57 the British had reconquered the revolted

INIughal capital. But while the princes and high officials of the

country were flocking to this gorgeous scene, the shadow of

famine was darkening over Southern India. Both the mon-

soons of 1876 had failed to bring their due supply of rain, and

the season of 1877 was little better. This long- continued

drought stretched from the Deccan to Cape Comorin, and

subsequently invaded Northern India, causing a famine more

widespread than any similar calamity since 1770. Despite

vast importations of grain by sea and rail, despite the most

strenuous exertions of the Government, which incurred a total

expenditure on this account of ii millions sterling, the loss of

life from actual starvation and its attendant train of diseases

was lamentable. The deaths from want of food, and from the

diseases incident to a famine-stricken population, were estimated

at 5| millions.

In the autumn of 1878, the affairs of Afghanistan again

forced themselves into notice. Sher Ali, the Amir, who had

been hospitably entertained by Lord Mayo, was found to be

favouring Russian intrigues. A Briti.sh embassy was refused

admittance to his capital, while a Russian mission was

received with honour. This led to a declaration of war.

British armies advanced by three routes — the Khaibar

(Khyber), the Kuram, and the Bolin; and without much

opposition occupied the inner entrances of the passes. Sher

Ali fled to Afghan Turkistan, and there died. A treaty was

entered into with his son, Yakub Khan, at Gandamak, by

which the British frontier was advanced to the crests or

farther sides of the passes, and a British officer was admitted

to reside at Kabul. Within a few months the British Resident,

Sir Louis Cavagnari, was treacherously attacked and mas-

sacred, together with his escort, and a second war became

necessary. Yakub Khan abdicated, and was deported to

India.

At this crisis of affairs, a general election in England re-

sulted in a defeat of the Conservative Ministry. Lord Lytton

resigned simultaneously with the Home Government, and

the Marquess of Ripon was nominated as his successor in

April 1880. In that year a British brigade received a defeat
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between Kandahar and the Helmand river from the Herat

troops of A)ub Khiin
; a defeat i)romi>tly and completely

retrieved by the brilliant march of General Sir Frederick

Roberts from Kabul to Kandahar, and by the total rout of

Ay lib Khan’s army on ist September iSSo. Abdiir Rahman
Khan, the eldest male representative of the stock of Dost

Muhammad, was recognised iiy us as Amir. 'I'he llntish forces

retired from Kabul, leaving him, as our friend, in possession

of the cajiital. The withdrawal of our troops from Kandahar

was also effected. Soon afterwards .\yub Khan advanced

with an army from Flerat, defeated the Amir .\bdur Rahman’s

troojis, and captured Kandah.ar. His success was short-lived.

The Amir Abdur Rahman marched south with his forces from

Kabul, completely routed .Ayiib Khan, re-occupied Kandahar,

and still reigns as undisputed .Amir of Afgh.inistin (1S92).

In 18S4 a Boundary Commission was appointed, with the

consent of the Amir, to settle, in conjunction with Russian

Commissioners, the north-western frontier of Afgh.inistin.

The Native State of Mysore, which had been administered Mysore,

by the British on behalf of the Hindu ruling family since 1831,

was replaced under its hereditary dynasty on the 25th March

1S81.

During the remaining years of Lord Ripon’s administration i.onl

(iSSi-84) peace was maintained in India. The Viceroy took Lil"'"'
F. , . ,

. . .
'

. mujrn.U
advantage of this lull to carry out certain important retorms in a.lnum-

the internal government of the country. The years 18S2-84 are '•'riiuin,

memorable for these great measures. By the repeal of Lord
*

Lytton's Vernacular Press .-Vet, he set free the Native journals

from the last restraints on the free discussion of public ijuestions.

His scheme of local self-government developed the municipal

institutions which had been growing up since India ji.assed to

the Crown. By a series of enactments, larger powers of local

self-government were given to rural and urban bo.ards, and the

elective principle received a wider application. Where rural Lec.il

boards did not exist, he endeavoured to utilize the local materials
. . IHCIll \' '

'

available for their formation : and from this jioint lA view he

may be said to have extended the firinciple of local self-

government from the towns to the country. Where rural

hoards already existed, he increased their powers ; and a-, far

as possible sought to give them a representative basis,

.An attempt to extend the jurisdiction of the rural criminal Am-,-. ,

courts over European British subjects, independently of tb.e

race or nation.ility of the iircsiding judge, excited strong public

fcel’.ne, and ended in a compromise. The principle was asserted
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in regard to Native officers belonging to the Superior Civil

Service who had attained to a certain standing, namely District

IStagistrates and Sessions Judges. At the same time, the

European community received a further extension of trial by

jury, which enables European Britisli subjects to claim a jury,

if they see fit to do so, in nearly all cases before the District

criminal tribunals.

One of the earliest acts of Lord Rijjon's Viceroyalty was the

re-establishment of the Department of Revenue and Agriculture

in accordance with the recommendation of the Famine Com-
mission. This department had been originally instituted by

Lord jMayo
;
but, some years after his death, its functions had

been distributed between the Finance and Home Departments.

It was now reconstituted substantially on its former basis, as a

distinct secretariat of the Government of India. It at once took

up the recommendations of the Famine Commission
;
both

those bearing on famine relief, and those dealing with organic

reforms in the administration of the land revenue. Agri-

cultural improvements, exhibitions of Indian produce, whether

in India or in Europe, and works elucidating the raw produce

of the country, received its special attention. Its reforms in

the administration of the land revenue were largely directed to

prevent re-settlements in temporarily settled districts from

bearing too heavily on the cultivators. Such re-settlements

are in future, except in special cases, to avoid re-measurement

and vexatious inquisitions, and are to leave to the landlord or

husbandman the entire [vrofits accruing from improvements
carried out by himself.

Henceforth, an enhancement of tlie land revenue is to be

made mainly on the grounds (i) of a rise in jirices, (2) of an

increase in the cultivated area, and (3) of inqjrovements which

have been made at the expense of the Government. The
Agricultural Department sujverintends a variety of important

operations bearing on the development of the country and

the welfare of the people
; including surveys, emigration, the

meteorological bureau, the e.xtension of veterinary aid, and

the statistics of internal commerce.
Lord Ripon also appointed an Education Commission with

a view to the spread of popular instruction on a broader basis.

This Commission, after hearing evidence and collecting data

throughout the Presidencies and Provinces of India, reported

in 1883. The result of its labours was a Resolution of the

Governor - General - in - Council, which, while encouraging all

grades of education, provided specially for the advance of
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]iriniary instruction at a more equal pace with higher educa-

tion. The Recommendations of the Commission, and the
' Government Resolution based upon them, gave encourage-

ment to the indigenous schools which in some Provinces had
not previously received a sufficient recognition from the State

Department of Public Instruction.

The Commission’s Recommendations strongly affirmed the

principle of self-help in the extension of high schools and

colleges, and laid particular stress on the duty of assisting

primary education from provincial and municipal funds. They

endeavoured to provide for backward sections of the people,

particularly the Muhammadans, who for various causes had

found themselves unable to avail themselves fully of the State

system of public instruction, or in regard to whom that

system had proved defective. The general effect of the Com-
mission’s labours, and of the Government Resolution based

thereon, is to give a more liberal recognition to private effort

of every kind, and to schools and colleges conducted on the

system of grants-in-aid.

In 1SS2, Lord Ripon’s Finance Minister, Sir Evelyn Baring, .-Vbolitinn

abolished the import duties on cotton goods; and with them,

almost the whole import customs, saving a few exceptions, such 1S82.

as those on arms, liquors, etc., were abolished. In 1SS4, a

Committee of the liouse of Commons took evidence on

railway extension in India, and embodied their recommenda-

tions in a Parliamentary Report. The condition of the

agricultural population in Bengal occupied the close attention

of Lord Ripon throughout his whole Viceroyalty. After keen Bcn^il

discussions, prolonged during many years, he left a Tenancy

Bill, regulating the relations of landlord and tenant in Bengal,

almost ready to be passed by his successor.

The Marquess of Ripon retired from the Viceroy.alty at the

end of 1884, and was succeeded by the Earl of Dufferin (after- Earl

wards IMarquess of Dufferin and Ava). In the sjiring of 1SS5,

Lord Dufferin passed the Beng.al Tenancy Bill through its

final stage in the Lcgisl.ature
;
and held a darbar at Rawal

Pindi for the reception of the .-Vmfr of Afghani^t.in. d’he

result of the meeting was to strengthen the British relations

with that ruler.

During the summer of the same year, 1SS5, the hostile Burnie-v

attitude of the King of Independent Burma forced itself upon

the attention of the British Government. After repeated but

fruitless remonstrances, a British expedition was despatched
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from Bengal and Madras to Rangoon. Timely warning was

given to the Burmese sovereign of our intentions and just

demands. But King Thebau, who had inaugurated his reign

by a family massacre, and had steadily refused to redress the

wrongs of certain British subjects whom he had injured,

remained defiant. He vainly sought aid against the English

from foreign powers, and even tried to intrigue with the

French. As all our pacific proposals were rejected, a military

force under General Prendergast moved up the Irawadi in a

flotilla of steamers. The opposition encountered vvas insigni-

ficant. On November 28, 1885, the capital, Mandalay, was
occupied without fighting

; King Thebau surrendered, and was

sent a prisoner to Rangoon. His dominions of Upper Burma
were annexed to the Empire of British India by Proclamation
on the ist of January 1886. In the following February, Lord
Dufferin proceeded in person to Burma to settle the admini-

stration of the new Province. Eventually King Thebau was
deported for safe custody to British India, where he still lives

on a liberal pension {1892).

Early in 1886, also, a great Camp of Exercise was held on
the memorable battle-plain of Panipat in the Punjab. The
fortress of Gwalior was given back to its hereditary chief, the
Maharaja Sindhia, as a pledge of the goodwill and friendship
of the British Government.

"*k
fhe most important series of measures during Lord

the
Dufferin s \ iceroyalty was directed to the strengthening of the

at North-W estern frontier of India. A Boundary Commission
Fenyith, ^vas appointed in concert with Russia for the delimitation of

the Afghan frontier on the O.xus and towards Central Asia.
d he Penjdeh incident occurred during these operations, and
opened the ejes of both India and England to the danger of
^egression from Russia. It evoked a great outburst of loyalty
to the British Power among the princes and peoples of India.
During the critical time, when it seemed likely that the
Russian attack on the Afghans at Penjdeh must lead to a
declaration of war by Great Britain, the Indian princes vied
with e.ach other in munificent offers of aid in money and men.
Some ot them placed their whole armies unreservedly at our
dis[)os.il

;
some pleaded earnestly that they might be allowed

to maintain their troops at their own expense while fighting for
us against the Ru.ssians

; others offered to supply transport
and commissariat materials

; while movements took place
among the natives in some of the British Provinces with a
view to the formation of bodies of volunteers. The Russian
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concessions happily rendered a war unnecessary, but the out-

burst of Indian loyalty to the British Power which it evoked

was destined, as we shall see presently, to leave permanent and
valuable results behind.

During 18S7 the new territories of Upper Burma were being Tin.-

gradually reduced to order, and the dakait bands dispersed.

In the same year the Jubilee (or fiftieth year of the reign) of ‘1887.

Her Majesty the Queen-Empress Victoria was celebrated with

universal enthusiasm throughout India. A great Commission

inquired into the question of more largely employing Native

officers in the higher branches of the administration. The
Earl of Dufferin retired in 1888, and was cre.ated Marijuess ot

Dufferin and Ava for the signal services which he had rendered

during his Viceroyalty.

The Marquess of Lansdowne succeeded Lord Dufferin, and Marqia-^.

still remains Viceroy at the time when this book is written.

L^^nder Lord Lansdowne’s rule (with Sir Frederick, afterwards iSSS to

Lord, Roberts as his Commander-in-Chief) the defences of the '*93 -

North-Western frontier of India have been strengthened, and

the passes from Afghanistan have been secured against any

possible invaders. At the same time, the Native chiefs have

been allowed to take a more impiortant position than before m
the armies of India. A number of them had, as we hare seen,

come forward with offers of money and troops to aid in the

defence of the country. Under Lord Lansdowne these offers

were accepted, and a maturely planned system of Imjierial

Contingents was organized and initiated. Many of the Feu-

datories now maintain regiments, carefully drilled and armed,

iihich in time of war would serve with the troops of the British

Government. These regiments, or Imperial Contingents, are

ke[)t up free of cost to the British Government, and are a free-

will offering to it from the loyalty of the Native princes, who

have greatly prospered under the Queen’s rule.

While the Native princes proved thus zealous to aui the Pio-re.,

Sovereign Power, the peoples and races in the British Pro-
cs 7 I I

^
gevern-

vinces were making progress in the lessons of local self-govern- meni,

raent. Municipal Councils and District Boards have, during

the past thirty years, been gradually created throughout India.

Such Councils and Boards received a powerful impulse, with

extended opiportunities for usefulness, from the measures of

Lord Ripon. Their members consist chiefly of Nati\e gentle-

men, many of whom are elected by their felinw -citizens.

These Municipal Councils and District Boards now manage
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many branches of the Local Administration. Their legal

powers and their practical ability to do good work are in-

creasing. The statistics and composition of the Indian

Municipalities and Local Boards will be given in detail in the

chapter on Administration.

^

At the same time, a ‘ National Congress ’ of delegates from

all parts of India has since 1S86 been held each December
in one of the provincial capitals, such as Calcutta, Madras,

Bombay, and Allahabad. This Congress discusses plans for

opening a larger share in the work of legislation, alike in the

Viceregal and Provincial Legislative Councils, to natives of

India. It desires, among other things, that a proportion of

the members of the Viceregal and Prorincial Legislative

Councils should be elected, and not all appointed as hereto-

fore by the Government. The more advanced party in the

Indian Congress advocated, in rSpo, the adoption of a system

for all India, of popular elections for members of the Legis-

lative Councils. It even went so far as to divide out the

various Presidencies and Provinces into electoral areas. But

wiser counsels prevailed in the Congress, and it was felt, both

in England and India, that such a scheme of universal repre-

sentation by electoral areas was greatly in advance of the

actual conditions and requirements of the Indian races.

In 1S92, the British Parliament passed an Act which

increased the number of the members of those Councils, and
introduced a stronger non-ofticial element. But it left the

question of the election or the nomination of such members
to be worked out by the Local Governments in India, in

accordance with the needs and conditions of the separate

Prorinces. The scheme is being gradually adapted to the
widely varying facts of the Indian Presidencies and their local

populations. But it promises (1892) to result in a real

expansion of the Supreme and Provincial Legislatures, and in

the incorporation, in a larger measure, of carefully chosen or
elected members in the task of Indian legislation. Side by
s.Ce with tnis political movement, efforts (which to a partial

extent have been embodied in legislation by Lord Lans-
downe) are being made to reform certain evils in the social
and domestic life ot the Hindus, arising out of the customs ot

tre enforced celibacy of Hindu widows and the marriage of
very young children.

I he military events of Lord Lansdowne’s Viceroyalty have
r.OL oeen confined to the development of the Imperial Service

^ pp. 540-542.
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Contingents referred to on p. 503. An unfortunate accident

occurred, in i8gi, on the eastern Bengal frontier. The petty

State of Manipur became the scene of a domestic revolution,

which ended in the flight of the lawful prince to British territory.

The Chief Commissioner of Assam, Mr. Quinton, proceeded,

under Lord Lansdowne’s instructions, to inquire into the

matter. On his arrival at Manipur, Mr. Quinton and the

officer commanding his escort, together with others, were

lured to a conference by the usurping Raja, and treacherously

murdered. The two junior officers, on whom the command of

the escort unexpectedly devolved, led an ignominious retreat

to the British territories, and, after a full inquiry into their

conduct, were dismissed the army. The momentary weak-

ness thus shown seriously imperilled several of our outposts

on the frontier of Eastern Bengal and Northern Burma. But

the young subalterns in charge of them held out with a

gallantry of personal devotion and a heroic originality of

resource which defied every stratagem of the enemy, and

beat back the overwhelming numbers brought against them.

The affair ended as brilliantly as it had begun disgracefully

for the British arms. Manipur was taken possession of by our

troops. But Lord Lansdowne’s Government confined its just

vengeance to the treacherous usurper and his confederates

;

declined to annex the State; and reconstituted the Native

Government of IManipur, under the guid.ance of a British

Political Agent.

The Russian aggressions on the Pamirs seemed for a time Ru«inn

to threaten a more serious danger beyond the opposite or

North-Western frontier of India. Throughout 1S91 and 1892 the

the Russian officers in Central Asia intruded in force on the

lofty inhospitable regions which h.ad been regarded as beyond

their sphere of influence, and thus excited the fears of China

on the east and of Afghanistan on the south. The events

to which these aggressions may lead are still undeveloped

(January 1893). Meanwhile, they have induced both China

and Afghanistan to appreciate more highly the friendly

alliance of the British Government, and have resulted in the

strengthening of the British position in the hill country

towards Chitral, which commands the south-eastern descent

from the Pamirs towards India. The conduct of our small

bodies of troops engaged in the operations amid these most

difficult mountains has been admirable, and the Imperial

Contingent of Kashmir has had an opportunity of rendering

good service.
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One of the most remarkable features of Lord Lansdowne’s

Viceroyalty has been the progress of Burma. Lord Dufferin

laid a firm foundation for the future prosperity of that country.

Under Lord Lansdovvne and his able lieutenant, Sir Ale.xander

Mackenzie, the Chief Commissioner of Burma, the advance-

ment alike of the old and the new Provinces has been rapid.

Railways and roads have opened up the country, and a

beginning of irrigation works for the protection of the

peasantry of Upper Burma against the calamity of drought

has been made. The old internal disturbances from dakaits,

or armed banditti, have been masterfully put down. The
frontier tribes have, however, still to be reckoned with

(January 1893). They never yielded a real allegiance to

the native kings of Burma
; and their hereditary habits of

plundering and of raiding down upon the villages of the plains

cannot be eradicated in a day. But a well-planned series of

frontier operations each cold season is teaching them that

])illage IS not a paying profession for races living on a British

frontier. It should be added, that the actual frontier of

Burma on the eastward toward China and Siam is still

undetermined. But arrangements are now in progress to

^ettie the north-eastern frontier of Burma by a Joint Delimita-

tion Commission of Chinese and British officers; while the

adju.stment of its south-eastern frontier towards Siam has

already reached a satisfactory stage.

The most serious difficulty with which Lord Lansdowne’s
Viceroyalty has had to contend is the fail in the rupee. The
demonetization of silver by Germany and other Western
nations, together with the increased production from the silver

mines throughout the world, caused a steady depreciation of
the silver currency of India (1874-1893). The rupee, which
formerly was nearly equal to two shillings, has fallen to nearly
fourteen pence

; thus greatly increasing the burden of the
interest on the gold debt of India, and of pensions. Public
Works’ material, military stores or equipment, and other
charges [jayable in F.ngland in gold. The European officials

in India, and certain classes of the commercial community,
h.i\e aLo suffered, and the subject is now under consideration
by Lord Herscheli's Committee sitting at Westminster (January
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CHAPTER XVI.

BRITISH ADMINISTRATION OF INDIA.

The Act of 1858,' which transferred India from the Company Control ,,f

to the Crown, also laid down the scheme of its government,

Under the Company, the Governor-General was an autocrat. Under tlie

responsible only to the distant Court of Directors. The Com|un)

Court of Directors had been answerable to the shareholders,

or Court of Proprietors, on the one hand
;
and, through the

Board of Control, to the Sovereign and to Parliament on the

other. The Act of 1858 did away with these intermediary I'ndcr the

bodies between the Governor-General and the British Ministry.

For the Court of Directors, the Court of Proprietors, and the

Board of Control, it substituted a Secretary of State, aided by

a Council appointed by the Crown.

The Secretary of State for India is a Cabinet Minister, who The

comes into and goes out of office with the other members of

the Ministry. His Council was originally appointed for life,

and consisted of 15 persons. Its members are now appointed Council in

for ten years only;- but may be re-appointed for another

five years for special reasons. Their number also may be

diminished by the Secretary of State, by his abstaining from

filling vacancies, so long as the total shall not be reduced to

fewer than ten members.^ The Secretary of State rules in all

ordinary matters through the majority of his Council. But in

affairs of urgency, and in questions which belong to the Secret

Department, including political correspondence, he is not

required to consult his Council. The Viceroy or Governor- C'tr.cc nf

General is appointed by the Crown, and resides in India.

His ordinary term of office is five years.

The supreme authority in India is vested by a series of Acts Admmi-

of Parliament ^ in the Viceroy or Governor-General-in-Cuuncil,

1 21 and 22 Viet. c. 106. Under 32 and 33 Viet. c. 97.

^ By 52 and 53 Viet. c. 65.

^ The chief of these .-Acts are 13 Geo. ill. c. 63; 33 Geo. in. c. 52 :

3 and 4 Will. iv. c. 85 ; 21 and 22 Vict. c. 106; and 24 and 25 Viet,

c. 67.
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subject to the control of the Secretary of State in England.

Every executive order and every legislative statute runs

in the name of the ‘ Governor-General-in-Council ;

’ ^ but in

certain cases- a power is reserved to the Viceroy to act

independently. The Governor-General s Council is of a two-

fold character.

First, the ordinary or Executive Council,® ordinarily com-

posed of five official members besides the Viceroy, and the

Comraander-in-Chief in India, which may be compared with

the Cabinet of a constitutional country. It meets regularly at

short intervals, usually once a week, discusses and decides

upon questions of foreign policy and domestic administration,

and prepares measures for the Legislative Council. Its

members divide among themselves the chief Departments of

.State, such as those of Foreign Affairs, Finance, War, Public

IVorks, etc. The Viceroy combines in his own person the

duties of constitutional Sovereign with those of Prime

Minister ;* and has usually charge of the Foreign Department.

As a rule, the \'iceroy is himself the initiating Member of

Council for Foreign and Feudatory Affairs.

-Second,’ the Legislative Council, which is made up of the

same members as the preceding, with the addition of the

Governor of the Province in which it maybe held; certain

offici.ils selected by the Governor-General from Bengal, Madras,

Ilombav, or other Provinces ; and nominated members, repre-

entntive of the non-official Mativeand European communities.

The ofririal additional members thus ap['Ointed to the Legis-

lative Council must not exceed in number the non-officials,

* style first authorizeJ by 33 Geo. ni. c. 52, sec. 39.

C.Tscs of high import.ince, and essenlially aftecting the public interest

and weliare’ (33 Geo. in. c. 52, ^ec. 47) ; ‘when any measure is proposed

whereby ths safety, tranquillity, or interests of the Briiish possessions in

111 lia m.ay, in the judgment of the Governor-General, be essentially affected
'

' 3 ami 4 W ill. IV. c. S5, sec. 49) ;
‘ cases of emergency ’ (24 and 25 Viet,

c. 67. sec. 23).
•' '1 his IS the lineal descendant of the original Council organized under

tiie Ch.irters of the Company, fir4 constituted by Parliamentary sanction

m 1773 (13 Geo. III. c. 63, sec. 7).

‘ The mechanism and working of the Governor- General’s Council, and

of the .'secretariats, and chief Departments of the Indi,an .Vlmiin.-tra-

tion, are described in my Life of the Earl of A/aj’o, vol. i. pp. 1S9-202
',2nd ed.h

’ Originally identical with the E.xecutive Council, upon which legislative

powers were conferred by 13 Gei.i. III. e. 63, sec. 36. The distinction

between the two Councils was first recognised in the appointment of ‘the

fourth member ’

13 and 4 Will. tv. c. S5, sec. 40).
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and the number of the nominated additional nitinbers must 'l he

now not exceed sixteen or be less than tend The meetings of Legnbuve

the Legis!ati\e Council are held when and as required, usually

once a week. They are open to the public ; and a further

guarantee for publicity is insured by the proviso that dratt

Bills must be published a certain number of times in the

Gazette. As a matter of practice, these draft Bills have

usually been first subjected to the criticism of the several

Provincial governments. Provincial Legislative Councils have

also been appointed for the Presidencies of Madras and

Bombay, and for the Lieutenant-Governorships of Bengal, and

of the North-Western Provinces with Oudh. The members

of these local Legislative Councils are appointed, in the case

of Madras and Bombay, by the Governors of those Provinces
;

and in Bengal, and the Nortli-Western Provinces with Oudh,

by the Lieutenant-Governors, subject to the approval of the

Governor-General. The Acts of these Provincial Legislative

Councils, which can deal only with provincial matters, are

subject to sanction by the Governor-General.

An important Act dealing with the Legislative Councils has Lord

recently been passed.- By it the number of the nominated

additional members has been raised to not less than ten or

more than sixteen for the Governor-General’s Legislative

Council
;
to not less than eight or more than twenty for the

Madras and Bombay Legislative Councils : and to not more

than twenty for the Bengal, or more than fifteen for the North-

Western Provinces with Oudh, Legislative Councils. Further, E\pansi.jn

by section 2 of this Act, power is given to the Governor-

General’s and to the local Legislative Councils to discuss the Council-,

annual financial statements of the supreme and local govern-

ments, and to ask questions about them
;
but it is distinctly

laid down that ‘no member . . . shall have power to submit

or propose any resolution, or to divide the Council in respect

of any such financial discussion, on the answer to any question

asked.’ The most important feature of the Act is paragiaph

4 of section 1 :
‘ The Governor-Gentral-m-Council may from

time to time, with the approval of the Secretary of State m
Council, make regulations as to the conditions under which

such nominations, or any of them, shall be made by the

Governor-General, Governors, and Lieutenant-Governors re-

spectively, and prescribe the manner in which such regulatioin

shall be carried into effect.’ Under this paragraj'h it becomes

lawful for the Viceroy to permit all or a certain proportion

1 By 55 and 56 Viet. c. 14, ^ec. I. ' 55 ar.'i 56 Vict. c. 14.
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of the Legislative Councils to be elected by their fellow-

citizens.

1

1

igh The Presidencies of Madras and Bombay, and the Lieutenant-
Giurts of Governorships of Bengal and the North-Western Provinces,
Justice. ^ °

_ t 1
• • -1 j • • 1

have each a High Court/ supreme both in civil and criminal

business, but with an ultimate appeal to the Judicial Com-

mittee of the Privy Council in England. The Chief Justices of

these High Courts are appointed in England, from among the

distinguished leaders of the English Bar, and the puisne

judges are selected in certain proportions^ from the Indian

Civil Service and from the English or the local Bars. The
legal capacity of the natives of India has long been recognised,

and Native judges sit upon the Bench in all the High Courts,

and have proved thoroughly competent for their important

duties. Of the minor Provinces, the Punjab has a Chief

Court with five judges
;

Oudh, a Chief Court with two

judges, styled the Judicial and the Assistant Judicial Com-
missioner;^ while the Central Provinces and Upper Burma
have each a Judicial Commissioner, who sits alone. Lower

Burma has a Judicial Commissioner and a Recorder. In

this Province, the Judicial Commissioner has jurisdiction over

the territory outside Rangoon (save that in cases of European

British subjects the Recorder has the powers of a High
Court). The Recorder has jurisdiction in the town of

Rangoon, and in all criminal cases in any part of Burma
where the accused are European British subjects. The
Judicial Commissioner and the Recorder of Rangoon sit

together as a ‘ Special Court ’ for certain purposes. Appeals

from the Recorder of Rangoon in civil suits, where the sub-

ject-matter ranges from Rs. 3000 to Rs. 10,000, lie to the

High Court at Calcutta. The latter Court also decides

references from the ‘ Special Court ’ of Rangoon when the

members are equally divided in opinion. For Assam, the

High Court at Calcutta is the highest judicial authority, except

in the three Hill Districts, namely, the Giro Hills, the Khasi
and Jaintia Hills, and the Niga Hills. In these Districts,

the Chief Commissioner of Assam is judge without a[)peal

* Constituted out of the .Supreme Courts and the Sudder (Sadr) Courts
in 1S61 (24 and 25 Vict. c. 104).

- The proportion laid down l>y 24 and 25 Vict. c. 104, sec. 2, is :
‘ Pro-

vi.ied that no los.s than one-third of the Judges of such High Courts
re.pectivel)', including the Chief Justice, shall be Barristers, and not less

th.an one-third -.hall be members of the Covenanted Civil Service.’
‘ Constituted by Act 14 of 1S91 kAJniinistration Report oI the Norih-

li'.Jcru R/cz'tn^es ani Oudh Jor 1S90-91, o. xi.l.
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in civil and criminal matters. Special rules apply to the

Dwars bordering on Bhutan.

The law administered in the Indian Courts consists mainly The law

of—(i) the enactments of the Indian Legislative Councils

(Imperial and Provincial), and of the corresponding legislative

bodies which preceded them
; (2) statutes of the British

Parliament which apply to India
; (3) the Hindu and

Muhammadan laws of inheritance, and their domestic law, in

causes affecting Hindus and Muhammadans
; (4) the Custom-

ary Law affecting particular castes and races. Much has been

done towards consolidating special sections of the Indian

law ;
1 and in the Indian Penal Code, together with the Codes

of Civil and Criminal Procedure, we have memorable examples

of such efforts.

But although the Governor-General-in-Council is theoretically

supreme over every part of India alike,^ his actual authority is

not everywhere exercised in the same direct manner. For

ordinary purposes of administration, British India is partitioned rrovinci.i!

into Provinces, each with a government of its own
;
and cer-

> tain of the Native States are attached to those Provinces with

which they are most nearly connected geographically. These

Provinces, again, enjoy various degrees of independence. The

two Presidencies of Madras and of Bombay, including Sind, Madras,

retain many marks of their original equality with Beng.al. They Bombay,

each have an army of their own. They are each administered by

• a Governor appointed direct from England. They have each

an Executive and a Legislative Council, whose functions are

analogous to those of the Councils of the Governor-General,
* although subject to his control.^ They thus possess a domestic

Legislature; and in administrative matters, also, the interference

of the Governor-General-in-Council is sparingly exercised.

Of the other Provinces, Bengal, or rather Lower Bengal,

occupies a peculiar position. Like the North-Western Pro-

• vinces and the Punjab, it is administered by a single official,

with the style of Lieutenant-Governor, who is controlled by no

Executive Council ; but Bengal has possessed a I.egislative

Council, a sign of its early pre-eminence, since iS6t, where.as Mim.r

the North-Western Provinces only obtained a Legislative Pmuntis.

Council in 1887, and the Punjab does not yet possess one.

* The other Northern Provinces, Assam, Oudh, and the Central

Provinces, whether ruled by a Lieutenant-Governor or a Chief

' Ante, chap. iv. pp. 160, 161.

- 3 and 4 Will. iv. c. S5. seC'. 39 and 65.

’ 24 and 25 Viet. c. 67, sec 42.
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Commissioner, may be regarded from a historical point of view

as fragments of the original Bengal Presidency, ^ which, as thus

defined, would be co-extensive with all British India not included

under Madras or Bombay. Garrisons, however, on the Madras

or Bombay establishment may be posted in outlying tracts of

the old Bengal territories. The Lieutenant-Governors and

most of the Chief Commissioners are chosen from the Cove-

nanted Civil Service. In executive matters they are the practical

rulers, but, excepting the Lieutenant-Governors of Bengal and
the Norih-M’estern Provinces, who are ex officio Presidents of

their Legislative Councils, they have no legislative authority.

To complete the total area of territory under British admini-

stration, it is necessary to mention, besides Bengal and the

North-Western Provinces, and the Punjab and Oudh, certain

y/«M-Provinces, under the immediate control of the Viceroy.

These are

—

Burm.v, part of which was annexed in 1826, part

in 1S52, and part in 1886; the Centr.al Provinces, prin-

cipally composed of the Nagpur territories of the Bhonsla
dynasty which lapsed in 1853 ;

Ass.tM, annexed in 1826

;

Aj.Mi.RE, transferred from Rajputana; Ber.vr, or the Districts

assigned by the Nizam of Haidarabad for the support of the

Haidarabad Contingent; and the little territory of Coorg, in

the extreme south.- The State of Mysore was under British

administration from 1831 to 18S1, when it was restored to its

Native Rij.i, on his attaining his majoritv.

.Another difference of administration, although now of less

importance than in former times, derives its name from the
old Regulations, or laws and judicial rules of practice which
preceded, the present system of Acts of the Legislature. From
th.ese Regulations certain tracts of country have been from
time to time exemjrted tracts which, owing to their backward
state ot ci\ilisation or other causes, seemed to rerjuire excep-
t.onal treatment. In non-Regulation territory, broadly speak-
ing. a larger nie.asure of discretion is allowed to the officials,

both in the collection of revenue and in the administration
oi <!m! justice; strict rules of procedure yield to the local
c\i_Liu. U..S , and the judicial and executive departments are to
a great extent combined in the same hands.

.V wider field is also permitted for the selection of the
Mministrative body, which is not entirely confrned to the
Ct\enained Civil Service, but includes military officers on the

‘ .'.f 31 dele Ilr.N-ovL Pre-ipf.ncv, Tke Im/cnal Gazetteer vf Inj,

a

f ‘ r the con-ntut.un of eacii of the..;e Province.., see their .nrticies m
lA- C

Cj India.
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staff and also uncovenanted civilians. The title of the highest

executive official in a District of a Regulation Province is that

of Collector-Magistr.ate. In a non-Regulation District, the ‘ Dejaity

corresponding officer is styled the Deputy Commissioner
;
and

the supreme authority in a non-Rcgulation Province (with the

exception of the Punjab) is called, not a Lieutenant-Governor,

but a Chief Commissioner. The Central Provinces, Assam,

and Burma are examples of non-Regulation Provinces
;
but

non-Regul.ation Districts are to be found also in Bengal, Sind,

and the North-Western Provinces. Their character is always

disclosed by the term ‘Deputy Commissioner’ as the title of

the chief executive officer of the District.

Alike in ReguLation and in non-Regulation territory, the The A li.-

unit of administration is the District—a word of very definite

meaning in official phraseology. The District officer, whether unit,

known as Collector-Magistrate or as Deputy Commissioner, is

the responsible head of his jurisdiction. Upon his energy and

personal character depends ultimately the efficiency of our

Indian Government. His own special duties are so numerous

and so various as to bewilder the outsider
;
and the work of his

subordinates, Europe.an and Native, largely depends upon the

stimulus of his personal example. His position has been com-

pared to that of the French prefet

;

but such a comparison is The

unjust in many ways to the Indian District officer. He is not

a mere subordinate of a central bureau, who takes his colour 'Chillcctor-

from his chief, .and represents the political parties or the

permanent officialism of the capital. The Indian Collector is

a strongly individualized worker in every department of rural

wellbeing, with a large measure of local independence and of

personal initiative.

As the name of Collector - M.agistrate implies, his main Dtuu.'

functions are twofold. He is a fisc.al officer, charged with the

collection of the revenue from the land and other sources
; he Masi'-

also is a revenue and criminal judge, both of first instance and

in aiipeal. But his title by no me.ans exhausts his multifarious

duties. He does in his smaller local sphere all that the Home
.'secretary superintends in England, and a great deal more . for

he is the representative of a patern.al and not of a constitutional

Government. Police, jails, education, municip.alities, ro.ads,

s.anitation, dispens.aries, the local taxation, and the Imjieri.al

revenues of his District, .are to him matters of daily concern.

He is expected to make himself acquainted with every phase of

the soci.al life of the natives, and with each natural aspect of

the country. He should be a lawyer, an accountant, a

2 K
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surveyor, and a ready writer of State papers. He ought also

to possess no mean knowledge of agriculture, political economy,

and engineering.

The best method of selecting and training the men who

administer the government of India and form the Covenanted

Civil Service, has long been recognised as presenting serious

difficulties. While the East India Company was mainly in-

terested in its commercial transactions, it was the practice

of the Directors to nominate young men of business habits

as writers in their factories. Their work was that of clerks

in commercial houses, and they did not need any special

aptitude. Dr. Frjer, describing his visit to Surat in 1674,

notes that ‘ some Bluecoat Boys also have been entertained

under notion of apprentices for seven years, which being

e.xpired, if they can get security, they are capable of em-

ployments.’ He also says that ‘the Company, to encourage

young men in their service, maintain a master to learn them to

write and read the language, and an annuity to be anne.xed

when they gain a perfection therein, which few attempt and

fewer attain.' ‘ But when the East India Company became a

ruling power, a change came over the position of its servants,

and men of higher standing and character, and of greater

ability, applied for nominations to its service. But no attempt

w.as ntado to train them for their multifarious duties, until Lord

M'ellesley established his College at Fort William (1800) for

the instruction of Civil Servants on their arrival in India.

The Court 01 Directors did not approve of Lord Wellesley's

College, and in 1 805 they established a College at Haileybury,

near Hertford, at which all covenanted civilians had to go

through a two years’ course of special training after their

nomination, before they proceeded to India to take up their

appointments. The limits of age for admission to Haileybury

were fixed at over sixteen and under twenty years of age. It

was held that these limits might exclude eligible candidates,

and it was therefore declared by an Act of Parliament, ^ some
years later, that candidates nominated as writers in the Indian

Civil Service by a Director of the East India Company, between

the ages of eighteen and twenty-two, could proceed to India at

once without going to Haileybury, on passing a qualifying

examination. At the revision of the Company’s Charter in

‘ Fryer’s Travsls in India and Persia betzaeen 1672 and 16S1, quoted in

Ea.ly Records of Prittsh India, by J. Talboys Wheeler, pp. 30, 31.
- \\ elle.-Iey’s D,spat:hcs ; Owen's Select.un (Oxford, 1SS7), pp. 710-752.

7 Geo. IV. c. 56.
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1853, the right of nominating to the Indian Civil Service was Competi-

withdrawn from the Directors, and the appointments were
t IT • • ^ - •

System,
thrown open to public competition. The first examination 1^53.

took place in 1855, but as a number of probationers were still

studying at Haileybury, the College was not closed until 1S58.

Its buildings were afterwards utilized for a public school. The
limits of age originally fixed for competition for the Indian

Civil Service were from seventeen to twenty-one. In 1878 the

age was altered to from seventeen to nineteen
;
and selected

candidates were encouraged, by the grant of an annual allow-

ance, to spend their two years of probation at a University

before their actual appointment to the service. In 1S92 the Limit of

limit of age w’as raised to from twenty-one to twenty-three, J'J-

and the period of probation to be spent at a University was

reduced to one year.

The total number of Districts in British India is 250, The 250

including the Hill Tracts of Madras, Assam, Burma, and

Bengal. Their average population and area are given in the iniii.v

table on next page, but in every Province there are consider-

able variations from that average. The area, which shows on

the whole an average of 3859 square miles, ranges from

19,000 square miles in the Upper Khyin-dwin District of

Burma, and 15,200 square miles in .Amherst in the same

Province, to 967 square miles in Lucknow and 1009 in Benares,

Districts of Oudh and the North-Western Provinces respect-

ively. The population shows an equal range of variation

from the general average of 876,242. For Maimansingh in

Bengal has a population of 3,472,186. Gorakhpur in the

North-Western Provinces 2,994,057, Malabar in Madras

2,652,565, and Sylhet in Assam 2,154,593. On the other

side, excluding the exceptionally small Hill Districts, such as

Simla, the Xilgiiis, and the Ruby Mines, there are, for instance,

Salwinand Pymmana Districts with only 31,439 and 56,349 in-

habitants. In the otherwuse densely-populated North-We=tern

Provinces, there is Dehra Dun District with only 168,135

inhabitants
;
and in Sind the Uiq'cr Frontier District contains

no more than 174,548 ; but in Oudh and Bengal the minimum

falls no lower than 774,163 and 545.4S6 res[iectively.‘ Taking

both area and population into consideration, the Madras Pre-

sidency contains the largest Districts and Berdr the lightest.

In every other Province but Madras, the Districts are grouped

into wider areas, known as Divisions, each under the charge of

' Information kindly supplied by Mr. J. A, B.iine?, C.8. Census Com-

missioner, containing the results of the last Census.
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a Commissioner. But these Divisions are not properly units

of administration, as the Districts are. They are aggregates of

units, formed only for convenience of supervision, so that an

intermediate authority may exercise the local control which

would be impossible for a distant Lieutenant-Governor.

.\rea and Popul.ation of Districts in British Indi.a.

Average.

P.xm'. INCE
Districts.

Area

—

Square Miles.
Population

Madras, .... 25 S.646 1,407,117
I^unibay (including Sind), 23 5-436 784,142
Bengal, ....
is’orth-Western Provinces

47 3,224 1,503,520

and Oudh, . 49 2,194 957-247
Punjab, .... T J 3.570 672,932
Central Provinces, . 18 4,805 599-127
Assam, .... •3 3.770 421,295
Burma, . 35 4.897 215-478

...Ajmere-Merwara, . 2
’-ccrg I

Berar, .... 2,953 482,915

Toi.m Brih^h India, 250 Av. 3.859 tv. 876,242

Note.—In inking the average, the area and population of cities which
Constitute a scjiarate District, such as Calcutta, Bombay, Madras, .and

R.mgnon. are omitted, and the special tracts of Quetta and Port Blair

are also excluded.

The Districts are again partitioned out into lesser tracts,

called Sub-Divisions in Bengal, taluks in Madras and in

Bombay, and iahs'ils in Northern India generally. These Sub-
Districts are the primary units of fiscal administration. The
thdnd, or police circle, is the primary unit of police administra-

tion over the whole of British India.

I he preceding sketch of Indian administration would be
incomplete without a reference to the Secretariat, or centra!

bureau of each Province, which controls and gives unity to

the whole, hroin the Secretariat are issued the orders that

redulate or modify the details of administration
;

into the
.Secretariat come the multifarious reports from the local officers,

to be there digested for future reference. But although the
.'Secretaries may enjoy the social life of the Presidency capitals,

with higher '.alaries and better prospects of promotion, the
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efficiency of our rule rests ultimately ujion the shoulders of

the District officers, who bear the burden and heat of the day,

with fewer opportunities of winning fame or reward. The
Secretariat of the Supreme Government of India coiisi.sts of of tlu-

seven branches, each of which deals with a special dejiartment

of the administration. The officers who preside over them indn ;

are named respectively, the Foreign Secretary, the Home
Secretary, the Secretary in the Department of Revenue and

Agriculture, the Financial Secretary, the Military Secretary,

the Public Works Secretary, and the Secretary in the Legis-

lative Department. In the Presidencies, Lieutenant-Governor-

ships, and Chief-Commissionerships, the Provincial Secretariat of tlic

is formed on the same model, but the Secretaries are onlŷ
gosern

from one to three or four in number.' mcnN

The L.\nd-T.ax.—

T

he land furnishes the chief source of Land r.!\

Indian revenue, and the collection of the land-tax forms the

main work of Indian administration. No technical term is

more familiar to Anglo-Indians, and none more obscure to the

English public, than that of ‘ Land Settlement.’ Nor has any Land

subject given rise to more voluminous controversy. It will

here suffice to explain the general principles upon which the

system is based, and to indicate the chief differences in their

application to the several Provinces. That the State should

appropriate to itself a share of the produce of the soil, is a

maxim of finance which has been recognised throughout the

East from time immemorial. The germs of rival systems in

India can be traced in the survival of military and other

service tenures, and in the poll-tax of Assam and Burma.

The early development of the Indian land system was due

to two conditions,—a comparatively high state of agriculture,

and an organized plan of administration,—both of which were

supplied by the primitive Hindu village community. During

the lapse of generations, despite domestic anarchy and foreign

conquest, the Hindu village jireserved its customs, written on

the imperishable tablets of tradition. In the ancient Hindu Ancici.t

village community, the land was held, not by private owners,

but by occupiers under the village corporation : the revenue of indui

was due, not from individuals, but from the village community

represented by its head-man. The harvest of the hamlet was

dealt with as a common fund ; and before the general distri-

’ Of the framework and working of a Provincial Government. I ha^e

given some account in my Bom'''ay, 1SS5-90 : a S!uJy in Indian A imtui-

stratioUy chap. iv.
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bution, the head-man was bound to set aside the share of the

king. No other system of taxation could be theoretically more

just, or in practice less obnoxious, to a primitive people. This

ancient land system may still be found in parts of India, both

under British and Native rule; and it prevailed almost universally

before the Muhammadan conquest.

The Musalmans brought with them the avarice of conquerors,

and a stringent system of revenue collection. Under the

Mughal Empire, as organized by Akbar the Great, the share

of the State was fixed at one-third of the gross produce of

the soil
;
and an army of tax-collectors intervened between

the cultivator and the supreme government. The vocabulary

of our own land system is borrowed from the Mughal

administration. The zam'mddr himself is a creation of the

Muhammadans, unknown to the early Hindu system. He

was originally a mere tax-collector, or farmer of the land

revenue, who agreed to pay a lump sum from the tract of

country assigned to him. But the Hindu chief or local mag-

nate was often accepted by the Mughals as the saminddr, or

revenue contractor, for the lands under his control. In this

way, the Indian zannnddrs as a body are of mixed origin, and

represent in some cases not merely an official status, but

hereditary rights. If the Hindu village system may be praised

for its justice, the Mughal farming system had at least the

merit of efficiency. Shdh Jahan and Aurangzeb, as we have

seen,' extracted a larger land revenue than we obtain at the

present day.

When the responsibility of governing Bengal was first

undertaken by the East India Company, an attempt was made

to understand the rural system upon which the payment of

land revenue was based. Elaborate orders were issued to this

end in 1769; but the Company’s servants were too engrossed

with conquest, with the ‘annual investment,’ and with their

private trade, to find time for minute inquiries into the rights

of the peasantry. The zaminddr was conspicuous and useful

;

the village community and the cultivating rdyat did not force

themselves into notice. The zaminddr seemed a solvent

person, capable of keeping a contract
; and his official position

as tax-collector was confused with the proprietary rights of an

English landlord. In Bengal, the zaminddr, under the Per-

manent Settlement of 1793, '*’"5 raised to the status ot

proprietor, holding at a quit-rent payable to the State, fixed in

' This subject has been fully discussed in the chapter on the Mughal

Empire. Vide ante, pp. 351, 352, 363, 368, 369, etc.
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perpetuity. In Madras, under the r/tyaf-.cAn system of l!ic

peasant holding direct from the .State, and in most other
parts of India, the actual cultivator has been raised to the
same status, subject also to a quit-rent, fixed at intervals of
thirty years. The aim of the British authorities has cver>- ihou-!, ef

where been to establish private property in the soil, together
wnth the punctual payment of the revenue.

The annual Government demand, like the succession duty L.mlul
in England, is the first liability on the land. When that is

hn’t's-oy

satisfied, the registered landholder in Ilengal has powers of !"
j

sale or mortgage scarcely more restricted than those of an
'

English tenant in fee-sinqile. At the same time, tire possible

hardships, as regards the cultivator, of this absolute right of

jiroperty vested in the owner, have been anticipated by the

recognition of occupancy rights or fixity of peasant-tenures.

Legal titles have everywhere taken the place of unwritten Indniliul

customs. Land, which was merely a source of livelihood to
Drv riiZnt''

the cultivator and of revenue to the State, has become a

valuable property to the owner. The fixity of the revenue

demand has conferred upon the landholder a credit which

he never before possessed, and created for him a source of

future profit arising out of the unearned increment. This

credit he may use improvidently
; and he sometimes does so

with disastrous results. But none the less has the land system

in many parts of India been raised from a lower to a higher

stage of civilisation
;
that is to say, from holdings in common

to holdings in severalty, and from the corporate possession of

the village community to individu.al proprietary rights.

With regard to the money rates of the assessment, the Rat-.- .'f

Famine Commissioners in iSSo reported the average rate

throughout India at about one rupee, or (taking the rupee at

its old nominal value of 2s.) at about 2s. ])er cultivated acre,

ranging from 4d. to 4s. 6d. (or say about 3 anas to Rs. 2. 4 ),

according to the quality of the land. The ru[)ee is now worth

only IS. 3d. (1892). In the North-Western Provinces the

rates of assessment average Rs. i. 12. 3 per cultivated acre.

In the Punjab, with the same system of Land Settlement,

but with an inferior soil, they average just under one rupee

[now= IS. 3d.].

The actual share of the crop, represented by these rates, is G^^Lrr

a very difficult problem. The Mughal assessment was fixed
^

at one-third of the produce. Under many Native rulers, this thecti'p.

rate was increased to one-half, and under some to three-fifths.

For example, I found that in Parikud in Orissa the R-iji's
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oiTicers used to take ;tjths of the crop on the threshing-floor,

leaving only two-fifths to the cultivator^

The English revenue officers adhere to the old theory of a

third of the i>roduce, but they make so many deductions in

favour of the peasant, as to reduce the Government share in

practice to about one-seventeenth. This question will be

further discussed in dealing with the general comparison

of English and Mughal taxation. It must here suffice to say

that the Famine Commissioners, the only body who have had

the whole evidence before them, estimate the land-tax through-

out British India ‘ at from 3 irer cent, to 7 per cent, of the gross

out-turn.’ The old native basis of division, although retained

in name in some Provinces, has disappeared in practice.

Instead of the ruling power taking from 33 to 60 per cent.,

the average land-tax of the British Government throughout

India is, according to the Famine Commissioners, only 5^ per

cent, of the produce of the fields.

The means by which the land revenue is assessed is known
as .Settlement, and the assessor is styled a Settlement Officer.

In Lower Bengal, the assessment e.xisting in 1793 was de-

clared to be fixed in perpetuity ; but throughout the greater

part of India the process periodically goes on. The details vary

in the different Provinces; but, broadly speaking, a Settlement

may be described as the ascertainment of the agricultural

rapacity of the land. Prior to the Settlement is the work of

Survey, which determines the area of every village, and, as

a rule, of every field. Then comes the Settlement Officer,

whose duty it is to estimate the character of the soil, the

kind of crop, the opportunities for irrigation, the present means
of communication, their probable development, and all other

circumstances which tend to affect the value of the land and its

produce. With these facts before him, he proceeds to assess

the Government demand upon the land, according to certain

general principles, which may vary in the several Provinces.

1 he final result is a Settlement Report, which records, as in

a Domesday Book, the whole agricultural statistics concerning

the District.

Lower Bexg.vl, and a few adjoining Districts of the North-

Western Provinces and of Madras, have a Permanent Settle-

ment, i.e. the land revenue has been fixed in perpetuity. When
the Company obtained the diwaut or financial administration

of Bengal in 1765, the theory of a Settlement, as described

‘ See my Ortssa, vol. i. p. 34 (ed. 1S72).
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above, was unknown. The existing ^[uhamIn.^cIan s)sl(jni was Our in^i

adopted m its entirety. Engagements, sometimes yeariy, sonn.- '

times for a term of }'ears, were entered into vvitli the zaminddrs

to pay a lump sum for the area over which tliey exemscd con-

trol. If the offer of the zamhiddr wit'a not deemed satisfactory,

another contractor was substituted in his place. But no steps

were taken, and perhaps no steps were then possible, to

ascertain in detail the amount which the country could afford

to pay. For more than twenty years this practice of temporary

engagements continued, and received the sanction of Warren

Hastings, the first (lovernor-General of India. Hastings'

great rival, Francis, was among those who urged tlie superior

advantages of a permanent assessment. At last, in 1 789, I’erm.meiii

a slightly more accurate investigation into the agricultural

resources of Bengal was carried out
;
and the Settlement based 1793.

upon the imperfect data yielded by this inrjuiry was declared

perpetual by Lord Cornwallis in 1793.*

The zaminddrs were thus raised to the status of landlords, rm-

with rights of transfer and inheritance, subject only to the

payment in perpetuity of a rent-charge. In default of due pay- by law

nient, their lands were to be sold to the highest bidder. The

assessment of Lower Bengal was fi.xed at sikkd Rs. 26,800,989, Fixed

equivalent to R.x. 2,858,772, then about equal to three millions
Jif Lower

sterling. By the year 1871-72, the total land-tax realized Bengal,

from the same area had increased to over Rx. 3I millions, H9j-

chiefly owing to the inclusion of estates which had escaiied

the original assessment on various pretexts. In 1890-91, the

land revenue of Bengal was returned at Rx. 3,881,940. apart

from the road and local cesses based on the land-ta.x. These

‘provincial rates’ amounted in 1890-91 to Rx'. 811,137,

making a total of Rx. 4,693,077, po[jularly lumped together

as ‘land revenue.’ -

While the claim of Government against the zaminddrs

was thus fi.xed for ever, the law intended tliat the rights of

the zaminddrs over their own tenants should equitably be

restricted. But no detailed record of tenant-right was inserted

in the Settlement papers ; and, as a matter of fact, the culti-

vators lost rather than gained in security of tenure. The rights Kiehi’ •>!

of the landlord, as against the State, were defined by the

1 The personal aspects of this measure, and the p.irts plavcd hy the

Court of Directors, the Governor-General (Lord Cornwaiiisl, and his chief

Indian adviser (John .Shore), are briefly narrated, ante, p. 463.

- Statcrunt of the Moral and Mata la'. I', op,..: 0) dn.ita. iS'yo-Ql. pp.

100, 124.
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Regulations of 1793; the rights of the tenants, as against

the landlord, were formally ‘ reserved ’ by those Regulations,

but were not defined. The landlord could therefore go into

Court with a precise legal status ;
the cultivator could only

shelter himself under vague customary rights. As the pressure

of population on the soil increased, and land in Bengal became

a subject of competition among the cultivators, the tenant

found himself unprovided with any legal provisions to enable

him to resist rack-rents. He could only plead ancient but

undefined custom : the landlord could urge a proprietary right,

based on express sections of the law. The result was a

gradual decadence of peasant-right during the sixty-five years

following the Permanent Settlement of 1793.

The zaminddr was the revenue-paying unit recognised by

the Permanent Settlement. But in a large number of cases

the zaminddr has in effect parted with all his interest in the

land, by means of the creation of perpetual leases or pattiis.

These leases are usually granted in consideration of a lump

sum paid down and an annual rent The patniddr may in

turn create an indefinite series of sub-tenures, such as dar-

patnis, se-patnis, etc., beneath his own tenure, and between

himself and the actual cultivator.

It has been mentioned that the Permanent Settlement of

1793 was not preceded by any systematic survey. But in the

course of the past forty years. Lower Bengal has been

subjected to a professional survey, which determined the

boundaries of every village, and issued maps on the scale of

four inches to the mile. This survey, however, has only a

topographical value. Few statistical inquiries were made, and

no record was obtained of rights in the soil. Even the village

landmarks then set up have been suffered to fall into decay.

It was not until 1869 that a Statistical Survey of Bengal was,

after several costly failures dating as far back as 1769 and

I So 7, organized on an efficient basis. The work was con-

ducted to a successful issue during the ten following years

(1S69 to 1879); and the results of the survey were published

in twenty-two volumes, containing a systematic account of

each of the si.xty Districts of Bengal and Assam, with their

76 millions of people.

By two stringent Regulations in 1799 and 1812, the tenant

was placed at the mercy of a rack-renting landlord. If he

failed to pay his rent, however excessive, his property was

rendered liable to distraint, and his person to imprisonment.

At the same time, the operation of the revenue sale law had
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introduced a new race of zambuidrs, who were bound to their

tenants by no traditions of hereditary sympathy, but whose
sole object was to make a profit out of their newly-purchased

property. The rack-rented peasantry found little protection

in our courts until 1859, when an Act was passed which con- Bengal

siderably restricted the landlord’s powers of enhancement in

certain specified cases.

The Bengal Land Law of 1859 divided the cultivators Land

into four classes ;—First, those who had held at the same

rates since 1793. It ordained that the rents of such tenants

should not be raised at all. Second, those who had held their

land at the same rent for twenty years. It ordained that

such tenants should be presumed by law to h.ave held since

1793, unless the contrary was proved. Third, those who had

held for twelve years. To such tenants it gave a right of

occupancy, under which their rents could be raised only for

certain specified reasons by a suit at law. Fourth, those

who had held for less than twelve years. These were left

by Act X. of 1859 to make what bargain they could with the

landlords.

Further experience, since 1859, has shown that even these Subse-

provisions are inadequate to avert the wholesale enhancement qaen*

of rents in Bengal, and especially in Behar. In 1879, the

Government issued a Commission to inquire into the questions RentCom-

involved. The Commissioners of 1879 desired to confirm

all the rights given to the peasant by the Land Code of 1859,

and proposed to augment them. They recommended that

the first class of cultivators, who have held their land at the

same rates since 1793, should never have their rent raised.

That the second class, or those who have thus held for twenty Its pro-

years, should still be presumed to have held since 1793. That

the third class of cultivators, who have held for twelve years,

should have their privileges increased. The occupancy rights

of this class would, by the recommendations of the Com-

mission, be consolidated into a valuable peasant-tenure, trans-

ferable by sale, gift, or inheritance. The Commissioners also

proposed that any increase in the value of the land or of the

crop, not arising from the agency of either the landlord or

the ‘occupancy tenant,’ should henceforth be divided e<iually

between them. This provision is a very important one in a

country like Bengal, where new railways, new roads, and the

increase of the people and of trade constantly tend to raise the

price of the agricultural staples. What political economists

call the ‘unearned increment,’ would, if this proposal were
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adopted, be halved between the proprietor and the cultivator

with occupancy rights.

But the great changes proposed by the Rent Commissioners

of 1S79 referred to the fourth or lowest class of husbandmen,

who had held for less than twelve years, and whom the Land

Code of 1S59 admitted to no rights whatever. The Com- ,

missioners proposed to accord a quasi-occupancy right to all

tenants who had held for three years. If the landlord

demanded an increased rent from such tenant, and the tenant

preferred to leave rather than submit to the enhancement, then

the landlord would have to pay to him—first, a substantial

compensation for disturbance, and second, a substantial com-

pensation for improvements.

The proposals of the Commissioners were partially, but only

partially, embodied in the Bengal Tenancy Act of 18S5.

Finally, after a long and acrimonious discussion, a Rent

Law for Bengal, substantially based upon the Report of the

Commission of 1879, passed in the year 1885.

The Permanent Settlement of 1793 was confined to the Pro-

vinces of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, according to their bound- (

aries at that time. Orissa proper, which was conquered from
*

the Marathas in 1S03, is subject to a temporary Settlement, of '

which the current term of thirty years will not expire until

1S97. The assessment is identical with that fixed in 1838,

which was based upon a careful field-measurement and after

an investigation into the rights of every landholder and under-

tenant. The Settlement, however, was made with the land-

holder, and not with the tenant
;
and in practice the rights of

the cultivators are nearly on the same footing as in Bengal.

In Assam proper, or the Brahmaputra valley, the Settlement

is simple and effective. The cultivated area is artificially

divided into mauzds or blocks, over each of which is placed a

Native official or mauzdddr. Every year the mauzdddr ascer-

tains the area actually under cultivation, and then assesses the f

fields, according to their character, at a prescribed rate. The
land revenue raised in Assam under this system in 1890-91

amounted to Rx. 452,855, as compared with Rx. 379,380 in

tS8i-S 2, showing an increase of no less than Rx, 73,475-

The average incidence of the land revenue was Rs. i. n. 9, or

(taking the rupee at its old nominal value of 2s.) about 3s. 5d.

per acre for land held on annual leases, and Rs. 1. 14. 7, or,

at the same rate, about 3s. rod. per acre for land held ’on

decennial leases. An interesting feature in this Province is

the increase in the area of land cultivated by time-expired tea

1
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coolies, which rose in the year 1S91 from 28,376 acres to

32,360 acres, not including land cultuated by coolies within

the limits of tea gardens or private estates.*

The prevailing system throughout the Madras Presidcnry

is the rdyatwdri, which takes the cultivator or peasant pro- A’.T/.'r ,</

prietor as its rent-paying unit, as the Bengal system takes the

zaminddr. This system cannot be called indigenous to the

country, any more than the zaminddn is to Bengal. When
the British declared themselves heir to the Nawab of the

Karnatik at the beginning of the present century, they had no

adequate e.xperience of revenue management. The authorities

in England favoured the zaminddrt system already at work

in Bengal,—a system which appeared best calculated to secure

punctual payment. The Madras Government was accordingly It-, hiunrv

instructed to enter into jiermanent engagements with zaminddrs ;

and where no zaniinddi's could be found, to create substitutes

out of enterprising contractors. The attempt resulted in utter

failure, except in tracts where the zamhiddrs hajipened to be ZamiiUd,

!

the representatives of ancient lines or powerful chiefs. Several

such chiefs exist in the extreme south and in the north of the

Presidency. Their estates have been guaranteed to them on

payment of a peshkask or permanent tribute, and are saved by

the custom of primogeniture from the usual fate of sub-division.

Throughout the rest of Madras, the influence of Sir Thomas Sir

Munro led to the adoption of the rdya/warl system, which will
'

always be associated with his name. 1S20.

.According to this system, an assessment is made with the M.i.ira-

cultivator for the land actually taken for cultivation. Neither

zaminddr nor village community intervenes between the cul- nu;nt

:

tivator and the State. The early rdyalM/i Settlements in

Madras were based upon insufficient exqierience. They were

jireceded by no survey, and they had to adoi'it the crude-

estimates of Native officials. Since 185S, a department of

Revenue Survey has been organized, and the assessment carried

out de novo.

Nothing can be more complete in theory than a Madras

rdvatii'dri Settlement. First, the area of the entire District, fir-;,

whether cultivated or uncultivated, and of each field within the

District, is accurately measured. The next ste[) is to calculate i. I.

the estimated produce of each field, having regard to every

'

kind of both natural and artificial advantage. Lastly, an

equitable rate is fixed upon every field. The elaborate nature filing Pie

* Statement of the Moral and Mxttrial Pro^-.css of Iniia Ib90-'>r,

P- 131-
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of these inquiries and calculations may be inferred from the

fact that as many as 35 different rates are sometimes struck for

a single District, ranging from as tow as 4 a?ias, or (taking the

rupee at its old nominal value of 2s.) about 6d., to as high as

Thirty K.S. 12, or, at the same rate, about ;£\ 4s. per acre. The rates

ascertained by the Revenue Survey are fixed for a term of

menu thirty years.

But during that period the aggregate rent-roll of a District is

liable to be affected by several considerations. New land may
be taken up for cultivation, or old land may be abandoned

;

and occasional remissions may be permitted under no fewer

than eighteen specified heads. Such matters are decided by

Mailtas the Collector at the Jamdbandi, or inquest held every year for

Jamdlaiud
^^^'^'‘h't'ning the amount of revenue to be paid by each rdya/

tor the current season. This annual inquiry has sometimes
been mistaken for a yearly re-assessment of the rayat's holding.

It is not, however, a change in the rates for the land which he

already holds, but an inquiry into and record of the changes in

his holding, or of any new land he may wish to take up.

Pirm.itient Certain of the Madras Districts on the seaboard adjoining

Tn Srls! "'Sfe granted on a Permanent Settlement to za 7ninddrs,

hereditary Native chiefs, or revenue-farmers. The land thus

permanently settled forms one-eighth of the area of Madras.
I hroughout the other seven-eighths, the rdyatiL'dn Settlement
has raised the cultivator into a peasant proprietor. This
person was formerly the actual tiller of the soil. But, as

population increased under British rule, the value of the land
rose, and the peasant proprietor has in many cases been able
to sub-let his holding to poorer cultivators, and to live, in

whole or part, off the rent. The Government has during the

same period decreased rather than increased its average land-

tax per acre throughout the Madras Presidency. For, as the
people multiplied, they were forced back upon inferior soils,

and the average Government demand per acre has been
proportionately diminished. But the ver}’ same process of

falling back on the inferior soils has, according to economical
principles, created the possibility of levying a rent from the
superior soils. 1 his rent is enjoyed by the former cultivators,

many of whom are thus growing into petty landholders, living

upon the rent of fields which their fathers tilled with their own
hands, but now tilled by under-tenants.
An idea of the increase of population in Madras, and of the

extension of cultivation, may be obtained from the following
figures; In 1S53, the general population was estimated at

The
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grows
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I'f tillage

in M.airas,

I S 53 -go.

1
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22 millions; in i8Si (after the ureat famine of 1S76-7S), the

Census returned it at 30,827,218; and the Census of i^(ji

exhibits a striking rise to 35,630,440, or an increase on 1853

of no less than 13;', millions, or 61 per Cent
,
more than one-

half. The cultivated land held by husbandmen direct from

the State by r<na/wJri tenure has increased during the same

period (between 1853 and iS(jo)froin 12,078,535 to 21,043,050

acres, about 75 per cent,, or three - fourths. 'I'he area of I mh o

tillage ha,s, therefore, not only kept jiace with the increase

'

of population, but has extended at a ratio of 14 jjer cent, j,,,; uLt.

more rapidly. This resulted jiartly from the fact that the

inferior lands, now reclaimed, could not sup]iort so l.irge an

average of people as the superior lands, which were already

in cultivation at the commencement of the period. The

Government recognised this, and has accordingly increased

its rental from rayat-Mri tracts only from R\. 3,022,422 to

R.x. 3,961,832—being only 31 per cent., or less than one-thini.

while the area of cultivation increased by about 75 per cent.,

or three-fourths. The Government, in fact, has reduced its

average rental over the total area of cultivation from Rs. 2. 8

an acre in 1853 to Rs. i. 14 an acre in 1S90, or o\er 25 jiti

cent., say one-fourth.’- According to the ordinary theory of

rent, rates .should have risen enormously during that pieriod .

and they have risen enormously wherever the land is held b_\

private proprietors.

As regards the Madras Presidency, the facts may he recapi- lu.-:;.;,-

tulated thus:—During the 38 years ending 1S90, the area of

cultivation had increased about 75 per cent., or t.'iree-founhs : m.-,,.,.

the po[mlation by 6r per cent., or nearly two-thirds
;
and the '^53 -'-

Government rental by only 31 per cent., or less than one-third ;

while the average rates of land-tax per cult.v.iteJ acre had

been actually reduced by about one-fourth, from Rs. 2. 8. or

(taking the rupee at its old exchange value of 2s.) from 5s, .m

acre in 1853 to Rs. i. 14, or, at the same rate, 3s. (;d . m 18 ,0

Instead of taking advantage of the increase of popuiat.-ai to

enhance the rental, the Madras Goiernment has rLah.cd dx

fact that the increa.se in numbers means a harder slru.c’-..

for life, and has reduced instead of enhancing, acforo.n..; ;o

the economic laws of rent, the a--eragc rates thio-egli' >-,11 r-

domains.

F.ombav has also a land system of its own, winch re -

' The later figures .are .ierire-.i fr i-i I’o' .n h-.!...!’ar Snr.iiasa Km
r-aiy.angar r,7-.- rrro . re-i .-r,-.: .i.-

ti.l Lilt Fo)t\ I'u. 15, .Madras, iS,.2,'ia Kw'... isvs,...
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to be distinguished from the rdyaiwari of Madras, although

resembling it in principle. In the early days of our rule, no

regular method existed throughout the Bombay Presidency

;

and at the present time there are tracts where something of

the old confusion survives. The modern ‘ Survey tenure,’ as

it is called, dates from 1835-37, when it was first introduced

into one of the taluks of Poona District : it has since been

gradually extended over the greater part of the Presidency.

As its name implies, the Settlement is preceded by survey.

Each field is measured, and an assessment placed upon it

according to the quality of the soil and the crop.^ This

assessment holds good for a term of thirty years. The ordi-

nary rates vary in different Districts from Rs. 2. 4, or (taking the

rupee at its old nominal rate of 2s.) 4s. 6d. an acre, in the rich

black-soil lands of Gujarat, to 6 anas 8 pies, about rod. an

acre, in the hills of the Konkan.

The primary characteristic of the Bombay system is its

simplicity. The Government fixes a minimum area as the

revenue assessment unit, below which it merely registers sub-

divisions. This minimum area, technically called a ‘field,’

varies from 20 acres upwards, in different Bombay Districts.

The ‘ field ’ is therefore the unit, and its actual occupier is

the person recognised by the revenue law. He knows

exactly what he will have to pay, and the State knows w-hat

it will receive, during the currency of the term. The assess-

ment is, in fact, a quit-rent liable to be modified at interv-als

of thirty years. The Bombay system is also characterized by

its fairness to the tenant. He possesses ‘ a transferable and

heritable property, continuable without question at the e.xpira-

tion of a Settlement lease, on his consenting to the revised

rate.’ To borrow a metaphor from English law, his position

has been raised from that of a villein to that of a copyholder.

In place of the bare permission to occupy the soil, he has

received a right of property in it.

Some of the Bombay peasants have proved unequal to the

responsibilities of property which they had not won by their

own exertions. In rich districts, the men who were recorded

as the actual occupiers are able to let their land to poorer

cultivators, and so live off the toil of others upon fields which

they themselves had formerly to till. But these proprietary

rights give the peasant a power of borrowing which he did

not possess before. In certain parts, especially in the dry

^ I have given an account of the histor)- and method of the Bombay
' .Survey tenure’ in my Bombay 1SS5-90, pp. 225-246.
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Districts of the high-lying Deccan, the husbandmen have sunk
hopelessly into debt to the village bankers. The peasant was
often improvident, the seasons were sometimes unfortunate,

the money-lender was always severe.

Amid the tumults of Native rule, the usurers lent com- Debts

paratively small sums. If the peasant failed to jtay, they

could not evict him or sell his holding; because, among other pe.is.int.

reasons, there w'as more land than there were peo]ile to till it.

The Native Government, moreover, could not afford to lose a

tenant. Accordingly, the bankrupt peasant went on, year after

year, paying as much interest as the money-lender could

squeeze out of him
;

until the ne.xt Marathi invasion or

Muhammadan rebellion swept away the whole generation of

usurers, and so cleared off the account. Under our rule there

is no chance of such relief for insolvent debtors
;
and our

rigid enforcement of contracts, together with the increase of

the population, has armed the creditor with powers formerly

unknown. For the peasant’s holding under the IJritish

Government has become a valuable property, and he can be

readily sold out, as there are always plenty of husbandmen

anxious to buy in. The result is twofold. In the first place,

the village banker lends larger sums, for the security is in-

creased
;
and, in the second place, he can push the peasantry

to extremities by eviction, a legal process which was econo-

mically impossible, and politically impermissible, under Native

rule.

In Bengal, the cry of the peasant is for protection against Enmb.iy

the landlord. In South-western India, it is for protection
j,.

against the money-lender. After a careful inquiry, the Govern- inU iiSi

ment determined to respiond to that cry. In 1S79 it practically

said to the village bankers :
‘ state of things has grown up

under British rule which enables you to push the cultivators, by

means of our Courts, to extremities unknown under the Native

dynasties, and rejnignant to the customs of India. Hence-

forth, in considering the security on which you lend money,

please to know that the jieasant cannot be im’prisoncd or sold

out of his farm to satisfy your claims
;
and we shall free him

from the life-long burden of those claims by a mild bankruptcy

law.’ Such i.s the gi-.t of the Deccan Agriculturists’ Relief

.\cts of 1879 and 1S81.

The Act of 1S79 provided, in the first place, for small Its pro-

rural debtors of Rs. 50 and under. If the Court is satisfieil

that such a debtor is really unable to pay the whole sum, it ban.!m.in :

may direct the payment of such portion as it considers that he

2 L
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can pay, and grant him a discharge for the balance. The Act

gave powers to the Court to go behind the letter of the bond,

to cut down interest, and to fix the total sum which may seem
to the judge to be equitably due.

a-, a rural To debtors for amounts exceeding Rs. 50, it gave the full
In^solvency

protection of an Insolvency Act. No agriculturist shall

henceforth be arrested or imprisoned in execution of a decree

for money. In addition to the old provisions against the sale

of the necessary implements of his trade, no agriculturist’s

immoveable property shall be attached or sold in execution of

any decree, unless it has been specifically mortgaged for the

debt to which such decree relates. But even when it has

been specifically mortgaged, the Court may order the debtor’s

holding to be cultivated, for a period not exceeding seven

years, on behalf of the creditor, after allowing a sufficient

portion of it for the support of the debtor and his family.

At the end of the seven years the debtor is discharged
Rural If the debtor himself applies for relief under the Insolvency

I’toccdute^
clauses, the procedure is as follows ;—His moveable property,

less the implements of his trade, are liable to sale for his

debts. His immoveable property, or farm, is divided into

two parts, one of which is set aside as ‘ required for the

support of the insolvent and members of his family dependent
on him,’ while the remainder is to be managed on behalf of

his creditors. But ‘ nothing in this section shall authorize the

Court to take into possession any houses or other buildings

belonging to, and occupied by, an agriculturist.' Village

arbitrators or ‘ conciliators ’ were appointed by the same Act,

and every creditor must first try to settle his claims before

them. If the effort at arbitration fails, the ‘conciliator’ shall

give the applicant a certificate to that effect. No such suit

shall be entertained by any Civil Court, unless the plaintiff

produces a certificate from the local ‘ conciliator ’ that arbitra-

tion has been attempted and failed. The Act of 1879 was
somewhat modified by the amending Act of 18S1.

After having been in operation for twelve years, a Commission
was appointed in i8go to inquire into the working and results

of the Deccan Agriculturists’ Relief Acts. On the general

question of the advantages of the special legislation, the

Commissioners reported ;
‘ One great effect of the Act has

undoubtedly been to make the professional money-lender
more cautious in advancing loans except on the security of the

land, and the agriculturist more reluctant to borrow where the

security of the land is required. The evidence collected by

' Concilia-

tors.

'

Commis-
sion of
Inrjuiry,

1891-92.

Results of
the Act.
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the Commission during their local imiuiries shows that this Report <.f

result has been accompanied by a marked reduction in un- ’*’5

necessary borrowing. . . . The iiosition of the niyat is much
stronger and more indeiiendent than it was. Some ha\e
become more thrifty, and manage to get along without

borrowing. Dealings with fellow - have to a much
greater extent than formerly taken the place of dealings with

professional money-lenders.’ The Commissioners, however,

add; ‘The fact remains that a large and increasing area is

still being annually transferred from the cultivating to the

trading and other classes. . . . The Act, by reducing the

burden of debt, by exempting land from liability to sale in

execution of money decrees, and by making clear to the

rdyat the results of the contracts which he enters into, has un-

doubtedly largely checked the transfer of the land, both by the

voluntary action of the parties and by the action of the Court.

It has, however, un<iuestionably failed to stop that process.’

With regard to the working of the Act, the Commissioners Working

make many important suggestions, and recommend various

modifications. The most striking remarks in this part of the

report deserve quotation. ‘The Commission considers that

the law regarding the exemption of immoveable property from

attachment and sale in execution of money decrees should

now be extended to agriculturists in other parts of India—at

any rate, with prospective effect.’ Further: ‘The Commission

recommends that the amount of the standing crop which is

liable to attachment should be limited to one-half, and that

this half should be sold subject to the payment by the pur-

chaser of the Government revenue due on the crop attached.’

The system of unoffici.al ‘conciliators’ is condemned; ‘ The Ktcni-

Commission is strongly of opinion th.at in its present shape that

system ought not to be retained.’ Several reasons are given the C'.iu-

for this condemn.ation ; the difficulty of finding fit and projier lui-'-i- i.,

persons to discharge the functions of ‘conciliators,’ the absence
'

of power to examine on oath or to reject unfair agreements,

and the use made of the system to evavie the ^tani]) ai d

Registration Laws. The Commi->sion therefore suuuest', ‘that

the law should be amended so as to provnle that no “con-

ciliator” shall record any agreement unless he con.'ideri it

reasonable; that when a “conciliator” records an agreement,

he shall also draw up a st.atement showing what the fact-, a^

stated by the parties are, and that the aureenicnts so recorded

shall be subject to the ordinary Stamp and Registration L.awo,'

If unofficial conciliation, sateguarded in this or some s:iVi:i..r
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form, is not found to give any material relief to the Courts,

it might be altogether abolished. But the experiment, if

made at all, should be provided for by a separate Act. It

has no special connection with the relief of agricultural in-

debtedness.

The general recommendations of the Bombay Commission

deserve particular attention. It is reported that ‘ no com-

plaints of the assessment being too heavy were made,’ and
‘ that the revenue is on the whole moderate.’ But, on the

(jther hand, considering the uncertainty of the weather in the

Deccan, ‘it seems obvious that a revenue system which aims

at securing a fixed annual payment is unsuited to such a

country. Such a system could only work smoothly if the good

seasons occurred regularly, and the rdyats were sufficiently

provident to save the surplus of good against the losses of bad

years
;
but, unfortunately, in the Deccan good seasons do not

occur regularly, and the average rdyat is not provident. . . .

The present rigidity of collection ought to be modified.

Under standing orders, the Commission believes, the Collector

has power to suspend collections in cases of an abnormal

failure of the harvest over a considerable area. Hitherto this

power has been much too sparingly exercised, and Collectors

should be compelled or encouraged to make use of it with

reasonable regard to the rdyat’s ability to pay. ... A signifi-

cant indication of the value of an elastic system of revenue

collection is aftbrded by the absolute or comparative immunity
from debt enjoyed by the cultivators in several iyiam villages

examined by the Commission. One of the chief causes

assigned for this immunity by the people themselves was, that

m bad seasons the indmdar suspended the collection of the

rent. The Commission sees no reason why the adoption of a

similar system in Government villages should not be attended

by similarly good results.’ The Commission also advocated

that more care should be taken to collect the land revenue at

suitable periods, and discussed the possibility of passing a law

of tenant right, for the protection of rdyats who have parted

with their holdings, whether by sale or by mortgage with

possession, but who have been continued on the land as

tenants at will, liable to summary eviction. The report, as

a whole, contains most valuable data on the position and

prospects of the rdyats generally in the Bombay Presidency.'

' Rtport of the Commission appointed to inquire into the Working of tht

Deccan Agriculturists’ Relief AU (Calcutta, 1S92), pp. 5, 6, 12, 53. 54,

60, 61, 62, 67, 68, 73, 74.
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The North-W'cstcrn Provinces and the Punjab have practic ally b.ui.i

one land system. In those parts of India, the village ccjin-

munily has preserved its integrity more completely than else- vmcc' .m I

where. Government therefore recognises the village, and not

the za/nindars estate or the niyafs field, as the unit of land

administration. The village community takes various forms

Sometimes it holds all the village Lands in joint-ownership; the Cor),me,

share of each co-owner being represented by a fr.ictional part
''"f'aig-.

of the gross rental. Sometimes part of the lands is held in

common and part in severalty; while sometimes no common
lands remain, although a joint responsibility for the Govern-

ment revenue still subsists.

The Settlement in the Xorth-Western Provinces and the bind

Punjab is more comprehensive than in Madras or Pombay.

In addition to measurement and agricultural appraisement, it Westcni

includes the duty of drawing uji an exhaustive record of

customs and sub-tenures existing in every village. The pro- punjif.

pnetors are alone responsible for the revenue
;
but while the

State limits its claims against them, it defines the rights of all

other parties interested m the soil. The term of settlement

in the North-Western Provinces and in the Punjab i,s thirty

years. The princi[)le of assessment is that the Government

revenue shall be equal to one-half of the rent, leaving the

other half as the share of the landlord or landholding body,

that is liable for due payment, and has the trouble of collecting

It from the cultivators. The average rate of assessment is

Rs. I. 12. 3, or 3s. 61, d. per cultiv.ated acre, m tlie North-

Western Provinces, and 15 aiMs 7 yks, or is. iild., in the

Punjab—converting at the old rate of 2s. to the rupee.

Oudh, the Indian Province aci|uircd only m 1S56, has a bar.,1

peculiar land system, arising out of its local history. The

Oudh tdlukdars resemble English Landlords more closely even
^

-

than do the zaminddrs of Itengal. In origin, they were nut,/,,.,

revenue-farmers but territorial m.ignates, vvho.ve influence wa--

derived from feudal authority, military command, or heredi’.iry

sway. Their present status d.ites from the pacification alter

the Mutiny of 1857. The great tddtkddrs were then invited to

become responsible each for a gross sum for the estates win, h

they were found to hold [>rior to our annexation of Oudh.

The exce[)lional position of the tdlukdars was recognised by

conferring upon them, not only the privilege of succe'-ion by

primogeniture, but also the power of bequest by wf.I—a land-

right unknown to Hindu and Indian Muhammadan lav. Lind

not comprised in tdiukddri estates was settled in the oruinary
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way with its proprietors or zaminddrs for a term of thirty years.

The whole of Oudh has since been accurately surveyed.

The Central Provinces contain many varieties of land

tenure, from the feudatory chiefs, who pay a light tribute, to

the village communities, who are assessed after survey.

Population is sparse and agriculture backward, so that the

incidence of land revenue is everywhere low. The survey was

conducted generally on the Punjab system, adopting the ‘estate’

as the unit of assessment. But in the Central Provinces the

British Government gave proprietary rights to the former

revenue-farmers, or fiscal managers of villages, under Native

rule. It thus created a body of landholders between itself and

the cultivators. Of the rental paid by the husbandmen, the

Government takes nominally one-half as land-tax, and allows

one-half to the proprietary body. The current Settlement, for

a term of thirty years, will expire in 1897.

The gross land revenue realized from territory under British

administration in India amounted to Rx. 21,876,047 in

1882-83. During the ten years ending 1S82-83, it averaged

Rx. 21,283,764, which was raised to about Rx. 22 J millions by

the inclusion of certain local rates and cesses levied on land.

The average annual cost of collecting the land revenue during

the ten years ending 1882-83 "'as Rx. 2,945,151. The nett

land revenue realized from British India, deducting charges of

collection, during the ten years ending March 1883, averaged

therefore Rx. 18,338,613. In 1882-83, the land revenue of

British India was Rx. 21,876,047 gross, and Rx. 18,833,451
nett}

It is instructive to compare these figures with those for the

last decade. During the ten years ending 1890-91, the gross

land revenue of British India averaged Rx. 22,789,857, or a

yearly increase on the ten years ending 1 882-83 of Rx. 1,506,093.

The average cost of collecting this augmented land revenue

was Rx. 3,391,906, or an increase of Rx. 446,755. Deducting

the charges for collection, the nett land revenue for the ten

years ending in M.irch 1891 averaged Rx. 19,397,951, or an
increase of Rx. 1,059,338. Even more striking is a comparison

between the last years of the two periods, for the land revenue

of British India in 1890-91 was Rx. 24,045,209 gross, and
Rx. 20,368,613 nett, showing an improvement of Rx. 2,169,162

gross, and R.x. 1,535,162 nett since 1882-83.- The local rates

^ Parliamentary Return.

- Statistical Abstract relatincf to British Indiafrom 1S81-S2 to 1S90-91,

p. 07 (elsewhere quoted as Statistical Abstract^ 1890-91).
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and cesses calculated and levied on the land revenue, and
known as ‘provincial rates,’ amounted in 1890-91 to Rx.

3,491,240,1 making the total burden on the land in that year

Rx. 27,536,449.

In interpreting the meaning of these figures, it is necessary

to exclude Bengal, for which the detailed statistics are not

available to me. In the other Provinces of British India, the

cultivated area in 1890-91 was 165,799,792 acres, of which

138,890,947 acres were actually cropped,^ and the gross land

revenue, including rates and cesses, Rx. 22,842,615. This

shows that the incidence of the land revenue averaged for the Incidence

whole of British India, excepting Bengal, Rs. i. 6, or (taking

the rupee at its old nominal value of 2S.) about 2s. 9d. per per acre,

cultivated acre. Nevertheless this statement is somewhat too 1890-91.

general, as it deals solely with the cultivated area
;

it is advan-

tageous to compare it, in order to comprehend the actual

weight of the land revenue, with the average amount levied on

each fully assessed cultivable acre.

The surveyed area of British India, excluding Bengal,

was 508,527,453 acres (1890). Slightly less than one-half

of this extent, 249,182,382 acres, was fully assessed, the Incidence

remainder being, like Bengal, for various reasons assessed at

privileged rates. The land revenue, excluding rates and acre,

cesses, assessed on this fully-assessed area was Rx. 19,757,814, 1S90-91.

giving an average of 12 anas 8 pies, or (taking the rupee at

its old nominal value of 2s.) about is. yd. per acre. The

incidence varied per fully-assessed acre from Rs. 2. 6. 6 in

Sind, and Rs. 2. 5. 1 in Upper Burma, to 6 anas 1 pie in the

Punjab, and 3 anas 3 pies in the Central Provinces. Taking

the whole surveyed area, that is, excluding Bengal, but includ-

ing the partially-assessed Districts in the other Provinces, the

incidence of the land revenue on the population in 1890-91

averaged Rs. i. 8. i, or (taking the rupee as before) about 3s.

per head. It averaged per head from Rs. 3. 2. 2 in Sind, and

Rs. 2. 9. 3 in Berar, to 12 anas 2 pies in Assam, and 10

anas 2 pies in the Central Provinces.®

The Salt Duty.—Salt ranks next to land revenue among Salt

the items of actual taxation in India
;
opium being chiefly

paid for by the Chinese consumer. Broadly speaking, the salt

consumed in India is derived from four sources—(i) importa-

r Statevient of the Moral and Material Pro:;ress of India, 1890-91,

p. 109.

- Statistical Abstract, 1S90-91, p. 144. ^ Idem, pp. 147, 14S.
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tion by sea, chiefly from the mines of Cheshire
; (2) solar

evaporation in shallow tanks along the seaboard
; (3) gather-

ings from the Salt Lakes in Rajputana; (4) quarrying in the

Salt Hills of the Northern Punjab. Until recently, the tax

levied upon salt varied very much in different parts of the

country
;
and a numerous preventive staff was stationed along

a continuous barrier hedge, which almost cut the peninsula

into two fiscal sections.

The reforms of Sir J. Strachey in 1878, by w'hich the

higher rates were reduced while the lower rates were raised,

and their subsequent equalization over the whole country,

have effectually abolished this engine of oppression. Com-
munication is now free ; and it has been found that prices are

lowered by thus bringing the consumer nearer to his market,

even though the rate of taxation be increased. In the Punjab

and Rcljputana, salt administration has become, as in Lower

Bengal, a simple matter of weighing quantities and levying a

uniform tax. In Bombay, the manufacture is conducted at

a minimum of expense by the Government in large central

brine-works on the Rann of Cutch in Gujarat, and also at

numerous small sea-salt factories in the Konkan, leased to

private individuals, but kept under a thorough system of

excise supervision. Along the eastern coast, from Orissa to

Cape Comorin, the process of evaporating sea-water is mainly

carried on as a private industry, although under official super-

vision and on Government account.

.
The process of manufacture in Madras is exceedingly simple,

and at the same time free from temptations to smuggling. The
season lasts from about January to July, in which latter month

the downpour of rain usually puts a stop to operations. A
site is selected in the neighbourhood of one of the back-

waters or inlets which abound along the coast. Before

commencing, the proprietor of the salt-pan must each year

obtain the consent of the Collector of the District, and must

engage to supply a certain quantity of salt. The first step is

to form a series of pans or reservoirs of varying degrees of

shallowness, by banking up the earth, with interconnecting

channels. Into the outer and deepest of these pans, the sea-

water is baled by means of a lever and bucket-lift, and there

allowed to stand for some d.ays, until it has by evaporation

acquired the consistency of brine. The brine is then passed

through the channels into the remainder of the series of

gradually shallowing pans. At last it becomes crystallized

salt, and is scraped off for conveyance to the wholesale depot.
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It is estimated that, in a favourable season, this process may
be repeated de novo from twelve to fifteen times, according as

the weather permits. But a single shower of rain will spoil

the whole operation at any stage.

Like the poppy cultivation in Bengal, the manufacture of Working

salt in Madras is a monopoly, which can be defended bv the ,' monopoly
circumstances of the case. No one is compelled to manufac- in Madias,

ture, and rights of property in a salt-pan are strictly respected

;

while the State endeavours, by means of a careful staff of

supervisors, to obtain the maximum of profit with a minimum
of interference. The system as at present carried on has been

gradually developed from the experience of nearly a century.

The manufacturers belong to the same class as the ordinary

cultivators
; and, as a rule, their condition is somewhat more

prosperous, for they possess a hereditary privilege carrying with

it commercial profits. They do not work upon a system of

advances, as is the case with so many other Indian industries

;

but they are paid at a certain rate when they bring their salt

to the Government depot. This rate of payment, known as

kiidivaram, is at present fixed at an average of i ana 5 ’8 pies,

or (at the old nominal rate of exchange) about 2^d. per maund
of Saf lbs.

;
the other expenses of the Salt Department for Cost of

supervision, etc., raise the total cost to 3 anas 5 ’6 pies (or

about s^d.) per maund. The price charged to the consumer

by the Madras Government since the enhancement of the

salt duty in January 1888, has been Rs. 2. ii (or about Puty on

5 s. 4id. at the nominal rate of exchange) jter maund. It has

been found in practice that the system of handing over the

manufacture of salt to private enterprise led to too great an

increase in the price, and the Government of Madras has

therefore again commenced manufacturing, and has laid in a

reserve store of salt, by means of which the sale price can be

kept down, in case the supply runs short or the market is

unduly manipulated.^

The equal rate of salt duty which now j)revails throughout Equ.ili/i

all continental India is Rs. 2. 8 per maund, or (at the old

nominal rate of 2S. to the rupee) 6s. gd. a cwt. In Burma,

only I rupee per maund, or 2S. 4d. a cwt., is charged for local

consumption, and a transit duly ad valorem for salt sent across

' Statiment of the fiforal and Mattrial Prossicss of Ind;a, 1S90-91, p.

93; Diw.in Bahdtlur S. Srinivasa Raghavaiyangar, in his Mtinoranduni

cn the Froeress of the Madras Piesidenry Jiinnt; the hast Forty yf.Oi

(Madras, 1S92', gives a table of the prices charged for Government saa

since 1S05, p. 65.
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the frontier. The total salt revenue of British India in

1882-83 was returned at Rx. 6,177,781, the average for ten

years being Rx. 6,627,194.

The increase of the salt duty from Rs. 2 to Rs. 2. 8 in con-

tinental India, and from 3 anas to i rupee in Burma in 1888, has

naturally brought about a great rise in the revenue raised from

salt. The total receipts in 1890-91 amounted to Rx. 8,523,368,

showing a marked increase on the two previous years with

the same rate. It is interesting to observe the sources of

this income, as illustrating the previous paragraphs. Thus,

of Rx. 5,610,141 levied as excise on manufactured salt,

Rx. 2,109,397 raised in Bombay, Rx. 1,711,402 in

IMadras, Rx. 17,251 in Burma, nothing in Bengal, and

Rx. 1,772,091 in the rest of India. On the other hand, of

the other large item of the salt revenue, the duty levied on

salt imported by sea, out of Rx. 2,449,081 raised in 1890-91,

Rx. 2,306,666 came from Bengal, and Rx. 140,648 from

Burma. It cost in 1890-91 only Rx. 429,013 to collect the

salt revenue of Rx. 8,523,368, or say 5 per cent.^

Excise Duties in India are not a mere tax levied through

the private manufacturer and retailer, but (like salt) a species

of Government monopoly. The only excisable articles are

intoxicants and drugs
;
and the object of the State is to check

consumption, not less than to raise revenue. The details vary

in the different Provinces, but the general plan of administra-

tion is the same. The right to manufacture, and the right to

retail, are both monopolies of Government, let out to private

individuals upon strict conditions. Distillation of country

spirits is permitted under two systems—either to the highest

bidder under official supervision, or only at certain centres

set apart for the purpose. The latter is known as the sadr

or central distillery system. The right of sale is also farmed

out to the highest bidder, subject to regulations fixing the

quantity of liquor that m-iy be sold at one time. The brewing

of beer from rice and other grains, a process universal among
the hill tribes and other aboriginal races, is practically untaxed
and unrestrained. The numerous European breweries at the

Hill Stations pay a tax at the rate of 4 anas a gallon. A large

business in brewing is now done at Simla, Marri (IMurree),

Kasauli, Mastin', Naini Tal, Solan, the Nilgiris, and in other

Hill Districts. An attempt is being made to establish breweries

on the plains. In 1890-91, there were altogether 22 breweries
* Statistical Abstract, 1S90-91, pp. 100-103.
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in India, which produced 5,192,572 gallons of beer and porter,

a large proportion of which is purchased by the Commissariat
Department for the use of the European soldiers. This pro-
portion, however, has decreased from over four-fifths of the
total amount brewed in 1888 to three-fifths in 1890, owing to

the dislike of the British soldier to consume the beer supplied
to him by the State. The Government has consequently,
since the beginning of 1891, allowed the regiments to arrange
for their own supplies independently, and it is probable that

both Importations on account of Government and purchases
by the Commissariat of Indian beer will show a further

decrease.!

Excise duties are also levied upon the sale of a number 01

intoxicating or stimulant drugs, of which the most important

are opium and gdnjA or bhang. Opium is issued for local Opium,

consumption in India from the Government manufactories at

Patnd and Benares, and sold through private retailers at a

monopoly price. This drug is chiefly consumed in Assam,
Burma, and the Punjab. Gdnja is an into.xicating preparation CAnji..

made from the flowers and leaves of Indian hemp [Cannabis

sativa, var. indica). The cultivation of hemp for this purpose

is chiefly conducted in a limited area of Rajshahi District,

Bengal, and in the valleys of the Himdlayas, whence the

drug is imported to India under the name of charas. Its use Ckams.

is a frequent cause, not only of crime, but also of insanity.

Government attempts to check consumption— first, by fixing

the retail duty at the highest rate that will not encourage

smuggling
; and second, by continually raising that mte as

experience permits. Strictly speaking, gdnja consists of the

flowering and fruiting heads of the female plant ;
bhang or

siddhi, of the dried leaves and small stalks, with a few fruits

;

while charas is the resin itself, collected in various ways as it

naturally exudes.

No duty is at present levied upon tobacco in any part Tobacco,

of British India. The plant is universally grown by the

cultivators for their own smoking, and, like almost everything

else, was subject to taxation under Native rule; but the impos-

sibility of accur.ate excise supervision caused the British Govern-

ment to abandon this impost. The total excise revenue of

British India in 1882-83 returned at Rx. 3,609,561, the

average for ten years being Rx. 2,774,073. In 1890-91 it had

risen, not like the salt revenue by fresh taxation, but by careful

! Statement of the Moral and Material Progress of India., I S90-9 1 , p. 2
1 5 ;

Statistical Tables for British India tCalcuUa, 1892', pp. vii., 52.
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administration, to Rx. 4,947,780, an increase on 1SS2-83 of

more than 37 per cent. To collect this increased amount cost

Rx. 175,053, or about 3! per cent, of the whole. The average

of the total excise revenue for the ten years ending 1890-91

was Rx. 4,249,264, and of its cost of collection, Rx. 122,525.1

The excise revenue does not, however, include the whole of

the income derived from the taxation of intoxicants. More
than three-quarters of the import duties levied in the customs

departments on sea-borne goods are collected from imported

liquors. These customs dues have increased 50 per cent, in

the last decade, from Rx. 407,123 in 1881-S2 to Rx 600,901

in 1890-91,- and should be taken into calculation in con-

sidering the efforts of the Indian Government to check the

increase of intemperance.

The Municip.vlities at present existing in India are a

creation of the Legislature
; indeed, a recent branch of our

system of administration. Their origin is to be traced, not

directly to the Native pancJuiyat, but to the necessity for reliev-

ing the District officer from certain details of his work. The
panchlyat or elective Council of Five is one of the institutions

most deeply rooted in the Hindu mind. By it the village

community was ruled, the head-man being only its executive

official, not the legislator or judge. By it caste disputes were

settled
; by it traders and merch.ants were organized into

powerful guilds, to the rules of which even European outsiders

formerly had to submit. By a develoimicnt of the panchdyat,

the .-^ikh army of the khdhd was despotically governed, when the

centralized system of Ranjit Singh fell to pieces at his death.

. The village organization was impaired or broken up under
IMughal rule. [Municipal institutions have developed under

the British rule in place of the old Hindu mechanism of rural

government, which had thus worn out. Police, roads, and
sanitation are the three main objects for which a modern
Indian municipality is constituted. In rural tracts, these

departments are managed (in different Provinces) by the

Collector, or by one of his subordinate staff, or by a Local

fund Board. Within municipal limits, they are delegated to a

Committee, who, at first, derived their practical authority

from the Collector's sanction, implied or expressed. Except
in the larger towns, the municipalities can scarcely be said as

yet to exhibit the attributes of popular representation or of

vigorous corporate life. But the Local Government Acts,

Statistical A::stract, 1S90-91, p. 105. 'Idem, p. 107.
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which received a new impulse during Lord Ripon’s Viceroyalty

{a/Ae, p. 499), have strengthened the rural and municipal boards.

As education advances, they will be further developed.

In 1882-83, the municipalities in British India, exclusive Mumcip.il

of the three Presidency cities, numbered 783, with 12,923,494
inhabitants. In that year the municipalities of Calcutta,

Bombay, and Madras governed a population of if millions;

the members of the three municipal bodies numbered 171, of

whom 93 were elected.

Increased life and vigour has been given to municipal Municip.-.l

institutions in India by the e.xtension of the elective principle, ’

under the Local Self-Government Acts (1882-84). In

important places the majority of the municipal bodies are

elected by the local taxpayers, but in certain small towns all,

and in every town some, of the administrators are nominated

by the Government, or have seats ex officio. In Upper Burma
alone there are no elected members in the sixteen munici-

palities, which, despite the recent date of the annexation, have

already been constituted. The 758 municipalities, excluding

the Presidency towns, of British India consisted, in 1890-91,

of 10,585 members, of whom 5848 were elected, and 4737
nominated or ex officio. But this does not fairly exhibit the

advance made by the elective principle, for the nominated

municipal commissioners of small towns or in backward

Provinces are included. It is more instructive to point out

that in the 107 municipalities of the North-Western Provinces

there were 1218 elected to 317 nominated members, and that

in the 145 municipalities of Bengal the proportion was 1154

to 944. Out of the aggregate number of municipal com-

missioners concerning whom information is available, 6790

were natives and 839 Europeans. The population within

municipal limits was, according to the Census of 1891, no less

than 15,024,308, of whom 1,580,715 resided in the three

Presidency towns. The larger the town and the more vigorous Pre.'-iil.-nry

the municipality, the greater is the power of local administra- nmmci-

tion conceded to it, and the larger the proportion of elected
"

members. Thus, in the three municipalities of Calcutta,

Madras, and Bombay, 138 out of the 180 municipal com-

missioners were elected in 1890-91. They have to face

serious difficulties in meeting the problems of draining and

keeping healthy large urban populations. They have grappled

with their task, and the Tansa Water-works Scheme for

supplying Bombay with pure water, for instance, which has

just been completed, in spite of grave engineering obstacles.
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is a credit to the local authorities. The financial statistics of

the Indian municipalities are given in a later section of this

chapter (p. 558).*

The establishment of rural local self-government has been

undertaken later than that of urban self-government, and

presents peculiar difficulties, owing to the nature of the

population and the distances to be traversed to attend

meetings. Nevertheless, District and Rural Boards have

been formed in every Province, except Burma, to administer

and allot local taxation. The principle of election has been

admitted as far as possible, and in the North-Western Provinces

and Oudh 1284 out of 1564 members of the District Boards

were elected, and in Bengal 323 members out of 793. The
greater part of the expenditure of these Rural Boards is devoted

to local roads, but as the idea of local self-government develops,

they receive charge of primary education and sanitation.

It is more difficult to get members to attend these Boards

than in the municipalities, but with increased responsibility

and powers it is hoped that this difficulty will lessen.

-

Fin.vnxe.—It is difficult to present a view of Indian finance,

which shall be at once concise and intelligible. The subject

is full of controversies, and obscured by different presentments

of the same sets of accounts. In the first place, the aggregate

revenue and expenditure are officially returned according to

a system which, although necessary for Indian purposes, is

apt to mislead the English critic. The Indian Government
is not a mere tax-collecting agency, charged with the single

duty of protecting person and property. Its system of

administration is based upon the view that the British Power
is a paternal despotism, which owns, in a certain sense, the

entire soil of the country, and whose duty it is to perform the

various functions of a wealthy and an enlightened proprietor.

It collects its own rents. It provides, out of its own capital,

facilities for irrigation, means of communication, public

buildings, schools, and hospitals. It also takes on itself the

businesbcs of a railway owner, and of a manufacturer on a

grand scale, in the case of opium and salt. These departments

swell the totals on both sides of the balance-sheet with large

items, neither of the nature of ta.xation nor of administrative

e\[ienditure.

^ Slattnuut of the floral iinJ Proposs of India, 1S90-91,

I P- 30“39> Had Table on p. 47.
- /,'i -V, pp. 39-44.
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In the second place, the methods of keeping the Indian Changes

public accounts have been subjected to frequent changes

during recent years, to such an extent as to vitiate all com-

parative statements for long periods of time. The commercial

traditions, inherited from the days of the Company, regulated

the Indian accounts until about the year iS6o. From that

date efforts have been made to bring the methods of Indian

accounting into conformity with the English system of public

accounts. It results that the same entries represent different

facts at different periods. Thus, under the Company, the

items usually represented the nett sums
; they now represent

the gross sums. At one period, the gross receipts are shown,

wdth a per contra for the charges of collection or for refunds.

At another time, important classes of charges have been

transferred from the Imperial to the Provincial Budgets, to be

brought back again after an interval of a few years to the

Imperial Budget, and again transferred to Local Finance.

Capital expenditure on public works, at one period charged

to current revenue, is at another period excluded, as being

‘ extraordinary ’ or ‘ reproductive.’ The entire nett income of The re.sult-

the railways, whether the property of the State or of guaranteed 5"^^,

companies, has now been entered as Imperial revenue, and

the interest to shareholders as Imperial expenditure. The

Indian accounts represent, therefore, not only the Indian

taxation and the cost of administration
;
they represent the

trade expenses and profits of the Government as a great

railway owner, canal maker, opium manufacturer, salt mono-

polist, and pioneer of new industries. They also represent

these profits and expenses under diverse systems of account at

different periods.

The following pages will first endeavour to exhibit the

actual taxation of British India, as compared with that of the

Mughal Empire. They will then show the gross revenue and

expenditure of British India, whether of the nature of taxation

or otherwise, and analyze its principal items.

millions.
nf Ilnti-h

The Actual T.sxatiox paid by the people of British India Ch

during the ten years ending 1879 averaged Rx. 35.!

The subjoined tables show the gross items, e.xclu^ive of the inuu.

opium duty which is paid by the Chinese consumer, tributes

from foreign or Feudatory States, forest receipts, and the Mint.

The actual taxation arranges itself under seven branches, as

given on the next two pages, from 1S69 to 1891.
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Statement I. was compiled from a special Parliamentary

Return, and shows the nett taxes, after deducting drawbacks

and items not of the nature of actual taxation. Statement II.

shows the revenue from the same items during the twelve

following years, 1880-91. The average of these twelve

years is Rx. 41J millions, against Rx. 35^ millions during the

ten years ending 1879.

The nett taxation of British India, that is to say, the sums

realized, less the cost of collection, averaged 32 millions ^

during the ten years ending 1879. Returns of nett taxation,

however, depend much upon the method on which they are

prepared. But the final accounts as presented to Parliament

enable us to arrive accurately at the gross taxation paid by the

Indian people, which, as above shown, was Rx. 35^^ millions

during the ten years ending 1879, or, according to the former

Census, and taking the rupee at its old nominal value, Rs. i.

13, or 3s. 8d. per head. During the last twelve years the

gross taxation has increased from Rx. 35^ millions to Rx. 41}
millions, or more than 16 per cent.; but the population has

increased proportionately, and the rate of actual taxation per

head, according to the Census of 1891, taking the average of

the last twelve years, and the rupee at its old exchange value,

13 Rs. I 13. to, or 3s. Sid. Taking the year 1S90-91 by

Itself, the actual gross taxation, after deducting refunds, etc.,

was Rx. 46,691,425, giving a rate, according to the Census of

that year, of R=. 2. 1.9, or (at the old rate of exchange) of

4s. 2 Id. per head of the population, or say 2S. Sd. at present

e.xchange of is. 3d. per rupee.

This rate contrasts alike with that now paid by the taxpayer

in England and with th.at formerly paid in India under the

-Mughal Empire. The 37I millions of people in Great Britain

and Ireland pay So millions of Imperial taxation,- besides

heavy local and municipal burdens. The revenues of the

Mughal Empire, derived from a much smaller population

than that of British India, varied, as we have seen, ’ from

42 millions nett under Akbar in 1593 to 80 millions under

.\urangzcb in 1695. The trustworthiness of these returns has

been discussed in a previous chapter
;
and they must be taken

subject to the qualifications therein indicated.

* Compiled from the Parliament.iry Return, 8th July iSSo, pp. 4, 5.

-Customs, ipj millions; Inland revenue, 6oi millions: total Imperi.vl

taxation, So millions. The gross revenue of the United Kingdom m
iSoo-oi was £99.698,683. beside a heavy local taxation.

' .-tntc, chap. -\i. p. 357. etc ; Table of Mughal Revenues (1593 to 1761 e
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If we examine the items in the Mughal accounts, we find InJiari

the explanation of their enormous totals. The land-tax then,

as now, formed about one-half of the whole revenue. The MughaK
nett land revenue demand of the Mughal Emjiire averaged

Rx. 25 millions from 1593 to 1761 ; or Rx. 32 millions during

the last century of that Empire, from 1655 to 1761. The
annual nett land revenue raised from the much larger area of much

British India, during the ten years ending iSno-oi, has been
, 1

^ ^ ^
y ^ j than now

Rx. 19^ millions (gross, Rx. 22J millions). But besides the

land revenue there were under our predecessors not less than

forty imposts of a personal character. These included taxes

upon religious assemblies, upon trees, upon marriage, upon
the peasant’s hearth, and upon his cattle. How severe some
of them were may be judged from the poll-tax. For the

purposes of this tax, the non-Muhammadan po[mlation was Mugh.al

divided into three classes, paying respectively Rs. 40, Rs. 20,

and Rs. 10 annually to the E.xchequer for each adult male.

The lowest of these rates, if now levied from each non-Musal-

nian male adult, would alone yield an amount exceeding our

whole actual taxation. Yet, under the Mughals, the poll-tax

was only one of forty burdens.

We may briefly sum up the results. Under the IMughal Summ.iry

Empire, 1593 to 1761, the existing returns of the Imperial

demand averaged about Rx. 60 millions a year. During the

ten years ending 1879, Imperial taxation of British India,

with its far larger population, averaged Rx. 33’, millions, and

for the twelve years ending 1890-91, Rx. 41} millions. Under

the Mughal Empire, the land-tax, between 1655 and 1761,

averaged Rx. 32 millions. E'nder the British Empire, the nett

land-tax has, during the ten years ending 1S79, averaged

Rx. 18 millions, and Rx. 19^ millions during the twelve years

ending 1890-91.

Not only is the taxation of British India much less than Uxat on

that raised by the Mughal Emperors, but it cora[iares favour-

ably with the taxation of other Asiatic countries m our own

day. The only other Empire in .\sia which pretends to

a civilised government is Japan. The author has no special

acquaintance with the Japanese revenues
;
but German statists

show that over 1 1 millions sterling are there raised from a

population of 34 million people, or, deducting certain items, a

taxation of about 6s. a head. In India, where we try to

govern on a higher standard of efficiency, the rate of actual

gross taxation averaged 3s. Sd. a head for the ten years ending

1S79, and 3s. Sid. per head for the twelve years ending 1890-91.
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If, instead of dealing with the Imperial revenues as a whole,

we concentrate our survey on any one Province, we find these

facts brought out in a still stronger light. To take a single

instance. After a patient scrutiny of the records, I found

that, allowing for the change in the value of money, the ancient

revenue of Orissa represented eight times the quantity of the

staple food which our own revenue now represents.^ The
Native revenue of Orissa supported a magnificent court, with a

crowded seraglio, swarms of priests, a large army, and a costly

public worship. Under our rule, Orissa does little more than

defray the local cost of protecting person and property, and of

its irrigation works. In Orissa, the Raja’s share of the crops

amounted, with dues, to 6o per cent., and the mildest Native

Governments demanded 33 per cent. The Famine Commis-

sioners estimate the land-tax throughout British India- ‘at

from 3 per cent, to 7 per cent, ot the gross out-turn,’ Ample
deductions are allowed for the cost of cultivation, the risks

of the season, the maintenance of the husbandman and his

famil)-. Of tire balance. Government nominally takes one-

third or a half
;
but how small a proportion this bears to the

crop may be seen from the data collected by the Famine
Commissioners.

Their figure.s dealt with 176 out of the 199 millions of pcoifie

in British India. These 176 millions cultivated, when the

inquiry was m.ade in 1S79, *58 millions of acres, grew 331

millions sterling worth of jiroduce, and paid iS-J- millions

of land revenue. While, therefore, they raised over Rs. 17. S

worth of produce per acre, they [laid to Government under

one rupee of land-tax per acre. Instead of thus paying 5 1

]ier cent., they would, under the Mughal rule, have been called

upon to pay from 33 to 50 per cent, of the crop. The two

systems, indeed, proceed upon entirely different principles.

The Native Governments, write the Famine Commissioners,

often taxed the land ‘to the extent of taking from the occupier

the whole of the surplus after defraying the expenses of culti-

vation.’ " The British Government objects to thus ‘ sweeping

off the whole margin of jirofit.’

\\ hat becomes of the surplus which our Government refrains

^ The evidence on which these statements are based was published in

my Unssa, vol. i. pp. 323-329. tSmith, Elder, X. Co.. 1S72.)
- Rcy^ri of the Indian Famine Commission^ part ii. p. 90, as presented

to Parliament, iSSo.

I\/-or; oj the Inaian Famine Commission, part ii. p. 90, as presented

to Tarliament, iSSo.
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from taking? It goes to feed a greatly increased population. Incre.isc

'J'he tax-gatherer now leaves so large a margin to the hus!>and-
"f

man, that the Province of Bengal, for example, feeds three

times as many mouths as it did in 1780, and has a vast surplu,

of produce, over and above its own wants, for exportation.
‘ In the majority of Native Governments,’ writes the highest

living authority on the question,' ‘ the revenue officer takes

all he can get
;
and would take treble the revenue we should

assess, if he were strong enough to exact it. In ill-managed Taxati(.n

States, the cultivators are relentlessly sc[uee/ed
;
the difference

between the Native system and ours being, mainly, that the

cultivator in a Native State is seldom or never sold up, and

that he is usually treated much as a good bullock is treated,

i.e. he is left with enough to feed and clothe him and his

family, so that they may continue to work.’ John Stuart Mill

studied the condition of the Indian people more deeply than

any other political economist, and he took an indulgent view

of Native institutions. His verdict upon the Mughal Govern-

ment is that, ‘ except during the occasional accident of a

humane and vigorous local administrator, the exactions had no

practical limit but the inability of the peasant to pay more.’

The Famine Commission, after careful intjuiries, stated- that Inci'lencu

throughout British India the landed classes pay resenue at the

rate of Rs. 2. 12 per head, including the land-tax for their In. Im.

farms, or Rs. o. 14 without it. The trading classes pay Rs.

I. 10 per head ; the artisans Rs. i—equal to four days’ wages

in the year; and the agricultural labourers under Rs. o. 14.

The whole taxation, including the Government rent for the

land, averaged, as we have seen, under Rs. i. 14 per head

during the ten years ending 1879. But the Famine Commis-

sioners declare that ‘any native of India who does not trade

or own land, and who chooses to drink no spirituous liquor,

and to use no English cloth or iron, need pay in taxation only

about 7d. a year on account of the salt he consumes. On a

family of three persons, the charge amounts to is. pd., or about

four days’ wages of a labouring man and his wife.’ '

' Report by Mr. (now Sir! .Mfreil Ly.xll, C.l!., formerly Governor-

General's Agent in Rajput.rna, aftctvv.ards I-'oreign Secrciary to the Govern-

ment of India, and Lieutenant-Governor of the North-Western I'iovk.cl!

and Oudh :
quoted in the Despatch of the Governor-General-in-Councd to

the Secretary of State, Sth June iSSo. ‘Condition of In.Jia,’ R'ue Biok,

PP- 36. 37 -

- Repot of the Favimc Cosnr.iiTion. part ii. p. 03 (folio, iSSo,.

hum, part ii. p. 03.
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But it should always be borne in mind

that the actual taxation of the Indian people is one thing, and

the gross revenues of India are another. As explained in a

previous paragraph of this chapter, the revenues include many
items not of the nature of taxation. The following table, com-

piled from the Statistical Abstract for 1890-91, exhibits the

gross Imperial revenue and expenditure of India for that year,

according to the system of accounts adopted at the time. For

the reasons already given, it is practically impossible to analyze

these gross totals in such a way as to show the actual amount
raised by taxation, and the actual amount returned in protec-

tion to person and property. The actual taxation has there-

fore been dealt with in the two separate statements already

given. It is equally impossible to compare the gross totals

with those for previous years, owing to changes that have been

made from time to time in the system of entering the accounts.

The only profitable plan is to particularize some of the items,

and to explain their real meaning.

The list of items shows how large a portion of the gross

revenue is not of the nature of taxation proper. Public works,

including railways and irrigation and navigation canals, yielded

in 1890-91 no less than Rx. 19,408,556, or over zajr per cent,

ot the total. Adding the items of post-office and telegraphs,

which also represent payment for work done or services

rendered, the proportion would rise to over 25 per cent. Then
the sum of Rx. 7,879,182 gross, or Rx. 5,698,355 nett, derived

from opium, being an additional 6I per cent, of the gross

revenue, is not a charge upon the native ta.x-payer, but a con-

tribution to the Indian e.xchequer by the Chinese consumer of

the drug. Add to these the tributes from Feudatory States,

produce of the forests, etc., and upw'ards of one-third of the

total gross revenue is accounted for. The whole revenue of

British India of the nature of actual taxation, including Land
Revenue, E.xcise, Assessed Taxes, Provincial Rates, Customs,
Salt, and Stamps, amounted in 1878 to Rx. 34,727,217, or

I rupee 13 anas and 2 j’ies, which was equivalent (at the old

nominal rate of 2s. to the rupee) to about 3s. 7|d. per head.

In 1S90-91 the gross actual ta.xation of British India was
R.X. 48,437,180, or, taking the figures of the new Census and
the old nominal value of the rupee, an average of 2 rupees

3 anas, or 4s. 4 id. per head.
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The land revenue, amounting to Rx. 24,045,209 in 1890-91,

forms by far the largest item. Whether it should be properly

regarded as a tax, or only as rent, is a problem for political

economists to settle
; but in any case, it is paid without

question, as an immemorial right of the State. It yielded in

1890-91, 28 per cent., or nearly one -third, of the gross

revenue.

Of the other items of taxation, excise and stamps are

practically creations of British rule. The e.xcise is a tax upon
intoxicating liquors and deleterious drugs, levied both on the

manufacture and on the sale, according to different systems in

different Provinces. Like the corresponding duty in England,

it is voluntarily incurred, and presses hardest upon the lowest

classes. But, unlike the English excise, it can hardly be called

an elastic source of revenue, for the rate is intentionally kept

so high as to discourage consumption. No duty whatever is

levied upon tobacco. Stamiis, as in England, form a complex

item. The stamj) revenue in India is chiefly derived from fees

on litigation, and only a comparatively trifling amount from

stamps proper on deeds of transfer, etc.

Customs are divided into import and export duties, both of

which have been so greatly lightened in recent years, that

their permanent maintenance may be considered doubtful.

Duties on exports have been altogether abolished, with the

single exception of that on rice, which brings in from Rx.

600.000 to over Rx. 900,000 per annum. The average for

the ten years ending 1890-91 was Rx. 740,757, the amount

for the last-mentioned year (1S90-91) Rx. 924,838, and there

has been a steady increase since 1878. This export duty is

levied at the rate of 3 anas a matind, or, at the old value of

the rupee, about 6d. per cwt., being equivalent to an ad
lalorem rate of 10 per cent. The Rx. 1,743,218 received from

customs in iSgo-91 was practically made up of Rx. 600,901

levied on imported liquors and Rx. 165,040 on imported

mineral oils, such as petroleum, together with Rx. 924,838
levied on exported rice. The receipts from all other import

customs, chiefly levied on arms, ammunition, and drugs,

amounted in 1890-91 to only Rx. 28,497, or 15 per cent, ot

the total
;
and the balance of the customs revenue was made

up by Rx. 6221 from land customs, and Rx. 17,721 from

miscellaneous receipts, wharf-rents, and fees.'

The import duty on cotton goods was finally abolished in

’ Finajice and Revenue Accounts ofthe Government of India for the year

1S90-91, p. 37.
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March 1882, having been reduced in 1878, and again in Cotton

1S79. Imported cotton manufactures had previously formed
the most important item of the customs revenue. From
1874 to i8Sa the duty on cotton goods varied from Rx.

941,672 in 1878 to Rx. 574,915 in 1881-S2, the average

being about Rx. 750,000 during the nine years preceding the

total abolition of the duty.

The salt-tax, which now yields over Rx. 8,000,000 a ye.ar, is a The salt-

problem of greater difficulty. It is an impost upon an article

of prime necessity, and it falls with greatest severity upon the

lowest classes. On the other hand, it may be urged that it is

familiar to the people, is levied in a manner which arouses

no discontent
;
and is the only means available of s[)reading

taxation proper over the community. The reforms of 1S78

and 1882, referred to on a previous page, have equalized the

incidence of the salt-tax over the entire country, with the

incidental result of abolishing arbitrary and vexatious customs-

lines. As stated on a previous page, the rate is now a uniform

one of Rs. 2. 8 per maufui, or (at the old nominal value of the

rupee) 6s. gd. per cwt., throughout British India, except in

Burma, where the rate is one rupee per mawid.

Direct taxation is no novelty in India, the Native Govern- .\ssessefl

ments having from time immemorial made the non-agricultural t.vxes.

classes pay their share of the expenses of the State. In the

Provinces which passed early under British rule, we found

this taxation mixed up with a complicated mass of ‘ octroi
’

and transit duties falling more or less upon the general

population; and when (about 1S44) the salt-tax was imposed

upon the latter, the old system of direct and indirect taxation

was, perhaps too indiscriminately, swept away.

The financial necessities arising out of the Mutiny of 1S57 Hiatury

having compelled the Government to revert to direct taxation, ?fthc
S’

‘
j • j /.

incnnie-

the form of the English income-tax was ado;)ted instead of ta.x.

the Native model that had been discarded about 1844.

Ignorant and unlettered millions were called upon, at short

notice, to assess themselves or prove rights of exemption, to

send in elaborate returns and calculations, and to understand

•and watch their own interests under the system of notices,

surcharges, claims, ab.atements, instalments, penalties, etc.,

consequent thereon. The result was a long train of abuses.

Renewed direct taxation thus made a disadvantageous start.

Furthermore, with the English form came the English idea

that the tax was to be a convenient means for rectifying

Budget inequalities, and a standing reserve in emergencies.
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Rates of

income-
tax. iS6o-
1S77.

Present

arrange*

ment.

Measures
taken in

1SS6.

Hence, incomes which had been taxed 2 per cent, in i860,

were exempted in 1862; the 4 per cent, rate was reduced to

3 per cent, in 1863, and the whole tax was dropped in 1865.

In 1867 it reappeared as a ‘licence-tax’ at a rate of 2 per

cent at more than, but reaching down to, incomes of Rs. 200.

In 1868 it was made a ‘certificate-tax,’ at rates one-fifth

lower, and starting with a Rs. 500 limit In 1869 it became
again an ‘ income-tax ’ at 1 per cent, on all incomes and
profits of Rs. 500 and upwards. In the middle of the same
year it was suddenly nearly doubled. In 1870 came a further

rise to 3J per cent., followed in 1871 by a fall to about i per

cent., with a minimum of Rs. 750, which in 1872 was relaxed

to Rs. 1000. To this succeeded four years of total abolition.

In 1877 a new start was made, upon somewhat improved lines,

to levy a ‘ licence-tax,’ but the system of local legislation led

to local inequalities of incidence and of maximum, and the

measure was admittedly provisional.

In 1886 the defences of India involved a large additional

taxation. This led to a re-examination of the subject, and it

was recognised that the perpetual changes in rate, incidence,

name, form, classification, and procedure, evidenced by twenty-

three Acts in some twenty years, had rendered successful direct

ta.xation impossible. It was noted that the Native Governments

levied without difficulty or demur sums far larger than the

Rx. 500,000 which cost the British Government so much
unpopularity and outcry. Their system consisted of a tradi-

tional acquaintance with individuals and their circumstances,

a careful record of the names and revenues of non-agricultural

householders, a rudely equitable apportionment between man
and man, a fixed reluctance to vary assessments without grave

cause, and the employment of the ordinary land-revenue

agency. A measure was then framed, such as, wfith due
allowance for modern circumstances, would by its provisions,

and still more by the Rules framed under it, give the utmost
scope for the application of these fundamental principles. A
suitable permanent agency, under effective supervision, was to

shun petty increases and changes from year to year ; to use the

power of assessment with care, tact, and moderation
; to learn

and record the real means of parties
; to prevent the unfair

escape of individuals ; and by patient, continuous endeavours
to build up a framework of taxation which could be smoothly
worked upon. Act n. of 1886 remains in force up to the

present time, and is reported to have fulfilled the anticipations

which had been formed of the new departure, and to show a
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yearly increase corresponding to the growth of India in wealth Income

and population. The nett receipts of the assessed taxes,

deducting the cost of collection, have been since the intro-

duction of the new system :

—

1886-87, 1887-88. 1888-89. 1889-90. 1890-01. 1891-92. 1892-93,

Rx. Rx. Rx. Rx. Rx. Rx. Rx.

1|277,5io 1,382,808 1,477,514 1.567,593 1,588,150 1,614,900! 1,613,400*

Gross Expenditure.

—

Putting aside the cost of collection Indi.m

and civil administration, which e.xplain themselves, the most

important charges are the Army, Interest on Debt, Famine 91.
’

Relief, Loss by Exchange, and Public Works, to which may
be added the complex item of payments in England. Military Army c,\

expenditure has averaged Rx. 19,484,591 during the ten

years ending iSgo-gr, and in 1890-91 was Rx. 20,690,068.

Of this amount, Rx. 14,799,128 were spent in India and

Rx. 5,890,140 in England, in both cases slightly exceeding

the average for the decade, which was Rx. 14,178,800 in

India and Rx. 5,305,790 in England. In connection with

military expenditure must be noted an item for special de-

fence works, which has appeared in the Indian accounts since

1S86-S7. Under this head there was spent in 1890-91 the

sum of Rx. 491,837, the average for the five years being

Rx. 550,511.

In 1S77-7S, the total of the Indian Public Debt (exclusive Public

of capital invested on railways and other productive public

works) was returned at over Rx. 1345 millions, being Rs. 6.

12. 2, or (taking the rupee at its old nominal value of 2s.)

just 13s. 6|d. per head of the population. In 1890-91, it was

returned at over Rx. 207 millions, or, taking the figures of the

new Census, at Rs. 9. 5. 8, or, according to the old rate of

exchange, 18s. 8-|d. per head of the population. Part of this

was of the nature of obligations or deposits not bearing interest.

The charge for interest was Rx. 5 millions in 1S77-78, and

only Rx. 4,195,304 in 1890-91. The above ‘ Public Debt ’ is

independent of Rx. 126^ millions invested in railways and

productive works in 1877-78, which had increased to over

Rx. 1674 in 1890-91."

In 1840, the Public Debt amounted to only 30 millions, Itsgr<i«rh

and gradually rose to 52 millions in 1S57. Then came the

Mutiny, which added upwards of40 millions ofdebt in four wars.

The rate of increase was again gradual, but slow, till about

! Estimates for 1S91-92, 1892-93.

** Statistical Ac-stractfor 1890-91, p. 302.
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P'ainine

Relief.

Li"-'' hy
tvchancc

1874, when Famine Relief conspired with Public Works to

cause a rapid augmentation, which has continued to the

present time. A significant feature in this augmentation is

the large proportion of debt contracted in England.

No charge has recently pressed harder upon the Indian

exchequer than that of Famine Relief. Apart from loss by

reduced revenue, the two famines of 1874 and 1877-78 caused

a direct expenditure on charitable and relief works amounting

in the aggregate to just over Rx. 14 millions. From 1878-79

to 1S82-83 expenditure on ‘Famine Relief’ was returned

at Rx. 3J millions (of which the greater portion was expended

on Public Works in the nature of insurance against famine,

and not on actual relief); making a total of nearly Rx. 17

j

millions during the ten tears 1874 to 1883 inclusive. This

amounted to an annual charge of Rx. ij millions for ‘Famine

Relief.’ Since 1882-83 the need of special expenditure under

this head has not been so imperative. Nevertheless, during

these eight years up to 1890-91, Rx. 6-|: millions more has

been spent on ‘ Famine Relief and Insurance,’ or an average

sum of Rx.
J
of a million a year.*

Loss by exchange is due to the circumstance that large

pa) nients in gold require to be made in England by means of

the dcj'reciatcd ru[)ee. In the table on p. 551 it is not treated

as a scjiar.tte item, but spread over the different branches of

Indian txif.-nditure. The average amount spent in England

during the SIX year^ from 1885-8610 1890-91 was^ig. 869,127,

and the actual figure for 1S90-91 was .=^15.563,875. An
anal) sis of this expenditure shows that the principal item.s

were— Intere.st on 1)061,^2,513,000; Interest on State and

Guar.inteed Railw.ays, 702,207 ;
Effective Military Charges

(including payment for British forces, troop service, etc.),

^ Ij 3 - 5 , 4(^3 i
Non-Effective Military Charges (including re-

tired pay, pensions, etc.), ^^2, 095,632 ;
Indian Service Funds

(pensions to Civil officers, etc.), _;Ci,4o6,6o6
;

and Stores,

chiefly militar)', ;^r,522, loS.- To meet these large and

nece.'sary disbursements, money has to be transmitted to

England, and a considerable loss is caused by the depreciated

value of silver as against gold. In 1869-70, the loss by

e.xchange was more than b.alanced bv an entry of gain by

exchange on the other side of the ledger. In 1S76-77, the

loss amounted to R.x. 2, 161,713 ; between 187S-79 and

iSS4-85,when the rupee was worth a varying fraction more

1 Sliiti Iha! A'^stracl for 1890-91, p. 94.

- /.iini, pp. loS, 109.
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than IS. 7(1., it averaged Rx. 3,395,528; and hetween 18S7-SS
and 1890-91, when the rupee had fallen to a variing fraction

over IS, 4d., the average loss was R.\. 6,678,084 '

In 1890-91, however, the rupee rose once more to slightly

over IS. 6d. in value, and the loss on exchange consequently

was only Rx. 5,217,896. The actual loss on the paiment of

the Home Charges of ;i^i5, 568,875 was Rx. 5,087,144, and

the difference is accounted for by the fact that the Secretary of

State for India cannot draw bills for exactly the amount required

at the moment, but has to watch the market and sei^e favour-

able opportunities.

The expenditure on Public Works is provided from three rulilic

sources—(i) the capital of private companies, with a (lovern-

ment guarantee
; (2) loans for the construction of railways and

canals; (3) current revenue applied towards such works as are

not directly remunerative. In 1S77-78, the capital raised for

guaranteed railways amounted to Rx. 97 ’j millions, and the

capital invested on State railways and other jiroductive public

works to Rx. 29 millions; total, Rx. 126.', millions on railways and

jjroductive works. In 1890-91, the cajiital of the guaranteed

railways was reduced to Rx. 71-^^ millions; the capital invested Railway

on State railways and other productive public works amounted

to Rx. 93J millions: total on railways and productive public

works, Rx. 167I millions in iSpo-pt. During the interval,

64 millions sterling of capit.rl had been transferred from the

guar.anteed to the State railway account, owing to the purchase

of the E.ist India, the E.rstern Ileng.il, and the Smd, Punjab,

and Delhi railways by the Government.

Independent of Iniperi.al finance, and likewise independent Local

of certain sums annually transferred from the Imperial
'mance

exchequer to be expended by the provincial governments,

there is another Indian budget for local revenue and expendi-

ture. This consists of an income derived mainly from cesses

upon land, four-fifths of which are classified as Proiinci.il Rates,

and expended to a gre.it extent upon minor public works and

education. In 1S77-78. local revenue and expenditure were

each returned at about Rx. 3! million'-, and in 1S90-91 the local

revenue amounted to Kx. 3,579.010, and the local expenditure

to Rx. 3,989,060. of which Rx, 1,600,095 was spent on public

works, and Rx. 585,661 on education,

-

Vet a third budget is that belonging to the municipalities.

^ SfatUth-al Ah-tr.u! fc> 1S90-91, p. 13;.

- hnar.-'C an.l A'.nrac A:cc::i!/ f ;i.c G z..r!:n. ; ‘ rf In ii.i J,

,

ibco-pi.

rr- ‘8, 19-
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nee,

1X76-91

Muiiicipnl The three Presidency towns of Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay
had in 1876-77 a total municipal income of Rx. 668,400, of

which Rx. 519,322 was derived from taxation, being at the

rate of Rs. 3. 8 per head of population. In addition, there

were 894 minor municipalities, with a total population of

12,381,059. Their aggregate income was Rx. 1,246,974, of

which Rx. 979,088 was derived from taxation, being at the

rate of 12 anas 8 pies per head. In 1890-91 the total muni-

cipal revenue of the three capital towns was Rx. 1,106,400,

namely, of Bombay, Rx. 586,100; of Calcutta, Rx. 420,000

;

of Madras, Rx. 100,300; while their expenditure was

1,573.600, namely, in Bombay, Rx. 1,013,000; in Calcutta,

and

Rx.

Rx. 447,000; and in Madras, Rx. 1 15,600. Their debt amounts

(1S91) to Rx. 5,698,000, of which Rx. 3,285,000 belongs to

Bombay, Rx. 2, 126,000 to Calcutta, and Rx. 287,000 to

Madras
;

while the incidence of municipal taxation on the

population varies from Rs. 6 in Bombay, and Rs. 5. 10. 11

in Calcutta, to Rs. i. 15 in Madras. An idea of the import-

ance of the Presidency towns may be formed from the fact

that the whole municipal income of all the other 758 munici-

palities in India amounted in 1890-91 to only Rs. 1,929,614,

and their total expenditure to Rx. 2,438,096.* In the Presi-

dency towns, rates upon houses, etc., are the chief source of

income
;

but in the District municipalities, excepting in

Bengal and Madras, octroi duties are more relied upon. The
chief items of municipal e.xpenditure are conservancy, roads,

and police.

Constitu-

tion of the

miiy.

The fhrec

Fr-'Uiency

armies.

The Indi.vn Army.—The constitution of the Indian army
i^ based upon the historical division of British India into the

three Presidencies of Bengal, Madras, and Bombay. There

are still three Indian armies, each composed of both European
and Native troops, and each with its own Commander-in-Chief
and separate staff, although the Commander-in-Chief in Bengal

exercises supreme authority over the other two. There may
also be said to be a fourth army, the Punjab Frontier Force,

which, until 1885, was under the orders of the Lieutenant-

Governor of the Province.

The Bengal army garrisons Bengal Proper and Assam, the

North-Western Provinces and Oudh, a portion of Central

India and Rajputana, and the Punjab. In 1877-78 its total

strength was 104,216 officers and men, of whom 63,933 were

1 Statement of the ^foral and Material Pro-^ress of TnJUZj 1890-91, pp.

3
'3

,
jl, jD, jS 1 luid Sta'istica! Ahslnutfar 1890-91, p. 143.
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Native troops. In 1890—91, the Bengal array numbered The

’ 3°'375 officers and men, of whom Sa.ost were Nati\e
T 1 -r. -

-e. j j
^

.irnn

.

troops. In the Bengal Native army, the distinguishing feature

is the presence of 1 2 batteries of artillery, and an exceptionally

large proportion of cavalry, both of which arms are massed in

the Punjab.

The Madras army extends beyond the limits of that The

Presidency into Mysore, the Nizam’s Dominions, the Central 'l-vli.i

Provinces, also to Burma across the Bay of Bengal, and to

the Andaman convict settlements. In 1877-78, its total

strength was 47,026 officers and men, of whom 34.293 were

Native troops. In 1890-91, the Madras army numbered

46,072 of all ranks, of whom 32,123 were natives. In the

Madras Native army, the distinguishing features arc the large

proportion of sappers and miners, the small proportion of

cavalry, and the entire absence of artillery.

The Bombay army occupies Bombay Proper and Sind, Tht

the Native States of Central India, and the outUing station

of Aden in the Red Sea. In 1877-78, its total strength was

38,355 officers and men, of whom 26. C45 were Native troops.

In 1890-91, the Bombay army numbered 41,771 officers and

men, of whom 28,672 were natives.

The total established strength of the European and N.uive Fi.m!

army in British India in 1877-78 (exclusive of Native artificers

and followers) consisted of 189,597 officers and men, ,if

whom 64,276 were Europeans, and 124,871 were Natuc

troops. The four chief arms of the service were thus com-

posed :—(i) Artillery, 12,239 Europeans and 901 natives,

(2) cavalry, 4347 Europeans and 18,346 natives
; (3) engineers,

357 Europeans (all officers) and 3239 natives;. (4) infantry,

45,962 Europeans and 102,183 natives. In iSno-ni, the m n

total European and Native army in British India consmted of

218,218 officers and men, of whom 73.370 were Europeans

and 144,848 were Native troops. The artillery con-i-ted

of 12,723 Europeans and 3757 natives; the rav.airy ot

5679 Europeans and 23,348 natives, besides a bodyguard

of 199 troopers; engineers, 254 Europeans (all officersi and

4015 natives
;
infantry, 53,701 Europeans and i 13.529 n.ituc'-.

British Staff Officers, Invalid and Veteran Establiffinient. etc.,

1013. Total Europeans, 73,370.

Police.—Excluding the village watch, still maintained as a i . h .

subsidiary police in many parts of the country, the regular

police of all kinds in British India in 1S90 conM-ted of i
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Police of total strength of 150,591 officers and men, being an average of

1890.’ policeman to about 6^ square miles of area, and to about

1468 of the population. The total cost of maintenance was

Rx. 2,583,963, of which Rx. 2,418,973 was payable from Im-

perial or provincial revenues. The former figure gives an

average cost of Rs. 26. 13. 8, or (at the old rate of exchange

of 2s. to the rupee) of about ^2 13s. 8|d. per square mile of

area
; and of i ana 9 pies, or (at the old rate of exchange)

about 2 Id. per head of population. The average pay of each

constable was Rs. 7 a month, or ^8 8s. a year.

J.ul-., 1S90. In 1890, the total number of places of confinement in

British India, including Central and District jails and lock-ups,

was 746; the total number of prisoners admitted during the

year, or remaining over from the previous year, was 495,820

;

the daily average was 88,353.' The places of transportation

for all British India are the Andaman and Nicobar Islands,

where there are two penal establishments, containing, in

1890-91, a daily average of 11,804 convicts.

-

I'-iliic.-!- Plt.lic In-STRUCTIOX in India is directly organized by the

State, and is assisted by grants-in-aid, under careful inspection.

But at no period of its history has India been without some

sistem of [lopular education, independent of State organization

or aid. The origin of the Deva-Nagari alphabet is lost in

In .uicieiu antiiiuity, though it is generally admitted not to be of
Ir, a.i. indigenous invention. Inscriptions on stone and copper, the

paim-Ieaf records of the temples, and in later days the wide-

.“-[iread manufacture of paper, indicate not only the general

knowledge, but also the common use, of the art of writing.

From the earliest times the Brahman caste preserved, first

iiy oral tradition, then in manuscript, a literature unrivalled in

Its antiquity and for the intellectual subtlety of its contents.

The Muhamra.adan invaders introduced the profession of the

chronicler, and att.ained a high degree of historical excellence,

compared with European writers of the same medimval period.

Throughout every change of dynasty, vernacular instruction has

Vill.icre been given, at least to the children of respectable classes, in

-I h<H>i.. large village. On the one hand, the /As or seminaries
Mnskrit

Pqj. teaching Sanskrit philosophy at Benares and Nadiya recall

the schools of .Athens and .Alexandria
;
on the other, the

importance attached to instruction in accounts reminds one of

' Shzli:!i,-ai A’'slrai t for 1890-91, pp. 68, 69
- R-:port on the Adthiniitiaticn of tJu Andaman /ivJ Ni-.c: ar Is’andsfor

1890-91, p. 2.
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1

the picture which Horace has left of a Roman education.

Even at the present day, a knowledge of reading and writing,

taught by the Buddhist monks, is as widely diffused throughout

Burma as in many countries of Europe. Our own efforts to

stimulate education have been most successful, when based

upon the e.xisting indigenous institutions.

During the early days of the East India Company’s rule, the fir^t

promotion of education was not recognised as a duty of

Government. Even in England, at that time, education was

entirely left to private, and mainly to clerical, enterprise. A
State system of instruction for the whole people is an idea of

the latter half of the nineteenth century. But the enlightened

mind of Warren Hastings anticipated this idea by founding the

Calcutta Madrasa for Muhammadan teaching (i 78 1), and by C.-ikutta

extending his patronage alike to Hindu pandits and European

students. Lord Wellesley’s schemes of Imperial dominion led Colleges,

to the establishment of the college of Fort William for young

civilians. Of the Calcutta seminaries, the Sanskrit College was

founded in 1824, when Lord Amherst was Governor-General;

the Medical College, by Lord William Bentinck in 1835 ; the

Hiiglf Madrasa, by a wealthy Native gentleman in 1S36. The
Sanskrit College at Benares had been established in 1791, the

Agra College in 1S23.

Meanwhile, the Christian missionaries made the field of Mission

vernacular education their own. Discouraged by the author-

ities, and under the Company liable to deportation, they

not only devoted themselves with courage to their special

work of evangelization, but they were also the first Euro] leans

to study the vernacular dialects spoken by the peojile. Nearly

two centuries ago, the Jesuits at Madura, in the extreme south,

had so mastered Tamil as to leave works in that language

which are still acknowledged a.s classical by Native authors.

About 1810, the B.aptist mission at Serampur, above Calcutta,

r.aised Bengali to the rank of a literary jirose dialect. The

interest of tlie mis'.ionaries in educ.ation, which has never

ceased to the present day, although now comparatively over-

shadowed by Government activity, h.ad two distinct asi)< cts.

They studied the vernacul.ar, in order to jireach to the people,

and to translate the Bible ; they also taught English, as ih.

channel of Western knowledge.

After long and acrimonious controversy between the advo- state

cates of Enulish and of vernacular teachme, the present system
, . 1 T. 1

e Mcatis.n
was based, m 1854. U['un a comjirehensive Dcsp.atch sent out ,s;a.

by Sir C. M'ood (afterwards Lord Halifax). In tlie midst of


